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]75 Crescent Drive

Dover, DeSal':are 19901

_hy 28, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01

Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Re: Proposed EPA Noise Regulations

Gentlemen:

I would like to offer the enclosed e_llblts From newspaper articles _tb
appropriate explanations which clearly indicate why millions of U. S.
citizens need far more protection from railroad companies such as Conrail
than Is presently being proposed and much sooner than contemplated presently.
The exhibits prove that Conrail officials have a total disregard for Delaware's
U. S. Congressional delegation, the Covernor and General Assembly, and Dover's

i City Council; a great disdain for the general public and a deliberate avoidance
of living up to its public commitments. This comes from a company (Conrail)

whose sole existance depends upon rece_vlng huge Federal subsidies from taxpayers
hardearaedmoneyand thenrepaysus by harassingus. !

i. Exhibit i - 5/1/79 E_rning News f_tic]e

!
a. Conrail announce! April 1978 that it would do three things-

ao_snunitywhich it has "reportedly" not fully honored.
(3) Not do any switching between ll:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. which it

has tota-iTy ignored during many periods and which promise its
assistantviee president for government affairs (Mz..Alvin J.
Arnett) keeps avoiding in his press statements.

2. Exhibit 2 - 5/2/79 Morning News Article

a. This indicates the nighttime switching was intentional in total
disregard of le(3) above.

3. Exhibit 3 - 5/79 State News Article

a. Conrail spokesman Gary Fulton stated temporary nlghttime switching
would be stopped by May 5. This was totally ignored by Conrail
operations pers_mel.
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Rail Carrier Docket 0NAC 79-01

Rage 2
May 28, 1979

4. Exhibit 4 - Morning News

a. Mr. Arnett only addressed the 1 of 3 Conrail promises which they
kept s_ndignored the other two.

5. Exhibit 5 - 5/18/79 State News Article

a. Mr. Arnett states that EPA gave Conrail a clean bill of health
in November 1977. If that is the case then that statement is
all the documentation required to prove tougher railroad night-
time switching noise standards are needed immediately.

b. _. Arnett said more than four million Americans are sffectei

by railroad noise. This proves that a great number of U. S.
citizens adversely affected by railroad companies need federal,
state s_nd local noise protection immediately.

6. Exhibit 6 - 5/17/79 State News Article

e. Mr. Arnett calls Dover residents "crackpots" because we object
to intolerable and unnecessary railroad switching noises during
sleeping hours. No agency or government in Delaware has objected
to switching operations except during sleeping hours.

b. Mr. Ar_stt claims Conrail had stopped svrltehing operations at
night which is not factual. He is also stating that State law
aimed at protecting citizens to be unconstitutional. That proves
we need additional authority delegated to state _nd local govern-
ments by your proposed regulations in addition to more stringent
federal control of railroad noise.

In conclusion, not only the 25,000 citizens of Dover but four million Americans
are adversely affected by Conrail and other railroads. We need "proper" regula-
tions i_nediately which will stop these publle be-damned Conrail officials. The
noise regulations are extremely important and your present proposal is totally
inadequate. Please help us and many others throughout the U.S. who are in the
same intolerable situation.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Bewic_,Jr._
CouncJ1mAn let District Dover

Chairman, Utilities Committee
d
co : Honorable William V. Roth, Jr.

Honorable Joseph R. Bidan, Jr.
Honorable Thomas B. Evans Honorable Edward Bennett
Honorable Pierre S. du Pont _. John P. Mogan

Honorable Charles Legates }h'. Eugene Ruane
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'umps in nighf
rile Hew Burton Road
]])'JANE BROOk'5 ing yards from Dover to Hnrring-
Dowrnure*, ton The railroad promlled thief

DOVER -- it has been a ,year only oars' "destined .tot General
Conrail announcedit wen Foods. Scott Paper and oiber .,_

\sinCemovingit_swltcbiligOperatiOnste Dover customer=" wou_ be ,p
Harrington- promising Dover citi. switched along New Burton Road
zensrelief from nocturnal noises no hazardousmaterial woud be

stored opposite the residentiaJof bumping andgrinding ra]I car=.
But according to a group of New area and no switching operations

Burton Road area residents; the would be suspended i;feLwecn11
railroad is celebrating the'first p.m.and'Za.m.
anniversary of the promise, b)' The railroad 'hai hrokon its
"shaking us out of ore" beds promisoonaUthreeeoWats, olalm*
again.'* ed,'the realdeoto who said the
"It's business as usual" wlth nlght.time noise Increaand from

railroad cars being shunted and bad to wor_cdu.'JxqlApriL
Itraius being "made up'* between
tlp.m, andga.m, alongthetracks Thu utility committee was

acrossthe roadfrom tile blayfalr, =,ympaihellcto the residents*woeaCroasgates.WcdgewoodandSbor and will toke their cane back to
wood uubdlvL_ono,'Eugene rt, city council and the Delaware
Ruane spokesmanfor a group of CongreoalonaldelegaUon,
residents and a Iong.tlme Conrail The committee had Its first l_k
foe, told a meetingof the eit_ of at Environmental Pru_ection/ill-
Dover utility committee last enoy ruins governing anion,whin]l
night, ' according to Ruane "appear to

I Conrail annmmccdlist AprilJ hnveboenwrlttenhythoraflroad"
.3.., that It was bowing to pubtie prcs.l and give _e eli# "no relier at all'*i D sure and movlng iu main swltoh./l [rpmthenobonuinance. ' .



 rops
to put groupto
ByJANE23BOOE5 eil utilitycommittee 'Mdflday
Doveraurea= night, the railroad JS"cclcbraLing
' _9 anniversary',' or that promise

DOVER-Busiaessisboomingin by."shaking us out of Our beds
Dover --and that is why boxcars again. ')
havebeengoingbampin the night "We'try never Io forget an anni-
again along New Burton Rood, n vcrsur¥," respoodcd .'_'nctt yes-
Conrail spokesman said yester- terday.
day. The railroad hasbeen working
• But, the "New Burton Road around the clock in the last three

Sleepless Nights Society should .months. he said, to meet the in*
getsomerelic_'altcrFriday,"said creased demands of Dover run-
Alvin J. Arnctt, vice presidentin tomers -- including General
charge at government affairs lot Foods..Scott Paper, P.oichhold
the railroad, Chemicals and others.

That is when Conrail will con- 1 Arnctt said Conrail of_'icials had
dude a three-month "expcri- I been interviewing "all our aus*
ment"ofoperatlngttU'ce,tricks '' J tomurs"intheDovcr_area"tosee

_,_ _' .__ a do)' to meetDoverareabusinessJ if we non get by with two Lric_ a
,demands and revert to two shifts, J day." He said the railroad was as
aceordingtoArnett. / anx,_ousasresidentstoeliminate

This shouldelimlnatomajor ] thenightshiftintheintercsu Of
switchingoperationsbetweenthe[ economy.
hoursofgp.m,andSa.m...hesaid.( Iftheraih'oadcouldflnda way

It is jtistoneyearsincetherail- to bypass Dovercompletely,i(
roodannouncedthatitwosbowing would move all its switching
to public pressure end moving its operations to Harrington where it
switching operationssouthtoHer* has been "welcomed with open
rington, promts/ag Dover resi- arms.,Arncttsaid.
dents relief Item nocturnal bang* The utility committee agreed to
/ngandclangJng, passon .residents'complaintato

But, a group of New Burton city council 'and the Delaware
Road residentstold thecitycorm- Congressionaldclegation,
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 esiden s say Conra = usstill noisy
nyFRANMULSIGNOEK "_C/ | Spokesman Gary Fulton told Glab usknQw _ey were there," Crougates

g_ff Writer _| /slato New_ Inearly Moy that sometern, resldent Eu_enQD. _uane f_ld.
DOVER--Conrail ls sthl doing a"lPoraryswRchlngmeeompanywasdo q

•'booming" busthess on gs tracks along J ing because of an increase in local/ ears•'TheY0rotherSUrelYtralnsWereknown°ttryingtheytOwerelet
NewBurtonRoad. residentssay. I busthesswould hestoppedby _|ay 5. / coming at that Urneof the mornthB,'"he

cgy councgagreed Mondaynight,to Puimn could not be reacbed-["_F'_om, said,
ask the railroad company tohonor its ment this morning.
original promise of June, 1978, that "They kept their promise for about Coanegmtn Robert, D. *'DIc_"
switching activities be moved from three or four days," Elaine Siegel el Bewich said he wa._awakened by the
Dover. Crossgates. s_id. trainwb_tIe_ early ode recent morn_g

The city also will seek federal money Siegel said she was awakened twice as well.
under the quiet Cities Act to {und noise last week once at l:25 a.m. ang the '*And I live th Woodbrook, mote *h_,
measuring equipment the city can use otherUmoat:h20a.m, ahaRmgeaway.'hezaid.
to surface the city's noise control or- "Satt=rdaymor_thg at 3;14 they sata "Now If It woke I_e up, I can beagles
dine" goodbyeto us'withsevensharp blowsat what R dig _ the re41deJ_L1out t_,"

r y hasConrail notkeptits pro- the whistle,Just for the hell o[ it, to let he said.
mi: .noveswitchingoperatthns to
Harrmgton,the company also has
broken its promise to stop what a
spokesman said were *'temporary".
lwitchlngoperatlortsin early May•
residentssaid.
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--N ise pmbl.m won't be silenced
By JANE BROOKS Dover was told "to seek its relief enUy a federal problem, said Ar-
Dovera_rc=u th UlO federal rulemoking proc- nett.

DOVER' - "The 'Dover noise ass." Referring•
to proposed EPA

standard_,Arnettsuggestedthat
problem' has a great likeness;to a The railroad is mainly concern- the city of Dover and the stath
tarbaby.Wejustean'tsecmto'becd withfederallyproposedrules takeadvantngnoftheopportttuity
shed'ofit."aConrailvicepresi-becausenoiseabatement,like tocomment on therulesinthe

Commenting on three aeti.noi..Se water pollution control,,is tuber- mak_g by the June I dea.dline...
billsand a houseresolutiontoend
the "nocturnalbumping and
grinding of railroad cars," Alvin
J.ArnctttookexcepUontoaccuse-

• ' tonethatCoara hadnotkeptits
",_ "promise" to move switching

operationsfromDovertoHerring-
, \ tona yearago.The railroaddidmove toHer-

rington because it was "the logical
IIb" re' De[nerve operations.
Arnett said. "The |'elief inthe resi-
dential community alongNew
BurtonRoad was a salutaryby

\ product," he said during he,rings I
• conductedby theIIouseEnviron-'

mental Committee•

ResidentsclaimedrecentlythatConrailhadresumednightswit_h-

ingintheDover area,prnmpUng
DoverCityCounciltosendareso-
lutionto state and federal delega-
tions andsettingoffanotherrotmd
o(Conrailcriticism.

Arnett reminded the panel hear-
ingthatthecontroversy_Iready
hadbcen settled oncein U,S, Di_-
trialCourt, when the railroadwas
found to be well within federal
EnvironmentalProtection h_eney
noise standards and tileC_Iy of

80,1
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conrall veep wlll
avoidDover noise

IlyF_NMULSHNOCK _uane said Lhose/ederal slundatd_.
SttillWrl_r even lh_ new, slrlcler one_ w/llch will

ROCKVILLE, Md.--Alvln J. Anlell golnlo effect In 1982,allow noi_levels
say_thehasnointentionof spendingIJlo thai ata sllll, "not tolerable."
i_lghllrii_ugeneB,Rt!ane'sho_o. "?he pall companies wrol_ Lhos_

Rtlane said ,_r11_ll,a Conx'allassJs, reg_IGlions,"Ruaneconlu_ded.
lant vlcv-pre_ldenl,has had a "slan. "That's not Lrue.We're going to be
cling invitation" tospend Ihe tllghl In ballJl_ thOSe r_gUJ,_llOIl_our_olve:_
Dover andhearforhlm_ulith_ railroad* bccausQwe'll be losing_otzie 300job_,
nolseresidenL_aloneNew Bus'ionRoad _i a resull of l_cr_," Ari_cll COl_ilcred.
havebeengripingaboulfor twoycars, Arncll _ald revenue loss from more

Ruazlehal been_nunnoflol_l leader slrlngcnt nol_e _andard_ w_dd ,'orc_
of tho_ecornplalnln_rcsldenls, layoffs.

"! feel llke w_'rcbeing nibbled lo "Actually D0vcr residcnL_sho_d b_
death by duck_,| don't think the)' will proud,t_ey have _ad more [o do wlLh
be satisfied until w__lart u_lngrubber writing thosenew sl_ndard_ l_n any
tires _nd mars/lmallow ¢oupler_," o_ercllylnthecounlw,'Arnellsald.
Arnettsaid. Arnelt _ald. acllvRy at Dover has

"_l "l don't have tospend the night in I beenreduced,"=boui_5or75 percent"

Dover, theEPA alreadyI/aveus_clean _lnc_ lllo compan),moved Its swllchtng
bill o[ heallh in November, l*a_,"

_i" Arnell said by phone Item his/| y=rd from Dover to Harl'liigioll lastyear.
Rockvllle.Md.of_lce, _ Arneil s*_ldmore than four million {
Ache was recrrn o a sudy of Americansarc affectedby railroad.o,.o,o.o,,oo...,o Ioo,$o$oOo==de°,<=,,Ooo.fo .I

Mass.,firmunderton'tracttot_eU'S._slngled-out,'
Environmental ProtectionAgency in ., W,e donoLb,earciLhelepcoplolnicn.1977which hes=ldconcludedCol.'ali's uoilaliy, nosaiu.
noise w;t$ well within feder;ll start- "The way they lalk youmight thlq_,
dards, weredeslgnlngtorturesfor _cm."

\
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Conrail swilchingcomplainanlslikenedIo crackpots
IIy_.'IIANMUL._IIN(_K CrdllLllrdlllq. lcllrlrlqll.,l._llll_1111u_lll Jlll_rlr_l l'_+ilan llr£_ll_, ii qq.qdLI l_ufll4.hl_.ll+lhl*itl_crtJl'+,+i_dhl lhlm_l_/iNrW++lli+i_Wll+ikl_l_IUnllllhr U+._u_dl++ t4.tk_lll_lll hl_ll+lallll

IndJl. MIU.EII l+i I.r¢l$ llJ+iI4*r¢l_l llr I'iI_I _+i ip.lllt.l nul_r l/i• cu+illla,y'l ll_ilkl l+ll_+kl_llll¢ hlll_ IU_IIII_I lllWlU_l_r hrlvllylra*J(.lrLll_llhr_sllUrll,ker+11_ _*ll_lll+,F_l. llIl_lllllll_ll.lrLlu;l_al_J

I
Ip l_r lull ir._lll_." _ I ii_II k+i_I• "I lll.le I •l_lll ii l+_it_ V+rl_ _ fill i.ii Ii_

"II I alll • ¢[I_ klu_l, lh•ll i['l J'l_ll _I] l_he ii llll_hI m_d_ll• _I ll+l I111_IiI,rVrll ll_ill •roll. _illl Ii • la_ _ u_l_l I_. in .Jfl_ t+ll_l_l_J_ Irl_ kl "_l._t k s_l_.,' 411d13hi Ill• .'i i_- ]++i +Ilk _l+l l+l+l I ._+i'l W_III Id I_I'[ llllll •
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Wilderness Walks
2301W. Raye Street ° Seattle, Washington 98199

(206)282-2301

June 13, 1979

Rall Carrier Docket
No, CNAC 70-O1
Office of Noise Abatement
and Control (ANR-409)
Environmental Protection Asency
WaehinEton, D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

I am very much opposed to your proposed new rozulatione for noise
from railroad yards. I live in the t_nolia District of Seattle,
Washlnston, adjacent to the BN Tracks, and it is my understandln E
the maximum permissable noise levels established in the ne_¢
reEulatton will allow more noise from railroad yards then has ever
exsleted before in the Seattle area. Moreover, the expense of
enforeln_ these new resulat[ons will be _isher than is now the case.

It seems ironic to me that the EPA in its mandate to improve the ._.
environment of our Nation, will be spendln5 more money, and

actually increasing the ambient noise levels. |

I would a _preciate a reply to this letter. %

|

Sincerely

David Birkner

CO: Senator Henry Jackson
DB: Jm

t. ,q 807
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3033 13th Avenue West
Seattle, _'_'A98119

June 14, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

I've just read and reread the news release regarding
increasing the noise standards from railroad yards. I
had to read it more than once because I just could not
believe I was reading it right.

We live in a lovely home in a lovely section of
Queen Anne Hill, just four miles from downtown Seattle, _Ik,
Unfortunately, the Burlington Northern railroad yards
live 1/2 mile from our home, between the residential |

areas of QueenAnne and Magnoliahills.

I have lived for the day when our government would |
install regulations to decrease the present noise level
of the railroad cars in that yard. Under no stretch
of the imagination could I have conceived that just the
opposite would ever be proposed. How prepostrous:

Thank goodness the Seattle-King County Health De-
partment was concerned enough to alert the neighborhoods
about this situation.

Present urban living has become one big headache
_hanks to lack of consideration for the average citizen.

Sincerely,

, t ,
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S_ A (2tin)2-v2..gHso

TA 15001 8th. gve._ 5. W., 5eattlej Wk., 98166C UROKBR$

June ].ij 7979

Rall Carrier Docket No. CSAC 79-01j

Office of ._oise Abatement and Control _,L\I_-4go),
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency,
i4ashington, D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

The purpose of tIHs letter is to oppose proposed legislation which e_tablishos

greater noise levels for Rai]road Yards.

I reside in an Apartment on the easterly slope of the._lagnolia l;istrlct of

Seattle, due west of and within 1/4 mile of the Interbay .Harshalling Yards of the

Burlington Sorthern Railroad.

Additionally, I am in the process of building a single family residence in
$

che same area, and as a property o_er, I oppose the existing noise level generated

!

by the contimml switching and humping of freight cars in these yards. Any increase

in noise levels would be intolerable. _

Additionally_ the Hagnolla Community Club is on record _th the City of Seattle

objecting to the switching of explosives, corrosives and fl_uaable materials in this

same yard. An explosion in this yard would level several htmdred residences on the

sidehills facing the yard on both the East and West.

Copy of an article form the Magnolia News, dated ;.ray30, 107g is enclosed.

,_ Investment Counsellor

lit
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2. MAY 30, 1979- MAGNOLIA NEWS

More noisecould assault
residential areas here

Re'sldenls ol QuePn Anne ,aid Departmonl sp_esman vlronmenlal Proteclion A_efl*
and Magnolia who live Homer. "The expense of en- cy, Wa_hJnglOn.D,C. 204bfl,

anywhere _e,t_ Ibe BurllnRlon forcing new resul_!onsmav b_
Nodhem raikoad yards In In- clipplin8 to nol_ control WO-
terhay may be m for m_re Illamslhat are barely lu_ivir_
noise tto_ thole tailroad ya;ds r_.ow"

than they've knt)wntill now. Homer said Ibe' new r_ul_-
The Envilonmenlal Prolec- lions wilt not ttid in matnlain-

titan A_ency h_s p_opmed a inR high envlmnmen_l quality
new.regulation Ior noi_,e tram 4tad. "may _lctually be
railroad voids, Accordir_ Io degrading."
Cud H_-ner ol Ihe Seattle-Kinl_ PubJiccommenl will gre_lv
County Health Deparlmem, affecltheoutcomeoflhetmw-
Ihv maximum permis_ahl_ fV Pml_a_ed [_islafioa. Th_
noise levels estahllshed In the Seatde.King County Health
new _e_ulalion will "allow DepartmentNolseConlrolPro-
more noise horn laiffoad'_ltl_ gram urBt_ ptflMic ¢omm_
than has evpr exllted be(ole in _ain_l this pro_ah Lct_¢¢_
IheSeattleatea." shouM go to: Rail Caroler

lhe regulaIMn does n_ DoCk¢l No CNAC 79-01; 0/"
d_serimlnJle between the Iyp*s flee of Noise /_ba_en_
ot _o_fly thai wdl be irf_ Control (ANI_-4_)}_ U_ S* _r_
_¢tefl. C_" cou#lng, retart_s
and teffil_eralor cars will be
allovRd _o emd as i'nut:h uolse
in a lusidentia[ alea a_ in ar_i_-
dustdal luea. N01_' from the

Inte_ay yard_ reache_ re_iflen-

The_e residents, says _he
Heaffh Deparlmenl. "'wilt find
lets proleclion lrom railroad
noise with the new regulaliou
thor, from _uuenllV e_lsting
regul_tior_s."

In addillou (o reduced pro.,
let:lion from noise, th_ f_ew

tegU[ation m4ndales SOma v¢t¥
technical equipment at_fl
methodolosy to measule
t_, hood yard noises,

*'Enlotcemenl of the new
r_Ktd,Nit_'s will re_luirP _*
higher level of expertise Ihafl
c:Jrrenl monitoring criteria,"
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Post Office Box I79
Au_=usta, Georgia
# June 1979

United States
Environmental
Protection Agency
Office of Public
Awareness (A-tO?)
Washington, D. C, 20460

Gentlement

This will acknowledge receipt of your Environmental News for
immediate release Wednesday, May 30, 1979 relative to Comment
Period Extended On Interstate Rail Carrier Noise Regulations.

I would like to take advantage of this extended time and submit
my comments as follows:

The place in question is Asheville. North Carolina. While I have "4_
not heard any complaints of noise around the tall yard facilities

in Ashevillm does not mean that there isn't any, However, after I
the locomotives leave the yards to the main lines through _iltmore,

North Carolina is where the noise begins.

Blltmore is in a valley surrounded by mountains and the acoustics |

is such that the slightest noise can be heard,

The normal noises of a locomotive and its train might not be so
bad but the whistle blowing is enough to damage ones hearing. It
appears that the engineer wants everyone in the little village of
3iltmore to know he is coming through. And if you happen to he
talking to someone or trying to get some much needed sleep, you
might as well give up until the train is out of ear distance,

I cannot understand why the people there haven't complained before
now, Then, again, they may have and the and city fathers ignore
their complaints.

I llke trains and I like to hear them, I also llke good music
but I dent want it so loud it will damage my hearing ability.

Again, I want to thank you for permitting me to be a part of EPA.

Sincerely,

/John E. Cutshall

COl City Manager, Ashevills_ W. _.

_ 14r-.
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DEETS' POLLED HEREFORD RANCH

Ranch address: 3068 Lampman Road, Ferndale, Wash. 98248
Home address: 2107 Eldridge Ave., Belliugham, Wash. 98225

Mny21,1979

Office of Noise Abatement & Control
U.S. _wiror_ental Protection Agency

Washington# D.C. 2_60

Doer sir_

I have lived at 2107 Eldrldge Ave. for over fo_y
yearsj and a8 time Eoes on and we _ placed under mote and
more restriction,| I hero found that the_e are those that
do not have to ndher_ to any reBtr2ctlone at all.

The olty of Bollinghem has a noise control ordinance
which seth a 5_ doQihol limit for residential dietricte_ but
it so_e as the the r&il_oadm are _u_t _nu this restriction. _0

The r_l_o_lB nhould be torond to limit the switching I
of r&llroad oars to daytime bourn# they ohould not ha slowed
to switch at night. Tho_ ohould also be reread to limit the noise

lontrol daclbel to _, an_ if they a_ unable to do oo_ they |
OhQul(I. he forood to _vo their swltohi_ outside the city l_Julto.
The r&il_oad _ a _oat deal of prope_y t2mt would he suitable
for mdithci_, if they l_ero made t_ ugo it. The7 also _witch

1_ to 20 earl of :LnFle._£ble _atorial in town nearl_ o_or_ day.
Theac ea_8 a_o hit So hard when awlthhod_ they a'_n,st i_oklo
_d 1_ the trsutm. It i8 onl_ a matter of time until they
hayÜ a aerioun accident.

I am volt _oh oppoacd to the w_ _he railroads are
A'I.OW¢_to opor&to in residential dietricto.

Sincerely youre_

H,C.Deota,

T
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rl i_l;i iI _ _' ;;:l " _'_ ' ' P_,_, _. ii!pp,, ill .Ilk, J?!, .*r ! ;,:i; .,:,_
t_lh';';ll II°]'L_"%{_lllliilr_Jlt°h_;Idl II _ PI_: _ i!,,_l I,, : u',/_"l_.r '_ , .;l(,l" ,': TJ _:,
Illllll:ll;i:i[I, i,I _, _{c 11,] ]lil,_ll rlll_'$ tic,if i[

[CIl'{Zdlv.u!J i_ tlal'rl[le ::: II1"/_11 ,;J I., "_i'l'l i,:_: '_,l:. _,j_] _ ,,?, _)i ;,!,;_.
I::I'A'_" I) _'_.,I_,,_;C(1 I'[ll L';; t_'oll'l L %.'_l'l_!,"lllll; _!,_ 1"3 ' !:' I' l:

slb'p_'(" iIIi i'_ttl y,;l'l_!i. Llllll_r Ill,. 'lll_l!l_:,:ll , I),li'_l: Pr,t9 _ * ,.:C I,:l' I ;'0!!, _.:"::. _' _'1 : : ' " _:'-_
tll_lll i%,lii_,;li,Ii_i_;,_ollO_l,_,,?li,_*l}d_,_,lll(,l._;l_; '_lll',] i,; 'l I:T,fi_-!X;;
Ii}_{_:_ul_[lll;h_lll;._l!l{_illl_tlZlll_ill;.;l%._l,;il_{I P'lI!t' r_. _(:_!l'I_g_ ; _'O;l' :1 'l II1_;!::::!1:

Ovl'r_.4Jol_,l ,l;J_:lilll_ ii 9_.' [_1" "_ tl' IJ(;''_{1 '_,_

lilllllc_ tn '/4 tl_eib_ls. ' ",

.'ior/l_tvhel'_! I_'lll'l,l'll Ihc _l_ll!l_l t)i ;i dl!'h_v;l_l;o) t'r_i' :1!.. ._,', ' ?.l:i .', l' ,_' _,.
_11_ ii c!irf_i_sillil :!0 tc_ :lt_J ' "J'll_ 7.l-d_'cil;?l , -

fc_t. t_l}tie lhc I:.t.d _'clbcl ]cw'l i_ til_l of tl_'a _')'
truffleat _ It)50 feet.

lly L'uml1_r ison _ |_cllilll_llaltl'z. llOi_ COlII rul
orl]illllllCi!_ I_ blcll I_ ill [tic Ilro(:_.'.'._ {J{ bolli[;
Illlopll:ll, _cl'i ;i 5_.d_l_ibl, l tilllll [o1" rl_illL'litiiJ[
di_tl'iCl _ illld _17(tecJbelsJot c_/l_lll_f_'Jal

l_J_triC[_l. Ill _lllIciti;Itioll Of I]l(' _cdOf,ll COIIII'Ol
ol'¢r r,'llJro_d y.ll {I;;. lllO ]uci_J {ll'dinalie_ (_/,11'_

I.:l_A _l}3iniMr3[ol" I)oll_[;r;_ Co_t]e _liitl

billion d_lblrs tier yCUI ,_' AS (eder;_l _¢_" :31 _L l;.'l _ _'
il_IIV Jr I)lllll el11111l'llIC _1norlll Ii1ll* prcemlll _tale
r_glll_lions, be 01lde!t, "ll::r. _ _:'tll lie litllo

rccollrJso fDr ltl(_ citizens" tl']lo st'cll (o_gher Cf e"_V q H I:_"

11lo_k_ bl, c III0 only I'CC_Jur_ op_.n Io
l_ld rldl1,_ _vcllul, rc!iJlJCill_i _vill bo to invest bl

a_,), _vall Jil_lilillil)rl llllll iJOllllle._rli;_l_l]
.ndoll'_. l_l;l'hllpS Ihl'y i_1_11Ill'l illl In_OlllO l_x

I wrll_,.o[I 11,_tlll,l'llllll Ill,ill;it{on, N_i_e bl_UblliOll
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,,,:_,_,._i,_+,',T..._,,,_.A |_t, -_' ti'"_
id,t_lh,d five v.rl, bi.,,idm; rh,,_rv tl,,es bCq,hi*_
Uohl:,b];i _¢.lilm]. _,HLi, %tll' the bi_h',_mlu, Ih*, EJ_iiI,II!P ]li'_tl_Cl lib;i,,rl,:d

N,,_,,:,h_tlh r I:; i,uhl_!ht,d b!, Ih, Jhh]di_,.

I,Ol_F: PAl{F: lq.A_'(;]_[ll!!_]l [lJSI,H'JI'il] _L'_ I_ tl', the, ]i[.,l,,_ I_,l]
com;,_ieh',' ,,I IIw Lhhld+;,. _I',', :_,_,,i+

f_Ol,k Lh_* p_lrk l',,l_Vll_O_ l,I/ili, _il_, i,],_ii (I_ di,;iljCt, ;inJ _i]l l,,. L,,_l,,d to
h}mL._l OIL d _+¢'p,ll%i%¢' 5hCf't* OlhL, I ; _.'h,_ I'h_vhl_' ;I :+t;J;'p,',J, 'h}l.

,M,I: +'L,_t d HO _'lr'Ft +
!IY!iTERY II{KISI

llllnv pt,op]t!_ ¢llIV [dLurhl'._d I_ c.l_l,i,d Ir_,r+l _i th_ IL'_IIL L,I ]5[I_ !.]Lili,_,," .',_L..

l_t)L_* _all[]C can Vml lvll in_, ,ll,,ml thJ+ h,_m,_.7 IIlS_;JIy _:[_;! ',I_I:

"_?, . _. .r W,,L[hl Ill,,' t_ h,'Ip _:,_lii,'i hl_h_Iv,"- . _2__-_;'," ".':': ., .-_'" _:,L',_+.",_,',,,I " _+'_+.'.',;,,r
• t+ • ]LII[_,II, i pL,I icJ_,oll 7]',+_]_,!|: .._..=',.":",:.:._-...,

Lt . ..,'_ i..:_ i -.... " - :;'",:_-

! ....... ,: ,-., z ,_ • ,i I P,Jcd.l :iil¢I [)ivJ¢] ('l)L_k _, l_,l+, I_lhZ'p_[+

., _ , _ • , , ;rod t'¢l_L'V,_t,_r_ Ol th,' Am, tin h,_Ll_,v,

I
I . 2.,_,_._ _,_._.::._... ._.,_ ,.,._..,.r,,,,,,..,_,,:,,,,.............,,._.......di_,,,;t,r th,.l':_, po_,l Is ¢,;I +_tl IoI k.. I I t % i,[, L/'I%_i,l

a I I,,,,hl 1},1_ ;rod [hllLt'r_ _q_'l,_h'd

+1 i+ *_ ++ +* ._

Tues,, FIIB 20th _[.ID_ _llll%_ ,t IIISI't)I_ & IIUH_II FI_L)!I I¢_.II{5'JON_S _d: ICllAlt:t}}l [_0,
7130 I)_ at J717 Eldrid_;e Ave+ (The Illl_lOllr VAn Zalldt II(,mh,)

Pg_/iOllled by [_ol, Earle II, l:llrl_li'll_ll _4]lu _;ii; il_;[rllrl['lll;l] Ill co_I_lJil11_
tlm 5 volumas of Ce_!tvry R_,e_rd_ p.blisl.,d hy the' _]l;llCI_ [;tqh'oh_lg_'.,l
SoeI¢.l y,

Hun., FEB. 2hth - I'I£NNII_G HEI]'JING 11OR FOURTII AN_IUAI, I&llA IIIS_I_IiIiT Iltl}tK _tltJR
IO;DO a_l .qt 1_0/* Ila_hingtoti _t,

This year'_ t_ur u/IT be Oct, 13 t, 1¢. If _'o11 ;Ir[) IIItt'rt'_Lt'd lit l_l,llIliIllg
YaP.d,h_l_lixti+.t cnt_ jolll tlt;. &t /hitl U,t't'LItl_; t20 _ill lW _elt.ctiag COUXnL/IL,'e
heildU arld theft. Co_mItLe_ melMWr_.
Far mnru ltlf0rln,3tio_ call: Paulli C¢,o_ 71t,-ollt,

Tue_,_ ]'EB 27Lh - k_AJ.l,Phl'Ell WDIII:_IIII)p
7:30 pm *It 270L Eldl'Jdg+_ AVe'*
Halrlt¢,nanee t historic p_lttert+:% tooJl;, te_hlllqllt,_ _tnd _,lllour.lll¢,ll_.ltt
Pr0Bented hy llarhara _;rlllh of 14eJlllq;h,ln 5a_;ll I, I),_c_r.

vl_lLora to _xplore O_tr district hot.ceil [:]dridg+' Ave, .lid North St.

l " tThl! I_U¢ce_IN Of Thlg Cel_'hril_i_H cl_l_¢tHIg _ll eve'c_,.fllleq_ en_lj)l_rlll_log,
YaII_ ee_ help uith:

• bemJtlfyi_g your blnck

_llpecltll _lttrneLiOll_ In _]lll _ilYkd
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'['h(_ _:tA h'.: ¸ "I,UI/P:: '' l!_ :,P" :_ ; J!l; !z.L; ,,:,' e • ::;. _._

pb_*'A_i*, I_O*H_: 2'n_.:l n._,_. , 1_; _r:e c ._(" I _' : i,:1!, n :' _" ": I'_ .'.

[f}l_l_:_ _:_. !'::_ _1_I_ _!Flti_ ',,_ _;' ¢. TiLt' ]L' L "_J_' r ¸ , ,,,_,:_:_,I_
_!1_ be [r I,!1,' ,_,t!';:.' i ::!1' _'I ' ' : ' l :'. .;,; _:.

Cll_._l,_C_ . >-,_-- _ ,. -,,

Th_ _:htrldgo i_vPF_tlOrfi_tnrl,,_]

Iltl_llL_,lUJtUnlLI_ rcz_l_LcFc_t_provi.l_

the :_]tch v*.rJ,

_t tW__] Of _n!r ].l';lIlrr T'tncl,_, z2IL_e:_t 1:0 K]J)'l_Ft! !',',_, H,:;'i/.." ':.y

pllq_.o bet_ch.

I $I_ t_.c _::tOPI_I_Z _rl,J']:'_;"11_ i)_:'(+,'_-[;:' O: !_,_ .'.i.I:'t,h''!;'. tr:.?,,, ,

Uo DU_ •"_ITUA'P; 0 N.
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_, r' !._,_ll_ _" _1_ _ _,_k_,

_,ya_,6;:-7"" e_ .... L-qq6_

HIe3F©DICALNEWe%ETTEff

TIlE 111I;7'0_¢[C A. V, f_T?IJf(a?,F hOUe?'

//'l,_**_e_lf _lal,rlRll liom,!_

_11._lll_tt_bOil{! hol_:ie Ill 171,1

E],lrJ!!_, &wqloe is dit'i:c_ly d:;_ucl- - . /?

eted 'vJt_i th_sc lnqmrt;Lnr "et _" - /
/

Ill_lllll_ll_trl a early hlacety, Tile * .... "_ ,'¸
b mrs I.';la htllt in 18R6 Iv Alfred _4. " 1_*'_*
Petttholl_ allll bin _itt. I lera* Flora __ _., l_tN_

_llo, along with Ilonrl' Render, _¢re _- t._ _ r • " . {.

tb_ first _el_ler_ on IltJllngbam "_ , }" _'- " ' ,"-q._.
ltaF_ The tu_ I_U staked /be flt'_t _ "' a [ ' [! t}

I
O_I groulld _bll2b bu¢_ll_e tile hear_ el I 5_-"- .,. ... :- ,

.,o do_ ,,_,,.._, In _.in, .. "- - "- 3 t_ " [" _"
{ ey e,lcb g ¢o me tllrd ll_orest _ I| a _ : "
|n Ibtqr ¢)al= to tb= other Jntangl- "_" I { | H ,_ [;{ t [ ] I ,

t_ ru£g u o t _ P_ab_dy ¢ rs _ 1 _, , k ,.

Rut_thll Peabody's claire, !4blell "- ' ' . ', " "'_ , , '-_._
lnelt_led tile motltll of t_bat(:ur_ Creek, ..... • _ ", ' _ ,.,.

|t_ _1_[1[_* _bt_n bJ.s brD_Jl_r dit'd lit 1_73+ 1_ bel+ame (bt_ prtlplrry o{ flit, if £hrt.e t_i,_lt'l'l++ tk*o

j .f _llom had i_lfrl_d Pett/bc,e_ nnd the otll(,r a _n named Ihlmlln Brlgg_ h'llil.m_. (llllllam:_
' _grt_ol_ lit IlaJr_o_ lot" hll_,) ]llu TilTer, ,iel_crt ]lv0d 1o tbe midwest and look po lnt_,l*e_t [11 [lie

lalt_ IIIItll I(ot_der go_ a group of _ettlera to c_ne out from b'all_a_ and blllid ii _a_ir_llt ill
tbu _nutb of !4]la_col_ Creek. Thli_ group alffived In 1_,_2 end lll_llg them *iero ttoveral lit,epic

_bo btli|l, barnes In file _]drldge district. T[I_ Aus¢lns, lrtk_, Will Zatldltt, lind CnIlln_ nil

III_U "_d{It vltb tit(* _lln_ia_-It.llSbin_ton (_eiOily, _n_ed 0[_ g Io,_lly qtloStloll;Ib]u ;igrt.e_q}[

botkteln tll_ boirl;, Render', nlld tile Colnlly, u t_llJ* tins built a_ tll_ moutb uf Lilt! creek 011
_fOUlld vblcb _lte c01onlst_ btJ. leved _it_ tlwlrs, Ice succesn however, loull]ed _[th ;It,_t;p;H_ur
n**tl¢]lPs Lb,lg {lit|moll I_llilL II¢]]inghalm I];ly _,lfi _() become _lle Pugel SOtlllll railroad lt*rm_,**t_

! ¢dlllled lll,_ bQlr8 to bal!b udt Of the o_fet,m_nt, "l'tlen ]_ul]6_] _uilll_dyl_ Ih_l[ natlvt, fit_11_

, Frank. _urfaced _lch a claim i,s (lid _'Jlil,t_l G, II_ter, Tilt, Pntllbone_ t_w!d vest to d/_pulu
{l_6ohlLion [_ I;be prolll_,f_ uhlcb bad hi,on re,l/lied Ill .JllnU ]_]J, Tile qtl/irrt, I _pread 1o iJl,l

ros'agnunJgy lind _V@II dlvldud tllu h_Jrl. JOilll _tUll_er, till? supfr[ntelldell_ tll the _lll, h:ld
: bid Iio_st! bJo_lt tip, The loc_l ll_IS]$41_er _lllllfllln_ed £bat the )I_*II+S t*,t,r_, greeilv uutsldt, rx,

Ilnn/y Render lost al_. e_-ql_rnbip I_u tile slit! of tit0 ori_lll,ll _l_!dt, r mill, Allll In Lilt' _*lddh,
• nl It Ill the Prt_lbnne_ built a bousu on _Idrld_e Avenue.

E_y lqO0 1:}10 bOUBa _3a_ O¢_led by lumberman Ceorge cooper, Ila brm*gb¢ the _apiing fl'(_n
_ll_)alld glint II_s grot/n Into {he I]eacb tr_ ,_n _llo fronl y/ll.d _oddy, Tho hous¢_ wan ]arty

, o_.ed by tim I1ugge, Pembertop and Youngqulst families. The Barnes fa_ll), Ila_ n_/l¢'d It

• slft/o ]92_t* Tbg_ historical ilgnlfleanee of thtt Pettlbone house, wblle not partlculnrly
' unique wltbln I;b_ district, displaye tile fglr from Corq_Ollbld¢o rol_ mn[l_ ilelgbbflrbcl0d

r_:llldlBces _lay/d in tile nrcatn pant, I_IQ grll_efuI home ultb Its /el'v/rig st_llrt_ay, leaded

glans vlndo_s .ad ballr.om b_sument ua_ holt to much social life In the early dnyn.
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IP_A1/rlt A".!) ';EI.I,.RI_ O1' 1,h. E!H_tlIIZIF, 4t !'h% iu'.lll)91,,rs

NOIS I,' .... POI,I JJ'P_ ON..... "; EAI(

<""'_ _ NOTE: .....[(T._c, .[,. lq BPht,V £" tO the I'i'c._t)'lIl ":h', ;, : I) ,,,_ 1 1_' 6,

hn2._s _r l.n _, l_[I r!loc_fn].]y on t:l_ b_L!,,-:',lrlc, tnr:l,e ,,,_,_
FJ_ny ho*i%es :;_l_[t nel'o."e the ll_ ,';h:_ ,_:rqq_l.I':_:Lod nri rlli L"
O_lo,; the oluff.

of Ri_ s_v4terl3ilr_ to prove/It.
VITC!IING .... DAY _,nd NIGW]¼..

F

RE_HIGE:_ATO,I - . ,

dli_a anu hi,IlLs...

Erl;_!l%o_ le_'L tO' IGle fOP rla,l,'_ _I_,_i ao_lP_, hnu qhy_;, pl_t 0._t

nbove the trulcks.

HEVVING S.'/]'POII ENGI.N_,_4, II_, i:_o htgh_
GRINDING AND S'3U_.Ar,IN!"B_(%Ki_ .....

2. POLLUTION: '_'nenei_Irl9._:'I_EV", :_e t_ :'_ir' o[ tqem, tqe ,i_::o_e
spe,_s out :,me penet_,,ites war htl;l.i£!s,;,i;_o LDC_ It/111',.'_i_*:%[rl.Dt
diesel PO_PIRe_ItOP C:_FS creates _. rlc_ .I,I. O"eOlt'!_i.

_, VIB_IATI_N: The i'o,:o Oed _7_:._con_tnneted _._ I Ill ov,:r s:_rI:iC,:
in 190], it Is constsntly ne_u_ri;r y,ep:_Irs, ':v_fi,v_ta hr%b

best they cT2n do_ the. l'.-elp)_t c_7s s>:lli_, _ii_._Poa:'[_# lrgm :_l(le
to side, splkeu _Pe l:)ns_, sn_1 there _,r'ecoi%sttht deru_l-
ment.s *

4. FEA_:' I

5, F!HES, many

E,(PI,O_ION_ .... v_ASH ,_.... /'_om humo_np, hnn "Frv'' z':_ILcril/ig
l)If_'ielil% for stndents to stuay,or hear on til_ tei_DhD_it=, r_,Lii:_,
end T.V .... houses shake, pl_tul, t_s t':_lJ,oil" wail_, cl[sbe.a brei_k,
wlildows and ells c_sok and one. co.n_t tell t_e cllll¢;renu_ l_om i_

t_ain snd 8n _aPthqu_k_. OUP e_._th is sunu _.nJ clay, rio rnclf to
sDsoi_b the Plows.

Even th@ "FA'T" thru trsins ,,:hosespeed hi_s been eloe.kua !,t DB
miles pe_ houP _i._o doin_ dllm::F,c, ilt_!l' _,h_ _o_ln tn_ olul_ _'e

sprln_s on BN property, th. _'i,_t tl,nin_i _!ong with tan _e_.rlu!_
impacts from SNITCHING have emised r,i.ny slides, some re_iu_nts
hsv@ lost lis muc.9 _s 5U It,

Homes one pi_opel.y%i ape vnlue_ Ilp in the. millionth, perililps DII/!uIiS
0£ doll::i'S olonF, the b_._if o[ Eldrld_o. Avenue.

This Hepo:.t: 'iTIIAIN OPERATION OB.IEHVA'Ig[ON.I" is a pnr, tisi recoru
Of the BUb{LINOTON NO!_THEHN scl;Ivltlu_ in the c;m;_de,i i_,_]BcnlnF.
apes 77 yelps e.£'ter its co_structlon i,_ LI_O-DUS.I: Of' Lhi_ UI'AI]' iF.

1902 •

This ,_na mode /'or,the I.,_"
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I : : <' t+ /'_ ._._
..... I' '"" r'" "_ i' '' '+ ""_ '_ ' - _.._m _,_' ,'_1 PF"_._r i Hj,"; _' " _',

"'_ '., _, F : _ ,w,_' ,+. I, _ ,- _' [,-: ,.,7.... ' _' (-" _'+' . +'

• lttll',ll Iltll. I_.ll tl,q, + ,;IL_+H,I, I1,+_ JlLLI;Ir.ltl_ ll_+" _q,,I ,+ +_,Jl_r ,,rbr _l,I +_,l,

%11:11 q[ HrI,H Ill rnl Illl i_, i,J_ ill th,,i rlill,r_ J_,ll.

Ill ,, I, Lij'!i rlll ii I _LIFIqP_' _t+l. II I!l, I II', Irqlg r_' II I,*lll_ ll_ll ill, ,111 I If' _l¢ll_l_i " Ii I r,

<,' ,I _;' IJl+l _L'[ flll}lL, I_ller lilr,, ill_, Iii;ll%t _ _11_ rlq J)ll_ r ll;l i_ _l_Jrll,_} I}ll, _.k;, .1 } ,, I _ i ,

"l,I I,I II1" I _,11 _''1,_:_' Ill I_1 _'11'1 I_,HI,*I,,_¢,I

rl, !,_1 ltl4,11 _1, ,,I _1_, r\l,l,i1 ,I Iii i1'.11_1_ IIIl' i,irqhlli_l,* _,, I]L.

": ........"'""'""_+'"'"'""' '_ - tells o,_ '"'"'"'""'""".........."'"'.....
lh*, _ I,'H,_i_e, ,il_,;j r_ ;J t+l,l_irlliJI "_ej i_,_r_ I i,I (ii,lllil;, IIuI ipp_ i}_<* i,,l_+i

......"'"'" '"""'"""'""'"'" '"'" I_,"% "" "'"'"'""".......'"'""'....."' .....
t_,T_' ;,,l,l_ ",,X*'III,LII_, 1[ _*, %_¢)[ll,J 11/i jill, ll,)¢1 _, Ii*,hp%_

......'..................."'""'..........."'L H_a c!ilroud "...........' ''" '"'""""""''.....
iI_;:. I'_lt+ I:P*J+I,I_:,' A_,', I'_I_P,Illi_, ¢_ Ill,il_ h'p( Ill I_111 t,V }lilill_

l_+,_+d/_ll_ h,+_,_, llt,llli<)_t,d I}i_' II,,II t_,_:_ r_l hll' ;+!l_t' i)h' l;lllltP,:¢J l_Irl_llltl+ I" 't t'll_lx'

I_+,_+Iili_ ,_s$4 ll1_tl lhl' [,l_IlO,l¢lt+ [ILII ._t,[_( III ,_[ II) illll : II, i_' i_.l_' q_I.IIIA,III:L,*[ "I'_ l ll_<t, I+) _+*,

l+,;i,l_**Itl Irl p.l_p i,_rllI_,ll,l_'_+ _,I<_s_' ttO_ x. _tl_ ttl_itl _*_l_J h,wiJ lllll._, l._*IH_llt" _l+_t,h¢l_, it*%l_l+llr% lit+ lh

gJ'l_ll IIII_ lr*+ill_ il_d, III _+,l.'ll_,t;l], _0 ._+llll +, il.l I, ,11 '1 (_ _I Ill : [*, ll+l_IiIq' II,ll_, lnl_l_.tl<,l} l}ll,_, _%1}i}!,_

lh4' ¢Jll_l' for 14cIj11_ i_l'l l_II_ll)_ "Ill+' ll+lll+'l' _il*_l_ l_It'll 1ll+11_t'lll' Ill_* llliI_l_l_' lil_'%" '+'l_'

_.,,I'I,, _,l', + i,IC _rt*_ +i_ till+ + ,11 illSl_ <+l;l%[lilll_ tl{ [l_+il!tll C,_r _., h_,_i_i, _'/,iIl_d I_+IIII_ ,ii lhi' _e_+nt (,I lht, IIiii

L'II_ tllOrl I,ii)l.d ml_l.rill)l). _tlll.,tll,lI Nt_ nlilrk, _l;_,[y I_i Ih(+_l' lllllJli:_, illl'l' _,lhl. LJlIlI*I _-(111_,,'1
Ill I inu; r%, Ifl_t_, ifll, Ip;lll ii+lt,l+ _llllr* , I_*, llll_ll<,lll Iiill l)1,%. II _*,d'll IIi1_ i_l

l!hll,ll in ;l l_l,nll_l:}l,llN ]]t,r_l_l sgc_ "_* _,l_ttl , tlllll(I[ll_" _+,[ii i_ ,I t If+i. _l,iP_++
l_"l'l "Tilt' CIIy _'4Jtllll:ll l_'ll11_' _¢_llIL*' _ ,I_ +4 _I : _tx_,_kr'n_l h_ P+,_ll_' "rl_ lll_ p*_ll_l III [lrll_l,,1, ill IIii, i ,,I_

i_11+ i+i _-j4_. i;¢+_t,i,I_I]_,+111 i_ _ii lJ(,_+n _X_lltjll_ll ! _f,l,;h,,,_ ;iiii_ _Itl ;in,[ /l,ltllh_: lJ)*' _jii)Ii, I}11tII_ +.II_*" _,¢,t

I_1,_1 "'++lltlll,lIllnl!" ip. +.l)Jl I_.lll}_,llll+_ HI+j_4. IIIJ_ r(l_' i_,_lt_,llll,ll (Jl_lllll

",_+ I<_I Ill l_l'_illi! }},l_'t, _i,i,li X_litklt_ll -$+_L +I ill. I_ ;I+_ II iii , I_ .... %lli,,t _I tll(+_+t' h_llli,_L _Xl+t't* llu,il

-_4"111, _11, rl ;I_ ,i +ii I +I II,l_l

l_,,p <l_IIl_ lllil+,*, ;llt + nt+ dllll,re,_11 rlillll irlp " ill Ill*l_Itl *,llpl _+Ii_l(f_ p.lll.l l,hlJr_+,l_l_ ' _Ii,_. l}ill,ll/1_ _,il_]}I*P_I, ij_ lilt. II}tl llml'Jp, in I}11' ill'¢_j

_,'11, II++h,llllllll.+l Irl _4,} +l_ttllll,'+ _._,11 [¢'+.llJlll 1"4;llilliHl,¢l iiiiI!_ *ibilllt l_ltll_tlltllf* , *,11_1, iJit, I iil*+x_+ll it1

I._11. _,ll+} _*lllll_11*'ll}),, b p_l,pi _. _ll_<lillll! , I_.il lilt* {irll¢,_ illi+1[,%_ _l i'll.lnlt(+ iii iii1. i.lll• _i+ ,jlJ,J+*J ,,ll+f,'#-i + l#-+_,l}t,t_ _111¢_ hl_Lj.,t+ _*ll+il_i,

I_;11_1 l,+lnl*.lhlll_ IIIII1_' +J_(lUl II *JIl_ i1'_ ._ / _ iII1_' II11.1_' IIIIIl1+4J$_,111+'II1+; Dl,_,;lll_t., .1_

IIIII il _111.+II llllil_+ +' I ill _+_+'_.It1 !i,llll, li+t+ IIDI ti_II_ I)1_ I[OI_I_}c',
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' ./77; J
81LllllellA*d, _A_r¢ 1_715

We bnve liw, J oi_ i.he lllql_:,iUo" _[ IL<IJ ]'L, ;vel'e,' i<l_r filly-
five _Je,,r::*:,_%_eliO_- tl!_mill,},_(J'l"rlldI,,_,;il,]_..i]i:].]rj_,_

Ib G_¢-I_ lhht tl_l'rO hnve been n]_de:_ lL]r)l_/_ tl i!; >ll'l:Ci :_il_r( ' 1

tile ril'ht-of-w" G, l.:,:; Eiven to tile ll._:. Cry. .', t :ve _e.:;t _]]'],-c_. i j- _7_L_.,
abo_it two,bY-live l*ei_t fro'3 oilr iot# 'to ]iir,,-,:,t nn(, Gt:_* / ( ._.._
Ilrt*d ;lI,oIlt _fr) I I CiiRlttlt lies liIire n the <l;ite I !iirJcc ] i1_ . _c_+(.il i_#l-

• > #

_Orliitiol% O_1 tb+' _;lido :_:[tiHIt$.oI1, PI,]_, h_]il, _ll'P:! loll "/ _

tr_f2,q iinil _vel-y _;Foiiil){_ lbiTi: _bcl'O. / i _ /I_ . _I

about hi,l,v,_,,do,,n the _;,,,k. It ,;<'em,_ tit n_i,:,'::, <,_i, .... i ?-.-_._..-C/k .<_

_prin6T_Indnet, pn_;_ i,;hichwe think in be]o!_ the die i i, ]J,nc,
We h_ve ende;iveroiltr.,be]_ _,tivf,ollr_'iri%:by I,l;,llt_z,':2]Im,'s,
_O],_ai'O _lRd vJn_n i only to h:wo tlie_%ila_hv.i _ v.

At one time the,:i,ll. Co. _oii,lhtto app,'acelieI;2'pultin, in
a row of not too t:dl pilir,_, jnoL :,cron:;t'.:cr'.itek. It
ended up w._ th the only ones beJnl helped _c Lh,,:¢.R., ;,_; C)
it kept home of tilesell .riddebri,: from Foil:,ellthe tl.lcI;sl ki'_"
There were _otlr pPolierty ol/ii/#rlt af_ ] roc._]l _.ho w(.'l'ci"_tll_l_ tl _I" "N
for h_,lf of ibe c_nb.

•'_orsome rennoll;milchof the swibehin_ nf enr_ is done lh thi_ /'

nreu i _o%1 would llev_r IJe_Iovo _t 1 l!lll_L!: _':_tll,,,_rll It i t)l_" I#/
terrific blln_i _ .vd cra_hi_," ar*d bumpinT tb:,t t_:h/,a place.
Euch of it _eems to be in tl:emiddle of tl,e ni<_t. Our h_use
is very _ell built, but it shakes like _i_ et, rtb-qunke i_
taking place. It in tbi:_ exclmnive Jarrint' tk:,t I_c bolieve
cause_ _aily , I tbe umaller slide's,

Many nights the dlenels and refrigerator car_ are left cI,ug=-
in_ _11 nl,=l_t. It .or only dili_urbs our _lecpl but give:.
off an odo_ I _o that we have to keep OIlr w_n_0%4[i i?lON*_(li

To e(.ntinu_l_y"taleof woe", junt n few ye:,e_ _o, our whole ./
bank was n_ripped by a _aglnir fire that would h_,vehurries
our house if it hild riotborn for tile quick action of two
passeru- by that _ot OIip liegesand tko neicbbors Foinc until
th@ _iri, Ilept, :il'r_vl.d. 'file back of our jltroEe WU_ btlrl_Otl I

also all o1' the :_hrubbery alld tre._ on the back of nut lot.

There w_n damrw'e to the housen on both sill._.of u_i, It wr,n V /
believed tl_:.t thin w:,s atnrted by n ra_ing tr,,in. }'artof
the pilint' wl,n burned Leo,

TO aurait all up, we are not only coast :fly losilil_some of our
_POCIO_ ]EIlld# but h:,ve the noise _lnd _ir _ollutiol%_ Oilt] ./

0= dowe stay? e e mo_t of all it i_ I[OI,:E.

Re_pect fully I



Tl'c!.-3't ' ." ": t: ', V I

dedn_sday_ I_areh 30, )9'/7

Conco_.nod Ehl_d._e Avenue citiz_m_; hav,_ _old the

car_ing deadly chezic_iz_ bei_ z_._it£:'.,dnl:=ost d_kly
o11 tho trackz belm.; their ho_uo. The r_nh!e:itz are m;!.!ing

for cooperation _n limitin[_ tc_:in spae_], v_olenb s...:_tching
and extended periods o£ p_rh_nt; the ,)ot,mt:_l]y o::D]osiv_
carriers. EmerGency procedures and cl_.n: ' ].',be!fins of

chemicol t_uk ca_s is unothe_:_-i to,be _:,:olo-_¢!d.

,/-'------- , r" k -

/ Atgorney.u for the Burlln_ton Northern ri,ilroad have _old
the city of B_lllngham i_ t'ac_ a ]_ulu II _eap_s are

Illlld_ _eZ.we_ll 9 lllld _ a.m.

$_itchi_._ h_n EId/-idge plight
OF_III_C_ VG{'O_ Edit_, "The Itetald:

The residenl_ along _tdrid_e
_venue ar_ c_m_t, fned abo_t a

l':ldlO3d _._itchinl_ _cli_llies ll_ni_ their neblhbOThl_od aria would like

i_tv_ql prHhl_ill;ir_ npproval by th_ th_se problern_ and _e'-'k Ih_ir

131*lhn_ham Ell)' Council ,_tOll_:, "Pl._cl,'_y hi,hi, il m_l 6a_ hecn blip,

nil_hl, bi ah',_l a q.;irwe ,i1_1 II. il _._ _:_I _'hal can we do about: ..
"Fhc' _l'op_sll '._a_ to pfoh_ t hk. Ihmld_;F' ;_r_.rd,,;_ I,_ lt.l/_ i..--_e--facl 'lhat " B#tltn_ton

s%_Ilrhing in r_ufli,_It'll 14°rlhl'rl1"_ I)r;h'l'_*' _lT Eldridm_ ,1_., _"
[ll_d_.f _%Ve_UL!_*'al'd fr_nl 9 pl_. Io i_h.l I ti'_ IiI_. a m0re I_* _O_'_h_f_] rlpJ$1$ tO _D In)'[hin__nd has refused lot _O year_, to do
7 A.m,. Io i(.(hlCe _ni_o which Io.L: i.v,dh, Mc*p_,, • llnythin _ _hodl (a_ Ihe _3v and
h_l_ di"1_lh(_fl rc!'Id"nls Of _Idfl'l_t' lll['Z'_l;_v III hl file no _ I _.II nl_.hl sw_ql)!ilg ,,l_i_us. (b) _'_'e _1.

p(Tl_i ill.k. _llOb._bly _.nllll_y_.l_ _ . tile -_H+_I. l%_'_fill._ (o _i_'ll llamc_ f_Olll t;p_lfl1_ i_Ind run-olll along the
_nk_ (d) pfo_'idm_a bulkheadlo

falll°*ld_' L]%lflk'lll'n_lll C I'_f it* t4_" lh_ ledill %'*'d *' 0 _. hI_ _ I pf_',_l land IlippaKe, _d. (el re.
l:a_lk'f l.aJ4. ".%b_%De _¢I_I Cal_ llBd _lk,_illC*lli_, in p n "lh. _.ikltC

¢k_11"" i_ _*u_lto(_" tl_ bilnl_ inltl °lhvr l'_r_: T)I_ ' _ i or legal limit l0 flop lh_ _'ibration_l
%_UfI'IL'_,dlLy _.l%. inkn .Q l_ ¢ ._

Th° °r_llla_cl ):ls'_ed _11 d I_'l I_dll_ _ prD_Mr_ebrlhl_l)_l which shake the homes adjacentVpI_%W In Colu_cIh11;ll) }:lpd "delll_p
IQ the triCkS day and l_i_hl_

Jr, l_lll_illon. If Iin;ll ;ipgro_'_l II " _ -"

p_edlcled 1he Cll,V will face u Coati '#orkif_g Oll thes_ problems, some
hatll_ over lh_ I'el_UlafiolL _oi" Illttny )'_f$, and NO'V _,,_ are

setting up a citil_n or_:_n_zalio, ll_
save _lr neighborhood., W_ are
fightinl_ to pul people and neigh,
borhooc, ls first in Belhn_ham, II
_nyone '_,'ould like lo Join us, or
has i_ea_ on ho'._' to soh'e these

;i problems J_Sl let uS know,

.it6_l I_ldrldge Ave, P_ 1_1
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/'I" . , ,-y 7
-c_ ':_.. "7, ;_ _./' .--D_--&c-d.__...(• . _mi.j_<_, /._// ,

I • i _ol /

O)h,dl.e.sc:v-n_,ll _ ...... , - / <. ,/[.I'.i <..l < _' _,, it J
I/ill "i'll 11 {AI _) . #% I._V 1.1t-

i n_iCll% ill dl¢lld ' i '1 rTII!l _ flI_ eli. t
_. I f._ . _r '._111t. i'<l_+ll'lJl.I + 7'T9'' _ I_ II11 i"1 h,.i_,f It:_. _ _,.:r ".'3. Ih%llll.hill

_¢ • I" _ I I'f 1_;' ' "_<_I lir'l'f_ !il I_i )' *'> II" _++I',_ul fl_lll"
lh'" I_P_"'ll'l '1 I" "' 3' il t%1" ll'l_R"

I_h" ' .. IHllmlb.,:: _1 ; ,,1' f _ll._r_. l{nlul.tl .i
t .llln:_h . .r.. nl ¢ .: bul 'ltl@ jll_.i_.._ I': I ;f.'_H_ _,_ .Till ;L.II_..,L ii. I:ll;/, ll_ilill:lll.¢_

'l+[i. Ill t',_r_ ";{ ('fill$1f_llllOII Will l_l_._!i>::L,.llillll_l_rllw)_...lil0C!h.i.
del_./id i.Ii . _int_. r RIIII t _t C4._1._I.
Ufjil% .. .._... .

+1#i. lll+llH ._lll r_.;ll.ic# Ik_ 10fief

i...i in I _ .in_ d. ,_l._ iJv Ilri. iii

I.l.iv ll_l _v ffl# _ *

<o._,,,,,)...,i.,_ .,_<,:_,-+.._l_ , il_l' ..J l,_lr_ttlll ttC(,_lllC
_.illl_ll_. I'h.l=l _f,i'k I.lll!ib<.l ¢i +, •

] ii D A_,,:] i !'_ -- +_!I k;' I_,' ill!'.I i!' !: ! ,!!;7_.
.. _t:'_iF.:'xl)_ ,I .] i +_H iii:_ ;,..i;db .IUlI" I_ >'_: !! iir
It. _i " %!I _:'.. !'_% ! P .>i !ll D: ' _' 1_971'dllc_lll ;!**

,_ll( ¢',#0 &! "h_ * i,. I.! ,
I.V;II PLIIICilJ _lill'lhn'l_ IIIrgl! :':. '.i'. t .... : >>' _': i. .'1 _';_lt_'l !lh_i!!'l'e!l!

lr_lcl_i _.f I:lilll ill Wlhlicoin C lin V l'!_"_ _-] .]_"_'_7']{_- ! i_+;" II t!li* I' T;_/I- I<'_ll':IL''l!31
..> _.,M c ifcll IIV I(le l'i.l_ll_;_ J"!_'::_ll . ]__)'. illl..'.p.--_. ;I." llt.:lC(.d !+.)'

l_J+_f_._. IJ. !_,..lltl_'. ;I Sllll_i!_iDH_l of i!"_ 'l''' i '+> ''1 I ''"_ l/'l'l_il'r '+'!L'tl'lOII IIt_<l_"
llurlilll_lOll _ollh_rll ll+;l_7._V. I1"-]::I: • ihil! i.... :tl*l,. ;J.' :'t':cl ]liinlh.)'.

_._1;+_¢1'_ i._rl'l.I I._c_ll-_d on Ih_ i'or. I li" V )!,. r ! " 'G Ill 01_1' !'!%l.l!!!t'fl_'_ !t _I'i
C 0 _'lndvi¢lv ._n,| .l_¢kf.on IId_. le_ k.':_!:l_.l _ . ._,l_:. _- '... }.Llllrlm'.f t'l_ll!.i ._'.l.

%vlil _jiil_k{ _of I"L._lltl IrUlll Lt'iln.ifl_ t>, : :.o . .+,.r _*.. _ . _li - {El I <!'.,l'i<ll I' l'l I:_l'!
Liar*ill I<1. l* I I_l'. , 'l'hl_ C_llllll:lll_ • .._li#
ii SO r_ lfO I :1 {t_.;1_1+@_ll'P/I I)_lOll {* i.<_ , . "_ --
ill_ I0 Wlllil.l" Wl: ,n. RI. I. Ill_ii I '_ ol
.5 llltl I J_ Iocliiqd l_ll _.irlir.dv{_'w Ro_d
I_tluicn Poillt %{*bllPlOl'8 _IHd J_C{"

, _ 'e are= wlis pu,i:l.=:icd Iron, i_l._ to |hilh[

ilele Wlll<'nliul_. 11:l 111'. or II ,2 _Oll I II _|illlll'_lliOli_

I_IIXNI] "_l'Ol I_.. _,1 I II rl
1 _ _%I'I .. Iiinl.lii._lo_.

D_ . _Ilfl li_,'i.i 11111'i.. lil Ill'%i'"

I_0%1'i.:,_t'l t ,'';I H%l _'%t)'.
[0%ill "ll _l_ll.i i. ]

Do,.lh'O_l 21 _ I'l.llt id,!_I_'l.
el_l't' lht' I_r'd_<I l('_{lt {ll_
llllc!c'_ I_ll_ill>:.till.fl %tithl_ I
lhr.'# %l'_ii_l illl_ l'i):llt.lele_!l

_u......._ _ u.,/#._ _..,_J,"
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'' I c\_
TH IS CONCERNS YOU 111 t

(me.s.re,d,n t,e,,_tiole,./'J..!C'/_.l_j,?

, Ay 30. 97,. QU,EN ANN, NF.WS I ' !: ," '\ :," ; k'y

• ..7 a' : " '_/J , [

More noise could assaul " J " '_' //'_t ? /J ,, ./;
• • l,k, ] / v , ]e ,

residential areas h ,' _>_ " _ ,' ,_ere 7; ' _ ,_'
Rrsifl_,nls ol _ Anne said Department sl_kesman vllonmenlal PloleCllnn Age l }, _ _

and _ who _ HomeL "The expense Men- cy, Washinglon, DC,20.160 , L- " _",,y
_n,/wbete lea he _tKbnglon lorcinHnewregulalionsmayl_ "_, _ ' _ ,.,_ 1_
Northern railroad yards in In- crippling to noise ¢onllol pro- I a j _'.jN /

ledlay may be in lot mole gramsthal are harel_ sutviving _ _' / /_oise born dlOSe railroad yards now." ' / } /

Ibanlbey'w_known tillnow, Home/ said the new regula- "MORE NOISE.._._., "......" _ _" _'*
The [nvbonmental Proleo Lions will nOl aid in mainlain-

lion Agency has proposed a inR high environmental qualRy
new regulation lot noise Irum and ' "may actually be
raiboad ,/aldsAccolding lo degradms,'" "Public oomment will =g_el_'l;ly £1_feOt

CUll IlornetoflheSeattle.Rin_ ' Public commenl will Eleally thS OLItCOI110 Of gh8 ne'_'ly _ropomed

County Heabh D_parinlenh aflectlheoutcomeoflbenew" 18_l_t_.On _
.he maximum permissable Iy proposed leRislation. The
noise levels eslabli'dted in Ibe Se_tllmKin R County Health

new regulaUon will '*allow DepadmenINoiseConlmIPIo-
mmenois_homtaihoadvalds _ram u,ges public comments UTho Seat;tle-]{lng" Cotlnty }[eall;h Dept.

tbarlhaseverexisledbelolein agaiml this proposal, teuer_ Noise Control larogram urgen public
IheSeatllealea,'* should go Io: Rail Carriel

The regulation does not DockelNr_ CNACTq-01;Of co_ment_ B_.inst; this p_opos_l.

discriminalehetween Iher_pe_ hoe el Noise Abatemenl and Lett_ BhoMld go _o |

o[ ptope_y Ihal wdl be ira- Control lANK-400); U• S, [n-

pacted. Car coupling, relardels

and ,ehigerator cars will be Rail Carrier Docke_ No. CNAC _-
aJlowed Io emil as mucb _uise
inaresidenlialareaaslnanm • Office Of Noi_o .Ab.Ett_omsnt

dmuial_,ea.Noisefrom_he and Control lAiR-490)
Inlerba_' yards leaches reslden-

lialmeasbolhlolllt'easland U.S,Enviro_men_z_l Protection
wesl,

1hess /esidents. ..a_s the Agency,

ffealth D_partn]enl, "will find

less ]roleclion from tailrc_d Nash:_ngton_ D.C, 201_0."
noise wllh Ihe new ivRulalion

than hem cuitenlly existing
regulations."

In addRion la leduced prO" WRITE A LETTER -- NOWI

leclion ilom noise, Ihe new

tegulaUon mandale_ some verg YOU",
lechnlcal equ;pmenl and
melhodoloRy to measure

lailtoad _;ardnoises. YOUR NEIGHBOR _
"Erdo/cemenl of Ihe new

leRulallons will lequire a YOUR FRI_=HDS_

hi,her level ol e_tlg_ise lh

curren t m0nll0rNl_(,cnler,%. And/oz _ write your Senator, Representative,
(ill Washington, D.C.).=

_ _ ""ORE .OTSE ........ " _- _e do not need.
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P i] Cr,rrier .;oclmt ._o. C]','C ?9-nl

[',_," P.vit'ol:*_u_,,,l"•0% o,io_ . /'o_cy
",,r_'i_'±on, . ' , r._ 0

fir":

'_e"O.'* _o I},8 _ *

Thi_ rub,1 ci _e_f,r t:}-ot,-,.n - of I'_,,,_%lff:- or 1_+}- -i'n_ o" '}-,. _._r,.1,, !.

'_ y r!oc,'bo'%

','I_ h'';e _o_e to %he _o,.±t]e of_c_ oF ur!ir;iol_ I:ort}(:':, t_; c ;lail, o_z-
-%
|

co, rec

}'nits Co_t_'o]. }'rocl-, :n h ? h ._.t! o_ ho!.',e t,h, _ roFb] +Jenr au].d h_ ch' }::'_," _ o
_ve U_ _ll -one r.P_Icc.t_ _.,_much no(::i_d_'r;lle", I.o'he ",6_.o."_".. ih± :'otII'

deF'-tn:ent Ir ]m_t 1,0 <7?rove 9 rmw re._ul,tion th.t "ou!d Z;LIO. mo!'_.!_i::., t,
%0 holT, ruir. %ho LerVo_ of _hcu-!,n,:r 0£ tax.'=, _,ern ho ,uoly h._O enti%_t¢,. %o
mo_'o obt of ],±_o %h r.%hi, ,, ,._.'r"._lf,-'_'-"'.~_....,,

Flo_e r:_ y Chit re,'-ul',_ion _:n(1 _"ork O_,n r_" o_e t}_ t ,'ill _i" r u.- i_e -e_ief

]

4 4 _

a_
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More noisecould assault
residential areas here

Jt_ o_ (_JJt'..iI AI)JIf! I.eitJ 13_Os_r_tllL'l;I _l_kt'_rJI.Jn vironrnentill PjnlI.j IJol_ A_t.tl_

.I_,- ,_a_,_oli., who llve liamel "'Tile vxp0r,_e ol i,n- c'_.'_a_hi_glf*n.l) C ;?04(_I_
arr_wh_.I_, lWdl III_ _ L_urlillglilrl [orcir_llnt_ivri._ItH_llirH1_rl1.1ybl •

It'rb.IV ill_l_ [_t. in {ol .11olt! 14rlSllls lh.il _r4' [l._rel_¢ _Iivivhl/l
IIQi_t' Irnlll I[IO_! r._ihc,_d yartl_ n_w "

"the' Ei1virilrlrllt, Ill_l l_r_it_!t- ti_rl_ '_ill 11oi aid ill l_1_inl,_in-

[ion A_,U.lil y Jl_', lll_)lltl_t'I_ .t i111_JlillJl ei1'_irorlmerliill ilUdlil_

lililroild y.11d_ Acc¢_r(lirlg Io lh.gradil_g"

C',III I loloel of ti_ Se,lllh'-Kir_g Pui_li_ comnlcrll will l_I_'.lliy

Count's' l lealth Fit.il;irllllerlt, .1(f_!i.l thl, otllci_im _Oi tile' llt'_,

IheS_!atlh!are_." _hould _o Ii_: Rail C_lfie¢

Th_ tl,_ul_li_n _loe_ t)ol l)_rkel No UNAI; 7_ I)l; t_,f-

discnmhldle be_'_een lhe tvll_,_ lice o_ Noi_. ,_atem,,_t .'._d

ot p_Ollelly Hl._t _ill b_ ira- C¢lnlrot (ANR-.I_)(I); kl. _ En.

and re(ligel.lto_ _:i_r_ will b_'

ill d Iesidenfi.iI _ire.l d_ i¢l .ul ill-

iial _Irt'_l%bolh (o IIl_' t',l_l ar_¢J

Ooi',¢_ with Iht_ new regldalion

Ih,_n hom _Irr_.l_lly existing

In ._ddilion Io i_!duc_'d pco-

lectiol* f/ore lloise, lht. rl_,w

r_gt/laliOn m_l_d_tlc,_ _me ve_ r

technical c_luil_nlent and

m_.'thodolog V Io m_,a',ur_
tnilrodd¥acdl_oiges,

re,gulalion_ will r_,quire a
higher level of _,xr_,rti_(, th,_l_

curt_'rll mo/liloring _'til_'riii,"
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2715 ].,]drldgc Aw,
D1 ;nd?v_% _'A98225
t.lny 20, 1979

Office of NoSs_ Ai,atr, mont & Contro]

U . Environ_,,entalI_.otectlnn Ag,mcy
L :ington D,C• 204060

D_ar Sirs:

We strongly protest the proposed r(Gulat_on_: !,._verninqnni_n ]_:ve]n _r_
raSlway swltchyards• They ar_ not strop[, en,:IF'h©

Wo _ive in m _:nt,lona]H_storic b_si,rict, Most cf our h,us,.:_;:vr,.!_,,_it

b,.fore tb_ rill]track was switch_d fro;Ra tr(_stlf-_n th(__:_y to the ]ald
under thn bluff %_•hepeol/P_}r;meSare located.

The new regulatiolls Are detr_ment_,l to th_ qnal_ty of Ill(, _, cur _ei!'hlcr-
hood, Already the nois_ lev_]s era very h_ah _nd thf_I:¢_,;-¢Z_11!atic,ps
give the railroads free rein to make more noSsr..

O_r local com_nnity has set a standard of _ d_(:_e]::. '!'i'a_is _:h_P( i_
belongs. Ple_s(_ do. not,und_rmlne local ;iov,,rr:_.:n'.de !ci,_w .nriv::d,._u.n_
the situation hor_,as Washincton D•C. oifleials cannot.

W_ are not protesting the noise ]eve]s cf th_ trains that ru:_on _1:(. ".(,

track, althouI_h they are nuit_ hich. ',4_are !:rot_.,;tin_"he _Inr:,_.c(,sra!-,

noiso du_ to m.dtchSng. The r_] personnel cnn ,eke:care l!, _vitch_r . _
_nd conrddel'M ly redue(_ the no,st,. Thi_;has I, ¢'n.r,rc,v_i_+.c,us "_ I:,! '_

hav_ prntested th_-s matter and ,dth _. _2_ of' our city KOV,!PN:,(F_ !

hav_ _r:luced the, noise levels scr:rwh_t. No:: you arc, _n r.ff_,_t ¢.
tB]l_n_ the railroads they do not have to r(spr:nd tc pulJ-'e fvr::_,,r,,.

• ,.

On th_ on_ hand the fcdnral gcv_rn_-o_t asks u._ to pr(sevve ¢'l:r.h__tK,r:,- _'_
nelghhorhood _,v c,rant_ni: us historical distI'Jet s_ntu_, un :n,:clt,_r :a,,H

it takes away th(.proteot:ion we need to k(ei. !hls ne_tTh}¢,!.h_n,In d,-.e_,_!
place to live.

Through the effoPts of our nFighborhr,od orK._nS:._L_on_nd ]ce_] o:flni_!._,
we have turned this _e_gh_ orhood _rcund _n th_ f_st j,ye:,rs :re::_an cJd.._

nei_hT,orhood s]._d_nF into a sh_ to an_ attractive, dos-',r,Ml, pl:,_ t_ ]_v,,,
NOW w_th tho likelihood of excessive noSse levels a_aJn, D[;o!le _'_I]
once a_Mn s°ek to f]ee the area• Has _g ir.H_untry nhaf!_H _!in people
again? Pleaso amend your regulations to !_t local standards af,]y.

S_ne(!!'ely

"G?-'_•4; ....... ' 'Z _.,_.,_,',._'/ /.Y ", .- CjZ.'_G., _._ , g.___

Mr. & Ers. d._', Fr, uderd er_7-r I
r .

I'
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MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS
32_4AW _._C_W CU}TE7 SEATTLE,WASHINGTONe8199 (206}2S_72Be

New address: 2812 Thorndyke Avenue West

May 30, Ig7g

Rail Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-01

Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

I live and work in an area near the Interbay railroad yards in Seattle. I
understand that the proposed noise regulations allow noise in excess of
that currently permitted under local regulation,and will not make any
distinction for the character of the neighborhoodin which the railroad
yard is situated. Since thls will have an effect on my life very close to
24 hours a day, I strongly protest any situation which will allow an
increase in the amount of noise I will he surrounded by.

I would hope that the regulations promulgated would not in any way
restrict the rights of local cnmmunitles to regulate more tightly, and by
methods which are currently in use in this and other local communities. A ",IL.
regulation which places limits on the amount of noise allowable is of
significant value in areas where limits do not already exist. However,
the regulation should not limit the rights of local communities which
already have more stringent regulationsfor the protection of the health
and welfare of it's citizenry as well as to preserve the character of
existing neighborhoods. This should allow the continued enforcement by |
local communities of noise pollution ordinances by whatever means have

been found to be satisfactoryin the locality.

It would indeed be ironic if the result of actions taken by your agency
increased the amount of noise that surroundsus In our homes and offices.
I sincerely hope that you will be able to avert that result.

Brad_ey_th DJerdi_g "_

cc: Curt Horner, Seattle-KingCounty Health Department
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K.L. COLLINSON GJERDING

ATTORNEY AT LAW

C._.;4.__;" t.;.CnAW C,C;T.T..._ SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98199 (2OS} 2BS-7270

_le_/address: 2812 Thorndyke AvenueHest

May 30. 1979

Rail Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (AHR-490)
U. S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
Washington. D. C. 20460

We live and vtorkin an area near the Interbay railroad yards in Seattle.
I understand that the proposed noise regulations allow noise in excess of
that currently permitted under local regulation, and will not make any
distinction for the character of the neighborhood in which the railroad
yard is situated. Since this will have an effect on my llfe very close to
24 hours a day, I strongly protest any situation which will allow an
increase in the amount of noise I will he surrounded by.

I would hope that the regulations promulgated would not in any _lay
restrict the rights of local communities to regulate more tightly, and by
methods whichare currently in use in this and other local communities. A 'W_
regulation which places limitson the amount of noise allowable is of _ib
significant value in areas where limits do not already exist. However. i

the regulation should not limit the rights of local con_unities which
already have more stringent regulations for the protection of the health
and welfare of it's citizenry as well as to preserve the character of I
existing neighborhoods. This should allow the continued enforcement by
local communities of noise pollution ordinances by whatever means have
been found to be satisfactoryin the locality.

"k
It would indeed be ironic if the result of actions taken by your agency
increased the amount of noise that surrounds us in our homes and offices.
I sincerelyhope that you will be able to avert that result.

Sincerely.

K. L. C, _je#Jing /

its
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June 8, 1979

U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency
Office of Noise Abatement and Control
ANN ATl
Washington, D. C. 20460
AT_: Surface TransportationBranch

Dear Sirs:

I am concernedwith what see_ to be a problemof excessivenoise m_de

by certain railroaddiesel electric locomotives. I am concernedabout th_s

noise nob only in my role as a railroad employee (whichwould possibly

concern OSHA), but on behalf of the public at large. I am sure there are

thousands of Chicagoarea commutersas well as otherswho have wondered why

the engines that pull their trains must make so much noise (withthe _lin

diesel engine reving at full RP_s even with the train sittingstill at

various stops and in the downtown stationsUnder the train sheds). Beca_Ise

the public at large comes into the proximityof all this noise, I am not I

speaking of Just an occupationalannoyance or hazard.

I inquir_ at the FederalRailroad AdministrationOfficein Chicago And I

was to_d their Jurisdictionin the matter. A Mr. George Buta_ explainedto

me the Jurisdictionof his agency on this matter as follows: _is agency

regulates railroad companiesand their equipmentonly; net manufacturersof

railroad equipment or locomotivebuilders or their products before purchase

by a railroad company, When I saw him,Mr. Butaud had Just returned from

making an inspectionof one particularlocomotiveabout which a comnlalnt

had been made concerningthe very thing I am concernednbout. Hie inspection

had found the locomotivewithin legal limits for noise based on the criteria

_or noise that has agency must use. I gathered that this loeo_tive he inspected

_as Just barely legal. I wish to make the point that _ibh a lot of si,d!_r

equipment in use - every unit being barelylegal - the sum total constitutes

quite an annoyance or hazard.

As a railroad employee,perhapsI can shed some light (for a layman's
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(2)

_nderstanding) on why n_r co_,uter tral_lengines ;,s_'_e]las Amtrack engines

must maintain full R_s when the train is st_Lding sti_l as well as underway

under full power. You see, these particular engines ar_ coupled to newer type

CO,muter coaches and/or newer Amtrack equipment such as ,_nfleet or Superliner

coaches which are equipped with all-electric accesories such as heat, air-

eonditioning_ lights, automatic door openers, and other devices for which a

eotT_ of power is needed throughout the train - for the comfort of passengers.

The main diesel engine (which is used to move the Whole train) is also

used to turn a generator (or alternator) which supplies po_r at a constant

voltage for the auxilarles mentioned above in the coaches. The necessity to

_intaln a eon,s,tantvoltage for the auxilarles is the reason for the constant,

high RP_ of the main diesel; even though while the train is stopped, the main

diesel is under very light load (not driving the train, but oply powering

the auxileriee). This is a good system except for the constant noise and

perhaps excess fuel being burned maintaining that hi_,hR_.[.

I want to strongly sug_,est that all this eonstmnt no_se is not necessary;

that the mai_ diesel engine could be idled dow_ to a much lower P_I when not

under full power (movin_ the train), and still maintain the proper voltage and

power necessary for the auxilaries. I am not an electrical engineer or a cost

expe_t, however I feel the technology must exist and soma cost would be wDrth

it to install a device such as a voltage regulator in the a_:ilary power system

to allow the main diesel RPMs to be variable. After all, my 1972 automobile has

a solid state voltage regulator about the size of a pocket calculator which allows

my automobile engine and alternator to vary in RI_(sfrom very fast at highway

s_eds to idle speed at a stop si@a_ while still maintaining a constant voltage

for the lights ar_ other electrical things on my automobile to operate properly.

?;ith a railroad diesel electric locomotive, the power required for the a_ilaFiee

is n_/oh,n_ch _eater, but still small when cc_pared to the main use of the
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diesel engine - to move the train.

Do you th_nk your agency could investigatethe feasabilityof a voltage

regulator type device for use in locomotivesto alleviatethe constantnoise

problem? Ifm suRgestinF, that locomotive builde_s_such as the Electro-Motive

Dlvlslan of GeneralMotors at I,aGrsnge,Illlno_s, could be savingsome cost

to themselvesor to the buyers of locomotivesby not installingsuch devices

irrespective of the noise people must put up with anywhere in the proximity

of these locomotives.

Yours Very TrulY,

Dennis M. Hale
53&7 S. MerrillAve.
Cudahy, Wisconsin 53110
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June 7, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket No, CNAC 7g-of
Office of Noise Abatement & Control (ANR-490)
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Washington, D.C, 20460

Gentlemen;

This is in regard to the newly proposed regulation governing noise
from rail yards. I strongly urge you to reconsider and net allow
the adoption af this proposed regulation,As ane who lives west of
the Interbay yards in Seattle lqm fully aware of the present noise
p_btion in the neighborhood. While it is generally a very desirable
area in which to live, any increasein noise p_btion from the rail
yards would certainly be a detriment to the environmental quality.

At this paint in time when there _A so much public concern regarding
environmentalquality it seems toJ_hatit would be very thoughtless
and insensitive to permit a higher level of noise. In my opinion

it would be backward step.

Yours very truly,

I
Ms, D,L. Holce
2223_ W, Armour
Seattle,WA g819g

....... _._ _._ ........................ ................................................................ _... _
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MEDICAL CENTER ,;'""_

701 Park Avenue South (_;,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415 ......0

ii Hay 1979

_il _rrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Office of Nolse Abatement and _ncrol (ANR-490)
US Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, DC 20460

re: Proposed EPA Revision _o _il Carrier Noise l_isslon
Regulations

Dear Sir:

Thank you for the opportunity to express my views relating to the proposed
alteration i_ regulations so as to remove railroad noise sources from local
control. Please understand :hat the views expressed are my o_ and do not
necessarily reflect those of the Hedleal Center or the County of Hennepin.

It is my fQellng that fixed noise sources remain in specific states and
should be regulated (or not rQgulated) according to tllelocal noise
control prerogatives. This position is consistent wit], that of the EPA f_.
pr_or to the US Court of Appeals (DC Circuit) ruling tha_ required EPA

to develop the new proposal (this rovlsion). |

_ther than take away local regulation for those states having noise control

rules, it would be prefarrahle to ask Congress to allow states to have
Jurisdictio_ over fixed noise sources, whether for railroad noise sources
or whatever. A letter to this effect has been sent to my Hinnesota Con_resslonal
Delegation and to the Presldel_t; a copy is enclosed. A rationale is developed
in more detall is that letter.

Sincerely,

_diologist

Dept. of Otolaryngology

encloBure

HENNEPINOOUNTY
_ an equal opl_orlunlty employer
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_._ !PIE._ MEDICAL CENTER *'"':_-

701 Park Avenue South (_ -,,

N Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415,// ,,r,..

• _/ {g._'_vhub" _
h

May Ii,1979 "I_. "

Dear :

RE: EPA vs Local Prerogatives for Railroad Noise Control

As an audiologist concerned with the hearing he'alth care of
my patients, I take especial interest in noise control,
simply because we are literally bathed in sound from the
moment of conception. "Sometimes the water gets too hot:"
We have all experienced unwanted sounds that we do not
appreciate, just like scalding water. That lack of appre-
ciation probably reflects a myriad of physical problems
induced by noise, ranging from the physical destruction of
the hair cells of the inner ear to things like blood pressure
changes, mental fatigue, and the llke, or even dizziness.
As an audiologist, I am not only interested in helping the
hearing impaired to better hearing acuity but I am also
interested in their and our quality of llfe. This includes
concern over the quality of sound in the environment. This
concern relates to an issue which I will address here and

which perhaps only you as a legislator can deal with. Please
understand that the views expressed here are my own and do
not necessarily represent those of the Medical Center or the
County of Hannepin.

Baeksround. The Congress in the Noise Control Act of
1972 set _n motion e number of actions which attempted to
control noise sources in the environment. Section 17

specifically required F_PA to deal with railroad source noise.
EPA ultimately promulgated rules relating to locomotives and
tall cars as noise sources, interpretting its role as one
relating to noise control of interstate rolling vehicles and
the role of localities as one of jurisdiction over local
noise problems such as crossings, ear yards, and other fixed
physical facilities.

HENNEPINCOUNTY
on equal oppottunltyernploy_r
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The Association of American Railroads on behalf of the

tall industry brought the rules to court arguing that the
rules were not stringent enough. The railroads called on
the court to order EPA to develop rules which cover local
geographical noise problem areas as well as those traveling
noise sources already covered by previous EPA regulation.
The effect of such a national rule would be to give uniformity
across the country to noise control efforts for all railroads
equally, but at the same time would be to limit localities
from enforcing sometimes more stringent local standards of
noise control since EPA rules would supercede local ordinance
or state statute. The US Court of Appeals (DC Circuit) ruled
in favor of the Association of American Railroads in August
1977.

Present Situation. After several delays, the EPA has
come up with proposed rules to accomplish precisely what the
Association of American Railroads asked. The EPA has essenti-
ally come up with standards for all rall yards including
hump yards. The allowable noise levels under the proposed
standards are of course open to criticism since community
standards of noise an_ location of major rall yards vary
across the country. This is precisely the problem: Minnesota
standards for noise very well may differ from those of
Wyoming or New York or California or Texas or whatever,
simply because our population density and our state's sophis-
tication in noise control may differ from other states. Yet,
EPA's action by court order will eliminate our state's control
over our noise sources. In addition, EPA in distant Washington,
DC, will be responsible for enforcement in Minnesota and in
all other states--a big Job_

Legislative Relief. Unlike some today, I am not
necessarily opposed to big government when it can adequately
serve the people. But, I am opposed to the federal monolith
when it cannot deal as effectively with local problems as can
the individual states themselves. The recent Three-Mile Island
affair with nuclear control by the federal bureaucracy, the
problems with the FDA lowering our Minnesota standards of
hearing aid health care by bureaucratic decree and eliminating
Minnesota control over charlatans in the process, and similar
federal agency actions which have actually prohibited our
local governments from dealing with our local and very real
problems, demonstrate that Congress and the President need
to act to preserve local prerogatives for local government
control over local problems.
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It is my feeling that the EPA is justly and appropriately
concerned over interstate noise sources. At the same time

it is my feeling that the EPA should not have jurisdiction
over railroad noise sources of the switching yard or hump

yard variety. I believe thnt legislation is needed to modify
the Noise Control Act of 1972 so that local prerogatives for
noise control and enforcement remain at the state level.
Such s belief is also consistent with keeping the costs of

government down during this time of continuing inflation.
As a Minnesotan concerned in these matters, I would encourage

you and your staff to evaluate this situation and propose
appropriate legislative remedy as indi_:ated.

Sincerely,

David Johnson, MS, MA, CCC
Audiologist
Department of Otolaryngology

DJ:bb
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IIouston, TX 77061
May i, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, DC 20460

Gentlemen:

Thank you for _le opportunity to have some input into the proposed noise
amendments for railroads.

My only experience has been with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail-
way; and I can say that if all railroads operate the same way that this
one does, many people in the United States have had their lives made
miserable and their property destroyed.

In the early 70's the Santa Fe Raih;ay purchased property on the south
side of the Allen Farms Subdivision in iIOuston, Texas. They built a
piggy back and containerized freight depot across Brisbane Street, a
street which had homes on the north side of the street. Actually, the
freight depot is approximately a city block off Brisbane in some points,
_%ough the parking area for _e trucks which haul _le freight comes right
up to Brisbane at some points.

Those people installed a diesel powered hoist to lift the freight from
the flat cars and onto 18 wheelers. This thing is very noisy and runs
all night lor_. In addition, there is the banging of the cars as they
switch and the squeeling of the wheels.

A Mexican American family, the Cadenas, owns 4 acres north of Brisbane,
which abuts the Santa Fe property. This MESS is built right up against
their property. How they ever get any peace is unknown to anyone. The
railroad psopls have tried to drive them from _]eir property so that they
would have a solid piece of property not divided by anyone else's property.
I tulderstand that they have offered to buy the Cadena property, but he
has owned it for many years and does not wish to sell, Therefore, they have
shown him no mercy.

Neither have _ley shown any mercy to the rest of us. They could easily
have developed this area so that it would not inter,st with the residential
neighborhood, but _ley have dose everything so that it disturbs to _le
utmost.

I first requested in 1974 _lat they _onstruct some sort of noise barrier
or do something to curtail the noise of the daisel hoist. _*ey have done
nothing. They have said that they wish to be "good Neighbors" I yet they
have continued to disturb us to the maximum.
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_e are unable to open our windows at night. _ge must run air conditionin_
when t_here is no need for it because the windo?is cannot be open because
of the noise generated by this freight depot. Ue have reported tJ_is to
the city of IIouston, but their noise control ordinances are very w_ak
and individuals in that department seem to be unwilling to face up to t_,e
railroad.

We have suffered a loss of about $40,009 in the value of our property
as opposed to _;hat it would take for ds to replace it on Houston's hoia_
market today.

In addition to t/%e hoists that operate at t/le containerized freight and
piggyback freight depot, t_here is another hoist t/_at lifts cars from
the trains and onto t/le trucks of Auto Transport.

In the event that you may be interested ;in the total scol_e of the dar_age
done to the Allen Farms Subdivision by the Sante Fe Railway, I am sending
a copy of a letter I wrote earlier to the local Office Of the EPA. I do
not bel_iva that the document under consideration will cover everything
mentioned in the earlier letter, hut perhaps t/_ere are some more items
there that should be considered.

/cerely,

_/anda Kirby
(Mrs. _ill Kirby)
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Houston, TX 77061
January 23, 1979

_nvironmonta! Protection Agency
6608 _lorn_oou

liouston, T.I_'

Gentleman :

91y hom_ is located at t/_e corner of _,_e_d and Brisbane Streets
in Southeast Houston. Hy husband and I have resided in it
since June, 1960. There are 6 homes on Lrisbana, which extends
for a distance of 3 blocks off S_00 Telephone Roau.

Of t/_e other five ho*_es, t_;o are inhabited by original resi-
dents of the subdivision, which is about 30 years old. One of
the other owners has been in the home about l0 years, and

the ot/:er o?_ners have been there a shorter periou of time.

The name of t/_e subdivision is Allen Farms.

Some years ago, t/%e Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fc Eail_;ay began
acquiring _arcels of vacant proverty surrounding the subdivision
on 3 sides. They first constructed some industrial plants on
the north side of t/_e area. Strangely, tA_ey began their con-
struction at the nearest point to the subdivision, not in'the
hundreds of vacant acres a further distance away.

Then, in the early 70's t/_ey acquired the large tract of land on
the sou_/l side of Brisban_ Street r a narrow; asQhalt street,
which deadend_d at the third block off Telephone. The rail-
road then ran a track from biykawa F,oad to Telephone and con-
structed a freight terminal. They widened Brisbane for a short
distance off Tel_phone _nd _ade an entry into their freight
facility. Since construction began on thau facility, th0rc
has been nothing but continual disruption of _%_. lives of the
people who live along _risbane Street--and to a lesser degree
to the other residents Of Allen Farms.

To unload containerized freight from the trains, they make usa
of a large diesel coi'_traption. '2his t/_ing runs all nigilt long
and n_%kos a loud noise. In a_dition, freight cars bump all
night long. Since nedrooms are generally on the south side of
homes, sleep is virtually impossible. In addition, trucks
running aeros_ _he sh&ll-surface "rarea cause a cloud of _r.hite
dust, which Govers cars, ilousest plants, pools, _to.
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During the years I have registered many, many protests wi_ _ho
local railroad people, with my councilman, with _e city councill
as a body, and wi_h every possible government agency that I
could think of. My husband and I have talked with _%e EPA on
a_ least two occasions, but we were unable to get much help
there. However, we now believe _at there may be stronger
environmental standards that may give us some relief.

I did not _link that the situation could be made any worse _]an

it was with the freight temninal; however, approximately t_o
years ago, I was proven wrong. In the fall of 1976 construction
began on _e widening of Brisbane Street, installing of curbs
and gutters, and paving with concrete. (This work was under
the auspices of the Santa Fe Rail_;ay. Some have said _]at it
was a joint project of _e City of Houston and the railroad.
I do not know what the financial arrangements were, but that
might be an interesting story in itself.)

The sole purpose of the widening of t_e street was to use that
street (formerly a strictly residential stL_e_; £.: =ccess to
a large tract of land at the end of Brisbane, which the rail-
road had leased to Auto Convoy Company.

It took residents some time to discover the reason for the

street widening as everything was always done on a hush, hush
basis. At no ti_e did any remresentative of the Santa Fe Rail-

wa_ every consult wi_n an_. of" t._" residents of Allen Farma
to @et anZ input into an_ soru of a plan to _reserv_ _lis resi-
de|%tial area.

Please understand _Sere were hundreds of acres through which
an access could have been constructed and which would have not

been destructive to the residential envirosment. Therefore,
_is was a case of gross insensitivity on the part of the
decision makers at t_e railroad.

In August, 1978, I counted the number of 18-wheelers _at

passed my home from 6 a.m. to ll p.m. and discovered that there
were 106 of _l_m. They pass within 20 feet of my home. These
truc_ _egin rolling as early as 4 a.m. or even earlier. Sometimes
they run all night. Their parking area is so close _hat _%ey
are shifting gears as they p=_. o_r .=_rooms on _ne south side
of our home. Ue are awakened every morning by this sound. ?he
hea_, weight of _%ese loaded truths--They are loaded with autos
and trucks and probably weigh at least 50,000 pounds--causes
our house to vibrate. Our bed quivers; the desk at _;hich I as_
t_'ping this letter shakes.
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We have had considerable structural damage to our home a_ a
result of the vibrations caused by these trucks l!ithin the

past two years, we have been plagued by crackinc.; _/alls, stick-
ing doors, etc. In addition, the marhet value of our i_cme

has decreaseC. At tz_e sa_r,etinla, the cost of other housing
has increased drastically in the Houston area.

Drive-out crews e2._ployed to drive autos to local dealers
cause a considerable problem by thro_ling litter in the yardz
and along the street. %'he drivers drive the cars out of the

Auto Convoy lot at the end of _risbane. They par]: alon G _ris-
bane and t;ait for their entire group to asser._le; they t/:en
leave in a convoy. [_bile t_ey _lait, t2qey eat snachs, drink
sodas, and t/_ro_2their debris on the ground. During the suzu._er
they get out of the cars and sit in the shade of the trees i_
the yards. _:e residents have been u1_successful in our attur_pts
to get this problem, corrected. There are other rout=s out of
the industrial area, which do not pass houses. They could use
those streets, not Erisbane Street.

After many letters and ?hone calls to the local l_-'o_l_ at the
Santa Fe l{ail',:ay,I finally wrote tJ_e prasilent, :it. Larry

Cena, 80 East Jac::son Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604. I
wrote him on July 16, 1978. }_e re_lie_ that he was ordering
an investigation; ho%;ever, no relief was forthco.ning. In fact
conditions _vorscned to the point that they were totally u*H_ear-
able. In August, 1978, ne_ construction began. In October
construction was going on around the clocb. Dtunp trucks
roardd up anu do_/n 3risbane Street all night long. _e were
eating _ons of dust; everything ;..'ascovered with it--cars,
plants, houses, beats--everyt/_ing.

I phoned -;4r.Gibson of the Houston office. He told me the first

full truth that I had ever hoard from a_,yone connected with the
Santa Fe Rail_tay. L_e said, "It is not going to get any uetter."
He stated there_ould be more and more true]: traffic on brisbane
Street. In desperation I called :4r. Cena on Saturday, October
14. i_e asked L,hat I ".._antedhi_..to do, and I suggested that the
railroad buy tl,.ehouses along 3risbane. !!e seemed vet'/ receptive
to that suggestion. 1%bought our problem _;as solved.

The next week, however, ":r. Fitzgerald of _anarillo and _i%'.Grader

of the Houston office came to our home. They used all o_ the
usual terms that one hears from the railroad. Primarily, Ue
wastto b_ Goodnei_hl,ors.

Nr. Tom Plant, Director of Real Estate, at the Chicago address
_;as given the ta_k of resolving the problem. }:e secr_.ed to be
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genuinely sincere in his efforts to try to alleviate the problems
that had been caused by the railroad. On several occasions we
discussed the possible remedies to the problem, f_ong the things
he mentioned as possible solutions were the follc:ling:

1. Purchase the homes on Brisbane and construct some sort
of a noise barrier there to buffet the rest of Allen Farms.

2. llove the homes on Brisbane to alternate locations and
construct the noise harrier as mentioned above.

3. Close Brisbane to truck traffic and construct a noise
barrier on the south side of Brisbane to buffet the subdivision
from the train and loader noise.

A noise and vibrations engineer was hired by the railroad to
make studies of noise and vibration levels. They would supposedly
use his s_dy as a basis for their decision as to which of the
remedies above to use.

Inoidentallyt they also had this engineer to make studies of
the airplane noise from ILobby Airport. At the time he came out
the main runway was being worked on--it still is--and traffic
was unusually heavy at the runway that causes the most noise
in Allen Farms. This is a temporary situation.

On Tuesday, December 19, t|r. Plant called to say that the
engineer had been hired te do this study. His name is Jerry M.
Cettingham, 2011 Cres0ent Shore Drive, LaForte 77571. .'Ir.Plant
promised to get back with us to let us know what the railroad's
next step would be. Ue have heard nothing further from him.

On Monday, January 22 S my husband called Chicago to talk with
Mr. Plant. He was out of his office and did not return the call.

On Monday eveninga Mr. Gradert our good neighbor from the IIouston
office called to see what _Ir. Kirby _;anted. He said that tlr. Plant
was leaving the railroad# so there was as further reason for our
tal|_ing to him. X told him that we wanted to ]:no:;what the rai_-

E_a_ planned to do tO alleviate uue problems on Brisbane.

According to _4r. Grader t this is %that the railroad plans to do
about our declining property values, our cracking walls, our
failure to g_t any sleep at night, our inability to open our windows
ever because of all of the outside disturbance:

i. Ask the cit I, to remove a step sign at t1_e corner of

_risbane and Te;;antin. This stop sign _;as requested by my
neighbor t Mrs. McLean s to try to slo_; down the traffic which uses
Brisbane for a racetracl: since it was opened into that. industrial
development.

2. Ask the city to set a speed li_it of 20 miles per hour
on Brisbane.
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3. Ask the Auto truck drivers to observe the 20
i[ mph speed limit.

Convoy

As you can see, the Santa Fe and tile Auto Convoy Company have
no plane to take steps to inconvenience themselves ill any _¢ay
to attempt to restore some of tha peace and tranquility that
was enjoyed by the residents of Allen Farms before they invaded
our area. They plan to continue to grind us under their heels
as they have in the past.

One of my neighbors tells me that m_/ llsnry Thomas of the EP;%,
from an out-of-t0wn office, addressed himself to this very
problem with the railroads in llouston llben he spol:e on one of
ti_e midday ne_.,sprograms on television a couple of ileeks auo.
She said that lle was in totln for some sort of a seminar that

was being held at tile Shamrock. If ,,ou can supply me t_lit/lills
address, perhaps he has soma ideas t[lat call help me in tills
situation.

If you can give ne any help ill this matter or can diruct me
to any agency that call, I shell ai_preeiate hearing from you.

cannot believe tilat somei_here in ti]ese United States there

is not someone that will be sensitive to the problem of big
business destroying the lives of individuals.

Sincerely,

Uanda Xirby
(Hrs. Bill ]:irbv)

oc: Larry ¢ena
Lynn Ashby, Houston Post
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Rail Carrier D_c_et ._CI.;;,C79-91_
Office of _;Dis_ Ab,t(_le:it r_nd C_I'Jtro_ ('i(R-493),
U_ Envlrgnment'_] Protection _geney,
'Jashin:to_ DC 2"_463

If there needs t_ be a ch_n_: in the amount 9f noise a]]s'.,ed frsm
rn[!roac; y_rds_ it should be to allow LZ_ noise.

There is n_ excuse for havln_ a tr:_In ,,'oT_v_t-Ta_t-To_t-T_oot
for I_ minutes solid as lfi backs and forthes across an intersectign_
narticu]arly wh_:n the intr:rsectl_n is aver _ mi_e :_,'_yand the
sound is loud enous'h to drive me un the w'_ll.

The n_tiona_ _as_en__er trnin a;ency has even ]o_der horns_ _hich
is why I consider the nr_t_er _r_n_unci:_ti_n to be i)amntrack.

I grant ysu the roar of hackle, trains and couplln: cars is oflfaet
by oassinl jets, nriv;_tc p]snes roarinl over rcsld{ntinl a?eas

w}ll]_ they nrac_ice ta[ce-off and ]andin,,, and the HODO3OOODOOT of
the Ferry (I think the Sea[cane has a crush _n one of the bamtrack

trains), but because ssmethln / is bad is n9 _:xeus_- to m_kc it
worse. T_ o=tro]eum shortfull should start r_ducin_, the aircraft
in thc forse<able future, out trains are Isle; tD ke_o _n running. !

And if the trains are goin_ ts _eep on runnln['., it would be appreciat_d_
if at ].east sgme of nheir technological breaxthrus are in the

!

field of qqieter 9neratlons.
Sincerely_ _%

Lynn .<sheer
PO _ox 9333

234-_5_17
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Oklahoma City, Okla.
May 16, 1979.

Rall Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (A_JR-490)
U.S, Environmental Protection Agency
Washington D.C. 20460.

Dear Slrl

It was the intent of congress for the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to establish atendards on all types of noise pollution that
ms injurious to the hnalDh and well being of the public.

Train _histles at railroad crossings that arc protected by drop-_tns
and slgnsl lights, cannot be Justifled, as adcql_ate _:arning hc_ b_en
given to automobiles approaching such crossings.

Persons _ho llve near railroad crossings that are protected by adequat
drop-gates and signal lights, suffer needle_;sly fron insomnia
nervousness, and any physical condition they presently have Is ag_ravated
by needless noise pollution from train whlstles, Most people thet
are affected are low to moderate income people and cannot move _ttc_y
from this type of noise pollution that is injurious to their health.

It ms recommended that the office of Noise Abatement and Con_rol h'Ith
the U,S. Environmental Protection Agency be suspended and closed fol"
their failure to set standards for train whistles at rallro_d croszing_
protected by drop-gates and signal lights, as they stated in the Federal
Register / V01.44, No 75 / Taesday April 17, 1979 / Proposed 1_ules
pageZo 22963 :""

"We do not intend therefore to set standards affecting these _.devices through thls regulation".

Sincerely

Beril F. Leeth
136 S.E. 26th
Oklahoma Clty, Okla. 73129

bu_hc Hm'n_, I]clIs a._ _.'his Je, Harem

anti ;'.'hl_ll_ s and other walnin_
de_,'lces _ro¢lu m a form _fn I_e

Inslendc_[Ilchlgtm_n_.n ' 1¥
_1_ dUC_ I_ I_ODllt41C[_Vily" _V_ IJO _lg)[
ln_end [hl,refilro Io _el s Illndl.rds

u[f_cllng Ihest! devk:us Ihrongh this
reguliHlon.

g,. m
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_:_? 19, 1979

Hrs° Su_ Lyste
1905 Eldrld_e Ave.
3_111n_han, _. gG225

Rail Csrrler Doo){et thJmber 0.9:%07901
OffIoe of No_se Abatement _I_d Ct_ntrol {A_:.9-h,_0)
[I.S, Eltvlro_n6ntn]. }'ro_ectl:,s A_enoy,
W_sh_ncton, D.C', 201_60

We wei|Id llke f:o polnb out:

I. We live 50-I00 feat free _ s::itnh y_ird, (_ tIo'_cks)o_
top of _n e_b_ukraent so ne_.._urem_n_s' c_ntt be net. Testin_ by
the Stets indlo_tes that ourren_ levels 8vern!'e below _.P.A. • I

resLllstJet]s. Our sltu_tlon is in_olernble no_l, _f these level_ "-_
_ro s_lov!ed to imc1'e_ne, then '.lhut7 _'e c,_n_£ sleepjlo:,_; _.re %-[
oe_s_tly h_rss,_ed by sounds llke explo._ions_ s_1_ spe_k na_
_lly to nol_hbors Outside or over on the phone i_slde. It is _h
defln}tely affeetlnS Our he._Ith _nd wel.3, e D .... \

{

2. Engines ,_l)drefrigerator o_rs :]re parked _s close _s <;,
50 feet from our house now, rilnnln_ and revv_n&% fl]_es enteric S r_
our home. The resulation will not protoo_ us from this sleep "_-
Irltorfezenoe° _q'

3. We have had neny derailments, _nd s!_des _re e.used by
the tel'_'ibleIDpsets. We have very llttl, land left because _f
this. Th _. are l_r_e_besutlful, end valuable hlstor_o ho_.es thqt
were here before the rsllro_d oonstr_oCed their tr_cks on land-

fill below us. %IdY is the_e no non.de_red.tien effuse? The reR-
ulation is totally um_coeptnble without it, _ithout o11_ it will
be a llsense for the rs_iroad to deErade the _Iresdy Intolerable
sit,Brian.

_. '_hy is there no PENALTY for excess,ire number nf inp-_cts?
Espeolslly _t night? The re_ul_tlons should _llow local _overn-
beet to propose u curfew nt nlsht _ for six hours _t le_t, frnm
tile swiCohin_, The terrible lmp_ots thnt :de e_dure do _ot sh_w
up in the nensursmemte like LeE _nd Ldn_ and they dlsrl]pt our sloel,

'_'_IDAI@{-_9%O ptlt it nildly,

5- ',¢e have kept d_t_tled diaries for two or "!ore )'cots
_&a%7_19: 5_dtlrb_ wakln_ hours). They lndio_te the i=?ossib_llty to _et

more that _ or I$ hours st sleep at any _lvee time. _ _n enclosing'
Just one 2_ hour period an_ a few other excerpts. This m_y exp1_n
a little.

We _re totally opposed to this regul._tlon. It is not nearly
stri.gont enou_h_
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ROBERT D. MARCOTFE
3568 Dod_oS_,©,t

Omaha, Nehr.k, 68131 _oz.3_._175
l,,,,,ae.Co,,uh,n,,,]no.
R.D.M,I_Dtto&'Ao,.elat.,,lad,

M,ea,*I,,,,*ae,A_.,¢y.i,e April ]gin1979

Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01

Office of Noise Abatement and Control (AWR-490)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

To begin with, letme tellyou [ have nothing whatsoever to do with

the railroads, or the unions, or anyone who works for the railroad.

I am interested in rallroads and have been since I was a boy, and

visitthe yards and shops occasionally out of curiosity. I have also

visited the large Union Pacific "hump" yards at North Platte, NE.

Quite frankly, I am appalled at this attempt by the bureaucrats to |

extend their tentacles into every facet of our daily lives. The only
reason I can see that the EPA wants to pass this regulation is so

that they can hire more people for more jobs, and raise everyone |
in the department to a higher pay level. The Federal government

is not needed in the railroad "hUmp,' yards o[ this nation. As a

tax payer and interested citizen I protest this extension of the
Federal government's authority into a matter which should be aj
properly controlled by the state.

When are you social planners and bureaucrats going to quit inter-
fering in the private lives of citizens?

Slncerely,

Robert D, Marcotte
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1015 Shirkmere F_ad

Hol_ston, Texas 77008

_¢ly 22, ]979

Rail Carrier Docket lb. ON_C 79-01

Office of _Joise AbtsT_it a1_ Control (ANR-490)

U. S. Environmental Protection /_jency

Wa_%_gton, D. C. 20460

Gentlem__n:

The Board of Directors of _*e 'P/ml_rgrove Manor civic Club (representing

1,000 |_omeowners in northwest l_uston), have i_structed me to cc_pile

and forward to you our con*_mt_ on _*e Proposed Interstate Rail Carrier

l_v_ulati_ns, _t %_.re pub]i_led April 17, 1979, in _le Federal l_istor.

Since many of c_r l_.t_:x_ers a_e, and have been for s_m_ t/me, s_jected

to very higl* noise levels fr_n _%e nearby Eureka RR yard, this civic !

club has t_=en an _qterest in tJ_e EPA's efforts to promulgate noise q,_

standards for railroad yards. We wi_ at H_is _ to reinforce and

commend the EPA's I_sltion, _,at the public's heal_l and welfare re- !

fated to noise _hould he a factor in setting t/_ese standards. %_

Association of _merican Railroad's argo, _nt _at the public interest <
_*culd be totally absent from consideration, is typical of their blatant

disregard for efforts to /_t_prove the environing.

We appreciate _is op[mrt_]ity to review these proposc_ regulations and
to offer our atta_0d c_r_ents.

sincerely,

'_ /) Y
Jerome b_ore, (Jmd_rman

No_se Abatement Ccz_nittee

aV_c
attachment as noted

_c: JM file

T 8
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TIMBERGROVE MANOR CIVIC CLUB M_y 19, 1979

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO

4OCFR,Chapter i, Part 201

NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORTAIONEQUIPMENT; INTF/_STATERAIL CARRIERS

Subpart A--General Provisions

Section 201.1, Definitions.

paragraph (v) "Day Sound Level"

We wish to point out that many children and elderly persons are retired for
the night by 9:SOp.re. Therefore,we believe that the "Day Sound Level" should
be reduced from the 15-hour time period from 7 a.m. to iO p,m. (O7OO to 2200
hours), to the 1A-hour time period from 7 s.m, to 9 p.m. (0700 to 2100 hours),

paragraph (gg) "Night Sound Level,,

For the same reason listedabove, we believethat the '¢NightSound Level" should
be extended to the 1S-hour period from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m.

paragraph (JJ) "Railroad Facility BoundarF"

We believethat this paragraph should he expanded to include that portionof
the tracks (mainline or spur) that leave the facility in any direction, for a
distance ofone-half mile past where the yard tracks spur off. E_emptions
could be grantedafter on-the-siteinspectionby EPA officials for special
situations. We believe that the inclusionof a portion of these peripheral
tracks is essential to effect a reductionof noise level_ emitted by these
facilities. As a matter of course,many railroad engineers consistentlyuse
those peripheraltracks in their normal switching operations concerninglonger
trains.

Subpart B--InterstateRall Carrier OperationsStandards

Section 201.15jStandard For Car Coupling Operations

We stronglybelieve that the followingsentence shouldbe deleted from _he para-
graph. "The car couplingrequirement can be alternativelymet by demonstrating
that the car coupling operationsare not performed at speeds greaterthan h
miles per hour at point of impact."

As your own field testinghas shown, car coupling speedsare directly related
to the noise levels emitted upon impact. If empty hopper cars (for example),
cannot meet the A-wnighted sound level limit of 95 dB at 30 meters at an impact
speed of &miles per hour, then the speedof impact (3_ mph, 3 mph, etc.) neces-
sary fornolee level complianceshould be determined by the railroadsinvolved;
and they should be held responsible for requiring adherence to the impact speed,
determinednecessary for that partieula_class of RR car, by their employees.

h.O Rational for.SteWards Selection

Need for Healthand Welfare Analysis:

We feel the public health and welfare related to noise should be of primary im-
portanceto the EPA in promulgatingthese stundards to comply with The Noise
ControlAct of 1972, _2 U.S.C. AgOl st seq.

864
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TIMBEROROVE _ANOR CIVIC CLUB COP_f_NTS COkTTI]_IIED

Overall Standard for Facilities and Equi[*r,cnt:

We wish to take issue with the EP_ deletion of Horns, Bells _*d _nistles from
these noise regulations. Conceding the fast that these devices are also used

as warning devices intended to be heard for safety reasons, we wish to point
out that these devices are frequently used excessively and frivolously by the
RR engineers (indeed the way an engineer uses his horn or whistle is considered
his ,tra_emarkr). With the modern electronic technology available today, there
should be no need for audible noise devices to be used for the historic type of
commtmications between train engineers, brakaman, s_ite_nen or conductors. All
existing or proposed railroad grade crossing in urban areas should be required
to be signalized %rith automated barricades that go down across the roadw_%ys when

trains are approaching. Audible warning devices used on trains in urban areas
should be limited in use to situations of clear and present danger, _lere loss
of life or property damage is J._ninent.

We feel that the elimination of use in urban areas of these audible signal devices

on the trains should be a goal of these regulations within a reasonable time frame,
based on teclmology and available funds.

Day-Night Sound Level (Itln):

We agree that the Leo(2A_ descriptor recommended by the AAR should not be used
to characterize rail_fadillty noise, because it does not account for the greater

degree of intrusiveness by nighttime noise, the idn descriptor used by the EPA
to correlate with known effects of the noise envirom_ent on an individual and

the general public, is definitly preferable.

itln Standards :

We feel that an Ldn of 65 for hump yards is a reasonable standard that could be
qUickly acheived by the installation of sound harrier fences, limiting car coup_ling
speeds to & mph, etc. }[owever, we also feel that this sane standard of _ of 65
should be set as a long term (lO year) goal for flat yards also. After all, the
mere installation of a properly designed continious sound barrier fence on the
RR R.O.W. lines, can effect a 7 to 12 dBA drop in the noise levels to adjoining
properties.

Implementation Dates :

We would object to the proposed implementation dates (Jan 19_2 and Jan 1985) as

being too far into the future. We would suggest that July 17, 1980 and July 17,
1983 as implementation dates that would be more in the interest of the health

and w_ifare of the citizens, without placing undo hardship on the railroad in-
dustry. After all, how long does it take to ds a noise study, design and build
noise barrier fences, and slow down the car coupling speeds to & mph?

B65



TIMBERGROVEMANORCIVICCLUB MAY 19,1979

COMMENTs ON PROPOSED CI_NGES TO

I_OCFR, Chapter i, part 201

NOISE _4ISSION STANDARDS FOR TRANSDORTAION EQUYPMENT_ INTERSTATE RAIL CARRU//K_

Subpart A--General Provisions

Section 2el. l, Definitions.

paragraph (v) "D%v RoUnd Level"

We wish to point out that many children and elderly persons are retired for
the night by 9:00p.m. Therefore, we believe that the "Day Sound Level', should

be reduced from the 15-hour time period from 7 a.m. to i0 p.m. (0700 to 2200
hours), to the l&-hour time period from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. (0700 to 2100 hours).

paragraph (gg) "Night Sound Level"

For the same reason listed above, we believe that the "Night Sound Level" should

be extended to the 10-hour period from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m.

paragraph (jj) "Railroad Facility Boundary"

We believe that this paragraph should he expanded to include that portion of
the tracks (mainline or spur) that leave the facility in any direction, for a
distance of one-half mile past where the yard tracks spur off. Exemptions
could be granted after on-the-site inspection by EPA officials for special
situations. We believe that the inclusion of a portion of these peripheral
tracks is essential to effect a reduction of noise levels emitted by those
facilities. As a matter of course, many railroad engbLeers consistently use

those peripheral tracks in their normal switching operations concerning longer
trains.

Subpart B--Interstate Rail garrier Operations Standards

Section 201.15, Standard For Car Coupling Operations

We strongly believe that the following sentence should be deleted from the para-
graph. "The car coupling requirement can be alternatively met by demonstrating
that the oar coupling operations are not performed at speeds greater than

miles per hour at point of impact.',

As your own field testing has shown, car coupling speeds are directly related

to the noise levels emitted upon impact. If empty hopper ears (for example),
cannot meet the A-weighted sound level limit of 95 dB at 30 meters at an impact
speed of & miles per hour, then the speed of impact (3½ mph, 3 mph, etc.) neces-
sary for noise level compliance should be determined by the raih'oads involved;

and they should be held responsible for requiring adherence to the impact speed,
determined necessary for that particular ulass of RR car, by their employees.

4,0 R_tional for Standards Seleet$o D

Need for }lealth and Welfare Analysis:

We feel the public health and welfare related to noise should be of primary im-
portance to the EPA in promulgating these standards to comply with The Noise
Control Act of 1972, _2 U.S.O. &POl mt seq.
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TD_ERGROVE MANOR CIVIC CLUB COI_,U_J'r:3CO_I_/ED

Overall Standan_ for Facilities and Equi_*nont:

We wish to take issue with the EP_,dcletlon of IIorns, _ell'Jand Whi_t,les from

these noise regulatlons. Conceding the fact that, the._edevices are also used
as warning devices intended to be h_ard for'safety rcasoss, we _rinhto point
out that these devices are frequently use_iexcessively mid frivolously by the
RR engineers (indeed the way an engineer uses his horn or whistle is considered
his Itrade_ark'). With the mndern elect_.onic technolo_D_ available today, there
should be Zo need for audible noise devices to he used for the hintor_o t3_e of
communications between train engineers, h_akamun, switcl_en or conductors. All
existing or proposed railroad grade crossing in urbml areas should be required
to he signalized with automated barricades that go dom_ across tbe roadwr_yz whet*
trains are approaching. Audible warning devices used on trains in urb_J areas
should be limited in use to situations of e]e&r and present danger, _d:ere loss
of life or property d&_a_e is i_nent.

We feel that the e_imlnation of use in urb_l a_'eas of thc_¢ audible uignal devices

on the tr_ns should be a goal of these regulations within a rcasounble time frame,
based on technology and available funds.

Day-Night Sound Level (Ldn):

We agree that the L (2&_ descriptor recommended by the 2@R should not be used
to characterize rai_qfadillty noise, because it does not aceotu_t for the greater

degree of intrusiveness by nighttime noise, the Ldn descriptor used by the EPA
to correlate with known effects of the noise environment on an individual _d

the general public, is definitly preferable.

Ldn Standards :

We feel that an Ldn of 65 for hump yards is a reasonable standard that could be
quickly aoheived by the installation of sound barrier fences, I/miring car coupling
speeds to A mph, etc. However, we also feel that this same standard of Idn of 65
should be set as a long term (10 year) goal for flat yards also. After all, the
mere installation of a proper]_v designed centinious sound barrier fence on the
RR R.O,W. lines, can effect a 7 to 12 dBA drop in the noise levels to adjoining

• properties.

Implementation Dates:

We would object to the proposed implementation dates (Jan 198_ _d Jan 1985) as
being too far into the future. We would suggest that July 17, 19go und July 17,
1983 as implementation dates that would be more in the interest of the health
and welfare of the citizens, without placing undo hardship on the railroad in-

i duetry. After all, how long does it take to do a noise study, design and build

noise barrier fences, and slow down the car coupling speeds to & mph?

867
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TIHBEI{GROVE MANO}{C]V[_ CI_J_$ NAY 19, 1979

co_-_EtmS ON PROPOSED CIIANGRS TO

I_CCFR, Chapter i, Part 201

r;OISE ,F]41SSIOHSTAIII]A]{D_] FOR TRANSPORTAION EQUIPMFh_T_ !NT'EFkSTATERAIL CARRIERS

Subpart A--Ceneral Provisioils

Section 201.i, Definitioils.

paragraph (v) "Day Sound Level"

We wish to point out hhat many children _td elderly persons are retired for
the night by 9:OOp.m. Therefore, we believe that the "Day Sound Level" should
be reduced from the 15-hour time period from 7 a.m. to IO p.m. (0700 to 2200
hours), to the iA-hour tlme period from ? a.m. to 9 p.m. (0700 to 2100 hours).

paragraph (gg) "Night Sound Level"

For th_ s_llereason listed above, '_ believe that the "Night Sound Level" should
be or.tended to the ]O-hour period from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m,

paragraph (jj) "Railroad Facility Bou_dary"

We believe that th_s paragraph should be expanded to include that portion of
the tracks (mainline or spur} that leave the facility in any direction, for a
distance of one-half mile past where the yard tracks spur off. Ex._mptions
could be grafted after on-hhe-slte inspection by EPA officials for special
situations. We believe that the inclusion of a portion of these peripheral
tracks is essential to effect a reduction of noise levels emitted by those

facilities. As a =atter of course, many railroad engineers consistantly use
those peripheral tracks in their normal switching operations concerning longer
trains.

Subpart B_Interstate Rail Carrier Operations Standards

Section 201.15, Standard For Car Coupling Operations

We strongly believe that the follow,leg sentence should he deleted from the para-

graph. "The ear coupling requirement can be alternatively met by demonstrating
that the car coupling operations are not perfol_ed at speeds greater than A
miles per hour a% point of impant."

As your own field testing has shown, car coupling speeds are directly related
to the noise levels emitted upon impact. If empty hopper cars (for example),
cannot meet the A-weighted sound level l_it of 95 dB at 30 meters at an impact
speed of 4 miles per hour, then the speed of _mpact (3_ mph, 3 mph, etc.) neces-
sary for noise level compliance should be determined by the railroads involved;
and they should be held responsible for requiring adherence to the impact speed,
determined necessary for that particular class of RR car, by their employees.

_,O..Rational for Standards SelecLicn

Need for Health and Welfare A_alyais:

We feel the public health and welfare related to noise should be of primary im-

portance to the EPA in promul_ating these standards to comply with The Noise
Control Act of 1972, _ U.S.C. A901 et seq.
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TI_{GROVE _tt_NOR CIVIC CLUB CO_JIEI_'['_; CO_:'!/_rED

Overall Standard for Facilities and Equi[xnent:

We wish to take issue with the _P% deletion of l{oz.ns,i_ells toldZ_;t]us from

these noise regulations. Coseedln_ the fact that the:Jcd(._vicesaz.calso bleed
as w-arsiag devices intended to be heard for zaf_:ty rc,'_som:,we wi:ih to point
out that these devices are frequently used exc.es:_ivclym_d frlvolounly by the
Fuq engineers (indeed the %my an engineer use:_hi:_horn or. whi_LIL, is considered
his 'trademark'). With the modern electrosi_ t,_ciu_ologyava31ab!o today, there
should be no need for alldihle noise devices t.%be u_ed for the hi_torJc type of
communications between train engineers, brak_a,:n, :witeLii:cnor _onducLor_. A J1
existing or proposed _ailroad grad_ crossing ill_rb_u% arca_ _huuld bc required
to be signalized w_th automated barricades that go _Iown across the roadways when

trains are approaching. Audible warning devices used or*trains in urban* [_r_zs
should be limited in use to situations of clear mld [_re_:cn_da.'Iger,where loss

of life Or property damage ls i_nincnt.

We feel-that the elimination of use in urban areas of these audible :;ig_*ald_vices

on the trains should be a coal of these regulations witHn a tease!fable time fr_:le,

based on tec_molog_ aridavailable f_*ds.

Day-Night Sound Level (Ldn):

We agree that the L o(2_._ descriptor reconm,ended by tileAAR should no_ be used
to characterize r&i_qfacillty noise, because it does nat accou_it for _he greater
degree of intrusiveness by nighttime noise, the ]dn descriptor used by tileEPA
to correlate with _ewn effects of the noise environment on an individual a_]d

the general public, is definltly preferable.

i_n Standards:

_'lefeel that an Ldn of 65 for hump yards is a r_a,_cna},icstandard that could he
quickly acheived hy the installation of sound barrier fences, llm]ting car coupling
spe_ds to & mph, etc. However, we also feel that this senlestandard of Idn of 69
should be set as a long term (lO year) goal for flat ya_'ds also. After all, the

mere installation of a properly designed continious sound barrier fence on the
R_ R.O.W. lines, can effect a 7 to 12 dgA drop in the noi_e levels to adjoining

properties.

Implementation Dates:

We would object to the proposed impl_.enta_ion dates (Jan 19S2 and Jan 1985) as
being too far into the future. We would suggest that July 17, 1980 and July 17,

i783 as implementation dates that would be more in the _nterest of the health
and w_ifare of the citizens, without placing undo hardship on the raih, oad in-
dustry. After all, how long does it take te do a noise study, design and build
noise barrier fences, and slew down the car coupling speeds to A mph7
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P.O, BOX 57

/_¢_V,I_VII-LE_ OREGON _PJ28

May 31, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01)
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

(ANR-490)

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Re: EPA Proposed Revision to Rail Carrier
Noise _mission Regulations

Dear Sirs:

AS a cooperating NEDC attorney, _ have become con- _4
cerned with noise problems caused by certain Southern Pacific
diesel locomotive operations within the City of McMinnville I
during the last several years, I would request the above ._
mentioned regulations in their final form include the follow-
ing: |

i. A non-degradation clause, providing that in areas _U
with noise levels below the general standards on the date of
adoption, that nothing in the regulations permits noise levels
which exceed those lower ambient noise levels.

2. Standards relating to unnecessary engine idling
in or near residential areas within city limits.

3. Standards relating to noise buffers needed to
reduce noise levels in residential areas within the city.

4. Specific provisions for waiver of preemption by

the Administrator with respect to state mr local regulations
wh±ch he "determines to be necessitated by" special local
conditions and not in conflict with regulations published by
EPA pursuant to the Noise Control Act of 1972, Section 17(C) (2).

5. Regulations specifying EPA's preemption interpretation.
It is important for EPA to clarify the scope of preemption so as to
be of guidance on complex legal and technical subjects in the
absence of which state and local governments may be discouraged
from taking action within their power, and further to set up
a unified thesis for judicial interpretation in an area tradi-
tionally reserved for the courts, and finally, to assure an early,

T
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HI_'+,I_ I-I C 0 CII_. P PINIC.+TAIFF

Rail Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01)
May 31, 1979
Page 2

central, authoritative and orderly resolution of legal issues
without engaging in many lower courts over many years.

6. Lower noise level standards. Both the twenty-four
hour and the one-hour proposed regulations are not protective
of public health and welfare and are inconsistent with our
national noise strategy. I agree with the position of the
Regional Administrator of the U.S. EPA, Region X, that there
is no justification for such high levels as contained in the
proposed regulation, and the recommendation that more reason-
able levels be established.

Thank you for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

HITCHCOCK & PINKSTAFF

_cPljmb

xe: MS. Marsha Halvarsson
638 E. 5th

MeMinnvills, OR 97128

Ms. Heidi Heidcamp
Northwest Environmental Defense Center
Lewis and Clark Law School

Portland, OR 97214

Mr. John Hector

Dept. of Environmental Quality
1234 SW Morrison St.

Portland, OR 97205

Ms. Deborah J, Yamamoto

Region X
1200 Sixth Ave.

Seattle, WA 98101
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5a7 GC_ODWYt_ ct_Vl:

P.1_p Hl_ T[,,p_ 3_11T

21 APRIL 1978

DEPUTY ASSISTANT AD_%INISTRATORFOR NOISE ABATemENT
EPA. _'OlM STREET, SW, WASHINGTON, D. C, 201_O

DEAR SIRI I AM SURE YOU RECEIVE MANY LONG-WINDED
"NOISE/CO_LAINTS" SO I SMALL TRY TO MAKE THIS SHORT,

I LIVS AT THE CORNER OF GOODWYH COME AHD SOUTHERN AVE,
IN MF.MPHIS. THIS IS CENTRAL*CITY, SOUTHE_ AVENUE IS
LINE/) WITH ATTRACTI'_'_,INTEGRATED, MIDDLE-CLASS HOMES.

SOUTH--Ai_ROSS SOUTHERNFROM MY HOME--ARE TRACKS OF THE
SOUTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM. ABOUT I00 TAROS WEST IS THE
MARSHALLING AREAs ON TWO SETS OF TRACiCS ACROSS PROM
MY HOUSE, SOUTHERN DOES ITS SWITCHIHG A_D "HUMPING" FOI
2b,HOURS A DAY, HUMPING CAH "KNOC_ M_ OUT OF BED, THE
QUADS OF DIESELS--BOOMING. BLOWING, WHISTLING. SNORT-
I_G--RATTLE DOORS, DISLODGE MANGING_0CRACK _OUNDATIO_
IN HOMES FAR DISTANT FROM THE TRAfiKS. CLOSE| MURDEROUS

ABOUT _OO YARDS ALONG SOUTHERN. DOUBLE TRACKS NARROW T
A SIRGL_ LINE '1'HATCUTS ACROSS .h{.%INNORTh/SOUTH STS.
CAUSING INCREDIRI._T_%F_IC TIE-UPS. FARTHER ALONG, "_
T_S SING(.ELINE BISECTS THE OTHSE#ISE BEAUTIFUL CAM='_
PUS OP MEMPHIS STATE UNIV. STUDENTS MUST SCRAMBLE
ACROSS IT. ONE WASKILLED. NOW CONTEMPLATED| TUNNE_
COSTING ._MILLION. UNDER T]fZSSINQLE TRA_KI I

THIS SITUATION IS AN ABOMINATION. DESTEUCTIYE OF ALL",_
AROUND IT. IP EVER THE_E WAS AH EMVIRONME_TAL BLIQ_KT_
THIS IS IT. TI_, IF THI_ '._INGLELINE _ERE CONVERTED
TO A RA_ZD TFu_SIT SYSTEM. NUde|lINGPROM THE SUBURBS,
PAST THE UNZV'ERSITY, THROUqH MID-TOWN. TO DOWNTOWN AND
THE RIVER, IT WOULDBE THE SALVATION OP MEJ_HIS,

E_Ot_OMIC PEASIBILIT_ MUST BE CONSIDERED. THE SOUTHERN
SERVES _IEMPHI_, _ELL_ BUT I BELIEVE THIS OBSOLETE YARD
IN THE CEHTER OP THE CITY. AriD THESE FEW LINES T_AT
DISRUPT THE CITY, COULD BE COMBINED WITH EXISTING
LINES AND A MODERN HARD, OUTSIDE THE CITM..

I HOPE YOU A_D YUURDEPART_.IE_TWILL IHVESTI_ATE THIS

,VERY VIIAL PRO_T._M,, _ _ l
•; ;- "'- - -. /" c......
"ji :; / GEORGE RAGE I -

<,

I
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Commuters'TempersHeat Up
As TrainsChokeOff Traffic

sped thraugn the irne_ectim, together
:FromPage._l': creating confusion.

which his office used to receive the most
complaints were Poplar and Perkinsand leg railroad official Rabbinsexplained
Southern and Highland, both locations that sametrains muststop anduiadver-
crossedhy theSouthernRailway, tentlyblocktraffic becauseofemergracy

situationswhich requirethe train'semw
"It's theage.old prnbIera, but I thinkwe to walk the entire length of the train

arereceivingfewereemplaintshccauseof checkingfor problems.
cooperation from the railroads." Hatchin. According to Nathan Fiaklin, the Ten.
son said. oessee Department of Teanspor_ationhas

But thatdoesn't step Fast Memphisme- initiated o feasibilitystudy for a overpass
todsts from complaining to each other of the crossiog at Southernand Highland.
about traffic tie-ups along Poplar and -rrn not aware of any plans for other
Southern. crossings," he said. "All ratsings or lower-

SoodraAbel, who worksin a stereon ings of the tracksore extremelyexpen.
Mendenhailjust southof the railroad siva, rannlog into millionsof dollars."
tracks, estimatedthat 10 or 15 trainso "If_ouareina hurrythreeminutesisa
day, somewith morethan 100cars,cross longtime." he raid. "Any delay is ohec.
Mendenhai], which sometimes causes tionable, Bntweiveththereoword, we
"traffic to stack up around the cure,e," have to recognize the fact that they (the

Elan¢ Rogers, who used to hove todeal trains) have to go throagh."
with trains in reaching her Midto_qtjob He added that trains were running along
ever,/ morning from her home in the the tracks a longtime before theeornmut-
Quince and Perkins area. said she was er filled roads were built,
caught by a train between 8 and 8:30a.m. "They were here first," he said.
about 3 mornings a week. Ficknn added that oil the safety precan.

"Normally, ] wouldtry to cross onGood- lions possible have been taken, which al-
lele, hut if the train was there, I'd try to low traffic on streets not blocked by the
outran it to Highiami," Mrs, Rogers mid. trains to continue. Poplar at Meodenhail
"If I couldn'tget across there, rd godown has a flashing traffic light whentrains are
to one of the underpaesses farther west. passing, to allow traffic through if it is
They were sometimes so stacked up safe, he said.
though with people with the same idea
that 1 wmldhaveto go n I thewaytoAir. "At other lacaUanswehavedaneevery.

,ys to get across the tracks, thing that is feasible+"he said F'ickliaodd.
knother way trains cause problems, ed thathehasnoknowledgeef longrange

_enwhen they ore notstoppedocrossan plans for railroad over or underpasses,
intersectionis whenthepstopjust pestan 'rne studyontheSouthernandHighland
i.tersection.On a reosat Fridoy a South. crosaing jum started, he mid. The mart of
era Railwaytrgtn thathadonlytakentwo consttustian"won't hesoon,"Ficklthodd.
minutes and 37 seconds to cross Mendea- od.
hallstoppedjust westof theRidgawayand The consultanthas to approvethe fen.
Park inlersantien. It was not octudly aihlityo_ work anddeterminewhat meth-
blocking the crossing, hut it had stopped ha to use in building the over or ander-
closeenoughto activatethe fleshingred pass.Theeonmitant waschargedto came
lights. The more cautious motorists up with as many as nine methods, Flcklin "O
sloppedand blocked traffic and others said.

m,ls
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_RUARY16, 1978 I.MRcdhy CANDYJUSTICE

Trains Halt Rush-flour Traffic
By CANDYJU_,q'ICE Aix_ul5, tht' ligh[_ began fla_hing at Ule feels I've been Mocked by my own rail-ILI_sl¢!1"11trick eros_;Jl_,aid at It,aMItdo7"v_vs_*_t=r e,..; e,_t_ n_:ldbefore," Robbins said. "A Ioi of pea.

Blocked railroad croSSillg_;llllparellll$, en cars sped across Ihe If'acids,whichhtwe lilt' think _e C;ltl;l';oJdblocking an inter-
are attl0ngthe most fnlstrating problctns Ill cross.bars IO_;lop_lltO5.The IF/ill %AS _cclioI1 ;11111511hour. lltll what thc_'dol'l
for F_t Memphis drivers despitewh_l po. only seven cars long and delayed _llly IO indt_rsland is that if we released |lr'oad,
lice describe as "cooperation" frOltl I[le alltt_s tar ftne iiiJttu_eilrld 18 srconds I'or example, i_c Izl[g[l(have to block llol-
railroads. Two IllilUlCSlaler, however, il II'ail Of Iyw(_3d"

"It's most defiJlitelv an Jrl'itatJozl,"said ab_tlt 85 cars ¢ai11¢:llollg o[1the ('II_IL'I_I
Tom Sampson,who works in Midtowaand tracks ard tomsklive miniLtcsand 35 see- _mt_ peoplecomplain [h_[ the railroads
drives down Broad Street on hisway hom_ onds Ioclear lhe intcr_ccfinn 'two lalles_ll could at least make the traias shorter at

to Bartlett. "1 get slopped b)' a train al traffic going east were backed up inure nlst_ hour, b_t [hlbbins said tile railroads
least t_'otimes a week going home. I donI Ihan Ihree bl_cks and almut 1.¢,0_ehiclL's have to consider the _conomicsof such a
believe I've ever wailed less than 5 rain, going b_lh directions were bmulht to a move. It lakes ahnost as many people to
ales and 1 have waited as long as 20 mitt, [tall, Before tile train reached tile crossing, staff a .sllorltrain as a Iolg one, mid Rob.
utes. I know that for a fact, I_:c_use [ severalmotoristsdrovebelw¢cnthect_ss, bils said the railroads wottld often lose
timed JL" trig barriers to beat tile train to the inler- money if Ihcyhad to paya whole crew just

Sampsonsaid his wife, Kay, who works section Even after [hit barriers were lilt- for a few cars
downte_'fl, refuses to drive the Broad ed, because of tile traffic _igna]s at According to tile cily atlorney's office,
Street route because ofthetraJnproblem, Bingham and Scott. it itx_kmore II_aa8 railroads can lat_fully hick traffic for
which is aggravated by the fact that t _ere minutes for the lraffic to begin to rollfair- onl_ five *niautes unless the train is may-
are two sets of tracks, one-tenthof a mile [y sm.othly again, big or switching If a train lOOk20 minutes
apart,between_ott and Collins.The cast- to cross an inlersection it would not
ern scl Oftracks is used by four railroads About 20 inJtlules later, Oll the west violafing lhe law as lmlg as it was m
-- Louisville& Nashville, Illinois Central track a l_car train stopped ._ autos for or switCllia_cars.
Gulf, _ottonbelt and Missouri Pacific, about a minute. Willl[i three miiuJh'_,an- Gt_rle [hltchinsolt, traffic comma,.
which only uses them part of the year. other trainhad come along on the eastern for the Melnph_sPolice Department, said

Between4:30 and 5:30 p.m. on a recent tracks causinga tWO-lnJnlie,29.seCOlldtit:- his office has seel a decrease in cam-
Fridaya stopwatchwas used to time three up of about 50 autos, plaint_ from citizens about blocked cross-
trains that crossed Broad on the eastern JeltnyPlalkus,an em _[oyeof a bll_JlleSS itlgs dtlrillg the past few months.
tracks. About 4:45p.m. a trainof abaft 60 which is located just west of the ra road "We do periodically get complaints
cars passed the crossing in t_o minutes tracks, said theback.upis"unbelievltbleat alxmt trains blecldng traffic, and we at.
and 5Sseconds and 75 autos were stopped rusl_ hour" morning and eveninl et,eW ways notify the railroad and check the
by the train. Eighteen minuteslater, an- day.
other trainwith about 35 cars bl_cked 67 "You can sit there for 15 or 20 minutes complaint _utourselves," Hutchinson said.Every few months, Hutchinson said he
autos for two minutes and 16 seconds. An waiting for the trains to pass," she said. and at let city officials alert with railroad
84-c.ertraincamethrcugh 15minuteslater We've watched the traffic hardly budge officials to discuss the complaints and

for halfanhourafteralongtrainhaspas- what call Im done about them. lie said
and blockedabout 80 vehicles for five rain- sed.'l_e cast track is the really bad one." some tickets have been issued to engineers
utes trodfour seconds. ClkarlesRobbins, an Illinois CentralGllf over the' years, but he doesn'tremember

The following Monday, fo_r trains office mmla,qer,said the railroad wtmtd such a case in the past year. Hutchinson
passed BrOadwithinjust 30 minutes from prefer tonever Mocks crossing, butsaint., said the two F._t Memphis locationsa_out
5 to 5:30p.m. andthe traffic consequences times it cannot be ivoided.*'It'shard to get 6ver tll the pllblJcIh:l Turn In Pale 3 --
were much greater tl_n they had been the w_ can'l avoidthose delays, l kltnw howit COMM(JT_RS' TEMPERS
Friday before.
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16la-9th _r.,enua :eat

Seattle, ,_ehlngtcn 9gi19
June 2. 1979

Rall Cerrler Docket _"o. CNAC 79-01
Office of'!'_'ciseAb_t,ement and Control

(AI!R-i90 )
U,F. Znvircr-'_.entaiProtection Agency
"'ash..nrtcn, D,C. 201_60

D_er _irs:

_ecently I learned th, t y:u ere
considerln_ _ new re<ulat[cn for no_se

_,_ '_ .... _,r which would allo:vfrom ..l_.o.d $.__s,
iLoee noise then '=_'-c,:._,.e. I want to go "_
ca reecrd as being opposed to this new I
regulation. It is difficult enough now
to get to'sleep in Seattle with the
present noise levels fro:2 the railroad I
yards. Any new regulatlcn ought to
diminish, rather then augment, permissible _
noise levels. Another fuctor against
this new regulation is its difficulty
for being monitored, i_.oreOelieste sea
expensive equipment t;ill te neeGed, nnd
because of this very expense, it will
probably :lot be purchased, Please
reconsider this new regulation.

Thank you.

_ Yours truly

_: _ Vir#inia Ra_:m

@2
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Kldhleen M, |_:lsmussen
1_414M:tl_nolia Why We_t

Seutlle, Waslbiltgl_,tt 98199
206-283-4691]

May 31, 1979

Rall Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-O1
Office of Noise Abatement _ud Control ANR-490
U.S. E_vironmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

To Whom It May Concern:

Regarding the proposed new regulation for noise from
railroad yards:

I am appalled that the _resent noise levels are allowed
in a highly populated and very desirable city living area,
let alone that increased decibel pollution may occur here.

Returning to Seattle last year, we purchased a home
on the Southeast slope of Magnolia, and were soon kept
awoke by the switching and banging of railroad cars. This

noise, coupled with the occasional reversal of flight
patterns, is enough to unnerve any city resident. It is
disturbing enough for us Lowing that railcars with explosive
chemicals are often parked and passing through the Interbay

area. It is unthinkable that city workers, such as ourselves,
should be subjected to these hazards after hectic, productive a

workdays in the downtown area.

With the prices of these city homes, and our ever
increasing taxes, we have a right to safety and quiet in
cur neighborhoods.

Sincerely, _ .

._// ,/r/ ,_ !

cc: Mr. Steve Nakashima
Seattle/King County Health Department
Noise Control Program

I
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JOHN "r. RE[_ANE
ATroR_E¥ AT I-A_

MINNEAPOLIS,MINNESOTA_55413

June 19, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01

Office of Noise Abatement and Control

ANR-490

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

RE: Federal Register Document 79-11707

Dear Sir:

In my own behalf and on behalf of other persons,

all residing in proximity to a railroad switchyard

located within the city limits of Minneapolis, Minnesota,
I urge you to strengthen the requirements relating to
noise emanating from railroad switchyards. !

Since the federal regulations are to be preemptive,
I note that the otherwise more effective noise limitations

imposed by the State of Minnesota and the City of Minnea-

polis will become useless. Even with the existing regula-

tions, control of the subject switchyard is difficult.

I further urge you to consider shock values as far

as noise regulation. Although difficult to measure, it

is equally as difficult to determine average readings
during the course of any period. Especially annoying

are intermittent threshes of switchyard equipment and
of the coupling devices when cars are switched during
the hours of darkness.

Even under the regulations as proposed, the per-

missible noise levels emanating from railroad switch-
yards in many areas will increase. Any attempt by the
Association of American Railroads, CONRAIL, or others

to further defeat existing or proposed restrictions

should be, in my opinion, vigorously opposed.

T
kt _ .
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1009 W. Blaine
Seattle, Washington
98119
June 10, 1979

Dear Environmental Protection Agencyt

It Ms with Qonsiderable incredulity that I read in the
neighborhood paper (queen Anne News)that coneideratlon was
being given to allowing even more noise than we have at
present in the railroad yards near here. As it is the
squeeling and occasional thunking of the tralns is enough
to disturb sleep and interrupt study, bo%h of which I
have need to do at my home on top of the hill, a good
half mile away from the yard. I beg you not to let the
noise become even louder and more intrusive than it already

_ncermly,/-_

REF, Rall Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-01
C
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122 Shadow Court
Dover, DE 19901
May 24, 1979

RailCarrierDocketONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U, S, Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Sirs:

As one of more than BOO families living near the Conrail marshalling
and switching yard adjoining New Burton Road in the City of Dover,
Delaware, I wish to take strong exception to the Proposed Noise
Emission Standards for Transportation Equipment; Interstate Rail Carriers
published in the Federal _ster, Apri] 17, 1979. My objections and
commentsare summarizedas follows: "_4

|

HEALTHANDWELFARE

The proposedregulationsare not protectiveof publichealth ¢
and welfare and are inconsistent--wTth your own findings, your
own national noisestrategy,and the intentof the NoiseControl
ControlAct of 1972, Inyour 1974studiesyou have identified
an outdoor Ldn value of 55 dB as the level of noise which is
"still protective of health and welfare with an adequate margin
of safety." And you have established the fact (which we can
verify fromexperiencehere in Dover)that aboutfourmillion
people in this country are already exposed to day-night average
levels of 75 d_or greater from rail facility noise sources.
And you know that this high noise level annoys, disturbs,
injures or endangers the comfort, response, health, peace or
safety of persons living in proximity to railroad noise sources.
And you realize that such impacts do not become negligible
until outdoor values of 55 Ldn are reached, Nevertheless, none
of your proposedstandardsis belowan Ldn valueof 65 dB, and
many of your standards are even much higher than average current
rail facility levels. For example, your standard for car
coupling operations is "an A-weight sound level of 95 dB at 30
meters" (201.15), and your standard for mechanical refrigerator
oars under stationary condition is "an A-weighted sound level
of 78 dB at 7 nleters"(201.14).

Instead of offering relief and promoting "an environment for
all Americansfreefromnoise thatjeopardizestheirhealth
or welfare" (Noise Control Act of 1972), these proposed
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Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Page 2
May 24, 1979

regulations stop far short of the degree of protection clearly
needed and mandated by the Congress.

Your final version of these regulations should adopt the Ldn 55
dBA criterion for a]l railyard noise sources and a maximum
hourly Leq of 60 dBA (day)and 50 dBA (night).

PREEMPTION AND STATE AND LOCAL ENFORCEMENT

Becausetheseproposedstandardsare also totallypreemptive,
you will be prohibiting State and local governments From en-
forcing their own more stringent standards which are now or
could be protectiveof publichealthandwelfare. State/local
freedom to independently solve railroad noise problems will be
essentially eliminated and control of railroad noise sources at
the locallevelwill be allowedonly to the degreeand levels
allowed under your own final regulations. Isn't this an added
reasonfor you to re-examinethe high noiselevelsyou have
allowed in these regulations and reducing them at least to
outdoor values of 55 Ldn?

Moreover, your measurement criteria are extremely complex and
will result in little, if any, enforcement by State and local
noise controlagencies. Adoptionof identicalregulationsat
theState/locallevelwill be a lengthy,if not impossible,task.
No State or localnoise controlagencywill be able to enforce
them. Theyare too complexand requiresophisticatedtechniques
and equipment which State and local programs can little afford.
A more simple statistical measurement procedure with less
sophisticated equipment should be developed instead.

And the final regulations should also include procedures to
operationalize the "waiver of preemption" provision which the
Noise Control Act permits if a local rule is necessitated by
"special local conditions" and is "not in conflict" with Federal
regulations. Although your agency has given some attention to
this provision, you are apparently reconsidering your current
guidelines and you have apparent]y not settled on a procedure
and a method for Judging any such waivers. Otherwise, you
would have responded by now to the waiver petition which the
Cityof Dover filedwith your agencyon October31, 1977.
Shouldn'ttheseregulations,therefore,alsoestablishonce
and for a]l your procedures for initiating action on the
waiver provision?

FLAT YARDBANO SUBCATEGORIZATION

These proposedregulationsdo not recognizethe fact that
railyards vary in size, shape, and special characteristics,
and that the noises produced there are diverse. Moreover, they

8BO
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Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Page 3
May 24, 1979

do net recognize that the cemrmmities which neighbor these yards
are equally diverse, varying in distance from the yards and
land zoning, population density, and distribution. I, therefore,
believe an appropriate subcategorization of flat yards should be
made so that at least sonle of these yards could be required to
attain an Ldn of 55 or lower. This possibility is referenced on
page 22,964 of the April 17th Federal Re3__ster, and I believe
it could reasonably be alade te-o-f-fer--some- a-d-d'_tional relief to
a larger number of persons currently affected by noise intrusion
from these yards. Possible criteria for such a suhcategorization
could include distance variations between receiving "developed"
property and rail yard facilities and the number of people in
proximity to tbe yard. In other words, lower Ldn levels should
be required in yards that are closer to residential property
and/or larger numbers of people. The Conrail yard here in
Dover, for example, is only I00 feet fronl several resident, ial
developments that include about 800 families. Allowable noise
levels from a yard this close to a large number of people should
certainly not be as high as a similar yard which exists within
a large industrial park complex, or is located near only one or
two houses.

AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY FOR NOISE ABATEMENT

The techniques for noise abatement prescribed in these
proposed regulations seem to preclude the use of other controls,
such as refrigerator and idling locomotive relocation, or shut
down requirements, or the possibility of rescheduling of night-
time activities. In my judgment, these are also workable and
reasonable techniques and should be recognized and published for
use by the railroads and enforcing agencies as part of the final
regulations. The allowable noise levels should be lowered based
on the assumption that these kind of controls are both available
and reasonable.

EFFECTIVE DATE/EXISTING PRACTICE

While I do not concede that something you have identified as

"existing practice" is in fact the case, ! do believe that there
sheuld be an immediate effective date for compliance with any
standards which merely codify existing practice. For example,
if in fact the car coupling standard will not result in additional
costs to rail carriers, nor the application of new technology,
then that specific standard requires no lead time and should be
complied with on the date on which you publish the final rules
on this mati_er.
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Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Page 4
May 24, 1979

HORNSAND WHISTLES

Your decision not to set standards affecting these devices
through this regulation is based on the assumption that horns
and whistles are "intended to be heard for safety reasons."
While that may be the purpose for having these devices, it is
not always the purpose for which they are utilized. Here in
Dover, for example, the whistle is simply used to communicate
with a worker on the ground or to simply "wake up the conmlunity."
Two-way radio hook-ups are available and inexpensive, but the
local Conrail operation does not use them here. Moreover, we
have heard and watched someoperators simply sit in the yard
and operate the whistles on their locomotives repeatedly with-
out any reason that we can determin_except to disturb us.
That may seem unbelieveable to you, but it is a fact to us.

I would, therefore, recommend that you propose some standard
to control these devices in situations where safety reasons
are absent.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Although there is a statement in your "Background" document
that you "consulted with over I00 local officia]s to gain a
better perspective of railroad noise problems as they directly
affectthe public,"there is no documentationthatyou have in
fact implemented Executive Order No. 12044, and afforded all
interested parties an opportunity at a very early stage to
participatein the developmentof theseregulations. I knowof
no State or local official or citizen in Delaware whom you have
contacted about these regulations prior to their issuance, in
spite of the fact that you were obviously aware of the fact
that the City of Dover was relegated "to the rulemaking process
as a means of achieving its relief" by Judge Steel in the U.S.
DistrictCourt for the Districtof Delawareon April 26, 1978,
in its case with Conrail concerning the Dover switch yard. i
would, therefore, urge you to seek still a further extension of
the date for final promulgation of these regulations to allow
for participation by interested parties.

CONCLUSION

It is apparentfromthese very limitedproposedregulations
and from what has occurredto date in the matterof your
attempting to implement the railroad noise section of the
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Noise Control Act of 1972, that your agency should take
responsibility for preparing appropriate recomendations for
amendments to the statute for consideration by the Congress.
You will hopefullyget thatprocessstartednow, and
especially address the question of the total preemption
provisions of Section 17, as it has been interpreted by .the
U.S.Courtof Appeals (D.C.Circuit)so thatState/local
governmentsmightonce againbe free to set their own •
standards for railroad equipment and facilities.

Sincerely,

Eugene B. Ruane

EBR/ed

cc: The HonorableWilliamV. Roth,Jr.
The HonorableJosephR. Biden,Jr.
The Honorable Thomas B. Evans
The Honorable Pierre S. du Pont
The Honorable Austin P. Olney
The Honorable Kermit Justice
The Honorable Edwin D. Steel, Jr.
The Honorable Charles L. Legates
The Honorable Robert D. Bewick, Jr.
The HonorableJosephMcDonough
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William A. Sternad, M.E., P.E.
Consulting Engineer

P,O. Box 5,Wayzata, Minnesota 55391

Controlled Systems (612)4734700

June 25, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket I_umber CI;AC 79-0i
Office of r[oise Abatement and

Control (AHR-490)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

R_fe_nce : EPA 550/9-78-207

TECH_01,OGY FOR REDUCED RAILh:ARD r;CISE

!
As the holder of U.S. Patent 3,756,159 RAILROAD CAR

HANDLING AND CLASSIFICATICH APPARATUS I wizh to inform you
of a new system which efficiently classifies ears with

greatly REDUCED LCISE and EIIVIR01_IELTAL Ir,,PACT(see enclosed |
map). Thio system eliminates all free movement of railroad _%
cars and takes over the function of switching engines thus _.
minimizing coupling, retarder and locomotive noise. It can
be retrofitted to existing yards without disrupting operation
or installed in new classification yards.

This technology was not previously considered by EPA
in determining noise regulations. It offers major improvement
and should be of use in deciding what noise levels can be
feasibly attained,

Sincerely yours,

William A. Sternad

WASsws

Enclosures| yard map
Summary of Potential

Merits
col Senator Rudy Bosehwitz
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RAILROAD CAR HANDLING AND CLASSIFICATION APPARATUS

Sugunar_ of Potential Merits

U. S. Patent 3,756,159

Every feature herein described advances urgent objectives of our economic

priorities which can be classified:

I. ENERGY CONSERVATION - direct savings are possible in

classification yard operation for two reasons:

a. Cars are moved minimally, under computer program, to achieve

the required assembly process.

b. Since the equipment is electro-hyd/aulic, the dynamic energy

of moving vehicles is recovered during the braking phase of every

movement..

- indirect savings can be very significant. _f our national railroad

network were improved to provide better service, much highway traffic

could be replaced. Steel wheel or, steel rail is about five times as

efficient as rL_ber tires on pavement.

2. POLLUTION ELIMINATION - the direct result of the sub-

stitution of electrical energy for liquid fuel is the complete absence of

any air or water pollution in an existing facility. Obviously, some

pollution will emanate at the electrical generation source, but, the

absolute quantity will be only 5 to 10% of that currently experienced.

Noise is not generated because there is no humping or free movement of

cars with this controlled mechanism.

- it follows, if highway traffic is reduced, air, noise and water pollution

will be proportionally decreased.

3. HUMAN FACTORS - work in a railroad yard under many weather

conditions is difficult. Having all operation under cover of a roof

offers tremendous improvement for the workers.

- Safety; all car movements are made from rest to rest--there is no

need for people to jump on and off moving vehicles or to ride them--
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there are no free-moving cars at any time. With activity limited to a

much smaller space, a well lighted working area replaces the dim light

of present yeards.

- Employment: Since this system is more efficient, less manpower is

needed to handle a yard operation. However, it is predictable that

total railroad employment would increase with improved service. Not

only would the quality of work be upgraded, but the number of jobs

would increase.

4. SOCIETAL BENEFITS - Productivity is vital in the economic

world. As a nation, it is imperative that we continually strive to

produce more at a lower cost of resources.

- Land Use enhancement of both railroad property value and that of sur-

rounding neighborhoods certainly follows pollution elimination, Further-

more, the actual area needed to accomplish necessary switching might be

reduced 50 to 70 percent, and thus release real estate to higher use. It

is not unlikely that useable commercial space might he constructed over

existing yards. A unique quality of this concept is that it could be

retrofitted into most existing yards without disruption of service.

- Community Improvement: It is not unusual for many towns to have

roadway crossings "tied-up" for uncomfortably long periods by railroad

operations. This would be eliminated because all activity would be in

the center of the yard instead of at the ends.

- Improved Transportation Service can only serve to mak_ America more

successful in a competitive world.

5. MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS - Control and Communications

are fundamental to the optimum operation of any human activity, Simply

concentrating all activities into a reduced space improves the ability

to manage a_ operation. Computer control of mechanical activities makes

a viable system feasible. In any human endeavor, physical remoteness

aggravates human interaction.

- Car Utilization is improved when time spent by cars standing in yards

is reduced.

891
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- LOSS & Damage is absolutely eliminated when cars are always moved

from rest to rest with each movement. Security of yard operation is

improved by having activities confined.

- Inspection is greatly improved when it can be done in a "factory-like"

environment. Further, the mechanism inherently determines the "reliability"

of each car. This better inspection could significantly reduce over-the-

road mishaps.

- Service a_d Repair such as clean-out, weighing and B'O' handling can be

expeditiously implemented.

- Track & Switch Malntenanee is greatly reduced because all activity is in

the center of the yard. Lead switches need only be used to direct arriving

and departing trains.

- En@ine Maintenance is eliminated with the elimination of the need of

classification switch engines.

- Miscellanaus Savln@s many small details are obviated by this more efficient

apparatus, like the need for a rover car and clerk to determine remote condi-

tions, batteries for lanterns, walkie-talkies, etc.

IMPROVED SERVICE : INCREASED BUSINESS

is axiomatic. Tremendous improvement of intermodal transportation can be

achieved by employment of this equipment. Dockside operation improvement

as well as facilitation of TOFC and COFC activities is inherent to a

transverse movement of rail cars. With the integration Of the powerful data

handling systems currently being employed, the railroad industry has the

potential to serve the American economy with a new and increased vitality.
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June 25, 1979

Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Re: Rail Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-01

I recently learned that you have proposed a
new regulation governing noise from railroad yards
that will allow railroads to make as much noise in

residential areas :_ Jn industrial areas.

I live on Queen Anne Hill above the railroad

yards at Interbay in Seattle and I oppose the regulation. %_

The noise level coming from the yards is already high: I %@

have been awakened from a sound sleep on many nights by |

the current level of screeching and banging. __

As do many people in the Queen Anne and Magnolia

areas of Seattle, I have a substantial investment in my %
home. That investment takes into account the overall en-

vironment, including the noise level. My neighbors and
I have a legitimate expectation of peace and quiet in the

neighborhood.

A regulatory agency like the EPA, designed to pro-
tect the populace from noise pollution, should be attempt-

ing to reduce the noise levels around residential neigh-
borhoods, not raise it to the level allowed in industrial

areas where expectations of peace and quiet are reduced.

If I had a vote in the matter, I would resoundingly

vote no. Please take my views, and those of my neighbors,
into consideration.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Sroufe

_ _ 2553-12th West
_._ _ Seattle, Wa. 98119

t _
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1515 28tn Avenue W

Seattle, WA 98199

May 31, 1979

Rall Carrier Docket No. CNAC 79-01
Offlee of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-4gO)

U.S, Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

I would like to go on record as opposing the new regulation for noise
from railroad yards which is presently being suggested by the Environ- _
mental Protection Agency. '_0

!

Thls new regulation wlll allow more noise from railroad yards than has _.
ever existed before In the Seattle area, We are home owners in the

Magnolia area of Seattle and at the present time find the noise from I
the railroad yards of the Burlington Northern railroads In Interbay
Intolerable. Our sleep Is disturbed at night and It Is annoying even

in the daytime. We would not welcome an increase in the nolse frem
the railroad yards and will eppreclate anything you can do to lessen
It rather than Increase it.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mildred Weaver
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448 Sinclair Ave., N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
June 25, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Gentlemen:

After a review of the proposed expanded noise emmission
regulation for the interstate rail carriers, I submit the
following comments:

i. The regulation is generally based on Ld noise levels
which is the best overall noise impact _valuation
measure. This measure does not take into consider-

ation the impact of a single high-level noise event. |
The regulation is correct to include the Ld regula-
tion, but it should also include a maximum Boise
level measured in dBA, for a single event, particu-
larly during the night hours as defined in the regu- |

lation.
2. Horns, Bells and Whistles: The EPA has incorrectly

assumed that these "devices produce a form of noise
intended to be heard for safety reasons". TO clarify
the intent, the regulations should state that the
noise restrictions do not apply to "emergency warning
devices". Howeverr maximum single blast noise levels
should be set for all other uses of horns, bells and
whistles, for example shift change whistles. These
maximum limits should be respectful of day/night
response.

3. Equipment Noise: Apparently, this noise control is
in addition to the property llne standard. It should
be clearly stated that this is the case, so that
point source noise comes under the most restrictive
limit. In this way a refrigerator car meeting the
78 dBA limit could not be parked near a rail carrier's
property line unless there are additional noise con-
trol methods to meet the property llne standard.

c .'_ 902
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Rail Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01

Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
June 25, 1979

Page TWO

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed
regulation and I would appreciate being sent a copy of the
final regulation.

Walter L. _qheeler
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EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SERVICE CORPORATtON
3150Bankof CalilornlaCanter
Seattle,Washington90164
(206)624.4894

May I, 1979

Rail Carrier
DocketNo, CNAC 79-01
Officeof NoiseAbatement& Control(ANR-490)
U.S, Environmental Protection Agency
WashingtonD.C.20460

Re: More noise

Gentlemen:

We are definitelyagainst"morenoise"as suggestedby the
May 30, 1979MagnoliaNews (copyof which is attached). I

We have a young childwho alreadyhas developedstronganxiety ._
and "nightterrors". t

Oftentimes he awakensconvincedthatthe trainnoisesand ¢_

couplingof cars are alreadyon our frontdoor step.

Yours/_verytruly......

C:w Q
de_. Whittle

cc: Senator HenryJackson
SenatorWarrenMagnuson
Honorable David Moen
HonorableJoel Prichard
HonorableJoe Taller

iI

f_
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More noise could assault
residential areas here

OI _ Anne Mk_ _par_nenl s_oke'sman vironmenlal Prrdeclion ,Allen-
and .IV_llno_a who live Homer. "The expense of _ cv. Washlnglon, D.C. _460.
an_hefe near _ Buflln_on fmclng new r_ulatlon_ may be
N0,'lhem r£1to_d ymds In In- crh_plinll Io noise control pro-
lerhay rn_ir_ Jn (o_ more is_u_sd_ata_eb_elvsurviving
nobe I_ _ t,_iltt_d yards now."

Ih_ they'_l_o_ dll new. Homer _;d the new r_ula.
11_ [rlvlmnmtm_l Pr_eo lions will rm¢ aid in mafntain-

tl_ _eney has _ • inll high _,nvironmtmtal qualilv
new reBulation for noise from and "may aclually be
railroad yards, Arced'din8 Io delir_dl.g."
_ufi Hornet of Ihe Seatll¢.-KInll Public c_mrnenl will Rreafly
County Health Dep_'tn_nl, a+'fecl Ibe outcome o_the new-

Ibe maximum permissable Iv prt_o,_.d It_isla(i_+ The
nol_ levels estal_Lsbed In lhe St_ttle-Kin_ CounTy Health
new reBulaI_on will "allow I_rlmpnlNolseConlmlPro"
rflore noise from r4ilroad yards 8ram urges Ixlbll¢ commenl_
t_n lute eve_ exisled before in _lalns! this pre,_,m_l. Lettev_
r_Seattlemea+" d_oulfl IIo m: Rail C_mer

The rt._ulalian does r_ Docke4 No. CN^C 79-01; Of-
di_criminalebelweenlhelypes rice of Noise A_alemenl and

of property Ihal will be ira+ Comml (ANR4g¢) i U. S. En-
I_lt, d, Cat couplina, retarfler_

refriReralor cazS w_[I be
Im_,d Io emff as much nof_e

t_iflenl/_l area _u in an I_-
.du_filf &_e_ll. Noise fm¢n the pJrlp_r drive at

h_erbay vard_ reachesresid'en- Magnolia School
liar area_ boIh to Ihe eASl and
_t, /_M_nolia _chooJ PTA is

Th_ re_ldenH, Mys Ihe holdlnll its tund-rlisln8
He/hh _..p_rlmenl, "will lind new_papet drive Friday, June
I_s p_olecliOrl horn railroad 1, Ihtough _fuesday, June _.
rlol_e wJlh Ihe new te_u]atJon Fa.pe_+ lied or in _ large

(n_11 currently exi$llng Bmeery _ack. mav be brouBhl
lel_llllol_+ +, to file corlec_ion van behind

In I_ll|Ofl (o reduced pro- _le _.ChOO[bulldlnB. Allendants
(ceYlon f_o_n nol_e, fbe new will be on hand each weekday
rellulaltOnmandates some very mominB, 8:30 Io _:30 a,m+ and
lechnll_tll equlpmenl and SalUPt_y, 9 a,m, Io one l).m+
melhodaloly to me/Isure Tohave papers picked up, Call
rallro4dyardnol_es, Mrs. Phillips, 2D4-3217, Mrs,

"/nf_cem_nl oJ the new 51mort, 2_3.6297, o_ leave a
reBulallon$ will require a messa/leal the _,chool's oitice,

hi_h_r level of experffse than 5_7-_D22. DiJferenl delivery
currenl monllorinll criteria, +' llme_canalsobeartanR ed,
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_i! ) IB|5 NORTH FORT MYER DRIVE • ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22209 • TELEPHONE 52d.8800
_v" _ _" Aria Cod1703 Tili_ _923_I

June i, 1979

Da:L1 (kli'r_er,DockeL Number ONAC 79-01

O_fiee of Noise Abatement and Control

(ANR-490)

U.S. EnvLronmental Protection Agency

WaMiing_on, D.C, 20460

SUBJECT: l'ropssed Rule for Nols_ Emission Standards for Transporatlon

Equipment; _nterstatu l_*i] Carriers U.S. Euvlronlnental

Protection _AJ__ency- Docket No. ONAC 70-01

G_ntlemen:

The Alr-Conditionlng and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) Js a natioaal

trade association whose m_mbers _k_n_facture mare tlmn 90 p_rcent of all

U.S.-_ide air-cond_tioning and refrigeration _qulpment, as well as the

compolleli_s and t_iterials used therein. The Scope of th_ Mohil_ IR_frigeraLion

S_ction of ARI includes meehanical-refrtgera_ion systems designed for _4

installaLion in railway freight cars, trlioks, trailers and containers. _
i

ARI appreciates the opportunity to comment on the 'IProposed Rifle

for Noise Emission Standards for Transportatl_n F.qulpmentl Interstate "x
llall C_rriers, " as it appeared in the April 171 1979, Federal Nogister. i

%

Covered Noise Sources .

The proIlused Rule is stated in Section 201.10(a) to apply to all

locomotives (with staled exceptions), all tall cars in motion, all mechanical

refrigeration cars when stationary, all car coupling operations, and all

retarders. Sections 201.14p 201.15, a,d 201.16 are included to e_tahlish

standards for mechanical refrigeration cars, for coupling operations, and

for retllrders. Se_t£on 201.26 establishes procedures for _he measur_men_

of retarder, car coupling, and mechanical refrigeration car noise,

It is apparent, therefore, that tlle Proposed Rule is nat applicable

to all of the noise sources llstud as being significant lil th_ Supplementary

Infornntlon° We suggest that only those noise sources to which the Rule

is to be applied should be listed,

The Supplementary Information to the Proposed Rule lists "urailer oil

flat car_ container o_ flat car (TOFC/COFC)" as heing a slRni[Icant noise

source associated with railyards.

!
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O_flce i3f _o[:ie Abatenlunt and Cotitrol
.]une i. 1979

We II{Ite llhii£ thl2 EPA "Background ]]ocufllolIt [or Proposed Revision
to Rail Cartier Nolsu Emission Regulation" (EPA 550/9-78-207. Fellrtmry 1979)
did not idcatify 'lOFt or COFC as a 1_ajor noise source. (See Section 4.
Page 4-1 of the Dlmument.)

Data In Apllerldix B to the lkmkcruund lhlcument report that for a numher

of the rallyards Investigated, tile noise sources o_ plgp.yhack operations are
the facility equil_lmnt, including the tractors loadi.g and unloading the
trailers oilthe f]at cars, t11ewheel/rail noise of flat ears reaving to and
from the TOFC tracks and vartotLSbanging noises which occur during the process
of loading and securing tltetrailers onto tileflat cars. These banglng
noises r_sult frc_mtile raising and lowering of the flaps on tileflat ears,
which are used to hold tiletrailers in place. Other noise sources in some
railyards are cranes used for loading and un]uading trailers';and containers
onto tall cars.

ARI is concerned tlmt tileProposed Rule will inadvertently be interpreted
to include trailers and containers that iimyhe loaded eLI f]at cars. We do not
believe that it is the intent o[ the Proposed Rule to do so. We urg_ that

the EPA clarify this pohlt in tlefinal rule and specifically exclude trailers
and eonta [nets.

Receivin_ Property Line LimLts

The proposed Standard calls for Ldn 70 or less for all facilities and
equlp_ont measured at the reeeivil_g property llne adjoining tilerallyard

effectlve dammry I, 1982, anti Ldn 65 for hump yard facilities and equipment
effective a,_ntmryi, 1985. The proposed refrigerator car noise standard
effective on January ], 1982, is 78 dBA.

The Proposed Rule needs clarification on what addgtlonal noise abatement
treatments D If any_ are required for refrigerator cars in order to aehleve the
5 dBA reduction in property llne levels between 1982 and 1985. Clarifdeatlon
should be given as to whether it is safe for manufacturers of refrigerator
equipment to assumn that meeting the 78 dBA standard for refrigerator car nolse
will fulfill all r_qulrements and tbat the property llne standard will
become the sole responslblllty of the yard operator.

Compliance Cost

Section 5 o[ Ehe Background DOCument discusses noise control technology
and on pace 5-8 nnkes reference to a report*, which was suhiL_ittedto EPA in
1976 but which has not been released or snbJected to reviow _nd comment on
technical to,tent. It ls in the public file and Iresbeen ex_inlned by at least
one _/II_mber.

* No_sc Control Technolo}_ for Truck-Mounted Refri}_eratlon Unlts, BBN Report
No. 3264, submitted to the U.S. EnvlroL_mental l'roteetion Agency, lhrch, 1976.
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&ased upon tills report, the Background Doeumdnt statc-'b "Tile
required technology for rodtte£ng nuiso emissions from m_ehanical r_-

frigorator e_Irs l_s hoetl applied _o truck and Lr,ailnr_m0unted
refrl_.ratlon tEnlts. It cont_iLns a better mufEler for _he dLesol
eIw,In_ _nd tileapp]icatJon of sound-absorptivu f_m '_.

ARI is concerned t|mt eertaln t_ehnleal assumptions used in that

repor_ r_y not be correct, and th,1_attempts to apply some of _he noise
control _echniques described will be elther Ineffcctlve or harmful to the
equlpmmlt. For e_mp]e, _he use of techniques _hlch reduce condenser air
flow and :Increase e_iglno op_r,qtin_,t_mperatu_'_s _Lr_unacceptable. Th_
refrig,eratlon equlpment may be d_r_,agedand £ts capability _o refrlg_r_e
the car will b_ impaired. _lluBBN r_pot't sh_Jttldb_ released for review
by EI'A_nd _o_nt by equlpmen_ manufacturer's and other technically compe_enC

porsons should be sought bofore _he repor_ is used ns a bas_s fo_
regttla_io_.

Tht_cost estiz_te givt_nin Table 4.3 for noisc abatrnnen_ of

_efrlger_i_or cars by means of nluffler_ .andfan tre,utment are valid only
to the _xtent th,_tthe BBN assumptions _nd analysis are wlid. As noted
above, we questlon their valldL_y.

Refrigerator C_urTest Procedure

The Proposed Rule s_Ipu_ttes th_ microphone posi_Lon for the
refrigeration _ar t_st is if..... any locatioll 7 m_t_rs from the _erllne
of rofrlgera_on car track, and b_tween 1.2 meters above the ground and _h_
helgh_ eot'r_spondlng to the _op of _he rofrlgeratlon ¢a_." I_ does no_ speelfy
_f another r_il ear is to be coupled to the tall ¢.arund_ t_st _n_l _t states
tlm_ _h_ measurlng position can be anywher_ along the car. This specification
is t_n.lecep_ablyvaguo.

If th_ rnil _ar under test is coupled _o a.ogher refrigeration car and
the mlerophone, though locatod wlthin the longth of the rall ear under test,
receives sound from _he coupled refrlg_ratlot_ car, the m_a_ured sound l_v_l
may be higher _hartthat _hieh wo_tld be measured if sound only from th_ tall
ear under t_s_ wer_ b_ing picked up. We suggest, therefore, _hat _ho
me_isur_me_ criteria fo_"th_ _frigera_ion car tos_ spoclfy that the tall
_ar under t_st shall not b_ _oup)ed _o another rail _ar.

Speelfle_lly doflned mlerophono locations ave esst_nti,_lif bo_h
inanufae_uters and users of r_frlger_ted tall cars ar_ to be eonfldent tha_

the nois_ level developed by their produe_s ara wi_hln the prescrlbed llmits
They a_e also reqt_ired if EPA expects to verify clai,ts of conformance to Lha
rifle. _o sugges_ _h_t several microphone loea_ions along _l_elength of _h_
rail car under fast and at _wo |le£ghts at each location b_ _pec_fled, _l_id
that th_ _esttltil_ measurements b_ _v_ragod. _he r_sults of such a tes_

should represent accurato]y _he sound generated by the tefrlgera_ion uni_
and i_s power supply.
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ARI also suggests that the f£zml rule take into conslderat[on
inconsistencies tbat may result because of yard layout and usage

regarding tlle78 dgA measured at 7 meters aud the 701,dnt24_,_ at the
receiving llne,

ARI hopes the above comments will be helpful to =he EPA in
the development of the Final Rule.

Sincer_ yours,

Federal Regula _ion

JPR/za
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BANGOR AND AROOSTOOK RAILROAD COMPANY
Nnrthorn MarlinJunetlonPark RR 2 B_m_nr, MIl_o 04401 (207) 848-5721

May 30, 1979
MF 96.1.i

Rail Carrier Docket Number OLqAC 79-01

office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)

U.S. _nvironmental Protection Agency

Washington, D. C. 20460

Gentlemen:

The Bangor and Aroostook Railroad hereby offers teguments
relative to Environmental Protection Agency's proposed Rail Carrier
Noise Emission Standards.

We are aware of the legislation mandating the regulations and
the effect of AAR's suit in expanding the standards initially pro-
mulgated by EPA. In this regard, we commend EPA for a reasoned

and reasonable approach to the complex problem of railroad noise. !
It appears, however, that time limit pressures may have precluded
a more specific analysis of railroad noise pollution in other than

urban areas. |

At risk of contradicting AAR's position, we must assert our
strong belief that noise emissions from the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad have minimal adverse impact on the health and welfare of

the citizens we serve. Conversely, compliance with the proposed
regulations would have a significant impact on the financial health

of this Company and ultimately have a negative effect on our ability
to provide necessary economical rail service to the people of
Northern Maine.

One must recognize that railroad noise is a significant pro-

blem in many parts of the country. The problem is not uniform,
however, and a uniform national solution places an unnecessary
compliance burden on carriers operating in lightly populated, rural
areas.

The EPA background document indicates that six of this carrier's
yards will be affected by the regulation. The six towns in which
the yards are located have a combined pepulation of approximately
30,000. BAR's two major switching yards are located in Hermcn,

Maine (population 2,500) and Oakfield, Maine (population 800). We
estimate that fewer than 1,000 residents of the six affected towns

have any auditory awareness of railroad switching operations. Recent
noise measurements by FRA at crew sleeping quarters in ti_ese same
locales lead to a g_ncl_sion that none of our neighbors are exposed

T a
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to 65 Ldn or Leq f_om railroad switchh_g oi_cl;_tion:_. It ap_ears,
therefore, that we are no%_ in compliance ,._ith the Darts of the
rcgulatioBs dealing with receiving l)iopc_ t.v aoi:w! limits.

Though _AR does not use rctat'ders, it is suggested that the
nature of this noise source does not d_ffer from other fixed

facilities within yards and si*oulcl not be tr_:ated differently.

_oise measurements at 30 meters from ,_ car rctarde_/ are valid only

when the retarder is located withis 30 meters of receiving property.
The same argument can be made in opposing a dJstLnct and separate
ear-coupling noise stasdard. There does not appear to be a need
for the specific standards at location_; '.,here noise from retarders

and car coupling does not affect receiving prol_erty.

This Compal_y's primary concern with th_ proposed standards is
the expensive and, we believe, inefficient retrofits mandated for

mechanical refrigerators and switching locomotives. BAR owns 331

mechanical refrigerators and 45 locomotives. All locomotives are
commonly used in switching operations. EPA's estimates of costs of
retrofit are as unrealistic as the estimated fuel costs of 32 cents

per gallon. Wit/tout making a detailed analysis of the data, we

believe the true costs of retrofit would likely be double EPA's
estimate.

The met/_ods suggested for quieting re£rigerator cars are
technologically questionable. Muffler design and associated costs

for application to a 34 horsepower diesel engine appear to ]lave
been extrapolated from applications involving much smaller engines

and are of doubtful validity. The mere addition of a more absorbent
muffler to refrigerator car engines is expected to greatly increase

maintenance costs attributable to altered back-pressure in the

exhaust system. Similar objections san be made to proposals to
apply mufflers to switching locomotives. The result would De

increased fuel consumption and maintenance costs.

We suggest that locomotive noise standards be applied only to

new equipment. This would allow noise control to be engineered
into units for a more efficient result with far less financial

disruption to the industry. Similarly, the standards for mechanical
refrigerator cars could apply to new units or when new or rebuilt

diesel engines are installed.

That part of the proposal dealing with load-cell testing seems
to be directly at odds with previous EPA noise regulations. The
previous regulation seemingly requires load-cell testing in a clear

field situation; the new regulation contemplates enclosing the

operation.

This Company must object to tile conclusions reached by EPA's
study relative to economic and employment impact on our modest

operation. With identical data and considerable experience in

913
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railroad economics, we are unable to arrive at conclusions similar
to those reached by EPA. Increased revenue needs with attendant
rate increases may, indeed, divert traffic from rail to truck but
we doubt that this effect can be quantified, as EPA has attempted
to do. The history of econometric modeling clearly demonstrates
the unreliability of predictions based on this process.

Assume that, as predicted, the nation's railroads do lose busi-
ness to trucks as an indirect result of this regulation. EPA's
broad goals and the interests of the public must be adversely
affected. The energy efficiencies and minimal air and noise pollu-
tion of railroads compared with truck transportation must be
recognized. Solutions to railroad noise problems which ultimately
divert traffic to highways are backward environmental steps.

The enforcement aspect of the regulations contradicts and is
inconsistent with providing a national solution to railroad noise
emissions. EPA doesn' t have the enforcement capability while FRA

doubts its ability to monitor compliance. We are left with local
and state agencies who will selectively inspect and enforce compliance.
This enforcement scheme has been tried before with generally dis-

appointing results.

Sincerely yours,

L. W. Littlefield

Vice President-Operations

AWD/Jhb
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j_) BURLINGTON NORTHERN

178 E_Ist Fitth Sirloin;
SI. Paul, Mirm(_sola 65101

LAW DEPARTMENT [_J.l_h_m_(6(2) 298-2121

June 29, 1979
Rall Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

(ANR-490)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Re: EPA Proposed Noise Regulations

Gentlemen:

Enclosed for filing are five (5) copies of Comments by
Burlington Northern Inc., Colorado & Southern Railway
Company and Fort Worth & Denver Railway Company in the
above captioned proceeding. In addition to these comments
the above referenced railroads support the comments of
the Association of American Railroads.

Sincerely,

Ralph S. Nelson

Attorney

RSN:hk

Eric,

I

r_
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In the matter of

Environmental Protection Agency

DocketNo. ONAC79-01

Commentson ProposedRevision
to Rail CarrierNoiseEmission

Regulations

BurlingtonNorthernInc.
Colorado& SouthernRailwayCompany
Ft. Worth& DenverRailwayCompany

June 29, 1979
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BurlingtonNorthern Inc._Colorado and SouthernRailwayCompany
Fort Northand DenverRailwayCompany

Commentson ProposedRevision
To Rail CarrierNoise EmissionRegulations

After a reviewof the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency'sNoticeof
ProposedRulemakingfor noisestandardsfor railroadequipmentand
facilitiesand the associatedBackvroundDocument,severalquestions
and comments became apparent. [ne t_A's understanding of railroad
operationsand the railroadindustryas a whole has improvedsince
the outsetof theirrulemakingprocess. However,from comments
and assumptionsput forth in the B_ Document, the EPA still
lacks a totalgraspof the indust_tion and problemsin
implementing the proposed noise standards.

EPA'sGeneral Approach

Major flaws exist in the EPA'sanalysis. Theseflaws weakenthe
foundationon which the regulationshave been based. The most obvious
of these flaws include an overestimation of the impact of ral]road
noise sourceson the population,oversimplificationof railroad
yard facilitiesin the modelingtechniques,and gross underestimation
of the costof compliance. Underlyingthesedefectsis the inescapable
conclusion,demonstratedin the EPA B_ Documentitselfand
certainlywel)known to the raiiroa_ t_a_ certainelements
of the proposedstandardsgo beyondavailabletechnologyand are
unattainable,unlessthe cessationof railroadoperationis considered
a technologicalalternative.

From an examinationof the EPA'sLevel Document,there are
indications that the EPA has over_'_mated th_ impact of railroad
noise on the community. In AppendixD of theLevel Document,the
EPA indicatedthatthe relationshipbetweenthe normalizedoutdoor
day-nlghtsoundleveland communityreactionappearsto be a reasonably
accurateand usefultool in assessingthe probablereactionof a
communityto an intrudingnoiseon the community. Nowherein the

BackgroundDocumentdid EPA make any attemptto normalizethe proposed
standards."_al applicationof the correctionfactorsfor

normalizingthe Ld, levelsis necessary. As will be shown in a
followingsectionYn this text,"Applicationof BestAvai]ab]eTechnology",

the existingtechnologyhas a limitedabilityto reducethe _
levels. Therefore,applyingpositivecorrectionfactorsto _,B
measuredL_, willbe of no value. Nith a limitedabilityto reduce
the I._ levels, addingpositivecorrectionfactorswill only produce
a conflictsituationwhere the L- levelsare raisedeven higher
than the actualmeasurementsand°Becauseof limitedtechnology,
littlecan be doneto correctthe problem. The applicationof negative

£

(
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correction factors partially rectifies the EPA's overestimation
of the impact of railroad noise on the community. Table D-8 of
the EPA's Level Document ]ends support by indicating that there
may be few_mplain_s about railroad noise than other noise source
types. Since speech interference is also considered a major factor
in determining noise impact, the section in Appendix D of the EPA's
Levels Document on "Speech Interferencein the Presence of Fluctuating
3oun_s LeVe'Is"will apply. This section states, on Page D-6: "It
is, therefore, concluded that almost all time-varying environmental
noises with the same L , would lead, averaged over a long period
of time to better intelligibilitythan intelligibility for the same

Le values of continuous noise." The same may also be said for
LH_. This weuld apply to noises such as switch engine passbys,
c_H-car impacts, retarder squeals, etc. Based on these facts, using
only the negative correction factors will have very little change
in the impact on the population.

Appendix B of the Background Document offers further support that
the EPA overestimated _be _mpact o'_railroad noise. Several studies
performed by the EPA regional representativeshad sections on "Subjective
Impressions." These sections showed that the impact was not as

great as predicted and applying an L_, standard without adjustments
will not have any major effect on complaints of railroad noise.
A typical comment was that there were no complaints from residents
nearest the ral] yard because the people had become accustomed to
the noise and were unaware of it until it was brought to their
attention by visitors from outside the neighborhood. Other conditions
and situations, as well as other noise sources, were considered
much more serious neighborhoodproblems. Where complaints of railroad
noise existed, specific sources of annoyance were cited by the
residents. The most common sources of annoyance were car impact
during coupling and retarder squeal. Studies in Appendix B point
out that the contributions of the car coupling impact and retarder

squeal to the measured LHn are minimal. Other noise sources commonly
cited as annoyanceswhicM will have no effect on the Ld measurement
because of theirexclusion from the section of regulatiBns, include
through trains,whistles and bells.

Similarly, the EPA has overestimated the benefits ef the regulations.
In measuring the benefits of the regulations, the EPA assumed that
lowering the noise level eminating from rail yards and shop facilities
would reduce the exposure of the population by the same amount.
Where the background noise level is low, this may be true. However,
in areas of industrial or cor_nercial operations or where major highways
are nearby, this may not be true. Where the contribution of the
railroad sources to the sound level at a given point has been brought
to about 3dB below the total sound level due to all sources at that

point, additional reductions in the railroad component will have
little effect on the total noise level. In addition, any noise
abatement procedures which reduce shipper demand for rail trans-
portation services, whether because of increased costs or decreased
service quality, may well divert traffic to other transportation
modes which have a greater noise impact on the community.

918



Another serious flaw involves the modeling of a "typical" rall yard
to determine noise control standards, versus actual existing rail
yards which must conformwith those standards. As was pointed out
in the Background Document, rail yard facilities are complex and
the phys_caJ _laracteristics vary considerably depending on the
yard capacity and configuration. The EPA as regulator has certain
obvious advantages in tlleirmodeling techniques. By modeling, the
physical characteristicsof all rail yards are typified and the
configurations of ell rail yards are simplified. This makes the
job of setting standards much easier. However, the railroad industry
in complying with the noise control standards, must deal with the
complexities and variations. There are no provisions in the regulations
for any problems associated with variations in rail yard facilities.
Furthermore, the EPA has made no provisions in setting the standards
for error in their sampling and mode)leg.

As will be shown in a later section, the EPA grossly underestimated
the cost of compliance. Based on information gathered in the short
period of time for public response to the proposed regulations,
virtually all noise controlmethods will cost much more than indicated.
The EPA estimate does not adequately reflect the costs of the releasable
inert retarders, land acquisitions,rescheduling night operations,
barriers for group and master retarders, spray systems at retarders,
mechanical refrigeration car modifications end load test cell enclosures.
In some cases, the EPA, did not includeoperating and maintenance
costs and in other cases dated informationwas used. These errors
invalidate the EPA's estimate on the cost of compliance and make
the analysis of the economic impact on the railroad industry highly
suspect.

Definition of Best Available Technolo_

A. The most serious fault in the proposed regulations
is that the EPA is requiring more than "best available
technology" ta meet the noise standards which they have proposed.

In both the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking end the Background
Document, the EPA suggested that a change in operations may
be necessary to meet these standards. A curtailmentor elimination
of certain nighttime operations is the most significant and
unreasonable operationalchange suggested, although not the
only such change that would be required. In the main text

of the Background Document, the EPA glossed over the serious
problems involved in cnanglng operations dealingmostly with
the Incremental increase in the fleet of switch engines. To
assess the expense of operationalchanges, some adjustments
were attempted in Appendix L to quantify the cost of the yard
expansion required to maintain current throughput while reducing
to a two shift operation. The short period given for comment
on the proposed regulations prevented any verificationof this
data. However, a much larger impact than discussed would
result from "Roll service.., adversely effected in certain
areas due to yard or line bottleneckand congestion. Service
effects which are negative could result in loss of business
and revenue to water and motor carriers." The EPA made no
attempt to quantify such problems which could have a profound
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effect on the ec.(moumic impact analysis, lhe EF'A placed I;oo
much Faith, in what l:hey referred to as "a cerl;ain aluount oF
hlherent flm×ibility" in the railroad system. Suggesting that
nighttime operation_ be curtailed or' elialinated tampers with
incerstate commerce and the viability of other industries which
are dependent on the railroads for trallsportatiorl of raw materials
and finished products.

B, Another method of noise control mentioned was tile extension
of property lhres beyond their existing hourmlaries to create
a buffer zone for noise cootrrJl. This is an objectionable
approach to .oise control aud is flawed. The most obvious
flaw is that it is prohihiHvely expensive. The estimated
cost of land given by the EPA is low for several reasons.
I.) Currently, in many areas tile cost of property of all types
is rising at a rate much higher than I0 percent,. 2.) Tile EPA
analysis included only the land costs for all land classifications
except single family units. These estimates did not include
the cost of any structures which could significantly increase
the total cost of tile property, especially in highly developed
urban areas, industrial parks, etc. 3.) Since the railroads
would not be purchasing the property on the open market, but
rather to satisfy legal requirements, they would likely, as
a willing buyer', have to pay substantially above the market
value, 4.) Marly companies, both commercial and industrial,
locate near or adjacent to rail yards because of access to
rai] transportation. These companies may be reluctant to
relocate their facilities, as the cost of moving could be very
high and in some cases not affordable. If this cost were
passed along to tile railroads, the cost of compliance will
be further magnified. Related to this, there is serious doubt
concerning the ability of the railroads to use the power of
eminent domain to comply with noise control regulations,

Land use after purchasing the properly will also be a problem.
The EPA in the Background Document gave no guidance as to land
use for this butter zone. tt the property is to exist in an
undeveloped form, the cost of razing buildings ulust be added.
Furthermore, larger parcels oF property must be purchased since
attenuation from existing buildings will be lost. Rather than

putting the property in an undeveloped state, if it were developed
as an industrial complex, while being owned or controlled by
the railroad, the total exposure to the population in the form
of the people hired to work in the industrial complex may,
in fact, increase. Since there may be more people working
adjacent to the noise source after the enactment of the regulation
and redevelopnent by the raih'oad, the total exposure may be
greater. Similarly, the total impact in an industrial area
may be negative in situations where an industrial plant is
displaced and required to locate to an area where it may adversely
impact on a residential neighborhood.
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C. In the BackgroundDocumentconcerning"othertechniquesgenerally
applicable_b all n_ise_ources..,"it was mentioned: "turning

off equipmentnot in use." In anothersectionof the_ack_round
Document,the EPA consideredthe costof shuttingdown locomotives
not in use as being insignificant. It must be pointed out
that locomotivesdo not haveantifreezein thecoolingsystem
because of leakage caused by thermal expansion and contraction
of diesel locomotive engines, Requiring locomotives to be
shut down during cold weather would cause serious problems.
In addition,onceshutdown,the locomotiveenginerequires
special manual lubrication prior to restart to protect vital
enginebearings,requiringtimeandmanpowerto accomplish.
Currently, several railroads shut-down locomotives whenever
possibleas an energysavingpractice,but onlyunderwell-
definedconditionswhichare establishedto protectthe locomotives
and the railroads'operations,To shut-downlocomotivesunder
otherconditionscouldresultinfreezeups of locomotiveand
seriousmechanicaldamageresultingin substantialexpense
and loss of availability.

D. The EPA linkedthe ideaof shuttingdown locomotiveswiththe
relocationof idlinglocomotives.The EPA_sstatementson
this approach are vague. It is unclear whether the EPA is
suggestingrelocatingthe locomotiveswithina shopfacility
or anywherenecessaryawayfrom the shopcomplexto reduce
the L_,. Where feasible, it may be possible to relocate idling
locomotives within the shop complex and use existing buildings
as shieldingmechanisms.To someextentthisis donealready
In responseto localcomplaints,However,at manylocations,
particularly in urban areas, relocation within the shop area
will not be possible. Space restraints for storing locomotives
is oftena problemevenwithoutregardto noisecontrolconsiderations.
Over the lifeof manymechanicalfacilities,changes,as well
as normal increases in rail traffic patterns have required
originally small facilities to expand and modernize using virtually
all availablespace, Thls is a commonoccurenceand thus,
many locations will not be able to accomodate relation of idling
locomotives.

Any suggestion to relocate ]ocomotlves away from a shop complex
is prohibitively expensive and potentially dangerous. Adopting
such a courseof actionwouldcauseproblemsof immensemaBnltude,
The most obviousproblemswouldincludethe following:a,) reduction
Inproductivitywhichwouldbe particularlyseverewhere large
numbersof locomotivesand/orlargedistancesbetweenthe shop
and the idlinglocomotivesare involvedb.) coordinationof
supervisionand availabilityfroma remotelocation,c.) vandalism
d,) increasedpersonnel,and e,) partlcularlyinurbanareas,
theremay be no acceptable]ocatlonfor the idlinglocomotives,
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E, The lubrication spray system for the retarders was described

in the_ Documentas "best availabletechnology".
To our Know_eoge, t_e lubrication system at the Burlington
Northern's Northtown Yard is the only such system in operation
for retarders. A limited review of noise studies conducted
at Northtown revealed there have been no organized or scientifically
designed experiments to verify that the spray system significantly
contributes to the noise reduction. The lubrication spray
system is only part of an integrated noise control technique
used at the master and group retarders. The contribution,
if any, of the lubrication system is not known. There was
some experimentation, often rather crude, prior to the design
and construction of the spray system at Northtown. Since the
system has gone into operation, its effectiveness has been
based solely on subjective impressions. This is not an adequate
basis for qualifying the lubrication spray system as "best
available technology" or estimating the achievable

reduction in the Ldn level.
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Costof Comp]iance

As was mentionedpreviously,the EPA understatedthe cost of virtually
a]l proposedmethodsof noisecontrol. The shortperiodof time
givenfor the responseto the proposedregulationspreventeda thorough
examination of the EPA's cost estimates. However, the fo]]owing
commentson EPA costestimateswere gatheredand are well withinthe
railroad industry's experience.

a. Assumingthatupgradedmufflersare oval]ableand sufficiently
effective,the additionalcost of Instal]ingupgradedmufflerson
mechanicalrefrigeratedcars willbe twiceas high as
estimatedby the EPA.

b. The cost of installingbarriersat activeretarderswill
typically be twice as high for normal installations as
the EPA estimated. For locationswherespecialproblems
are encountered,the costswill bemuch higher.

c. As was mentionedpreviously,the EPA underestimatedthe
cost of landacquisitions.The estimatesdid not include
the cost of existing structures (except for single family
units), and if necessary, razing the existing structures.
For many locations, the rate of inf]ation is much higher
than 10 percent. Thiswould app]yto the landacquisitions
for both bufferzones,if required,and yardexpansion
becauseof reschedulingnight activities,if required.

d. The costsof reschedulingnighttimeactivitieswere a]so
underestimatedby the EPA. Besidesunderestimatingthe
cost of landacquisitionsfor requiredphysica]expansion
of rai]road facilities, the EPA fai]ed to quantify the
adverseeffectcausedby the disruptionof tallservice
and the resultingloss In businessand revenue. Also not
included were any additional costs and adverse impacts
to industrieswhich re]yon rail transportation.Lack
of timepreventedfurtherexpansionon thesecosts.

e. The lubricationsystemfor retarderswere determinednot
to be necessary, ffowever,the fo]lowlnginformationconcerning
the operating,maintenanceand capita]costsfor such a
systemshouldbe pointedout. Withthe lubricationsystem,
an additional20 percentof retarder]engthis required
to providethe same _ount of retardation. In addition,
a collection system to catch the overspray is required
beneath the retarders. The retarder would have to be shut
down for an extendedperiodof timefor the trackto be

C taken up to installthe co]lectionsystemand to extend
the lengthof the retarder. To do thisat themaster
retardermightverywell shutdownthe entireyard.
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At group retarders, more than just one track would have
to be closedat a time. Safetyof the workmenand Lrack
clearances would be of prime importance. In these situations
cost of downtime in the yard will be a major factor in
the total cost of the retrofit project.

A major operational problem exists in the winter. Despite
the use of ethyleneglycolas an antifreeze,the system
is generally unreliable and virtually unusable because
of icing problems. The lubricant solution becomes "slushy"
in cold weather and as a result clogs the spray nozzles
in the system. Piping freeze-ups have also been experienced
even with a 50% solution of ethylene glycol and water.

The cost of using the lubricant was also neglected. The
lubricant is composed of water, oil and, in cold weather,
etilyleneglycol. At the BN'sNorthtownYard, approximately
33,000gallonsof ethyleneglycolis requiredper year
for freeze protection at an annual cost of approximately
$84,000. The cost of the oil which must be continually
added to the system as a component of the lubricant is
also expensive.

An additional capital and operating expense is the treatment
of wastewater and overflow from the collection system.
Because of the presence of oil and ethylene glycol, a dissolved
air flotation wastewater treatment system is required.
The capital cost of the wastewater treatment system will
add a minimum of $i million to the cost of the system.
Because of the high concentrations and oxygen demand of
the ethylene glycol and the presence of the oil, the cost
of the wastewater treatment plant operation becomes substantially
greater.

Maintenance costs on a spray system are also extremely
high. To fully maintain only the spray nozzles requires
at least one additional man full-time. Solids picked up
in the collection system and accumulated from biological
growth in the lubricant mixture plug the nozzles. The
use of screens and strainers in the system is not entirely
effective. Rancid odors are also a problem from the biological
growths, unless properly maintained.

The overspray requires up to 8 hours of cleanup prior to
any extensive work on a retarder. Special precautions
must be taken to prevent the slippery nature of the lubricant
from making the general maintenance of the system a safety
ilazardto workmen. Disposalof the accumulatedsolidwaste
from the cleanupoperationis also expensiveas well as
a problem in finding an acceptable site.

f. The EPA's estimate of enclosing a load test cell is low
by amagnitude of five. The EPA's cost estimate does
not adequately reflect the engineering and costs required
for a load test cell enclosure including special air intakes
and exhaust systems and sound proofing.
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g. The EPA's estimateof the cost of installingreleasable
retarderswas gross]yunderstated.In the December,1975
versionof the BackgroundDocument,a costof $7,500per
retarderwas useotot convmr_o_ bf nonreleasableinert
retardersto releasables.This cost did not includelabor,
downtimeor operationalcosts as was notedin the _gnd
Document. In the February,1979 versionof the Ba_
uocument, this cost was increased to $10,000 per retarder
to cover inflation and labor. This figure was then used
to estimatethe major portionof the additioncost of

changing the L_n standard for hump yards from an L_ of
70 to an L_n o_ 65. Thistechniqueis totallyina_Bquate
and shows _ lack of understanding of all that is required
to install releasable inert retarders. The EPA's cost
increase to $10,000 per retarder is arbitrary and excessively
low. The cost used to determine the economic impact did
not include any cost for downtime or operation. These
factors will amount to a major portion of the total cost
of thistypeof project. Althoughtimerestraintsprevented
developingany meanimgfuldata on downtimeandoperational
costs,a moreaccurateestimateto installthe conversion
mechanisms only (material and labor) is $33,000 per inert
retarder. Furthermore, to operate releasable retarders
in a hump yard, extensive additional controls are required
to maintain a safe operating situation. A system is required
to tie intoa computer,the controlof theswitchat the
headend of each bowl track and its releasable retarder
at the pullout end. The controls involve the coordination
of the swltch at the head end and the releasable inert
retarder so that both will not be open at the same time.
This prevents cars from being humped into the track and
rollingout the pulloutend. Thesesafeguardsinsurethat
whentilereleasableinertretarderis open,the head end
switch is closed; conversely, when the head end switch
is open, the releasable insert retarder is activated.
Thesecontrolsare net consideredmerelyadd-onaccessories,
butratheran integralpart of the humpsystemrequired
for the safety of workmen in the yard and the surrounding
community.

The system includes electrical cables connecting the controls
at each location(humptower,headend switchand releasable
retarder) and the necessary computer software and hardware.
Costsfor the computersoftwareand hardwarewere not available.
The cost of installingthe cable is aminimum of an additional
of $1/ft.for eachtrack.
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_oplic_tiqn.of B?st Available Technology

Aftera thoroughreviewof AppendixB of ti_eBackgroundDocument
includingdata gatheredat the Bur]ingtonNorthern'sNorthto_nYard
andCiceroYard, seriousquestionsariseconcerningthe ability
to meet the L. standards by applying best availab]e techno]ogy.
Datasubmitte_ntotl_eEPA on theNorthtownYardand includedin
AppendixB of theBackgroundDocumentindicatethat it is unlikely

that hump yards in general wi]1 be able to meet an Ld standard
of 6BdB. Data gatheredat TestSite #I indicatedit _ouldbe impossible
to reducethe noiseemittedfromhumpingoperationsto a Lan ]evel
of 65dB. Data from Test Site #i are cited because Test Si_ #I

wou]d be typical of a location that might be used to measure La.n

fromhumping operations. Accordingto EPA predictions,the Law .should be below the L- standard of 65dB. This is based on T_Ble 7 4

of the _DocO_ent. The BurlingtonNorthernNorthtownHump
Yardcu_es the tollo_lingnoisecontroltechnology,now
being relied on by the EPA to meet the new standard:

a. Retarder Barriers
b. Lubricationof Retarders
c. ReleasableRetarders

Evenwith these noisecontroltechniquesnow in place,Northtown
Yardwill not meet the 1985 standardfor L- . The location
of the micropllone was shielded from any 10_ testing by the Diesel
Repair Shop. Refrigerated cars would not have contributed a ]arge

amountto the L_n readingsbecause,in general,cars do not spend
extended period_ of time in the bowl tracks and make no contribution
to theL_ measurementunlesslocatedon the firstfew tracksnearest
the micrSBhone location. If positioned on other tracks, shie]ding
by adjacentcars wouldminimizetheirimpact. Basedon this information,

the standard of 65 Lan should have been easily achieved. Yet the
Lan measuredexceede_the Ld, standardof 65dBby 8-gdB. There
i_ no additionaltechnology_vailablethatwill reducethe La, measurement.
It is safe to assume other yards will have the same difficul_ in
applying"best availabletechnology."

Data gathered at the Burlington Northern's Cicero Yard revea]ed
a groupof noise sourcesnot addressedby the EPA in the Background
Document. These noise sources originate from TOFC facilltTes.
e_rt includedin AppendixB of the BackgroundDocumentindicated
the predominantnoisesourceat Site#1 as beingthe movementof
tractor-trailersto and from the loadingand unloadingfacility.
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In this case, the railroad has no control over the noise sources.
The tractor-trailers may achieve any applicable EPA product standards
for trucks and still cause the Ld standard to be exceeded. Furthermore,little can be done to reduce the Iloise From metal to metal contact
in the loading and unloading at TOFC facilities. The EPA also did
net address the costs that would be incurred for any noise controls
that might be possible at TOFC Facilities.

Recommendations

The proposed regulations are the result of oversimplification
of the problems of noise control in rail yard facilities. The economic
impact of the regulations is iovalidated by gross inaccuracies in
the cost of compliance. As a result, the proposed regulations are
not valid regulation of railroad noise, but rather arbitrary, un-
supportable and, in a large part, unachievable standards. The following
modifications are reco_nended.

I. The portion of the regulations covering car-coupllng makes
the exception for cars traveling less than 4 MPH virtually
unusable as a defense in an enforcement action. As written,
the railroads must prove that the cars were coupling at speeds
less than 4 MPH at some time after the noise readings are taken.
This would be virtually impossible. A more acceptable approach
is placing the burden of proof on the enforcement agency.
The enforcementagencymust measurethe speedof the freigilt
cars at the time the noise measurements are taken.

2. Allow railroads to use either the same modeling techniques
as the EPA or actualnoisemeasurementsto determlnecompliance
of existing yards. Where compliance is shown, no further noise
control would be necessary. Where existing yards are nat shown
to be in compliance, allow each existing yard to be studied
for adaptability of acceptable technology. This will be necessary
becauseof the complexconfigurationand the variationsin
the physical characteristics of rail yard facilities. At each
of theseexistingfacilities,the followingnoisecontrolmethods
will be considered based on its feasibility for adaptation
and the contribution of the noise source to overall noise level

(Ldn):

a. Relocatingor enclosingloadtest ce]lfacilities.

b. Relocating idling locomotives within the same shop complex
to shieldadjacentpropertyownersusing buildingsor other
structures in the shop area.
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c. Installationof retardernoisebarrierswherevertrack
clearanceand otherengineeringconsiderationswillallow.

d. Eliminatingload testsduringthe nighttime periodof

measurementof Ldn (22:00-07:00)

e. Adaptabilityof ductileironretardershoes to existing
retarders.

f. Retrofittingexistinghumpyards withreleasableinert
retarders.

Technologywhich wouldnot be consideredin the study of individual
yards includethe following:

a. Spray Lubricationsystemsassociatedwithactiveretarders.
Becauseof maintenanceand operationalproblemspreviously
mentioned,thiscannotbe consideredproventechnology
and, therefore,goes beyondthe cost issue.

b. Reschedulingof nighttimeclassificationof freightcars.
This is not a viablenoisecontroltechnique.

c. The puchaseof propertyas a bufferzone. This not a
"reasonable a]ternative.

It is proposedthatthe definitionof "feasibility"for this
recommendationbe based on a measureof benefit/costratio
similarto the systemusedby the EPA in AppendixL of the
BackgroundDocument. The EPA examinedthe benefit/costratio
Dn a na_1onw'T'd_T"_ustrywide basis. To be eqoatableto both
the railroadsandthe population,the beneflt/costratioshould
be used on a siteby sitebasis when determiningthe technology
noise controlto be installed.At locationswhere additional
controlmeasuresare required,the additionalequipmentwould
only be installedwhen the benefitof the equipmentis 10 times
the cost. This ratiowas the levelpredictedby the EPA for
the currentproposedregulations.As the EPA statesin AppendixL,
it would be irrationalpublicpolicyto requirelarge amounts
of money to be spentin areaswhereno one wouldbenefitfrom
them.

3. For existingrailyards, a variancesystemshouldbe established.
Again becauseof the comp]exitiesof existingral] yards,the
use of al] acceptable,feasiblenoisetechniquesas defined
above in Item2 willnot reducethe noise levelto the standard
set by the EPA at some locations.At these ]ocations,compliance
will be establishedby the installationof a]l acceptable,
feasiblenoisecontrolmeasuresand a periodicreview of technology
to determineif furthercontrolmethodshavebecomeacceptable
and feasible.
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4. Proposed yards which are not yet in the design stage one year
from the promulgation of the regulations should be required to

be designed using modeling techniques to meet the Ldn standards
set in the final regulations. Because of long lead-_ime requirements,
proposed yards in the design stage prior to one year from the
date of promulation of the regulations will be considered to
be "existing" and, therefore, Item 3 above would apply.

B. The use of industrial, co_ercial and agricultural land as
well as undeveloped land as a buffer zone without requiring
It to be purchased. The L_n methodoverestimatesthe impact
on these landclassificati_Hs.Few industrial,commerical
or agricultural operations involve critical activities related
to annoyance to noise such as sleep and leisure-time recreation.
Furthermore, few industrial, commercial or agricultural facilities
operate 24 hours a day. They also have their own noise sources
which willmaskmuch of the noise from railyards.

6. Delete from the measured L- noise sources within the railroad
facilities over which the _Ilroad has no control. An example
of this would be trucks entering and leaving TOFC facilities.

7. Where applicable,allow the applicationof the negativecorrection

factors to the measured Ld to normalize the L- level. Limitations
of existing noise control _echnology to reduce°_he noise levels
make the application positive correction factors useless and impossible to deal

These recommendationsarebased on informationand datathat were
immediately available. The absence of any comments on other portions
of the proposedregulationsshouldnot be interprettedas a sign
of acceptance of those portions of the regulations and the premises
on which theywere based. Rather,it reflectsa lackof time and
resources for further investigation and comment. Further research
would be required to evaluate and comment on the EPA's technological
claimson noisecontrolmethodsnot coveredin thistext. However,
there are indicationsthatall EPA estimateson the cost
of complianceare low. For virtuallyall noise controlmethods
which were investigated,the EPA'sestimateof the costof implementation
are dated and inadequate.The degreeof inaccuracyinvolvedinvalidates
the EPA'sanalysisof the economic impacton the railroadindustry.

Becauseonly a limitedamountof technologicalevaluationwas conducted
by the Burlington Northern on the noise control methods proposed
by the EPA, no attempthas beenmade in this text to determinethe
effectivenessof the individualcontrolmethods. Withoutthis type
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of information, achievable levels cannot be determined. However,
the technical background data and comments submitted by the Association
of American Railroads were reviewed and found to be valid. The
intent of this data and comments, in addition to the information
submitted by the AAR is to provide sufficient updated information
on which the regulations can be revised to reflect econonomic reasonableness
and achievable technology.

Respectfully Submitted,

/ / /

_ALP_ S. NELSON
Attorney for:
Burlington Northern Inc.
Colorado and Southern Railway Company
Forth Worth and Denver Railway Company
176 East Bth Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
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C,.NRAIL

RICHAIO |, HAS$ELMAN

SEHfOI VICE PRESIDENT _LI
OP_RAIION$

t

JUly 2, 1979

I

Rall Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01

Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear sirs :

The Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail) offers to

E.P.A. the enclosed comments on its April 17, Proposed
Noise Emission Standards For" Transportation Equipment.

Conrail, the Nation's largest freight rail carrier with

over 85,000 employees, appreciates the opportunity to

submit comments. This corporation will be significantly

affected by E.P.A.'S final rulemaklng.

Conrail hopes that the enclosed data and information

will be useful to E.P.A. in its final rulemaklng. Please

contact Mr. Jeffrey Teitel, Director, Regulatory Affairs
at (215) 594-4168 if you have any questions concerning
these comments.

Sincerely yours,

CONSOLIDATE0 RAfZ.C_RPORA_N SiX PENN C[NTE_ PLAZA PHILADELPHIA. PA )Q104
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COMMENTS ON
PROPOSED EPA NOISE REGULATIONS

FgR INTERSTATE RAIL CARRIERS

The Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail),

the largest freight rail line in the United States with

over 85,000 employees and operating in 16 states, appreciates

the opportunity to comment on the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) April 17, 1979 "Proposed Noise Regulations

for Interstate Rail Carriers." Conrail believes that

uniform regulations are essential to avoid a myriad of

conflicting local regulations.

Conrail supports efforts to improve the environ-

ment in which the railroad operates. In fact, since April l,

1976, Conrail has spent several millions of dollars to en-

sure that its facilities conform with existing regulations.
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INTRODUCTION

The following comments reflect Conrail's good

faith effort at reviewing EPA's Proposed Noise Regulations.

Conrail took a constructive approach by offering alternatives

to specific regulations where appropriate or feasible. In

many instances, Conrail believed that it was not appropriate

to offer suggestions in the absence of empirical, substan-

tive data. Conrail suggested throughout its comments that

EPA develop relevant information to establish its noise

limitations.

The information and comments offered by Conrail

are divided into four chapters addressing public health and

welfare, best available technology, costs to comply, and

the proposed regulations themselves. Conrail hopes that

the following will assist EPA in its promulgation; Conrail

e_presses its willingness to discuss with EPA any matters

relating to the following comments.
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I. HEALTH A_D WELFARE

SeetioD 2(b) of the Noise Control Act of 1972,

P.L. 92-547 ("The Act"), states:

"The Congress declares that it is the policy

of the United States to promote an emviron-
ment for all Americans free from noise that

eopardizes their health and welfare."
Emphasis Supplied).

+Conrail believes that the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (ERA) has attempted to promote a more

noise-free environment as evidenced • by its April 17, Proposed

Noise Emission Standards for Transportation Equipment for

Interstate Rail Carriers. Nevertheless, Conrail submits

that ErA has not justified or substantiated a relationship

between its noise limitations and thresholds affecting

,health andor welfare.

The EPA document providing a basis for its pro-

posed regulations, "Background Document for Proposed Re-

vision to Hail Carrier Noise Emission Regulations ("The

ii
Document ), fails to provide data to demonstrate railroad

noise impact on health and welfare snd to provide a basis

for its regulations, The railroad industry has been regu-

lated through most of the history of the United States;

its Pall systems are geographically pervasive. If none

had been collected, ErA should have developed some



substantive health data so that rational, realistic and

relevant limitations could have been established.

EPA has based the need for and value of these

proposed regulations on a model which fails to assess

accurately the number of people and the extent to which

these people are affected. EPA states that public health

(and welfare) benefits may be quantified both in terms of

reductions in noise exposures and, more meaningfully,

in terms of reductions in adverse effects. EPA cited

time exposure of railroad noise as a function of the im-

pact on health and welfare but without relevant data

involving railroad noise. Conrail submits that the relative

benefits and detriments of noise reduction cannot be

assessed without more substantive, empirical data.

Although noise interference effects can reportedly

be quantified, EPA states that a lack of time and resources

precluded such calcul_tions. Instead, EPA offers "predictive

analysis" with re_erence to some photography and census

data. Conrail submits that the model described in the

Document cannot substitute for quantifled information con-

sidering the impact regulations based on this inadequate

model will have on the railroad industry.

EPA's bask for the Proposed Regulations includes

averaqes, groupings, estimates, assumptions, etc. which have
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led to some very arbitrary noise limitations. EPA's re-

liance on this m6_eling technique as a result of limited

time and resources should have resulted in some flexibility

in noise limitations for ambient and point sources. Flexi-

bility in the form of a range of numbers or range-guideline

would have allowed for appropriate nolse-related variables

at different locations and would still be capable of pro-

tecting health and welfare.

Frequency or pitch is one technical variable

upon which EPA could have focused in a guideline: the human

ear discriminates naturally against low-frequency sounds.

Therefore, humans can tolerate more low-frequency noise

then high-frequency noise. Hearing loss frequently begins

when ears become less sensitive to higher frequencies.

Sound-pressu_-e levels are not accurate indicators of loud-

ness because frequencies influence the human reaction to

the sound. EPA should have consldercd drawing some dis-

tinctions among railroad noise frequencies in its regulations.

EFA in its proposal established a noise measurement

Indlcator stating:

"This indicator correlates well with overall

long term effects of noise on the public
health and welfare .... "

(Background Document, Page 6-5).

The reference that EPA cited for establishing the
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indicators for estimated day-nlght average sound levels

(Ldn) and averag4"equlvalent sound levels (Leg) and their

relationship to health and welfare is "Information on

Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public

Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety,"

EPA (March 1974). This reference seems less than adeguate

as a primary resource for developing railroad noise regu-

lations.

This 1974 publication was based on analyses, extra-

polations and evaluations of the then-present state of

scientific knowledge. On page 7 of the "Foreword," it is

stated in part:

"Not all of the scientific work that is

required for basing such levels of en-
vlronmental noise (to protect public
health and welfare, etc.) on precise

objective factors has been completed."

This section states that the reference's use of "health and

welfare" applies,. "[t]o those levels of noise that have been

shown to interfere with the ability to hear .... " This refer-

ence simply fails to address railroad noise specifically; it

also fails to cite a single railroad noise study in its 102

listed references. The limited value of this EPA reference

as it applies to the Proposed Railroad Noise Regulation is

stated on Page 8:
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"The general purpose of this document
is rather to discuss environmental

noise levels requisite for the pro-

tection of public health and welfare
without consideration of those elements

necessary to an actual rule-making."

Absent detailed health data relating to railroad

noise, EPA may have intended to concentrate its protection

more broadly on the Nation's welfare. Nevertheless, EPA

fails again to present sufficient data or demonstrate which

reductions in railroad noises would protect the Nation's

welfare.

EPA suggests that the term welfare should include

personal comfort arising from disturbances and annoyance.

However, annoyance per se ks not a legal concept; it merely

expresses what amounts to a wide spectrum of individual

human response and not the cause. Yet the proposed regu-

lations refer to "annoyance" as a legal threshold concept.

The Background Document expressly admits "[s]tress, response

cannot be quantified." Page 6-2. The Document speculates

on the meaning of "stress respense_';

"[S]ome of this stress response may be

reflected in what people express as

'annoyance,' 'irritation,' or 'aggra-

vation.'" Page 6-3.

Irritating and aggravating disturbances are sub-

jective. Subjective loudness is a function of magnitude
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or pressure and of frequency; there are different sub-

Jective responses to each of the octave bands. EPA's data

do not satisfactorily demonstrate the impact of disturbances

on the Nation's welfare from railroad noise.

Factually, railroads have been operating in the

Northeast more than 125 years, and "discomfort" has not

thwarted residential and commercial development near rail-

road facilities. Nor has EPA cited such as an issue in

this development.

EPA states in Part 4, in the "Health and Welfare"

section of the preamble to the proposed regulations, "It]he

only utility of noise reduction is the protection of health

and welfare." Neither the Proposed Regulations nor the

Background Document cite or focus on economic data related

to railroad noise impact on welfare. EPA's mathematical

model for predicted impact from railroad noise is based upon

many inaccuracies, omissions and unfounded conclusions.

These criticisms are documented in Chapter 4, "Wyle Research

Report," WR 79-10, entitled "A Review of the Railroad Yard

Noise 'Standards as Proposed by the EPA on April 17, 1979,"

which is being submitted to EPA by the Association of

American Railroads.

EPA's calculations in assessing the cost of com-

pliance with the Proposed Regulations are strictly theoretical.
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Conrail offers its cost projections beginning on page_l

which a_e based on compliance costs for all yard facilities.

Conrail submits that these costs to industry would have a

more direct and immediate impact on the Nation's welfare

than the parochial and geographically limited impact o_ noise

regulations on adjacunt property values.

EPA should also consider the economic impact on

many of Conrail's 85,000 plus employees and its thousands

of customers if railroads are compelled to spend excessive

sums to comply with these Proposed Regulations. DOT Study

503/901 indicates that railroads in the United States have

a rate of return of .86% wi£h a projected capital shortfall

between now and 1985 of approximately $13 to $16 billion.

Taxpayers are expected to pay more than $4 billion to keep

trains operating during this period.

In his State of the Union message in January 1979,

President Carter signaled reform of regulation as an im-

portant theme for this year. He said:

"We must begin to scrutinize the overall
effect of regulation on our economy ....
This year we must begin the effort to
reform our regulatory process for the
railroad, bus and trucking industries.
America has the greatest economic system
in the world. Let's reduce government
interference and give it a chance to work°"
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Railroads are over-regulated, treated today as

if they were still the monopoly freight carriers that they were

40 years ago. In recognition of the changes in the trans-

portation marketplace, the U.S. Department of Transportation

(DOT) is advocating significant rail deregulation, largely

because without it the rail industry will not be able to

survive in the private sector. The alternative is nationali-

zation, an extremely costly way of preserving essential rail

service. The Administration, as represented by DOT, has

a definite commitment to a strong, viable, private sector

rail industry.

Congress has also evidenced a similar commitment

through the passage of the Regulatory Reform and Railroad

Revitalization Act of 1976. Congress has authorized and

ap2ropriated substantial amounts of money to support rail

service, but insisting that these funds be invested in such

a way as to enhance the continuation of the rail industry

in the private sector.

The public welfare, if evaluated in light of these

commitments, is enhanced by tall service. Any new regulations,

whether in the noise or any other area, must take into account

the impact they may have on the ability of the railroads to

meet the public welfare goals set by the Congress and the

Administration. The proposed noise abatement regulations,
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if implemented, would make it difficult, if not impossible,

to achieve those.goals.

Section 5(a)(2) of the Act states that the EPA

Administrator is required to establish criteria for noise

and to "publish information on the levels of environmental

noise the attainment and maintenance of which in defined

areas under various conditions are requisite to protect the

public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety."

(Emphasis supplied.)

EPA has not demonstrated empirically that the

costs associated with the proposed regulations are com-

mensurate with the alleged benefits. EPA'must offer some

evidence that the rail operations which they sack to control

have adversely affected the public health and welfare.

Conrail urges EPA to reconsider the limitations

prescribed in its proposed noise limitations. EPA should

review available information and develop new empirical,

substantive data that is "[r]equisite to protect the public

health and welfare ...." EPA should consider taking all

readings at the property line as.it is these sound levels

which could affect the general public.
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If. NOISE ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Section-17(a) (i) of the Act states, in part:

"[S_ch proposed regulations shall include
noise emission standards setting such limits
on noise emissions resulting from operation
of the equipment and facilities of surface
carriers engaged in interstate commerce by
railroad which reflect the deqree of noise
reduction achievable throuqh the application
of the best available technoloqy, takinq into
account the cost of compliance."
(Emphasis supplied).

Congress in passing the Noise Control Act of 1972

was concerned over the Nation's quality of life, dissatisfied

with the functioning of common law and undesirous of a pro-

liferation of local regulation. Congress wanted to protect

the Nation's health and welfare by limiting noise through

uniform regulation. Congress intended that best available

technology (BAT), a dynamic concept, be used as a technology-

forcing mechanism. Neither the Act nor the regulations

Officially define BAT for railroad noise; EPA was "guided"

by a definition in its preamble:

"'Best available technology' is that noise
abatement technology or technique avail-
able for application to equipment and
facilities of surface carriers engaged in
interstate commerce by railroad which
produces the greatest achievable reduction

_n the noise produced by such equipment
and facilities."

BAT has been described by EPA in other regulatory
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noise schemes as that technology which is applicable to

equipment and performs the greatest noise reduction. As a

matter of record, documentation exists that noise BAT is

available to reduce aircraft and motor vehicle noise to

protect the approximately fourty-four million affected people

and control noise levels to within tolerable limits.

EPA's mis-characterization and incomplete assess-

ment of BAT were products of its testing methodology. As

EPA knows, noise resulting from railroad facilities is a

complex mixture of sound which may be generated by many

noise sources. Existing sound monitoring equipment does

not - and did not for EPA - distinguish railroad noises

from non-railroad yard noises such as adjacent highway noise

and overhead aircraft noise. The timing and positioning of

EPA's noise monitoring resulted in sharply differing re-

ported noise levels. EPA's absence of demonstration is

obvious.

EPA alleges that the BAT cited in its Background

Document is "proven technology" for railroad noise. Conrail

submits that EPA's assessment of existing BAT is incorrect;

the Agency has not clearly established whether the benefits

to be gained justify industry's investment in the purported

BAT.

EPA should have demonstrated BAT to be technically
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feasible and compatible with all safety and environmental

regulations to wit, regulations pursuant to the_ Occupational

Safety and Health Act of 1970 and safety and health regu-

lations enforced by the Federal Railroad Administration.

For example, the use of load cell sites would result in

undesirable employee exposure to exhaust fumes, excessive

noise levels and safety hazards associated with confined

space and moving locomotives. EPA should have determined

also whether the purported BAT would present any operational

or maintenance problems.

EPA's testing of noise barriers failed

to consider the following variables and consequences: EPA

tested barriers using different monitoring locations before

and after barrier construction; the controlled microphone

monitoring positions used by EPA recorded lower sound levels

but EPA's reported 20db reduction from the use of barriers

did not reflect in their test results the different barrier

orientation or angle in relation to the noise source and

property llne. More measurements at the same and different

locations would have revealed the daily noise-fluctuations

and provided for more reliable data and valid assessments.

As documented in Sections 1.3 and 5, "Wyle Research

Report," WR 79-10, "A Review of the Railroad Yard Noise

Standards as Proposed by the U.S. EPA on April 17, 1979."
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some non-absorptive barriers may serve to channel noise

toward their open'ends resulting in redistributed noise

levels; snow would build up between any kind of a barrier

creating a maintenance problem and employees working

between barrier walls would be endangered in confined areas

by moving trains with limited visibility. Barriers are

frequently not physically satisfactory or possible for point

source or property line noise control in yards due to in-

adequate space and elevation of humps. There are many lo-

cations in the Conrail System where barriers would preclude

minimum clearance for maintenance and operation. EPA has

not assessed the utility, cost and impact of barriers

satisfactorily; they should not fall within the category of

BAT based upon EPA'S narrow findings. EPA should consider

offering noise limitation variances where railroads can show

that their facilities _re fundamentally different due to

technological economic infeasib_lity or physical impossibility.

Conrail submits that EPA has misrepresented various

noise abatement equipment as "proven technology." Major

engineering issues arise from EPA'a proposed yard modifi-

catiens as follows:

There is insufficient clearance between tracks in

most existinq yard layouts to accommodate noise barriers.

As a result, the fan layout of the yards would require
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modification. This is discussed in detail elsewhere in

Section III.

- Extensive concrete construction would shut down

all or part of the yard if precast concrete sections could

not be used. Concrete poured on-site can require from 7

to 2B days to cure to reach its full load-bearing strength.

The operational impact attributable to yard modi-

fications but not readily quantifiable include:

- Delays in traffic due to rehandling (i.e., multiple

switching).

- Increased per diem and transportation costs due

to less efficient handling and added train miles (out of

route).

- Reduced car utilization.

- Daterioratlon of service (longer transit times,

less available equipment).

- Erosion of traffic and revenues.

The accomplishment of hump yard modification would

take at least ten years to accomplish, even under ideal

conditions. This assumes that Conrail would proceed at the

rate of two classification yards per year; it should be

noted, however, that in each case, construction would require

from one to three years to complete.

As documented in comments submitted by the Association -
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of ;unerican Railroads (AAR), only a few railroads have used

the BAT that EPA.has characterized as "proven" but not

without breakdowns or undesirable side effects. Ductile

iron shoes to reduce retarder noise tend to break down

after short-term use; they are not sufficiently durable

for use in daily operations; and they are still in the de-

velopmental stage. Similarly, releasable retarders have

earned the same reputation based on their poor performance

record. Lubricating systems, also used to reduce retarder

noise, unfortunately reduces the brake friction or re-

sistance coefficient and create an undesirable oii pollution

runoff problem. Generally, the noise abatement technology

suggested by EPA to reduce a particular noise source fails

to adjust to different activity levels.

EPA may not have cited the following as HAT if it

had performed some demonstrations: EPA's quick conclusion

of BAT availability for refrigerator cars, based on noise

measurements from trucks, failed to consider tbnt trucks

emit 1/4 of the aecoustical energy given out by refrigerator

cars. Wyle Report, Section 1.3. Improved exhaust muffling

is not feasible on many of the switch eagi_e locomotives

without obscuring the engineer's view because the muffling

increases the size of the exhaust pipes on the front of the

.engine; and even if EPA's suggested BAT - exhaust mufflers,
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cooling fan treatment or engine shielding - were used, noise

attenuation would be de minimis. Whether or not the 5dB

reduction cited in Section 5 of EPA's Document from muffler

use holds true depends on the locomotive throttle position.

BAT for fans and engines is not cost effective since these

are non-dominant noise sources except at high throttle

settings.

Noise levels from coupling cannot be attenuated by

any known durable cushioning materials, the speeds of cars

rolling off humps cannot be effectively gauged or controlled

all of the time. During Conrail's first quarter in 1979,

the 4 mph performance goal, based upon a 15,000 car sample,

indicates attainment in only 35.8_ of the time:

MPH Number

0-3.9 5,437 35.8
4.0-4.9 3,846 25.3
5.0-5.9 3,656 24.1
6.0-6.9 1,285 8.4
7.0 + 968 6.4

Total 15,192 i00.0

The 4 mph goal applies to ideal conditions; facility design,

maintenance and existing operating technology require an

additional tolerance of 1.0 mph. Conrail plans to delete the

4 mph speed from its operating rules, effective October 28,

1979. Currently, there are other restrictions which
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discourage "overspeed," 6.0 or more miles per hour.

Alternative noise control options such as the

shutdown or relocation of locomotives, reduction in opera-

tions and land acquisition for buffer zones are often

neither possible nor economically feasible.

It has been standard operating practice on Conrail

and most U.S. Railroads to keep diesel-electric locomotives

idling when not in actual use. This practice was found

necessary because the diesel engine protects itself from

mechanical damage and abnormal wear when it remains at

operating temperature.

Temperature is important because it insure_ proper

mechanical fit between mating parts and gaskets and provides

proper lubrication between moving parts. Water and oil

leaks are thereby reduced and the potential for damage

through cold start-up is minimized.

When a diesel engine is permitted to cool during a

prolonged shut down period, the metal parts contract and

water can leak into the combustion chamber (cylinder) and

on top of the pistons. When the engine is restarted, the

Water on top of a piston cannot be compressed and serious

mechanical damage results, usually a broken connecting rod,

piston cylinder liner, or any combination thereof, Ad-

ditionally, after prolonged shutdown (8 hours or more),
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the lubricating oil will drain from the bearing surfaces

and into the sump (crankcase). When 40 weight lubricating

oil becomes cold it will not flow readily when the engine

is restarted. Therefore, moving parts incur extraordinary

wear and possible damage when a diesel engine is restarted

cold after a shut down.

In sub-freezing temperatures, a shut down locomotive

must be protected from freeze damage to its water-activated

cooling system. Generally, this protection must be provided

from October through April in Conrail's operating territory.

Anti-freeze solution in the cooling system is not feasible

because of the danger to moving parts if the coolant should

leak into the lubricating oil. Anti-freeze can cause damage

to bearing surfaces and serious mechanical failure.

Another compelling reason for keeping diesel engines

running and at operating temperature is the fact that at

relatively low temperature, i.e., below 40°F., it is virtually

impossible to start a diesel engine using the locomotive

starting batteries. This phenomenon results from the vis-

cosity of the cold lubricating oil, reduced lubrication on

bearing surfaces, reduced efficiency of starting batteries

at low temperatures, and the inability to achieve firing

temperature in the combustion chamber through compression.

The use of ether to assist in starting diesel engines is
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hazardous to both employees and equipment and is expressly

prohibited by Conrail policy.

Relocation of locomotives and a change in operations

would require more track, land, locomotives, crews, fuel

and supervision. Railroad operations and concomitant main-

tenance activities are continuous and do not decrease with

the onset of night. Similarly, traffic patterns are con-

tinuously changing. Locomotive relocation or operation

curtailment during the night is less feasible and practical

for railroads than for trucks and planes, since the con-

tinuous rail traffic is confined to movement on available

and unblocked rails. These suggested noise abatement alter-

natives are not tantamount to BAT and clearly indicate

EPA's failure to understand the logistics and timing of

railroad operations.

EPA should reexamine the technology it has cited

as BAT, perform demonstrations where appropriate, consider

existing BAT performance records and reassess the techno-

logical and economic impacts in the context of actual

operating practices and overlapping regulations. EPA should

consider a variance where it is technologically not feasible

to apply BAT. Finally, EPA should offer its technical

findings to the railroad industry for its comment since this

is where resides the greatest expert£se.
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7II. .COSTS OF COMPLIANCE

a) SUmmary

i. Capital Investment

Conrail has estimated that a capital investment of

$371.7 (in 1979 dollars) would be required, using

best available technology, to achieve compliance with

the EPA's proposed Noise Emissions Standards for

Transportation Equipment. The details of these costs

are provided in Apps.II &III included in this docu-

ment: Appendix XI summarises the costs that consti-

tute the $371.7 million_ Appendix IIIprovldes more

detail on the estimated costs of modifications to

yards °

The investments required for compliance with the

proposed standard would have a devastating impact on

Oonrail' s capital investment plans - - plans that are

considered integral to .the company's re-establishment

as an economically viable enterprise. The impact of

enforced investment would be felt particularly

strongly in two of ConrailIs capital budgeting cate-

gories - - the Additions and Improvements (A&I)
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Program and t/_e Non-Revenue Equipment (i.e. loco-

motives, cabooses, work equipment, etc) Program.

Of the $371.7 million investment required for com-

pliance with the proposed standards, $273.5 million,

or 74 per cent would replace projects in the A&I

Program. The remaining $98.2 million would displace

projects in the Non-Revenue Equipment Program. In

order to achieve compliance with the proposed stand-

ards, the investments would have to be made in the

1980-81 budget years. Since the current Conrail

Five Year Business Plan (FYBP) forecasts a total

A&I Program expenditure of $283.9 million for the

years 1980 and 1981, the investments required for

compliance would displace 96 per cent of the prepared

A&I Program. Likewise, the FYBP projects a total

expenditure of $313 million on the Non-Revenue Equip-

merit Program in 1980 and 1981; of this amount, $92.4

million has been targeted in the FYBP for expenditures

on modifications to existing locomotives. The invest-

ments in Non-Revenue Equipment required for compliance

constitute 32 and 107 per cent, respectively, of the

foregoing categories for the combined 1980 and 1981

budget_.
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Displacement of planned projects would also result

in a s&gnificant opportunity cost. The A&I Program,

in particular, focuses on savings to be derived from

replacement of obsolete and inefficient fixed plant.

The estimated savings that would be foregone by dis-

placement of planned A&I projects include a recurring

annual saving of $76 million through at least 1984 for

investments made in 1980, end a recurring annual sav-

ing of $67.2 million through at least 1984 for 1981

investments.

As can be seen from the foregoing discussion, Conrail

believes that the cost of compliance is much higher than EPA's

initial estimates. We believe that some of the primary reasons

for the variance in cost are due to the unlque geographical and

operational characteristics of the Conrail system, as follows:

• Proxim/ty of classification yards, locomotive

termi_%als, and industrial support facilities

to population centers in the industrial North-

east.

• EXtent of switching activity associated with

a terminal intensive (i.e. many yards) opera-
tlon in Metropolitan areas.

• Physical characteristics of older yards with

steep grades and relatively short distances

between the crest of the hump and body of the

yard.
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• Generally unavailable and prohibitively ex-

pensive real estate surrounding facilities.

• Variety of locomotives performing or subject

to switching service.

2. R_ecurrin_ Costs

I/1 addition to the capital investments discussed in

the preceding section, Conrail also anticipates sig-

nificant other costs associated with compliance with

the proposed standards, q_e cost of out-of.servicetime

which is casually dismissed by the EPA'S proposed

standards, is estimated very conservatively at $20.3

million; this figure is clearly understated because

it does not include any cost for what would undoubtedly

be a significant amount of ox_t-of-service time in

yards while modifications "were taking place. Addi-

tionally, Conrail estimates that an annual recurring

_aintenance cost of $10.1 million and an annual re-

curring cost of operations of $14.1 million will also

result from compliance with the proposed regulations.

Again, these estimates do not reflect any recurring

operational or maintenance costs due to yard modifi-

cations.
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CONCLUSIONS

While it has been demonstrated that the employment

of all BAT could subject Conrail to direct capital require-

ments of $372 million, the added burden of service degrada-

tion and other recurring costs cannot be readily identified.

_us, it is clear that the standards, as proposed by EPA,

would have a most serious effect on Conrail's operational

and financial performance for years to come.

All of the capital cost estimates developed for

compliance with the proposed standards are predicated upon

the assumption that the investments can be made during 1980

and 1981, to comply with the proposed January i, 1982 deadline

for compliance. Conrail gravely doubts whether this schedule

could be adhered to and the investments effected, notwithstand-

ing the devilitating impact on the capital program discussed

previously. The limitations on shop capacity, an insufficient

supply of skilled labor, and potential supplier problems may

be overriding constraints that would preclude compliance with

the proposed standards within not only the 1980-81 period,

hut within a much longer time frame.
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INVES_4ENTS REQUIRED FOR COMPLrAMCE

Muffler Installation On Locomotives
Used in Yard Switcher Service

Reason for the Investmeet

In its proposed noise emission standards, the EPA

has recommended improved exhaust muffling and cooling fan

treatment as a technique for achieving compliance with

the standards. Conrail has evaluated both alternatives

and determined that: (i) muffler exhaust silencers are

only partially effective in reducing noise emissions from

diesel locomotives and (2) there is no presently avail-

able modification that will effectively reduce cooling

fan noise emissions.

Costs q_ Compliance

Conrail operates three categories of locomotives

that are used in siwtching service:

i) Units used Exclusively in Yard Service

(Less than 1,500 H.P.)

Conrail owns 788 of these locomotives. Based

on estimates obtained from the Electromotive Division of

General Motors Corporation, the $12,880 unit cost of

retrofitting a silencer muffler on these locomotives would
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result in a total cost to Conrail of $10.1 million for

this category of locomotive. Modifications necessary for

compliance would require three days of shop work per unit,

thus removing the unit from service. Since there is not

a surplus of switching power, replacement locomotives would

have to be leased at an estimated cost of $800 per unit per

day. This would result in a locomotive replacement cost

of $1.9 million for the period when modifications would

occur.

2) Units Used Frequently in Yard Service
(1,500 or more H.P.)

In addition to the yard locomotives exclusively

assigned to yard switching service, Conrail also frequently

uses 1,291 other locomotives with 1,500 or more horsepower

in this service. These locomotives are assigned to particular

operating regions for use in yard, local freight and in-

dustrial switching service. Since these units are physically

i larger than switching Units and the muffler retrofit would

i require extensive superstructure modifications, the re-

sultant estimated cost of modification per unit is higher,

or $23,548. The total modification cost for this category

of locomotive would be $30.4 million. Proposed modifications

to these units are estimated to require i0 days. At $800

per day, locomotive replacement costs for out-of-servlce
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units (undergoing modifications in the shop) in this cate-

gory would be $10.3 million.

3) Units Used Occasionally in Yard Service
(Up _0 2,800 H._.)

Occasionally, Conrail uses higher horsepower

locomotives in yard transfer and hump pushing end trimming

service; 584 road freight units are used in this service.

In order to maintain operating flexibility and achieve

efficient locomotive utilization, but to remain in com-

pliance with the proposed standards, these units must

also be modified with muffler exhaust silencers. At a per

locomotive cost of $21,918, the estimated cost of modifi-

cations to this category of locomotives wo_]d be $12.8

million. At an estimated Ii days per unit for modification,

the leasing cost of locomotive replacement would be $5.1

mi_llon.

As can be seen in the cost summary, the silencer

muffler retrofit on Conrail%_l_ involve 2,663 locomotives

and a total investment cost of $53.3 million. The out-of-

service time not addressed in the EPA Proposed Standards

w6uld require the replacement of these units during the

retrofit program at a total cost of $17.3 million.

No costs have been included in these estimates

to reflect increased maintenance or increased fuel
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consumption resulting from the muffler application. The

limited experience in locomotive muffler systems does not

provide information on fuel consumption. In the case of

a turbocharged diesel engine, where the effectiveness of

the turbocharger depends on the pressure drop from the

exhaust manifold to the atmosphere, the increased back-

pressure from a muffler could dramatically affect fuel

consumption. The effect on a non-turboeharged model

wQuld be the same though to a lesser extent. Although

no attempt can be made to quantify this effect, it is

important to note that the cost can be very high; e.g.,

a i percent increase in fuel consumption would cost Conrail

$2.5 million annually at current prices.

Implementation Problems

Several other problems related to muffler instal-

lations on locomotive_ include:

l) Repl_cement of Out-of-Service Locnmotlves

Since the proposed regulations would affect all

U.S. Railroads, there would be an extreme shortage of loco-

motive power available for lease to replace units being

modified in shops. Leasing costs presented in the previous

sectlon do not assume unusually tight market condltions for

available locomotive power. It is more likely that the cost
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of locomotive leasing would be higher than the estimates

given, if the units could be obtained at any price. If

locomotives were not available for lease, Conrail would

have to decrease its level of service or forego business

opportunities, a scenario of potentially devastating impact.

2) Shep Capacity

Conrail has limited heavy repair facilities at

its Altoona and Collinwood locomotive bsckshops. A practical

limit of 800 heavy repair overhaul units can be produced

annually in these shops. Even if all of Conrail's overhaul

resources were dedicated to the silencer-muffler retrofit,

it would require 3.3 years to complete the minimum number of

units to meet our existing yard switching needs. It, there-

fore, would be physically impossible to meet a January l,

1982 target data for compliance using only Conrail shops.

Since all U.S. Railroads would be facing the

same mandate, the few contract shops capable of performing

the necessary modifications would be over-subscribed, thus

providing little or no extra shop capacity.

3) Muffler Supply Industry

It is questionable whether suppliers could meet

the demands of all U°S. Railroads for the requisite number

of mufflers and other hardware within the prescribed time

frame to comply with the proposed standards.
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4) Labor Supply

Skilled labor for this work load increase

is presently not available. To acquire staff for a pro-

gram of this magnitude would require an extensive and ex-

pensive recruitment and training program for craftsmen to

man production lines. This demand for talent would be

present at all railroad and vendor shops simultaneously.

Based on the usual learning curve, maximum production could

not be achieved during the first year (1980) of the program.
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Electrical Standby Facilities/Electrical

Standby Equipment for Locomotives

Reason for the Investment

The EPA reco_nended that idling locomotives be

shut down when not in use in order to reduce noise emissions.

An alternative recommendation was to relocate idling loco-

motives to some other location, away from yard boundaries.

Conrail has considered both of these recommendations

and has determ:£ned that relocation of locomotives within

our hump yards and other terminal areas is feasible neither

from a practical operating standpoint nor from an economic

standpoint.

Conrail, therefore, has determined that the most

economical and practical way to meet the proposed EPA Noise

Abatement Regulations is to shut dDwD locomotives when they

are not in use. To accomplish this, and at the same time

protect the equipment and the operation, requires a sig-

nificant capital investment in both fixed facilities at

numerous locations and on all Conrail diesel-electric

locomotives.
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In view of these problems it was decided to provide

electrical standby facilities to maintain the lubricating

oil and cooling system of diesel locomotives at near operating

temperatpres when the locomotives are shut down to meet pro-

posed EPA noise abatement standards.

Cost of Compliance

These facilities must be engineered to accept the

maximum anticipated n_nber of locomotives shut down at any

one time at 389 separate locations throughout the Conrail

System. As can be seen from the summary tabulation, the

facilities are tailored to meet demand and the per unit cost

varies as the units increase. The total capital investment

for these facilities is $81.7 million.

Included in this cost is the purchase and installation

of necessary transformers; switchgear; cables, complete with

appropriate plugs for 3 phase, 4 wire, 220 volts, i00 amp

service; and necessary underground cabling from the switch-

gear to convenient standby cable locations along the storage

%racks.

Electrical energy and demand costs to operate the

system have been assumed to equal the cost of fuel oil used

to keep the same number of locomotives idling. Maintenance

cost for the fixed plant facility is estimated at 5_ of the

• investment cost or $4.8 million annually.
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In addition to this cost, an operating cost of $14.1

million annuallywill be required. This cost results from

the manpower necessary to operate the facilities., shut down

locomotives, place them on standby, monitor the operation

of the standby equipment, and restart the diesel engine after

the standby service cable has been remo_led.

The electrical standby service will be required

seven (7) months per year, October througb April. Protection

of the locomotives and facilities is required at least eight

(8) hours per day seven (7) days per week during the seven

(7) month period. Only those locations were included in

this cost, where no mechanics are now employed during the

period the locomotives would be on standby. Based on these

parameters, it would require 629 additional mechanical per-

sonnel to properly man the standby facilities for eight (8)

hours a day, October through April.

It is probable that more employees will be needed

beoause at some locations locomotives are shut down for

periods in excess of eight (8) hours per day. _f two hours

of duty at each location are necessary the force must be

increased to 951 employees and the annual labor cost in-

cluding fringe benefits will be $21.8 million.
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By labor agreement, operating crews cannot be re-

quired to place locomotives on standby; they do not possess

the expertise to start a locomotive that has been shut down

for an extended period. After such a period, it is necessary

to open cylinder test cocks and blow condensate out of the

combustion chambers. This is done by cranking the engine

with the starting circuit while the test cocks are open.

After the engine has been thus cleared, the test cocks are

closed and the engine started in the normal manner.

Mechanics, either machinists or electricians, possess the

tooling and expertise necessary to perform this task.

In order to take advantage of these facilities

all" Conrail locomotives would be equipped with the proper

apparatus to convert the electrical energy provided by

the standby cable to heat that will maintain the liquids

in the diesel engine at operating temperature.

This apparatus includes electrical heating elements

in the cooling water system; electrically driven water and

lubricating oil pump to circulate the heated water and oil;

electrical space heaters to maintain operating cab temperatures

above freezing; electric strip heaters to keep the battery

box above freezing; and an electrical trickle charger to

maintain the battery voltage during shutdown.
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Based on E_4D estimates this on-board apparatus,

with a maximum electrical demand of 25 kw, will cost $5,307

per unit. 4,138 locomotives would require this treatment

by January i, 1982. Therefore, the total investment cost

of this project would be $22.2 million. It is estimated

that maintenance costs on this equipment would be 5_ annually

or $4.8 million.

It would be possible to accompiish the retrofitting

o_ these units at the same time the silencer-muffler project

was being done. However, there are 1,520 units not in-

cluded in that program which would require the electrical

standby apparatus. It is es£1mated that three (3) days

would be required to modify the units; Conrail would require

replacement units for this loss in availability. The lease

cost of $800 per locomotive per day will result in an

approximate total cost of $3.7 million for the project.

From the standpoint of physical staging, the

eloctrlcal apparatus would be programmed along with the in-

stallation of the silencer-mufflers on 2,663 locomotives.

It should benoted, however, that there are 1,520 units

not included in that program which would also require the

installation of electrical standby apparatus. These

a_ditlonal units would require shopping for at least three
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(3) days each to accomplish the necessary work. The out-of-

service time, therefore, would require the leasing of re-

placement units to maintain service levels at a daily rate

of $800 per locomotive, which results in additional costs

of $3.6 million during the period of installation.

The electrical standby investment operation and

maintenance costs are in 1979 dollars. Inflation will con-

tinue to escalate labor costs, material costs, and depending

on the relative costs of energy could result in a net

increase in energy costs. Therefore, these estimates are

conservative and can only get larger.

_mplementation Problems

i) Maintenance Imnaet

No attempt has been made to quantify additional

maintenance costs incurred as a result of repeated continual

shutdowns. Data on the additional long and short-term

maintenance costs of these repeated shutdowns are not avail-

able_ however, it is widely acknowledged that the net result

of such an operating policy would be to shorten the service

lives of the units.
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2) Other Constraints

As in the case of the silencer-muffler, the

overriding constraints of facility capacity, skilled man-

power, lack of replacement power (to replace units under-

going retrofit), and possible material shortages, would

render compliance by January i, 1982, virtually impossible.

In fact, based on Conrail's present and planned shop capacity,

the additional electrical standby retrofit requirements

would take more than five (5) years to complete - three (3)

full years beyond the proposed cutoff for compliance.
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sound Proof I_ad Test Cells

Reason for the Investment

Conrail checks the performance of its diesel-

electric locomotives under full load conditions at least

once each year, as necessary, to ensure that locomotives are

performing at full potential. This testing is done by placing

an electrical load on the main traction generator/alternator

and operating under load for several hours so that all sys-

tems are brought into operation under simulated road opera-

tion. By necessity, all 20 load test cells across the sys-

tem are located at Conrail locomotive maintenance terminals,

which are generally near population centers. In order to meet

the proposed standards, it would be necessary to enclose

these cells in soundproof buildings.

Costs of Compliance

The estimates shown on the cost suzmnary tabulation

are based on buildings of sufficient size (120' long x 30'

wade x 24' high) to accommodate the largest locomotive (70'

long) in the Conrail fleet. The buildings would require
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adequate ventilation, lighting, heating, and sufficient

accoustical treatment to unsure that a locomotive %under-

going a load test will not produce a noise emission in vio-

lation of the proposed standards.

As shown on the cost summary, the estimated cost

for a load test cell ranges from $710,000 under normal condi-

tions, to as high as $750,000 where pilings are required.

since it is assumed that half of the load test cells _uld

require pilings, the total capital investment for these

facilities would be $14.6 million.

An annual maintenance cost is also shown in the

Cost Summary at the rate of 5 per cent of the initial invest-

ment or $700,000 per year. The Cost Summary does not include

additional costs to operate these facilities; the cost of

utilities for each of the enclosed buildings will, however,

be a significant additional recurring cost.

Im_.lementation Problems

As in the case of the silencer-muffler and the

standby electrical system, Conrail' s ability to construct

these load test buildings wou_d depend on contractors and the

level of building activity in the particular area involved.
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Considering the engineering time, the filing of environmental

impact studies and other legal requirements prlorto construc-

tion, it is extremely doubtful that many of these structures

_ould be completed, or even progressed, by January I, 1982.

Mechanical Refrigerator Cars

Conrailfs ownership of mechanical refrigerator cars

is modest and therefore, would not account for a significant

investment to meet the proposed standards for refrigerator ear

mufflers. It must be noted, however, that by virtue of Con-

rail's 23.5 per sent interest in the Fruit Growers Express

(FGE), a company which owns and operates 2100 mechanical re.

frlgerator cars, a substantial portion of the cost would

eventually be borne by Conrail. While the cost to retrofit

these ears for compliance with the proposed standard is

estimated at $500 per car (in excess of $i m/lllon for FGE's

fleet) the cost to conrail has not been quantified and does

not appear in the Cost summary.
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Modified Retarders with Concrete slabs and Oil

Spray sound. Barriers _A*ithconcrete Footings

Reason for the Invest.ment

Retarders are designed to remove energy (i.e.

reduce speed) from free rolling cars in a hump yard. The

operation of these retarders emits a squealing noise that

results from contact between the retarder brake shoes and

the car wheels. The EPA'S proposed standards suggest three

means for reducing retarder squeal:

(i) Lubrication of retarders;
(2) Installation of sound barriers7

(3) Use of ductile iron brake shoes on retarders,

Conrail's experience with ductile iron brake shoes

has been unfavorable. For this reason, they have not

been proposed for use on Conrail.

Although Conrail personnel have doubts regarding

the effectiveness of lubrication of retarders and/or the use

of barriers to reduce yard noise, these two treatments have

been used as the basis for cost estimates to reduce retarder

squeal.

wh_ oil is applied to retarders (to reduce noise
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levels) their energy remov/ng capabilities are reduced.

Additional retarder capacity would be required to restore

the energy removing capability to its original level. Con-

crete slabs (or "basins") would be required to provide for

proper collection and disposal of the used oil. In conjunc-

tion with this effort, noise barriers would be constructed

at master and group retarders in the hump yards.

Cost of Como!iance

Conrail has 18 hump yards that would require modi-

fications for compliance discussed in this section. The

estimated construction cost of the modified retarders with

concrete slabs and oil spray is $42.7 million, construction

of sound barriers with concrete footings would cost an

additional $5.0 million. Note that the costs cited are

solely for construction; they do not include any estimates

for out-of-service costs (which would be substantial) or

additional annual recurring costs of maintenance or opera-

tions attributable to these modifications.
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Footnotes:

M_ffler _nstallations

a) Locomotive catagories reflect all locomotives assigned

to switching service including units assigned exclusively

(less than 1,500 HP), frequently or occasionally (1,500 HP

or greater); the latter two categories include units assigned

to a specific region for yard, local or industrial switching

service, and units assigned to a system pool which are uti-

lized to augment regional switching power.

b) The cost to retrofit higher horsepower units rises
sharply due to more extensive superstructure modifications

and higher capacity mufflers.

c) Material and installation costs to retrofit the projected

fleet are based on data from Electromotive Division, GMC.

The figures do not reflect the costs associated with projected

locomotive acquisitions during 1981 (90 units) since it is

assumed that acceptable mufflers will be incorporated into

the design and purchase price; the added cost of acquisition

has not been determined. Costs also do not include engine

cooling fan modifications, since the state of the art has

not yet developed a feasible "silent" fan.

d) Out of service cost reflects current rental fees to

replace units undergoing modification; replacement units

would be required to maintain service levels.

Electrical Standby Facilities and Apparatus

e) Electrical standby facilities would be required to re-

stark the maximum number of "cold" shutdown locomotives at

389 locations across the System; each of these sites sup-

ports at least one tour of duty par day. DUe to the high

wiscosity of locomotive oil, a cold diesel engine can only

bo restarted at ambient temperatures of 50 degrees Fahren-

heit or greater.
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f) Permanent electrical standby facilities on the ground

would be equipped with 220 volt three-phase four-wire cable

with appropriate plugs located at convenient intervals along

locomotive storage tracks; these costs include complete

ground installation, electric service, transformers, switch-

gear, outlets, and cables.

g) Electrical standby facilities would require Hie employ-

ment of approximately 629 additional mechanical personnel

(per Conrail's labor agreements) to opel ate the system; the

annual labor costs associated with operating _%is system

during the frost period from October to April could range

from $14.1 million to $21.8 million, depending on the number

6f tours of duty.

h) Locomotives would be equipped with electrical heating

apparatus, as follows: circulating water pump to maintain

proper radiator fluid temperature; lubricating oil heater;

electrical spare heater to maintain cab temperature; elec-

trical strip heater in battery box; and small trickle charger

to maintain specific gravity level for battery charge.

Mechanical Refrigerator Cars

i) The direct cost to install mufflers in mechanical refri-

gerator ears (RPL's) is not expected to be significant due

to the relatively few cars in conrail's fleet. However, by

virtue of Conrail owning 23.5_ interest in Fruit Growers

Express (FGE) it is anticipated that a significant share of

the costs to retrofit FGE's fleet of about 2,100 RgL's would

eventually be berne by Conrail.

Ya.rdM0dlfieations

j) The installation of modified master, intermediate and

group retarders requires the construction of concrete slabs

to provide for the proper collection and disposal of oil.

The figures do not reflect the severe curtailment of yard
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activities which will result from both the construction of

these facilities and the curing of concrete. This is espec-

ially critical when the master retarder is removed from

service, since it is the principal retarder over which all

traffic in the yard is classified.

k) Considerable yard grading and redesign wDuld be required

at six classification yards (Enola; Morrisville, Stanley,

Allentown, cedar Hill, and Rutherford) to limit humping speed

to 4 MPH_ the proposed regulation erroneously assumes that a

4 M_H guideline has been universally adopted by the industry.

l) Other yard modifications include costs associated with

htump and fan redesign, catenary changes, communication and

signal changes, and the replacement of inert retarders with

releasable substitutes.
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Yard Grad_nq and Redesign

Reason for Investment

Extensive grading at 6 classification yards would

be required to reduce car speeds to a maximum of 4 miles

per hour. These modifications would reduce grades at these

locations to no more than .08 percent, the grade that allows

a maximum speed of 4 miles per hour.

Cost of Compliance

Conrail has estimated that the cost of constructing

these modifications would be $27.3 million; these costs are

understated since they only reduce yard grades to 0.12 percent,

rather than the .08 percent required to assure a maximum

humping speed of 4 miles per hour.

Implementation Problems

The implementation problems associated with yard

grading and redesign are similar to those discussed in the

see£1on on retarders and sound barriers.

Other Yard Modification s

8Q_sen for the Investment

This category _ncludes the following:
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i) Replace inert retarders with releasable type. Inert

retarders are generally located at the end of classi-

fication tracks, and are used to hold cars as they

arc being classified. This is required to prevent

cars from free rolling to the point of switch (i.e.

the departure yard). As cars are pulled from the

classification tracks, a high pitch "screeching"

sound occurs, so that the duration of this sound is

considerably longer than _lat of the hump retarders.

Releasable type retarders, when activated, will allow

cars to pass freely, thus eliminating the noise

caused by inert retarders.

2) .Hump and Fan Modification. In order to provide

sufficient space for the extended hump retarders and

sound barrier walls, a complete redesign of the hump

and fan (the area between the hump crest and classi-

fication tracks) would be required. This includes

_%e relocation and extension of rail at 13 classifi-

cation yards. The redesign of the hump and fan would

necessitate a reduction in the number of group tracks

(i.e. those leading to the classification tracks),

and result in less efficient humping operations.
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3) Catenary modifications, drainage, structure modi-

fication and miscellaneous charges required to

effect modifications in l) and 2).

Cost of Compliance

An investment of $22.4 million would be required

to eliminate noise from inert retarders. This does not include

an as yet undetermined cost associated with maintenance of

releasable retarders. Hump and fan modifications, including

coramumications and signal (C&S) equipment relocation would

{ cost $13.4 million, catenary changes, etc. would cost an

estimated $3 million.

Implementation problems

The implementation problems associated with other

yard modifications are similar to _%ose discussed in the sec-

tion on r@tarders and sound barriers.
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IV. STANDARDS

Subpart A (Definitions)

There is no definition for "best available tech-

nology." (BAT). The following definition is offered by

Conrail:

"Best available technology means the
best proven technology currently
known and available in the railroad

industry."

The following letters refer to respectively lettered

sections in Subpart A:

(n) There should be no provision for a day-night

distinction as comments suggest below.

(r) '_Component sounds" definition is without

value unless, technologically, there is

sufficient integrity in monitoring equip-

ment to distinguish the "through train"

from operating equipment.

(s) Same comment as above in (r) but dis-

tinction made would be between railroad

and non-railroad noise sources.

(u) Same comment as in (n): This definition,

like the standard itself is arbitrary,

capricious and discriminatory by virtue

of its intended application.
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(ee) Same comment as in (u).

(gg) Same comment as in (u).

(hh) Same comment as in (u),

Subpart B (Interstate Rail Carrier Operatio_Standards).

Section 201.10(b). This receivinq property stan-

dard discriminates in favor of Western railroads; the North-

east has little undeveloped land by EPA's definition. Also,

the Northeast offers much less of an opportunity to pur-

chase additional land around yards to serve as buffer zones.

EPA has identified some seventeen pieces of main-

tenance of way equipment. However, EPA has not clearly

identified the noise levels coming fro*, any of these in-

dividual pieces or combinations of equipment. EPA has stated

on the one hand that it is not establishing a specific ag-

gregate noise limit on yard equipment; yet on the other hand

it imposes this standard which would not distinguish among

noise sources.

EPA should offer a range of noise limitations to

account for non-railroad noise contributions or at least,

offer a variance procedure whereby petitioners can make

a showing on a case-by-case basis of non-railroad noise

contributions.

Section 201.15. The car coupling standard calling
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for a maximum 4 mph car speed is a Conrail goal to prevent

freight damaqe. F_wever, from a practical standpoint ex-

tensive experience has obliged Conrail to permit a range

between 3.9 and 4.9 mph: maintenance of an exact 4 mph

top speed is operationally infeasible without significant

cost (see Page 17).

Conrail knows of no BAT or durable cushioning

material to attenuate noise impact levels from coupling.

The cost associated with meeting this standard with non-

durable materiel would be excessive.

Again, EPA should consider a range of numbers or

guidelines where BAT has not been firmly established.

Additionally, EPA should consider providing for a procedurei

allowing a variance from receiving property and point

source limitations. The variance should be based upon

petitioner's technological or economic showing of funda-

mentally different factors impeding _he use of BAT.

Section 201.17. The imposition of a day-night

s_andard for railroads would restrict all rail operations.

See Appendix I. Compliance with the night time limit

would effeotively disrupt Conrail's activities at many

flat switching and industrial train yards. These dis-

ruptions would in many cases result in operational delays

.and an unfavorable reputation as a reliable carrier.
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Additionally, the nightly shutdown and morning startup of

diesel locomotives would damage many engines: Contraction

of ths piston casing caused by cooling would permit water

to enter,the cylinders. See Pages 2 and 3.

EPA has not documented a need for the more re-

strictive Ldn standard of i0 db intended to ameliorate

the intrusive impact of noise. The alleged interruption

of'sleep of residents living adjacent to railroad facilities

serving, in part, as a need for these regulations, is as

arbltrary and spurious a premlse as that which suggests

most residents sleep soundly by virtue of the large number

of adjacent dwellings. The unfounded assumptlon of railroad-

caused insomnia should not be the rationale for using the

Leg (i) or Ldn requirements. EPA has not correlated the

added 10db restrlctien with health; this day-night re-

striction offers nc substantial gain tO the Nation's

welfare.

The Ldn standard is hlqhly discriminatory. There

is no Ldn standard being imposed on any other mode of

transportation. EPA has not carefully considered costs

relating to loss of business and jobs or the additional

ears needed for the daytime ear cycle. During 1978, fer
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example, Conrail moved over 4.95 million carloads and

trailers containing perishables and non-perishables: the

vast majority of this freight must meet a schedule re-

quiring daily movement over a 24-hour period. If humD

yards close down from ii:00 PM until 7:00 AM, Conrail

predicts that within one week's time, disruptions caused

•by physical obstruction would result in a regional system

shutdown. (See Appendix I ). It clearly is safe to say

that there would be no service at all or decreased service

and increased costs arising from a more stringent night

time standard. These impacts have been grossly under-

stated or overlooked by EPA. _

EPAlS casual reference to curtailment of night time

activities cannot be dismissed without pointing to a number

of serious business and operational implications, both within

a/%d outside of the rail industry, including:

• Less efficient utilization of fixed plant and

equipment, which would translate into operat-

ing problems, competitive disadvantages, etc.;

operating and service deterioration would

• quickly lead to a diversion of traffic and
revenues to other modes.

• Disr_ptlve effect of not providing continuous

support to heavy industry that operates on an
around-the-clock basis. In addition to its

impact on the rail industl_, such restrictions
would also result in less efficient utilization
of industrial facilities, with a resultant

rippling effect throughout the economy.
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Inability to provide early morning staging acti-
vity in support of day time operations. _is

would seriously impair Conrails's ability to

meet service commitments, e.g. intermodal load-

ings and service to major eastern perishable

markets.

Dscreased service arising from a more restrictive

night time standard flies in the face of Congressional

intent. Congress expressed its "policy" in Section 2(b)

of the Act (See Page 2 ) but it expressed specific intent

when it set aside funds for Conrail to assist it in

increasing revenues from rail service.

These regulations should have spoken to some dis-

tinctions among noise sources. The EPA proposal, for

example, fails to provide for non-railroad noises audiblo

in and around yards viz: overhead aircraft, adjacent

highways, scr2p yards, foundries, forges, construction,

trash compacting trucks, and subway or elevated trains may

add to railroad yard noises. Road trains themselves, day

and night, make loud coupling noises as they set off or

plck up; wheels squeal around curves; cars rattle as they

_adjust to the slack; dynamic brake systems whine as they

are applied to multiple unit locomotive consists; and

longer trains beat out a familiar click as they pass over

frogs and Joints. The receiving property standard also

fails to distinguish noise from 24 hour operations at

factories, mills, mines and waterfronts.
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Again, EPA should provide procedurally for a

railroad to petition EPA for a variance from this standard

where it can show economic or technological infeasibility,

physical impossibility or no exposed population.

Subpart C (Measurement Criteria for Specific
Noise Sources).

AS a general comment, Conrail submits that EPA's

measurement criteria does not account for a wide variety of

combined effects. Instrument accuracy tolerances, re-

flecting noise off of objects near the source, competing

noise sources, ground surface contours and various weather

conditions have an effect on noise measurement accuracy.

Conrail believes that EPA should consider these contingencies

in their measurement methodology.

Subpart D (Measurement Criteria for Receivinq Property)

EPA's measurement methodology in this subpart fails

to consider that noise'dominance can change hourly; there is

no commonality of railroad sites as a consequence of variations

in property lines and yard activities; and noise measurements

do not always record the noise from an identifiable source.

As mentioned earlier, there are several non-railroad

noise sources which contribute to the receiving property

noise levels. Measurement methodology must ensure monitoring

of railroad noise exclusively; this standard fails to the
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extent that non-railroad noises may be recorded by moni-

toring equipment. Monitoring equipment should be positioned

some distance from any background object which is likely

to reflect and register both the direct and reflected sound

waves.
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_I_ Appo.di_I ,..,_,_,,...,

..__

July 25, 1978

Hollls G. Duensing, Esq.
Association of Amerlean Railroads

Law Department
American Railroads Bldg.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Duensing:

This refers to your.letter of July 5th, requesting certain
questionnaire information concerning classification yards

and a narrative discussion relative to industrial yards.

The questionnaire is attached. It indicat'es conclusively

that any restriction on classification activity could
not be absorbed at the same or other yards.

As mentioned at our meeting in Washington, Conrail employs
yard crews at 338 locations. 135 of these have 3rd trick

crews regularly assigned. 15 of these are major yards
significantly oriented towards classifying cars beyond
their l*_nediate retail serving territory. In other words,

at approximately 160 of the locations where we work
crews on the Ii P.M. to 7 A.M. shift, the prime purpose

is to directly aeesmodate customer tall service require-
ments.

The continuous operation of the railroad including yard

switching operations has ezlste_ ever since the headlight

was invented, i.e. almost from the beginning. The general
patternnindustrlal growth and hours of plant operation
followed the growth of the 24 hour railroad network. The

basic service structure was (and still is in large degree)
for today's loads to ba pulled and forwarded tonight.
(Your category l) Tomorrow's raw material is placed in

the early A.M, - perhaps Just after arrlval. (Your category 2)

To feed production, large tall oriented industries working
two shifts require almost continuous switching service.
Those that work around the clock do so absolutely. Some

industries such as produce terminals are early morning
Operations themselves. Others require car placement during
the night to provide work for casual labor such as meat-

Cutters or warehouse labor. This force is engaged day
by day on the premise that specific cars will be available

tomorrow. This force will be paid for nothing if the cars
ere not available to unload. The traditional evening release -

aarly AM placement has returned to particular vogue with
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the adver,t and (iro_;th of the _[ggyb_ck trade. The entire
service patterrL of thi_ iilajo_ ;-_ bu_ines_q segmei_t is ba_ed
upon evening lo_ding _nd dispatch coupled with early morn±ng
_rrival and unloa_]ing. The alternative is the truck traveling
thru the night°

Ez_mples of industries dependin_ _b_olutc]y upon night time
r_ll] S_rV_ce are Sevc_l:

Automobile assembly plants -- _'v,_r_rlclaT_d early morilii_g
inbo_:_d _ail car_ are_ si_' (_la non of keepi|_i tl_! prodncti_n
llne [ro_ c,oi_g do'_. Alte_,D_t |v,_ |_el_!i_l t_aN_O_'t_tlon iS
possible _s a sho_t te_m _to[_ _lap oli]y. I attach tyI_icdl
switching schedules for two auto related facl]Jt_c._ with
_,,,hich1 am fam_l_nr, the Willow run auto loadiilg dock, the

G_'$_D_i]l Rbln assembly p]_I_t, t_: Olds main plant at L_nsing
(both an _ssembly _id a p_r_ mannfnctur_ng plant).

_te_l m:lls - continuou_ operation of bl_st furnaces, opez_
hearths, rolling mills,basic o×y_en furnaces and the like
requirc rail support at all times_ either the ro_d haul
carrier, the plar_t switching road or ._.o_ colnb_n_tion of
each. Examples on Conr_i] are the Bethlehem Burns Harbor
in plant, Great Lakes steel _t Trenton, I•,ichMidwest steel
at Portage In, and several other and even l_rger mills.

Produce m_kets - Conrail serves several major tall produc_
unloading market termlnals notably at l_altimore, Phil_delphia,
Pittsburgh_ _w York ,_nd Boston. These m._rkets require by
trade custom and regulatory Fiat to be protected by a
published early morning placement. In this connection see
Page 4 of TL-CTR freight tariff 841 ICC C-I182 copy attached.

Major rail oriented industries - Ma:_y large manufacturing
industries require dedicated switch engine service on a
continuous basks because their plants must have an ongoing
flow of loaded and empty cars to s_rvive. I am personally
familiar with the cereal mill operations at B_ttle Creek,
where there is a con_r.itted crew working from 11:30 P.M. to
7:30 A.M., for the exclusive purpose of serving the Kellog
cereal plant. This crew switches continuously thru the night
between the serving yard and the Kellog complex. A simil_r
dedicated 3rd trick cre_ s_rves the Post Division of General
Foods. A like situation obtains at Mehoopany, Pa_ where
continuous coverage of Proc_ur and Gambl_'s Char_iN paper
plant is provided. These ash_gnments are indicated on
the attached Lehigh Division /:st of local freights. Although
nominally locals, the Charmin jobs are y._rd engines for
_raotical purposes, and exist to serve aro_l_d the clock at
the industry. Neither Battle Creek or Mehoopany is unique.

Tb_ industrial support acitivty of many yards involves making
up local frelgh_ trains for daylight operation during the
iI P.M. to 7 A.M. shift. In this connection, I attach a

sample portion of the local freight train schedule book
showing local freight trains emanating from Rutherford and
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Pavonla, with a heavy concentration of daylight departures.

Night time industrial switching activity is o necessity to
serve many patrons in urban core areas where vehicular
congestion precludes train operation during daylight hours.
This is part of the service at several locations on Conrail,
notably at Baltimore, Philadelphia, Newark and Jersey City.
The prohibition against dbylight switching ma_ be by
ordinance curfew or simply a practical operatlng matter.

At locations along the Northeast Corridor and in commuter
areas, freight, local, transfer and industrial crews cannot
traverse passenger main tracks except at night.

Essentially, the railroad provides warehoused inventory on
wheels. This inventory must be available when either con-
tinuously for large rail transportation users or before
the work day in the cas@ of othe_ major patrons. Those
customers whose rail service requirements can be met
exclusively by daylight mid-shift sarvice are usually the
smaller or less service sensitive concerns or those who

use other than rail transport for most of their needs.

The conseguence of interdicting night time service in whole
or in part would be Widely disruptive of major industry
(chemical, steel, sure, paper fooa products, warehousing,
coke, power plants ad infinitum) to the point where the
nation's economy would be on its knees the day after
implemeetatlon. An absurd extension of the effects WOUld
require a tripling of the customer portion of the freight
oar cycle:

Dayllqht Day i Place car for Day 2's use
Daylight Day 2 Unload Car
Daylight Day 3 Pull car after prior days unloading

The inflationary impact of trying t9 cope with a few decibels
is beyond imagining. T_klng the word "environment" in its
widest context, shutting off the arteries of rail referee
during darkness Would do nothing for the quality of human life.

_c_ Mr. Daniel F. Donovan ///Director - Terminal Planning
Con_nerce Counsel - 1138 /
Mr. E. T. Harley
Director - Operations Technology - 950
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DELAWARE AND HUDSON I{A1LWAY COMPANY _'!.{__'
ALBANY. NI_W "_OR_ 12m)7 t._ i

I)el,e.,_J_ _,tJJSp,,r#,tl_,. _;aJ,'e 1_23

KHNT I_ _llOIf3btKl_

P,.eJ..t,t ,,,,,I CI,I,J I.b,.,.t_,, (*[i;,_, May 23. 1979

Rail Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01 ,4.
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

(ANR-490) t
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460 N_

t

RE: NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORTATION EQUIPmeNT;

INTERSTATE RAIL CARRIERS (40 C.F.R. PART 201)

Gentlemen:

I refer to the proposed regulations covering the above
captioned subject matter which were published in the Federal
Register on April 17, 1979 (44 FR 22960) and to the solicitation
of public comments which accompanied the same.

By virtue of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of
1973 (Rail Act), the bulk of major railroad properties in the
Northeast were conveyed to a single operator, i.e., Consolidated
Rail Corporation (Conrail) on April I, 1976. Since that date, and
with substantial infusion of Federal grant monies, Conrail has since
operated those previously diverse railroad properties as a single
system. Accompanying its creation of Conrail, however, the Rail
Act mandated the retention and promotion of rail competition in
the region. The geographical facts of life, however, are such
that the only major tall competitors in the Northeast are extremely
large, Federal-grant-subsidized Conrail and relatively small, non-
F_deral-grant-s_sidized Delaware and Hudson Railway Company (D&H).
The financial facts of llfe are summarized by D&H'e 1978 ordinary
loss of $ii,667,000 and by its first quarter 1999 ordinary loss of
$2,278,000.

It is the intention of the Association of American Rail-

roads to submit comments upon the proposed regulations in behalf
of the entire railroad industry. The juxtaposition, however, of
its financial position on the one hand and its statutorily competi-
tive responsibilities on the other imposes upon D&H an obligation

to submit the following s_pplemental observations.
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Rail Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control
Page2 May23,1979

0

I

Relocation of Noise Source Activities

It has been suggested that perhaps noise source activities
could be moved closer to the centers of yards. This suggestion,
however, ignores the fact that certain yard facilities are suffici-
ently narrow so that such a move would be ineffectual. At Plaits-
burgh, and Fort Edward, New York, for example, geography or yard
width is such that D&H switching operations must take place adjaeen_
to receiving properties, and at Rouses Point and Green Island, New
York they are located in the middle of the village. This sugges-
tion also ignores the fact that railroad facilities exisc in specific
sizes and configurations for specific reasons. A given yard may be
quite wide by virtue of the fact that it contains 40 or 50 parallel
tracks. However, by definition, that particular yard contains all
those tracks, including those tracks closest to receiving property
lines, because of the railroad company's need to operate upon them.

Relocation of noise source activities from noise sensi-

tive zones would cause p_odigio_s economic dislocations. Examples
lle in the facts that 70% to 90% of the traffic handled by D&H's
Kenwood Yard in Albany, New York is directed to or from the adja-
cent Port of Albany; that at Colonle, New York there are extensive
classlfieation tracks and yard storage tracks for cars directed to
or from nearby major General Electric, Grand Union, and Ford Motor
Company facilities, as well as both locomotive and car shops. At
Hudson Falls - Glens Falls, noise is attributable to the fact that
there is a grade at that location. Reduction of noise by reducing
the number of cars per switching move would mean more switching
moves and consequently more expense. At Plattsburgh, New York,
relocation would be impossible, as the yard's only function is to
serve local industries. Relocation of facilities at Rouses Point

would be impossible without physically operating in Canada, which
D&H has no right to do. Overall, while there could conceivably
be locations where D&H could relocate certain facilities, new
and relocated locomotive facilities alone, would range in cost
from $2,500,000 to $14,000,000.

Reschedulln_ Nighttime Activities

The rescheduling of certain activities to times other
than between I0:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. also presents formidable
problems, One cannot ignore the fundamental fact that railroading
is a 24 hour-a-day activity. At North Albany, Green Island. and
Fort Edward, New York, nighttime operations are dictated by the
requirements of the industries served at those points. As for
Rouses Point, a Canadian National train arrives daily at 2:00 P.M.
and D&H crews must work into the night to switch the cars from
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Rall Carrier Docket Number 0NAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

Page 3 May 23, 1979

those trains onto D&H southbound trains. At Colonie, railroad
activity continues around the clock. Such activity, however,
could not be curtailed without causing Kenwood Yard to operate
around the clock - something that it does not do at present. Engine
idling, which is a round the clock source of rail noise, is a re-
sult of the fact that diesel locomotives cannot be shut down during
cold weather.

Replacing Noisy Equipment and Equipment Modification

In time, quieter locomotives may become available. How-
ever, given the 15 to 30 year life of existing locomotives, replace-
ment is not a short run viable solution. As to the improvement of
exhaust muffling, D&H is faced with the fact that almost all of its
locomotives are turbocharged. At present, it is technologically
grossly impractical to affix a muffler to a turbocharged locomotive
which is anything less than the approximate size of a flatcar. Any-
thing smaller would choke the exhaust. As for cooling fan modifi-
cation, to date none has been offered by locomotive manufacturers.
As for engine shielding, such is currently the fact on D&H loco-
motives.

Enclosin_ or Relocatin_ Repai[ Facilities

A building constructed for the purpose of load testing
locomotives, complete with a single _rack, a suitable exhaust system,
and silencing equipment would cost in the neighborhood of $900,000.
It is unfortunately not practical to expect a rail carrier which
lost $ii,667,000 in 1978 to undertake such an expense.

Extension of Property Line

The suggestion that noise received by receiving property
could be alleviated by extending the railroad's property lines
raises several significant problems. The first, of course, is
that land costs money - a fact which, unfortunately, is not los_
upon D&N. Secondly, the acquisition of land requires a willing
seller and therefore, finances aside, the extension-of-property-
line option is not exclusively under the railroad's control. Thirdly,
to the extent that such land acquisition could or could not be
accomplished by the right of eminent domain, the exercise of such
a right would unsettle the very persons whom the proposed regulations
are intended to accommodate. Fourthly, many of D&/{'s yard facilities
are incapable of land expansion. Kenwood Yard, in Albany, is sur-
rounded by an arterial highway, the Port of Albany, and Conrail;
Colonic Yard is bounded by city streets on the east, Watervliet
Arsenal on the north, a steel mill and city streets on the west, and
an empty lot on the south which is Just north of a cemetery; Hudson
Falls facilities are built up on four sides; and Plattshurgh Yard is
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Rail Carrier Docket Number NNAC 79-I_I
Office of Noise Al)_II:ement3n_] Coatro]

Page4 I11,,23,]970

hemmed in by city streets and La!<[_(.hamT)Laiu. 1,4st:ly, Lhis
suggestion also contains an element off inc_onsi[;tency in that
receiving property, by definition, is bul]t-u_ area. Any land
available for expansion, in all ]ike]ihc, ed, _*_t_,tldnoL be built-
up area and would therefore not be subjecI: t:(,[:he regulations in
any event.

Df4l's financial situ_Jtion, as highlJf.,ht:edby its 1978
ordinary loss of $ii,667,000 undoubt:L_d]y suggests a certain
lack of enthusiasm on its part to the extent that promulgation
of the proposed regulations would _nvolve the expenditure of its
funds.

It has been suggested that a recenL 7% rate increase
granted to the railroad industry by the laterstat:e Commerce Commission
would ease the financial impact of the proposed regulations. In
D&H's case, the effect of that increase was to increase D&H's
revenues for the pro forma year ending .Tnne 30, 1978 by $6,300,000,
However, this rate increase accomplished merely the reduction of
D&H's deficit for the pro forma year ending J1me 30, 1978 from
$18,000,000 to $11,700,000.

It has also been suggested that Lhe $91,000,000 estimated
cost to the railroad industry to comply with the proposed regulations
is modest in comparison to the $28,000,000,000 net invested by the
industry in 1977. D&H suggests that such a comparison is as
deceiving as it is beguiling. The fact that the Penn Central, Erie
Lackawanna, Reading, Rock Island, and Milwaukee railroads, for
example, had millions, if not billions, of dollars worth of equip-
ment and fixed assets did not preve_it them from going into reorgani-
zation. A railroad, or any other business, depends, for its ultimate
survival and profit, upon the generation of operating revenues
reasonably in excess of operating expenses. ]it cannot rely, for
its survival, upon the value and potential sale of the very
properties which enable it to generate revenue.

Much of the railroad industry is on extremely shaky finan-
cial ground. In the course of its promulgation of regulations, as
mandated by the court, to cover railroad properties in addition to
locomotives and rail cars, EPA is respectfully urged to remember
that the American public, including that portion living adjacent
to railroad yards, has a vital interest in the survival and ultimate
profitability of that industry. Accordingly, it is further respect-
fully urged that the regulations to be promulgated impose a mini-
mum financial impact upon the industry in general and upon D&H in
particular,
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Five additional copies of these comments are enclosed
herewith.

Very truly yours,

Kent P. Shoemaker _"_
President and Chief Executive Officer

CC: Harry J. Breithaupt, Jr., Esq.
Vice President and General Counsel
Association of American Railroads

i
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F_rd MOlO¢ Company 0_Io P_tkf_e S0[J1svatd

ParkJane Towors Easl, Suite 200

Oe_r_oln, Michigan ,4812B

June 29, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket Number 0NAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (A_-490)
U.S. Environmental _'otection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

ale following is a public comment submission in response to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Notice of Proposed Rulemakiz_, FR _a.
Dec. 79-i1707, under 40 CFR 201, pertaining to "Noise Emission
Standards for Transportation Equipment Intarmtate Rail Carriers".
These comments are submitted on bob&If of Ford Motor Company by Mr.

As C. Adams, Manager, Transportation Analysis and Procurament_
Transportation and Traffic Office, Purchasing and Supply Staff. {

Ford Motor Company is opposed to the level of noise emission standards
contained in the subject EFA proposed rulmmaklng on the basis that
the proposed standards would impose additional burdens on railroad
operating costs and railroad operating performance above and beyond
the level necessary to protect the public interest and the e_wlren-
meet. Ford supports the position taken by the American Association
of Railroads that the specific noiss level standards should be revised
using a more practical and less theoretical methodology to reflect
realistic conditions and to avoid setting the standards at a level
higher than actually is needed, or st a level that is net cost justi-
fied vs. the public interest.

Further, Ford believes the "cost of compliance" evaluation by the EFA
is undsrestimatsd_ and does not reflect the true potential for rail-

road price increases to be passed on to shippers in order to pay for
the compliance programs. Ford believes the proposed standards wouid
have the effect of making railroad yard operations sl_r and more
costly, and further contribute to the deterioration of railroad ser-
vice that Ford has experienced in recent years.

_ I005
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Rail Carrier Docket Number ONAC 79-01 June _9, 1979

Ford Motor Company presently ships the majority of its freight by rail,
and has been for many years one of the world's largest rail shippers.
As such, Ford has a strong interest in seeing the railroads continue
as a viable transportation mode. Unfortunately, the prospect for the
continued viability of railroads is neither certain nor guaranteed, and
in fact is questionable. As a large user of railroad services Ford has
experienced a continuing trend of major deterioration in railroad ser-

vice and significant loss of competitive railroad pricing in recent years.

This is neither a secret nor a surprise to anyone reading these comments
since it is widely recognized that the present condition of railroad
service in the United States constitutes a national problem. Based uoon
its many years of railroad shipping experience, Ford believes part of'the
railroad problem is due to unnecessarily cumbersome goverr_ment regulations
and antiquated labor agreements that deny railroads the opportunity to
become operationally efficient and cost competitive.

In summary, Ford supports the position that specific noise level standards
can be established that are acceptable to the American Association of
Railroads and that minimize the cost burden to the railroads while satis-
fying the protection of public interests. Ne suggest that the standards
in the present proposed rulemakiug be reviewed and revised to accommodate
a mere cost effective solution and ts better comply with Executive Order
12_344 of March, 1978_ wherein cost Justification and economic impact are
to be considered in all rulemaklng.

Very truly yours,

/ / ,/

_/.A.O. Adams, M_'z_e'r
Transport_ion Analysis and Procurement
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(_ENERAL_,' ELECTRIC
OOHPANY

1901 EAST _K_ AO_. _I_, PCNN_YLVA_JA Im_3 t

Tm*_IeO_I*_,_NS_JTCNmI_SlNCISOlV,i_O_

May 30, Ig79

Mr. HenryE. Thomas
Director
Standardsand RegulationsDivision
UnitedStatesEnvironmentalProtectionAgency
OfficeofAir, Noiseand Radiation
Washington, D.C. 2D460

DearMr, Thomas:

Thank you for your April 13 letter and the opportunity to comment
on the proposed revision and expansion of Federal noise regulations
applicable to railroads,

Our Division employs approximately 8,000 people and about two-thirds
of these jobs are totally dependent on orders we receive from railroads
for locomotives. Based on our own estimates, the cost to the railroad
industryin complyingwith the proposedregulationswouldbe far in excess
of _he EPA estimates. Any significant additional financial burden on
the railroadsin regulationcompliancewilladverselyaffectall of their
other capital programs, including the purchase of locomotives.

Becauseof the heavydependenceof thisplant and thiscommunity
on the locomotivebusiness,we stronglyrecommendan easingof the
proposedregulationsto drasticallyreducethe cost of cempliance.

Very truly yours,

bjs

+_ 'I+
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Illinois
Contral
Gulf

_ _ W _1_ £111r_sC_n_E
C_ifRailr_d
T_ IllirosCO_
233 _nh _icl_ _ue

(312)565IGO0

June 26, 1979

RailCarrierDocket#ONAC7g-OI
Officeof NoiseAbatement& Control
(ANR-490)
U.S.EnvlronmentalProtectionAgency
Washington,D.C. 20460

SUBJECT: COMMENTSON PROPOSEDEPA NOISEEMISSIONSTANDARDSFOR TRANS-
PORTATIONEQUIPMENT-INTERSTATERAIL CARRIERS

Gentlemen:

Wehave compiled the following commentsconcerning the proposed ratl
noise emission standards which were published in the April 17, 1979
Federal Re_ister. I

The impact upon ICGoperations and cost which the relocation of locomo- _b
tires would have is extremely difficult to quantify. Per example, in
certainYeW smallyards inruralareas,locomotiverelocationat the l
facllltymay meanrelocatlon300 feetfurtheralongthe track. If free
field conditions exist, the noise impact upon the receiver may change
very little. Moreover, in manycases the effects of such a changemay
be ¢o expose another receiver to higher noise levels. In larger facili-
ties this reasoning mayalso apply. Also, the existence of dedicated
tracks for fueling, switching, etc., would preclude the relocation of
locomotives on them.

In somecases significant increases in crew costs would occur by the
above change. If crews have to arrange for special transportation to
get to the locomotives at the new locations, this would be reflected as
a higher cost associated with operating trains. Also, union agreements
maylimit the extent to which crews could reasonably he expected to
travel to access the locomotive.
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Ifrelocationof fuelingfacilitiesaway fromthe propertyline is
consideredas a means of noisereduction,the costs to achievethis
becomeprohibitivelyhigh. Our standarddesignfor new fuelingstations
includea concretecollectionpad,gritchamber,oil-waterseparator,
samplingstationand scavengedoil tank. Basedon whetheran installa-
tionrequiresone, two or threespot fueling,the materialand construc-
tioncostsare approximately$47,000,$71,000_nd $97,000,respectively.
Wehave approximately70 locationswherelocomotivesare refueledand if
evenhalf of thesewould haveto be moved inorder to relocatelocomo-
tives away from property lines, the costs become ridiculously high.

We currently have two facilities on ICG which house engines for load
cell testing. Our Paducah, KY facility is designed to hold the engine
only in an enclosed room for load cell testing. Its cost was approxi-
mately $300,000.

At Woodcrest Shop near Chicago we have a load cell test building in
which the entire locomotive is parked for load cell testing. Its cost
was approximately $200,000. Some operating problems exist with this
building with respect to proper air circulation. In our opinion, spe-
cial buildings to house locomotives undergoing load cell testing are not
costeffectivenoisecontrolmeasures. If buildingswere requiredat
each facility where load cell testing is done to reduce noise emissions,
thecost to ICG would be in excessof $3,500,000.A large partof the
costof thosebuildingsis due to elaborateventilationsystemsrequired
to keep the locomotivefromchokingitselfoff and overheatingin ex-
haustemlssions.

Afterconsultingwith our OperatingDepartmentwe d_terminedthatwe are
unableto come up with a uniquedefinitionof switchenginefor noise
compliancepurposes. Their responsewas: "Anyof cur locomotivefleet
couldbe subjectto switchingcarsat any giventimeor circumstanceend
thereforeIdo not believeit wouldbe feasibleor practicalto attempt
to establishsuch a uniquedefinition. . ."

The EPA'sdefinitionof "throughtrains"willapply to very few ICG
trainsinasmuchas long haul,inter-cityfreightsmake stopsfor either
crewchanges,fuel, locomotivechangesor a combinationof these,A
definitionneedsto be sufficientlybroad to includethese possibilities.

We currentlyhave approximately45 retarderson ICG which couldrequire
the installationof noise barriers. Preliminaryestimatesindicatethat
properlydesignedbarrierswouldcostthe ICG over$7,000,000system-
wide.

In the last paragraph on page 22962 the EPA is specifically asking for
commentsconcerningpossiblefinancialimpactsand the feasibilityof
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movingfrom a 70-dBto a 65-dBstandardfor humpyards. I thinkthe EPA
shouldperforma detailedcost benefitanalysisto showthe effectof
these standards.

On page22966,middlecolumn,the EPA solicitedcommentsconcerningthe
cross-elastlcltiesof railroadand trucktransportation.Certainlyfor
ICG the demand forrail transportationis of a highlyelasticnature.
Many commoditiesshippedby railcouldbe lost to trucksif service
deterioratedsignificantlyor if we pricedourselvesout of the trans-
portationmarket. The abilityto remaincompetitiverestsprimarilyon
the railroad'sabilityto investin plantequipmentwhichcan producea
return. A dollarspenton noise barrierscontributesnothingto ICG's
marketshare,whereasa dollarspenton gradetrackor rollingstock
does.

We appreciatethe opportunityto commenton theseproposedregulations.

Yours verytruly,

M. O. McKinney
Environmental Engineer
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)'une 14, 197s

Mr. William Roper
Environmental Protection Agency
ANR 490
Docket No. 790-I

Washington D.C.

"t
Dear Mr. Roper, ,_

t
Hope it's not to late to officially comment on the expanded noise
emission regulations for railroadsbecaus.e I feel a couple of things
should be included that are not....

!

Ifyou will please referto the attached letterto the Missouri Pacific
area Superintendent, you will see thatI am having a personal problem
wlth railroadnoise, but itis not covered in your proposes regulations.

Your new rules apply to "railroadyards". MP is not switching i_ta
yard. They are using a single spur siding in a heavily populated
residentialarea. This is also happening in othe: parts of thiscity,
and from whet I have been told, in many other cities because of the
increased.volume of rail business ; their switchyards are stn_ply not
big enough anymore, so they have moved into the subdivisions....

Also, you do not cover whistle noise. The MP uses theirwhistles to
signal theiremployees who are actuallycoupling the cars as to whe_l they
are going to move forward, or reverse, etc...As you know, these devices
were designed to serve as a warning, "and were designed to: I. be loud to
¢arry a long distance, 2. be annoying so they will be notleed..... Imagine
themeL3 a.m. as you try to sleep....

These are expensive homes, and some of them are within I00 feet of the
tracks. The situationis reallyunbearable, and MP is very un-cooperatlve..
}lope you can help...

Would appreciate your reply.

Regards, 2

BillHuston OK1,-UNV_Hea,,
Mot. News and Etublic Affairs
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April 9, 1979

Mr. Kunneth Milam
Superl ntendent
Missouri Pacl£1c Ratlroad
501 Crawferd, R. 313
Houston Texas

Dear Mr. Mllam,

Ills wifll frustration that I write this letter to you on the residential
switching problem on the Elizabeth siding that we have discussed before.
l. have attempted to reach you by long distance phone twice, and left
messages for you, but I have had no response.

AS you already know, Y strongly feel that Missouri Pacific has no right
to utilize this siding, at the expense of the domestic tranquility of me and
my neighborhood, for the purpose of switching and blocking railroad cars...
This is a aiding, and not a switchyard, and it was never used for that
purpose until about a year.end a half ago.

After personal contact arohnd six months ago, you told me the switching
operations would be moved to the west end of the siding--not because of
mY protests, but because you had a longer rue of crack there, with fewer
street crossings. You made good on your word. Since tilen, most of the
activity has been at the other end, albeit mu=h to tile chagrin of /elks
living near there ....

But, a couple of weeks ago, that changed ....THE TRAINS ARE AGAIN BACK
ON THE EAST END.,. My question is, "Why?"

Don't know what you have heard from the folks on the west end of the stdlng,
butI cannot sit Idlyby and have both my' sleep, and peace of mind, dlsturbed.
Would appreciate a response from you so that I may know what to expect...

Sincerely, /

Bill Huston

¢0' Mayer Maury Meyers Senator Tower
Beaumont City Councll Senator Bentsan
Congressman )'ackBrooks E.P.A.

KBMT-TV Channel12,P.O,Box 1550,Studios525IH'I0Sbuth,Beaumont,Texas77704,(713)833-7512
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Amtrak) July 2, 1979

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Re: Docket No. ONAC 79-01
Noise Emission Standards for Railroad

Facilit Z Operations

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing five copies of the statement of the
National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) in response
to the notice in Docket NO. ONAC 79-01, which appeared in the
Federal Register on Tuesday, April 17, 1979.

An extra copy of this cover letter, and a self-
addressed stampe_ envelope, are enclosed. Please return the
extra copy to indicate receipt of this filing.

Sincerely yours,

Frederick C_ Ohly /
Assistant General Counsel

co: H. Duensing, AAR
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STATEMENT OF

NATIONAL RAILROAD PASSENGER CORPORATION (AMTRAK)

CONCERNING

NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS FOR I_ILROAD FACIhITY OPERATIONS

BEFORE

THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

OFFICE OF NOISE ABATEMENT AND CONTROL

DOCKET NO. ONAC 79-01

Frederick C. Ohly, Esq.
Assistant General Counsel

National Railroad Passenger
Corporation

400 North Capitol Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Date: July 2, 1979

l
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St_t tei_len t of

National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak)
Concerning

Noise Emission Standards for Railroad Facility Operations
Before the

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Noise Abatement and Control

Docket NO. ONAC 79-01

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published

a notice in the Federal Register of Tuesday, April 17,

1979, setting fort]] proposed rules which would expand the

applicable Federal regulations governing permissible noise

emissions from railroad operations. The National Railroad

Passenger Corporation (Am trak) has reviewed the

regulations proposed by the EPA, and has consulted with

the Association Of American Railroads (AAR) with respect

to the impact which the proposed regulations would have on

Amtrak and the rest of the railroad industry. The

concerns of the AAR and most of its member railroads are

somewhat broader than those of Amtrak in this proceeding,

and the AAR's treatment of many aspects of the proposed

regulations will be considerably more detailed than the

treatment which Amtrak will separately offer.

Amtrak endorses the position and comments of the AAR

in this proceeding. In addition, Amtrak wishes to comment

laSependestly with respect to the basic approach which SPA

has proposed for establishing controls on permissible

noise impacts from the operation of railroad facilities.

Amtrak will also comment on the impact of a few provisions

of the proposed regulations which appear to be of

particular concern to Amtrak's passenger operations.

I015
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Proposed Railroad Fae[l_t__Noise In!l)netStandards.

Section 201.17 of the proposed regulations would

establish a standard of Ldn 70 decibels (dB) as the

maximum permissible noise impact on developed property

from the operation of railroad facilities. This standard

represents a 24-hour averaging of total sound from a

facility, but it includes a differential or adjustment in

the measurement of noise for a period of nine hours at

night which adds ten decibels to the noise levels actually

experienced during such period. The purpose of the

nighttime differential is to encourage, if not require,

the reduction of noise levels during nighttime hours

primarily in order to permit people to sleep with minimal

disturbance in areas adjacent to railroad facilities. In

addition to the 24-hour Ldn standard, Section 201.17 would

establish Leg standards of 84 dB for daytime operations

and 74 dB for nighttime operations. These standards set

the maximum permissible noise impact for any one-hour

period.

The Proposed Requirements Are Unreasonable,
and Should Be Modified.

Amtrak feels the Leq standards would require the

elimination of the most significant adverse noise impacts

without imposing unreasonable compliance burdens on

operating railroads in most situations. The proposed Ldn

standard, however, is unreasonably stringent and would

apply with unnecessary breadth. While it may serve as an

admirable goal, it is unrealistic as a legal requirement.
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The process Of measuring noise impacts on all

developed properties adjacent to a railroad facility for a

24-hour period as required by the Ldn standard would be

very complicated and expensive. The use of sophisticated

equipment by properly trained personnel which would be

required to perform the extensive measurements required in

order to determine compliance with the proposed Ldn

standard would probably cost somewhere in the range of

$50,000 at a medium size facility. It would be far more

expensive at large facilities. Because this measuring

process would need to be performed at virtually all

facilities simply in order to determine compliance, Amtrak

does not know whether any of its facilities currently

comply with the proposed Ldn standard. AS a result,

Amtrak is unable to calculate or predict with any

precision the costs which would he required in order to

comply with the proposed regulations. Because of the

scope and strictness of the Ldn standard, however, Amtrak

believes that such costs would be very high and that the

collective benefit to adjacent properties (and their

users) would be unreasonably small in relation to such

costs,

It iS likely that Amtrak's existing operations at

many of its major facilities would fail to meet the EPA's

proposed Ldn standard primarily because of the severe

handicap which it would place on nighttime operations in
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all developed areas. It appears: therefore, that this

proposed standard could not be complied with unless Amtrak

were to make fundamental changes in the size of its

equipment fleet, the location of its yards, the nature of

the service it provides, the way in which it conducts its

operations, or a combination of all of these. The cost

and service impacts of such changes would be tremendous,

and are not necessary. Amtrak believes that the

fundamental purpose of the proposed regulations can be

attained by i) adopting more reasonable standards which

would eliminate the most offensive noise impacts,

2) realistically limiting the scope of the regulations to

provide special nighttime protection only to existing

residential uses, and 3) providing a reasonable process

for obtaining exemptions in those specific situations

where it can be demonstrated that the costs or other

burdens of compliance with the standards specified in the

regulations are not warranted by the benefits which can

reasonably be anticipated from such compliance. The EPA

can eliminate the unnecessary breadth contained in its

proposed regulations without seriously compromising the

goals it properly seeks to achieve.

Importance of Nighttime Railroad Yard Operations.

In attempting to average for a twenty-four period

and establish a sharp differential between permissible

noise from day and night operations, it appears that the

EPA has either overlooked the basic nature of mast
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railroad operations, or has lost sight of the relationship

between the controls it is proposing and the environmental

improvement which it is attempting to achieve. Most

railroad yards currently operate around-the-clock. This

represents the most efficient utilization of available

corporate resources. In addition, in most cases, it

reflects the absolute necessity of servicing equipment and

making up trains during nighttime hours in order to keep

available equipment in operation and provide regular

service to its customers by originating trains throughut

the day. The consequences Of eliminating or substantially

reducing nighttime operations in rail yards could be

disastrous for both passenger and freight railroad

operations.

The servicing of equipment and make up of trains

require operation of switch engines which produce a

significant amount of noise. Servicing of equipment also

can involve some operation of noisy machinery. If these

operations were not permitted or ha4 to be substantially

curtailed during nighttime hours, many railroad

locomotives and cars would be required to sit idle for

approximately one-third of each day, unless they could be

scheduled to be in operation in regular commercial service

during nighttime hours. While Amtrak does have many

overnight trains, it is not in a position to schedule

additional nighttime passenger trains in order that its

equipment fleet would be operated at maximum utilization

during that period of each day. Amtrak's equipment fleet

is extremely llmlted, and Amtrak does not have enough
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passenger cars to satisfy the demand which currently

exists for its service. Amtrak schedules its trains as

effectively as possible to meet the market demands of its

customers, and must use the remaining time wheo such

equipment is not in operation to perform necessary

servicing and maintenance. Amtrak (and the _merieas

public) cannot afford any reduction in the utilization of

its equipment due to increases in servicing or idle time.

Reduced utilization translates directly _nto a reduction

in the level of service which Amtrak is capable of

providing.

Many of Amtrak's trains originate in the early

morning hours, If yard operations were significantly

reduced by noise constraints during nighttime hours, such

trains would have to be made up the day before (with

servicing and maintenance, of course, being performed

sometime before that). Such trains would then have to be

stored overnight. Even if Amtrak had a large supply of

equipment which would allow for such a well-ordered

operation, most existing railroad facilities used by

Amtrak do not have the capacity to store a significant

number of assembled trains for any period of time.

Particularly in large cities, room does not exist for

significant expansion of existing facilities.

Stricter Nighttime Standards Should Only Appl_ to
Existing Residential Uses

In spite of the importance of nighttime yard

operations to railroads, Amtrak does understand the
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potential benefit of a nighttime noise differential in

protecting adjacent residential property, where serious

noise impacts can be disruptive to occupants attempting to

sleep. Some special protection of this interest would

appear to be warranted. There does not, however, appear

to be any rational basis for providing the same type of

special nighttime protection for non-residential

properties.

Most developed, non-resldential property which is

adjacent to railroad yards is used for commercial or

industrial purposes. Such properties do not require a

different level of protection against noise impacts during

daytime and nighttime hours. In fact, since most

commercial and industrial facilities are unlikely to

operate during nighttime hours, there would normally be

even less need for protection of such facilities at night.

For those facilities which are operated during nighttime

hours, however, the nature of their operations and the

impact of noise thereon can be expected to remain

reasonably constant throughout the day and night. There

may be a few exceptional non-resldential activities

located near railroad facilities which would be adversely

affected by nighttime noise. Amtrak is 0nable, however,

to think of any significant examples of such properties or

activities. It would be extremely inappropriate for

_government to establish a broad regulatory requirement for

the minimal benefit which might be conferred upon these

unidentified activitles. Thus, if there is to be a
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nighttime differential, it should only apply to iznpacts on

existing residential users.

New Development Which Would Generate Non-Compliance
Should Be Prohibited

The regulations should prevent development of

properties adjacent to railroad facilities for any uses

which the EPA determines warrant special protection

because they are deemed to be particularly sensitive to

noise emissions. Such restriction on future development

could take the form of a complete !?_:ohibition against any

construction of a facility on a receiving property which

would be subject to excessive noise impacts (as determined

by the regulations) from operations at an existing

railroad facility. In lieu of such an absolute

restriction, the regulations could permit development of

adjacent properties if special construction techniques

were applied which would satisfactorily reduce the noise

impacts experienced within such new buildings. Such

construction is now widely employed near airports and

other high noise sources.

There may appear to be a jurisdictional problem

in the EPA attempting to regulate local land use in the

manner proposed by _a_trak. However, the failure of EPA to

adopt (or require localities to adopt) such restrictions

would create a substantial and unreasonable interference

with interstate commerce. AS proposed, the regulations

would permit owners of property adjacent to a railroad

facility to develop such land without regard to the noise

impacts of railroad operations on it, even though such
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development would then create a legal obligation on the

part of the railroad to incur major burdens to modify its

facilities, change its operations, or even attempt to

completely relocate its facility. As a practical matter,

it would often be cheaper for a railroad to acquire such

adjacent property, even at inflated prices, rather than to

implement costly changes to its facilities or operations.

In short, adjaoent land owners would be in a position to

blackmail operating railroads. It is one thing to provide

a reasonable measure of proteotion for existing uses in

conformity with new standards of social welfare. It is,

however, totally unreasonable to either I) permit further

development which will be undesirably impacted by noise

emissions generated by an existing railroad operation

which was being operated in an acceptable fashion before

the new development, or 2) require such operation to be

further limited in order to proteot the new use.

The Ldn Standards Are Inconsistent with
EX[stin@ Locomotive Standards.

The standards for railroad facility operations which

the EPA has proposed in this proceeding appear to be

inconsistent with the locomotive noise standards contained

in the EPA regulations adopted in 1975. Those regula-

tions, which establish maximum noise limits for new loco-

motives manufactured heginning in 1980, were apparently

the product of more careful thought and extensive study

than has been possible in the current rulemaking pro-

ceeding. Those standards are 70 dB (measured at a
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distance of 1O0 feet) while idling, and 87 dE while

operating in the first through the.elghth notch. The

noise from idling and operating locomotives is normally

the largest source of noise generated by a passenger

railroad facility. Even if they complied with the EPA's

post-1979 manufacturing standards, several locomotives

which are idled and operated for any significant amount of

time, particularly during nighttime hours, could easily

violate the Ldn standard established by proposed Section

201.17.

As discussed above, the switching operations

involved in servicing and make up of trains must be

performed throughout the day and night at many railroad

yards. When road and yard diesel locomotives are not

actually in service, it is unwise to shut them off for

short periods and then turn them on again. The frequent

heating and cooling process whioh results causes locomo-

tive damage. The process of restarting the locomotives

also increases operating costs. (The precise mechanical

problems which warrant continuous idling of diesel

locomotives unless they are out of service for long

periods of time is explained in greater detail in the AAR

presentation in this proceeding.) While some reductions

in the amount of idling which currently occurs in railroad

yard operations may be possible, this source of noise wlll

continue to be rather substantial. Even if a railroad's
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entire fleet of locomotives complied with the locomotive

noise emission standard applicable to new locomotives

purchased after 1979, it is likely that the amounts of

idling and switching required for normal yard operations

at locations which are closely surrounded by developed

properties would not comply with the proposed EPA

standards for facility noise emissions. Of course,

current locomotive fleets do not meet the higher standards

applicable to 1980 locomotives, and it will be many years

before the preponderance of railroad locomotive fleets do.

Need for Less Strlngent Standard In
Cold Weather.

Regardless of the degree to which the requirements

which have been proposed by EPA are modified, Amtrak

believes a differential should he incorporated in the

regulations which would permit higher noise emissions from

railroad facilities in colder weather (e.g. below 40

or 50 degrees). The purpose of this further differen-

tiation among operating conditions would be to permit a

greater amount of idling of diesel locomotives in cold

weather, when the adverse effects of allowing of a diesel

engine to cool are most critical. In addition to the

greater need for continuous idling of diesel locomotives

at low temperatures, it can reasonably be assumed that

people in adjacent buildings are most likely to be indoors

and to have their windows closed when the weather is cold.

Am a result, the actual disturbance caused by the noise
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which is generated should be somewhst lees than it might

be during warmer weather.

Relationship of Railroad Facility Noise
to Ambient Noise Levels.

Proposed Section 201.17 provides that noise impacts

on developd properties from railroad facilities need not

be limited below the impact levels created by the dominant

sound component from other activities in the area, ever* if

such other noise exceeds the regulatory standards for

railroad operations. While Amtrak has not undertaken the

elaborate measuring which would be required, Amtrak

believes that several of its yards in major metropolitan

areas, such as the yard at 12th Street in Chicago, are

located in areas where the ambient noise levels created by

other activities (such as highways, airplane overflights,

industrial activity, etc.) are generally higher than the

noise limits proposed by EPA for railroad operations

during many or all periods of the day. In such cases, the

EPA regulations may have little or no impact on Amtrak.

In other cases, however, the noise from surrounding

aotivities may be slightly below the standard established

for railroad facilities. It would be unreasonable for

Amtrak (or any other railroad) to be required to make a

significant effort to reduce its noise if the remaining

noise generated by surrounding activities is still so high
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that the reduction in actual noise impacts in an area was

relatively marginal. Amtrak therefore proposes that the

regulations should only restrict railroad facility noise

emissions to the level specified in the final regulations,

or to a level which shall not exceed ambient noise levels

by three decibels, whichever level is higher.

Ne#d for Exemption Process.

Even if all of the improvements suggested by

Amtrak in this rulemaking are incorporated in the final

regulations, there is no reason why a railroad should be

required to take expensive or burdensome actions to limit

noise in a situation where the public benefit from such

actions does not warrant the cost or operating burden

involved. The EPA has not shown that its proposed

regulations are intended to deal with a health problem.

They ares instead, intended to improve the welfare of

persons living and working (or otherwise present) in the

vicinity of railroad facilities. The number of people

benefitted and the degree to which they would be

benefitted bM the proposed regulations are subject to some

question. There should be a reasonable balance between

the burden incurred by a railroad and the benefit

conferred on adjacent users. In order to ensure such a

result, the regulations should provide for a process

• wherebF a railroad can obtain full or partial exemptions
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from the regulations at individual locations where it is

able to demonstrate that the dollar cost or operational

burden of complying is large, and that the actual numbers

of people benefitted and the degree to which they are

benefitted would be relatively small.

Exclusion of Noise From Through Passenger Trains.

In addition to the fundamental problems with the

proposed regulations which have been discussed above,

there are two specific items in the proposed regulatlons

which are of concern to passenger train operations and

warrant modification of clarification. Proposed Section

201.1 (ss) defines "through trains" as trains operated on

mainline roadbed through a railroad facility without

stopping, Section 201.i (ce) defines "main track" as

track which is not auxiliary track, which is governed by a

signal system, and on which trains are operated by

timetable or train order. There is considerable ambiguity

in these definitions. All of Amtrak's trains stop at

local stations to handle passengers and for some sn routs

servicing, and a few of them also operate on auxiliary

tracks in certain localities. Amtrak feels that the

regulations should be modified to include the operation of

any scheduled passenger train in the definition of

"through trains", and thereby clearly exclude the noise

from such operations from the measurement of noise impacts

pursuant to the regulations. Amtrak assumes that such a

change in the regulations would not constitute e
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departure from the EPA's existing intent in this regard.

In addition to mainline rail operations, the EPA

notice in this proceeding specifies that bells and

whistles and malntenance-of-way equipment are not covered

by its proposed regulations. Section 201.17 does not,

however, contain a clear exemption or exclusion of the

noise from such equipment and operations from the

measurement of aggregate sound levels to determine

compliance with this basic provision. The regulations

should be modified to clarify the exclusion of noise from

the listed sources.

CONCLUSION

The cost of complying with the proposed EPA

standards would be very high. It would be comprised of

three major elements -- loss of operating flexibility,

physlcel modifications of facilities or equipment, and

monitoring in order to determine whether existing or

modified operations and facilities actually meet the

requirements of the regulations. Since the scope of the

regulations is so broad and the specific noise level

standards which they would establish are so stringent, it

is not possible at this time to provide a realistic

projection of the amount of such compliance costs. Amtrak

believes that the scope of the regulations should be

limited to reflect a realistic effort to eliminate
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unreasonably offensive and disruptive noise impacts on

activities conducted adjacent to railroad facilities. If

the regulations did contain realistic standards, it might

be feasible to identify with a reasonable degree of

accuracy the benefits which would be derived from the

resulting reductions in noise from railroad facilities.

The requirements which have been proposed by the EPA

for limiting noise impacts from operation of railroad

facilities are unreasonably restrictive and would apply

with unnecessary breadth to all land uses surrounding

railroad facil_ties. Amtrak believes that the regulations

can protect the public welfare without imposing

unreasonable burdens on operating railroads if they are

revised in the following manner:

a) delete the proposed Ldn standard and retain the

Leq standard;

b) only apply the nighttime differential for

measuring noise impacts to existing residential

properties;

o) restrict future development of land adjacent to

railroad facilities to uses which are compatible

with the noise generated by such facilities;

d} Specify that any stricter nighttime standards

would not apply when outside temperatures are

below 40 degrees;

e) speelfy that noise from railroad facilities may

exceed noise impacts created by other activities

in the vicinity of a railroad facility by up
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to 3dB, notwithsL:anding the specific standards

for rail_oad operations contained in the

regulations;

f) modify the regulations to clearly provide for

the exclusion of noise generated by scheduled

passenger trains, whistles and bells, and

maintenance-of-way equipment from the

measurement of noise generated by a facility;

g) establish a process in the regulations for

obtaining exemptions in individual situations

where the cost or other burdens of fully

complying with the regulatory standard are

not warranted by the benefits which would

be obtained.

Amtrak hopes that the information and suggestions

set forth above will be of assistance in the development

of final regulations which will ensure eliminatlon of

unreasonable noise impacts without imposing unreasonable

burdens on operating railroads.

Respectfully submitted,

Frederick C. Ohly /
Assistant General Counsel

National Railroad Passenger
Corporation

400 North Capitol Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
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.]'T_yT, Incorporated
300 United Bank Building

Chattanooga, Tennas6ea 37402

May 4, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket Number 0NAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Gentlemen:

I've read with considerable interest your proposed
NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS FOR TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
(Interstate Rail Carriers) and would like to offer the
following in the area of control technique for retarders
necessary for hump yard facilities.

Your document references specifically Ductile Iron
Shoes. I strongly suggest that this terminology be re-
vised to avoid the specific reference to ductile iron.

Experiments we have conducted with ductile iron never
produced noise elimination levels sufficient to satisfy
the targets of your proposal nor did a number of attempts
with other materials which included high sulfur steel,
leaded steel and lubricants of both petroleum and graphite
bases. It was only after we combined the scientific and
engineering principles recorded in Patent _o. 4003451 that
satisfactory results were obtained and noise could be con-
trolled at levels which were not objectionable,

It is also our experience that no one material by
itself provides all of the characteristics necessary to
insure safe and economical operation of clasp type retard-
ers, at the same time eliminating the very objectionable
noise which has been attendant to these activities. Duct-
ile Iron, for instance, does not have sufficient inherent
toughness and elasticity to meet the structural design re-
quirements placed upon the shoe in WABCO retarder Models
91, 32, 66 & 67. Nor does ductile iron possess sufficient
impact strength to resist shoe breakage in those instances
when a oar might be pinched out of the retarder.

A number of railroads over the past three years have
learned from their own experience that our LOW-NOISE shoes
do provide adequate noise emission control for them to be
able to meet your proposed standards and at a cost that is
economically feasible. At the same time, our products
usually glve longer servlce-life than do the shoes avail-

able from other suppliers, _us making it possible for the•
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Rail Carrier Docket Number ONAC '79-01s

railroads to realize an additional bonus in the form
of savings.

Enclosed is a copy of our brochure which contains
additional information about our products. If you should
have further questions, we'll be happy to discuss them
with you.

/_ truly yours,

Harold F. Torok,
President
Q-IV, Incorporated

Encl Brochure (3 copies)

ccJ Mr. Peter C, L. Conlon,
Association of American Railroads
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,,Zl__e Q,Y.TI_I _ lDeo1_,Icg"

Q-IV low-noise Retarder Brake Shoes are engineered to substantially re-
duce the screeching noise common to retawder operalions in railroad freight
classification yards. Noise level readings during aclual hump operations sel-
dom exceed 90 db(A) at 50 feet.

Experience gained with thousands of shoes over nearly three year's time
has proven Q-IV low-noise Retarder Brake Shoes do the job under all but the
most absolutely radical situalions -- and even then, lhe results are vastly
improved.

Greater wear-surface-area configurations coupled v.lth discreet choices of
work-hardenable alloy materials contained in Q-IV low-noise Retarder Brake
Shoes have produced results that indicate increased service life of 10-15% can
be expected over retarder brake shoes of other manufacture. Longer intervals
between change-outs mean savings realized.

Additional benefits are derived, too, when Q-IV low-noise Retarder Brake
Shoes are installed. Their high coefficient of fiiction pennits more energy re-
moval from the free-rolling freight car with less "squeeze" applied by the retar-
der- or, for the same amount of "squeeze", the result is equivalent to
lengthening the retarder by 7-10%. Thus, because less "squeeze" is required,
the service life of other component parts of the retarder is increased thereby
lessening overall downtime and other maintenance costs.

Our low-noise Retarder Brake Shoes are produced for Q-IV under contract
by a manufacturer of international reputation for quality and service which has
sufficient facilities to be able to furnish all requirements on an "immediate" or
long range basis.

Q-IV low-noise Retarder Brake Shoes are priced so that their use is
economically feasible -- one price to all, f.o.b. Chattanooga, TN regardless of
quantity. By combining requirements, thus permitting the manufacturer to op-
erate at a regular level of production, the lowest possible price is guaranteed
and availability is assured.

Q-IV low-noise Retarder Brake Shoes FIT your shoe beams. NO modifica-
tions are necessary. Each of these direct-replacement shoes is gauged during
manufacture to insure no problems with bolt alignment or fit.

We'll be happy to have your order- for one unit or afull year's requirements
-- and if you have or, e of those most absolutely radical situalions, we'll be
anxious for the opportunity to try Io help you solve it.
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Q-IV LENGTH, WEIGH]
SHOE No. TYPE USE FOR INCHES LEE.

FOR INSIDE. FOR

_._ I RSS-1060 INTERMEDIATE GRS 32:_b 65

P_t • _¢'_ OUTSIDE, SERIES ,)¢,* . r. ,
_'_"'_r"_L | _ R9S-1510 {NTERMEDIATE E & E 32_t= 4B C. -,,.. =,.., .

" " " INSIDE, ,.i D

f%._'.t RBS.3120 INTERMEDIATE U.E. & S. 37,/4 63 l-"E_,r:,:J;'':,.'.'!t:_
OUTSIDE. (WABCO)

OUTSICE RSS-3520 INTERMEDIATE MODELS 37!_ 65 ....

_LI.D L.H. 31

INS[P-.': RBS*3520.LE END 32 59Va 90 '" : "
R,H, 66

S F_C_'."S RSS.3520-RE END 67 51 _h 80 i .".",.i:
SHOULD _E

INSIDE, " *""
USED Ill RBS.5010 INTERMEDIATE U,S. & S. 371/4 70

COMBINATION OUTSIDE,

RBS-5510 INTERMEDIATE (WABCO) 37V4 54
LH. MODEL

RBS-5510-LE END 50B 24 35
R,H.

RBS-SE10-RE END 24 35

%

c"°''°7'':':::"'/-";::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::":":::':"i.....0]

'_'c_r___jl_l?[-__'-_'_ _--_,:!_if_i..ll.II_,ttr _':_:'_?"_::;'":_:'-;___:tql"!-rt'';,,t'!:__:":_,_i[ ;--_Itrli_i',i_2;_

TYPICAL Q'I_ SHOE LAYOUT " US&$ Co, MODELS31, 32, 60 & 67 RETARDER
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RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS

MACK WALLACE JOHN H, POERNER JAMES E.{JI,_4) NUGENT

Chalrmaa

June 12, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 20460

Dear Sir:

We note a carious inconsistency in federal policies vis-a-vis
the railroad industry. At the same time that the U. S. Department
of Transportation is advocating rail deregulation as the
government's answer to the industry's financial crisis, the U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency is about to promulgate a new
series of rail noise emission regulations. These regulations
will, if enacted, impose another layer of technical constraints on
the industry, adding an estimated $27 million in annual costs,

%0 with no corresponding benefits to improved efficiency.!

Railroad of Texas receives each month
The Commission a

t sizeable number of citizen complaints regarding rail operations.
These complaints characteristically relate to blocked grade
crossings, malfunctioning grade crossing signal devices or ear
shortages. Only one complaint in the past year centered around
the issue of noise and this particular problem was solved to
mutual satisfaction by simply bringing it to the attention of the
carrier. Noise must not be a serious concern or there would be

more complaints.

Removing the noise from railroads is analagous to removing
the bark from dogs. It can be attempted but the results will
hardly add to the .usefulness of either. The only truly quiet
railroads are those that have been abandoned. Adding millions of
dollars in additional costs to the industry will force them to
raise freight rates. Inevitably their traffic base will then
decrease, raising unit costs to be apportioned among the remaining
shippers. Some traffic will shift to a different mode and the
railroad -- the most energy efficient and least environmentally
harmful form of land transport -- will be further diminished in
value.

_enfh andColota_o • P.O. Dfower 12967 • Austln, T=.=s 78711
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If new regulations are deemed essential by Congress, the
Courts, and EPA, we suggest that the e_anges resulting from the
1982 emmission s£andards be carefully mQnltored so as to
demons£rate an actual cos[ (economic and social) effectiveness
prior to the imposition of even more stringent 1985 standards.

4 I03B
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__'_'=_ ST, LOUIS- SAN FRANCISCO RAILWAY COMPANY
,m_--.qp,---_v 906 O_lvo SIr0et _ St, LOUI; I MISSOUri 63101 -- (314( 342,8400

DONALD E, (_NGLE DONA L L. TURKAt, DENNIS T. RATHMANN
Vice President. La w end SIcretary ERIC A. CUNNINGHAM, JR. ANDREW F* REAROON

General Solicitor Gan|fal Attorneyl

GERALD D, MORRIS THOMAS H, MUG
DONALD E, RANSOM MARY J, YARD

A$11$tant General Coun|el Attocn¢yl

June 28, 1979

85875-C (Noise)

Docket Clerk
T

Office of Air, Noise
and P_adiation

United States Environmental

Protection Agency

Washington, D. C. 20460

Re: Docket No. ONAC 79-01, Railroad Noise Emission Standards

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the comments of St. Louis-San Francisco

Railway Company in the above-referenced docket. |

Very truly yours,

Thomas H. Mug J
THM:ko

Enclosure

e, _;, 1039



BEFORE THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

RAILROAD NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS

DOCKET NO. ONAC 79-01

COMMENTS OF

ST. LOUIS-SAN FRANCISCO RAILWAY COMPANY

These comments are submitted on behalf of St. Louis-

San Francisco Railway Company (Frisco) in the above-refer-

enced docket.

Frisco is a major rail carrier in the Midwest with

lines extending southwest to Dallas, Texas, and southeast

to Pensacola, Florida. On its nine-state system, Frisco

operates approximately 4,500 miles of main line trackage.

8,375 people are employed by Frisco. On an average day,

Frisco operates 160 scheduled trains.

Frisco appreciates the opportunity to comment in this

important docket. Frisco realizes the Congressional man-

date on this subject and appreciates the burden placed up-

on the Environmental Protection Agency in drafting rules

to meet that mandate.

1040



PROPOSED NOISE LEVELS

After fully reviewing the railroad noise emission stand-

ards proposed by the EPA, Frisco believes that the EPA has set

the standards at a level which is unnecessary to carry out the

mandate of Congress. The standards are unreasonably low in

that compliance at the level prescribed will be unduly expen-

sive for the nation's rail carriers and are unnecessary to pro-

vide for the public health and welfare.

First, the EPA study as reflected in the background docu-

ment does not justify the levels chosen as necessary for the

health and welfare of the public. General comments pertaining

to the effects of excessive noise on the public is provided.

However, no discussion relating to the effects of railroad

noise, or its reduction, can be found. Common experience in

railroad operations has shown complaints regarding excessive

noise .to be the exception rather than the rule. Basically,

there is no reason why a noise level of 75dB(A) or higher is

not as acceptable or desirable as the 70/65dB(A) levels chosen

by EPA.

It is also noted that no attempt has been made to maximize

the cost/benefit ratio in this rulemaking. The Noise Control

Act specifically requires the regulations to take into account

the cost of compliance. Additionally, the costs estimated for

the recommended abatement procedures is well above estimates pro-

vided by the EPA in the background document. Frisco would also

1041
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submit that it has not been proven that any of the abatement

procedures recommended will bring noise to Lhe prescribed

levels.

The use of the Ldn descriptor in the noise standards is

an inappropriate means of measurement. This artificially

lowers the noise levels prescribed below the published level.

This also acts to penalize what is essentially a 24-hour per

day industry. The consequences of the use of an Ldn descrip-

tor are to discourage nighttime rail operations. This in turn

means decreased capability of the nation's railroads. It will

also decrease an already short car supply in that the number

of loads each car can handle annually will be decreased. In

simple terms this translates to decreased efficiency and in-

creased costs.

NOISE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

The EPA has identified in its rulemaking several methods

of controlling railroad noise emissions. A review of these

indicates that EPA has overestimated the effectiveness of the

technology and has underestimatdd the cost involved in the

proposed noise abatement methods.

a. Retarders

Studies of retarder noise on Frisco shows levels to be in

excess of the average published in the background document.

Installation of barriers and retarders would create an unsafe

1042



condition for signal maintenance forces. These personnel, in

the performance of their duties, must work in close proximity

to the retarders while they are in operation. In the event a

car derails or has a shifting load, maintenance personnel must

have a readily available escape route. Safe egress would be

prevented by a barrier. Further, barriers would restrict rou-

tine maintenance and repair of retarder components. Certain

procedures would require that barriers would be removed.

The effectiveness of noise barriers is unproven. Present

technology does not include a barrier which would prevent

noise emissions from the end of the barrier while allowing a

freight car to pass through. Lubrication of wheels is also

unsatisfactory as it would require labor redesign of the re-

tarder system. Additional retardation would be required to

overcome the loss caused by the lubrication. This means longer

retarders would be necessary.

b. Mechanical Refri@erato; Cars

Frisco, as the owner of 100 mechanical refrigerator cars,

is keenly interested in the standards set by EPA for these

cars. Frisco measurements show that the present cars do not

meet the proposed noise levels.

Estimates have been obtained from several manufacturers

of acoustical equipment and diesel engines to determine the

i
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cost of compliance. The present car cost is approximately

$780, or seven times the EPA estimate.'

c. switch Engine Nois_ee

As with other noise control technology, EPA has under-

estimated the cost for switch engine modifications. The

estimates given in the background document range from $200

to $800 per switch engine. Frisco's information reveals

that EMD has exhaust silencers for 1500 H.P. switches. These

are increased diameter exhaust manifolds that require engine

hood modifications. The present cost of a standard size new

SW 1500 spark arrester manifold is $3,300. Including the

cost of engine cab modifications, a silencer retrofit would

exceed $4,000.

d. Other Technology

A review of the other noise control technology proposed

by EPA indicates similar situations. Frisco is uncertain of

its ability to control car coupling speeds at or below 4 mph

in all instances.

Other difficulties are foreseen in connection with shop

areas, including diesel shops. Load cell test facilities will

not be able to operate as they do now. New facilities will

have to be constructed at considerable expense if the efficiency

level of railroad operations is to be maintained.
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In some instances the railroads may be forced to purchase

land surrounding their facilities in order to provide adequate

buffer zones and maintain minimum operating levels. This is

likely to cause unnecessary disruption of neighborhoods sur-

rounding rail facilities.

CONCLUSION

Frisco strongly believes that the EPA has overestimated

the effectiveness of certain noise control technology and has

failed to truly realize the costs involved. In order to develop

a realistic and comprehensive set of noise standards, it will

be necessary for EPA to conduct a cost/benefit analysis in con-

nection with any proposed noise regulations. Such an analysis

is clearly required by the Noise Control Act of 1972.

At this time Frisco wishes to endorse the comments sub-

mitted by the Association of American Railroads in this docket.

Frisco strongly urges the EPA to review its proposed regu-

lations and to set its noise standards at a level which will

achieve the desired benefits without unduly burdening the nation's

railroad industry.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas H. Mug, At_sreey
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company
906 Olive Street, Suite 1023
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
(314) 342-8444

Dated: June 28, 1979
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TRASCO
yR_OI NA_X mcOl|TcncD

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT 06880

18 SYLVAN ReAD SOUTH 2es.z28.s36_

June 29, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket fONAC 79-01)

office of Noise Abatement and Control (AW-490)

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

We have reviewed your proposed Noise Emission Standards for
Rail Transportation Equipment, specifically as it relates to inert
retarders in railroad hump yard installation. |

We are manufacturers of a variety of railroad track devices,

including our patented Trasco inert car retarder (descriptive li- %
terature enclosed). -%%

We are pleased te note that, on page 22964 of your proposed

Rules under Standards for Specific Pieces of Equipment or Operations,

you indicate that the retarder standard does not apply to inert re-

tarders, and we concur with your observation that ,,Due partly to
lower braking pressure, shorter retarder lengths and very short duty

cycle, inert retarders generally create lower noise levels and much

less frequent squeals than the other type of retarders...°..

We do, however, take vigorous exception to your gratuitous re-
commendation that releasable units be installed in all new construc-

tion and replacement applications.

In essence this alters the nature of the device, and its role in

class yard operations. Even more, it introduces a variable that could,

quite easily, obviate the very purpose of its installation - a retarder,
left open, neither pollutes nor retards.

You are proposing a far more compliG_/ated role for a device

that as primarily a safety mechanism, intended to minimize coupling
and lading damage, runaway cars and, most importantly, injury to yard

personnel.

,a Continued

_ '"
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Rail Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01), June 29, 1979, Page 2.

We strongly urge that you delete the reference to '.releasable"

inert retarders (a contradiction in terms) from your regulations.

Yours very truly,

O r

Richard E. Bodkin, President

TRACK SPECIALTIES CO., INC.

mz

Encl,

!

!

TRASCO
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126 Trasco Car Retarders
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One of 99 TRASCOir_ert car retarders

insl_llled in the ConRail Rutherford Cl:ls s yclr d

_f H_r_isburg, Per_n_ylvani£,

AFTER 14 YEARS OF TROUBLE FREE
OPERATION TRASCO AUTONOMIC CAR
RETARDERS STILL ON DUTY 24 HOURS
A DAY

Operating, Signaling, Maintenance of Way... all
agree on TRASCO car retarders for all-weather
dependability; simplicity of design and operation;
economy of installation and maintenance.

III

TRACK SPECIALTIES COMPANY
18 SO. SYLVAN ROAD, P. O. BOX 729
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT 06880 203-226-3361

_63 YEARS OFRAILROAD SERVICE

t I)49
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TRASCOCAR RETARDERS

BESTPERFORMANCE.LOWESTCOST.
TRASCOFIRSTINCOMPARATIVETESTS
BYMAJORRAILROAD.Of tt_etlvee
inertretarderstested,onlytheTrascoCar
Retarderstoppedacutof2 cars,gross
wt.315,200Ibs.,enteringat 6.3MPH.
TRASCOINSTALLATIONCOSTS LOWEST.
TheTrascoCarRetarderis clampedin
placewithoutalterationto thetrack.
TRASCOMAINTENANCEMINIMAL.Withf.II
ballastbeneath,theTrascoCarRetarder
functionsconsistentlyinicealldsnow.
ELIMINATESSKATEMEN-REDUCESDERAILMENTS

TRASCOAUTONOMICRETARDERS
FORFURTHERDETAILSWRIT(: TRACK SPECIALTI£$ COMPANY
OEN£RAI. MOTORS BUILDING, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

]''It" , ' # '_k; "¢ ' v'_

[ L,. tT_. -_X '22._
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TurnerCollie( Bradenlnc Houston, _xas 77019
STS7Woodway

(71,)7a_4100
Telex77-4185

June 27, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket (ONAC79-01)
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (AW-490)
U. S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
Washington,D. C. 20560

Subject: Commentary/40CFR Part 201
ProposedRulemaklng:
NoiseEmissionStandardsfor Transportation
Equipment;InterstateRall Carriers
(Fed.Reg.,Vol.44, No. 75, Tuesday,April 17, 1979)

Gentlemen:

After reviewingthe proposedrulemakingas referenced,It appearsthat the

ProposedReceivingPropertyStandardsare establishedat too high a set of _¢
values to renderthemsuitablefor adoption. Yourown references,under
Section 5.0 Impactof the ProposedRe_ulatlon,indicatethatsuch regulation
would benefitah estimated830,000peopleout of the currentlyestimated i

fourmillionpeopleexposedto railyardnoise levelsaboveLdn = 55 dBA.

Your referenceto Ldn = 55 dBA, vis-a-visthe "1974 LevelsDocument",is |
understandable,but the overallreductionachievedamountsto a changein
day-nightlevels of approximatelyl.O dBA. At an estimatedcost of ninety- G'__
one milliondollars,it is not apparentthat any value is to be gained.
In fact, thlsreductionwouldnot generallybe perceivableunder typical
fieldmonitoringconditions.

My assessmentis basedupona simplemodelof populationdensityand
acousticalpropagationoutdoors. Using thismodel,a reductionin day-
night levelof IO dBA, the populationbenefitedwould amountto 3,600,000
people,or go%of the currentlyexposedestimate. If attainable,this
reductionwouldat least providesome measureof reliefas intendedby
Section17 to the NoiseControlAct of 1972.

In summation,it appears,underthe proposedregulation,thatthe overall

reductionin the cumulativemetric,Ldn,would not produceanymeaningful

Consultin$EnBineersAUSTINDALLAS
HOUSTON

J ¢" 1051
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Turner Collie( Braden Inc

June 27, 1979
U. S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
Washington, D. C. 20560

Page Two

benefit. In otherwords,the absenceof a regulationwouldresultin
the same, fieldverifiable,averagepopulationexposureas wouldoccur
if the proposedregulationis acceptedwiththe currentlyspecified
limits. I thereforebelievethatthe regulationrequirementsmust be
slg-_icantly reworkedand strengthenedto achievepositivebenefit.
As a constructivesuggestion,it might provehelpfulto run a series
of Noise ImpactIndices(NIl)for the specificnoise environmentto
determinethe basisfor a more thoroughvalue-engineeringstudy.

Unlessfurtherworkis undertakento addressthis problem,a needless
expenditureof industrialfundswill havebeenwrittenintolaw. I

would welcomefurther_cussion or commenton thissubject.

/#ack E. RandorVFf,Ph.D. _

AooustloalTechnolog sJER:em
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WD:_ I_ I_-I'1 WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE DIVISION

WILMERDING_ p_NNSYI.VANIA 1514J_ • ARE)* CODE 412 • _t.l_90

0

May 10, 1979

Mr. Henry E. Thomas
Director
Standards and Regulations Division
Office of Air, Noise_ and Radiation
United States Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C, 20460

Dear Mr. Thomas:

I wish to thank you for your letter of April 13, 1979 concerning
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency proposed revised and
expanded railroad noise emission regulations.

The material which you supplied has been reviewed and the
Westinghouse Air Brake Division of American Standard Inc.,
does not choose to comment on the proposed regulations. As a
brake equipment suppliert we are presently cooperating with the
AAR and others concerning locomotive and rail car noise reduction
efforts.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the proposed regulation.

Slncer_1K,

Vice Presldent_d General Manager

i:

I
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ACOUSTICAL. SGSI ETY' OF 'AM E i2 1CA

IOaltlT W, YOUNG I_ NAVAl OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER

AISOCIATI EDI¥Ol _._ 5AN DIEGO, CALIFOI_IA 921S2

TIlE |OURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA

5 July 1929

Rail carrier Docket NO. ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ANR-490)
U.$. Environmental protection Agency

Washlngton_ D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

1. This is to invite your attention to some technical _naccuracles in the proposed

Rules for NolsoEmisslon Standards ... for Rail car_.e_, FoderaiRe_ister Vol. 44p
No. 75_ April 12_ 1979_ and to offer words to correct those inaccuracies. Many of
my suggentionsare aimed at replacing the Jargon of governmsntesewlth plain
language. Corrections of inaccuracies l_ll posslbly result in inconnistencywith

some earlier EPA dooumontn in which the same inaccuracies scoured; but now is the
tlmo to correct for the future.

2. A serious defect in the proposed Rules is the omission of the word ,,average',in _
the name of the quantity represented by the symbol _dn. In an early report the ErA |

correctly told Congress it was going to use day-night average sound level (Ldn); the
ErA should continue to say "averaGe" where appropriate. It is extremely important

that the word .average. De reiterated_ again and again I so the public will understand |
that a 24-hour average sound level is being proscribodj and not a _La_imum sound level
such as is commonly prescribed for a vehicle driveby. It is bad to roqulre a reader
to look at 4 pages Before he is told what Ldn really is. I urge you to revise the
fifth paragraph of 2.0 The Proposed Regulation to read:

The letter symbol Ldn stands for day-night average sound level. This
is a 24-hour average sound level_ obtained after addition of ton decibels
to sound levels in the night before 7 a.m. and after 10 p.m. Rationale
for the use of this descriptor appears in section 4.

3. The word Standard as uaod in these Rules means an upper limit not to be exoeSdod_
net in the sense of a standard gallon that is neither to be exceeded nor subsided

beyond certain _oloranoos. At the bottom of the middle column of page 229641
. ... to alter operations to achieve the 65 Ldn value, could bo taken to mean that
if the noise is loss than the standard the noise should ba increased to conform to
the standard° A much better wording in . ... to alter the opmrationn so us to lowwr

the day-_ight average sound level at the yard boundary to 65 decibels.,' I suggest
that "reduction,, be described to conform to the standardp or _hat instead some term
nuch a8 noise licit be employed.

4. Much of the Jargon can be amulioratod by use of the long-atanding editorial
principle that text he written with full words rather than w_th quantity symbols or
unit symbols. At the bottom of tho third Column of page 22962,"70-dsclbel standard,,

is correctly written out. _n tabl_s where space is limited, this would of course

_, .H • ...................
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R. W. young to 5 July 1979

Rail C_rler DOcket No. ONAC 79-O1 Page 2

be 70 dB. Use of dB is acceptable in text if it is preceded by a number, in fact
it is often preferable in technical writing, but T am suggesting that for regulations
to be understood and discussed by the publlc that declbel be written out.

5. The clumsy clause on page 22965_ "...pooplo...exposed to day-night average railyard
noise levels of 55 Ldn or greater,' should be replaced by something like ,...people...
near railyards exposed to day-night average sound levels of 55 decibels or greater."

on page 22964, ,,exceed the hourly Leq value...,, should be replaced by ,,...exceed
the one-hour average sound level ...., It is Jargon in what is apparently the caption

of Table 4.4, '%..To Go From Ldn70 to Ldn65., This will be bettor understood when
worded: ,,Additional costs to reduce the day-night average sound level at hump-yard
boundaries from 70 to 65 decibels.

6. Enclosed are proof pages 6, 7: 8, 22, 23 of American Natlooal Standard Letter
Symbols and Abbroviatlons for Quantities Used in Acoustics, ¥I0.11-[1979_. It is
expected that this standard v_ll receive final approval in 60 days. Notice on page 6
that the attachment of an A to dB is strongly deprecated, and that the decibel is not
A-welghted. This is a long-standing principle for unit symbols, not new in yIO.II-

1979 . The caption for Table 2.1(c) of the proposed Rules is "EqUivalent of 70 Ldn
for 24 Hours in A-weighted dB.,, This i_ wrong on several counts; let me note first

oT all that the A-weighted decibel should be erased from every ErA document as quickly
am posniblel In general, in text ?0 dBA should be replaced by 70 decibels; in small
space, by 70 dB. Section 201.16 is already correctly worded: "...an A-welghted sound
level of 90 dB at 30 meters from the centerllno ...."

7. As mentioned above, throughout the Rules day-nlght sound level needs to be
replaced by day-nlght average sound levelp specifically in definitions (u), (we),
(bh) in Section 201.1. The word equivalent,, is to be replaced by ,'average,,in

definitions (aa)j (bb), (ff), and many places throughout the Rules. There is now
nothing in the definitions (and correctly so) to explain that anything is equivalent
to anything else; hence ,,equivalent',must be eliminated in the name also. _t is a
great disservice to mystify the public with an u:ideflned hourly equivalent sound
level, when hourly average sound level is relatively self-explanatory.

8. The sentence in (u), ,,Whenthe day-night...bogin at midnight,,, is not part of
the definition. It should be moved to Sectisn 201.31.

9. Contrary to (u), the abbreviation for day-night average souhd level is DNL,
per YIO. 11- 1979 ; tilequantity symbol for it is Ldn' Contrary to definition (w),
dB is the unit symbol for doclbel, not the abbreviation. For definition (bb)j the
term ought to be one-hour average sound level for which the abbreviation is II_ and
the convenient quantity symbol is L1h.

10. In definition (dd), the word Fast should be inserted after groatostp even though
it is technically included in definition (qq) for sound level. Fast (or FAST if
preferred) should be similarly inserted throughout the text in connection with
maximum sound level, because many people will not read as far as the definltione,
and many think that only slow wound level in always measured.

11. I do not understand ,,partial Day-night Sound Level,,, definition (hh). _ do
not undermtaed why only .some of thm hourly values- are utiltzodj if morea, s
available. If one were to assume zero level for each hour for which a measured

hourly average sound level is not available he would unavoidably arrive at a day-night
average sound level lens than the true day-night average sound level. I suspect that

,,extrapolated,,might be more d0scrlptivo than ,,partial,,.
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;2. Only the flrst sentence of (pp) should be retelned as the definition of sound

exposure level. The remainder in much modified fern belongs in Subpart D on

measurement technique. BUt even there_ the measurement should not be limited to
times .when a specified threshold, is exceeded. In the practical measurement of
sound exposure level there must be freedom to select whatever threshold is necessary
to cope with the extraneous noise in a given situation. It is not feasible to set
the threshold 1'atleast ten decibels below the maximum sound level of the evont_

before the event has actually occurred; in some situations of steady background
noise it is feasible to deduce the sound exposure level withJ,_ I dB when the maximum
e_und level is only 6 dB above the background. There should ho no "spocLfled threshold"
in these Rules.

15. The appearance of the word ';moans. in technical definitions is very disconcerting.

It suggests that elsewhere in the technical literature ,,sound level,,, for example,
is something different than what is defined here. I urge that you replace "means.

by "ie,,_ so the correct deflnltinn will be copied in the many cities that look to
the ErA for Euldance. Bettor still_ write the definitions in dictionary format,
with .is. omitted and without initial capital letters; this is now the format
required by standards bodlee.

14. In Spot;on aOI.31(a)(1) for sound exposure level, an integrating sound level
motor is not required to have any sensitivity to sounds that lae_ lees than 100 milll-
seconds. Such a loose requirement is very inadequate fo_ th_ very impulsive sounds
of car coupling and hump yards. Portable instruments arw now available for measuring

sound exposure level, automatically D of pulses as short as I ms, wlth&e I dB of the
thmorotleal level of the pulse relative to steady state. I suggest that instrumnnta-
tlon Be required to integrate correctly within _ I dBB as short as g ms.

_5. It would be a mistake in 201.31(b)(2) for one-hour average sound level, ts
require only that signals that last longer than one second and whose frequencies
lle between 200 and 1000 hertz need be integrated correctly. While it is true that
_ome of the Inotrumnnts which wore used to collect the background information for this
rail carrier regulation may not have been capable of integrating correctly sounds
lasting less than a second_ instruments are available that v_ll integrate and average
correctly pulses shorter than I ms. It is important to specify instrumentation that

will integrate and average correctly all the sound that occurs during an hour, within
_he tolerances at different frequencies for a Type I sound level meter, whether the
sound is oteady or consists of isolated tonebursts each as short as 2 me,

6. Sound exposure level is given much loss attention in the proposed Rules than
it really deserves. The present measurement of

fast sound level at 7 or 30 metems from the source gives
no indication of how long a sound lasts or how f_equently it occurs, But sound
expoQuro automatically t_ns into account both magnitude and duration. The sound

of any discrete event_ such as a secession sf car couplings or the p_ssing of a
traln, should be monitored by sound exposure level, not by maximum sound level.
If dnnirod_ sound exposure level san be obtained for all the sounds that occur
in an hour.

17. I do net agnes that (at the middle of _age 22961) "Tables 2.1(e) and 2.1(d)
provide a wimpli_lad reference for determining the compliance.,... L'ven with

Info_matlvo table captions (the present ones are not),the method is unduly involved.
_t in not adequate t_ assume that all the noise that will occu_ at a nits has occurred
during the hour or two during which someone happened to measure. The costs of
mai_ing remedial changes in railroad equipment are so high_ in comparison with running
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an automatic noise monitoring equipment for a week or so, that there is no Justifica-
tion to report compliance or non-compliance on the basis of a test for an hour or

two. What constitutes a ,long-enough. test porlod depends upon the typical distribu-
tion of the rail carrier opera,lens. Largely from my experience with highway noise
and air_ort nodes I _ guessing ,bat a week is the minimum period during which the
one-hour average sound level and tbs day-night average sound level ought to be
monltorod. Ordinarily it is not worth while to monitor maximum sound levels during
the week.

18. Nevertheless, if a rough screening toot is wanted, it can he made easily by
measuring the one-hour average sound level at the nearest residence. If the
measurement was made in the daytime and it exceeded the day-nlght average sound

10vel limit for that location, then more monitoring may be in order;if the measure-
sent was made at night and if the one-hour average sound level was greater than
the limit there minus 10 decibels, likewlso more monitoring may be in order. But
none of this is conclusive.

19 It is alleged on page 22964, first column_ that a day-nlght average sound isvel_
being a 24-hour average, does not account sufficiently for the irritating and
intrusive screeches of retarders being clamped a_ainst wheels. In a superficial

glance at the background information_ I did not see any tests in support of thlm
allegation. I did notice: however, that some instrumentation used is not capable
of adequately integrating the short screeches. It is not feasible for a local
government - nor for the FRA - to monitor the fast sound level of isolated screeches

that may occur at any time of the day or night, particularly if the speed of the
car must also be measured. But it is feasible and coat effective, to _nmtall in
residential oreas an automatic environmental noise monitor of adequate dynamlc
range that unattended will print in compact format the one-hour average mound level i
the day-nlght average sound level, ana sound exposure levels (with times of
occurrence) of especially noisy events. (At least two models will also prln_ the
maximum sound level during a noisy event hut I have seen little use later made of
such data.) I believe the Rules should be simplified by elimination of limits on
maximum sound level at stated distances.

20. Most of the advice above is aimed at making rules for noise abatement easy to
understand and to enforce, by use of average sound levels, plain English and full words_
in consonance with Executive Order 12044. When abbreviations or ;otter symbols arc

needed w they should be takes from AIISyIO.11-1979. There are other EPA noise standards
and regulations to which this advice is also relevant; I suggest that copies of this
advice be made available to those in the EPA who are preparing or revising other noise
regulations •

__ctfu ly submlttod$

Encl: yIO.11-1979 pages _ _i.Y/_.D.

6,7,8,18,22,23.
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_,3.1 AffKhmenn to Unit Symbols. [_cc_usea unit "]']le slatelnenl Ihat the level of a current Js ]0 Np
II nxed and unique, it cannol be modined. On the below I A can bewrillen as:

oth©r hand.z variablequantity which may bemodiNed LI (re I A) = - 10 Np
is Independent of tile unit in which h b measured.

The Slalemen¢ Ihal a certain puwet level is 72 dBFor both reasons, Jl is misleading and Incorrect to

attach any letter to a unit symbol in an attempt Io above I pW canbewtJtlen as:
qualify, modil>', or descTibcthe quantity whose unit l.x (re l pW) = 72 dB,
it represents, hxeeplions are thou: ca_s where a sub. in s dluation where the reservesymbol L K isneeded
tripe c!_angesthe meaning of a unil symbol as, for to avoidconfusion.

tump]e galas, ga]u_, Ca]IT, eallh. Suchcares rarely The ltaten3eflt Ihal a cellain electric fieldstrength
occur in acoustics, is $OdB above I pVIm can be written as:

Any attachmc;Jt to a unit sj,mbol, other than a Lt (re I pV/m) - 50 dB.
ltandard prc_r, is sttungl)' deprec¢: ed.

In ple.wnling dala. p_rficularly in tabullt folm or
53.2 Indlcazion of the Unit of a Ouantlty. In lexl. in graphical symbuls, a condenk'd nolaIiun is often
when the unil of a quan!ily ii nlcnlioncd, the name needed for Jdenlifying Ihe le(eren:e wJut. Then file
of the una should he spdled out zn full, c.g,. attenua, following condensed form, il]uslraled by zpphcation
lion coefficient in decibels per meter. Aslant condcn, to the above exantples,may beuxcd:
attion may be altzined with z conlma or parentheses.
e.g. altenuation coefficient, decibelsper nicene,or at. 15 riB. (20pPa)
ttnuation ¢oefNeien¢(decibels per meter). I{owevet. a - l0 Np. (I A)
unit synlbot is allowed in text, and often i_ptefer¢cd, 72 dB, (I pW)
when pIeceded b)' a namer., e.g. The I.EHz round 50 riB. (] #Viral
pr.sure levelwas 70 dB. Note lhat there is a spacebefore the parcnlheses.

In g.phs and tables, whele apace permits, the A "1" in the expre_on of'a reference qutntity is
name of the unit _ould be sinularly spelled out. tomelim©s omiiled.Thb Jtnot recommended because
Where spacedoes not pemdl, the unit symbol rJ3ould confu;_onmay occur

beused, Wl_ena ¢onslan[ referencequinlity is u_d repeal.
edly In a given eonlexl and expIxined m the text, it
may beomitted.

5.4.2 Indication of the Wei_ting of • [zveL Fte-
§.q Remafkt Concerning Loe]t quenIlyina¢ousIics, asoundpressutelevcloratottnd

.A level b trealcd like any other quantily and may power level is laid to be waisted ao:ordine to the A,
be representedby a quantity symbol with i aub_:flpl, It C, or other frequencyweil_hlingcurve. Theseate
. listed in Tobies 9 and ! O.The name level,by its:If, commonly called wEif_hzedlevels, but properly thnt|ld
b lncolnpkte because there ire many different kinds, be czJfed levels of weighted pre.ute or power. With
e./. VoflaGElevel, power level, and A.weigltled sound any weifjzzed level, the unit of me.uterrmnt b un-
level, h|orovet, the testament of the value of I level changed. It is itil_ the decibel, or hal, or sEpee. The

II In¢onlplEte tsnlett the ¢efetenca qu,tnlity _ known p.clice of I'ndicatinlt wei_hdn_ by tttac_| ktten
to the teldei, to dB, as in dSA or PNdrt, hasled tome _rsont In

§.4.1 Notation for expre.lng inn reletenceof a level, the InCOrrect bdie f that weir|ted levels are measured
A level teptetentin_ a qutntityX with a reference on It different tcile, ot by I feequency wei,_led
quanlityx:_/rrtqbflndieatedby: decibel. Such attachmenn ate I_m_ect. and m'_

itron_ deprrcated. [5¢e paragraph SJ.L)

La (text|f)otbyL_la|d 1"he designation PNd_ Isdeptecelcd for any nag,
fxample:: v,,hclher to n'_an perceived noise level or a nonexistent
The ataleluent that a o;ttain m.nd pressure level in perceived noise decibel.

dt Is 15 dD above the lenl corrcspendiq to a refer. The decibel ii_lr is nave: welt.hind. The ffmbol
en¢ pt(.ute of 20 pPa can bewritten at: d O it a unit synzbol, and It nellher a quanlily symbol

L._ (le 20#Pa)= lS dlt or , L..,laO #.l ,_ l S dn not an abbn_4atitm for levd.
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Any qu,lificationof a I¢v¢1should beindicated, 5.$ Remlfk!ConcerningAbbreviation!
not by attarhi.nglettersto sheunit symboldfi or B An abbrevialiouis a dlortenedform of a wordor
or Np.but by =zlaehingappropriatesubscrJplsto Ih¢ phrase,usedIo representthe completeform, The
quantitysymbol],, at byanappropnaleabhrcvialion, shorlenrdform is aHainodbyomissionof somelet,
as in Tables9 and lO, A_ exampleis/.^r for lash lets, even_dlof the leuersof somewords,The ah,
A.w¢IghledsoundI¢vel. [n a Ih)dledconlext,where brevialionslecommendedin thisStandardu_ capila!
it hasbeenmadeclearwhatkindof weJghtingiscon- ]etlels. p_rdcularlyfor convenienceIn the useof a
c_n_ed,the symbol L m_ybe usedwilhout a sub. compulcr.conlroficdprinlEt which often can print
Irrlph onJycapit_ls

5.5,1 Useof Abblevlalions.Abbreviationsareto be

5.d._3Seczuenceof Subscllptsfora Level,A SUECeS_torlusedonly whereneceshlryIo savespaceor time,The
of subsclipls on L, the q,anshy symbol for a level, time saved by a wriler wh,_ use.;an abbrc_ialiun is
identifies the kind uf level and f_¢qucncywis¢and oflen_esslhanthrtimeloslbyeaehre;derv, homusl
timewL:¢modificationsof it. Fezexample,.1.,...,firsl find its ,ne_niug,An abbtev_aIedterm shouldhe
at"all repre_nls the level of a po_er for which the spoiled oul in full aI Sisfi_sl appea:ance in lext, fob
tymbol is P; sccondl)', abe A signifiestl,_t Hie A.f*,'- lowed by lh_abbzc_iatJ:,ain p:::nthcses In addilion,
quency w.ighling wasapplied, aglogary maybe providedfor =beconvenienceof thereader.

In acoustics, Ibe absence of a first subscript for
the kind of level is an indica¢ion¢l_atthe symbol /. Abblevialions for the namesof quantities ate u_d
stards for z sound pre_ure level, The subscripts sir- as nouns hecausl_ the names they stand for arc nouns
airy modificalions of sound pressure level. For ex- or noun phrases.They may also be used asadjectives,
ample, Z.AS rep,cscnts the level of A,frequency as for example: "the day.night average sound levcI
weighted, squared sound pre_urc foUowed by slow linli¢" may be abbreviated to "the D?';Llimit". As a
exponential t/me a_craging, fuzzher example, the slate•asia "The li_Jt is 92

decibels, fasl, A-weighted sound level at 15 meters"
As another example, Lc6n represents an 8.hour can be shortedto"The FAll•it at 15misg2dB".

average,C.weiO_tedsound level; the C.frequency
weighting was applied to the sound pressure signal; Abbreviationsshould not immediately follow nut.it
next thesoundpressurewassquared;then the uriah- symbol. Forexample, insteadof "92 dfi FA", use
marie mean of the squaredsound pressureswas taken "FA: 92 dB".
doling 8 hours; finallytl=elevelwas obtaiz_ed. 5.5.2 ForeignUse. Abbreviations should be especially

Sound level is understood to mean A.weigh[©d avoided in publications and drawin_sthat areinlended
round p_essure level if no f=equency weighting Is for circul0tionin foreign countries, because they are
ap¢cified. Itenee in a context in which only sound formed from words thai often differ from one Inn-
level is Involv=d,L rcpzes_nts (A-weighted) soun:i gouge to anolher. In this zcspect, abbreviations stand
level, arid L_,,mnor simply/-an represents an 8.hour In contrast to letter symbols for quantities and units
averageSound level. The usual unit of all these lcvch that are =tandatdized internationally.
1=the decibel. 5.5.3 Mathematici. Abbreviationsshould not be used

Maximum tone,corrected perceived noi_ level is e in mathematical formulations. Letter symbols should
Ipectal I%quency.weit_hledmtmd pressureIcv©lwith beu_edinstead.
nominally"slow" lima avaraglng.Thaquantitysym. 5.5.4 Sequenceof Lettersin an Abbreviation.The
hal Is LpNTm==, The first two sub_ript lettersPN originalsequenceof let=etain the words,andof words
sisnlfy the many, hat involved "perceived noise" fte- in any phrase,lz to be maintained in an abbreviation.
quency,&'nightjar;the subg:rlptT signi_cs• Put'thor As anexample,day-nightaveragerousd levelts ab.
frequency weightingfor promi_cnttonalcomponents; bteviated tt_DNL; the s[n_e Irtler L in thi! context
after the slow exponential timeaverage,another time g',",'esas the abbreviation Jotaverage round level,
wnighling Identifiedby max is applied by s¢locthmof LDN or I._n is not correctly an abbreviation for day.
the i_teatesttone.¢o_teescd pezceivednui_ level tibet night •verag¢rousd level becaus_ LDN or Ldn ir not
oc=ur_during (for example) Useflyover of an aircraft, a shortened rare of the full phrase.
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In phrasesand abb=eviationsin Ihis Sis.deed for INTRODUCTION TO THE TABLES

osciUatinl'.quantiti_s,the averagingtime is statedfirst, Tables I throu,_h 10 list quantities, [souped In
the IJnuling frequency band second, the kind of severalcalegodes, andgive quanltly symbolsfor each.
varlableisnext.'and finallyle',cl. For e.,.ample,SllLis In addition, Tables 8 Ihrou-=h IO 8ire standard ab.
Ihe abbreviationfor 8.hour averagesound level;much beerS=lionsI'or Ihc quantities lisled in them. (Abb)¢.
of the abbreviation is feasiblebecau_ sound level un. viatiuns are usually nut appropriate for Ihe quantities
modified has Ihe connotation of sound procure level listed in Tables ] Ihro,_ 7.) Only abbreviations ue
within Ihc frequency band dclindted by the A.fte- given for _o/nc quantities thai arc not opt;=ted on
quency 'weil;hting. As a longer example o1" she mathematically, and so donot require letter symbols.
sequence,slow octave.band sound pressure level con. To aid in identifying the quantities, their unils bas.cd
|ered on ]25 hertz may bcabbreviated Io SOBSPL at on the Internationul Syslem (SI) and their standard
125 |tz. unit symbols ate included.

5.5.5 Invarianceof Form. The form oran abbrevia. A quantity shall be r.-pr:sented by the slan_;rd
lien shall b." invzrianl, Syntactical endings shallnot symbol aFpcating in the Tables, =egardlcssof the
be used. Foe example, an $ shall no( be added to in- units !n which II is expressed.Those quantity :;,'n)bols
dlcate plural, that are separated by a comma arc alternatives on

equal standing.A symbol enclosedin paremhescs iss
5,5.6 Subscripts. Subscriptsshould not he u_d in or resc_.e symbol, to be used only where th¢lc in |
with abbreviations, specific need to avoid a conBict.

5.5.7 PunctuHion. Exccpl as _own in abbreviations Tables I through 5 cone=inquantities orinteresI in
in this Standard, punctuation marks shall not beu_d acousti:s, mony o_"whose symbols have £.teady been

standardized for broad fields of application. "These
asparl of an abbreviation. However, a period may be have bccn copied Iron) ANSI YI 0.5-! 968 and the
placed at the end of any abbreviation thal aprils an
En_ish word if the ondsslon of such a period could _me item numbers retained. Those llama not com.
sesuhin confusion, monly oPinterest in acoustic;, including aU of Table 4

RADIATION AND LIGIIT. have not becn copied,

5.5.S C_pitallzasion.As a generaltu)e, lower caselet. and consequently there ate gapeirl the item numbers.
tars are rccomlncndedfor abbrcvialions in text and in A low ilcms nol in ANSI YlO.5-196_l ha_e been

labulat matter when the words for width they stand added, and T,ivcn numbers t'ollo_cd by I ]tiler. Every
for would normally be pdnted in lower _s¢. This item identified by a number wilhout a loiter has been
Slandard, however, shows abbrevialions in capital: in copied with no chau_e in the [elect symbol, except
accordancewilh long,it=riding practice in acou$1ics, where noted under R_malks. T=b]cs 6 shlough ]0

conlain quantities of in;crest pdmarily in |COI4SIiCS+
5.5.5 Additional Abbreviation=, For abbreviationsof and bear no parlicular telalion to ANSI YI0,5-1958,

lerms olher than those in [his Standard, aulhors =_'¢ Quantity symbols' and abbreviations ate lisl_d

advisedtorefer to American National Standard ANSI alphabetically In Tables ! I and 12r.otready reference.
Y1.1-1972, Abbreviations for Use on Drawing5 and Finally, all quantities, together wilh variants of their
in T©xt. natal:a, arelisted in the index.
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TABLE 6. ACOUSTICS (Cont'd)

Symboll foe OuanUtiel

Itl.'n Ou|ntily Oulnti! Unl! B_t.ld on Un_
Symbol Inll_r'_ lio_l _yITefll Sy p_bo_ _IIN'T_Mks

"0.27 Iound/fletly _',W jO_l| J }Ule6ub_ct[ptlpj_K lOdanotepo,
(Inl,Jl tncl kinltlc ilnef_, el, 2,23 |

6,2_ Io_nd ene¢gY d_ntltY wle) joull per cubic meter J/mS _d 2,23 b.

£,6_'_ Ioundllpos_ne II xdBper Ez pl_.,_t IO the" 6/x po_'t Pi_'fh E x " p"_dt

IMIIV_n,IDOI G_Jlit iorl |i f'nll hou(

"t'he Io,Jnd Dressult m_)_"i_l frlqutncy

i_,30: ICUrld Ilcpo_urll (ll 3 dB _:'(L'j) 31$cllsqulred |imPshG_r PlJh 1 Pllhil[helrJipG%uii lot _r_ 11 _5C1_
_r Illlv[r_ n ol dul Ili0n) tl :_0 #Pa,

_,31 tou_de.po$_Jte|t$OB_r _'(L' I) I_$Cll to the 1.2 _,_* P_L_h I Pil'thist_e_'e_,¢ foe 8hlt_*_
hmlvirlg ol ¢lurlt;or_ ti_¢l houl d_ rl 20 _P_i, '

(_.32 ghlrletetiltic lmp_'da_c_ oI Z¢ l_r._l tecoe_ Pet meler Pl.l/m Zc. _'
II midium

_.35 II_¢ili¢ i¢ousl;c impedlnee Z I _r_=ll lecond Per meier Pl'$/m Z I . O/_
!

/t,_4 I_'¢ili¢ _¢Ouf*t;c Idm_Ilrl¢l _'1 m_tll Pel _$1".a)l i_¢onc2 rn/lPI 'Sl )*i * ll/s

0,3_ Ico_ltlclmp_dln¢l Z I _¢11 _co_d per Ct*blc Pl.t/m = Z_'ZJA'_e *jX_

_.3_ I<o_lt;c t_:*isllnce R I p_lcal _cond pel C.Jbi¢ PI.I/_ )
m|lllr

: _,_7 |¢OIJ_li{ X| I_lll_ll le¢O_¢1 per _*Ji_¢ p_,1/4'1_I Xll*/_lltil-J_lt*_l

_,3_ I¢Outl;¢ mls_. mI 4_.,_1 lll¢ond Iqt_lXed Fir PI "t _ Im) m I * Xil¢_l
igo_lli¢ In_g|irIcll ¢LI_C IT_llr I Pl,l_m _ * | bD/_*

_.39 I¢O_Sli¢ sIilIr_eI_; *¢1 04IK'II P_t eub{g mlt_l P_lml _'& " *_Xl

(].40 I¢¢_sti¢ idm;llln¢_ Yl ¢vbig metl_ pe, _ pa_c_l st'c, m _IlPl.l) I )'1 " IlZl " GI * _

_.Sl I¢_1t1¢ go_u¢Iin¢_ _1 ¢ui_¢ tl141tr Per Pe_ II I¢'¢* i11_/_P1.11

|.42 IcoultiC luKI_Ulncl _l ¢vblc meter per Pe_I lec, m_llP*.l)

1_,44 mL'chl nlr._ ImPe dl,'_ce Z m nlwt_m _¢ond per meter N,I/m Zm - A_I *.'_ ,t _m
._/,

O,4E nlwchani_lrl_llta_.e _m(_] _t.v_l_c_dpermet_r N._lm N_ ¢aClod O_mplnll co_ff_cienl, bat
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ASSOCIATION OF

LAWDEPARTMENT
AMERICAN RAILROADS BUILDING , WASHINGTON,D, C, 2003G • 202/293.40,96

HOLLI$ G. DUENSING
Oen_f_t Actotney

July 2, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket No. 0NAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement Control

U,S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Dear Sir:

Re: Proposed Noise Emission Standards for
Transportation Equipment; Interstate _
Rail Carriers. 40 C.F,R. Part 201 --

Rail Carrier Docket No. ONAC 79-01 |
(ANR-490)

Enclosed for filing in the above-captioned
rulemaking proceeding are five copies of the Comments i
of the Association of American Railroads. Pages I00
through ii0 and 122 through 126 have not been included t._.
due to a technological malfunction of the Word Pro-
eessing Machine. These pages will be hand carried to
your office as quickly as possible.

Respectfully submitted,
/',

Hollis G. Duensing !

encls.



ASSOCIATION OF

LAW DEPARTMENT

AMERICAN RAILROADS BUILDING • WASHINGTON, D. C 2003S • 202/293.408_

HOLLIS C, DUENSING
Se_fal A ttotney

July 3, 1979

Rall Carrier Docket I_o. ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement Control
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Attention Mr. Henry Thomas
Director, Standards & Eegulatlons Div.

O£flce of Noise Abatement & Control

Re: Proposed Noise Emission Standards for
Transportation Equipment; Interstate
Rail Carriers. 40 C.F.R. Part 201 --
Rall Carrier Docket No. ONAC 79-01

(ANR-490) I

Gentlemen:

Enclosed are pages i00-ii0, 122-126, 135-136 and %_
157-160 of the comments of the Association of American Rail-
roads. The bulk of the comments and the exhibits filed by
the Association of American Railroads were submitted yester-
day, on July 2. However, these few remaining pages spent the
night lodged in a malfunctioning word processing machine. I
hope the several hour delay in receiving these additional
pages has nob inconvenienced the agency.

Respectfully submitted,

Hollis G, Duenslng

enclosures

'= _ _", 1065_J
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BEFORE TRE

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY

Office of Noise Abatement

and Control

Proposed Noise Emission Standards ) Rall Carrier Docket
for Transportation Equipment; ) Number 0NAC 79-01
InterstateRall Carriers. ) (ANR-490)
40 CFR Part 201 )

)

COMMENTS OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN RAILROADS

I. Introduction

These comments are filed on behalf of the members of

The Association of American Railroads (AAR) In response to

the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking published In the Federal

Re,later of April 17. 1979 (44 F.R. 22959 e_tseq). The AAR Is s

voluntary, nonprofit Association; and its membership includes

substantially all Class I and Class II railroads in the United

States which are surface carriers by railroad engaged In

interstate commerce within the meaning of Section 17 of the

Noise Control Act of 1972 (the Act), 42 U.S.C. _4901 et seq.

i 1066
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The AAR actively participated In the rulemaking proceedings

In which the existing standards applicable to locomotives

and rail cars were developed (40 C.F.R. Part 201) and, with

several individual railroads, sought Judicial review of the

EPA's prior determination not to issue standards for all

railroad equipment and facilities. Association of American

Railroads_ et al. v. Costle, 562 F.2d 1310 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

The AAR and Its member railroads sought Judicial

review of the EPA's determination not to issue Federal

standards covering all railroad equipment and facilities,

even though such action put the railroads in the unusual

position of compelling a Federal regulatory agency to regu-

late them to the fullest extent. This was necessary because

Section 17 imposes on EPA the obligation to set only such

standards as may be achieved through application of the best

available technology and which take Into account a compari-

son of the cost of compliance with the benefits to be achiev-

ed. Absent the proper implementation of Section 17, state

and local authorities would not be bound by such technology

and cost conslderatlons In developing their own noise regula-

tions applicable to railroads.

As EPA acknowledges in its Notice, the "best avail-

able technology" must have been demonstrated and known to

be effective and feasible; It must be available; and it

must be compatible wlth safety regulations, operational

consldertions, and other pollution control equipment.
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(_ F.R.22962) At the same time, EPA acknowledges that "it

is inherent in Section 17(a) that the costs that are imposed

for noise control must be reasonable." (44 F.R. 22963) This

interpretation of Section 17, which the AAR advocated,

assures that consideration of available technology and cost

of compliance will govern EPA's development of the Industy-

wide Federal standards under Section 17(a) and will also

govern the granting of special permission to state and local

authorities to impose other controls under Section 17(a)(2).

The railroads' concern that action be taken to insure

protection from local noise regulations is well Justified.

Local and state noise control authorities are generally not

well versed in railroad noise abatement technology and

consequently the regulations which have heretofore been

imposed on railroad operations have been arbitrary and unsup-

ported nationally. They have been enacted with no consldera-

tion of the abatement technologies available or the economic

impact resultlng from attempting to comply with the regula-

tions. The results of the National Association of Noise

Control Officials (NANCO) survey conducted in April, 197S,

relating to the proposed standard demonstrate the serious

nature of this sltuaton. @uestlon 7 states: "Assuming EPA

sticks with Ldn as the noise descriptor for property line

noise enforcement, which of the following standards would

1068
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you consider most appropriate?" In response to that q_'es-

tlon, 32 percent of the state and local noise control officials

favored an Ldn 55 dB. It is astounding that 32 percent of

the state and local noise officials are so uninformed or so

naive that they would encourage the adoption of a standard

which is impossible to attain. It Is clear from a review of

the results of that survey that the majority of the respond-

ents have no Idea what is involved In railroad noise control,

even after reviewing EPA's Background Document and Notice.

Basically, the opinion of the Court of Appeals for

the District of Columbia Circuit dealt only with the extent

to which EPA was required to regulate all railroad equipment

and facilities, but the effect of that decision was to ensure

that the noise standards which railroads will ultimately be

required to meet will be developed within the constraints of

the technology and cost criteria of Section 17. In ordering

the EPA to develop standards for all railroad equipment and

facilities, the Court specifically noted that It was not

_ddresslng the "degree of regulation" or the "manner in

which the 'equipment or facilities' are regulated" (AAR v.

Coetle, supra at 1321). The questlons of whether the "degree

of regulation" and "manner" of regulating meet the technology

and cost crtterla of Section 17 are properly the subject of

this rulemaklng proceeding.

Subsequent to the Court decision and throughout the

research effort leading up to the development of the current
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proposals, the AAR and its member riilroads have cooperated

with ErA by supplying data developed by the railroad industry_

by giving ErA and its contractors unlimited access to rail

facilities, and by responding to EPA's every request for

information and assistance. Since the ErA and the railroads

have essentially the same data and have equal access to rele-

vant sources of information, it would not be unreasonable to

expect that the EPA and the railroads would be in substan-

tial agreement as to the technology which is available for

effectively abating railroad noise emissions and the cost of

such technology. Unfortunately, that is not the case. An

analysis of EPA's proposed standards and the "Background

Document for Proposed Revision to Rail Carrier Noise Emis-

sion Regulations" (ErA 550/9-78-207; Feb. 1979) reveals no

defensible basis for the standards proposed by ErA.

The standards proposed in this rulemaking limit

permissible noise levels in the receiving property surround-

ing railroad yards using the Ldn descriptor, which adds I0 dB

_o noise level occurring during nighttime hours, and specific

point source standards on retarders, mechanical refrigeration

cars, and car impacts in switching operations. The ErA

identified specific noise abatement techniques, including

installation of identified technology and application of

operational changes, which it asserts will enable the rail-

roads to meet the Ldn standards and the point source stand-

dards. These abatement techniques are not expressly mandated
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in the proposed regulations themselves, but it is

slca: from a reading of the Notice and Background Document

that EPA has concluded that this "available technology" must

be employed if the standards are to be met. In the process

of attempting to meet the cost criterion of Section 17, the

EPA assigns certain costs to the abatement techniques which

must be employed to meet selected noise levels and attempts

to analyze the economic and financial impact those costs

would have on the railroad industry as a whole, as well as

on certain specified railroads.

As a measure of the reasonableness of requiring the

application of the abatement techniques and imposing the

associated costs on the railroad industry, EPA attempted to

quantify the public health and welfare benefits by estimating

the number of people currently subject to annoyance by rail-

road noise who might be expected to experience a reduction

in railroad noise if the railroads installed and implemented

all of the identified noise abatement techniques. Contrary

"to the conclusion reached by EPA, independent analysis shows

that the projections of current annoyance are most proba-

bly overestimates, while the estimates of reduction in annoy-

ance that will result from reductions in railroad noise are

almost certainly overestimates.

In past discussions with EPA representatives regard-

ing the proposed regulations, it has been freely admitted

that there are many areas concerning both the suggested
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noise control of major railroad equipment and the community

impact analysis for which little or no background information

exists. Thus many assumptions in EPA's analysis have been

made on the basis of little or no actual data. The stated

view of EPA has always been that, unless there Is additional

information available to flll these gaps, there Is little

need to point them out.

This is not our view. We believe that it Is of

value to recognize the deficiencies in the present analysis,

even If these deflcienceis cannot be corrected at present

time. In order to understand this position, it is necessary

to consider the general nature of _he proposed regulation

and the reasons for the weaknesses in the analysis.

The deficiencies in the present analysis may exist in

part because of the extremely compressed time scale that was

available to carry out the analysis. The normal review cycle

In which EPA has previously developed regulations is approxi-

mately three years. Most of these previous regulations have

involved measurements of simple sound level values at one or

more fixed measurement positions relative to single well-

defined sources. The sources regulated have been of t_e

same general type, and the duty cycle of the source has been

well specified. Thus the measurement procedures involved in

determining compliance and the noise control options avail-

able to achieve compliance have been rather straightforward.
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In the present case in which regulations are proposed

to control the noise emission from railroad yards, the situa-

tion is considerably ,lore complex. A single source is not

being regulated, but rather a multitude of sources must be

controlled to reduce the noise emission. The duty cycles of

the sources are not constant or well defined nor are their

positions relative to the measurement point. The Ldn acoustic

metric used in the proposed regulation is not a simple in-

stantaneous sound level measurement but rather a temporal

average over an extended time period. Thus it becomes impos-

sible to exclude measurement of noise from non-railroad

sources, so that additional complexities must be involved

in order to determine the railroad contribution.

In addition, there is another problem associated with

the use of the Ldn metric as it is proposed in this regulation.

Although this metric with its nighttime penalty of 10 dB was

developed primarily to protect against sleep interference in

residential neighborhoods, in this regulation its use is pro-

posed in industrial and commercial areas as well as in residen-

tial areas. Because this application of Ldn is inconsistent

with its basic purpose and because the nature of railroad

scheduling demands nighttime yard operations at a level

similar to that in the daytime, the present regulation imposes

a considerable burden on the railroad industry with little

resultant benefit to the public. It is our view that this

point has not been sufflelently considered in preparing the

proposed regulation.
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Given this llst of additional complexities beyond

those involved in previous regulations, it would be reason-

able to assume that more time than normal would be spent in

preparing the proposed regulations in order that gaps in our

present understanding of railroad yard noise sources and

their control could be adequately filled. However, even

with time extensions, much less time has been spent preparing

these regulations than has been previously devoted to simpler

regulatory situations. Thus it is not surprising that many

deficiencies exist in the present analysis.

It is not our intent, in the very limited time period

available for comment on these proposed regulations, to supply

information that will allow all of the deficiencies we ident-

ify to be removed. Rather, it is our purpose to identify

all major deficiencies so that a Judgment can be made as to

the sufficiency of the present analysis.

The adoption of the proposed regulations for railroad

yard noise would lead to the expenditure of hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars by the railroad industry for noise control.

Given the finite amount of money available for the control

of pollutants of all types -- many more threatening than

noise emission -- it would be unreasonable if any funds were

spent based on EPA's limited analysis and in some instances

erroneous assumptions and conclusions. Unless a more

complete undsrstandinE of railroad yard noise sources and

their control is achieved, and unless the EPA corrects the
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deflclencles In its proposals, this may indeed be the case.

Thus it is cur view that, even wlthout being able to

correct all existing deficiencies because of the limited time

available to analyze the proposals and develop recommenda-

tions, it is necessary to point them out so that it may be

decided if the present state of understanding of the problem

and its solution is adequate to decide appropriate and equit-

able regulatory standards.

Unfortunately, the conclusions reached by EPA are

based on erroneous assumptions, are contradicted by the facts,

and resulted from improper and incomplete analysis.

Thus, the EPA's proposals fall to meet the criteria of

Section 17 and should be revised for the following reasons:

I. The proposed standards use an inappropriate

descriptor and ave unreasonably low.

The use of the Ldn descriptor for standards

applicable to the railroad industry is unreason-

able because it fails to recognize the necessity

of conducting railroad operations on a 24-hour

basis.

The use of the Ldn descriptor in areas other

than residential, as is required by the proposed

standard, is inappropriate since the primary

reason foe the I0 dB nighttime penalty in the Ldn

metric is to prevent sleep disturbance.

2. The EPA has failed to show that the standards can
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a met. Indeed, the available technology identified

by EPA (i.e., the recommended abatement techniques)

is demonstrably ineffective for meeting the receiving

property standards and the point source standards.

3. The estimated costs of the abatement techniques

have been grosely understated, and many implementa-

tion and compliance costs have been completely

overlooked or ignored.

-- The true costs of installing and implement-

ing the abatement techniques are unreason-

ably high and cannot, under the criteria of

Section 17, be imposed o_ the railroad in-

dustry.

-- It would be arbitrary to impose such costs as the

EPA would do. This 18 particularly true when it

can be demonstrated that the identified technol-

ogy would not reduce railroad noise to levels

which would meet the proposed standards,

4. Using unreasonably low cost estimates and unwar-

ranted assumptions, the EPA reached erroneous conclu-

sions with respect to the economic and financial im-

pact on the railroad industr_ and individual railroads.

5. The health and welfare impact assessment over-

states the number of people currently affected by

railroad noise. The possible reductions in impact

are clearly overstated.
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-- The methodology employed by EPA artificially

created a problem which in actuality does not

exist to the degree portrayed by the EPA.

6. The proposed standards, including the measurement

methodologies, are replete with technical deficien-

cies which must be corrected.

II. The Proposed Standards Do Not Meet the Technology
and Cost Criteria of Section 17

A. The Technolos_.and Cost Criteria

Section 17 of the Noise Control Act imposes an

obligation on the Environmental Protection Agency to adopt

only such standards for noise reduction as can be achieved

through the application of the best available technology,

taking into account the cost of compliance.* EPA defined

"best available technology" as:

".. . that noise abatement technology or tech-
nique available for application to equipment and
facilities of surface carriers engaged in inter-
state commerce which produces the greatest achiev-
able reduction in the noise produced by such equip-
ment and facilities." (44 F.R. 22962)

* Section 17(a)(I) of the Act reads:

"Seo. I7.(a)(1). Within nine months after the enact-
ment date of this Act, the Administrator shall publish pro-
posed noise emission regulations for surface carriers engaged
in interstate commerce by railroad. Such proposed regula-
tlons shall include noise emission standards setting such
limits on noise emissions res_itlng from operation of the
equipment and facllities of surface carriers engaged in
interstate commerce by railroad which reflect the degree of
noise reduction achievable through the application of the
test available technology, taking into account the cost of
compliance. These regulations shall be in addition to any
regulations that may be proposed under section 6 of ttls
Act."
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The Agency further defined "available technology" as follows:

I. Technology or techniques which have been
demonstrated and are currently known to be.
feasible.

2. Technology or techniques for which there will
be a production capacity to produce the estimated
number of parts required in reasonable time to
allow for distribution and installation prior
to the effective date of the regulation.

3. Technology or techniques that are compatible wlth
all safety regulations and take Into account
operational considerations including maintenance
and other pollution control equipment.

(44 F.R. 22962)

These definitions provide that: (a) the technology

or techniques must have been demonstrated to be effective In

attenuating noise to the degree that the proposed standards

(both receiving property standards and point source stand-

ards) will b% met; (h) the technology or techniques can be

applied or implemented successfully; (c) the technology is

available on a schedule consistent wlth the effective dates

of the standards; and, (d) the technology must not conflict

or work at cross-purposes with safety regulations, operation-

al considerations, and other pollution control objectives.

Thus in keeping with EPA's own interpretation of the technol-

ogy criteria of Section 17, the recommended abatement tech-

niques must pass the tests of:

(a) Effectiveness
(b) Feasibility
(c) Availability
(d) Compatibility.

In assessing the reasonableness of the proposed standards, It

Is necessary to measure the identified abatement techniques
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against each of these tests because EPA proposes the adoption

of its proposed standards on the underlying and crucial

assumption that implementation of these techniques will enable

railroads to meet both the receiving property standards and

the point source standards.

With respect to the cost criterion of Section 17,

the EPA acknowledges that "The Act does not authorize the

Agency to set standards at costs that are unreasonable...

." (44 F.R. 22963) The EPA thus admits that, as the statute

requires, the costs must be reasonable. The question then

is whether EPA has used accurate estimates in its calculation

of the _'cost of compliance", and whether it is reasonable

to impose these additional costs on the railroad industry.

B. Receivin_ Property Standards

Before entering into the analysis of EPA's pro-

posed abatement techniques, it is necessary to focus atten-

tion on an anomaly in the proposed receiving property stan-

dards which, if not eliminated, would make the proposals

unable to withstand any test of reasonableness. This ano-

maly, which effectively lowers the proposed receiving

property standards, is found in proposed §201.32(b) and

_201.33(b) which permit both the Leq and the Ldn measure-

ments to be made at a distance of 2 meters from a residen- i
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tial dwelling surface. At that point, reflections from th_q

surface can contribute up to one-half of the total acous-

sound level could be up to 3 dB higher than that which

would result in a free field situation. Thus for measure-

ments made at such positions, the proposed regulatory

levels of Ldn 70 and Ldn 65 are effectively lowered to

Ldn 67 and Ldn 62 respectively (Exhibit A, pp.9.40-41), as

illustrated in Figure 1.

The EPA has gone to great lengths in the Notice and

in the Background Document to describe how its analysis of

the noise generated by railroad equipment will be decreased

to the Ldn 70 and the Ldn 65 by specific abatement techniques.

There is absolutely no consideration of the abatement tech-

niques which would reduce the levels to Ldn 67 and Ldn 62.

Similarly, the Agency has based its cost estimates on the

required Ldn 70 and Ldn 65, not on Ldn 67 and Ldn 62. This

is extremely important when one recognizes that the addi-

tional 3 dB reduction in noise levels can only be achieved

by a reduction of one-half of the energy generated by rail-

road noise sources.

C. The Recommended Abatement Techniques

In discussing the effectiveness, feasibility, avail-

ability, compatibility, and cost of the abatement techniques

identified by EPA, several relevant factors must be consid-

ered. The test data indicate that the railroad noise prob-

lem is exceedingly complex. The dominant source varies

from point to point along the boundary llne of a yard and
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FIGURE 1

SOURCE

a. "Free-Field" ConditionIn Which Microphone ReceivesOnly Direct Sound.

SOURCE

DING

b. With a ReflectingSurface Nearby the Microphone ReceivesBothDirect and
ReflectedSound. In thTscase, the acoustic intensity measuredis typically
twloe asgreat as in the free-fleld situation above, resultingin a soundlevel
that is 3dB higher.
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from tlme to tlme at a given point. For example, at a given

point, the retarder squeal might control the hourly Leq for

a portion of the time, while at other times one of several

other railroad or non-railroad sources may control the hourly

Leg. (Exhibit A, P.3) Thus, treatment of only one noise

source will not enable the railroads to meet the prescribed

Ldn. Without stating it specifically, the EPA acknowledges

that thls is true by finding that all of the abatement tech-

niques must be applied to reach the various Ldn standards in

Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 (44 F.R.22964).
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i. Retarder Noise Barriers

In Section 201.16 the EPA proposes that by January i,

1982, the sound levels for retarders, except inert retarders,

shall not exceed an A-weighted sound level of 90 dB at 30

meters from the center llne of the retarder track. To meet

the point source standard the EPA states that it will be

necessary for the nation's railroads to install noise bar-

riers at master retarders and group retarders at all railroad

hump yards in less than three years. The EPA assumes that

these barriers will effectively reduce the peak sound level

generated by retarder squeal to. enable the railroads to

conform to the 90 dB point source stardard and, when used in

connection with other abatement techniques, to meet the Ldn

70 dB and Ldn 65 dB receiving property standards. The data

available to and relied upon by the EPA does not support

EPA's assumption. Indeed, an analysis of those data clearly

shows that the use of noise barriers around retarders would

not achieve the noise reductions required by EPA. EPA

could only have reached its conclusions by ignoring or mis-

interpreting those data. EPA also failed to recognize that

in many instances it is physically impossible to erect bar-

riers at existing master retarders and group retarders. At

many locations there is not sufficient clearance between tracks

or between tracks and structures to permit the placement

of barriers. And, as is the case with all of the noise abate-

ment techniques, the EPA grossly understated the costs

_i of barrier installation.
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a. EPA Has Substantially Overstated the Effectiveness of
Barriers.

In Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and in the supporting text in

the Notice, EPA identifies retarder noise barriers as being

required in hump yards to meet the Ldn 70 and the Ldn 65

standards.* EPA also identifies barriers as the only avail-

able technology for controlling retarder noise to meet the

point source standard of 90 dB at 30 meters• (See Table

5-1, Background Document.) Analysis of the data relied on by

ErA and other available datg discloses that EPA has grossly

overestimated the effectiveness of barriers as a noise abate-

ment technique. Indeed, it Is clear that the construction

of barriers at retarders in many cases would not reduce noise

sufficiently to aid in meeting the receiving property stan-

dards, nor would it reduce the noise sufficiently to permit

compliance with the point source standard.

With respect to the effectiveness of barriers to

reduce retarder nolse to meet the point standard, EPA relies

on noise measurements taken at Madison Yard operated by the

Terminal Railroad Aseociatlon of St, Louis and at Northtown

Yard operated by the Burlington Northern, Inc. In neither

instance do the data support EPA's conclusions, and in one

case the data clearly contradict EPA's basic assumptions.

* In Table 4.2 EPA includes ductile iron retarder shoes as

also being necessary to meet the Ldn 65 dB in 1985, and in the
Background Document, it is indicated that ductile iron shoes
and lubrication systems are to be used in addition to barriers
to reduce the noise emissions from retarders. (Background
Document, p. 5-3.) As explained elsewhere in these comments,
neither ductile iron shoes or lubrication systems effectively
reduce the level of the noise emitted by the retarder. The
ErA acknowledges that these techniques do not reduce the
level of noise in Table 5-1 in the Background Document.
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Based on the tests performed at Madison Yard, EPA

asserts that the noise levels were reduced up to 25 dB by the

installation of barriers 12 feet high measured from the top of

the rail, with the peak of the barriers eight feet on a per-

pendicular llne to the tall track center, Wyle Laboratories

analyzed the reports of the noise measurements and concluded

that they were not able to confirm the reported insertion

loss of up to 25 dB° (Exhibit A, p. 21.) The measurements

taken at Madison Yard are inappropriate for use in defining

the barrier insertion loss at the measurement position de-

fined in the proposed regulations and do not substantiate

the conclusions that barriers would provide a reduction up

to '25 dE because (i) there were several Ineonsistencles in

the measurement procedures studied, so that the resultant

insertion loss is not representative of a single barrier;

(2) there were not enough measurements taken to confirm the

data obtained, and (3) the measurements should have been

t_¢en over a period of several days to account for the daily

variability of the amplitude of retarder noise squeals.

As to the inconsistencies in the measurements, Wyle

observes that the data were collected at two measurement

points and the results were averaged. At a location 200
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yards away from the retarders, there was a reported 18.3 dB

reduction, At the second measurement site, measurements

were made of the noise generated at Group Retarders 3 aid 4.

However, Group Retarders 2 and 3 and the barriers constructed

there obstructed the llne of sight between the measuring

point and Group Retarders 3 and 4, and thus the recorded

reduction of 36 dB and 31 dB does not represent the actual

attenuation which would be provided by a single barrier.

(Exhibit A, p. 22.) Simply stated the measurements did not

coincide with the measurement locations proposed, and the

attenuation measured could not be achieved by the construc-

tion of barriers identified as available technology and

included in its cost estimates. It was arbitrary at best

to imply, as the EPA did in in the Background Document, that

the reported 25 dB insertion loss was achieved simply by

erection of 12-foot barriers.

The measurements taken at Northtown Yard. refer-

red to in the Background Document at page 5-3 and in Table

5-I, as well as measurements made by the United States Depart-

ment of Transportation's Transportation Systems Center at

Northtown Yard were also analyzed by Wyle Laboratories.

(Exhibit A, pp. 23-24.) These data show that the proposed

point source standard of 90 dB at 30 meters could not be met

even with the installation of a 12-foot high barrier con-

structed with a l-foot inner lip designed to prevent noise

from "spilling" over the top of the barrier. Even with this

12-foot barrier, the energy average A-Weighted level at 1O0
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feet was 91.3 dB based on a test of 18 cars. (Exhibit A,

Table 3-5.) There can be no question but that EPA's proposed

point source standard for retarders is unreasonably low since

the standard cannot be met even wlth this elaborate barrier

configuration.

With respect to the effectiveness of barriers at

retarders in meeting the receiving property standards, the

EPA has failed to account for several relevant factors which

show that barriers will not materially aid in reducing the

Ldn levels In the receiving property surrounding railroad

yards to the extent claimed. * In this regard it is essential

to recognize that generally only the master retarder Is

altuated parallel to the rail property line of a yard. The

angle of the group retarders wlth respect to the property

llne may vary to a great extent with some pointing toward

the receiving property as can be seen In Exhibit B. In

such eases, the insertion loss at 90 ° to the center line of

the retarder is not an accurate estimate of the actual loss

which will be achieved since at angular positions other than

90° the insertion loss is substantially less than at 90°.

A more appropriate estimate would use an energy average of

insertion loss at a projected lO0-foot distance in a circular

area around the barrier. Such a calculation results in an

• The effectiveness of barriers in reducing Ldn levels is an
important consideration since retarder noise can be the major
contributing noise source during certain times _t any given
yard. (See Exhibit A, Table 2-2.)
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average reduction Of only I0 dB. The EPA failed to include

thls factor In Its consideration of the effectiveness of

barriers In meeting the Ldn standard. Had It done so, the

strongest conclusion It could have reached In support of

the use of barriers would have been that there are insuf-

ficient data to determine If the proposed Ldn standards

ca_ be met.

Another factor which undermines the conclusion reach-

ed by EPA Is its failure to consider the actual insertion

lose barriers would provide at distances greater than i00

feet. EPA calculates the Insertlon loss only at I00 feet,

and yet the Ldn measurements wlll be taken in many instances

at far greater distances. Since the sound diffracting over

the top of the barrier wlll represent a ralsed source height

and since the attenuation provided by ground decreases as

the source Is heightened, the average insertion loss san be

less than I0 dB at distances greater than I00 feet from the

barrier. EPA wholly failed to consider thls fact.

ErA has the burden of showing that the available

technology will actually reduce retarder noise to the degree

necessary to meet the standards. It has failed completely to

meet that burden.

b. EPA Has Failed to Take Into Account the Feasibility of
Barrier Installation

The EPA has not addressed the basis question Inherent

in installing new structures in an already developed and

operating system -- whether there is adequate space or

clearance for the installation of barriers in the existing
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hump yards. EPA ignores this consideration entirely, assum-

Ing, without any factual investigation, that barriers can be

constructed at all master retarders and at all group retard-

ers. This Is simply not possible. See, e.g., Exhibit T.

Minimum clearance between the track and a barrier must obvi-

ously be maintained to allow the freight cars to pass through

retarders. The retarder mechanism itself requires a certain

amount of space inside the barrier and adequate space between

the barriers at each retarder must exist for maintenance of

the retarder and track structure.

Outside clearances are also of vital importance.

The installation of barriers on each side of each retarder

while maintaining minimum inside clearance would in many

instances be impossible because of a lack of room due to the

location of adjacent track, retarders, buildings, and

communications and signal equipment and structures. In many

instances the clearance requirements are controlled by state

public utility commissions or equivalent organizations.

The AAR undertook a survey In May 1979 to determine

: the number of master retarders and group retarders around which

• there is insufficient clearance to permit the construction of

: noise barriers. The dimensions of the barriers at Northtown

._ Yard were used as a guide In determining whether there was

:: enough clearance.e The survey (Exhibit C) showed that at

m The barriers used at Madison Yard would require even more

_! space due to their large bases.
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least 471 retarders (master, Intermediate, and group) or 48

percent of the retarders in the country, do not have enough

clearance to permlt the installation of barriers. The re-

sults of the survey demonstrate that the problem of inade-

quate clearance is a serious one for the nation's railroads

and must be addressed by the EPA before It imposes a barrier

requirement across-the-board.

The EPA must also consider the extent to which the

physical characteristics of many railroad yards preclude the

possibility of installing barriers at retarders. In certain

instances, it would be impossible to erect a barrier around

a retarder, regardless of cost as would be the case at

the Southern Paciflc's Englewood Yard at Houston, Texas. In

thls yard, as shown in Exhibit D, the master hump is

located on a bridge which crosses a road and the mainline

track, and it would be virtually impossible to erect a bar-

rier there.

c. EPA In Its Background Document and the Notice Has Sub-
stantially Understated and Hence Has Failed to Take
Proper Account of the "Cost of Compliance."

Because of the capricious manner in which the EPA

arrlved at the unit costs for barrier installation and be-

cause of its arbitrary disregard of other unavoidable costs

which would be borne if the railroads were required to in-

stall barriers, the EPA has arrived at an unreasonably low

cost estlmate of barrier installation at master, group, and

tangent retarders. At page C-2 of Appendix C to the Back-

ground Document, EPA bases its estimate of $75 per linear
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foot for an installed barrier on the cost estimate contained

In Its December 1975 Background Document. The EPA has appar-

ently assumed that the cost estimates In the 1975 Background

Document included both material costs and installation costs.

Actually, the 1975 Background Document identified the costs

as being "material costs of initial installation only,"

clearly excluding the costs of installation. Furthermore,

even If it could be assumed that these estimates included

both material and installation costs, EPA's selection of $75

per linear foot constitutes an unreasonable and capricious

action. In the 1975 document, the barrier costs were estima-

ted to be "$70 to $i00 per linear foot." Assuming, arsuendo,

that these estimates dld include material and installation

costs, it Is beyond comprehension that in 1979 EPA would

select $75 per linear foot -- only $5 above the minimum 1975

estimatel

While EPA's use of the 1975 estimates is patently

unreasonable, the egregious nature of Its error Is even more

apparent when Its estimate of $75 per linear foot installed

Is compared with the actual costs experienced by Burlington

Northern In installing Its barriers and when It Is compared

wlth the real world cost estimates developed by railroads

and material suppliers. Burlington Northern reports that

Its current-day cost of installing a barrier at Its maln

r retarder would be $44,000, or $1_17per linear foot installed.
ii
_i Based on information obtained from an established supplier,

- Southern Railway estimates a cost of $200 per linear foot
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installed, and this estimate represents only the cost of the

barrier material itself, the cost of the concrete foundation,

and labor costs for installation of the barrier proper. At

$200 per linear foot -- a more reasonable estimate for either

new yard construction or in existing yards where clearance

is adequate -- a 150 foot-long master retarder would require

BOO feet of barrier at an installed cost in excess of $60,000.

A 100-foot group retarder barrier set would cost at least

$40,000. Using these cost figures and the data on retarders

listed in Table 4.3, the most conservative industry esti-

mate of cost for barrier installation would be $41 million

for master and group retarders. This should be compared

with the EPA's estimate of $14 million.

The $41 million industry estimate is a conservative

one since it does not include the substantial expenses which

would have to be incurred to install barriers in existing

yards where there are clearance problems, including the cost

related to necessary track and retarder relocation, rewiring

of retarders, and switches; the costs resulting from consider-

able lost-tlme interruptions (track days downtime and lost

ear capacity); and the cost of real estate acquisition to

maintain current car capacity. Whereas, in 1975 the EPA ah

least mentioned such unavoidable costs in its Background

Document (although it made no effort to quantify them), in

1979 the EPA totally ignore these costs -- costs which would

significantly increase the cost of barrier installation.

These costs too must enter into the "cost of compliance"
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equation, and the EPA would be committing a grave error if

i it ignored them.

As previously described, many existing retarders do

net have adequate clearance for the installation of barriers,

making the installation of barriers infeasible. If railroads

were actually required to meet the EPA's standards, and If,

in accordance with EPA's identification of the best available

technology, they were required to install barriers, it would

he necessary virtually to rebuild substantial portions of

many existing yards.

For example, the Southern Railway has analyzed all

of its hump classification yards to determine what the total

costs of barrier installation would be, including the costs

incurred due to necessary track relooatibn and retarder

relocation, rewiring of retarders and switches, and yard

interruption (lost car classification capacity and track

downtime), Southern has also evaluated consequent safety

and maintenance problems. The results of the analysis are

that the total cost of barrier installation for Southern

alone is $25.7 million, an amount approximately 16 times

greater than the EPA's estimate.* The details are shown in

the attachments to Exhibit E. It is readily apparent from

m This figure represents an estimated $14,556,000 to In-
stall the barrier (barrier installation proper and neces-
sary yard modification) and an estimated $Ii,196,000 related
to service interruption. Even if one considers Just the
cost portion related to barrier installation proper and
necessary yard modiflca$1ons, Southern's estimate is still
ll times greater than the EPA's estimate.
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these cost estimates that there is considerably more to

barrier installation than simply erecting walls on both

sides of a retarder.

In addition, four railroad yards are equipped with

a total of 166 retarders which are installed on the classifi-

cation tracks themselves at a point beyond the group retard-

er. These are known as tangent point retarders,* and prac-

tically all tangent point retarders would have clearance

problems. To install barriers at the tangent point retarder

_(whlch would be required since Section 201.16 exempts only

inert retarders from the barrier requirement) would neces-

sitate relocating all. tracks to maintain the minimum clear-

ances between tracks with the barriers in place. For exam-

ple, at Southern's Inman'Piggybaek Yard, a 12-track yard

equipped with tangent point retarders, it would cost over $6

million for barrier installation**; and these costs do not

include real estate acquisition necessary to construct addi-

tional tracks to maintain present car capacity.

Santa Fe's Barstow, SP's West Colton, and Chessie's

Queensgate Yards average 50 tracks each and are equipped with

master, group, and tangent point retarders. These yards

essentially would have to be rebuilt. At this time, it

would be difficult to estimate the cost of rebuilding these

* See Exhibit F for an illustration of tangent point
reta--r-dersin a yard (lower third of photograph).

** This figure includes an estimated $1,638,000 for cost
related to service interruption.
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yards to permit the installation of barriers; however, based

on Southern's estimate at Inman Yard, it easily could cost

as much as $25 million per yard.

Other considerations related to barriers which are

not addressed by EPA are safety and retarder maintenance,

concerns pointed out by Southern in Exhibit E. Barriers

adjacent to car retarders subject operating and maintenance

personnel to potentially unsafe situations in that the

switchman's walkway which would be obscured and the visibi-

lity of the adjacent tracks would be obscured. The visibil-

ity of the retarders by the retarder operator might also be

obscured, thereby hindering the operator's ability to monitor

the retarder operation to insure proper functioning. This

is particularly true in older yards where retarder towers

are located near the group retarders.

Considerable maintenance difficulties would cer-

tainly be encountered on account of barrier use, particularly

in connection with changing major retarder components such

as crossbars, operating beams, etc. Barriers would also

introduce unacceptable delays to even routine maintenance

Jobs and would so complicate heavy repair work as to require

complete shutdown of the retarder and a major portion of the

class track for protracted periods. Maintenance work on

retarders unencumbered by barriers is now performed quickly

and with minimal interruption to operations. A comparison

of Just one major maintenance Job, crossbar changeout, illus-
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trates the increased maintenance worktime because of bar-

riers most graphically. Retarder crossbar changeout requires

over four hours at BN's Northtown Yard; while, on the South-

ern Railway, the same task requires 45 minutes or less.

A corollary maintenance problem relates to the

renewal of the barrier panels themselves. These barriers

must be removable if the railroads are to gain close access

to the retarders for maintenance and emergency repair work.

The ability to remove the barrier is essential in the

absence of specially designed hi-rail repair equipment for

retarders. Thus, the railroads, if forced to install bar-

riers, Would be more likely to erect barriers similar to

those at Northtown than the ones at Madison Yard which are

permanently fixed in place.

In summary, the railroad industry contends that the

proposed point source standard for retarder noise is impro-

per and unlawful, as it is proposed on the basis of findings

and assumptions which are erroneous, do not take appro-

priate account of the criteria for rulemaking laid down

in Section 17(a)(1) of the Act, and will unreasonably bur-

den the railroads and the shipping public. The industry's

source data have eonclu_sively demonstrated that the EPA

has substantially overestlmated the effectiveness of noise

barriers and has not shown that the avallable, "state of

the art" technology can meet the proposed standard. Equally

Important, the EPA has substantially underestimated the

costs involved to install sush barriers, even at those
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locations where clearance problems do not exist. If the

industry were formed to install barriers at each and every

retarder, notwithstanding the inadequate clearance present

at approximately one-half of the locations, the projected

costs would be even more exorbitant and disproportionate to

the benefits obtained. To impose an across-the-board barrier

requirement without taking into account the actual degree

of effectiveness of barriers, the feasibility ef instal-

lation, and the cost would be completely irrational. And

yet that is what the EPA proposes to do.
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2. Switch Engine Treatment

One of the noise abatement techniques identified by

the EPA as being necessary to meet the proposed Ldn levels for

flat yards and hmnp yards is "switch engine treatment." (Notice,

Tables 4.1 and 4.2) "Switch engine treatment" is further identi-

fied as including "Mufflers and Fan Treatment" (Notice, Table 4.3)

and "Exhaust Muffling and Cooling Fan Treatment." (44 F.R. 22962)

There is no discussion of the effectiveness of this "available

technology" other than a brief m_ntion in the Notice of the fact

that in flat yards where locomotives are an important noise source

the amount of noise reduction technologically achievable is lim-

ited. _44 F.R. 22962) The Background Document in Table 5-1

does indicate that a 3 dB reduction can be achieved at idle (re-

ferred to as throttle setting 0 in the Background Document) and

that a 4 dB reduction can he achieved at throttle positions i

and 2, but the cited reductions are not substantiated.

Furthermore, there is no discussion in the Notice

which indicates that the EPA considered the effectiveness of

switch engine treatment within the context of either (I) the

relative contribution of noise produced by switch engines in a

yard at any given time or (2) the actual noise attenuation

achieved by the installation of exhaust mulflers, cooling fan

treatment, or engine shielding. Had the EPA made any effort to

consider these factors, it would have been compelled to reach

the following three conclusions. First, "switch engine treat-
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merit" as an abatement technique is a demonstrably ineffective

measure for the reduction of railroad noise. Second, it cannot

be characterized as the "best available technology." Third, the

application of this abatement technique will not result in any

meaningful reduction of railroad noise which would materially

contribute to the railroads' ability to meet the proposed receiv-

ing property standards.

The comments which follow conclusively demonstrate that

the recommended noise abatement technology for switch engines is

neither feasible, available, nor cost-effective and that the

recommended "switch engine treatment" will not obtain the degree

of noise reduction which the EPA has estimated, and thus it will

not enable the railroads to meet the proposed receiving property

standards. Many of the supporting arguments being made here were

made by the AAR in its submission to the EPA in the original 1974

rulemaklng, which submission is incorporated herein in full by

reference. Thus, because EPA has chosen to ignore the realities

of muffler retrofit that it was forced to acknowledge in its

prior rulemaking proceeding, the AAR is compelled to reiterate

what it has already told the Agency on thls subject and to pro-

vide new supporting test data. That the EPA recognized the In-

feasibility of retrofitting locomotives in 1976 but would now re-

propose to retrofit in the absence of any signifieiant teehnologl-

cal breakthrough reflects a "do-or-dle _' attitude on the part of

the Agency, with the industry "to be damned _'.
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At the outset, it is necessary to discuss EPA's defini-

tion of the term "switch engines." In Table K-l, Appendix K,

page K-I of the Background Document, EPA distinguishes "Yard

Service" locomotives from "Road Service" locomotives and "Road

Passenger" locomotives. This distinct ion is based on data com-

piled by the Interstate Commerce Commission from reports made by

individual Class I railroads to the ICC as to the number of loco-

motives owned, with the locomotives being categorized as either

switcher locomotives or road locomotives because of design char-

acteristics (including size and horsepower) rather than actual

operational use of the given locomotive. In apparent ignorance

of the fact that road locomotives are often assigned to yard

service, usually on a randomly selected basis from the raod loco-

motive pool, the EPA isolated the switch locomotives from Table

K-I and identified those locomotives as requiring the installa-

tion •of exhaust mufflers and cooling fan silencers. This over-

sight on the EPA's part becomes a very relevant consideration in

calculating the actual cost of compliance to retrofit locomitives

in switching service as well as in demonstrating the ineffect-

iveness of the proposed retrofit.

A very important consideration which the EPA failed to

address in assessing the presumed effectiveness of switch engine

retrofit is the extent to which switch engines are represented

in the total population of locomotives in a yard at any given

time. The EPA has completely ignored thefact that locomotives

engaged in switching operations in a yard represent only a
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fraction of the locomotives actually present in a yard. At any

given time, the locomotives engaged in switching service in most

yards of any size are far outnumbered by road locomotives in

through trains_ road locomotives included in the power consist

of arriving and departing trains, road locomotives being servicad,

fueled and repaired or those awaiting service and repair and road

locomotives awaiting assignment. Thus even if all locomotives

assigned to switching service were retrofitted with exhaust muf-

flers and modified cooling fans, there would only be a de minimus

reduction in the noise produced by locomotives in a railroad yard.

Equally important, the EPA has also overlooked the

fact that the locomotives assigned to switching service at any

given time include road locomotives assigned st random on a

daily or hourly basis to switching opera_ions. Thus, it is not

Just "switch engines" which provide yard switching service. In

fact on any given day approximately 50% of the locomotives in

switching service are road locomotives assigned to yard service. _/

Therefore if one assumes that the EPA intends to impose retrofit

*/ This figure is based on a survey conducted by the AAR of
its m_mber railroads to determine how many road locomotives were
in use as switcher on a _ypieal day. The day selected was May
15, 1979. According to the survey results, on that day 59 rail-
roads had 3,598 road locomotives assigned to switching service
in addition to 3,614 switch engines. This ratio is roughly 50%.
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requirements just on those switch engines characterized as such

in the railroad reports to the ICC, the application of the EPA's

recommended technique would obviously affect even a smaller

portion of the locomotives in a railroad yard.

These omissions on the part of the EPA call into seri-

ous question the effectiveness of the EPA's recommended abate-

ment technique for switch engines (whether as narrowly construed

by the EPA or as more logically applied based on actual opera-

tional use of equipment) from the standpoint of the relative con-

tribution of noise produced by switch engines in a yard at any

given time. Even more significantly, as is discussed at length

below, the EPA has not demonstrated that retrofit is feasible or

effective from a teeh_.ical standpoint, thereby enabling the rail-

roads to meet the proposed receiving property standards. The

evidence is to the contrary.

a. Retrofit of Mufflers on Existing Diesel Locomotives is
Infeasible Under the Best Available Technology.

In Table 5-1 in the Background Document, EPA assumes

that exhaust muffling and cooling fan treatment will reduce

switch engine noise by 3 dB at idle and by 4 dB at throttle posi-

tions 1 and 2. (Background Document, p. 5-11) Actual tests

show this is simply not true. The Electro-Motive Division,

General Motors Corporation (EMD) conducted tests on two switcher

locomotive models currently produced by that company. The re-

sults of these tests are shown in Exhibit G . For model _ 15 AC
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the sound level was not reduced with the installation of a muf-

fler (referred to in ExhibiE G as a "silencer ''_/) at "Low

Idle", "Idle", or at "Throtgle Position I". At Throttle Posi-

tion 2 there was a reduction of only l dB. Similarly, for model

_71001 the installation of a muffler 4id not reduce the noise

levels at Idle or Throttle Position 1 and only reduced the noise

level at Throttle Position 2 by 1 dB. These results were pro-

duced from actual tests with the measurements made 100 feet to

the side of the locomotive during a stationary load test.

It can only be assumed that the EPA based its esti-

mates of noise level reduction on a study which was prepared

for the U.S. Department of Transportation. (Exhibit A, p. 18)

|{owever, no actual mea3urements with a muffler were performed in

connection with the DOT's study, and the expected noise reduc-

tions were ioerely calculated. Based on those unsubtantiated

calculations, the DOT's study concluded that the noise reduc-

tion achievable with the installation of a muffler would be 3

to 4 dB at idle, 4 to 5 dB at throttle position No. 4, and 2 to

3 dB at throttle position No. 8. By coincidence, one of the

locomotives used in the DOT study was also the subject of noise

measurements in a study performed for the AAR in which actual

noise measurements were made. This was an EMDSD 40-2, which is

*/ The "silencer" is the new technique being employed by
the E_D in compliance with the 1980 noise standard for new looo-
motives.



a road locomotive with much greater horsepower than an ordinary

switch locomotive. The results of these measurements showed

that the installation of a muffler reduced the noise by only

1.5 dB when the locomotive was at idle. In contrast to the

theoretical calculations, the actual measured results on exhaust

noise silencers showed little or no noise reduction in the over-

all level for idling locomotives. (Exhibit A, p. 18-19)

Another relevant consideration as to the effectiveness

of switch engine treatment is the extent to which switch engines

are at idle and lower throttle positions. According to the

EPA's "Background Document for Railroad Noise Emission Standards,

December 1975" (EPA-550/9-76-005), at page 5-10, switcher loco-

motives are at idle o_ in the first or second throttle position

92% of the time. An excerpt from Table 5-10 is set forth below

for the Agency's convenience.

Percene0£ Time a_Throttle Positions-- SwitchersI

ThrottlePosition Percentof time

Idle 77
I 7
2 8
3 4
4 2
5 I
6 -"

7 ""

8 1

*/ EPA Background Document for Railroad Noise Emission Stand-
ards,-December 1975, EPA-550/9-76-O05, Excerpt from Table 5-10,
p. 5-10.
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In view of the "real" evidence which shows that there is no re-

duction or very little reduction in noise for locomotives (both

"switchers" and road) at idle or throttle positions and the fact

that switch engines are at idle or low throttle positions approx-

imately 92% of the time (a percentage equally applicable to raod

locomotives performing switching service), it is clear that the

use of mufflers on switch engines will have little or no measur-

able effect on property llne sound levels.

With respect to cooling fan treatment, the study pre-

pared for the Department of Transportation and referred to above

revealed that cooling fan noise levels at idle were 3 dB lower

than those from the engine alternator and were too low to permit

diagnostic measurements. The study further showed that fan

noise becomes only the second most significant noise source at

the higher throttle positions (Nos. 4 and 8). (Exhibit A, p. 21)

The practically non-existent effect of cooling fans on noise

levels is also demonstrated in Exhibit G , a noise measurement

study oonducted by the Electromotive Division of General Motors

(EMD). For the MP 15 AC switcher, although the fan operation

can be controlled, the fact is immaterial since there is no dif-

ference in sound levels with the fan on and with it off at the

idle position. A similar finding is true with respect to the

SW i00] model. On that model the fan is belt-driven and contin-

uously operating, and the radiator shutters can be opened and

• closed. At idle, there is 11odifference between noise levels

wfth the shutters in the open or closed position. Both the DOT
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and tile EMD studies support the conclusion that little, if any,

benefit would be achieved in reducing overall noise levels at

idle by fan noise treatment. There are no studies supporting a

contrary position to the railroads' knowledge.

Similarly, engine casing noise is found not to be a

dominant source at idle. Thus engine shielding would not provide

much reduction to the noise emission at idle. Also, EMD has

advised tile AAR that engine shielding as a means of noise re-

duction is extremely impractical from an operating standpoint.

Placement of insulation materials inside the engine compartment

may perhaps reduce noise reverberation inside the compartment,

but would not last long due to oil and dirt buildup. Noise es-

capes from so many other areas of the locomotive that it is un-

likely that insulation would have any significant effect on the

overall sound level emitted by switch locomotives either at the

idle or lower throttle positions. The AAR does not know of any

data and the EPA has not shown any _lich demonstrate that engine

shielding can reduce tile noise levels of switch engines at the

lower throttle positions.

In essence, the EPA has not demonstrated that any of

the technology which it recommends (muffler retrofit, cooling

fan treatment or engine shielding) is either feasible or avail-

able or will result in any appreciable reduction of noise from

switch locomotives in a manner which would contribute to the

railroads' ability to meet the proposed receiving property stand-

ards, It would be eminently unreasonable to require the physical
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retrofit of switchers which represent only a fraction of loco-

motives in a yard at a given time just to obtain little, if any,

noise reduction for 92% of the time when they are operating.

b. EPA in its Background Document and the Notice has substan-
tially understated and hence has failed to take proper ac-
count of the "Cost of Compliance".

The'EPA has substantially understated the costs of

retrofitting switcher locomotives. According to the Electro-

Motive Division of General Motors Corporation (EMD), the costs

to retrofit exhaust mufflers to switch locomotives today are

comparable to the costs reported in Appendix E in the EPA Back-

ground Document for Railroad Noise Emission Stndards, December

, */
1975, on Page E-46- , except that those costs must be adjusted

for inflation. However, the method of exhaust muffling as recom-

mended by EMD has changed slightly. Experience gained by EMD in

the development of noise abatement methods designed to comply

with the 1980 locomotive noise standard has resulted in a modi-

fied exhaust manifold which combines with the muffler. Earlier

recommendations called for an add-on type muffler that proved

to create additional exhaust back pressure and increase fuel use

which rendered that approach infeasible. The 1979 installation

cost is estimated to be $20,880 as shown in the following table.

*/ The total unit cost of muffler retrofit was estimated

at that time to be $16,300.
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Swltch Locomotive Retrofit of Silencln$ Manifold

Adjusted for Inflation I

Hardware - Major 2 $ 7,100

Hardware- Misc.2 480

Labor2,3 5,300

Total Capital Cost ............ $i_-8_

Out of service - Plant 2 . . . 6 days

Out of service - Transit 2 . . 4 days

Out of service - Cost/Day . . $8002

Total Locomotive Out of

Service Cost ........... .... $ 8,000

Total Cost ............... $20,880

The Interstate Commerce Commission Report on the 0p-

erating Statistics of Class I Railroads lists 5,870 yard switchers

at the _d of 1978. To dlismust be added _e approximately 1,305 locomotives

i Inflation adjusted at i0 percent annually.

2 Source of base cost figures is General Motors Corporation "Loco-
motive E_laust Muffler Retrofit Cost Study Report No. 2" trans-
mitted to EPA on November 15, 1974, as reported on page E-46 of
the "Background Document for Railroad Noise Emission Standards,"
December 1975.

3 Labor estimate based on discussions with Mr. J. K. Valus, EMD
Engineering Department, on May 14, 1979.
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'_ owned by switching and terminal companies and other small rail-

roads. Of these switcher-type locomotives, at least 860 are
<

older locomotives manufactured by Alto, BLW, GE and others. The

cost of installing exhaust silencers would probably he consider-

ably higher than the figure applicable to the EMD switchers be-

cause EMD par'ts are not interchangeable with these other models.

To develop an industry cost, however, the AAR has conservative-

ly assumed that the cost would be $20,880 for all switcher loco-

motives. Thus, the total industry cost to install exhaust si-

lencers on yard switcher-type locomotives (as characterized in

the ICC reports) is estimated to be $145.6 million. _! Annual

muffler maintenance costs are conservatively estimated to be

$2,000 per unit, or an annual total of $13.9 million for all of

the locomotives involved.

As p_-ev_nus].y discussed, not all locomotives in yard

switching service are actually switcher-type locomotives. The

locomotive needs of a yard are also met by drawing from the road

locomotive fleet. If the EPA intended that all locomotives

use_ in yard service would have to be retrofitted, which logic

would seem to dictate in view of the EPA's overall objective to

reduce yard noise, the railroad have three options: (I) to buy

new switcher locomotives with muff].ers installed to replace the

*/ This estimate consists of capital costs of $89,800,000
and l$comotive out of service costs of $55,800,000.
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the road locomotives now randomly assigned to switching service,

(2) retrofit the required n_nber of road locomotives,assign

them permanently to switch service, and then buy additional road

locomotives to replace the lost power in the road locomotive

fleet or (3) retrofit the entire road fleet. Each of these

alternatives is preposterous and would cut heavily into the in-

dustry's scarce capital resources. Calculations based on those

totally unacceptable alternatives are made below for a single

yard, a single railroad system, and the entire industry. These

calculations are made to document the tremendous amounts of money

which would have to be incurred if all locomotives in switching

service had to be retrofitted with mufflers.

One Yard Situation

At Chessie System's Cumberland, Maryland hump yard,

no switcher-type locomotive is assigned to the yard. There are

five road locomotives (SD-7s and SD-gs) permanently assigned to

switching at this yard. Additionally, six GP-7 or GP-9 units

are taken at random for use in Cumberland. If mufflers were re-

quired to be installed, Chessie advises that it would be neces-

sary to have a total of 14 road type locomotives retrofitted

and permanently assigned. This includes the II road units normal-

ly in yard serviae and 3 backup units to allow for repairs and

maintenance. To make up for the horsepower loss to the road

fleet of the 3 additonal units, 2 new GP-38 locomotives would

have to be purchased. Thus, the total cost of the action at

Cumberland Yard alone would be:
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Apply mufflers to 14 X.$37,000 _/ = $518,000 **/
14 locomotives

Purchase 2 GP-38 2 X $505,000 = $I,010,000
locomotives

TOTAL ........................... $1,528,00

A Single Railroad System

According to the AAR's survey mentioned on page 35,

Southern Railway System had 166 road locomotives assigned to

yard switching service on May 15, 1979, in addition to 189 switch

engines. Southern's total road loeomotive fleet consists of 813

_nits, of which 354 units are six axle locomotives which would

not be assigned to yard service. If the third approach listed

above is applied, i.e., retrofit of the entire fleet (except

for, in Southern's case, those units which it would not assign
_*/

to yard servi=e , Southern estimates that its total costs would

_/
be approximately $21 million. While this approach would pre-

serve the pooling system and avoid the necessity of buying ad-

ditional locomotive power, the expenditures involved are clearly

disproportionate to the minimal or non-existing benefit obtained

through retrofit.

*/ The average silencer cost for a road unit is estimated
at $3_,000. This is developed from the '_Dmuffler study presented
in the 1975 Background Document, Appendix E.

**/ This includes $112,000 locomotive out-of-service cost.

***/ Railroads differ as to which types of road lee6motives may
or may not be assigned to yard service.

****/ This calculation is based on 189 switch engines times the
est--i-_ted unit retrofit cost of $20,880 (for switchers) plus 459
road engines which could be assigned to yard service from the road
locomotive pool times the estimated unit retrofit cost of $37,000
(for road locomotives).
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Industry-Wide

Employing the second approach would require the retro-

fit of approximately 3,600 road locomotives typically assigned

to switching service. These units would then be assigned to

dedicated service at individual facilities so as to utilize their

muffler feature to its greatest extent. As in the Chessie's

Cumberland Yard for example, additional locomotives would have

to be withdrawn from road service to serve as backups to the

dedicated yard power. Taking into account the fact that some

companies with relatively small locomotive fleets would retro-

fit all units with silencers and that larger companies would not,

a factor of .25 is applied to the dedicated road units to esti-

mate the number of backup units required on an industry-wide

basis. Thus, 900 additional locomotives would be withdrawn

from road service and equipped with silencers to serve as back-

ups to yard power. To maintain the current level of road power,

additional locomotives would be required. Since the railroads

tend to relegate older, lower horsepower locomotives to yard

service as new, higher horsepower units are obtained, fewer than

900 units would need to be replaced. The Chessie System used a

,66 factor to determine additional new power needs to replaoe

the power lost to dedicated service in Cumberland. As a eonserve-

tlve measure, the AAR has applied a factor of .50 to the industry.

Thus, the industry would need 450 new locomotives. At an ceil-

mated $600,000 per unit, the cost for the new equipment would be

$270 million.
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The total cost of the action then would he:

$166,500,000_ / for muffler installation on 4500

road locomotives**/

270,000,000 for 450 new road locomotives

145_600t000 for mufflers on switch engines

$582,100,000

This compares to the cost of installing mufflers on all locomo-

tives at a cost of about $845 million.

In Summation

It must be restated that the noise abatement technol-

ogy purported by EPA to reduce the sound levels of yard switchers

will have little or no effect on the property line sound levels.

Mufflers do not attenuate exhaust noise at throttle settings

one and lower and yard switchers are at those settings most of

the time. Also, yard switchers do not constitute the only loco-

moti_s noise source in a yard. Road units are used for switching

with regularity. EPA does not address those situations either.

It would be extremely unreasonable for EPA to impose a standard

on the industry based on its finding that such standards could be

met by the implementation of the recommended abatement techniques

_/ Includes $36,000,000 out-of-service cost.

**/ The average silencer cost for a road unit is estimated

st $_,000. This is developed from the EMD muffler study pre-
sented in the 1975 Background Document, Appendix E. This includes
$8_O00 out-of-service cost per locomotive.
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when the EPA has failed to analyze adequately the available data

holding to the contrary. Even a preliminary review of the ma-

terial contained in the 1975 Background Document would have dis-

closed that retrofitting switch locomotives with exhaust mufflers,

cooling fan silencers and engine shielding would not constitute

an effective abatement technique. It is not the "best available

technology" and under no stretch of the imagination can the costs

of compliance be viewed as reasonable given the fact that the

recommended abatement technique would not enable the milroads

to comply with the proposed receiving property standards, If

implemented, locomotive retrofit would serve only to bankrupt

the marginal railroads and lead the healthier railroads quickly

down the same path.
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3. Relocation or Shutdown of Idling Locomotives

The EPA has identified the relocation or shutdown

of idling locomotives as an abatement technique necessary to

meet the 1982 and 1985 receiving property standards at all

yards and facilities across the country. EPA gives the im-

pression that relocation or shutdown is a logical and simple

abatement technique. It is not. Mechanical, operational,

and yard design factors preclude such actions at most loca-

tions and, even where relocation or shutdown could be used,

the costs are prohibitive.

The X'_ proposal displays a lack of familiarity

with railroad equipment, with the realities of railroad op-

erablons, and with the character of railroad yard design and

use. To the uninformed observer, shutting down idling loco-

motives may well represent the most logical method of loco-

motive noise reduction. However, an understanding of the

mechanical characteristics of diesel locomotives discloses

the fallacy of this too simple solution. A railroad loco-

motive is not Just a larger equlvilant of a passenger auto-

mobile, and stopping and restarting a locomotive is not the

simple procedure we are all familiar with in the daily

operation of our private automobiles.

Locomotives which have been inoperative for any

period of time at all are subject to the possibility of

pevere damage caused by a hydraulic lock on restart. Be-

11IS :_
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cause of the extreme expansion and contraction of the var-

ious mechanical parts of a locomotive diesel engine, cooling

water is able to leak into cylinders when the engine is not

running. Ifl water is present in a cylinder when the engine

.is started, that water will not compress as does air, and

some part will fail on the compression stroke, usually the

connecting rod. Since the locomotive will no doubt start,

running on its remaining cylinders, the broken connecting

rod will likely cause more serious damage, such as being

expelled through the block or oil pan, or damaging the crank-

shaft, before the engine is stopped. Whatever the extent of

the damage, the unit must be taken out of service and he

moved to a repair facility for overhaul or total replace-

ment of the engine. A hydraulic lock can cccur in as little

time as a one-hour shutdown.

In addition to the risk of damage from hydraulic

i lock on startup, the lubrication requirements of the loco-

motive must be considered. Because of the looser toler-

ances required in diesel locomotives and the extreme

working pressures generated between the various metal sur-

faces, locomotives use a simple grade 40-welght oil; and

this cannot be replaced with a lighter or mult_wcight oil.

Due to the high viscosity of 40-welght oil, a cold diesel

engine can only be restarted at ambient temperatures of

45-50 degrees Fahrenheit or greater, according to the

Electromotive Division of Gcnral Motors, the largest U.S.

supplier of locomotives. Further, when a locomotive sits
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sold for a long period of tlme (24 hours or more), the

engine bearings must be lubricated prior to restart be

prevent scoring and other damage. Such prelubrlsation

consists of connecting an outside power source and pump

be an engine lubrication port and ciroulatinng the engine

lubricant or injecting new lubricating ell. Together, pre-

lubrication and hydraulic lock precautions require two

mechanical employees and one-half to one hour'swork.

After start, warmul, prior to placing the locomotive under

load Is another one-half to one hour delay.

Another factor which precludes shutdown at many

locations Is the fact that locomotive cooling systems do

not use antl-freeze protection since an'ti-freeze solutions

are not compatible wlth engine lubricating oil, and coolant

leakage, again caused by required loose tolerances, wlll

adversely affect the ell and result In engine damage,

particularly damage to engine bearings.

General Motors-Electromotlve Division has de-

veloped a system to allow an engine to be shut down which

allows It to be restarted without damage to the engine.

However, thls system is presently available only on new

passenger locomotives of the F-40 serles at an added cost of

$16,000 to $20,000. Included in the system is a 24 KW

electric water heater; circulating pumps for lubricating ell

and cooling water; a specially designed oil cooler that

alternabely acts as an ell heater and does not allow the

ell to drain back into the crankcase; a trickling charger
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for the batteries; electric cab heat; a "creepy crank" or'

purge control which slowly turns the engine over and, if a

piston encounters a hydraulic block, its increased pressure

is signaled fie the starter which immediately stops, thus

preventing engine damage; and a "train flee" wiring feature

which allows multiple unit operation. To operate this

system, 4_I0 V, 400 amp (for operation wlth up to eight

units), 3 phase power must be supplied from outside. The

"creepy crank" can only be installed in the F-40 series

locomotives wlth AC generators. All other engines must be

hand-cranked to check for hydraulic pressure. Compression

relief valves are provided on all model EMD engines.

These valves can be opened to drain the cooling water out

of the cylinders while hand cranking.

Such a system will provide some degree of pro-

tection against engine damage In shutdown and startup slt-

uations. However, with or without a protective system, the

startup task will take the better part of an hour. In

addition, such activities wlll require the use of addltonal

railroad mechanical personnel because the provisions of the

collective bargaining agreements with the unions prevent the

engine crew from performing that task.

No definitive study of the increased manpower

costs to the railroad industry associated with shutdown

and restart of locomotives has been undertaken due to the

short time allowed In the comment period. However, if

every such stop-start cycle consumed only one hour total,

1118
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including the required warmup, it obviously would be a sub-

stantial expense even without the inevitable problems in

less than idea] situations. _en one then considers poten-

tial for engine damage, operational costs resulting from

restart failures, congestion resulting from inability to

move shut down locomotives and with the present state of

technology, an absolute prohibition on open yard shutdown

on account of weather conditions in many parts of the

country over a significant portion of each year, it can be

readily seen that engine shutdown is not the easy fix that

it seemed at first glance.

The relocation of idling locomotives might also

appear to the uninformed observer to be a logical method

of reducing noise levels at the receiving property. In-

deed, where the effect of noise from idling loeomotlves on

surrounding property can be diminished, every effort is

made to do so. However, the possibilities for relocation

of idling locomotives are severely limited. In small yards

there is simply no possibility of relocation. In the

attached statement of Mr. R. A. Drengler of the Chicago

& Northwestern Transportation Company (Exhibit H), the

impossibility of relocating idling locomotives in a small

yard is explained. C&NW must store its commuter trains

with idling locomotives at various yards throughout the

Chicago Metropolitan area in order to provide efficient

passenger service. At its Barrington, Illinois yard,

with only three tracks, it is necessary to store overnight
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three trains including three locomotives which cannot be

shut down when the possibility exists that the temperature

may fall below 40° Fahrenheit. _ile the locomotives

meet the existlng point source standards applicable to

locomotives, the noise from this yard will undoubtedly vio-

late the proposed receiving property standards because of

the noise generated by these locomotives.*/ Yet, there is

no available yard for relocation, and the yard itself could

not be relocated without serious disruption to the rail-

roads commuter operation and at tremendous expense. Bar-

rlngton Yard is representative of hundreds of small and con-

fined rail yards throughout the country that simply have

no space physically to relocate idling locomotives.

At larger yards, it might appear that the rail-

roads have more alternatives for relocating idling loco-

motives but that is nob usually the case. Railroad yards

represent substantial capital investments in land, equip-

ment, and structures and are carefully designed to permit

the fast and efficient receipt, classification and de-

parture of cars. Hecelving tracks, classification tracks,

departure track, ready tracks are all located for efficient

train and car handling. In addition, car repair facilities,

diesel repair shops, and locomotive fueling and servicing

facilities are positioned to optimize the efficient use

i/ Thus, in effect, the proposed receiving property
llne _tandard levels would negate the current standards,
an anomaly which cannob be ignored.
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of these facilities and to minlmiz_ or avoid interference

with car classification and train movement. Each facility

and each track has its designated functions, and the yards

are designed to efficiently coordinate those functions.

A graphic illustration of the many difficulties

which would he contronted at a major hump yard facility

in trying to relocate idling locomotives is the Burling-

ton Northern's Northtown Yard. (Exhibit I is a drawing

of that Yard.)

At Northtown, idling locomotives are located in

the vicinity of the diesel repair shop which is identified

on the drawing. They are found on the tracks marked DSS 1

through 7, south of the diesel repair shop and on other

tracks on the north, west and south sides of the diesel

repair sheep. The locomotive washing facility and the

locomotive fueling and servicing facility are in this area,

resulting in the virtual continuous presence of idling

locomotives in that specific area. Examination of other

locomotives in that specific area. Examination of other

to specific purposes and the presence of locomotives would

seriously interfere with the activities currently conducted

on those tracks. For obvious reasons, the locomotives

cannot be stored on the classification tracks and there is

no "middle" of the yard to which these locomotives san be

moved.

Relocation of idling locomotives to any other

areas of the yard shows that the other tracks are devoted
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area near the property line would simply result in the shift-

ing of the noise source to a point where it would have an

impact on the receiving property near or adjacent to the

new location. It is not an effective solution. Further-

more, such relocation would seriously interfere with the

activities for which the tracks at the new location were de-

signed. For example, on the west side of the Northto_n

Yard, the departure tracks (marked DEP 1 through 6) are

bordered by the "Main Line" and the "South Running" track,

both of which are used for through tracks. The departure

tracks must be kept available for and are occupied by trains

which have been made-up while awaiting departure. Similar-

ly, on the east side of the yard, the departure tracks

(marked DEP 7 through 9), which extend from the tangent

point of the elassifiction tracks northward past the east

side of the diesel repair shop, are similarly dedicated

tracks. As can be seen on Exhibit I, relocation of the

idling locomotives to these tracks would actually place

them closer to the receiving property.

The tracks in the vicinity of the car repair shop

are not available for locomotives. The movement of cars

into and out of the car repair shop and the actual repair

activities on the tracks marked RIP 1 through 9 preclude

the use of the tracks for the storage of idling locomotives.

Not shown on Exhibit I are the receiving tracks

located to the north of the tracks shown. The receiving
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tracks lead into virtually all of the tracks shown on

Exhibit I and are functionally comparable to the classi-

fication tracks. They must be available fop incoming trains

and the movement of cars into the classification, departure,

or repalv tracks; locomotives to the repair servicing, or

fueling facilities or to trains awaiting departure; and

cabooses to the caboose servicing facilities. Thus, the

receiving tracks are virtually in continuous use.

The situation at Novthtown Yard which makes it

virtually impossiblc to relocate idling locomotives is

typical of major yards in general and hump yards in partl-

cular. Northtown conclusively demonstrates that reloca-

tion of idling locomotives is not a viable noise abate-

ment technique. At best that technique can only be ap-

plied in special limited circumstances where space and

logistics permlt.

The EPA Background Document places great _mpha-

sis on the reduction of locomotive idling as a noise abate-

ment technique. It does not adequately define what is

meant by the term "idling locomotive." In major yards,

such as Northtown, locomotives in proper workisg order

which have been serviced and fueled are generally dispatched

through "ready tracks" as part of the power consist of de-

parting trains. Some idling is involved but it is of rel-

atively short duration because of the continuous need for

power. Locomotives which must be repaired, sePviced, or
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fueled arc necessarily located in the vicinity of the re-

pair, servicing_ or fueling facility. Some significant

delays can be experienced at each of these points but

shutdown and startup at each location would not be possible

and relocation, in addition to the problems discussed

above, would only generate more yard activity and result in

more noise generation. Switch locomotives (those not in

use in road service) are either operating or are at idle

throughout the yard throughout the day. They cannot be

considered idling locomotives in the same sense as those

locomotives awaiting service, repair, or fueling since

they represent a part of the actual transportation move-

ment through the yard. Their movement to so-called ac-

ceptable idling areas within the yard would only result

in additional non-productive movement an_ add to congestion

without noticeably reducing total noise emanating from the

yard.

It is true that in certain instances, locomotives

not in service can be shut down under controlled conditions.

It is also true that in isolated circumstances idling lo-

comotives can be relocated. However, to the extent that

compliance wlth the 1982 and 1985 receiving property stand-

ards depends on techniques of shutdown and relocation of

idling locomotives as generally applicable abatement

technique throughout the country, those standards cannot

be met. As indicated at the beginning of this section,
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EPA believes idling locomotives to be a major contributor

to railroad noise, and in that the AAR concurs. Loco-

motive power, together with the railroad track structure,

is the essence of rail transporation. To suggest that

the solution to railroad noise is to shut down locomotive

power or to relocate that power away from those areas where

it is operationally needed, is not responsible regulation

of railroad noise.
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4. CAR COUPLING STA[_DARD

The EPA identifies car-coupling noise as a sig-

nificant noise source in railroad yards and in Section 201•15

proposes the adoption of a point source standard which would

limit car coupling noise to 95 dBA measured at 30 meters• The

"technology" EPA identifies as being available and necessary

to achieve this level is "speed control" which EPA translates

Into car impact speeds limited to 4 miles per hour or less.

while establishing a maximum limit of 95 dBA at 30 meters, the

EPA provides that the 95 dBA requirement will be waived for

ear impacts where it can be demonstrated that the speed of the

car at the point of impact was 4 miles per hour or less.

While there is a direct correlation between speed

and noise, the EPA commits a grave errbr when it presumes that

speed control Is the answer. "Speed control" Is not a tech-

nology; it is an objective to be achieved by application of

appropriate technology. To suggest that certain noise levels

can be achieved by "speed control" without identifying the

technology which might be available to control the speed of

cars In the process of classification reflects faulty logic.

Without any investigation of the circumstances affecting

speed of cars or possible methods of controlling speed of

cars, the EPA simply imposed a "speed limit" on cars in the

classification process. It is naive, at best, to conclude

as EPA did that, because car impact noise can be attenuated

by maintaining a speed of 4 miles per hour or less, there-

fore a 4 mile per hour speed limit constitutes the
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best availabletechnology. It is clear beyonda doubt that EPA did not

consider or identify any available technology or abatement techniques

the applimatlonof which would enablerailroadsto meet the ea_ coupling

noise standard by means of "speed control."

That tillsin factwas the case is evidencedby the very

marmot in which the EPA derivedthe proposedstandard. First,the EPA, acting

on railroad-supplied ilLfoNmtlon wltlch it misapplied (as will be discussed

later), concluded that a IImile pel_ hour eouplJnz_speed guideline had been

adopted as a generally accepted "best practice" by rail car_iers to prevent

dsmaga to cars and f_ight alike. Next, it undertook a very limited serlea

of experiments designed to ascertain the noise levels emitted by car

couplings, a study designed to aseeytain the noise levels emitted by ear

couplings at low speeds and, in particular, at speeds at or be_ow 4 miles

per hour. Instead of measuring coupling speeds under actual operatir_

conditions, the EPA's study was carried out at a special test site under

tight control conditions. The study itself was co_@rised of measurements of

only 34 couplings. On the solebasis of the resultsof these experiments

which indicated that the noise levels of car impacts at speeds at or below

4 miles per hour do not exceed 95 dB, the EPA selected the 95 dB standard as

an "appropriate" point som_ce standal,d for car couplings.

Becauseof the rEPA'sfailureto cake any assessmentof the extent

to which the 4 mile per hour ear coupling speed is a realistic speed limit and

is actually attainable by the railroads and because of its f'_ilureto

investigate the technology o_ "speed control," its selection of the 95 dB

I_quire:nent was campletely arbitrary. To give some credence to the proposed
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ear coupling sts_ndard,the ErA ol_oneoualy concludes that the standard

"essentially eodifles exlstin[;general practice and thus should result in no

addltioI_%lcost to rail carriers." (44 F.R. 22965) qhe comments which

follow seek to make the ErA awm,e of the fal]acy of this statement and the

dsngerc inherent in its proposal.

The 4 mile per hotu,car couplJ/_gobjective ]]asbeen in railroad

lore for so lor_ that its origin has been obccured. One of the better ezplana-

blons is that in the old days a switch, u%was told to couple the cars

"at 4 mph, or a 'brick walk'". There is no underlying scientific support

for the 4 n_phfigure. Rai3/_ad mechanical officers offer the suzzestion

that the 4 n_ohspeed relates to equipment capacity. Operating personnel

indicate that 4 raph is the max_nu_n safe speed at which trainmen should bosrd

or alight f'z'_n moving frelg_t cars. Damage control officials view the 4 mpb

speed as an objective to protect ladID4Zfrom damage. However, as noted

above, _n the real world of rai]/_Dadlng,cars are often coupled at greater

speeds for reasons set out below. Any atte,_otto slow all cars to this

exact speed, even if it did not result in the need to shove-to-rest (a

totally unacceptable prospect) or in aoup].ingfailures, would create a

slowdown in operations which would lead to yard congestion and a breakdown of

railroad traaspor-tationin this country.

Examples of difficulties in achieving precise eoup!i_g speeds

in certain types of railroad yards follow:

Flat Yards

Flat yard switching is performed by"locomotives. In general,

the switching and classification procedure begins with a train entering

the recclvir_ yard for the purpose of'reclassification. The road locomotives
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and caboose are removed for servicing. A switch locomotive pushes the string

of cars towa_,dsthe classification yard. A brakem_n uncouples the first

ear and the locomotive increasas its speed to a point where the brakeman

feels the car will, when released, travel through the switches and doom the

prescribed track to couple with the closest car on the track at a reasonable

speed. The brakeman sisals the er_inecr who then brakes the train, thus

releasing the car. In other words, the process is entirely Judgmental on

the part of the brakel_nnand the engineer who can only rely on experience to

gauge the speed requirements for each car for each situation. The final

speed at coupling is governed by a variety of conditions such as weather,

condition of the equipment, weight of each car, distance of travel and so

on. There is no way to cont1_l the final spced of impact with the precision

demanded by the proposed standard.

Present Car Couplln_ Speeds - Flat Yard

Since the flat switching f_nction involves such subjective

Judgment regarding ear speed, coupling speeds must vax_ from time to tlme

at say facility, depending on the experience of the people involved and the

conditions under which they are working. Examination of the data presently

available identlf_Jng coupling speed measurements in flat yards found that

71 percent of the couplings observed occurred at speeds of 4 mph or less

in the course of an "experiment" in 1959. The conditions under which these

data were collected were not normal but were tightly controlled since the

couplings were being observed on a special "Careful Car Handllr_ - National

Observer Day." Thus a specific effort was ;_ads to concentrate on impact

speeds as an isolated event in the classification process. No attempt was
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made to measure the additional time the actual,operutlons sons,ned.

A more realistic est_nate of the pcrcestage of cars coupled

at 4 md.lesper hour or less would be If0percent. In a study of 1568 cap

impacts (nob al] at flat yards) over a t_ee-month period in 1950 it "_'as

found that only 36 percent of the tota] n_nber of impacts (at both hump

yards and flat ysmds) occurred be].ow5 niles per hour. _]e results of that

survey were similar to the results of a recent study on Conrail which showed

t.hatonly 35.8% of 15,192 em.s were coupled at speeds of 3.9 mpl_or less.

H_p Yards

The classification operations of a hump yard ar_ unlike those of

a flat yard since the yard is des/gned to use gravity in sorting the cars.

Generally, an inbound train arrives Jn the receiving yard and, after

mechanical 8nd air bred<einspection, a switch engine pushes the cars to

the hump lead and over the hl_npcrest. At the crest, a brakeman uncouples

each car which is then allowed to roll freely do_m towards the classification

yard. The classification yard is ust_lly organized into groups of 6 to 9

classification tracks. This pattern is used in part because it requires

fewer retarders for speed control.

Judgir4_ the speed necessary for a car to roll f_Dm the crest to

point oi" _mpact with another car in the classification yard is a continually

evolving science. Many factors must be considered in setting the speed,

including weather conditions, wind resistance, rollabillty of the car,

mechanical conditions such as bearing equipment, car weight, distance to

travel and others. Older ._ards l_%ve manually operated controls and rely

pr_unarily on the operator's Judgment. As the technology has developed,
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autc_natlcand c0mputor operated speed control }_m become more fJ]uelytuned.

The very newest yards aim for an essentially "hands off" operation. Ym_s

are distributed about evenly mnong manual, pushbutton, and computerized

operations. Due to the nature of hump yard configurations and concepts,

there Is no way these yards can meet the standard as it is proposed.

Present Car Coup]in_ Speeds - Hu_o Ya_

Data specifically concerning car coupling speeds in hump yards

are available in the form of results of the AAR "Careful Car Handling -

National Observance Day" in 1969. A total of 3949 events were n_asared with

2038 or 52 percent failing into the range of 21mph or less. By comparison,

Southern Pacffie's West Colton Yard, a new highly automased facility

produced results of 88 percent at 4 mph or less. It should be pointed out

that in 1969, cc_uterized speed control was not developed to the extent it

is now so the nationwide ability to achieve a 4 mph coupling speed m_ght be

sc_ewhat higher today. IIowevar,the unreasonableness of EPA's proposed

standm@ and speed limit is readily apparent when considered in light of the

fact that the four mile per hour speed is only achieved 88 percent of the

time at West Colton Yard which is equipped with a computerized cresting system

that provides for a high cresting rate and controlled low couplln_ speeds.

This system includes the use of master, intermediate, group m_d tangent point

retarders. The computer system controls the speed of the car by activating

these retarders based on rollability of the car (ineludlns wlnda_e), weight

!! of the car, and distance to travel. Only a few of the most modern hump

H
yards have tbls technological capability to control car speed.

i Railroads have more than ample reason to keep car coupling speeds
'5

i'

i
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at a practicalmin_m_a for coupl.tngconsistentwith the pllYsicalnecessities

of actualcouplingthe cars. The underlyingreasonsfor seekinglow speed

impactsare, of cotn,se, safety,equipmentprotectionand to protestthe

ladingin the cars as well as the carsthemselves. Railroadsmust respond

financiallyfor merchandise_nmageddue to overspeed_npacts.

On the other 'hand,failureof cars to coupleon _pact has even

more dire consequences. First, it leads to delay while recoupllng is

attempted; second, and perhaps more important, it loads to a potential threat

to safetyand a possibleviolationof the SafetyApplianceAct (_5 U.S.C. §2).

Carsare requiredto be equippedwith couplerswhich coupleon impact. This

has been interpretedby the coupesto make the railroadsliablefor injuries

resulting9rcmthe failureof cars to coupleunder almostany circumstances,

in particularin actionsbroughtfor inJu_,iesto employeescausedby coupling

failures. If EPA regulations force railroads to limit coupling speeds to under

4 mph, with a penalty for creating noise at higher speeds, it could lead to

an increasein the numberof carswhich fail to coupleon the first impact,

arldpossible responsibility for violations of federal law.

The only way by which the railroads could adl]ereto a maxim_n 4

mph coupling limit (and insure coupling) is by shoving each car to rest, an

operatingprocedurereservedonly for.the most hazardousof commodities. If

thlsprocedurewere implementedfor all car trafficas a speed control

measure,it would lead to immediatesystmn-wldecongestionand effectively

halt railroad yard operations. The use of this plmcedure for such a purpose

is so absurd that it is admost equally ludicrous to discuss it. We do

though since the EPA indicates that changes in operation might be required in

order to meet the standards if all other "tecl_ologlcal' efforts fail.
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That the operatingprocedure"shovingto rest",if _lementcd

on any s_gnificantscale,would instantlyburdenthe movementof traffic

tlmou_1the yards is evidencedby testimonypresentedin connectionwith

the IllinoisCommerceCcnnlssion'satte_)tto requireshoviz_to rest for

placardedcars contain_]ghazardousmaterialsin that state,whichattempt

was enjoined. ___eAtchison,Topel_aand Santa Fe Rv. Co._ et al v. Ill_r*o]s

CommerceConlnlssion_et al., Civil ActionNo. 74 C 2334 (N.D.Ill.,

September28, ].977)._]ere Superintendentof Yards and Te1_inalsof the

IllinoisCentralGulf RaihDad estimatedit wouldrequire117hoursto switch

150 placardedcarsto rest at its MarkhamYard comparedto 80 minutes

usingregularh_oin_ procedures. Thiswould mean approximately12 minutes

per car, insteadof the nationalaverageof 20 seconds. The GeneralMnrmger

of the IndianaHg/,borBelt RailroadCompany,which h_@s between2,400 and

2,700oarsper day,estimateda lossof 60 percent capacityof the yard

if only 60 cars per day were requiredto be shovedto rest over the h_p, as-

s_Ing an averageof 2 carsper minuteversus 15 minutesper car for the 60

placardedcars. _e AssistantGeneralManaserof the Chicagoand North West-

ern TransportationCompanyestimateda 20 Percentloss of capacityof its

ProvisoYard, ass_ning,only30placardedcars per day were requiredto be

shoved to rest. Similarly increased switching times were projected for

flatyards too.

In all cases, the result would have been to strangle the yards

to death. This is especiallytrue in humpyards which are not designedfor

shove-to-rest operatlons. Railroads have invested hundreds of rail.lionsof

do._larsin yards desi_ned on the principle that cars be switched by _avity,

and forclr4zthe use of thoseyards in a more costlyand chaotic_mner

wouldhe completelyunreasonable.
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In an attempt to quanti_ the cost of regulations which would

require cars to be shoved to rest ( a theoretical exercise),est_nateo have

been made for the cost to Southm_ ]_zil%;ay'sIn_] Yard of shoving cars to

rest as a means of strict compliance with the proposed IImDh limit. '/Iris

asst_nesit is physically possible to do so within the space limits of the

yard -- which is clearly not the case. _]e additional daily cost to handle

the stonent_nberof cars instead of ht_npthem would be $148,355 for 357

crews, $35,937 for operations and _Inte ,n_nee,and $16,065 for fuel (total

$200,347). This amounts to an a_ntug-Iexpense of $73,126,655, plus

$62,400,000 for the purchase of the necess_y ]30 extra locomotives. For

shoving to rest instead of cuttJ/X:off in an "average medium-sized flat

yard, the additional daily cost would be $11,220 for 27 crews, $2,764

for operations and maintenance, and $1,215 for fuel (total $15,199). The

annual expense would be $5,547635, plus $4,800,000 for 36 extra locomotives.

All of the above cost estimates are not Indust17-wide or system-wide --

they represent the costs for Just two yards.

Fern all carriers to so_ply effectively with the 4 mph coupling

_andate the cost estimate would most likely greatly exceed EPA's estimate

of the cost of aequlrin_ additional land for buffer zones. It is virtually

i_.possibleto accurately estlnmte the cost of rebuilding yards, acquiring

additional land to enlarge yards to acco_nodate the slower handling of

cars, additional cars to nnke up far bhe decreased equipment utilization,

additional locomotives (this work along could exceed $i0 billion) and addl-

tional labor costs. Additionally bow does one estimate the cost to the

industry of inmedlately m_(i_ virtually all of its hump yards obsolete
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and unusable_ Total conplianee with ear input standards alone wos]d b_u]k-

rupt the industry/.

What EPA has failed to reeo_zize _n proposinf_ its standard for

coupling speeds is that the JJ inph "l_ale '' it cites is actually a goal, llot

a precise speed l_mit. This is true in plmctice whether the _i]o is wrdtten

intoa rmilroad'sfor_kzloperatingrulesor is simplya rccoi_inendedoperating

practice. [here is no way a rai]zmadcan achieve coupli_ speedsof l__r©h

or underat all times, oven thoughthisnmy be the statedand desired_oa].

As indicated,flat switchingbocc_sesa matterof Jud_ent and experience

in estimatingwhen and at what speed to releasea car;while hzmp ymJ sw]tch-

Ing isat its very best a computerizedsystemof Juggling factorsrelated

to speedwiththe intentionof couplingat _ n_h somewherefar do_m the

yard,even tho_h all factorsrelatingto car speed cannotbe pro_'_T_ed

intothe cc_iputer.A marginof erroris necessaryand expectedin the real world.

As noted earlier, EPA did not even approach the question of

whether"technology"crisisto ensureprecisespeed l_nitatlons. Basedon its

superficialconsiderationoffcar impactnoise it focused on the laudableob-

Jective-- "speedcontrol"-- and i_ored the relevantaspectsof the problem.

In _n Ideal situation, each railroad would follow its best practice and bring

each car to coupling at 4 mph. But there is no technology available to meet

thisgoal. Whatrailroadswould liketo do -- for many reasons-- is

not what they are physicallyable to do.

Inaddition to the pointsraisedabove, the EPA proposed.regu-

lation on coupling noise should be dropped from the final reL_latlona for

anotherreason. Enforcementwill be airiestimpossible. _lhereis a se_.ious

questionof how enough satlsfacotryjneasurementscan be made in an active

?
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railroad yard during operations. Measu_a_nentequipment must he placed at

a specified distance from the noise source, but that may put the observer

in the middle of s_tch_ operations. There is a second probl_n of trying

to measure consecutive emissions from couplings tsldag place at different

locations in the yard. Considering the problem as a whole, EPA is proposing

a potentially dangerous and practically difficult measurement technique for

the sole purpose of regulating a single point source of noise.

If the railroads are c_apelled to employ operating changes which

slow down car movements and thereby decrease total ra/l capacity, as the

proposed regulations would do, shortages of all ]clndssan be expected with

resulting inflationary pressures and increased unemployment.
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5. Refriserafior Car Noise

The EPA noise standard for refrigerator cars

proposed in Section 201.14 is 78 dB measured at 7 meters

distance, effective beginning 1982. Sound level measure-

ments taken of a large number of refrigerator ears by the

railroads and Wyle Laboratories indicate that at typical

operating conditions mechanical refrigerator cars generate

maximum sound levels of 82-88 dB measured at 7 meters from

the center line of the track occupied by the ear.

The AAR contends that the present maximum refrig-

erator car sound level represents the applictlon of the best

available technology and that application of further noise

abatement techniques would seriously affect the proper

function and operation of the refrigeration system and at

an unreasonable cost. Furthemore, it is the position of

the AAR that application of the EPA's proposed noise reduc-

tion technology, _._., improved muffler, engine compartment

insulation and fan modification, would not bring the refrig-

erator ear noise level within the proposed noise standard

of 78 dB at 7 meters.

As discussed in the Statement of Mr. R. F. McKee,

,: marked at E×hlbit J, the sound level generated by the

! mechanical refrigerator car has been a primary consideration

i_ in the design of the refrigeration system. Industry de-

sign specifications, established in 1953, set noise levels

at 75 dB when measured at 25 feet from the unit. Even
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today with the application of the best available technology,

the industry has been unable to acbieve this design goal,

In the Background Document the EPA states that

fan modifications, an improved muffler, and engine compart-

ment insulation will bring the present refrigerator car'

within the proposed standards. Thls is simply not true.

Fan and muffler design and unit enclosure were all care-

fully considered in component selection and configuration

of the present standard refrigerator ear design, and the

present sound levels produced by these units represent

the lowest noise levels achievable using these noise

abatement efforts.

a. Proposed Engine Compartment Modification

The standard insulation-covered heavy-duty muf-

fler, which is installed on virtually all refrigerator

cars, was designed to meet Federal and State fire prevention

standards for spark arrestors, to meet engine back pressure

limits, and to reduce exhaust noise to the lowest level

possible.

Sound level measurements taken at 7 meters from

the center llne of the track at the refrigeration unlt end

of the car consistently show that the highest noise levels

come from the engine compartment door side of the unit where

the engine is located and where the engine and refrigerator

system air exits from the discharge air grills. See Figure 2
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FIGURE 2
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for a typical refrigerator car sound level measurement.

It is through the discharge air grills and louvers that the

predominant noises generated by the mechanical unit exit

the engine compartment. Noise measurements taken at other

locations with respect to the engine compartment indicate

that noise transmission through the solid walls of the en-

gine compartment is substantially lower. Thus, insulation

of the walls to reduce the noise level would not held to

achieve compliance.

The only possible way to reduce the refrigerator

car noise level would be to block off the discharge air

grills and louvers so that the noise does not exit directly

from the compartment. The only possible means of accomp-

lishing this is to baffle and redirect the cooling air

(after it has passed through the engine radiator) up

through a ducting system out of the top of the car. How-

ever, that approach is unfeasible since the present engine-

refrigerator unit arrangement does not allow room For the re-

positioning of major components to change the direction of

the cooling air flow. Substantial modification of the en-

gine compartment would be required. Redirection of the

engine cooling fan air discharged out of the top of' the car

alone would not suffice. The door of the engine compart-

ment which is grilled or louvered would have to be covered,

and the grilled or louvered ventilation openings high on

the sides of the compartment walls (which are also exit
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points for engine noise) would also have to be blocked off'.

However, since the present engine compartment

temperature often reaches 150°F. due to the buildup of heat

from the diesel engine and refrigeration unit, it still

would be necessary to vent the compartment in some o_her

manner. At this time it is not known how this could be

accomplished,

The redirection and discharge of engine cooling

air OUt of the top of the ear and the blocking off of wall

and door openings are not without predictable problems.

The large grilled openings on the compartment

door serve a purpose other than ventilation. Inside the

engine compartment are operaLlonal _ndicatlng lights and the

temperature setting thermostat device which must be ob-

served from the ground during the daily In-transit inspec-

tions required by the National Perishable Freight Claim

Rules. The present practice is to make these inspections

as the refrigerator care are briefly stopped at terminals

or slowly rolled by the inspector who views these devices

from ground level through the door's grilled openings, this

!

practice avoids having to open and close every compartment

door during each daily inspection. _]ile this may sound

llke an insignificant factor, having to open and close

</ each door fer the hundreds of thousands of perishable
{J

inspections performed each year would significantly in-
n

crease terminal delay time and unnecessarily delay high
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priority perishable train movements. In a similar manner

the grilled opening on the door also allows the refrigerator

inspector or serviceman to view the car thermometer located

on the ear side behind the door when it is moved to open

position. Closing off or baffling these openings would

negate this design advantage.

While it is contemplated that extensive modifi-

cation of the unit can be accomplished to dlschar_e the

engine cooling air out of the top of the compartment, un-

less an alternative can be found, the closing off or baf-

fling of the compartment ventilation openln_s will probab-

ly increase the engine compartment heat buildup, making

the working environment for service and maintenance person-

nel more uncomfortable if not intolerable, The grilled

openings in the compartment wall sides also provide open-

ings through which outside light passes to provide illumi-

nation for the mechanic working inside the compartment.

Finally, the effect of snow, rain, and freezing weather

conditions on a roof located air discharge outlet are un-

predictable at this time and could present serious design

problems should an aetu_l modification be attempted.

It is estimated that fie redesign and relocate the

components within the engine compartment in order to duct

the cooling air out of the roof of the ear and to block

off the door and wall grill openings as a noise abatement

measure to meet the proposed EPA standards would cost as
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mush as $5,000 per car or $118 million for' the national

fleet Of refrigerator cars. }Men if the design problems

associated with such a major modification were overcome,

there would still remain uncertainties regarding effects on

operation, servicing, and maintenance that could signifi-

cantly increase operating costs. We can provide no esti-

mate of how long it would take to make these modifications

to the entire fleet, but most certainly the modifications

could not be completed by the 1982 deadllne. (Statement

of R. F. McKee. Exhibit J.)

b. Proposed Fan Modifications

The EFA Background Document states, without

any explanation, that technology exists for refrigerator

car noise reduction to meet the proposed standards through

"fan modifications."

The standard refrigerator ear condensing unit uses

one and sometimes two 1800 RFM electric motor driven con-

denser fans, and the diesel engine radiator cooling system

uses a belt driven radiator fan. These fan designs were

selected to minimize noise levels and are an integral part

< of the refrigerator condensing unit and diesel engine as-

sembly. They cannot be readily altered to reduce noise

levels without complete replacement and substantial modi-

fication of the engine and refrigeration systems. Assum-

ing that a fan design change was technically possible to

achieve compliance with the proposed standards without
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adversely affecting the system's basic function, which Is

not the case, it is estimated that the cost for such a

modification would be as much as $2,500 per car. At present,

there are no known noise-reduclng replacement fan compon-

ents compatible with the standard refrigerator car system

designs. Even If there were, there are no engineering test

data or operating experience to support the EPA's position

that "modifying fans" would allow the present refrigerator

car to meet the proposed standards.

c. The EPA's Comparison of Railroad Refrigerator

Car Noise With Truck Mounted Units Is Inappropriate

The Background Document analysis of refrigerator

car noise refers to the noise level generated by truck

mounted refrigerator units. Such a comparison is totally

Inaproprlatel The truck refrigerator unit Is a llght-duty,

lower capacity unit which does not have to meet the same

operating requirements and design limitations as the rail

refrigerator car unit. The truck unit is a design comprom-

ise that sacrifices longevity, capacity, and operating

design margins for a unit weight, size, and cost substan-

tially below that of the refrigerator car unit.

Truck units use a smaller, low horsepower, 4-

cycle, naturally aspirated, automotive-type diesel engine

directly coupled to the refrigerator compressor. The

condenser and engine cooling air are provided by a single

belt-driven fan with additional cooking alr provided by the

ram effect of the air into the front of the unit during the

i
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forward motion of the truck on the road. The cooling air is

drawn into the front of the unit and discharged along with

much of the refrigeration system noise out of the top of

the unit. The life of these units is seldom more than lO

years with an average life on the order of 5 to 7 years.

Because the cubic refrigerated space of the truck is sig-

nificantly smaller than the refrigerator car, the engine

horsepower requirements and refrigeration system capacity

are also considerably less. Furthermore, the shock and

impact design specifications for the truck refrigeration

components are substantially less demanding than the rall

car unit because of the cushioning effect of the ruDDer

tires and the chassis spring system.

In contrast, the railroad refrigerator car sys-

tem is designed for a minimum 20-year llfe. The shock

and impact requirements of the refrigerator cap unit are

substantially greater than the truck unit. The operating

environment of the refrigerator car unit is far more severe

than the truck unit and requires stronger, heavier duty

unit construction, design, and component selection. The

refrigerator car unit is a high-capaclty system incorporat-

ing a heavy-duty, two cycle, blower-asplrated diesel engine,

with an engine-driven high-capacity cooling fan, and sep-

arate hlgh-capaclty condensing unit, an electric motor-

driven cooling fan and compressor.
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UnMke the truck unit which draws all cooling air

into the front of the unit and discharges it out of the top,

the refrigerator car condensing unit cooling air is drawn

from the side of the car, discharged into the engine com-

partment, and the engine cooling air is drawn from the

engine compartment into the inlet side of the radiator and

discharged out of the side of the car. Suitable ventila-

tion grill vents and openings have been provided in the

compartment walls to provide maximum air flow within the

compartment in order to meet the severe ambient tempera-

tures encountered in railroad service.

: Because of these substantial dlfferences between

the truck and refrigerator car systems, any comparleon be-

tween the two systems as to noise generation mechanisms and

attenuation methods Is inappropriate and misleading. If

the EPA had attempted to make even a limited investigation

and review of the present mechanical refrigerator rail-

road car design rather than relying on refrigerated truck

data, it would have been able to distinguish the distinct

differences in the systems and would have recognized that

the noise abatement techniques recommended for refrigera-

tor cars are already incorporated into the present units

and do not represent avallable technology which would a-

chieve any measurable reduction in refrigerator car noise.

The cost estimates stated on pages C-5 and C-6

in the Background Document are meaningless inasmuch as the
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technology needed to meet the propqsgd standard is not

presently available. Assuming, however, that the proposed

technology would contribute to reducing the mechanical

unit noise sufficiently to meet the proposed standards, the

costs are woefully understated. To accomplish the proposed

modlflsatlens, based on industry experience and a knowl-

edge of components, the costs are as follows:

Techniques and Costs

EPA AiR

Improved Muffler $ i0 $-_5
Insulation 90 2_5

Fan Modification I0 2500

Total Incremental Cost $ii0 $2870

Applying the unit costs to all 23625 refrigerator cars

generates an industry capital cost of $67,803,000 com-

pared to the EPA estimated cost of $2,6_0,000. The more

realistic flg_re to modify the refrigerator system to meet

the proposed standards is the $120 million stated pre-

viously in this section.

d. EPA's Measurement Methods are Improper

The proposed EPA noise standard of 78 dB measured

at 7 meters from the source appears to be based on improper

measurement methods, atypical refrigerator ear unit opera-

tions, and non-refrlgerator-related car noise sources.
[

: The Wyle Research Report (Exhibit A) indicates that the

EPA noise measurement data contained in the Background

• Document were based on measurements of truck refrigeration
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units, refrigerator car measurements taken with refrigera-

tion units operating, and refrigerator cars operating on

standby electrical power with the engine off. Also, it was

learned that the number of measurements stated in the Back-

ground Document was incorrect. The number printed was 60,

but the actual number should have been 27. Of the noise

measurements reported, only five were actual measurements

of tall refrigerator car units. These five measurements

appear to bs averages of levels of high and low throttle

operations, plus an additional measurement with the diesel

engine off and the refrigerator unit powered by an external

electrical source. These data reported by EPA do not rep-

resent refrigerator car sound levels experienced under

normal operating conditions.

Typical sound level measurements should be made

when the maximum sound level is generated, which occurs

when the refrigeration system is operating in the maxi-

mum refrigeration mode. This Is at the high engine throt-

tle operation with all refrigeration components operating

at maximum output.

Several refrigerator car owners and the AAE

conducted sound level measuremcntes in April 1979 to deter-

mine the range in sound levels under various operating

conditions. Based on measurements from 50 different rail-

road refrigerator cars, the energy average of maximum levels

at 7 meters was found to be 85 dB. (Exhibit A, p. 25)
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Based on a comparison of these measurements with the noise

measurements in the Background Document, it is apparent that

the proposed EPA noise standard for refrigerator cars of 78

dB measured at 7 meters was based on inaccurate data and

unreliable measurements.

The proposed ErA refrigerator ear noise stand-

ard of 78 dB has a further flaw vis-a-vis the proposed EPA

receiving property line standards. It is frequently a fact

in actual yard operation that refrigerator cars -- trains

of up to 1O0 ears -- are stopped for inspection and serv-%

ice near the outer boundaries of a railroad yard property

llne for periods of up to four hours. Given that situation,

even if the proposed maximum allowable refligerator ear

noise standard of 78 dB at 7 meters could be met (which

it can't), it is very likely that the proposed EPA re-

ceiving property llne standard of 70 or 65 dB, would be

: exceeded, thereby exposing the railroad to possible en-

: forcement action. The easy answer to the problem may ap-
i

Rear to be to relocate the servlce/Inspectlon tracks away

: from the railroad property llne. However, perishable pro-

duce trains frequently are trains which bypass the hump

yards on outer yard or mainline trackage. Therefore,

the inspection and service areas must be located for easy

personnel and automotive service equipment access which is

best accommodated at the periphery of the typical railroad

yard arrangement. Thus, relocation of service/inspection
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tracks is not a viable alternative.

Based on the foregoing discussion, the AAR and

refrigerator car industry conclude that the proposed EPA

noise standard of 78 dB is unrealistic and is not sup-

ported by reliable noise data, engineering studies, or

existing, economically feasible technology. Furthermore,

the EPA does not have sufficient or adequate information

to predict what adverse effects the application of untried

noise abatement technology may have on the operation and

performance of the mechanical refrigerator car system.
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6. Load Cell Test Sites

Among the abatement techniques which EPA identi-

fies as being necessary to meet the receiving property

standards are the relocation or enclosure of load cell

test sites.

With respect to the recommended enclosures of

load cell test sites, EPA estimates that there are 216

ouch test sites in the country. In a 1976 survey AAR

determined that there were only 182 such facilities owned

by the railroads. The EPA further estimated that a 3,000

square foot Industrlal-type structure would have to be

constructed to enclose a locomotive, at a cost of $90,000

per structure. The EPA's projected c_pital costs to en-

close all load cells is $19,440,000. Its projected annual

maintenance cost is $1,_94,000.

While at first blush It may seem that the exist-

ence of fewer load cell test sites than the EPA source in-

dicated might reduce the overall capital and annualized

maintenance costs, the existence of fewer facilities is an

irrelevant factor since the EPA has grossly underestimated

the costs to implement this technique. Ample support for

the AAR's contention Is set forth below.

The Illinois Central Gulf Railroad has construct-

ed two enclosure In which to load test locomotive engines.

At their major locomotive rebuilding facility in Paducah,

Kentucky, an enclosure was built to house the engine by
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itself at a cost of approximately $300,000. At a second

site, the Woodcrest Shop in Chicago, Illinois, an enclos-

ure for the entire locomotive was constructed for about

$200,000, however the design has since proven inadequate

on account of improper air circulation. According to

the acoustical contractor who designed and supervised

construction of the Woodcrsst facility, the Woodcrest

structure provided a reduction in noise from 106 dB in-

side to 83 dB outside the building with the locomotive

at full throttle. The control room was reported to be

79 dB. The ICG estimates that the facilities at Paducahj

Eentucky, and Chicago, Illinois, would currently cost

$462,000 and $416,000, respectively, to build. (Exhibit

K).

The Burlington Northern retained Bolt, Beranek

and Newman, Inc. to study the requirements of a locomotive

load cell test enclosure. The results of the report were

used for the development of architectural plans for an

enclosure. A 2,800 square foot building was estimated

(in 1975) to cost $250,000. (Exhibit L). Further studies

indicated the need for complete redesign of the air ex-

haust system which would have increased the cost of the

enclosure significantly. The enclosure was never con-

structed.

The Louisville and Nashville Railroad converted

an old coach shop into a double test cell approximately
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80 feet long by 40 feet wide. It was divided into two cells

and the ceilings were lowered to 17 feet. Three-inch acoust-

ical panels were installed on the walls and an exhaust sys-

tem and silencers were placed on top of the building. The

conversion of this existing building cost approximately

$301,837 in 1976.

The Santa Fe estimates that multl-unlt load cells

could replace existing load test facilities fop an average

of $1.6 million each.

ConRail estimates that new enclosed load cells

could be constructed for $711,000.

In view of the foregoing cost estimates supplied

by various railroads, a conservative estimate of $500,000

per facility would appear to be appropriate as representa-

tive of the costs involved in enclosing a load cell with an

acoustically designed structure with adequate air handling

capabilities. Assuming that the 179 load cells will have

to be enclosed, the costs would be $89,500,000. Annual

building maintenance costs to the industry are estimated

to total $8,950,000 for these structures. Although, ad-

mittedly, enclosure of load cell test sites will attenu-

ate the noise generated by load cell testing, the costs are

disproportionate to the benefits gained.

L; EPA makes no mention of the fact that at least

4,65_ locomotives equipped with dynamic brakes have the
i

ability of self-loading and thus are not restricted to
/

}
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load cells for such testing. Those locomotives are gen-

erally self-loaded in the viclnlty of the englrle repair

facility and contribute to the overall yard noise levels

as do the units tested on the load cell. The EPA does

not appear to appreciate the fact that the construction

Of buildings to enclose the load cells for testing loco-

motives without self-load capabilities would be of llm-

Ited effect since it would not affect a significant por-

tion of the locomotive fleet.

Relocation of load cells would have little ef-

fect as a noise abatement technique and should not be con-

sidered to be an available alternative. The load cell

test sites, as recognized by the EPA, are of necessity in

the general vicinity of or are adjacent to engine repair

shops. Relocation of the load cells would result in sub-

stantial relocation costs, losses in productivity and ef-

ficiency due to increased manpower and locomotive movements,

and may, indeed, simply result in their movement to new io-

cations where the noise would be increased on adjacent re-

ceiving property. The relocation of load cells away from

the repair shop would require the movement of the locomotive

from the repair shop to the load cell. Because the loco-

motive being tested would be unable to move under its own

power, it would be necessary to haul the locomotive to the

load cell test site, requiring an additional locomotive as

power which in turn would contribute additional noise to
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ii the yard. It would also require _he use of extra hostlers,
J

[i yard crews, or. road crews, depending on tilelocation of the

new test site. The hau]_ng of locomotives from the repair

shop to the load cell would also contribute to yard con-

gestion problems. The locomotive could not be hauled to

the load cell test slte and back to tile repair shop without

difficulties. It would be necessary to schedule the move-

ment lnto the nor'nlalpattern of traffic in a yard.

It is virtually impossible to estlmate the costs

associated with the relocation oF load cell test facili-

ties. The cost of moving the "load boxes" would be only

a small part of the total cost. Labor costs would in-

crease, repair shop activities would be disrupted, addi-

tional locomotives would necessarily be used, fuel would be

wasted and normal yard operation would suffer from the in-

terruptions. All of these additional costs and operational

problems would be imposed on the railroads Just to move the

noise source to a new location where it would affect another

segment of the receiving property. The shorter the distance

the load box is moved the less likelihood that its contribu-

tion to the total noise in a yard would be significantly

reduced. However, the greater tile disSance it is moved

the higher the resulting costs would be. Additionally even

at the new location, a long distance from the repair shop,

the locomotive under test will generate noise having an im-

pact on receiving property.

!i
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7. Ductile Iron Brakeshoes

In the Notice the EPA identifies ductile iron

shoes as one component of the "best available technology"

for reducing retarder squeal noise. The applJcstion of

ductile iron shoes in retarders is considered by the EPA

to be necessary if railroads are to meet the 1985 receiving

property standard at hump yards. At page C-3 of the Back-

ground Document the EPA retreats slightly from the position

that ductile iron shoes constltue the "best availab].e tech-

nology" when it refers to the substitutlon of ductile iron

as a "noise abatement technique under consideration" for re-

ducing reZarder noise. This reference in the Background

Document is a mere accurate characterization. Ductile iron

shoes do not constitute proven technology. They are, at

best, in the experimental stage and further testing of them

is required. This testing and experlmen=at_on is continu-

ing because the railroad industry and the brakeshoe sup-

pliers are committed to solvlng the retarder squeal prob-

lem. At present ductile iron shoes represent only one pos-

slble solution to that problem.

Retarder squeal is generally considered to be

caused by a stick-slip action of the wheels of a freight

ear against the brakeshoes as they pass through an operat-

ing retarder. The wheel is thought to be the primary

noise source. Various experiments have been conducted over

the past 15 years or mere in an attempt to eliminate the

i iiS6
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stlck-slip action and the buildup of vibration in the wheel
( and retarder. Methods include mctallurglcal changes in

: the shoes to provide lubrication. Such experiments have

used graphite, lead, a_id mangallesc in varying quanl;itles

in the shoe. Ductile iron is only one of tile mediums in

which the lubrication has been contained. Other methods

attempting vibration isolation include differences in shoe

design, shoe configuration, and retarder modifications.

These experiments have yielded varying degrees

of success. Often the brakeshoe provided some reduction

in the number of squeals but had no effect on the sound

level of an individual squeal. }Iowever, the reduction in

occurrence of squeal was also most often offset by a high

rate of metal failure or extremely rapid wear of the shoe

material.

Other tests include the spacing of softer shoes

between standard steel shoes and, as in the EPA example in

the Background Document, using soft shoes on the inside beam

where greater wheel contact is experienced and hard shoes

on the outside beam. While the wear rate improves somewhat

under _hese conditions, the noise levels are generally un-

improved.

At this date there are several railroads engaged

in continuing experiments in retarder noise reduction by

means of "low noise" bral(eshoes. For example, Southern

• Railway Company and the Richmond, Fredericksburg and
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Potomac Railroad Company are currently operating retarders

equipped with experimental brakeshoes developed by the Q-

IV Corporation. The operation of these brakeshses is being

closely watched because they seem to be somewhat more ef-

fectlve than previous expcriements in reducing the number

of squeals and yielding an acceptqble shoe wear llfe. The

experiments with ductile iron shoes on the Southern Rail-

way System date back to 19Yl when slotted ductile iron shoes

were installed in retarders at Southern's hump yard in

Macon, Georgia. No change in noise levels was achieved with

the use of those shoes and they wore out in l0 days. Sub-

sequently, in 1973 Southern experimented with lead-filled

shoes. Holes were drilled in the shoe face for the in-

sertion of lead plugs to provide a form of automatic lub-

rication. The cost of those shoes was excessive, and the

experiment was terminated. Also in 1973, Southern tested

an experimental nylon-filled shoe (similar in design to

the lead-filled shoe). This shoe wore well but no noise

reduction was achieved, and its cost was excessive. South-

ern is realizing even more success from an experimental

metal shoe ("Q-IV Low-Noise") which is not a ductile iron

shoe. gouthern began its experiment with the special alloy

"Low-Noise" shoe in 1973, and tests are still continuing.

Despite the fact that the number of retarder

squeals may be reduced by the application of ductile iron

or other experimental retarder brakeshoes, peak noise

levels are still above the proposed EPA point source noise
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standard. Therefore ductile iron brakesboes cannot be con-

sidered as proven noise abatement technology available to

meet the proposed standards.

There are currently no industry standards for

low noise brakeshoes, and none of the shoes made today ex-

hibit the wear characteristics of standard steel shoos.

Since most hump yards are currently operating near full

capacity and maintenance intervals are scheduled so that

they are as few and as short as possible, it simply is

not feasible at this time to require the installation of

low noise brakeshoes on all retarders, especailly since such

shoes do not represent the best available technology yet and

are still experimental in nature.
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8. Releasable Inert Retarders

In the Notice the EPA includes the use of re-

leasable inert retarders as a noise abatement technique to

enable Nump yards to meet the 1985 Ldn 65 dB standard.

(Table _.2, 44 F,B. 22964). In discussing the cost of

compliance, the EPA states that the application of this

technology is "considered necessary to meet the proposed

final hump yard facility receiving property standard".

In rendering that assessment, the EPA offered no support-

ing data which can be used to evaluate the effectiveness

of installing releasable retarders as a noise abatement

technique as it relates to the receiving property stand-

ards. In fact, it is not possible to estimate the effect-

iveness of retrofitting classification tracks with releas-

able retarders because no attempt has been made to quanti-

fy the contribution of inert retarders to the total noise

generated in a yard.

With respect to the cost of retrofitting the

classification tracks with releasable retarders , the EPA

has grossly understated the costs. On page C-5 of the

Background Document, EPA gives an estimate of $10,000 for

replacement of an inert retarder with a releasable retarder.

This cost is derived from costs shown on pages 5-35 and

4-36 of the 1975 Background Document which are stated to be

for conversion of non-releasables to releasablea and which

do not include labor, down time, or operation costs. The
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1975 Background Document specifically notes that the costs

o_ shutting down a yard or part of a yard daring installa-

tion or maintenance of these systms could double or triple

the estimated costs. In the 1979 Background Document the

EPA incorrectly identifies the actual purchase costs of

releasable retarders and totally ignores installation costs,

including labor, down time, and operation costs.

In analyzing the costs given by the EPA, the AAR

obtained cost estimates directly from equipment suppliers

as well as from individual railroads. The estimates ob-

tained included the prlco of the equipment as well as in-

stallation and maintenance costs associated with releas-

able retarders. The following is a summary of the informa-

tion received.

ABEX Corporation provided an estimate in 1978 of

approximately $20,000 for one model R-14 hydraulic release

retarder, not installed. (Exhibit M).

WABCO gave cost information in 19Z8 for their

equivalent product, an operable, weight responsive, single

tall skate retarder. A typical installed retarder would

cost $36,000 per track. (Exhibit N).

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe Railway Company

provided estimates of modifying inert retarders to releas-

able types, including labor, at $33,500 apiece in 1979

dollars. At another yard on this railsad, conver-
,<

[ slon from inert retarders to operable retarders is
• !
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currently in progress. The retarders are being installed

with remote controls at a cost of over $39,000 apiece.

Extensive modifications to the existing electrical system

were neceasary to make this conversion.*/

The Chessle System estimated the purchase and

installation of 25 releasable retarders at $i,100,526 or

$44,021 each (1979 dollar.s) for their Cumberland, Maryland

yard. Thls cost includes the labor charge to Demove the

old inert retarder, engineering, materials, eontingencles_

equipment rental, and insurance.

Burlington Northern has estimated installation of

releasable inert retarders at $35,000 to $50,000 apiece.

(Exhibit 0).

In view of the foregoing estimates, a mere real-

istic estimate of an installed releasable inert retarder

is $40,000 per unit.

The EPA estimates that there are approximately

3,996 classification tracks which would require retrof_t-

tlng with releasable retarders. It is our estimate that

only about 3,306 classification tracks would require

retrofitting. There are currently at least 4,732 hump

yard classification tracks in operation on railroads in

the United States. Of these, seven yards and 324 tracks

*/ Telephone conversation of May 22, 1979, between
Mr. N_il Theme, Signal Engineer, AT&SI_, and Mr. Walter
Studabaker, P.E., AAR.
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i_ are already equipped with releasablc _'etarders, leaving

4,408 tracks unequipped. It is estimated that 75 percent

of these 4,408 tracks, or 3,306 tracks, currently have in-

ert retarders installed. The remainder have no retarders

installed. Thus, using an estimate of $40,000 per retarder,

the cost to replace these inert retarders is estimated to

be $132 million. Operations and maintenance is estimated

at $13.2 million annually for the industry.
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9. Retarder Lubrication

The lubrication system referred to in the Back-

ground Document has been installed in only one hump class-

ification yard, the Burlington Northern's Northtown Yard lo-

cated near St. Paul, Minnesota. The system was installed

as an experimental system during construction of the North-

town Yard. It is not considered a proven noise abatelnent

technology then, nor is it considered acceptable tech-

nology today because of the many operating and maintenance

problems encountered. Furthermore, the cost estimate given

by EPA on page C-3 of the Background Document is considered

by the AAR and the BN to be inaccurate because there is no

consideration of the costs involved in retrofitting, op-

erating, and maintaining _his system in an existing yard.

Finally, there are no data that show the lubrication sys-

tem has any effect on retarder noise levels.

The installation of a lubrication system in an

existing hump yard would be an extremely expensive

and in some cases an impossible task to perform. The

lubrication system requires a catch basin for collection

and discharge of the lubricant. Considerable piping must

be installed leading from each retarder to a recycling

center where the lubricant is reconstituted and pumped back

to the retarders. Waste water and overflow from the system

containing oil and ethelyne glycol must be treated prier

to discharge. Due to the presence of oil, a dissolved air
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flotatio n treatment system must be provided and because of

the anti-freeze, a biological treatment system is also ne-

cessary. Obviously a NPDES permit is required in connection

with the discharge.

Operating problems are particularly troublesome

with the lubrication system. At low temperatures, the

system is generally unreliable and becomes virtually un-

usable. Early in the winter, the ell must be eliminated

because it separates from the water and clogs the system.

Ethelyne glycol is added to prevent freezing, but despite

the presence of antl-freeze, the lubricant becomes 'slushy',

clogs the nozzle, and finally freezes. In fact, piping

freezeups have occurred even with a 50% solution of ethel-

yne glycol and water.

The system requires considerable maintenance.

The spray nozzles must be constantly kept free of biological

growth, oil, and solids. The entire retarder area is al-

most constantly covered with oil and must be cleaned fre-

quently. Extensive maintenance of the retarder is preceded

by a thorough cleaning which takes up to 8 hours. Minor

retarder maintenance requires extreme caution on the part of

maintenance personnel due to the slippery conditions. Ran-

cid odors are also a problem resulting from biological degra-

dation of material fallen from passing cars mixing with the

lubricant. The solid waste collected from the retarder

basins may even be considered to he a hazardous waste
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under RCRA for purposes of storage and disposal.

Another basic problem encountered with installing

a lubrication system on a retarder is that the lubrication

system reduces the rctardabillty of the retarder by about

15 percent to 25 percent, depending on the equipment. To

compensate for this, additional length must be added to

the retarder. Because of space restrictions in some

yards, this may be physically impossible for egIsting yards.

As wlth lubrication system installation, adding length to

the retarder under operating conditions requires the shut-

down of the retarder. To shut down the master retarder

for initial modification means the yard would have to

shut down for an extended period of time. This is almost

impossible since retarder yards are in almost constant op-

eration.

With regard to the noise abatement abilities

of the retarder lubrication system at Northtown Yard, BN

representatives have confirmed the fact that no studies have

been conducted to determine the effectiveness of the system

separately from the other abatement techniques employed

there. It is generally thought that spraying lubricating

material on the wheels of a car passing through the retarder

only decreases the likelihood of retarder sque_l and not

the maximum levels. This has not been statistically con-

firmed at I_orthtown.

The lubrication system presents another problem
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which is undesirable to the l_}:l.]ro_d]._dmK.ry, DuP.tJlgthe

spray operation, tile lubricant i,+; slit.eyed onto tile wheels
1

and undercarriage of _lJe Freight e_tr. This mlxttlre iL_ car-

ried along with the car and eventually falls to the l';t'ound.

_t Is not desil,ab].e, lyl our el)inion , to el]OO_ll,cllde /;lie

application of retarder lubrication because of

this pollution problem. Furthermore, it seems logical to

O0`'lSll_dC that the spl'aying of a ltlbPicttl`'t onto the cap

wheels and bF.akesboes will also adversely all'oct Lho b_'ttl:--

lag ability of the car at least until the lubricant clears

from tile brakeshoc and wheel frletlolL surfaces. 'l_]is

temporal.y loss of braking ability may well present serious

train-braking problems for full trains made up of cars

having Just passed through the retarder and spray solutlon.

As stated earlier, the cost,':published by EP_

are suhstantlally lower than would be encountered in rett,s-

fitting existing yards with a lubrication system under

traffic. Based on estimates developed by Consolldatsd

Rail Corporaton (ConRail), average costs for Installation

of a retarder lubrication system, not including track or

yard down time, are $3..6 million per yard. (ConRail will

be submitting a separate statement in this proceeding.)

A wastewa_er treatment facility designed to treat the over-

,_ flew and wastewater would cost about $1 million per yard.

Increasing the length of the retarder is estimated at $_

million per yard. Thus the estimated average cost to
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install a lubrication s2stei,_at_dincrca,_ethe retarder

length sufficiently to maintain the nocet_sary rctar(_ation

is $6.6 million per, yard. Th_ does not include any track

and yard down time, nor doc_ it cover the possibility of

cutting throug_ any unmapped sir, signal_ communication;

or electrical lines buried in the yard. Operating and

maintenance costs, including makeup ell and antl--freeze

for the lubrication system, electrical, wastcwater treat-

merit operating costs, dlseharge fees, equipment malntena_icc,

and cleanln_, are conservatively esti_,_ated at $660,000 per

yard. Based on these figures, the industry capital coats

are estimated to be $770 million and the annual operating

and maintenance costs are about $77 million.

It is the position of the AAR and the railroad

industry that the retarder lubrication system does not

constitute best available technology taking Into account

the cost of compliance for the reasons described above.

The system has not been proven as an effective noise abate-

ment technology, the operation and maintenance problems

are extraordinary, and the safety hazards and pollution

problems resulting from its operation are unaccep.table.

The costs are shown to be extremely high and the dubious

achievable benefits do not Justify the expense at all.
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I0. Estimated Cost of Yard Noise Level _leasuremsnt

On page C-If of the Background Document, EPA

estimates that the labor cost for yard noise measurement

will vary From $500 to $2.000 per yard, depending on the

size of the yard and that instrumentation will cost

$10,000 per set. None of these estimates are sufficient-

ly explained or referenced to enable critics± examination

of the underlying assumptions.

While the instrumentation estimate appears rea-

sonable in that $i0,000 will buy a community noise clas-

sifler, sound level meter, and calibrator, it would not be

suffleent for any other plece3 of equipment, notably a

strip chart recorder and a tape recorder. The 5-year

equipment llfe projected by EPA does appear reason-

able..

The labor cost estimates, however, are excep_o 8-

ally low. On the surface applying the EPn's assumption

_hat each yard would be measured once a year and given th'e

arduous, palnstaklnE task Of determining _omlnamee an4 _'

Iden_Ifylng various hOleS.sources from s_rlp char_ re-

co_dlngs, the AAR estlmatea that about one yard could be

thoroughly examined each month per measurement set. Thus,

the EPA_s projected COSt of $500-$2,000 per yard Is very

low. The toss should be more on the order of

$_,900 per yard assuming a _wo-man crew is employed to

take the necessary measurements. Therefore _he _otal

_J
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incremental cost of annual rail yard measurement is esti-

mated to be:

Capital Cost Annuallzed Cost

$5,900,000 $ 1,556,405 5-year Amortization
590,000 Maintenance

18_560,000 Labor
$20,706,1105

It is presumed that the measurement team would be

comprised of a senior analyst and an assistant. The larger

railroads would most likely require the services of such a

team on a full-tlme basis, while the smaller companies

which would not need a full-time staff but would use the

services of outside acoustical consulting firms. The use

of outside firms will raise the measurement costs consid-

erably.

Inasmuch as there is a lack of qualified acousti-

cal engineers at the present time, it is douStful

that there would be sufficient time before the proposed

1982 reeelvlng property standard went lnto effect to permit

all railroad yards to be measured to ascertain which noise

abatement techniques should be implemented and to implement

those techniques. In any event, for some time to come practl-

c&lly all railroads would have to compete for the services

of the limited number of qualified acoustical engineers.
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III. The Receiving Property Standards
Are Unreasonable

A. The Evidence Available to EPA Shows That The

Recelvln_ Property Standards Are Unreasonably Low

In Section 4 of the Background Document the EPA

discusses the Results of noise measurements made at given

railroad yards. This data includes the results off measure-

ments made at Northtown Yard which is owned and operated

by Burlington Northern, Inc. at Frldley, Minnesota, in the

vicinity of Minneapolls/St. Paul, Minnesota. The construc-

tion of Northtown Yard was completed in 1975. Its fea-

tures include many of the noise abatement techniques ident-

ified by EPA which requires the installation of hardware

or which requires the application of technology to the

facility._/

Ldn measurements were taken at thr_e different

test sites at Northtown Yard by the BN. See Exhibit I.

However, the only Ldn measurements which were taken into

consideration by the EPA were those at Site #2 which ranged

from 67-68 dB.. (Background Document, Table 4.4). The

apparen$ reason for the EPA's discontinuing the higher Ldn

levels measured at Site HI (up to 74 dB, according to

*/ The only features not included at Ncrthtown are
the recommended switch englnve treatment and mechanical re-
frigerator car treatment, which treatments, as shown else-
where, will not appreciably reduce the noise levels of such
equipment or enable the yards to meet the proposed property
llne standards.
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Table 4.5) must be the agency's view that measurements taken

inside the railroad property line are irrelevant. The in-

dustry submits that basing relevancy on such a technical dis-

tinction, _._., whether the measurement site was inside,

at or beyond the railroad property line, without taking into

consideration the distances involved, the physical layout

of the particular yard and the proximity of the measure-

ment site to the nearest piece of railroad equipment and

major noise source is completely arbitrary and unjust. Such

a technical distinction precludes the application of data

highly relevant in assessing the ability of yards in gen-

eral to meet the proposed Ldn standards.

For instance, at Northtown, even though the

specific measurement site at which the Ldn was measured

was ll5 feet from the boundary llne, it was approximately

210 feet from the nearest piece of railroad equipment and

even further removed (as described below) from the major

noise source. Since the property llne and receiving prop-

erty around many.railroad yards can reasonably be expect-

ed to fall within 200 feet of the nearest piece of railroad

equipment, (see Exhibit P) the measurement of Ldn 74 dB

at Northtown Yard is a very relevant measurement in assess-

ing the Industry's ability to comply with the 1982 standard

of Ldn 70 dB and the 1985 standard of Ldn 65 dB. Thus the

74 Ldn measurement, should have been considered by the SPA.
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When one oonslders the noise abatement techniques

employed at Norbh_own Yard, the position of noise sources

relevant to the measurement sites and the distances from

the major noise sources to the measurement sites, it be-

comes quite clear that the receiving property standards

are unressonably low for hump yards and connot be met.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 in the Notice list the abatement tech-

niques to be applied In hump yards to reach the Ldn of 70

dB and Ldn of 65 dB. Following is an analysis of each

one of those techniques as they might have affected the

711 dB measurement obtained at Northtown:

-- Retarder Noise Barriers. Northtown Yard is

equipped wlth noise barriers at the master

retarder and at the group retarders. The

barriers are 8 feet high and extend beyond

the length of the retarder by i0 feet at

the point of car entry and 10 feet at the

point of car exit. Significantly, the

master retarder is 950 feet from the mea-

surement site and the nearest group retarder

Is approximately 600 feet from the measure-

ment site,

-- Mechanical Refriserator Cars. Mechanical

refrigerator cars are not stored on

._, tracks near the measurement site Identl-

fled as "Location i" on Exhibit I, and

%
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only such refrigerator cars being clas-

sified or, In trains arriving or ready

for departure would have bee_] present.

A caboose/refrlgerator car servicing

facility Is located approximately l,lO0

feet away from the measurement site.

The refrlgerator cars are spotted at

thls facility for fueling only, and all

repair work is done at another loca-

tion. These cars would not be at the

servicing facility for any extended

periods of time. In any event, the

noise emitted by such cars when spot-

ted at the servicing facility would be

attentuated by the hump, the hump tower,

and the service facility structure

which are In the llne of s_ght from

the measurement location. Also, as

noted elsewhere, the EPA's contem-

plated technology for mechanical re-

frigerator ears will not reduce the

noise generated by such cars by any

significant degree.

-- Switch Engine Treatment. As previously

described, the treatment recommended

by the EPA would have little impact in
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reduclng the total noise emitted by

locomotives idling on in low throttle

positions. Because of the relative

distance of specific operations,

switch engines would not be a major

noise source at the site.

-- Relocate or Enclose Load Cell Test Sites.

The load cell test facility was 1,500

feet from the measurement site and

was blocked from view by the diesel re-

pair shop.

-- Relocate or Shutdown Idling Locomotives.

An examination of the layout, of North-

town Yard shows that the relocation of

idling locomotives would not be possible

without completely redesigning and re-

building the yard.

-- Dutile Iron Shoes. The retarders are not

equipped with ductile iron retarder shoes.

However, they are equipped with a lubri-

cation system which is designed to obtain

the same results.

-- Releasable Retarders. Northtown Yard is

equipped with releasable inert retarders

at the end of the classification tracks.

In addition, the ear repair facility and
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the diesel shop are both enclosed.

Northtown Yard was built with sufficient room

available for the construction of longer retarders required

by the lubrication system and for the necessary clearance

for barriers at all of the retarders. By design or by co-

incidence of yard layout, virtually all of the abatement

techniques that the EPA identifies as being necessary to

meet the 1985 standard of Ldn 65 dB are present at North-

town Yard. And yet a measurement of Ldn 74 dB was ob-

tained at a point far enough removed from railroad noise

sources that it duplicates the "receiving property"

surrounding many yards. This fact drastically undercuts

the EPA'e contention that the propose_ Ldn levels are

achievable by hump yards.

It is important to note that Nortbtown Yard does

not represent the "state-of-the-art" in railroad yard con-

struction. Ncrthtown represents art in the "experimental"

stage. If anything, it is only the "state-of-the-art" in

the construction of new yards where sufficient land is

available to incorporate the noise control features in-

cluded in that yard.

Even if one considers Just the property llne

measurements ranging from Ldn 67-68 contained in Table

4-4 of the Background Document, llke the EPA did, the un-

reasonableness of the proposed receiving property stand-

ards stands out. That railroad yard which includes the

d
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most sophisticated and effective noise control features

identified by the EPA, which features were installed at a

total cost of approximately $1,503,182_/, cannot meet the

EPA's proposed standards. How the EPA can legitimately

expect existing hump yards to meet the proposed Ldn

standards when Northtown cannot remains unaddressed and

u_answered.

_J
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B. It Would Be Unreasomsble To Adopt

Standards Using The Ldn Descriptor
Because The Limited Alternatives Available

Are Neither Feasible Nor Cost-Effective

In the Notice and in the Background Document the EPA suggests

that there are two alternatives to the application of the technology

identified. At various poiltts EFA suggests that railroads could meet

the receiving property standard by acquiring additlonal land surrounding

railroad facilities or else the railroads could reduce n_ghttime

operations. The first of those two alternatives -- land acquisition --

has boon discredited by EPA itself. It is estimated that this alternative

as a noise abatement technique mould cost the railroad industry

approximately $4 billion. This is clearly unreasonable and the EPA

acknowledges that such a burden cannot be placed upon the railroad industry.

As to the second alternative -- reduction of nighttime

operations -- the _PA suggests that its proposed standards could be met

by application of the identified technology and no curtailment of night-

time operations would be required. However, as provlously demonstrated

in these comments, the application of the recommended abatement techniques

will not permit railroads to mnnt the Ldn 70 and the Ldn 65 standards.

The 5PA appears to reject the alternative of curtailing operations at

night and found that the cost of operational curtailment was extremely

difficult to estimat9 (44 P.R. 22966). Attempt was made to estimate the

cost of reseheduling nighttime activities, but this estimate did not

include the cost of physically expanding rail facilities, the cost of

additional rail cars to make up for the lost car days. Despite its

failure to include these significant cost items the EPA suggested that
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the total incremental cost resulting from the curtailment of yard

operations from 10 o'clock in the evening to 7 o'clock in the morning

would be approximately $576.6 million in capital expenditures and

$364,926 in increased annual operating and maintenance expenses.

This staggering increase (which represents only the tip

of the iceberg) should |lave been sufficient to compel the EYA to

reject this alternative out of hand. The failure of EPA to specifically

find that the rescheduling of nighttime activities is net a viable

alternative and its failure to acknowledge the full impact of such an

alternative causes grave concern within the railroad industry. This is

particularly serious in view of the fact that the recommended abate-

ment techniques will not sufficiently reduce noise to the proposed levels.

Because of EPA's failure to adequately consider the full

impact of roschmduling nighttime activities, it is necessary to complete

the record in this proceeding and dispose of the ill-conceived notion

once and for all that rescheduling of nighttime operations might be

a viable alternative. The consequences of even attempting implementation

of the notice would be devastating.

The data collected and analyzed by the EPA discloses that

railroads operate 24 hours a day. The noise measurements show that

the noise levels during nighttime hours arm roughly equivalent to the

daytime noise levels. Table 4-8 in the Background Document displays
*/

the comparison of day and night sound levels-- and clearly shows the

_J The comparisons in Table 4-8 were based on L , measurements.,m

Comparable Ldn measurements would be approxlm_tely 6dB hlgher.

Seo Table 4-4.
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level of that nighttime noise is not appreciably different than the

level of daytime noise. Purthermore Table 4-7 in the Background

Document shows that high activity levels occur daring both nighttime

]*ours and daytime hours and that the maximum Leg levels were obtained

during nighttime hours as well as during daytime ]]ours at the various

yards measured.

The reasons for the comparability of nighttime and daytime

noise levels arise from the very nature of railroad operations. Train

movement and car classification operations are required to be conducted

24 hours per day. Trains arrive at yards at all ]*ours of the day and

night and the cars must be classified, switched to shippers'and receivers'

facititlos or dispatched in departing trains as quickly and efficiently

as possible. Pailure to handle the incoming cars promptly would

preclude the handling of subsequent car and train arrivals. Given the

fixed and limited nature of the existing nationwide physical rail

facilities, those facilities must be operated on a 24 hour basis to

keep cars moving through the system. Any disruption whether localized

or on a bread area basis, would have significant disruptive impacts far

beyond the area of the site of the initial curtailment of operations.

It is simply not feasible to schedule the arrival or

departure of all trains from the hours of 7 o'clock in the morning

to 10 o'clock in the evening. This is illustrated by the example in

the Statement of Mr. W. V. Williamson, Exhibit Q, wherein he explained

that the three-shift switching capacity of Southern Pacific's Los

Angeles, California hump yard is approximately 2200 cars with the

average through-put in the range of 1800 to 2500 cars a day. Since

the physical capacity of the switching facility is 700 cars per 8-hour

shift, any effort to reduce or eliminate switching during nighttime
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hours would result in an immediate backup of cars. Similar curtailment

of nighttime activities of most other railroad switching facilities

would have the same effect and would soon bring the entire railroad

system to a halt.

The scheduling of trains at one location has a direct

impact on the scheduling of trains at many other locations. _rohibiting

train movomeut or car classification from lO o'clock at night to

7 o'clock in the morning at one location would result in a direct

and immediate curtailment of activities at other locations and not

just at the nighttim¢_ hours. However, as will be discussed later,

the cessation or curtailment of nighttime hours would have a much

more serious disruptive effect than merely sbifting operations from

one location to another.

Nighttime activities are not confined to the classification

yards. A substantial amount of the imdustrial switching operations

arm conducted during these hours. Nighttime opoations are essential

to accommodate customers I service requirements. Rail customers

across the country require and demand nighttime switching operations.

Additionally, in many urban areas daytime switching is prohibited where

vehicular congestion precludes train opeations.

The Statements of both Mr. W. V. Williamson, Exhibit Q,

end Mr. John B. Hitchcock, Exhibit R, confirm the AAR's position

that many industries, especially those with multi-shift operations,

require and demand nighttime switching in order to handle the high

volume of cars and to provide a constant flow of materials into

the plants during all shifts of operations, Prime examples are the

_: automobile assembly plants served by thm railroads. Most autombile

. assembly plants are multi-shift opeations with high railroad car

volume requirements to provide the assembly line material during each
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shift. Essentially, the railroads provide warehouse inventory on

wheels for the automahile assembly plants with material moving directly

from the cars To the assembly line. Curtailment of nighttinle switching

activity would result in a shortage of production materials and

soon a shutdown of second sMft p]ant operations. Similar predictions

would be true for many other types of major industrial production

operations. Curtailment or shutdown of railroads would moan curtail-

meat and shutdown of 5ndustry in general, with concomitant severe

unemployment for the nation.

Aside from the fact that curtailment of industrial switching

during nighttime hours would direculy cause a slow down and eventual

shutdown of nighttime industria] plant operations, curtal]taunt of

railroad yard activity at night _,'ould also impede the required

switching and classification of inbound and outbound cars tbat must

be handled in the railroad yards before and after normal industrial

plan switching is performed. Thus, it is essential for continued

industrial production to have railroad yard switching during nighttime

hours.

The failure of the EPA to recognize the legitimate need for

sustained nighttime railroad activity in the nation's railroad and

industrial switching yards and tbe grave consequences of curtailing

this nighttime activity would be to ignore the true realities of our

natioll's industrial and transportation needs. To make it perfectly

clear to the EPA that what tile industry is saying is true, the AAR

asked Southern Railway Company to run a computer analysis on the

effects that curtailment of yard opeations during nighttime hours

would have on Southorn's overall system operations. The results of
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the study, included as Iixhibit S, _ere disunt]'ous for thnt railroad

system, implying even graver consequences for tile _ndustry ;*s a whole.

To condtlct the study Southern employed a computer net-

work model called SIMTRAN which was designed in the e_*rly 1970's

to evaluate the impact of m_ljor operating chanties on the railroad.

Three simulation exercises were conducted, with each exercise testing

a different curtailment assul,ption. The "standurd" network used

contained 46 termJn_*ls on the Southern Raih_ay System. The traffic

period selected for the exercises was May 1-16, 1977, a typically

heavy traffic period.

In the first case study, the effects of total curtailment

nightly at one major yard were evaluated. The second case study

considered the effects of partial curtailment nightly for yards

bordering on "developed" land. In each of these first two cases, the

nighttime curtailment w2s reflected in SIMTRAN by reducing or

eliminating the midnight to 8:00 a.m. processing rate for the yards

involved, i.e., the third shift. While the midnight to 8:00 a.m.

period is one hour shorter than the 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. criterion

proposed by the EPA in its Ldn measure, this variance was considered

to have little if any effect on the results predicted by the model.

In the third case study, the processing rate for each shift was

adjusted to reflect a 50% reduction in processing during the nine

hours from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. and a 10% increase in processing

during the fifteen daytime hours. This was done for all yards

bordering on developed land.

The first text undertaken was intended to show the effect

of totally shutting down car clsssificrltion at one major yard

facility daring the period midnight to 8:00 a.m. Inman Yard, located
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within the city limits of Atlanta, Georgia, was chosen. Inman is

the largest hump yard operation on the Southern. Approximately 2,500

cars are classified over tile hump daily, with between 3,500 and

4,000 cars being handled through tile yard each day. Inman's

receiving yard standing capacity is 2,400 cars. Under the normal

throe shift opeation, an average of 416 cars await classification

at midnight daily.

Under the curtailed operation the average of cars awaiting

classification at midnight is 5,709 cars. The capacity of the Inman

receiving yard becomes exceeded during the third day of operation

and all practical yard operations would have terminated by that time.

The simulation, assuming a limitless receiving yard storage area,

was permitted to continue through sixteen days of operation to see

if any stabilizing trend would develop, but none did.

The effect on car transit times from origin to destination

was also highly negative. Under normal operation in the sixteen

days [simulated), the average origin to destination trip time for

all cars on tile Southern is 50.7 hours. Under the curtailed operation

[with only Inman closed at night), the transit time increases to 56.6

hours. Cars handled directly by the Inaan facility fared worse.

For instance, the trip time for cars originating in the Atlanta area

destined for Cincinnati increases from 47 hours to 117 hours, while

the trip time for cars in the opposite direction increases from 51

hours to 139 hours. Note that these statistics reflect only those

movements successfully reaching destination. A disproportionate

nu*eber of cars in the curtailment study did not reach destination

im the 16-day period simulated.

These results indicate that total nighttime curtailment

of wen one major yard facility is totally impractical. The effect
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of shutting additional facilities wouhl logically be _1ore impractical.

In the second c_se study all analysis was undertaken to

quantify the system-wide effects of partial curtaihnont of operations.

The nighttime classification capability at yards bordering on "non-

compatible ''_ land uses, i.e., residential, commercial or institutional

use areas, was halved. Yards bordering on "compatible"* ]and uses, i.e.

manufacturing or undeveloped areas, wore allowed to operate at full

capacity in the ana]ysis. Of the 46 yards considered in the simulation,

30 wore classified as incompatible, including four hump yards.

As in tile first s_mulatiou exercise, a fu]l sixteen days

of simulated operation was attenlpted. Ilowover, SIMTRAN terminated

after nine days of operation duo to the excessively large hael_log

of cars awaiting classification at various yards.

The sixteen "compatible" yards suffered no deterioration.

One-half [IS) of the "non-compatible" yards also suffered no significant

deterioration of service; however, those yards handle only 18% of

all cars processed on Southern. The other fifteen "non-compatible"

yards which normally handle 48% of all cars processed daily on the

Southern experienced severe yard congestion, with a largo number of

them being effectively "blocked out" by the ninth day of operation.

The conclusion that must be drawn from the second exorcise

is that even a minimal disruption of nighttime operations at major

yard facilities has a drastic impact on system operations. Any

further nighttime operating restricitons beyond these minimal

measures would cause further disruption, resulting in total system

shutdown.

_Tho "compatible" versus "non-compatible" differentiation was at one
time being considered by the EPA for application of rail yard noise
emission standards. Tile "developed" versus "undeveloped" differen-

tiation proposed in the April 17 rulemoking is more stringent.
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The tMrd case stud), involved a p_trt[al curtailznent of

yards bordering on "undeveloped" property during the Mac-hour

period from 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. as specified in tile proposed

standards. Nighttime activities at these yards were halved as illthe

second case stud),, and dayt_nle operations wore _ncreased to the

extent possible, given practical capacity constraints. A review of

yard operating capacities indicated that u ten percent increase in

tile level of operations is a reasonable gee].

As in the previous exorcise, sixteen days of simulated

operation wore attempted. Again, as ill the second exorcise t

SINTRAN terminated, in this case after ton days of operation (as

compared with nine days) due to an excessively large backlog of cars

awaiting classification at various yards. Yard congestion resulted

in much tile same manner as in the second exorcise.

The eight yards bordering on undeveloped land use as well as

twenty-four of the yards bordering on developed land use suffered

either no significant deterioration or none at all. However, fourteen

yards bordering on developed land use and which handle 51% of all

cars processed daily on Southern did experience severe yard congestion.

Twelve Of the yards exceeded standing capacity within tell days, if

not much sooner, without showing any signs of stabilization, lqhile

the increased level of operations in tile daytime did reduce the

adverse effects shown in the second study, it was unable to eliminate

the severe problems encountered, particularly at the four major

hump yards which were curtailed. Results o£ this analysis support

the conclusions roached in the second exorcise.
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The following conclusions can be drawn from the three

exercises with respect to Southera's oper;_tioes. First, tot_l curtail-

ment of nigbttJnle classification at just one major classification

yard would not only cripple that yard's productivity but would also

adversely affect system operations to the point t]lat total shutdown

would occur. Second, partial curtailment of nighttime operations

at yards bordering ell e_ther non-colllpatihle or undeveloped land uses

would result in a severe deterioration in service, would cripple

productivity at a nuiilberof major facilities and would also result

ultimately in total system shutdown. The most immediate implication

of those two conclusions Js that the same results lqould hold true for

the railroad industry as a _,'holeif any substantial curtailment of

operations were undertaken -- _)ut on a fal" ]iloresevere and devastating

level.

The F'PA's belief that third shift operations can be readily

handled by first and second shifts through the employment of ' :_::

additional switch engines completely ignores reality. There is simply

not sufficient capacity _n the system to permit any significant

reduction in operations during nighttime hours. Yards are designed

with fixed capacities fully contemplating 24 hours per day opestions

and cannot sustain processing rates significantly beyond those

capacities without suffering continuing backlogs and crippling

congestion, lVhilo the activity levels of yards during the daylight

hours can be increased by a small percentage, tbo closer tile yards

got to the "blocking" status, the less efficient they become.

|_re an effort made to curtail nighttime noise, that effort would

bring the nation's rail system to a virtual halt within a matter of

days. Althought it is impossible to quantify all the costs associated
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with railroad shutdown, they would 50 astronomical. A]] would suffer:

the railroads, the shippers and the public in geueral.

The EPA must dismiss once and for al] its notion that

curtailment of railroad operations is a viable altornatlve to moot

the proposed receiving property standards. It is the Jndustry's

position that Congress never intended curtailment of oper:_tJons to be

treated as a noise abatement technique except in certain extremely

limited circumstances. Congress was well aware of the dire

implications of curtailment° In an), event, tile ]IPA cannot legally

promulgate unreasonably low receiving property standards which cannot

be met under the Act's criteria for rulemaking and then expect

the railroads to curtail operations in an effort to meet those

standards. Risking total shutdown as a noise abatement technique

is made even more absurd and egregious by the fact that decreasing

railroad operations by 50% would result in only a 5dB reduction in

the Ldn , a measurable but not significantly noticeable reduction.
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C. The EPA Cannot Justify the Use Of The

Ldn Descriptor in the Proposed Standards

The receiving property standards proposed by EPA

represent the first occasion in which the EPA would include

the use of the Ldn descriptor in noise standards adopted

by the agency. In the Notice EPA states that Ldn "is the

primary community noise descriptor used by EPA to correlate

with known effects of the noise environment on an individ-

ual and _he general public" and, further, that it "has been

used by EPA in all of its previous noise control regulatlons

in assessing the health and welfare benefits of regulatory

actions." (44 F.2. 22963). The fact is, however, that

EPA has never used the Ldn as a descriptor in any noise

regulations which it has promulgated.

In literature publlshed by the EPA, Jr'has ex-

pressed the objective of obtaining an Ldn of Z5 dB now and

an Ldn of 65 dB in the near future. This expressed ob-

Jectlve has not been conflned to railrsads but applles to

communities generally. However, the EPAfs documents do not

contain any technological or economic studies which demon-

strate how these objectives can be realistically achieved.

Similarly, in the current proceeding, EPA has set forth

an objective but has offered no credible technological or

economic analysis to Justify the use of the Ldn descriptor.

It would appear that EPA views this proceeding

as an opportunity to exp@riment with the actual use of
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the Ldn descriptor as a standard _,ather than Just as an

assessment device. Unfortunately, it proposes to impose

this experiment on the one industry for which it would be

eminently unreasonable to penalize nighttime noise. In

focusing on the use of the Ldn as a metric for obtaining

lower noise levels at nighttime, the EPA has ignored the

operational realities of the railroad industry.

In support of the Ldn descriptor, the EPA justi-

fies its use on the ground that it will preclude disruption

to sleep. (44 F.R. 22964). However, in its baste to test

the Ldn descriptor in a set of industry standards, the EPA

has proposed to apply the Ldn decrlptor not only to res£-

dentlal receiving property but also to commercial and in-

dustrial receiving properties. Application of the Ldn

standard to the commerlcal and industrial receiving propert-

ies would impose a 10 dB nighttime penalty for properties

where generally there are no people attempting to sleep.

In such instances, application of the Ldn descriptor does

nothing to achieve the objective which the EPA purports

to achieve.

The AAB cites this indiscriminate application of

of the Ldn metric not because It feels there is any Justl-

rlcatlon for using the Ldn metric in yards surrounded by

residential property but merely to lllustrate the lack of

thorough consideration given to the problem by the ErA.

Because this proposed application of Ldn is inconsistent
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with its basic purpose and because the nature of railroad

scheduling demands nighttime yard operations at a level

similar to that experienced in the daytime, the proposed

regulations would impose a considerable burden on the rail-

road industry with little resultant benefit to the public.

Stated more succinctly, the proposed application of Ldn is

inconsistent with the stated objective, resulting in the

imposition of an unbearable burden on the railroad industry

without any significant benefit to the public welfare.

The EPA's "simplified reference for determining

compliance' represents another example of how the EPA's ill-

advised pursuit of the Ldn metric led it to impose stand-

ards which will prove to be burdens on and which have no

bearing on the stated objectives of the Ldn metric. In

Tables 2.1(e) and 2.1(d) the EPA proposes the use of mathe-

matical maximum Leq limits for specified hourly periods

which are "equivalent to the Ldn 70 and Ldn 65." The hourly

Leq values are said to be equivalent to a 24-hour Ldn. The

EPA says that the hourly Leq standards will make enforce-

ment easier because it is mathematically impossible to ex-

ceed the hourly Leq value and not also exceed the 24-hour

Ldn standard. Thus, for example, EPA states that a measured

2-hour Leq of 81 dB during the hours of 10:00 a.m. to

12:00 noon would constitute a violation of the 24-hour Ldn

70 dB. While it may be true that a 2-hour measurement of

Leq 81 dB during normal daytime working hours is the
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mathematical equivalent of a 24-hour Ldn in excess of 70

dB, the 2-hour Leq measurement has nothing whatsoever to do

with the stated objective of the Ldn metric. EPA makes na

independent analysis af _be adverse impact, if any, af a 2-

hour Leq 81 dB and does not acknowledge that such a mea-

surement has any relevance other than a mathematical cor-

relation to the objective of imposing a l0 dB penalty on

nighttime noise. This is another example of the manner in

which EPA's tunnel vision with respect to the Ldn descript-

or would result in unreasonable and lll-cansidered stand-

ards.

Furthermore, from a technical standpoint, the EPA

has nat adequately considered the complexity of measuring

railraad noise sources at the receiving property in rela-

tion ta outside noise sources. Most of the EPA's previous

efforts to set noise standards involved measurements of

simple sound level values at one or more fixed measurement

positions relative to simple wen-defined sources. The

sources regulated have been of the same general type and the

duty cycle af the source has been well specified. Thus,

the measurement procedures involved in determining compli-

ance and the noise control options available to achieve

compliance have been rather straightforward.

In the present case in which regulations are pro-

posed to control the noise emission from railraad yards,

the sltuatian is canslderably more complex. A simple source
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is not being regulated but rather a multitude of various

types of sources must be considered. The duty cycle of the

sources are not constant or well defined nor are their posi-

tions fixed relative to the measurement point. Because the

Ldn acoustic metric is not an instantaneous sound level

measurement but rather represents a temporal average over

an extended time period, it becomes impossible to exclude

measurement of noise from non-railroad sources. In its

haste to use the railroad industry as the "test" industry

for application of the Ldn metric, EPA neglected to ade-

quately consider and deal with these complexities.
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IV. IIealth and Welfare II:ipac_

In tile ]loticc (at 114 F.I_. 22963 ct sag_t) the EPA

attempted to describe the need for a health and welfare

analysis in setting standards for noise eraissions. It

argued it was justified in assessing the public health and

welfare impact of its proposed noise emission standards so

that It would ]]ave a "target" or a "noise control objective."

It indicated that the judgment of whether tbe proposals

(including the standards, the abatement techniques, and the

costs) were reasonable was to be based on an assessment of

the current impact of railroad noise on the public health

and welfare and on a measure of tile extent to which the

proposed standards would result In public health and wel-

fare benefits.

There are two serious problems In the EPA's ap-

proach. _Irst, tile EPA exceeded its statutory mandate by

going beyond the use of the analysis of health and welfare

impacts as a "target" or "objective" upon which to judge

technological efficacy and reasonableness of coat. In-

stead it chose the Ldn descriptor as the receiving property

standard solely on the basis of the health and welfare crl-

terion, to be applicable to all adjoining land uses but un-

developed. The importance of thls choice Is clear to

all. The EPA ibself calls it "them most strlngenb of the

standards required under tills proposal" (44 _.R. 22964,

left column). Yet In relation be the criteria specifically

authorized In Section IZ -- best available technology and
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cost of compliance -- choice of the Ldn descriptor as op-

posed to the Leq descriptor is completely arbitrary.

Beyond being arbitrary, the artificial penalty o:I night-

time operations that the Ldn descriptor imposes will result

in a standard which cannot be achieved, in many cases, even

wit]! application of that technology which exist.(;unless

there is also adoption of severely curtailed nighttime opera-

tions.

Protection of the public health and welfare is

clearly the goal of the statute. The AAR does not dispute

this. Despite what the EPA has said (44 F.R. 22963, top

left column), the AAR does not contend that public health

and welfare impact is to be "totally absent" from considera-

tion. The AAR does contend that public health and welfare

impact is not a valid criterion for setting standards and

certainly is not the sole criterion for choice of descriptor.

The AAR does suggest that the EPA will best pro-

tect the public health and welfare by doing the job it was

assigned to do under the statute: look clearly, now and

in the future, for what technology can really do, at costs

which are reasonable, to reduce railroad equipment and facil-

ity noise; and based on what it learns, set standards to

see that what can be done is done, This is the way to

attain the objective of the Act. With the objective achiev-

ed, the public health and welfare will be served in the

broadest sense.
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The second serious problem with the EPA's

approach relates to the EPA's health a_d welfare impacts,

both current impact of railroad noise and impact after

implementation of the proposed standards. The measurement

was faulty. This resulted in unreasonable, unjustifiable,

and arbitrary railroad facility noise emission standards.

The following examples clearly demonstrate the inadequacy

of the analysis by EPA of health and welfare impacts.

EPA attempted to measure the number of people

currently affected by railroad noise. It used statistical

models to determine noise exposure and concluded that about

four million people in the United States are exposed to day-

night average railroad yard noise levels of 55 Ldn or

greater. Because of errors, ambiguities _nd unsupported

assumptions, EPA's analysis of the health and welfare im-

pact results in an estimate which almost certainly over-

states the number of people currently affected by railroad

noise. In addition, the assertion that compliance with

the proposed standards would benefit about 830,000 is

clearly an overestimate since the EPA does not take into

account in its analysis the effect of other community noise

sources.

In an inaccurate and misleading statement, EPA

suggested that its action would "provide an environment

free from railroad noise that Jeopardizes the health and

welfare for 830 thousand of our Nation's people." EPA
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had absolutely no possible basis for suggesting that rail-

road noise might'_eopardize" public health. Indeed, the

available data support a finding that railroad noise does

not "jeopardize" public welfare. Considering the low levels

of railroad noise cited in the Background Document, a more

reasonable conclusion would have been that, at most, rail-

road noise is capable of constituting an annoyance -- at

some locations some of the time.

EPA used a mathematical model to predict exist-

ing railroad yard noise impact and the impact expected if

its proposed standards are finally promulgated and imple-

mented. In this mathematical model, EPA committed several

errors resulting in overestimates of population exposure

and generally discrediting the validity of the model's

results. The most signlfieant deficiency in the model was

the EPA's failure to consider noise from non-railroad

sources. As long as the model predicted railroad noise to

be in excess of Ldn 55 dB, it was assumed that the people

within that range were affected by railroad noise. How-

ever, if the non-railroad noise exceeds the railroad noise

level by 3 dB or more, the railroad noise should not be

identified as having an adverse impact. Significantly,

EPA's data show community noise to be at levels above those

produced by railroads. Furthermore, any reduction of the

railroad noise levels to values less than 3 dB below the

level due to non-railroad noise sources will produce little

benefit.
!
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The impact of noise in a community is a function

of all the noise it hears, not just of one component. This

is a particularly significant consideration which the EPA

ignored in attempting to measure the effect of changing a

single component of the total noise level. Its model in-

eluded people as benefiting from the reduction in railroad

noise even in circumstances in which a complete elimination

of railroad noise would have little or no impact on the

community. Such would be the case where the railroad noise

in a community is more than 3 dB below the sum of the noise

contributions from non-railroad sources. (Exhibit A, pp.

28-29.)

The EPA's decision to consider only railroad

noise in its model constitutes a serious deficiency. Non-

railroad noise was the dominant source in four out of ten

railroad yard sites for which there were available data

describing relative contributions of each noise source to

the total hourly Leq. In two of the other sites, non-rail-

road noise was a major contributor to the hourly Leq , witb

airplane flyovers and traffic noise being the largest non-

railroad noise contributors. (Exhibit A, p. 30.) EPA's

failure to include the non-railroad noise sources makes it

impossible to calculate accurately the reductions in the

effective number of people affected. Another serious error

was to count the estimated number of people in certain areas

twice. (Exhibit A, p. 29 and p. 33.)
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It is absolutely impossible to estimate the reli-

ability of any of the values arrived at in ealoulating the

"effective number of people impacted." Throughout the

entire impact analysis there is no consideration given to

the statistical accuracy of the model. Questionable esti-

mates are made, and at no point in the Background Document

are error bounds presented or their implications discussed.

Exhibit A contains a discussion of several exam-

ples of the failure of the EPA to determine the acouracy

of the predictions developed throuRh the model. The accu-

racy of distances estimated between railroad noise sources

and the receiving property is so questionable that little

or no confidence can be placed on the estimate of the

effective number of people impacted. (Exhibit A, p. 30 and

Tables 4-1 through 4-4.) The activity rate of a rail yard

was estimated solely on the basis of physical size despite

the fact that size is net always indicative of activity.

(Exhibit A, p. 33.) The manner in which the EPA distinguish-

ed between switch and road locomotives was completely arbi-

trary. The model assumed a uniform population distribution

around yards, which is also an invalid assumption. Yet it is

one which results in an overstatement of the number of peo-

ple in the areas of high railroad yard noise and in an

unrealistically high estimate of the effective number of

people impacted. (Exhibit A, p. 34.)

EPA's enlargement of the study area to "include at

least one population centroid" of the census data (Back-
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ground Document, p. T-I of Appendix T) in its estimate for

yards in scarcely populated areas arbitrarily increased

the value used for the constant population density around

such a yard. If so few people live in the vicinity of the

yard that EPA felt compelled to enlarge the study area, it

is unlikely that very many of the people in the enlarged

area live in the immediate vicinity of the yard. (Exhibit

A, pp. 34-35.) Simply stated, EPA cannot assume a constant

average population density in the immediate vicinity of a

yard where there were so few people residing that it was

necessary to enlarge the study area. Yet that is what EPA

did and it necessarily resulted in an overestimate in the

effective number of people impacted.

The EPA also indiscriminately assumed a constant

distribution of population around all yards even though many

are located in industrial areas• To the extent yards of

certain types are located primarily in industrial areas

which are scarcely populated, the EPA's assumption again

overestimated the population densities around such yards•

(Exhibit A, p. 35.)

As stated above, the errors, statistical inaccu-

racies, and questionable estimates associated with the

mathematical model have resulted in unreliable and unaccep-

table predictions of railroad yard noise impact for present

noise levels and for proposed regulatory receiving property

levels.
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To the extent the EPA claims that there is a

noise problem to be cured (i.e., 4 million people in the

United States exposed to day-night average rail yard noise

levels or greater), it is a statistical problem created by

EPA. No confidence can be placed in this estimate. To the

extent EPA uses its estimate of the number of people bene-

fiting from the proposed standards as evidenoe of their

effect, it is a statistical cure. Overestimates in the

projections of current impact are objectionable since they

give incorrect and exaggerated impressions of the overali

importance of current railroad noise. Overestimates in

the projections of the reduction in impact that is actually

achievable are even more objectionable since they can load

to expenditures of large amounts of money on noise control

which ultimately will produce little benefit to the com-

munity. The EPA's analysis suffers from both of these

objections, with its "manufactured" conclusions standing

in marked contrast to the Agency's earlier position that

"railroad noise has not been identified as one of the major

sources of noise in the environment." 41 F.R. 2189 (Janu-

ary 14, 1976),
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V. Measurement Methodolosy

There are four major areas of the EPA's proposed

measurement methodology that contain serious weaknesses.

Promulgation of the proposed noise standard without cor-

recting these problems would constitute a flagrant misuse

of regulatory authority.

First, in describing the methodology to be used

in measuring the sound levels from retarders, mechanical

refrigerator cars, and car impacts, the effects of a wide

variety of factors such as instrument accuracy tolerances,

reflecting objects near the source, competing noise sources,

ground surface and contours, and wind conditions -- all

of which are known to have important influences on the ac-

curacy of sound level measurements -- are not fully.ex-

amined. Since most of these factors cannot generally be

controlled in a railroad yard, a considerable margin of

tolerance must be permitted above the proposes regulatory

levels to allow for increased noise levels due to these

effects.

Second, the ErA has given incomplete instrumenta-

tion specifications for the integrating sound level meters

to be used in measuring the Leq and Ldn at points exterior

to the yard. At present, no national or international

standards on integrating sound _evel meters exist for such

equipment. While some integrating sound level meters are

eo_imerclally available, specifying a requirement for such
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instrumentation in a Federal regulation, prior to the avail-

ability of accepted national standards, is technlca£1y un-

sound. Furthermore, the specifications given in the NPRM

are inadequate to define properly the operating character-

istics of such equipment in lieu of a standard.

Third, by allowing Leq and Ldn measurements to be

made at a distance of 2 meters from a residential dwelling

surface, a point at which reflections from the surface con-

tribute approximately one-half of the total acoustic energy,

the proposed regulatory level is effectively being reduced

by about 3 dB. Thus, if a measurement is made at such a

position, the effective (free field) regulatory levels of

Ldn 70 and the Ldn 65 become Ldn 67 and Ldn 62, respect-

ively. If this is indeed the intent of the NPRM, it

should clearly be stated as such, rather than being hid-

den as an artifact of the measurement procedure.

Finally, the procedure for determining "clear

dominance" and "dominance" of the railroad yard noise com-

ponent has been carefully studied and shown to be inadequate

in its present form. The tolerances that would have to

be allowed to take into account the uncertainties in all

the model calculations involved, are so great as to make

the procedure essentially unworkable.

A more detailed lisltlng of specific objections

to the EPA's proposed measurement methodology is set forth

on pages 37-43 in Exhibit A.
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.VI. Financial Impact

A. Present Industry Financial Condition

Any analysis of the ability of the railroad

industry to meet the additional plant and operating expendi-

tures required to comply with the EPA's proposed noise

abatement standards must proceed from an evaluation of

the industry's current financial condition. A brief

review of recent trends will serve to put that' unhappy

picture in perspective.

Since 1958, railroad industry total ordinary net

income has fallen at an annual rate of 4.1%. See Table 1

The protracted steep decline in railroad earnings is even

more dismal when adjusted for higher levels of operation,

the substantial portion of earnings contributed by non-rail

sources, and the declining buying power of the dollar. See

Tables 2 and 3 • Industry earnings per ton mile nave fallen

a dramatic 72% since 1958, when the 2.23% annual growth in

traffic is taken into account. Regional earnings per ton

mile have dropped 45% in the East, 8% in the South, and 23%

in the West. These results would have been more severe had

they not been buoyed by earnings from outside operations.

The railroad industry, like all business and

consumers, is not shielded from the lower purchasing power

brought on by inflation. When inflation is taken into

account even the historic earnings of the strongest carriers

quickly falter. Measured in 1958 dollars, ordinary income

for the southern roads in 1978, would be $76.8 million or

43.5% of their 1958 results. Western roads would experience
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CLASS I RAILROADS _Table I

NET INCOME (ORDIMARY)

(Millions)

Eastern Sou@_ern Western

Unit_States District Dis_____ict District

1958 $ 601.7 $ 140.9 $ 98.7 $ 362.1

59 577.7 142.5 101.8 333.4

60 444.6 81.0 81.7 282.0

61 382.4 (2.7) 84.0 301.2

62 571.0 81.6 118.0 371.4

63 651.6 132.7 114.8 404.2

64 698.2 176.1 117.4 404.7

65 814.6 243.8 124.2 446.7

66 903.8 285.1 141.4 477.3

67 553.8 94.1 126.1 333.6

68 569.4 67.4 117.1 384.9

69 514.2 21.3 139.4 353.5

70 226.6 (276.3) 159.5 343.4

71 246.7 (273.6) 151.7 368.7

72 318.6 (192.0) 173.4 337.2

73 359.3 (179.2) _i 103.2 355.4

74 730.2 (52.2) 294.8 487.6

75 144.4 (348.3) 189.3 300.4

76 355.0 (357.5) 258.9 453.5

77 424.8 (346.3) 286.3 484.8

78 259.3 (458.4) 176.6 541.7

(Parentheses indicate deficlt)
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CLASS I RAILROADS _hb].e2

.RE.VENUE: TON MILES

(Ton miles in millions)

Eastern Southern Western
Unitcd States District District District

1958 551,667 2].3,169 83,662 254,836

59 575,529 217,894 88,949 268,685

60 572,309 217,731 87,691 266,887

61 563,361 208,550 87,873 266,938

62 592,862 220,216 95,629 276,818

63 621,737 230,382 102,532 288,823

64 658,639 244,691 108,316 305,631

65 697,878 259,477 116,836 321,564

66 738,395 265,504 125,462 347,429

67 719,498 258,361 127,988 333,149

68 744,023 259,391 130,686 353,946

69 767,841 259,827 139,256 368,757

70 764,809 254,467 140,034 370,309

71 739,404 225,433 139,650 374,321

72 776,746 231,221 147,116 398,410

73 851,809 245,022 157,879 448,90?

74 850,961 248,398 160,668 441,985

78 754,252 217,909 140,261 396,083

76 794,059 216,644 151,020 426,395

77 826,292 211,278 160,689 454,326

78 858,105 197,633 162,417 498,056
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_hb]e 3
gLASS I RAILROADS

NET RAILWAY OPERATING INCOME

(Thousands)

Eastern Southern _'_stern

United States District District Di_s_trJct

1958 $ 762,296 $ 234,743 $ 139,577 $ 387,976

59 747,677 262,152 137,547 347,978

60 584,016 176,742 113,353 293,921

61 537,771 89,584 122,641 315,546

62 725,679 196,571 157,884 371,224

63 805,658 242,878 152,445 410,336

64 818,213 270,381 155,416 392,416

65 961,516 35].,197 164,246 446,072

66 1,045,863 384,574 183,191 478,098

67 676,434 174,627 164,284 337,523

68 677,623 139,690 164,445 373,489

69 654,670 118,700 185,102 350,868

70 485,854 (101,603) 287,750 379,707

71. 702,011 (25,986) 236,575 491,422

72. 653,827 11,677 223,937 418,214

73. 649,828 7,491 227,746 414,591

74 768,106 47,133 245,454 475,519

75". 350,681 (225,253) 216,505 359,429

76 451,832 (305,953) 257,532 500,253

77". 442,676 (396,334) 301,709 537,301

78 442,718 (506,086) 320,448 628,356

(Parentheses indicate, deficit)

* F_flects inclusion of deferred taxes.
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similar results, with the greatest portion of their $126.5

million decline in real earnings occurring in the past decade.

This erosion of real earnings due to inflation has affected

the rail carriers' struggle to maintain and modernize their

plants. Increasing]y, the industry has not been able to

fund capita]• expenditures with internally generated sources

of funds. Adjusted for inflation, the $2.776 billion spent

for capital expenditures in 1978 is 15% greater than actual

1968 capital expenditures. Yet these expenditures have not

been able to eliminate the current backlog of $5.5 billion

delayed capital and maintenance expenditures for the industry.

The erosion of railroad earnings over the past

decade has resulted in disproportionate increases in debt,

industry equipment, and rents. The industry has experienced

a 177.2% increase in fixed charges, with the fixed charge

coverage ratio falling from 2.38 in 1968 to 1.42 in 1978.

Although the industry has been able to secure

equipment financing, it has by and large been unable to attract

external private capital. With some exceptions, railroad

earnings and returns are too low to attract new equity or debt

other than for equipment or rollover of old debt. Existing

mortgage debt is secured by industry earnings and the liquida-

tion value of the assets with must railroad plants currently

being fully encumbered.

Many railroads have been forced to use working

capital to finance capital expenditures. As a result, total

net working capital for the industry, excluding the current
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portion of long-term debt, has dropped 42% from $995 million

in 1958 to $575 million in 1978. Even then it has been

federal financial assistance to Conrail and Title V programs

which partly reversed the dramatic plunge of 93% from $995

million in 1958 to $68 million in 1975,

The rates of return enjoyed by the railroad industry

have indeed been dismal, (See Table 4.) The industry's

present earnings on its assets is a trifling 1,62%, down from

2.44% in 1968 and 2.76% in 1958. Correspondingly, the

industry's return on equity has fallen from 3.51% in 1958,

to 3.17% in 1968 to 2.26% in 1978. See Table 5. Table 4

highlights the industry's return on investment performance

for the past decade as well as the returns experienced within

each of the three key regions. Even the Southern District

which has been the leader within the industry, with a high

of 5.44% in 1978, has not had a return on net investment

which exceeds the industry's embedded cost of senior capital

estimated at 6.6 percent. The railroads reported by individ-

ual districts as a whole have fallen far below the ii.0 to

ii.6 percent return on investment determined by J. Rhoads

Foster in Interstate Commerce Commission Docket NO.

EX Parte 338 as a fair rate of return necessary to attract

and retain adequate amounts of capital over the long term.

Furthermore, rail industry performance is also below the

position expressed by an ICC coordinator in ICC Docket No.

Ex Parte 271; _.e., "_hat a 6 to I0 percent overall target

, rate of return would not be unreasonable..."

J
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Table 4

RATE OF RETURN ON NET INVESTMENT

United Eastern Southern Western
Year States District District District

1958 2.76 % 2.00% 3.68% 3.20%
1967 2.46_ 1.58X 3.86Z 2.75_
1968 2.44 1.27 3.79 3.01
1969 2.36 1.10 4,17 2.81
1970 1.73 Def. 4.50 3,02
1971 2.12 Def. 4.36 3,51

1972 2.34 0.ii 4.61 3.34
1973 2.33 0.07 4.61 3.30

1974 2.70 0.46 4.73 3.66
1975 1.46 Def. 3.86 2.77
1976 1.52 Def. 4.43 3.29,

1977 0.89 Def. 4.95 3.27
1978 1.62 Def, 5.44 4,40

MOTE: Rate of return figures, beginning with 1971, reflect ICC modifications
requiring inclusion of deferred taxes. Beginning with 1975, the return
le based on net investment less deferred taxes (Sch. A, line 21b) and
NR01 less investment tax credit. (Sch. A, line 12b).

,_ _er the years 1967-74, data are.based on the consist of Class I rail-
zoade for each respective year; beginning with 1975. statistlcs are
based on the 1979 Class I consist excludln8 the Long Island .Roll
Road Company.

Source: Interstate Commerce Commission, TRANSPORT STATISTICS IN TilEUNITED

STATES and annual reports of railroads (R-l), except that data
for 1975-78 are computed from the Schedule A sunmarles.
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TAI31,E 5

RATS OF RETURN ON SIIAREHOLDERS' EQUITY

Class I Railroads in the United States

(Dollar amounts in Rilllons)

Income Unfore Shareholders _ Re _urn

Extraordinary Equlcy on
Year Items _ (End of Year) Equity

1 2 3

1958 $601.7 $17 142.3 3.51%
1967 $553.8 . $17 973.4 3,C8_
1968 569.4 17 983.8 3.17
1969 514.2 17 768.8 2.89
1970 226.6 17 323.3 1.31
1971 246.7 16 567.6 1.49

1972 318.6 16 110.3 1.98
1973 359.3 16 338.5 2.20

1974 730,2 14 944.9 b 4.69
1975 262,9 14 812,4 b 1.77

1976 457,9 15 123.1 _ 3.03

1977 417.1 15 624.4 b 2.67

1978 363.2 16 092.5 b 2.26

Income befor0 extraordinary items as recorded under accounting
re_ulatlona in effect each year.

Adoption of general accepted accounting principles (GAAF) in
1974 had che effecc ef reducing shareholders ! equity,

_OT_z For the years 1967-74, dace are based on the consist of Class I

railroads for each respective year; beginning _r_th 1975,
statistics are based en tim 1979 Class I consist exeluntng
the Long Island R_11 Road Company.

8ourcez Interstate Coamerce Co.mlsslon, TRANSPORT STATISTICS IN THE

UNITED STATES 0 annual reports of railroads and CS-B reports,
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Certain curriers are in a more financially tenuous

position than other carriers and their particular situation

must not be ignored. The seriousness of their state of

affairs has been acknowledged and publicly commented upon

by the Interstate Commerce Co_nission and the U.S. Department

of Transportation.

The U.S. Department of Transportation highlighted

the dilemma of a collection of carriers (excluding Conrail)

from the eastern and midwestern section of the nation in its

October, 1978, report entitled, "A Prospectus for Change in

the Freight Railroad Industry."_ / These carriers are estimated

by the DOT to comprise 23.9% of total industry revenues (less

Conrail). Over the next ten years, the DOT has forecast that

the industry will be unable to generate about $16.2 billion

in capital it needs to maintain the status quo as of 1976 and

that the marginal carriers account for about $7.7 billion of

this shortfall or 47.8%. Clearly, carriers comprising a

large proportion of the industry (24% of projected revenues)

that are already in a financially tenuous position will be

confronted with an ever-worsening position, In fact, the

DOT predicts that this group of carriers will be faced with

a capital shortfall equal to 24.4% of all their projected

revenues over the 1976 to 1985 time period.

Given the difficulties inherent in forecasting,

various estimates of the railroad industry's capital needs have

been made in recent years by the industry, the ICC, the DOT

_! The EPA is specifically requested to take official
notice of this Department of Transportation report.
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and many others. While each of these studies has employed

somewhat different sets of assumptions regarding base years

operations and costs, future traffic levels, differential

inflation rates and productivity gains, as _ell as equip-

ment use and service lives, all have independently concluded

that the industry will require tremendously higher levels

of capital expenditures than present and that internal

funds will be insufficient across all regions.

B. Cri!:_que of EPA's Analysis

and Projected Costs of Compliance

There are several aspects of EPA's noise abatement

financial analysis which cannot be accepted. They include

EPA's treatment of the nund_er of yards affected, the unit

costs for the capital items required by the recommended

various noise abatement techniques; the annual operating,

maintenance, and monitoring costs associated with such

techniques; and the financial impacts on individual rail

carriers and on the industry. The following is a critique

and comment on EPA's overall approach, its capital and

annuallzed oost estimates, and its employment and inter-

pretation of price elasticity considerations.

i. EPA's Overall Approach

While the EPA has developed models for measuring

the costs and benefits for a series of yard noise abatement

procedures, the Agency has only examined these costs and

benefits based on a hypothetical, medlum-activity yard.

_ However,.it is quite clear that this hypothetical yard does
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not accurately repres[,nt the overall operations of a

particular railroad, nor that the cost of compliance in

a low activity environment would offset the cost of com-

pliance in a high activity environment. In addition, the

lack of uniformity and variability surrounding the number,

type, and activity levels of yards; surrounding land use

character; population density; ambient noise levels; con-

struetlon and maintenance costs; labor agreements; and

geographic differences between rai3_;oads c_st_ considerable

doubt upon the suitability of using any generalizations

regarding noise control and coat effectiveness.

While the industry contends that EPA should assess

the noise abatement costs in a proper manner for each carrier

before promulgating a final standard, 'it does agree that the

use of industry-wide average unit costs and activities when

appropriately identified and applied does have merit for

evaluating noise abatement procedures in a planning environ-

ment. Likewise, if EPA had properly determined the appro-

priate unit capital and incremental operating costs and the

number of affected yard facilities and equipment, they surely

would not have concluded that the total costs to the industry

for attainment of a stringent 70-65 Ldn noise standard would

be nominal. Upon close examination of the EPA assumptions

and costs, the rail industry has found numerous deficiencies,

inconsistencies, and underestimates. Because of these ele-

ments, EPA has calculated excessively low capital costs and

understated total annual compliance costs.
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Preceding any derivation of cost estimates, tbe

AAR undertook a comprehensive engineering and operations

analysis which led to a more exacting development of all

the incremental costs. This analysis included the collec-

tion of railroads' and contractors' estimates on costs and

lifecycles. Detailed facility engineering designs, opera-

tional problems and incremental costs were estimated by the

carriers for retrofitting a sample number of existing yards.

These detailed, carrier-estimated, incremental unit costs

were then applied to the inventory of yard equipment and

facilities to develop the cost of implementing the abatement

techniques based only on the assumptions which underlie EPA's

Tables 4.3 and 4.4.

2. Correction of EPA's Compliance Costs

Table 6 compares EPA's estimates of unit costs,

in 1979 dollars[/, with the AAR's unit capital and operating

costs _ estimates for the proposed noise source abatement

procedures based simply on a restatement of EPA's Tables

4.3 and 4.4. Table 6 clearly shows that EPA significantly

underestimated the real incr_nental unit costs across all

abatement categories. On a good comparative note, AAR

found no discernible difference in EPA's expected economic

lives for the suggested abatement techniques as evidenced

in Table 7.

The understatement of unit cost continues in the

_/ EPA's cost data is not explicit as to what year's
dollar levels are assumed, and EPA makes comparisons to the
railroads' 1977 results. Nevertheless, EPA has stated that
their estimates are in 1979 dollars.
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TABLE 6

COMPARATIVE UNIT COSTS OF ABATEMENT METHODS

(Expressed in 1979 Dollars)

EPA AAR

ITEM cost Q+M COST 0+}4

Releasable

Retarders I0,000 1,000 40,000 4,000

Switch Engine
Modifications 1,200 232 20,880 2,088

Retarder Barriers
Master 22,500 1,125 60,000 6,000

Group 15,000 750 40,000 4,000

Load Cell

Enclosures 90,000 9,000 500,000 50,000

Mechanical
Reflgerator Car II0 14 5,000 500

Low Noise Brakeshoes 0 16,000 0 16,000

Yard Measurement I0,000" 549- I0,000" 4,549**
2049**

* Per Instrument Set
** Per Yard Measurement
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TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF PROJECTED USEFUL LIFE

(IN YEARS) OF ABATEMENT TEC|_IQUES

ITEM EPA AAR

ReleasableRetarders i0 I0

Switch Engine Modifications 5 I0

Retarder Barriers 10 i0

Load Cell Enclosures 30 30

Mechanical Refrigerator Car
Modifications 5 15

Low Noise Brakeshoes less than I less than i

Measurement Instrumentation 5 5

i

_L
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EPA's computation of the industry's total capita] costs,

which is contained in Table 0. EPA's estimate of $90.7

million _/ is only 17% of AAR's estimate of 532.9. Likewise,

when current anneal effective finance charge rates of 12% **/

are applied, amortized over the economic life along with the

proper associated annual operating and maintenance costs,

annualized industry total costs are estimated by the AAR

to be $143 million for the AAR compared with $27 mlll_on--

for the EPA, as shown in Table 9.

The cost comparisons shown on Tables 6, 8 and 9

do not reflect all of the costs the railroads would incur

if they were required to attempt to comply with the standards

as proposed. The costs identified by the AAR only constitute

a restatement of the erroneous costs contained in Tables 4.3

and 4.4 of the Notice. These cost estimates do not begin

to measure the actual costs which would be incurred if the

railroads actually were forced to meet the proposed standards.

As stated in the various sections of these co_,ents, the

actual costs are virtually impossible to estimate, but they

would be substantially higher than the costs here reported.

_/ EPA apparently made an arithmetic or transcription
error since its exhibits add up to only $89.8 million.

**/ Based on economic projections of the prime rate
varying between 9 and 11% and the industry's inability to

finance fully secured equipment debt much less than i+
percentage points above prime, a finance cost of 12% compared

to EPA's 10% is chosen as more appropriate.

***/ EPA's exhibits add up to $41.2 million, not $27
million.
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TABLE 8

C(3MPAHAqTgEYARDNOISEABATiVZ_ESTIMA'FED_

_TALOOSTS, BIASEDON TABLF_ 4-3 A_DI4-11
Expressed in mi_l-ions of 19_9-dollars)

ITEM EPA AAR

ReleasableRetarders 40.0 132.2

SwitchEngines 7.9 145.6

RetarderBarriers 14.0 41.6

Load Cell Enclosures 19.4 89.5

Mechanical Refrigerator Cars 2.6 118.1

Low Noise Brakeshoes 0.0 ?

YardMeasurement 5.9 5.9

Totals 89.8 532.9

This Table includes the measurable incremental costs associated with barrie_
installation, locc_notivefleet retrofit, and mechanics], refrigerator
car rebuilding.
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TABLE 9

COMPARATIVE YARD NOISE ABATEMENT ANNUALIZED

CAPITAL COSTS, BASED ON TABLES 4-3 AND 4-4 *

(Expressed in millions of 1979 dollars)

ITEM EPA AAR

Releasable Retarders 10,5 36.6

Switch Engines 3.6 40.3

Retarder Barriers 370 11.5

Load Cell Enclosures 4.0 20.1

Mechanical Rezrlgerator Cars 0,3 29.1

Low Noise Brakeshoes 1319 13.9

Yard Measurement 5,9 20.8

Totals 41.2 162.3

This Table includes the measurable Increnental costs associated wlth barrier

installation, locomotive fleet retrofit, and mechanical refl,Igerator
car rebuilding.
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Presentation of these cost estimates in Tab]es 6,

8 and 9 does net presume that the abatement techniques

identified could actually be implemented at those costs.

They could sot! The comparative costs have simply been

presenned to show EPA's failure to use realistic cost

estimates even in its limited and erroneous view of the

feasibility of implementing the recommended abatement

techniques.

3. Price Elasticity Consideration

The understated industry unit and total cost

estimates were carried forward by EPA and applied in a

freight price demand elasticity impact model. The results

of this application led EPA to the conclusion that such

annual compliance costs were relatively modest and that the

industry could easily obtain a nominal general rate increase

from the ICC to recover fully the carriers' costs without

any significant traffic diversions and employment losses.

Again, the EPA was fundamentally incorrect in its assumptions.

As previously noted, EPA substantially underestimted the

annualized real incremental compliance costs to the industry.

Conceivably, if these true compliance costs were applied in

EPA's industry economic demand impact model, one could expect

the required rate increases and subsequent traffic diversions

and employee losses to grow proportionately to a substantial

level. The magnitude of these increases should cause the

EPA to reverse its stand.

However, the EPA's industry commodity price demand

elasticity model is net a true representation of the market
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reactions to a ur.iform increase in rail freight rates for a

carrier. The rail price elasticity quantitative evidence and

research to date has been minimal and clearly inadequate for

any understanding of the consequences of a uniform application

in the dynamic transportation environment. While the genera]

transportation demand curve formulae derived by the economic

theorists are conceptually sound, they require for validity

a Plethora of precise, discrete data developed at the

regional market level. In the rail industry, this requires

a comprehensive quantitative analysis of each carrier's

projected position with respect to changes in each individual

commodity group affected by changes in technology and distri-

bution, relative freight prlces to delivered prices, relative

levels of modal services and share and product cross elastic-

ity of substitution. To do less, such as aggregating and

grouping con_odities, averaging prices, using national values,

and disregarding modal competition, only causes grave distor-

tions at both the individual carrier and the industry levels.

Unfortunately, the EPA took the "do less approach"

in deriving the potential economic impacts on the carriers.

They supported their use of this aggregate industry type

elasticity demand analysis by asserting a lack of complete and

decisive empirical studies of demand responses to price change

for individual markets and railroads. Furthermore, the EPA

determined that the elasticity studies performed for the ICC

for evaluation of the 4R Act ratemaking provisions were

totally adequate and therefore could be fully incorporated in

i
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those estinlates, lloweve_-, EI'A did not consider the inl;ent

of the ICC's elasticity ane._ysis. The ICC clearly states in

its report that the 1975 rail elaetieity analysis developed

only rongh empiricul estim.-ites, which were estimated so|ely

to illustrate the potentiDl indusi:ry benefits derived from

selected rate _ncreasos. The ICC further states that "the

actual benefits, however, depend largely on the nature of

the individual markets _] which a carrier is contemplating

rate actions, successful use of this tool is intricately

tied to the individual carrier's ability to evaluate the

market impact of such changes. It does not consider the

unique demand and markoB conditions operating by individual

carriers and that the analysis is predicated on the 1975

level of market competitiveness."*/ Nonetheless, the EPA

applied the averaged indtlstry demand factors uniformly and

ascertained that little variability exists among carriers.

This is not unexpected since EPA did not attempt to differ-

entiate between the carriers based on their actual commodity

mixes and relative modal strengths. With each rail carrier

operating as a part of a dynamic industrial process any and

all projected changes in the regional and national economic

slimate, institutional structures, shipper logistical patterns,

technology, and competition significantly affaet future rail

demand. These problems oause individual rail carriers to

receive inequitable treatment from EPA's demand elasticity

• --*/ ICC Report to Congress; p. 108.

i,
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measurement analysis. Furthermore, the concept of adding

rate increases to the already substantial relative increases

required to recover from inflationary forces adds to the

invalidity in applying these elasticity methodologies to the

subject at hand.

4. Inability of Industry to Pass Through Total Cost Increases

a. Shortfalls due to competition

General rate increases are and have been the basic

mechanism employed by the industry to recoup industry-wide

cost increases. Cost increases due to inflationary forces

are a classic example of what general increases have attempted

to recoup. However, general rate increases have been insuffi-

cient to offset the full effects of inflation because they are

always limited by the extent to which competition will permit

the railroads to increase revenues and retain traffic.

Of the 16 general rate increases authorized in the

past decade, only two have allowed for a higher level of

earnings. The two exceptions were Ex Psrte Nos. 267 and 305

which were intended to recoup prior years' shortfalls. The

need for cash simply overtook the need to avoid erosion of

the revenue base. Stated differently - short-term priorities

had to be met even at the expense of the long-term consequences.

The great majority of these 16 general increases

have fallen short of even offsetting the full extent of cost

escalation. Even with improved productivity, rail revenue

levels have remained substandard because inflation has out-

stripped increases in both rates and efficiency and competition
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has denied the opportunity to recoup sucb increases. The

,[

following table identifies each general increase and shows

the extent to which the revenue yield exceeded or fell short

of offsetting higher costs of operations. (Table 10)

It is readily apparent from Table i0 that the

industry has been unable to pass through cost increases

largely due to competitive considerations. Furthermore,

column (7) does not acknowledge the effects of actions taken

by State regulatory bodies and industry's final decisions on

what rate increases to pass on. Each of these actions further

depresses the effective levels of cost recovery.

b. Shortfalls due to national policy

The industry recently requested a rate increase of

8.1% which was viewed by the Council on Wage and Price

Stability (COWPS) as inconsistent with its inflationary guide-

liens. Under pressure from COWPS, the industry depressed

its proposed increase to an effective 7.0% level. Obviously,

full cost increases, justified by inflation alone, are not

feasible because of this national policy. Certainly, this

alone negates the concept of passing any incremental expenses

based on environmental rules which will be over and above the

7.0% guideline. In fact, based on existing economic forecasts,

it will be some time before the 7.0% restriction will be

greater than the level of cost increases due to inflation.

Therefore, railroads will not be able to recoup environmentally

'_ related costs through a rate increase.

i
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_ 310 ?/09/75 * I 622 999 __ 599 _ 457) _ _3
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• _¢_esses tho_n for 55 3_L lnc_ defereed lnereates author|ted o_ _ood_ _ransported for _ecyclin_.

_tho_l|t,d under egpedited procedure pur6uan_ Lo PI. 9]-_ LO COVer l_ereased R_13road Refinement t_xv_.

._ |_.h3_Eh_d under a_thorJ_y of iCC S_e¢lsl Permit=ion _1o. 7.'_-182_ Lo cover entre=ned Lucl eo_c_.
-- 3_1 LCC 300, 30L. R_ilroads requested a 4Z increase estD=_ted to generate $_59 million,

_ncludes _hortfall of _6_0 stilton _ro_ EP 205 a_d _P 303, not dottSlc°ceuated In _olu_= (6) and (7). See
310 l_atlroad_; 5fief, J_nuory 25_ L975. p, 9.

f _ co_tt =s lub_L_ted i_ EP 315 _t different _ra5_l= and e_l_cnC l_vclJ. 5he_tfsll in EP 3L5 cff_e_ by

j_ /._o|t_u_ff_ 2_}2_3_ough app ...... lent of general I........... therized alld ......... parable _.........
laa intrastate revenues, after all,tilt! for _pecified egeeptlons a_d holdd_s &u_hor|_ed bY t_e ICC,
_'ht:te increases do not reflect subsequent rate adjustments by Individual ¢a/Ltoad_ or group= of railtoad_.

In its final decision, the !CC approved only the ali_ed interim Increase o_ 3%.
I C_Iculated

_£po_d©ttts are In need of addttiontL rtveaue fro= their interstate fr_lt_h_ rat_s and charges to 055=ec
• ete_ly |llcurred and pro_pe¢cgve l_¢_eased operatllig COSTS and to provide an 1!proved Level of ¢_tt_ings."
Dee/glen 3/_/71. p. 257.

Ic 2he ICC determined that 3 percentage po!llCS 05 rh_ increase could be applied to Intrenched _atefia! and _uppLy
tests, excluding fueL, if ¢¢ch coats _etJ incurred. The re=alnder m_s_ be applied to the reduction o£
deferred na ntenan=e and do eyed capital levrove_ent=. 5co Ordec dac¢_ 7/24/7_, p. 3.

Including fullbacks required by 3CC decision fi/26/76.
3neluding rollback= required by LCC decision 1/16179.

,n }_x P_£_ 3&9 (Sub l) a¢5_ied to _astern Diner/el only.

Jalluary 31, 1979
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O. ,T1_e_uity in indastrx-jvide_pass-i?_roucThs

i. Shipments which bypass ._az'ds

Uniform application of any ]:ate increases sought

to recoup the proposed euvironmeat_l cost increases will

penalize that portion of the traffic which does not

predominantly use rail yards. Such traffic consists of

goods which move by unit trains, i.e., coal and grain, as

well as goods which move via multiple car shipments. Also,

certain shipments such as auto parts are specifically routed

to bypass yards.

The volumes related to the class of traffic not

predominantly involved in rail yards is on the order of 20%

of total tonnage. In 1978, coal movements via unit trains

accounted for about 14,0 */ percentage points of this 20_

estimate, and grain shipments are estimated to add another

**/
4__ points for a total of 18% not including other multiple

ear shipments. Since the origination points for these ship-

ments are typically rural and usually iselate_ locations,

the seed to apply the proposed environmental standards is

superfluous and inequitable when the costs are directly

related to other traffic.

li. Carrier@. which do not pay income taxes

In 1978, only twenty-five carriers paid Federal

income tax, and in 1977, only twenty carriers paid Federal

*-/ Approximately 210 million tons of coal are estimated

to have :11eyed in unit trains in 1978 compared to i-i/2 billion
.J tons of total movement.

**/ Approximately 56 million tons of grain are sstimated
to h_-_e moved in unit trains in ].978.
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i_come taxes. As a result, those carriers which pay taxes

and can take advantage of the deductions and credits resulting

from the construction and maintenance of noise abatement

facilities will experience a lower effective cost than those

carriers which pay no taxes. Generally, the carriers which

pay taxes are the healthier carriers. Thus, the effective

cost of the noise abatement standards will be heaviest on

those railroads which can least afford to pay it.

5. Impact of EPA Standards on Industrial Financial Performance

The precarious financial condition of a significant

portion of the industry has already been described. Industry-

wide, railroads will not be able to meet projected future

demands for capital investment. In addition, the railroads'

ability to pass on their cost increases will fare no better

in the future than it has in the past. In view of this dire

perspective, it is important to assess ths impact of the

proposed EPA standards on the industry's already inadequate

financial performance Unfortunately, the effect is far

from the nominal impact EPA has predicted.

a. The EPA Failed to Consider the Full Cost to the Railroad

Industry

The assumptions concerning the implementation of the

abatement techniques which serve as the basis for the cost

estimates in Tables 4-3 and 4-4 are erroneous. Those assump-

tions reflect a failure On the part of the EPA to carefully

consider the total impact on the railroads of implementing

those abatement techniques. As we have specifically indicated

in the prior sections of this statement, EPA ignored or was
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unaware of the total consequences of implementing those

techniques. In order to calculate the true economic and

financial impact of its proposals would have, the EPA should

have recognized these consequences.

While it is virtually impossible in the short time

available to prepare the comments to quantify accurately

the total costs and assess the economic and financial impact

on the industry, it is possible to at least summarize the

costs which EPA should have considered in its analysis. Wi_h

respect to the construction of noise barriers at retarders,

it is not appropriate to look only at material and construc-

t/on costs on the assumption that barriers can be installed

at all locations. If barriers are to be installed, costs of

track relocation, service interruption, less of yard capacity

and so forth should be considered. Rather than the $41.6

million shown in Table 8, the EPA should have considered the

industry-wide costs which, based on Southern Railway's

estimate of $25 million for installing barriers at its yards,

would easily exceed $270 million for the industry.

With respect to "switch engine treatment," the EPA
i

should not only consider the cost of installing mufflers,

i cooling fan silencers and engine shielding on switch locomo-

tives but must consider the full implications of this proposal

and_assess the economic impact of the preposterous alternatives

it is forcing upon the railroads. The relevant cost is not

the $145.6 million for retrofitting switch engines, but is

something in excess of $580 million.
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EPA does not even attempt to estimate the cost of

complying with the car coupling standard because it failed

to comprehend the consequences of reqairing essentially

absolute compliance with the 4 mph speed limit. The coat

of compliance with this single proposed rule would greatly

exceed the $4 billion which was estimated by EPA to be the

cost of purchasing land surrounding railroads as a buffer

zone.

Additionally, the EPA should recognize and include

in its assessment the full cost of taking equipment out of

service for retrofit. For example, the last revenue due to

out of service time for refrigerator cars undergoing a

rebuilding program would increase the estimated cost by an

additional $4.3 million.

The total capital costs shown in Table 8 and the

annualized cost appearing in Table 9 should he restated to

include the more realistic costs which the railroads would be

forced to absorb if tile proposed standards were to become the

final railroad noise standards. Unfortunately, all of those

additional costs ara not precisely known at this time and

some, such as those for the car coupling standards, are so

high that it would be ludicrous to even attempt to measure

their impact on the industry. However, since there is a

reasonable basis for identifying at least the minimum

realistic costs for barrier installation and switch engine

retrofit in addition to the other totals listed on Tab\c_

and 9, it would he helpful to measure the financial impact
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of the proposed standards using the available data. The

costs shown in Tables 7 and 8 have been partially restated

in Tables ll and 12 respectively to reflect at least the

minimum costs for barrier installation, switch engine retro-

fit and mechanical refrigerator car rebuilding.

b. Financial Impact

In order to illustrate the industry financial

impacts of the costs of compliance, a financial statement for

a "Constructive Year" has been derived and is contained in

Table ii. The industry_s actual recent performance in calendar

year 1978 for Class I carrlers- / has been chosen as the basis

for the constructive year. To that base year, additions to

operating expenses and fixed charges were derived using the

absolutely minimum estimates of capital costs, amortization,

carrying charges, and annual maintenance costs associated

with all abatement techniques other than the car coupling

standard. These estimates are taken from Tables ii and 12,

adjusted to include the realistic costs of installing barriers,

retrofitting locomotives and refrigerator car rebuilding only.

No adjustments in freight rates were reflected since inflation

increases exceed competitive rate reeoupment. In order to

avoid penalizing the fixed charge expense with the interest
i

j costs experienced in the first year of a loan, a normalized

year has been chosen. This will understate the impact in

_/ Beginning in 1978 tile ICC reclassified the annual
revenue required for Class I status. The result was to reduce
the number of affected roads by 14. These roads account for
1.5% of total traffic.
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TABLE ii

COMPARATIVE YARD NOISE ABATEMENT ESTIMATED

CAPITAL COSTS

(Expressed in millions of 1979 dollars)

ITEM EPA AAR

Releasable Retarders 40.0 132.2

Switch Engines 7.9 582.1

Retarder Barriers 14.0 271.8

Load Cell Enclosures 19.4 89.5

Mechanical Refrigerator Cars 2.6 118.1

Low Noise Brakeshnes 0.0 ?

YardMeasurement 5.9 5.9

Totals 89.8 1199.6

Class I Carriers "-- 1114.4
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TABLE 12

COMPARATIVE YARD NOISE ABATEMENT ANN[_LIZED

COSTS

(Expressed in millions of 1979 dollars)

ITEM EPA AAR

Releasable Retarders 10.5 36.6

SwitchEngines 3.6 .44.3

Retarder Barriers 3.0 37.9

Load Cell Enclosures 4.0 20.1

Mechanical Refrigerator Cars 0.3 30.0

Low Noise Brakeshees 13.# 13.9

Yard Measurement 5.9 20.8

Tocals 41.2 303.6

Class I Carriers -- 282.0
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the initial interest charges hut be more represenl:ative of

tile typical effect th_oughout the pl:ogram. _/

Te make a fair representation of the effects of

the existieg EPA standards which require investments every

year for an item with a five-year life, the capital aed

operating costs in the fifth year of the program have been

chosen. The referenced program was initiated in 1975 when

EPA promulgated a noise abatement standard uniformly affecting

the railroad industry beginning ill 1979; whereby all new

locomotives would be fitted with silencers costing $7500 per

unit. The effect of this standard when applied to an estimated

minimal 1,978 annual locomotive installations would be to

increase the industry's annual capital expenditures $14.8

million each and every year. Furthermore, these capital costs

contribute to higher operating costs of $3.4 million in

depreciation and interest annually.

The calculations shown in Table 13 indicate that the

existin 9 EPA rules will only have a vexy modest impact on the

industry. IIowever, this perception changes dramatically when

the effects of the proposed rules are incorporated. While

total operating expenses plus fixed charges only _ncrease 1%,

the net operating income declines 29%; the rate of return

decreases 44% and fixed charge coverage worsens by 44%. When

such impacts are considered in the context that the existing

situation is already financially tenuous, they can neither

_/ Specifically, the interest expense charged in the
constructive year for the proposed rules is $65.0 million
,ersus an actual of $104 million.
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be ignored or permitted to preva_l. '2he industry cannot

afford to absorb the costs of the proposed EPA standards

and maintain existing plant a*]d services. This viewpoint

is further strengthened when it is realized that only a

_ominal amount of the actual expected costs have bees

considered in hhese calculations. The program is likely

to be required to achieve the 70 and 65 dB standards and

the point source standards are fundamentally mo_'o rigorous,

ergo expensive, than the current program, the effects of

which are reflected in 'fable 13.
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Table 13

PRO FOR_ FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

CLASS I RAILROADS

1978 CONSTRUCTIVE YEAR

($ billions)

With Exist-

With Exist- ing and
ing EPA Proposed

Actual Rules EPA _lles

Total Operating
Revenues $ 211829 $ 21.829 $ 21.829

Total Operating
Expenses $ 21.124 $ 21.139 $ 21.331

Net Operating
Revenue $ .705 $ .690 $ .498

FixedCharges $ .808 $ .813 $ .902

Total Income Taxes $ .286 $ .283 (1) $ .244

NR01 $ .443 $ .433 $ .268

Net Investment(2) $ 27.33 $ 27.39 $ 28.50

Rate of Return 1.62% 1.58% .90%

Fixed Charge

Coverage 1.77 _3_'" 1.74 1.35

(i) Tax adjustment based on estimated effective tax rate
of 36% for those carriers which paid taxes in 1978
and zero for those which did not.

(2) The net investment base reflects the average net
investment in road and equipment less construction
project interest and debits in other elements of
investment, plus working capital, as prescribed by
the ICC.

(3) NROI, before tax, plus other income lass miscellaneous
deductions divided by fixed charges.
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VII. Other Important Considerations

The short time period allowed for public comment

did not give the railroads sufficient tlme to advert to all

their objections to the proposed rulemaklng. The AAR's

comments by necessity address only the most critical con-

siderations going to the EPA's failure to effect the rule-

making through proper application of the statutory criteria

contained in Section iZ of the Act. The Wyle Research

Report'(Exhlblt A) points to numerous other serious errors

and deficiencies In the rulemaklng which should be heeded.

In addition, there are several other important points which

the EPA should consider.

_Irst, the time frames provided to implement the

various noise abatement techniques are woefully inadequate,

and even the Background Document indicates that much longer

times wlll be required. It would be absurd to think that

the techniques identified In Table _.i for flit yards and

hump yards to meet ZO Ldn could actually be.lmplemented

within less than two and one half years. This Is especially

true since implementation of these techniques wlll either

entail the development of really new technology and/or

aubstantlal modification of railroad properties to comply

wlth the standards.

If the railroads attempted to implement the tech-

niques within such a short tlme period, serious disruptions
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to operations would result. The two most obvious examples

are the proposed retrofit of locomotives in switching serv-

ice and installation of retarder noise barriers. Since the

number of locomotives which would be affected is substan-

tially larger than the EPA has indicated and since these

locomotives will have to be retrofitted by locomotive man-

ufacturers (as current railroad locomotive servicing and

repair facilities have neither the capability nor the oa-

paclty to perform this work), this equipment would have to

be retrofitted over a more protracted period, at least

five years, in order to avoid serious disruptions to serv-

ice. Similarly, as is indicated in Exhibit E, installation

of barriers is not the simple one-shot deal the EPA think

it is, Retarders at over one-half of the hump yards have

inadequate clearances for barrier installation, which would

then also entail large-scale relocation of retarders,

switches and classification tracks at those hump yards.

I_ order to avoid severe disruption to h_mp operatlons,

retarder barriers would necessarily have to be installed

serlatlm which increases the time span for complete bar-

rler installation. Engineering and plannlng for a medium

size hump yard would _ake six months alone. Performing the

necessary work to lnstall barriers around Just one group

retarder wlth inadequate clearance would take one month at

a minimum. To lnstall retarder barriers at a complex
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hump yard such as Southern Rallway's Inman Yard would

Cake four years at a minimum. System-wlde implementation

woul6 be more on the order of six to seven years. Com-

ments on the other various techniques support the fact that

they also cannot be implemented within the time frames al-

lotted.

Thus, the EPA committed a grave error when it as-

sumed without any investigation that it had allowed suffi-

cient time for the implementation of the standards to avoid

disrupting effects on rail opoerations and purposely re-

frained from including costs for disruption of service or

removal of equipment and facilities from service in devel-

oping the cost of compliance. These costs, llke all other

unavoldsble costs and considerations (including whether the

railroads will be able to absorb these costs within the

time frame), must also be considered.

Hour, the EPA says that since it Is unable to

identify clearly the noise levels generated by maintenance-

of-way equipment and thus cannot determlne the availabil-

ity of technology or the cests of compliance, it does not

_ntend to set specific aggregate noise or point source lim-

its for such equipment. This action raises the posslblllty

that State and local authorltles would now be in a position

to set such standards. To avoid this and to ensure that

_he ErA adopts standards for all railroad equipment and
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facilities the EPA should make a specific finding that

because technology has not been identified, that railroad

maintenance-of-way equipment need only comply with best

malntenancs practices. It would be incongruous to permit

State and local authorities to attempt to formulate regu-

lations when the EPA cannot.

Fifth, with respect to the EPA's proposed def-

inition of "through trains" contained in Section 201.i(55),

this definition does not take into account the fact bhat

"scheduled" trains, which do make stops at yards for such

reasons as crew change, locomotive and caboose changeouts,

service needs (e.g., fueling, sanding, and watering) and

railear set-outs and pick-ups, are also considered to be

through trains by the railroad industry. Hardly any train

"drives through" a yard without stopoping for one of the

above reasons. Therefore, for purposes of the EPA'e regu-

lations and eventual enforcement measurement lists, the

EPA'a definition should be revised to take tile foregoing

into account.
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VIII.Environmental, Energy and Safety Considerations

The EPA has given appallingly little attention to

the environmental considerations of the proposed rulemaking

in its Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The statement

is legally insufficient within the meaning of Seetlon i02(c)

of the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 4321 e__tt

seq. The statement's very brevity testifies to the EPA's

failure to conduct a thorough analysis of the effects upon the

environment of the proposed railroad noise standards and, in

particular, from the standpoint of implementation of the

various noise abatement techniques which the EPA has recom-

mended to meet the 70 Ldn and 65 Ldn proposed receiving

property standards. Such an assessment would have revealed

that certain of the measures contemplated by the EPA, _.K.

changes in operation to accommodate the standards, are

clearly not viable .alternatives because of the potentially

devastating impaots. These impacts are discussed at length

•elsewhere in our eo_nents. The draft statement is nothing

more than a poorly veiled attempt to give a superficial

analysis to the issues at hand. Set forth below are a

number of considerations which the EPA should have

addressed.

Alternatives

The EPA d_d not even discuss the impacts associated

_: with the various noise abatement techniques recommended by
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the EPA go meet the proposed receiving property line standards.

These impacts will include environmental, economic, safety,

and health impacts. This oversight is especially critical

with respect to the use of changes in operation as a noise

abatement "technique", assuming that the term "best available

technology '_can he legally interpreted in that manner, The most

notable impact would be shutdown of operations with all the

corollary impacts on the shipping public and the public in

general. Equally important is the EPA's failure to recognize

that.implementation of many of the techniques will result in

large scale modifications of railroad properties at the ex-

pense of relocation of persons from their homes as well as

in undue disruptions to service, especially given the short

time frame allowed to implement the standards.

Land Use

EPA expects that reduction of railroad yard noise

levels will create an environment suitable for residential

development. This assumption goes against the basic concepts

of land use planning. Railroad yards are industrial faciliies.

Planning guidelines say that residential development should

ha buffered from industrial land use by commercial development.

The very nature of the "railroad noise problem" (to the

extent it may exist) results from residential development

which occurred after the railroad was established but before
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land use planning became a generally accepted tool. See

Exhibit U. Such guidelines should not be ignored.

Also, as pointed out in our comments elsewhere,

application of the noise abatement technology suggested by

EPA _ill not result in a reduction in receiving property

noise at a reasonable cost. The alternative of purchasing

land as a buffer zone to comply with the proposed standards,

an alternative which even the EPA agrees is absurd in view

of the large costs involved, engenders its own problems.

Obviously such properties represent existing or potentially

beneficial land uses, and the loss of these uses would

certainly represent a significant adverse impact which should

be considered.

Waders+Quality

As discussed in the section of our comments dis-

=ussing retarder lubrication, the potential for adverse

water quality impact is increased due to the oil and water

(and ethelyne glycol in winter) spray washing off of freight

ears. To the extent this retarder lubrication technique

provides beneficial noise attenuation, the adverse water

quality impacts more than offset them, calling into question

the wisdom of using retarder lubrication as a noise abatement

technique.
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The oily residue on the retarder mechanism is a slippery sub-

stance which creates a hazardous working environment. _en

combined with water, oil, and biodegradable materials falling

from freight cars passing through the retarder, ethelyne glycol

adds significantly to the degradation of these materials re-

suiting in odlforeus and unsanitary conditions around the

retarder.

Economic Impact

As indicated elsewhere in the comments, the EPA has

grossly understated the costs which would be incurred to'im-

plement the various noise abatement techniques to meet the

proposed standards. These costs show that the

the proposed rulemaking is a "significant" regulation and that

the EPA should have prepared a Regulatory Analvsis as required

by E.O). 12044.
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Air quality

EPA fails to consider the impact on air quality as

a result of diversion of tall traffls to less fuel efficient

transportation modes. While the effects cannot be quantified,

it can be stated with assurance that freight and traffic would

he lost to trucks as a result of curtailed rail service

[either by disruptions to operation to i_plement the standards

(removal of equipment from service or track downtime or to

install the noise abatement measures) or outright changes

in operation to accommodate the standards] and higher rail

transportation costs. Diversion of traffic to the trucking

mode will adversely affect the air quality duo to increased

gaseous and particulate emissions from trucks,*'thus adcl_"

to the alreadyhigh levelsof air pollutionaround the nation'shi_s.

Enez_

Lossesin railroadfreight trafficto truckswill also

affectthe energyneeds Of this coLmtry. It _ well knownthat railroads

are vestlymore fuel efficientthan road bin,!trucks. In fact rail-

. roads are four timesmore ener_refficientthan trucks.**Again,while

nD _ua_ti_a_i%_estimatesea_ _ _ regardingchaDge3111libelUSES,

_ * A Study of "d'Le'Env_-'u_aent_lImpactof ProjectedIncreases in
Inte.raityFreightTraffic,ResnarcDedby the BattelleLaboratories
for the _AR.

_* EnergyInt_aiv_e_s of PassengerandFreightTransportationModes
1950-1970,Oak RidgeNational Laboratoryin 1973,by Eric lilrst.

I
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it cannot be qLmstioned _In_tdiverting freight traffic to trucks and

other forms of trazsportatien will have a definite adverse impact on

the worsening energy picture. We hasten to point out that the EPA

substantially underestimates the fuel consumption needs of the rail

industry. Page 7-43 of the Background Doctmmnt indicates that the

industry uses only about 4,000,000 gallons per year (1976), In 1978

the industry used roughly 4 billion gallons.
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Noise

Another adverse impact of the possible diversion of

tall traffic to trucks is that highway noise would most certainly

increase. In a study by Wyle Laboratories _.hibit V) it is shown

that the noise exposure assoelated with moving a given tonnage

of freight by truck is approximately 5 dB higher than by train.

Although a calculation of the ultimate effect on people exposed

has not been carried out, it appears that transferring cargo

from trains to trucks is likely to significantly increase pop-

ulation exposure. Thus, analysis of any railroad noise control

measure that has the effect of reducing the volume of freight

hauled must include an examination of the inerease_ exposure

from other modes to which it is diverted.

Safety

Nowhere in the EPA proposal Backgrouad Document,

Notioe, of Draft Environmental Impact Statement is there any

disuession of the impaot on railroad employee safety as a re-

sult of implementation of the noise standards. We would like

to point out that there are serious concerns raised by rail-

road safety officers relating to application of the noise abate-

ment technology in classification yards that should not be over-

looked.

Barriers are of particular conoern in terms of line

of sight obstruction. The size of barriers proposed for use

in hump yards on retarders and sharp curves are such that they
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hiook the vision of employees working near the barriers.

Freight cars rolling through a yard normally do not create

noticeable noise, and the railyard employee is obliged to he

visually aware at all times lest he be struck by a moving

car. The potential for an accident with barriers in place is

increased Significantly oxpecially during times of rain, fog,

snow and at night.

Another concern is that barriers will eausi_ problems

with regard to clearance for maintenance personnel. In situations

where harriers would be installed around retarders, this[roblem

would he further aggrevated by the retarder mechanism action.

Although employees working in the retarder area are normally

protected by olosing the track to traffic, adjustments to the

mechanism ere often made under operating conditions. Since

harriers are most effective as close to the source as possible,

essentially no room is left for needed clearance.

Also, enclosing load cells requires a very hlghdegree of

employee hearing protection, since the locomotive noise would

he contained within the building and railroad workers involved

in the load testing would be exposed to a far greater concentra-

tion of acoustic energy than if the locomotive were tested in

an unclosed area.

Finally, use of a retarder lubrication system poses

serious problems to retarder maintenance workers. The lubricat-

ing liquid is made up of water and oil in the warm months and

ethelyne glycol is added during periods of below freezing weather.
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IX. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the AAR respectfully urges the EPA

to give full consideration to the railroads' comments and

to revise its proposals accordingly. The proposals as now

constituted reflect a gross misinterpretation of the statu-

tory criteria of Section 17, resulting in unreasonably low

receiving property standards and point source standards

which cannot be met. The railroads never believed that pre-

emption could be gained without the quid pro quo of regula-

lation with meaningful benefits. However, it does expect

and insist that these regulations be formulated in accor-

dance with the law. To impose standards which are not

technological feasible, practical or cost-effectlve would

nnduly interfere with essential operations of the railroads

as common carriers, would impose a substantial burden on

the shipping public, and would do an extreme disservice to

the public welfare in general.

Submitted by:

Attorney for the
Association of Amerlean Railroads
1920 L Street, N.W.

_J

!i Washlng_on, D.C. 20036
]

j Dated: July 2, 1979

.i

J
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1.0 IN'fRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

I .1 Introduction

Thisreport presentso critical review of both the Noise EmissionStandardsfor Trans-

portation Equipment; Interstate Rall Carriers, presentedby the U.S. EnvironmentalProtection

Agency in their Notice of ProposedRulemaklngpublishedin the FederalRegisteran April 17,

1979, and the associatedbackgrounddocumentwhich wasreleasedby EPAat the sametime.

Bothof thesedocumentshave beenexaminedin order to assessthecompletenessof the

acoustic analysis.

Beforereviewing the specific topicsthat were studiedandsummarizingthe major

results, it isappropriate to discussthe motivation behindand direction of the analysis. In

past dlscussionswith EPArepresentativesregardingthe proposedregulations, it hasbeen

freely admitted that thereare manyareasconcerningboth the suggestednoise control of

maior railroad equipmentandthe community impactanalysisfor which little or no background

information exists. 1"hestatedview of EPAhasalwaysbeen that, unlessthere is additional

information available to fill thesegaps, there is little need to pointthem out.

Thisis not our view. We believe that there is considerablevalue in pointing out

weaknessin the presentanalysis, even if they cannotbe correctedat the presenttime. It

is notpossiblein the very limited time period available far commenton theseproposed

regulations to develop informationthat will provideoil necessarymodificationsto the EPA

analysls, althoughwe will supplywhatever additional informationhasbeen developed.

Rather, it is ourpurposeto identify majorweaknessso that a judgmentcan be madeasto

the sufficiency of the presentanalysis.

The critical review contained in this report addressesfour generalareas that are

discussedin the proposed,egulatlon or in its backgrounddocument. Chapter 2 reviews

the discussionof BaselineNoise Ernisslonthat appearsin Section4 of the ba:kground

document. Chapter 3 reviewsthe analysisof current Noise ControlTechnologythat

appearsin Section 5 of the backgrounddocument. Chapter 4 reviewsthe variousparts

of the HeaJthand Welfare ImpactModel that appearsin Section6 of the background

document. Chapter .5 reviewsthe ProposedMeasurementMethodologythat is detailed

in both the proposedregulatlon and in Appendix A of the backgrounddocument. Finally,

WYLI[ LADORATORI[S
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Append;x A of thh report presents the detailed results of an analysis of the conlribution

of val;ous types of sources to the total noise at selected points on the boundaries oFseveral

railroad yards, based an the current field measurement data base. The remainder of Chap-

tar 1 of this report contains a br;ef summary oF the print;pie results that are obtaTned in

thls study.

I .2 Summary of the Review of the Baseline No;so Emission Analysis

In Section 2 of th;s report the Baseline Noise £mlssion Study described in Section 4

of EPA%background document ;s examined. Two general areas are considered: the average

noise levels due to existing railroad yard noise sources, and an analysis of the hourly Leq

contrlbut;ons et the boundary of railroad yards due to each type of noise source.

In most cases, there is good agreement between our computations of the energy-

average level at 100 feet for each type of source and the values Hsted in Table 4-1 on

page 4-5 of the background document. However, in the case of mechanical refrTgerator

cars, our estimate of this average level is 9 dB higher than that of Table 4-1, and in the

case of idling locomotives, our estimate is closer to that Hsted for stationary switch engines,

which is 15 dB h_gher than for idling locomotives. Indeed, sTnce the d;stlnctlon between

"switch engines _ and other types of locomotives which may be used for switching purposes

is vague, it is not at all clear that two class types should be used to describe these sources.

Thus it appears that the source levels for mechanical refrigerator cars and for idling

locomotives are considerably underestimated in the background document. These under-

estimates are then carried over into the noise model developed in Section 6 of the back-

ground documenh so that the Ldn contribution due to each of these sources is also under-

estimnted. This result, ;n turn, is carried into the impact model so that the resultant ENI

near sections of the yards where such sources are presumed to be dominant are also under-

estimated. In addition, the suggc.sted treatments required to attaTn the regulatory levels

for various types of yards may not be sufficient because of the actual higher noise contribution

from these two underestimated sources.
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1"hesecond analysis of the baseline no;se measurements consists of estimates of contri-

butions of noise from various types of ra;Iroad and non-railroad sourcesto the measured boundary

line hourly Leq at selected sites. Th_s analysis was performed by examining annotated strip

charts of the temporal variation in A-we;ghted sound level to identify peak levels and dura-

tions of each noise event occurring during specific time periods. These peak levels and

durations were then entered into phenomenolagleal models from which the fraction of acoustic

energy urn;fled by' each source type was computed.

Upon examining the resuffs of this analysis, severu_ general observations became

apparent. Firsh it _sdifficult to determine accurately the contribution of a given type oF

noise source using relatively simple mathematical models that relate peak sound level and

duration to the SEL for a given event. Since any noise control implementation will have to

be preceded by a study to determine accurately the rnaier contributors to boundary Jine L
eq

levels at a given yard, methods superior to annotated strip charts will have to be developed

to measure source contrlbutions.

Jt also became clear, from several of the sites that were studied, that o single event

or a very few events could ;ontrol the resultant Leq for the hour in which they occurred.

Thus, it is unlike)y that an observer would be able to estimate accurately the meier noise

Source, on an Leq basis, w;thout examining some sort of temporal history of the sound level.

Finally, it also became clear that it is quite poss;ble for the dominant source to change

in a short time. For example, an analysls was performed Fortwo successive hourly periods at

the same measurement site at the BrosnanYard in Macon, Georgia. During the first hour,

railroad noise sources accounted for approxhnately 93 percent of the acoustic energy received

at the site; during the second hour, non-railroad sources accounted Forapproximately 98 per-

cent of the acoustic energy. Such large changes from hour to hour make it extremely diffi-

cult to assess, in any rellable Fashion, whether or not the railroad is the dominant noise source

at a given site.

] .3 Summar_ of the Review of the Noise Control Technology Analysis

The review oF the h!oise Control Technology Analysis in Sect|on 5 of the Background

document centers on three meier items: centre) oF _ocomotive noise,, centre) of retarder noise

by use of barrlers, and control of mechanical railroad refrlgerat/on oar noise. In each oF these

_reas, serious deffciencEes have been identified.
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In exam|nTng referenced sources on locomotive noise control, it has become clear

that most existing d_agnostlc studies hove shownuseful noise reduct}an due to the addTtion

of mufflers only for the case in which tile locomotive is at its high throttle setting. At such

throttle settings, reductions in sound level of 3 to 5 dB with the use of exhaust mufflers

have been demonstrated for a few locomotives. At low throttle settings end at idle, the

conditions most likely ta be found in railroad yards, reductions due to exhaust mufflers

have been 1.5 dB or less. 111us,the 3 to 4dB reduction listed in Table 5-1 on page 5-11

of the background document for switch engines in throttle positions 0, 1, and 2 is an over-

estimate.

Similarly, the referenced sources hove shown that fan noise and engine casing noise

are not dominant sources at idle. Thus, neither fan treatment nor partial-engine sh;elding

would provide much reduction to the no_seemission at idle. Since the source cantribuHon

analysis in Chapter 2 of this review has shownthat idling locomotives can be a significant

contributor to the soundlevel at certain lacotTons an the boundary of a yard, it would appear

that nothing within the present state of the art will provide much noise relief at such loca-

tions. Certainly, EPA's recommended abatement procedure -- switch engine treatment -

will have little or no effect in such cases.

In examining the referenced documents on the effectiveness of barriers in reducing

squeal noise from retarders, several problemshave been identlfled. The 16 to 22 dB inser-

tion lossquoted in Table 5-1 of the background document is obto;ned only at positions per-

pendicular to the barrier (as is stated in a footnote to the table). At other angular pos;tTons,

the insertion loss is lessso that, if a spatial average is performed over angle, o value of

10 dB results. Thus, it is quite likely that the effectiveness of such barriers in reducing

the squeal noise at the boundary llne will be much less than one might expect Fromthe

figures in Table 5-1. This is especially true when one considers that the group retarders

are generally oriented so that the axis of the one closest to the boundary line points into

the community. Since the source contribution analysls in Section 2 af this report has

shown that, in some cases, retarder noise can be the dominant source at the boundary line

of a yard, this fact has serious implicaHons as to the ability to achieve the kdn values

required by the regulations at the boundaries of hump yards.
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A second _:oncern regarding tile use of barriers to control squeal no_se concerns the

published values for the peak sound levels measured at positions IO0 feet from the retarder

after the barrier had been put ]n position. In no cases studied d_d the overage sound level

for o series of squeals fall below 90 dB_ the regulatory limit set for this position in the pro-

posed rulemak]ng. Thus, ]t has not been demonstrated that such levels are attainable with

available technology.

Finally, in examining the referenced documents on mechcm_cal refrigerator car noise,

along wlth addH]onal documents describing railroad refrigeration units and recent measure-

ments made on the noise levels from such units, two problems have become clear. First, the

overage sound level at 100 feet due to mechonlcol railroad refr].aerotor car refrigerat on

units is about 6 dB higher than that reported for truck-mounted reff]geratlon units, when

both types of unTts are operetlng at their maximum speed. Second, different types of diesel

engines ore used to power each of these two types of refrigeration units. While raTIroad

refrTgeratlon units are universally driven by two-stroke diesel engines with blower attached,

truck-mounted refrigeration units are driven by four-strake diesel engines wTthout blowers.

Thus, it cannot be assumed o-pr]or_ as has been done in Ihe background document,

that the noise control techniques (_.e., muffler) developed for truck-mounted refrTgerat_on

un|ts will produce the someemounl; of noise reduction when applTed to railroad type refri-

geration unlts. In order to properly assessthe noise control requirements for railroad

refrigeratTon units and the associated cost, it would be necessary _odo a diagnostic study of

the specific sourcesof noise on such a unit. To our knowledge, no such study has been done.

When the lack of demonstrated noise control technology for this noisesource is

coupled with the fact that an average noise reduction of approximately 7 dB will be required

to meet the proposal standard, _t becomes apparent that insufficient work has been done in

establishing the proctlcallty of this portion of the F.roposed regulation and that available

technology has not been demonstrated.

1.4 Summary"of the Review of the Health and Welfare Impact AnalysTs

i:. In reviewing the statistical models that were used to determFne the no_se exposure

and resultant impact around aver g yards of each type, and hence, compute the total
,

national impact of noise emisslon from railroad yards, several pointscause some concern.
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Generallyl any attempt to build such a model is plagued wltb a lack of accurate input data.

The ;nput data in' th;s case, includes source strength leveJs, numbers of each type of sauroesl

and position of each of the sources relative to the boundary llne -- ago;n1 all in terms of

some sort of natlonal average. Much of the data required ;s nat avallablel at least not to

any degree of accuracy.

An hnpress;ve effort has been made _n the background document to gather the required

information, expea|aJly ;n the EPIC studies of remote imagery to estobllsh typ;cal source-to-

boundary d_stances. However, even given the effort expended in this task, there is still con-

siderable uncertainty in the average values obtained for these distances. If the total popula-

tion of railroad yards bed been included in obta;nlng these average distances, then they would

indeed represent true averages of the population. However, s;nce of necessity only a small

sample was employed ;n the analysFs, the averages represent only an estimate of the popula-

tion average. There is thereforel unavoidable and inherent uncerta;nty associated with this

estimate. Because of this uncertainty1 and because of the dependence of the sound levels on

distance_ there is a corresponding uncertainty ;n the estimated Ldn contours and in the resul-

tant impact estlmates.

Similarly, there are add;tional uncertainties associated with the fact that the average

sound levels attrlbuted to each source ore only estlmates of the-true average based on a sample

of the total population. Againz this produces an uncertainty in the overage level for the

source1 which propagates into an additional uncertainty for the resultant impact. Similar

statements could be made about the estimates of the average numbers of sourcesof each

type present in each type of railroad yard.

The point is not that these uncertainties should be removed; there is no way to do

that, since estimates would always have to be made on the basis of samples of total popula-

tions. Rather the point to be made _s that the background document should contain an expl;-

clt statement of the uncertainty in the est;mated impact. This uncertainty could be determ;ned

by estimat;n9 the uncertalnty of each of the averages that are input into the model and then

propagating these estimates through the model equations to delerm;ne the overall statlsHcaJ

uncertainty of the result. The ind;vJdual uncertainties of the averages that are input into

the model can easily be computed from the standard deviations of the sample measurement

in each case.
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Such aprocedurewould _ndlcate the accuracy of theestimated impact and th_swould,

in turn, indlcate.whether or not improvementsneed be made in the samplesizesusedto com-

pute the average values of the input variables. Clearly, if the differences between the ENPs

calculated tar the various study levels are on the order of or smaller than the uncertcfnties

associatedwHh these ENl_sl then tile samplesizesare too small and no tellable concluslons

can be drawn asto the effects of the study options. Although th_shasnot shownto be the

case here, it shouldbe investigated so that there could be confidence in thepredictionsof

the impact model.

A secondarea of concern includes the procedure by which the effective numberof

people impacted (ENI,I for each yard type was computed. Forhumpyards and for flat yards,

the noisesourceswere arranged into four source groups. Thetotal Ldn for each sourcegroup

was computed at points within the surrounding communityand the resultant ENI due to each

sourcegroup wasdetermlned. The total ENI was then assumedto b e the sumof various com-

binations of the individual ENI_sfrom each source group depending on the location of each

element ofpopulation relative to the yard. Th_sprocedure is technically incorrect; the

levels at a given point from each of the four sourcegroupsshouldhave beenenergy-added

fi_t, and a single ENI calculated from the resultant total )_vel. All such ENPsthroughout

the study area should then have been summedto produce the total ENI. Thiserror has the

potential of seriouslyoverestimating the impact of the railroad noise.

In previousdiscussionwith EPA on this po_nt, they havemaintained that the error

involved is minimal due to the large distancesbetween source groups. Theypoint out that,

at any location in the aommunffyr the total noise ismostly fromthe nearestsourcegroup.

The noise contribution frommoredistant source groupsis small and thus, the I:NI due to

each of these more distant groupsis also smell. In EPA'sview, the result is that any errors

involved in adding ENI's rather than energy-addlng levels, is also small. It isnot at all

clear that this is _ndeedthe case;to clarlfy this point, any errorsdue to the methodemployed

in the analysisshouldbe mentioned and quanHfied in Ihe backgrounddocument.

Another assumptionthat would tend to overestimate the _mpactof the railroad noise

is that the population density throughout the study area surroundingthe yard is assumedto

be constant. Th|s maybe true around small yards in suburbanareas, but larger yardsin
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urban areas are generally surroundedby major hlghways andby industrial or commercial

structures. It seemsquite llkely that o more accurate denslty model would be one in which

the population density decreasesas one approachesthe yard boundary. In fact, in viewing

the road structure and the housedensities on the two USGSmapsprovided as examplesof the

EPICanalysis in Appendix R of the background documenh this doesindeed seemto be the

case.

Since a model in whlch the population density decreasesas one approachesthe yard

would result in fewer people in areaswhere the yard noise is hlgh, the resultant noise impact

could be much lower. Since such a reduction in ENI would have a correspondingreduction

in the benefit cost ratios usedin assessingthe variousstudy levels, it seemsappropr;ate that

sucha refinement to the modelshould have been considered.

Finally, the point should be emphasized that the impact model considersonly rail-

road noise sources. Although this is technically the correct way of analyzing the railroad

impactt it also can be misleading when reductions in ENI ore discussedas in the background

•document. That iss since no other sourcesare consideredin determining the ENI, the

reducHonspredicted for varlous regulatory options may not in fact be achieved. Once the

contribution of the railroad sources to the soundlevel at a given polnt hasbeen brought

to about 3 dBbelow the total sound level due to all sourcesat that point, additional

reductions in the railroad componentwill have little effect on either the total noise level

or the resultant ENI.

_us, it is misleading to state¢ without qualification, that a given reduction in rail-

road noise will produce a given reduction in ENI. An accurate estimate of the true reduc-

tlons in ENI thQt would be obtained with a given reduction in the railroad noise component

would have to include considerationof the noiselevel contributions from all other sources.

1.5 Summaryof The ReviewoFthe ProposedMeasurementMothodolo?y

Possiblythe most seriousareasof concern in this report arisein the review of the

measurementmethodology that is outlined bath in the Notice of ProposedRulemak[ngand

in Appendix A of the background document. Theproblemsinvolved here cast considerable

doubt on the workability of the entire procedure. Four general areashave been identified

ascontaining seriousweaknesses.
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First, in describing the methodology to be used in measuring Ibe sound levels

from retarders, mechanical refrigerator cars, and car _mpacts, the effects of a wide variety

of factors such as instrument accuracy tolerances, reflecting objects near the source, com-

pet;ng noise sources, ground surface and contours, and w;nd condit[ons - oll of which are

known to have ;roper,ant influences on the accuracy of sound level measurements - are

not f'u/ly examined. Since most of these factors cannot generally be controlled in a

railroad yard, a considerable margin of tolerance must be permitted above the proposed

regulatory levels to allow for increased no;se levels due to these effects.

Second, there is concern regarding the instrumentation specif;cations far the inte-

grating sound level meters to be usedin measuring the Leq and Ldn at points exterior to

the yard. At present, no national or international standards on integrating sound level

meters exist for such equipment. While some integrating sound level meters are commer-

cially available, specifying a requirement for such ;nstrumentation in a federal regulation,

prior to the availability of accepted national standards, is considered undes;rable. The

spat'F'cations given in the NPRM are considered inadequate to properly def;ne, in lleu of

a standard, the operating character;stlcs of such equlpment.

Third, by allowlng /eq and Ldn measurementsto be made at a d;stonce of 2 meters
from a residential dwelling surface, a point at wh;ch reflect;ons from the surface could con-

tr;bute up to one-half of the totaJ A-weighted acoustic energy, the proposed regulatory level

Could effectively be reduced by about 3 riB. Thus, if a measurement ismade at sucha posi-

tion, the effective (free field) regulatory levels of Ldn70 and the Ldn65 would become

Ldn67 and Ldn 62_ respeet;vely. If this is indeed Ihe intent of the 1'4PRM, ;t should clearly

ba stated assuch, rather than being hidden as an artifact of the measurement procedure.

Finally, the procedure for determining "clear dominance" and 'dominance" of the

railroad yard noise component has been carefully studied and shown to be inadequate in

its present form. The tolerances that would have to be allowed to take into account the

unaertaintles in a/I the model calcuJatlons involved are sogreat as to make the procedure

essent;czlly unworkable.
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2.0 BASELINENOISE EMISSIONS

in the review of the baseline no_seemissionstudy _nth_ backgrounddocument,

two general points were noted. First, no attempt was madeby the EPA to quantify _he

statistical accuracy of the energy-averaged soundlevels for each railroad sourcewhich

are I_sted in Table 4-1 on page 4-5 of that document. Second, no attempt wasmade bY

the EPA to determine the speclfJc noise sourcesthat were dominant contr_butorsto the

measuredhourJyequivalent sound levels at stieswhere measurementswere conductedby

EPA, although the required _nformatlonwas available in the field measurementdata base

in the form air annotated strip chart recordlngs.

In an effort to addressthese quest;ons, an independent review wesmadeof available

llteralure on railroad noise source levels and a table of average sound revelsplus associated

confidence limlts for each general type of sourcewas compUed. In addition, selected par-

tions of the available annotated strip charts were examined to estimate the dominantna_se

sourcesfor the corresponding time periods.

2.1 Average Noise Levels for Se/ected RailroadNoise Sources

An examination of currently available literature (Reference1-15) con_inlng specific

measuredvalues of A-welghted soundlevels air railroad equipment was conducted. All levels

were tabulated by equipment type and corrected, assuminggeometrical spreading, to a dis-

tance of i00 feet from the source. Tablesgiving frequencyof" occurrence versusA-welghted

sound level at ]00 feet1 the latter in 5 dB steps,were then prepared for each sourcetype.

From the frequency histogramsof thesesamples,estimatesair the ensembleenergy-average

levels of the sourcepopulation and their correspond}ng90 percent confidence intervals were

computed.

The resultsof this analysis are shown _nl"abJe 2-1, in general, the average levels

agree quite well with those listed in Table 4-1 on page 4_5 of the backgrounddocument,

especially 'whenthe confidence interval is taken into account. However_ the levels are

considerably different for idllng locomotives and mechanical refrlgerator cars.

The reasonsfor the dlfference in the caseair _dllng Iocomotlvesis unclear. It may

be due to the fact that the background documentattempts to distinguish between sw_tch

engines and other typesof locomotives, while our analysis did not make_uch a distinction
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Table 2-I

Estimate of EnsembleEnergy-Average Sound Level

at 100 ft. and Corresponding Confidence Limits for
Selected Railroad Noise Sources

Energy-Average
Sample Sound Level at 90% Confidence

Source Size 100 ft., tiBIA) L;m;ts, riB(A)

Retarder 750 110.1 107.9 -111.5

Car Impacts 94 96.3 89.2- 98.8

Idl;ng Locomotives 39 78.2 - - 94.9

Moving Locomotives 36 84.1 82.2- 85.4

Moving Trains 33 86.4 82.5 _ 88.6

Mechanlcal Refrigerator Cars

High Speed 50 71.9 71.2- 72.5

Low Speed 13 65.4 64.0- 66.5
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between locomotive types. It should be notedthat our figure is eraseto Ihe average claimed

for stationary s_vltcheng;nes _nthe backgrounddocument. Thepublished Hterature does

not [nd;cate that there is o difference betweenthe sound levels for stationary switch eng;nes

and for _dl;nglocomotives.

The reasonsfor the differences in the averagelevels for mechan;cal railroad refri-

gerator carsbecame clear when the sourcesof the samplesusedin the calculation in the

background documentwere exam;ned. As ;s described _nmore detail in Section 3 of rhis

reporh af the 27 measurementsused in EPA'scalculation (the number 60 fn the back-

ground documentis a misprint) only 5 are measurementson mechanical railroad refrlgerator

cars. In addition, those five values represent measurementson only two such ears, with

each car operating at o variety of conditions. In our calculation, we ;ncluded only meas-

urementson the diesel eng;neside of actual mechanicalrailroad refrigerator carsandwe

segregatedthe data into two groups, depending onengine speed.

2.2 Contributions of Various Noise Sourcesto Hourly L Measurementsat Railroad•eq
Yard Boundar_MeasurementSites

In order to obtain real_stic est;matesof the type of noisesourcesthat dominate the

hourly L at the boundary of railroad yards, we examined the annotated strip chartsofeq
the temporal variation in A-weighted soundlevelsthat were gathered asport of the field

measurementprogramof the backgroundanalysls. Arso ;ncluded were strip charts that

were obtafned at two additional yards after the releaseof the backgrounddocument.

Foreach yard for which annotatedstr;p chartswere available, the hourly Leq

values were examined. The section of the chart for the hour with the maximum Leq
value wasexaminedto see 'f the annotat'on wassurfc'ently complete for further analysis.

If it was not, other hourly segmentswere exam;ned, in order of decreasing hourly L
eq

until an acceptably documented segmentwas found, whereupon tables were compiled

listing maxlmum levels and durations for each type of noise event in the time intervar.
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To determine the hourly L value corresponding to each type of noise seurce, it
eq

'was necessary t'o estimate the soundexposure level (SEL) for each noise event produced by

that source typer and then sum, on an energy basis, ol_ the individual SEUs to obtain the

total SEL for the source type. To estimate the single event SEL's from maximum sound levels

and durations, it was necessary to develop phenomoneloglca[ models using measurementsof

actual tape recorded data. The procedure is described in Appendix A of this report.

Once the total SEL's were determined for each nolse source type encountered in

an hourly time period, the total SEL and the corresponding Leq(1 ) for that hour was com-
puted along with the percentage of the acoustic energy that was received from each source

type. The detailed results of all these calculottons at each yard studied are given in

Appendix A.

The major noise contributors for each measurement period are ranked in Table 2-2.

Several points immediately become clear. First, there is no commonality of dominant noise

sources even for yards of the same type. Note that at three hump yards retarder noise is

e major contributor_ while at two other hump yards, it is not. Second, the dominant source

can change from hour to hour. At the BrosnanYard, railroad noise sourcesare dominant one

hour, while non-railroad noise sources are dominant the next hour. Finally, on examlna-

t;on of the individual event SEUs in Appendix A shows that one or two especially loud

and/or long noise events can completely dominate the Leq for the hour in which they occur.

An additional point should be mentioned here since it has important implications

for eventual noise control around railroad yards, In designing the control techniques to be

implemented for any speciflc yard, a noise control engineer would first attempt to accurately

quantify the contributions to the boundary line Leq of each noise source type in the yard.
He would then be able to calculate the amount of noise reduction needed for each source

type in order to reach the desired Leq or kdn goal.

It does not appear that the use of annotated strip charts,, as implemented in this study,

is sufficiently accurate to be used for this purpose; although it is probably good enough to

obta;n a relative ranking of noise source strengths. When the calculated Leqtl"_l values

from the strip chart analysis ere compared wlth the corresponding field measured Leq(i )

: values, as shown in Table 2-3, it becomes apparent that large differences ore possible.

;i
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Table 2-2

Ranking of Principle Noise Conlributlons Io

Boundary Line Leq(]) Measurements ol Selected Yards

No_se Sources

8

L.

Yard Type Site Date Time _ ._ ... g uPeriod _ _ _ _ O Z

Barstow Hump 33-1 2/18/78 0300-0400 I

Barstow Hump 33-3 2/17/78 2200-2300 1

Brosnan Hump 41-1 2/2/78 1200-1257 3 4 I 2
Brosnan Hump 41-1 2/2/78 1300-1400 l

Cicero* Hump 1 4/28/78 1540-1640 2 1
Cicero* Hump 2 4/28/78 1235-1335 2 1

Cicero* Hump 2 4/27/78 1615-1715 2 1 3

Cicero* Hump 2 4/27/78 2200-2300 2 I

Cicero* Hump 3 4/27/78 1415-1515 2 I
Cicero* Hump 4 4/28/78 1430-]530 1

Pavonla Hump 1 4/20/79 1119-1221 1
PavoMa Hump 3 4/20/79 1420-1523 ! 2

Roseville Hump 31-1 2/3/78 0900-1000 1

Barr* Flat 1 4/30/78 1030-1130 1 3 2

Barr* Flat 2 4/30/78 1400-1500 1 2 3

Barr* Flat 3 4/30/78 1520-1620 2 I 3
Bert* Flat 3 5/1/78 0900-1000 1 2

Barr* Flat 3 4/27/78 1415-1515 2 1
Barr* Fiat 4 4/28/78 1430-1530 I

Dillard Flat 51-1 2/3/78 1500-1555 1 2

Johnston Flat 52-1 2/16,/78 1800-1900 2 I
Johnston Flat 52-2 2/! 6/78 1003-1100 1

/_oys Flat 42-1 2/9/78 2200-2300 1 2
Richmond Flat 32-1 2/8/78 1600-1700 1 2

5ettegast Flat 43-1 2/17/78 ]100-1200 1

Wilsrnere Small 1 4/18/79 1051-1201 1 2
lnd.Flat

* "Rail Yard Noise Measurement Data", Appendix 8 of Background Documentfor Proposed

Revision to Rall Carrler blolse EmissionRegulations, U.S. Envlronmenlal Protection AgencyS
pages 358 and 388.
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Tabre 2-3

ComJoarlsonof CoJculated Leqq_.1 with Measured Leq,I,_j Values in riB.

Measured CalcuIatec]

Site No.* Yard Leq(1) keq(1 ) z_, dB

31-1 Rosev_lle 59.9 64,7 + 4.8

32-1 Richmond 74.5 76.0 + 1.5

33-1 Barstow 71.3 72.8 + 1.5

33-3 Barstow 64.6 68.0 + 3.4

41-1 Brosnan 60.7 60.2 - O, 5

41-1 8rosnan 64.7 75,0 410.3

42-1 Moys 71.3 64.0 - 7.3

43-) Settegast 66.9 74.2 +7.3

51-1 DH[ard 71.4 75,6 +4.2

52-1 Johnston 86.6 83,6 - 3..0

52-2 Johnston 72.9 72.5 - O. 4

1 Pavonla** 75.8 ;__.80,8 -5,0

3 Pavonla ** 58.1 ,9.9 - I. 8

1 WHIsmere** 61 6i 0

EPA Test Sites

Wyle Measured Yords
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in many cases, the measured and calculated Leq,s are in good agreement. However,

the calculated keq(i ) values at Brosnan, Mays and Setlegest Yards are quHe d;fferent than

the measured values. This may be due to the stathtical uncertainties ;nvolved in the SEL

model used in the calculations, to poor documentation of strip charts, or to malfunction of

;nstrumentafion. Annotation of the strip charts in the background document for many of the

yards ;s poor. For example, one source at the Brosnan yard contributed most of the energy

towards the hourly Leq; yet, H is not _dentified on the EPA strip chart. Thus, one cannot
determ;ne that the source was Ihe railroad activ;ty (actually, the time hhtory appears similar

to that of an aircraft). To determine the railroad source contdbuHon, it is very ;rnportant

that all the sources he labeled, Background no;se was not tabeied as such at most of the

yards, nor were non-railroad sources rout;neiy labeled. Proper dacumentaHon of aH time

periods ;s needed to accurately compute the noise confribuHons of each source. It would

thus appear that, in order to be able to perform accurate and cost-effect}ve nohe control

design, a technique other than that employed here must be developed to accurately quantify

_ndividual noise source contrlbutlons.
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3.0 NOISE CONTROL TECHIqOLOGY

3.1 Locomotiveand Swhch Engines

As shown ]n Section 2 of this report, no_sefrom idling and in-servlce locomotives and

switch engines can have a controlHng influence on keq and Ldn values. In Hght of this, an
Tnvestlgatlon was madeof the technology currently available for reducing such noise at its

source. A complete evQluatlon of locomotive noise control technology requ'res 'dentiflcation

of indlvldua] noise sources on the locomotive, quantification of the relative noise emission

of each sourceas o function o1"duty cycle, and determination of the avaTlablemelhods of

controlling each source. Ahhough there have been numerousreports of measurementsof the

total noise from locomotives, there hasonly been limited study of indlvFdual Iocomatlve noise

sources. The most commonlyidentified noise _ourceson a dle_'4 i,, 'creative ore englne exhaust

noise, radiator fan noise, and engine casing no_se. To inv::.qlgate noise emlsslonlevels from

these sources, a review wasmade of pertinent lechnlcol reports. Documentsreferenced in

thls pert of the report is listed _t tile end of the chapter.

Reference 1, which wasa study pedormed fo_the U .S. Departmenl of Transportation,

includes the results of a noisediagnostic study of on EMD SD40-2 locomotive. The diagnostic

test procedure ;nvolved silenci_g all sourceson the locomotive to the extent possible and

measuring far-fleld noise levels as each source wasallowed to generate _tsnormal noise emis-

sion. By comparingthe far-fleld noise levels for each source in,thls fashlan wlth noise levels

measuredunder maximumsilencing, the individual noisesourcecontributions were estlmated.

Thls procedure wasdone at idle, Ihrettle posh]on 4 and throttle position 8. A summaryaf

the results of thls study at a distance of 100 feet to the slde of the locomotive are shown in

Table 3-1.

Table 3-1

MeasuredSource Contributions at 100 ft. for
EMD SD40-2 Locomotive, dB(A)

Throttle Settlng

Source Idle Throttle 4 Throttle 8

Exhaust 66 78 84
Fan 59 70 83
Engine 62 67 66.5

TM Blower 47 64 72.5
Sumof 4 Sources 68 79 89
Overall Mees. 67 78 85
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Basedon these results, the study goes on to estimate that, with an exhaust silencer which

reduces exhaust noise by 10 dB, the following reduction in overall A-weighted noise level

would be achieved at i00 feet with 3 cooling fans operating.

Table 3-2

Estimated Noise Reduction for EMD SD40-2 Locomotives

Calculated Noise

Throttle Setting Reduction, dB

Idle 3 - 4

Throttle 4 4 - 5

Throttle 8 2 - 3

Signlflcantly, no measurementswlth such a muffler were actually performed in thls study.

The study reported in Reference 2 involved measurementsof noise levels of both

EMD SD40-2 and GP38 locomotives with and without extensive exhaust noise treatment.

Coinc|dentally, the SD40 locomotive used in this study was the same locomotive (serial

#6332) as used in the Reference 1 measurementstudy. The muffler used on both locomo-

tives provided an attenuation of exhaust noise levels of about 18 dB as measured at 3 feet.

The results of this study are provided below:

Table 3-3

Measured Noise ReductIon for EMD SD40-2
and GP38-2 Locomotives

Measured Noise Reduction, dB

Throttle Setting SD40-2 GP38-2

Idle | .5 0

"l_rottie 4 6.5 6

Throttle 8 4 5.5
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In contrast to the theoretical calculations of Reference }, thesemeasuredresultsof

exhaust noise silencing showI_tt/e or no attenuatlon in overall level for an idling IocomoHve.

Appendix J of Reference 3 provides further measurementsof far-field locomotive

noise w_th and without an exhaustmuffler. The measurementswere madeon a GP-9 Ioco_

motive before and'after installation of t_votypes of mufflers designedto force exhaustgqses

through a perforated inner lining. Nolse measurementsof the unmuffled engine were only

made for the engine at throttle positions 1 and 8. Thereported overall noisereductionsat

100 feet are shownbelow:

Table 3-4

Measured Nohe Reduction for EMD GP-9 Locomotives, dB

Snubber Cross-Mounted
Throttle Setting Muffler Muffler

Throttle 1 0 } .5

Throttle 8 -I 3

For the snubbermuffler, no noisereduction wasachieved at throttle posii'_onI and an increase

in level occurred at throttle B. The report speclfles, however, ,that due to a door inadvertently

left open during the snubbermuffler measurements,the test may be inaccurate. For the case

of the cross-mountedmuffler, 1.5 and 3 dB reductions were obtained at throttle positions]

and 8, respectively.

A review was also madeof the measuredresults reported in Appendices f and K of

Reference3, in which near-field exhaustnoisespectrawere comparedwith overall Jar-field

noise spectra. We were unable to draw any definite conclusion due to the Hkellhood that the

noise measurementsmade neara locomotive exhaustport would also include significant contri-

butions fromother sourcesasw_ll. A general conclusion basedon actual overall nohe reduc-

tion achieved with locomotive exhaustmufflersis that while reductions of 3 to 6 dB are pos-

sible at high throttle posifiens, nolse reductions at idle and throttle posHion I range from

Oto 1 dB.
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Apart from the diagnostic data an the SD40-2 locomotive in Reference 1, no addi-

Hanoi reports we/'e found which identified noise emission levels of other locomotive engine

noise sources. As shown in Table 3-1, the second most significant source at throttle 4 and

throttle 8 is the cooling fans. At idle, the second most slgn;ficant source is the engine/

alternator. At idle, nolse levels from all three cooling fans were reported in Reference 1 to

be 3 dB lower than those from the engine/alternator. This report also notes that fan noise

levels at idle were too law to perm;t diagnosHc measurementsof noise from less than three

aperationa] fans. These results _mply little to no benefit would be achieved in reducing

overall no;se levels at idle by tan noise treatment.

3.2 Retarders

Considerable work has been done to control noise from railroad car retarders.

References 4, 5f and 6 provide examples of research efforts directed at understanding the

nolse-generation mechanism and means of noTsecontrol. Fromstudies such as these it has

been learned that the retarder squeal noise is generated by a frictional sllp-stick mech-

anism whTch causes the railcar wheel and retarder beam to v_brate. Noise control methods

such as the use of ductile iron retarder shoesand eppl;caHon of lubricating flu;ds have

been partially successful in reducing the number of retarder squeals which occur. Trlel

programs using these methods, however, have not demonstrated"that the reduction in total

noise generated when a squeal does occur is large enough to iustffy the resulting increase

Tnoperational and malntenance costs.

In addition to investlgat_on of methodsto eliminate the retarder squealt considerable

work has been done in evaluating the use of barriers around retarders to shield the adlolnlng

community from the noise source. As pointed out in the background document, the two major

railroad yardsmaking use of retarder noise barriers are the MadTsonYard operated by the

Terminal Railroad Assoc_ation of St. Louis, and the Northtown Yard operated by the Bur-

lington Northern Railroad. In regard to the Madison Yard, we have reviewed reports of

noise measurements taken before and after erection of the barriers and were not able to

confirm the reported insertion lossof up to 25 dB.

There are three major reasons why we believe the Mad;son Yard data to be inappro-

priate for defining the barrier inserHon loss.
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Firsts in reviewing A-welghted noise leve_measurementstaken by a representative

of the WestlnghooseAir Brake Company, the supplier of the barriers, an }nconslstencywas

noted. Noise level measurementswere reported before and after erection of the barriers far

i'womicrophonelocations. At one location, 200 yardsfrom the retarders, the difference in

averageretarder squeal levels with and without barrierswas reported to be 18.3 dBA,

At a second location at a point 100 feet FromGroup RetarderNo. [, average before-and-

after measurementswere reported Forretarder squea_soriginat_ngFromGroup Retarders

Nos. 3 and4. Thesereductions were onthe order of 36 and 31 dBA, respectively. Since

the barrlersoroundGroup RetardersNas. 1and 2 obstructthe direct llne of slght to the

measurementlocation, th_smeasurementset likely doesnot reflect the actual attenuation

providedby a single barrier,

Thesecondpoint of concern in interpreting barrier insertion loss involves the limited

numberof pos]tionsat which noise measurementswere taken near the MadisonYard.

Physically the effect of a noise barr]er with a sound-absorbingsurface involvesboth a

dlssipation of acoustic energyas well asa geometric redistribution of acoustic energy.

The redirection of soundresults in a changeof the overall directlvlty pattern of noise

emitted Froma retarder. ]n view of the limited numberer measurementlocationsused

|n assessingretarder noise at the MadisonYard, it is difficult to determinewhether the

reduction }n noise ]n the dkoct_on of the measurementswascompensatedby lesserreduc-

tions In otherdffectlons,

The thffd area of concernover the direct applicability of the Madison Yard meas-

urementsinvolvesreaogn;tlonof the variability of the amplitude of retarder noise squeals.

Reference 7, far example, reportsmeasurementsof retardersquealswith an average oE

)07 dB For23 squealson one day and an averageof 99 dBA For99 squealsonthe following

day. Thisreference further pointsout that statistically theseresults imply a change _nthe

basic nolse-generatlng mechanismbetween thesetwo days. If a change of asmuchas 8 dB

can occur in average retarder squealnoise levels fromone day to the next, it is doubtful

that the sourcemechanismscan be assumedto hold constantover a much longer period of

time. Fora valid determination of' noise barrier affectiveness_someadditional measure-

mentsmustbe made (for example, |n the near noise field of the retarders) to ensurethat

the nolse sourceamplitude is not significantly different whencomparing the barrier to the

no-barrier noisemeasurements.
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Basedon the abovediscussion, we believe that although the MadisonYard measure-

ments clearly indicate that the barriers provided a degree of reduction, there is no substantia-

tion that a single similar barrier would provide a reduction up to 25 d8.

In addition to our review of the Madison Yard data, we reviewed the results of noise

barrier measurementstaken at the Burlington Northern Railroad's Northtown Freight Yard. At

this yard, extensive noisemeasurementswere conducted by personnel from the U .S. Department

of Transportatien_sTransportation SystemsCenter end from the Industrial Acoustics Company.

Noise measurementswere taken with a microphone array about Group Retarder No. 3. An

eight-foot-high barrier was in place on the easterly side of the retarder for all tests taken,

Various barrier configurations were devised on the westerly side. The barrier insertion loss

data provided in Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 of the background document0ppear to be

taken from Reference8. In addlt;en to this report, we reviewed noise data provided to

Burlington Northern on September22, and October 7, 1975 by the U .S. Departmentof

Transportation's TransportationSystemsCenter, Amongthe data provided were measurements

of noise levels at a pos;lion perpendicular to the retarder at a distance of 100feet for a

variety of harrier configurations. A tabulat{on of the energy averagesof measuredlevels at

this location is shown below.

Table 3-5

SoundLevels for Various Barrier Configurations at blorthtown Yard

Energy Average No. oF Freight
Barrler Configuration A-Weighted Level Cars Tested

at 100 feet, dB

6-Ft Absorptive Barrier 99.9 20

8-Ft Barrier BN Specifications 98.7 25

12-Ft Absorptive BarriersWith
11-Ft Extensionof Either End 91.3 18
and a 1-Ft Inner Lip
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Basedon the above d[scussion,we believe thai although the h/,adisonYard measure-

mentsclearly indicate that the barriers provided a degree of reduction, there is no substanfia-

tion that a single similar barrier would provide a reduction up to 25 dB.

In addition to our review oF the MadisonYard data, we rev;ev.,edthe resullsof noise

barrier measurementstaken at the Burlington Northern Railroad'sNorlhtown FreTghtYard. At

this yard_ extensive noise measurementswere conducted by personnel from the U.S. Department

of Transportafion's Transportation SystemsCenter and fromthe Indu_trlal Acoustics Company.

Noise measurementswere taken with a microphonearray about Group Retarder No. 3. An

eight-foot-hlgh bc_rrlerwas in place on the easterly side of the retarder for all tests taken.

Variousbarrier configurntlons were devised on the westerly slde. The barrier insertion loss

data provided in Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 of the background documentappear to be

taken from Reference8, In addition to this report, we revTewednoisedata prov;ded to

Burlington Northern on September22, and October 7, 1975by the U .S. Departmentof

Transportafion's TransportationSystemsCenter. Among the data provided were measurements

of noise levels at a position perpendicular to the retarder ol a distance of 100 feet for a

variety of barrier configurations. A tabulation of the energy averagesof measuredlevels at

thls location is shownbelow.

Table3-5

SoundLevels for Variuus Barrier Configurations at Northtown Yard

Energy Average No. of Freight
Barrier Configuration A-Weighted Level Cars Tested

at 100 feet, dB

6-Ft Absorptive Barrier 99.9 20

8-Ft Barrier BN Specifications 98.7 25

12-Ft AbsorptiveBarriersWith
11-Ft Extensionof Either End 91,3 18
and a 1-Ft |nnar Lip
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A recently releaseddraft of a Departmentof Transportationreport on thesemeas-

urements( Referehce 8) indicates that, in an attempt to create higher noise levels for this

test, carentrance speeds_retarder forcesand car tonnagewere higher than normal. Refer-

ence 4 however, statesthat laboratory experiments indicate that retarder squeal doesnot

occur for very small or very large forces1but only for an _ntermedlaterange of forces.

Reference7 provides additional field measurementsto show that retarder squealdoesnot

dependon car weight. Therefore_ it cannot be assumed,a-prlori_ that Ihe noise levels

madeby the squeals in this experiment were indeed higher than thosethat would have been

madeunder more normalconditlons.

It is apparent from these resultsthat even with the mostextensivebarrier treatmen/"

installed, this retarder would not have been in compliance with the proposed90 dB at

30 meters(100 feet) retarder noise standard. Since this barrier conflguratlon included

additional construction features not accounted for in EPAbarrier cost estimatesanddld

not complywith the proposedstandard, actual costsare expected to be significantly higher.

In addition to the problem identified above in meeting the 90 dB re'tarrier standard,

there arequestionsas to the actual effectivenessof a retarder barrier _n reducingthe Ldn
levels at a railroad yard boundary. Asverif;ed by measurements,one effect of a barrier is

to change the dlrectlvHy of sound radiated from the retarder. The measuredinsertion lossof

a 12-foot barrier as a function of angular Iocatlon_ as shown in Figure 5-2 of the background

document, showsa sharpdecrease in noise shleiding towardsthe open end of the barrier.

Somecare must be taken in interpreting values shownon this flgure. Thereport fromwhich

this figure was derived identifies the 10-_ 30-, and 60-degree angle measurementspoints

as being relative to the end of the barrier_ while the 90° measurementpolnt is relatlve to

the center of the barrier. With all angles referenced to the center of the retarder, the actual

measurementpoints correspondto anglesof approxlmately 4.5 °, 13.5°, 270_ and 90° angular

positions. Taking on energy averuge of insertion lossat a projected 1gO-foot distance in a

circular area around the barrier results in an average reduction of only 10dB. Since the

retarders themselveslle at various angles to the property boundary, th_'sfigure _smore indica-

tive of the overall noisereduction effectivenessof o retarder barrier.
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Another question arises as to the insertlon loss the barrier would provide at distances

greater than 100 feet, which would be more indlcatlve of actual property line distances.

It _swell established that at distances far from a source over a sound-absorblng boundary

such as grassor soil, increasing the effective source height reduces the excess attenuation

provided by the ground. Since the sound diffracting over the top of the barrier constltules

a raised source height, it is unclear how much net reduction a barrier will provide at more

realistic propagation dlstances. Thus, at large distances, the average insertion loss due to

barriers may be even lessthan the ]0 dB mentioned above. Unfortunately, no measureddata

regarding this point seemsto exist in publlshed studies on the subiect.

3.3 Refrigerator Cars

The proposed EPAnoise standard for railroad refrigerator cars setsa maximum

A-weighted noise level of 78 dB at a distance of 7 meters from the track centerllne.

To examine the feaslbility of complying with this standard, o compilation of data was

made of refrigerator car noise levels at the maximum operational mode. lhe data incXudes

recent measurements taken by railroad companies as well as prevlously published data as

reported in Reference 9. Data from truck-mounted refrigeration unffs wasnot included.

Basedon measurements from 50 different railroad refrigerated cars, the energy-average

of maximum levels at 7 meters was found to be 85 dB. Of the.50 cars tested, only two

were found which would have been in compliance with the proposed standard.

To explore further the dlvergence between actual noise emission levels and the

reguI0tory Iimff, a review was made of refrigerator car no_sesource data provided _n the

background document. This document lists in Table 4-1 an energy-average level for rail-

road refrigerator cars of 63 dB at 30 meters (100 feet) based on a sample of 27 measurements

(the statement that 60 measurementswere made is a typographical error). A review was made

of supporting documentation for this result asprovided by the EPA. Of the 27 measurements

reported, only five were actual measurementstaken with railroad oar refrigeration units.

These five measurementsconsisted of high and low throttle operation noise levels for two

refrigerator cars plus oil additional measurement with tile diesel engine off and compressor

powered by a 220v electrical llne. The remaining 22 nolse values were of o single truck-

mounted refrigerator unit measured at both high and low speed operatlons with an 11-mlcro-

phone array. Clearly, an average of such divergent data has no real relatlonshlp to maximum

railroad refrigerator car noise emission.
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In the 1979 background document, EPA states that technology developed for truck-

and trailer-mounted refrigeration units would provide an estimated 4 dB reduction for railroad

refrigerator cars. The technology identified and included in EPA compliance cost esffmates

consisted of a "better" muffler far the dlesel engine and appllcatlon of sound-absorptive foam.

The transfer of noise control technology developed for truck-mounted refrigeration

units to railroad car refrigeration is predicated an the assumptionthat the acoustical and

operatlenal characteristics of the two are suffldently slm_lar. However, evidence exists to

the contrary. First, it should be noted that railroad refrigerator units are intrinsically louder

than their truck counterpart. As reported _n Reference 10, the average A-welghted noise

levets 0t 50 feet for 16 truck-mounted refrigeration units operating at maximum mode was

approximately 72 dB. Extrapolation of the corresponding data for railroad refrigeration units

in Table 2-1 of this report yields a value of 78 dB. Therefore, in the maximum operating mode,

the railroad refrigeration units produce on average overall level 6 dB higher than truck-mounted

refrigeration units. Second, it is appropriate to examine someof the physlcal differences

between the two types of units The diesel englnes used to power truck-mounted units ore

four-stroke engines of the following three models: Mercedes OM636, Isuzu C201, and

Perkins 4.108. The diesel engines used in railroad applications are two-stroke Detroit Diesel

Models 2-71 and 3-53. As an example of the differences, the two-stroke engines require o

supercharger or "blower" to force air into the cylinders. Without comparative measurements

of the exhaust noise levels of these different engines, it is impossible to predict the effective-

ness of an improved exhaust muffler.

With few exceptions, truck-mounted refrlgeraHon compressorsare powered directly

by the diesel engine. Far railroad refrigeration units, the diesel engine is used to drive an

electrical generator which in turn drives the compressor. Because of the more restrictive

space and weight limitations for truck-trailer unit.., the physical arrangement of components

is significantly different from railroad car unlts. A typical arrangement in a truck unit, for

example, is to have a single fan provide air flow for the condenser aswell as the d_eselenglne

radiator. Railroad refrigeration units have separate fans for the candeasar and radiator.

Basedon the physical differences as described above, we feel that insufficient

informallan exists to support the view that truck-trailer refrigeration noise technology is

directly applicable to railroad car refrigeration units.
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4.0 HEALTH AND WELFAREIMPACT

: The health and welfare impact study in the backgrounddocumentpresentsa

mathematical modal for the prediction of railroad yard noise impact for present noise

levels and for proposed regulatory boundary line levels. The elementsof the model Tnclude:

• Definition of an "average yard" (in terms of size, noise source location,

and activity rates) for each of a seriesof yard type/function, activity level,

and place size classifications.

• Development of a noisepropagation model for each yard classification in

terms of the estimatedindivldual sourcelevels from Section 41 the "average

yard" geometry andactivity rates, and propagation modelsbasedon the

individual nolsesourcespectraandthe adjacent populationdensity(for

shielding effects due to buildlngs).

• Prediction of numberof people living in various Ldn bandsaroundthe yard
using averagepopulation densitiesfrom censusdata.

• An Equivalent Noise Impact (ENI) and Relative ChangeImpact (RCI)analysis

using a linear approximation to the current CHABA (Committee on Bioacoustlcs

and Biomeohanics)noise impact curve in terms of Ldn.

The output of the model is a table giving the "equlva]ent numberof people impacted" (ENI)

for the baseline caseand for a seriesof four study levels casesin which the maximumtall

yard boundarykdn is 75 riB, 70 dB, 65 dB, and 60 dB.

Beforepresenting commentson detailed aspectsof the modal, three general com-

mentsabout its overall logic and accuracy shouldbe considered. First, the model, as

presented, considersonly railroad yard noisesources. The impact associatedwith the

sound levels attributed to thesesources_ssummedto a distancefrom the yard boundaries

at which the estimatedL¢]n from thesesources hasdecreasedta a level of 55 dB. However,

around most railroad yards the _n contribution from non-railroad sourcesexceeds55 dB.

Any reduction of the railroad yard noise level in the community to values lessthan 3 dB

below the level due to non-railroad noise sourceswill produce little benefit to the com-

munity; the impact will remain essentially the same. Thusthe ENI figures given are over-

i estimatesof the effective ENI of the railroad noise.
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Although the logic oF the model, when corrected as described below, would

produce an EN[ value that is technically due Io tile railroad yard noise, this figure is

not meaningful _na practical sense. The impact of noise on a camrnunily is a function

of al_.Jthe noise it hears, not just of one component. This is especially true when one

discusses changes in the EN| clue to changes in single components of the total noise level.

Far example, if the railroad nolse contribution in a community lies more than 3 dB berow

the sum of the noise contributions from non-railroad sources,, even complete removal of

the railroad noise will have little effect on the resultant _mpact Tn lhe communHy.

The second po_nt to be made _sthat throughout the entire impact analysis no atten-

tion is paid to the statistical accuracy of Ihe model. There are many estimations made which

appear to have large uncertainties assoclated wilh them. For example, the distances from

the sourcesto the boundaries and the estimates of the yard dlmens_onsall exhibit extremely

large conf}dence ranges. The assumeduniform distribution of the population around the yard

boundaries b also questlonable. Even the "randomness" of the selection processused to choose

which yards would be sampled is in doubt since the technlque used would produce a different

sample error for each cell. When all of these possible error bounds are applied to the inputs

to the noise impact model, the stallsfical uncertainty associated with the resultant output

may become quite large.

Finally, there is a technical error made _n the ENI calculation. The method used

calculates the ENI indlv[dually from various source groups, and then sumsthese values

of EN[ in order to arrTve al a total I:NI for each yard. Because of the logarithmic nature

of the decTbel, this method is technically incorrect. The proper method would be to cal-

culate the total Ldn at polnts in the communlty due to all contributing sources, and then

calculate the total ENI. As it is now constructed, the model overestimates the total ENI.

The model presented in Section 6 of the background document _squite complex

and reference is made to various appendices in the background document. In order to

follow the complete train of logic of the model, the detailed comments below will refer

not only to parts of Section 6, but also to the appropriate appendices where necessary.

Page 6-3. The document carefully points out that the noise impact model derived

in thTs section _sextremely statistical in nature. It can therefore be used only to estimate

the total populaHon _mpacted by railroad yard no_se. It is not designed for, and cannot

be used to, estimate the magnitude of the populaHon impacted by the operation of a single

speclflc rail yard.
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BeTnga statistical model_ there shouldbe someeffort spent in deterrrdni_gthe

accuracy of its predictions. At no point in the documentare error houndspresentedor

their implications discussed. Thusit is impossibleto estimate the reliability of any of

the calculated EN[ values.

For example, basedon data provided by EPAfor a sampleof 12 engines, the

average distance between the switching engines Tnlow density area humpyardsand the

far boundary Ts662 feet. The standarddeviation associated with thTsaverage is5]9 feet.

The resultant 90-percent confidence limits for the population average over all suchyard

types are 416 feet and 909 feet. That is, there is a 90-percent probobiHty that the

averageof this measurementover all yards of this type lies between thesetwo distances.

Tables 4-1 through 4-4 below presentaddltTonalexanrplesof the uncertaintiesassociated

with various of the average dTstancesused in the impact model.

S_milaranalyses should have been performedto determine the confidence limits

on both the source levels and the number of occurrencesfor each type of railroad yard

noise sourceevent. Indeed, Table 2-! in Sectlon2 of th_sreport showssuch confidence

limits for the average noise levels usedin the model. Theresulting statistical errorsshould

have beenpropagatedthrough the model equationsto obtain an estimate of the statistlcal

error associatedwith each calculated EN[ value. Becausethis hasnot been done, there

is no way to assessquantitatively the accuracy of the estimated _mpactvalues.

STncethe differences between the estimatedimpact figules for each of the_,-_gulatary

study levels is small compared to the overall value of the impact, it is quite possiblethat

thesedifferences are comparable to or smaller than the stotlstlcal errors associatedwith

the estimates. If this is the case, then no reITableconclusions can be madeas to the rela-

tive superiority of one regulatory level over another.

Page6-9. The declsion that only rall yard noise be consideredin the model is

questionable. In four out of ten rai_yard sHesfor which we have data descr_bTngthe rela-

tive contribution of each noisesourceto the total hourly Leq (seeSectTon2), non-railroad
noisewasthe dominant noise source. !n two of the other siles, non-railroad noisewas a

major contributor to the hourly Leqwith airplane flyovers and traffic noisebeTngthe largest
non-railroad contributors. Thus,aswaspointedout above, reductions in EN[ cannot be

accurately calculated,
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Table 4-1

ConHdence Lim;ts on the Mean of ihe Distance
Between the Main Retarder and the Near and Far Boundaries

of the Hump Yards Analyzed in the EPIC Study Data

No. of Mean Value, 90% Confidence
Yard Type Boundary Samples ft. Limits, ft.

LowDensity Hump Yard Near 12 349 242 456
Far 856 628 1084

Medium Density Hump Yard Near 11 361 253 469
Far 663 543 783

H_gh Density Hump Yard Near 7 168 94 241
Far 768 325 1212

Table 4-2

Confidence Limits on lhe Mean of the Distances

Between SwHching Enginesand the Near and Far Boundariesof
the Hump Yards Analyzed in the EPIC Study Data

No. of Mean Value, 90% Confidence
Yard Type Boundary Samples ft. Limits, ft.

Law Density Hump Yard Near 12 361 174 548
Far 662 416 909

Medium Density Hump Yard Near 11 477 330 623
Far 480 352 644

High Density Hump Yard Near, 7 343 191 495
Far 418 229 606
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Table 4-3

Confidence L;mHs an the Mean of the Dimensions of

Industrial Flat Yards Calculated From the EPIC Study Data

No. of Dimensions Mean Value, 90% Confidence
Yard l"ype Samples it. L;mlts, ft.

Low Dendty lndustrial W;dth 421 274 568
FlatYard 15

Length 6342 4981 7703

Medium Density Industrial Width 294 241 347
Flat Yard 15

Length 3426 2766 4086

High Density Industrial Width 641 364 917
Flat Yard 1]

Length 3230 2953 3506

Table 4-4

Confidence Limits on the Mean of the Dimensionsof

Small industrial Flat Yards Calculated From the EPIC Study Data

No. of Mean Value, 90% Confidence
Yard Type Samples Dimensions ft. Limits, ft.

Low Density Small Width 311 205 418
Industrial Flat Yard I1

Length 3206 2603 3808

Medium Density Small Width 326 192 461
Industrial Flat Yard 13

Length 4051 3325 4778

High Density Smal! Width 414 214 614
Industrial Flat Yard 9

Length 3467 2036 4898
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Page 6-9. As stated _n the [ntroductlon to this section, the presumption in lhu

impact model that there is no s_gn_ficant overlap in noise exposure due to multiple noise

sources is not necessarily valid. For examp/el in the case of small industrraJ fiat yards,

two composite noise sources were identified. 1he calculations for ENI were done first for

source group (a) and then for source group (b). The EN|s fromeach source were then summed

to ge; the total EN|. Thussome of the same people counted as being impacted by the

source group (a) were counted again as being impacted by the source group (b). The cor-

rect method of computation would be to determine tile total Ldn based on a]l sources w_thln

the boundaries and calculate the EN[ from that number. To illustrate this point, the total

number of people exposed to Ldn levels 55 dB and above was calculated for _ndustrlal

fiat yards using both methods and the results compared.

Using the method specified by the model in the background document_ the results

show that | ,060,000 people are exposed to the noise radiated from source group (a)

(kdn = 69 dB at the yard boundary)_ and 280_000 people are exposed to the noise radiated

from source group (b) (Ldr_ = 63 dB at the yard boundary). Thus, according to this method,

a total of 1,340,000 people are exposed to Ldn levels 55 dBand above from noise radiated

from industrial flat yards.

When done proper]y the total kdn at the yard boundary,was first calculated, in

this case 69 dB + 63 dB = 70 dB. Next, based on thls level the total number of people

exposed to an kdn above 55 dB was calculated resulting in a figure of ], 130,000 people.

Thus in this one case the model used in the background document overestimated by 16 per-

cent the number of people exposed.

Due to the fact that the individual source levels for hump yards and for flat yards

are much higher than those used in this example, it is expected that for such yards the

mo_Jel used in the background document will overestimate by an even greater amount the

number of people exposed to levels in excess of Ldn 55 dt].

Page 6-]6. The random selection process used to choose the ]20 representative

yards suggests a possible bias to force even distribution of 10 yardsper cell when the

300-yard random sample was not evenly distributed by cells. Thus the sample error is

not the same for eaoh oell.
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Page 6-23. The acfivHy rate of a _ai[ yard was estimated solely on the basls of

its physical slze. This concept that yard si:_a and yard act_vHy level are related is not

necessarily valid. A yard may be large becaus_ Hs actlv_ty was large when _t was first

built and Hs activity may now be lower. On the other hand, a yard that has hlgh activity

now may be small because the actlvlty was lower when it was built or because only a

limited amount of land was available.

Pages 6-24 to 6-28. Because of the small size of the sample studied, the average

dlmans_on calculated from the EPIC data appears to have large statistical errors. As illus-

trated in Tables 4-3 and 4-4, the confidence I_mlts on these averages can be q_Jite large.

Thus there is a serious concern about the usefulness of the estimated average distances.

In addHion, the use of arithmetic average d_stances to compute estimated energy

overage levels at the receiver position can lead to an underestimate of lhe predicted levels.

It would be mare appropriate to use a lagarlthrnlc mean distance in this case instead of an

arithmetic mean.

Page 6-27. There is concern about the applicability of distinguishing between road-

haul and swltohlng locomotives, Many yards use out-of-service road-haul locomotives as

switching engines, so that it would be impossible to determine the use of a given locomotive

from a satellffe photograph. Thus the distinctions which were, in fact, made as part of this

study, must be assumed to have been made arbltrar_ly, and therefore the data _ncluded in

Tables 6-B and 6-9 of the background document concerning the distances DRL and DSE

are questionable.

Pa_e 6-32. The assurnptlonof uniform population d[str_butlon about the yard is pro-

bably incorrect. The area immediQtely adjacent to railroad yards is often occupied by high-

ways and industrial and commercial properties. I:or many large hump and flat yards_ residen-

tial areas usually do not abut directly on the yard boundarlesp except possibly at the extreme

ends of the yard. Thus, it _smore reasonable to expect that the population density would be

low immediately adjacent to the yard and gradually increase with distance from the yard. If

such is the case, the number of people in the areas af high rall yard noise will be less thun the

model predicts and thus, the actual ENI ".viii be less than is estimated.
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Page T-1 o[ Appendix T. It is noled that for "yards located in scarcely populated

aleas, the study had to be enlarged to _ncludeat least one populationcentroTd" of the

census date. This in'effect arbitrarily increases the value used for the constant popula-

tion density around the yard. The statement is made that, if the study area contains 500

or more people, the accuracy of the population estimate is at leasl 10 percent. This does

not mean that the accuracy of the population density estimate is 10 percent. If so few

people are llvlng in the vicinity of the yard that the study area must be enlarged, then Tt

Tsunlikely that very many of the people in the enlarged study area llve Tn the immediate

vlc[nlty of the yard. Thus, an overestimate of population density is again employed,

leed[ng to an overestimate in ENI. In addition, no indication is given or how nlany of

Ihe 120 randomly chosen yards whose adjacent population denfity was studied actually

fell in this "scarcely populated" category, so that it is _mpasslbte to assess the extent of

this overestlmate.

Pages 6-33 to 6-38. The assumption in Table 6-10 that the distribution of popu-

lation densffles, asaveraged over yards of all types, holds for yards of each type is question-

able. In particular, the subsetof hump yards is such a small portion of the total of all yards

that this assumption is almost certainly incorrect. This is especially apparent when one

considers that, because of its size and nature, a hump yard is generally located in an indus-

trial region w3th a low population density, while smaller flat and industrial yards - which,

because of their greater numbers, control the average -- may he located _n regions of higher

population density. Thus, the popu]atbn densities attributed to areas around hump yards

in Table 6-11 of the background document may quite likely be overestimates.

Pages 6-42. As po_nted our earITer, there are non-railroad sources whkh can

dominate the local L . These sources may include aircraft flyovers and local road traffic.
eq

Page 6-56. In determining the ENI for each yard type, the impact ca[eulatlon

was carried out to a distance at which the kdn value for railroad noise decreased by 55 dB.

As pointed out above in the general discussion on this section, it is more realistic to carry

out this calculation only to thepalnt at which the railraad Ldn falls 3 dB below the Ldn

due to non-railroad sources. This would, of course, reduce the estimates of ENI.
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To illustrate this polnt, consider the residential neighborhood componenls of day-

night soundlevel listed _n Table 4-5. Thesehave Been computed by substltuHngthe popu-

lation densities given in Table T-3 on page T-4 of the background document into the

equation: I.dn = 22 + 10 log (population density). It is seen thah in the majority of

cases, the Ldn componentdue to to background noise [n residential neighborhoods is

above 55 dB. The situation would, of course, be even more pronounced _f the Ldn com-

ponents from other non-railroad sourcessuch asnearby highways, a_rcraft flyovers, and

industrial facillt[es were also included.

Table 4-5

Residential Neighborhood Component of Day-Night Sound

Level Using: Ldn "_ 22 + 1Olog (Population Density)

Population Density Place S_ze Population Density Place Size
Range (People/Sq. Mi .) .:'250,000 People Range (People/Sq. Mi.) >250,000 People

<500 46 < I(X]O 48

500 to 1000 50 1000 to 3000 54

1000 to 2000 54 3000. to 5000 58

2000 to 3000 56 5000 to 7000 60

3000 to 5000 58 7000 Io 10,000 61

5000 to 7000 60 10,000 to 15,000 63

7000 to 11,000 62 15,000 to 22,000 65
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5.0 MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

The measurement methodology t described in Subparts C and D of the Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM), has been reviewed and has been found lacking in several

areas. Maior weaknesses ;nclude incomplete specTficatlon at" measurement systems_ des-

cr[ptions of permissible sites which are inconsistent with accepted measurement pracHces,

failure to allow tolerances for realTstTc field conditions, and a potentially unworkable

procedure for component Ldn determination. The following is a specific IistTng of comments

by paragraph in the NPRM.

5.! RevTew of Subpart C: Measurement Criteria for Specified Railroad Equipment/

FacHHy Items

§201.22(a). The standard specified for sound level measurement syslems allows

certaTn tolerances in accuracy. For Type I instrumentation and typ;cal railroad sources,

the tolerance ;s +] dB. A I dB tolerance above the regulatory levels ;n Subpart B should

therefore be allowed.

§201.22(b). There ;s no American National Standard $1.3-1971 currently I;sted.

The reference apparently should have been to $1.13-1971. It should be specTf;ed whether

the laboratoo, , field, or survey method descrTbed in thls document ;s to be followed.

§201.22(e). A spec;ficoHon must be Tncluded as to the accuracy of the f;eld

caHb_'at;on device, and that ;t be traceable to the NaHonal Bureau of Standards. The

accuracy tolerance of the calibrator should be added to lhe overall measurement toler-

ance for enforcement purposes.

§ 201.25(h). ' M'scellaneous objects" are permHted between tile microphone and

the equ;pment. Except for requiring that objects break;rig Iine-of-slght be closer to the

equipment than to the microphone_ no quantitative description Tsgiven. "[here ;s also

no description of permissible surfaces. It ;s well known that the materlal and geometry

of reflecting surfaces can substantially effect measured sound levels. EPA_s[nterstale

Motor Carrier Regulation 1 anJ the corresponding DOT/BMCS enforcement procedures 2

specify lirnHs on the size and type of objects normally acceptable at truck no_se test sltes_
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and also noteso 2dB difference between measurements at sites with hard and soft ground

surfaces. Thus; the site surface and alrowable reflecting objects must be specified more

precisely. AlternaHvoly, o marg;n must be permitted above the regu]atory levels to also

for _ncreased noise levels due to uncontrolled site features.

§201.25(o). Other railroad equipment TspermHted behind the equipment beTng

measured. No restrictions on lhe nature or pasiHon of this equipment are specified.

Equipment with large flat surfaces (such as boxcars) can act as reflectors, increasing

measured noise by up to 3 riB. Correction procedures shouJd therefore be included to

compensate for this. Equipment wh_cl', emits noise (refrigerator cars, retarders, Ioco-

motives, etc.) and is located in this area can also increase measured noise levels. This

section should be mod;F;ed to ensure that other noise sources are excluded from areas where

they would add to the measured noTse.

§201.25(d). A wide variation in terrain height is permitted. It is well known

that terrain can be crTHcal to accurate noTsemeasurements. For example, at a specially

prepared, symmetrlcal_motor vehicle noise test site with propagation dislance of ]5 meters

(50 Feet), consistent dTfferences of up to 2 dB were found between the two sldes3 These

differences were found to be due to a difference in flatness on the order of inches between

the two sides. In general, up to +3 dB uncerta;nty can be expected for broadband noise

sources (greater uncertainty ;s possible for tonal sources such as retardels) if o specific
4

ground contour is not required between source and receiver. G;ven that ideal sties are

difficult to obtain in railroad yards, a tolerance must be added to the regulatory levels

to account for poss;ble increases ;n measured level due to ground contours.

§ 201.25(f). No specification is made as to the quality of instrumentation to be

used for wind speed measurement, nor the height at whlch the wind is to be measured. The

allowable speeds are also somewhat hTgh; it is normal practice to limit allowable speeds

to 19.3 kph (12 mph) including gusts (see, Forexample, the various SAE vehicle and equip-
5

ment noise test procedures ). RecommendoHons have recently been made to restrict wind

mph) where preclslon is requ;red; this is for a case whera the microphonespeeds to 16 kph (|0 6

is 7.5 meters (25 feet) from the source. The effect of w;nd on propagaHon becomes even

' more pronounced at larger dlstances. Based on the analysis of Reference 4, instantaneous

fluctuations in noise at 30 meters with a 20 mph gust could exceed ±4 dB up Io 5 percent
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oflhe time. In placfice, the more extreme peaks will be dhnizfished by the sesponse

time of the instrumentaHon; however, some tolerance must be allowed under high wind

conditions.

§201,26(a). The microphone height may be between 1.2 meters and about

4.5meters (depending on the height of the particuJar car) above tile ground. The data

on which the regulatory JeveJs for refrigerator cars are based are for ].2-meters-high

microphones. As discussed in Reference 4, height can seriously affect the interference

pattern between direct and ground-reflected sound. Differences of several decibels can

occur, l[ this wlde range of microphone heights is to be permitted, then an addiHonal

tolerance must be allowed.

§ 201.26(b). 1lie e,urgy average of ol least len car coupling events is to be

obta;ned. No sampling or reporting standards are specified. It ;s possible to measure

a large number of cats and report an average of any ten. Some sampJing techniques must

be specified to ensure that (a) the number of cars sampled is statistically meanlngful; and

(b) the selection and report;ng is not subjecl Io bias.

§201.26(c). A sampling problem similar to that described in (b) _mmediately above

exists for squeal noise events _n retarders.

§201.26(d). The adjustment for alternate m_asurement distances, Table 3, is

apparently based on geometrical spreading alone. This is not an accurate correction

procedure. It _sknown that prepagaHon From railroad sources is s;gnlficantry affected

by the ground surface and thus does not always foJIow geometric spreading./ Table 3

should be replaced with correction factors based on actual data for each type of noTse

source. With regard to refrigerator cars, the source is not necessarily located at the track

centerline (the reference position for dislance measurement), so that there is a question

as to the appropriate reference location. This should be examined and clarified.

5.2 Review of Subloart D: _easurement Criteria For Receiving Property

§20i.31(a). There are currently no national or international standards for integrat-

ing sound level meters. The spec;flcotion given here ;s that the sound level meter, when

combined with an ideal integrator, satisfy the ANSI SI .4-1971 tolerance for Type I
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sound level meters; an odd}fiona} tolerance ispermHted for events less than one ,'econdo

Time and level ranges over which th_smust be saHsfied are given. This descripfion h

Fnadequate for the follow_ng reasons:

• The specification is for an ideal integrator. Since no electronlc clrcult is

ideal, the tolerances must be increased to allow for real _nstrumentatlon.

Tolerances must be specified for accuracy of the integrator, and for accuracy

of Ihe time base for Leq.

• S_nce much of the Leq/Ldn measuring equipment commercially available }s

d_g[tal wHh d_scant_nuous sampling, a speclflcaHon of mln_mum sampHn9 rate

_s required. AlternaHvaly, an appropriately designed test slgnal formal can

be specified which the system must be capable of rneasur_ng.

• The specification is for Hmesno longer than one hour. This _sinconsistent

with the measurement of ldn (permitted _n§20] .33(a)), whlch _sover a

24-hour period.

Given the error inherent _nany measurement syslem, and allowed in the sloecffFed tolerance,

a tolerance above the regulatory levels in Subpart 11must be allowed. For Leq/Ldn meas-

urernenls, w_th the added process of integratlon, th_s would have to be large* than that

discussed earlier For §201.22(a). The addltlonal amount would be based on the integrator

tolerances which are to be defined.

§201.31(b). Other types of field callbrat_on should be permitted. Accuracy of

cal}braHon and traceabillty to the National Bureau of Standards must be specified. Call-

bration tolerance should be added to the overall measurement tolerance.

§201.32(b). The "resldent[al dwelling measurement surface" Tsinconsistent with the

requirement of reflecting surfaces, and will cause noise levels to be increased. D}stant

source levels can be increased by as much as 3 dB; sources as close as 30 meters will be

increased by 2 dB . Ldn is customarily used to describe the no_se environment away frarn ver-

tical reflecting surfaces. The use of this measurement surface results, in effect, in the regu-

latory levels in residential areas being 3 dB more stringent than t|lose presented in Subpart B.

If this _sthe intent, then the required levels should be expl_cltly stated consistent with the

usual convent|ons, and presented in Subpart B.
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§201.32(d). Shlcepreclpltatlonlsanuncontrolledevent, it would be _mposslble

1oassess its effect on noise measurements. No enforcement data should be collected

during preclpltafion.

§ 201.33(b). See comment under § 201.32(b).

§201.33(d). Tile methodology far demonstrating clear dominance is extremely

involved and would enta;I a major effort. Estimating methods specified for each subsource

are ;nodequate. In addlt_on, no model exists for estimating the Ldn contribution from

neighboring industrial and commercial facflltles. Specific comments on the models that

do exist are g_ven below:

(1) Calculation of component sound levels from non-railroad sources.

(i) The formula 22 + lOIoglo (population density) was derived Tn Reference 8,

from measurements at 100 urban sites. Thls regression formulu has a stan-

dard deviation of 4 dB. The requirement that the residential neighborhood

component of Ldn be estimated to be equal to or less than this quantity

means that Ldn will be underestimated in al least half the cases. In about

one-quarter of applications, it will be underestimated by 3 dB or more.

Thls puts serious doubt on the determ[nation of dominance _f the railroad

sources are not greater than 6 dB above the level from olher sources.

(ii) The method cited 9 is a reasonable one for the appllcafion. Its major

drawbacks are that (a) it was published in 1977 and at least one new

type of aircraft is not included; and (b) it applies to c_vll aircraft only.

Sameprov[s;on for update of data is necessary and the methodology must

be extended to include military aircraft. It is also not reasonable to

exclude all other methods, which can be equally or more realiable and

in somecases easier to use. For example, Reference 10 is a pocket cal-

culator procedure based an thu same method and data as Reference 9.

Cons;deration should be given to utillzlng existing noise calculations,

available in many cases from the agencies which would have to be con-

tacted to obtain data required by Reference 9.

It should also be noted that aircraft noise can be slgnTf_cant in cases

so far from on alq0ort that the occurrence of overflights ;s unpredlctable.
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For example, at one yard reported in Appendix B of the background

document, the Leq'Sof certain hours wera dominated by single alrcral't

flyovers. Any okport noise predicHon method gives estimates which are

valid only in an average sense. The variability in noise among aircraft

of a given type (as classTfled in predicHon models) is large; standard

devlatlons of 4 to 5 dB are typlcalll This can be slgn_ficant when few

overflights are involved, and a correspondlng tolerance must be allowed.

lhe models (including Reference 9) were designed for useas planning

tools, not [or enforcement of regulaHons.

(H0 Tile highway noise model specified 12 is obsolete. In the memorandum

onnounclng availability of this model 13 itwas emphasized that it was

on _ntedm step which would be revised in told-1977. At least one spe-

cific deficiency was cited in that memorandum. The Federal Highway

AdmlnlstraHon has prepared a new model for prediction use.14 After

July 1, 1979, FHWA pollcy 15 requTres that noise predlcHon calculations

be consistent with the method of Reference 14. For canslstency with the

current state-of-the-art and accepted predlcHon methods, the FHWA

method should be spealfled here.

The inaccuracies _nherent }n h_ghway predlcHon models must also be

accounted for. Based on comparisons between model predlcHans and field
16,17 .

measurements, the accuracy of prediction is typically +3 dB, A cor-

responding tolerance must be allowed.

(iv) It _snot apparent how Leq can be determined for through trains without
i'

a procedure to ensure that the measured Leq is indeed domTnated by the

through trains. A procedure must be given, if through train Leq [s to be

calculated from measured SEL_ the specification oF measurTng at. least

i five trains is technically inadequate. A sampling procedure must be

'L included to select a statistically valid sampling of trains.

! (v) At a slte where railroad operations dominate the noise environment, it

_: would be impossible to measure directly Leq or Ldn from any other source.
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(2) Comparisonof hourly Leqmeasurementsto determlne railroad "clear dominance".

1lie procedure describedin this section wTII not work in many situations.

Ldn is to be estimated from hourly Leqmeasurements,but there must be some

perTodswhere other sourcesdominate. If hourly Leq from each sourcecan
vary so widely w;th;n the specified 4-hour period, it is impossibleto make a

rationaJ estimateof Ldn from one hour's data. The procedure is also tech-

nically questionable because;t specifies humanjudgment in assessingthe

dom;nantsources foran hourly keq. Accurate "jddgmentof dominant sources
is reasonable only for single events.

§201.33(e). The determination that the railroad noisedominates Tsbasedon the same

procedure asusedto test for clear dom;nance ;n §201,33(d). Since this method_sunwork-

able, as discussedabove, a determination of dom;nancewould also not be feasible.

The requirement in (2) to calculate railroad contribution is not well presented.

The calculation is quite involved; see for example the railroad yard noisemodel of Ref-

erence 7. It is not sufficient to specifyso complex a calculatlon without prov;d;ng a

testedmethodology.
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SOURCE

a. "Free-Field" Condition In Which Microphone ReceivesOnly Direct Sound.

b. With a ReflectingSurface Nearby the Microphone ReceivesBothDffect and
Reflected Sound. In thiscase, the acoustic intensitymeasured_stypically
twice as great asTnthe flee-field situation aboveI resultingin a soundlevel
that is 3 dB higher.
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APPENDIX A

AnaJysis of Contributions to

Boundary Line Leq(i ) Measurements

The purpose of this study was to determine for selected setsof measurements the

contribution ot"var;ous ra;Iroad and non-ralfroad sources to the hourly Leq. To achieve

the goals of this study the followhl9 tasks were performed:

• Construction of models that relole sound exposure level (SEL) to peak level

and duration for typ;cal railroad noise events.

• Determination of peak level and duration far each event during selecled hours

at ]4 railroad yard measurement sites from available annolated strip charts.

• Combination of the above to estimate the contribution to the hourly Leq for

each type of railroad noise source.

A.] Construction of a Model

The construction of models that relate SFL to peak level and duration involved

the simultaneous use of the tape recordings and strip charts made at the Wilsmere Yard,

Wilmington, DE; the Povonia Yard, Newark, N J; and the Barstow Yard, Barstow, CA.

SEL models were developed for each of the Irollowing sources: locomotives moving, rail-

cars moving, and retarder and wheel squeals. For each event an Leq was obtained by

playing the tape recording into a Metrosonic 602 Env;ronmental Noise Analyzer. The

duration of the event was obtained using o I/I 00 sec timer. The SEL was computed for

that event from the measured L and duration. This analysis was pert'ormed Foreach
eq

event occurring on the tape recordings. From strip charts made simultaneously with the

tape recordings, peak levels and durations for the events were obtolned. The average

value (_ave) or" the ratio of the energy-effective duration oF a s;ngle event to _ts nomTnel

duration was computed using the relationship:

N -- L )/10
tref 10 (SELl max;

_ave N- T.
i=}
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where SELi sound exposure level for the i'th event of a given type as measured

from the tape recording;

L peak level for that event as measured on the strip chart;max.
=

Ti nominal duration for that event asmeasured on the strip chart (i .e.,

the time between signTficant deviations from the ambient leve_);

N number of events of the given type; and

tref = reference duration = 1 sac.

'_e values of _ that resulted for each soLJrceare shown _n Table A-I.
ave

Table A-1

Vatues of _ave for Various Source Types

Source _ 90% Confidence
ave Limit

Locomotive Moving 0.26 0 - 0.54

Rolfcar Moving 0.14 0 - 0.30

Retarder & Wheel Squeal 0.31 0 - 0.70

In addition, for other sources, an c= of 0.5 was assumed if the duration was less than
ave

5 sac while an o_ of 1.0 was assumed if it was equal to or greater than 5 sac.ave

In analyzing the annotated strip charts, for which no tape recordings were avail-

abler an SEL for each source event was calculated by the following equation:

= +lO (t-._-eTf/ + lOIOglo _
SEL 10 Iog|o Lmax IOglo ave

where Lm_x peak level for the event;

T = duraHon for the event;

aave = the average duration ratio for the source.type.
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A.2 Dete_m;nation of Peak Levels and Duration for Fourteen Railroad Yards

Ttle peak levels and duration of no;se events during selected hours at |4 meas-

urement sHes were deterrn;ned. The hour selected at each site was based on the hourly

L and on how well the strip chert was annotated for that hour. For each hourly seg-
eq

menta I;st of the peak levels and durations of al) noise events were obtained. Also,

a I;st of Ihe background levels and durations were obtained. The Hst at" yards and

selected hours are presented ;n Table A-2.

A.3 Contribution of Various Sources to the Hourly L
aq

The contribulTon of various sources to the hourly L ;nvolved the following steps:
eq

• SiJbstltufion of the peak level and duratTan r_'=,u.cd for each no;se source

event in Sect;on A.2 into the model developed _n Sect;on A.] _norder to

calculate an SEL for each event.

• Comblrlat_on of the SELs for all events of the same type (e.g., Iocornot;ve

moving, retarder squeals, etc.)'at ag_vensHetoobta;nthelotal SEL during

the measured hour Foreach no_se source type.

• Computation of the total SEL and hourly L for all sources at the s;te.
eq

• Computation of an hourly L contrrbufion for each of the noise sources
eq

along with the percentage of acoustic energy ;t represented.

A.4 Summary of Results

The detailed results of this analysis are presented on the fallowing pages. Also

included is a summary of the results of two s;m;lar analyses that were done previously for

data gathered at the Barr Yard in Riverdale, IL, and at the C;cero Yard in Cicero, IL.

The detaTIs of these two studies have been included on page 358 and 388, respectively,

of EPA's background document.

The format of the analysis for each yard is as follows. F;rsh the durations, maxi-

mum levels, SEL's, and percent of total energy are presented for each noise event of a

given type that occurred during the measurement period. Follow[ng this, Tsa summary of

the duratTon, SEL, LEQ, and percent of total energy for each noise type.
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Table A-2

Railroad Yards Analyzed 10rSEL Model

Site No, Yard Date Hours

31-1 Roseville February3_ 1978 0900-1000

32-1 Richmond February8, 1978 1600-1700

33-1 Barstow February 18_1978 0300-0400

33-3 Barstow February17_1978 2200-2300

41-1 Brosnan February2, 1978 1200-1257

41-1 Brosnan February2_ 1978 1300-1400

42-1 Mays February9_ 1978 2200-2300

43°1 Settegast February17, 1978 1100-1200

51-1 Dillard February 3, 1978 1500-1555

52-1 Johnston February 16, 1978 1800-1900

52-2 Johnston February 16, 1978 1003-11O0

1 Wilsmere Aprll 18, 1979 1051-1201

1 Pavonla Aprll 20t 1979 1119-1221

3 Pavonla Aprll 20, 1979 1420-1523
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I.IIL:IJ ttUV INI3 177.13 I:h",. :: ':;(). ,', 0.4
l R f_l ['i!'| Hr)u I NG ',,'_;, 7 IIBol:} _:;:_*/.! O.ll

{;hR Jtll'hl:l!; +?t,;*f'+ '/2..L DI+,:} J ,7
I.:L hg I( tll: I_:S" 'W!'_ 3:L,? |:]J .7 46,] 0,2
(I [I II:'.R I'_t::- I.(E:LI. _ 7."!,? 92.4 56,11 IoEI
M H;I_". 70{I. 2 I07,4 7L(' [I 9} ..I
L_ACI(U F::LIIJND 2417.9 'i[}.8 60,2 4.0

'I (J'IAL 3600.0 109.8 2'4,2 100.0

1333 WYI. II I.A §OlllATORI|$
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F:I. II !,1 1 IIIl..L._l_b 03-FEb-7'U lq00-1_'.5
I<EIhI_I.IERB-W_

IIUI NI blJl_f_r]{)N MhX. F'L:Io
N(i, ( SEf:. ) LI:IVEL !ili]L ENI_I,C(JY

I ]°7 7l:1,0 7';,I 3,7
:! 1,7 I10,0 77,1 [;,11
3 3.3 (12.0 112,J ill,3
4 L,7 f14.0 IJ[,t :14 ,',;
':l :1.7 Illl, 0 [I.'_. 1 36.Y;
/J 1.7 IJO.O 77,J 5,[I
7 J,;_. 3 74°0 EIO,L I.l .lJ

I} 1.,7 71_.0 73,J. 2,3
9 1,7 74.0 71.1 1,5

IUIr_L 2EI.2 89,_ 100.0

EliII: '.';I"IIhI:LL_F:[I03-F_b'-7U 1,%00-iL, SU
1 I)1:{I M(]V li'J{_
EVlilN I [uLIRA T] I]N tl_'_X, I(_ r,

HI). (!;IZ(; ° ) LIi:UEL ,fiLl. ENER(;Y
1 .19.9 72.0 7_,J 11.4
:] 311,2 70.0 7'?,9 1°7
3 36.5 76.0 11;},7 6,_]
4 _6,4 74,0 [1_3,6 6,3
'.:i :_('_° ;:3 7/,.0 lit i,7 /b, 'L3
/, .14)*'_ 711o() Ill],', _ J3*,l
7 76,4 711.0 9'0,9 ;!1 ,:;
II ILl ..:_ 711.0 91 4! 2;,_ ° {)
9 71,4 7EI.O 90,6 20.1

IUIAL 463.1 97,6 i00,0

WYLI¢ L.A BOJR AT 0 It I IgS
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_ifll" !]1-1 IFII.LAI'_D 03-FE[I-78 t,500-155_
.'I RA I i'_!_ VlfiV 1'f'll;

I._UENT LIUt_A r 1L]N i"l_X ° I:'IVI ,
N[), ( [;l:C. ) LF:Vr.'I. SITL ENEI_:I]Y

1 2fl. ','! [_:._, 0 9_._ 7,0
2 :19. _k 11,1.0 '.77.0 7.B
3 ]&*& [llhO 100,2 l&,4
4 14,9 IJ'l, 0 9_;, 7 L;.?

5 f 9 ,, '/ '/l}, 0 91,0 2,0

I, 4,I.II _]'I,0 100,5 17.6

7 7&,4 74.0 ?'.t, [I 3,0
I] 5].[J 711,0 9;i, l ['i,1
9 ".!4L;. 7 74.0 97,9 9.7

10 1[12°& 6&,O Ill'l, & 1.J
11 S&,4 &lhO [15o5 0.6
12 77,7 74.0 93,0 3. L
1:1 5c;_.7 6&.0 [14,4 0o4
14 J12.? 70°0 90,5 I ,8

15 117,9 80°0 100.7 18.5

'IOi'AL 1137.1 100.i I00,0

i_) I1_ t';I-] IJlLLAI_;D ()3-F;'ELI-7LI 1500-1[_55
I I]CII ]_DI. [HI;
EVI N'I LIUF<¢lr IIIN th'_X, r'(:l •

NI.I. (I;EC.) LEVEl. !;I:L ENLR[IY
t IO:.P, 9 74.0 94,1 76.1_
2 49.LI 72,0 _I?,0 23.4

'11JI'AL ;L52,7 '/5,3 100o0

WYL| LA OORATOR IEi
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!;I I[; !il-I Illl I,(I[_|j O,]-I'LLI-'21:) l_',Oo-lb_5
Plllt,/ I_1_ AII_I;ICAI T
IIVI PII LIIII_AI I/JN HAX, I¸'1¸:1,

NIl, (_;I (:,) L.I_',II I !;11. ENli:I_I;Y
J :J6,4 90,0 1.04°_ ****

IUTAL tJ6.4 104, L; 100.0

f';l Tl: hi"1 [I[I. LAI_'LI 03-FE[¢-7U 1500-1555
tltlllt( I_:F.: WITI_;FI E
t_Vl: _1[ [tl/l_A r [llN t'+AX, r'(:l.

Nil, ( Sl_l.:, ) L.I;VI_[. _;H. ENFI¢f;Y
I t,l '/[.!, <) 7L .'.! _.(_

•"_ :'_+:'_ 7,1_+0 21_I. '.! j 4 ,I._
:'_ S.O 7tI,O ll:'_. 0 3;'_. 3
4 1,7 U4,O t.13.2 46,9

"IV / AI. .It,6 U6.5 iO0.O

_IIFI 51-1 UILLAf:_D 03-1-'E[¢-7B 1500-1.555
M]!iI:.
I_VI! N I I=LII_A I I(IN I_AX. ['L_ I_.

N[), ( +_;l:[J+) LEVEL r3EL EN[;I_IIY
i 96.3 76.0 95.U **_

TOTAl. 96.3 9_.LI I00.0

+

!.;I fEZ !if,.-I LilLLAI_D 03-FEB-7LI 1500-1_3_3
lqAI:lx I_l_Otl tl J_
E'.'!-.N I L=Uh'AF_I)N MAX • r'[:l •

H(.}, ( !i[_1.:. ) LEVEl. ,¢;Et. E NI.'l'.:l] Y
1 12L13.2 66.O 97.O *_**

,_I'IE ,51-1 L=ILLARD 03-FEB-7EI 1500-1,555
r,r:T.

!;;4ilJl_C1+_ 'rIME l;I;;L ling ENEI_I3Y
l.flBl] fIN,]NIl 1`5:;.,7 t2',;.3 60, I :!.9
I tll:(l MIIVIN(_ 41,3,t '_7,1, _;,_.4 4.9
fl_,'_li'l MIIV[NI] I];_7,1 lOlh I '73++_ 54,, =}

I:AI_ I/tl:'AIJ 1 !; lot,3 _[I. I 1_;_,9 :j+4
I _E'FA f_llll,'i'_!;,- W!; 2[1.2 II¢t, .5 54,3 0, I1
I_(JN f_f¢ fl_lql':l_A[:l 56,4 l()4._J l, rl,;_ 2:1.11
(ITIIEI_ F_R WHIB'I'LE i1+/_ lI_.5 ,=_:I+3 0.4

I_ACI_UROUN[_ 1253+ 2 97.0 _I,_ 4*_

IUTAL 3299.9 110o7 75,& 100.0

WYLIE LA DO II ATO I_11IEdS
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13LII 52-1 ,IUIIN!:_IUH 16-F[:_tl-7tl IL)O0- J.900
I .(IC() Lbl, IHIi

EVENI" ' LLLIRrfl]IIH i'h'lX, It;I.
N(], (Sl[r,,) LI ,UEL S[_I_ ENI[I,:GY

1 '24,11 90.0 103,9 911.9
2 i15.0 /):_*0 l.l'.!,6 0,7
3 30,1 &_;,O '79.El 0.4

I01AL .L69,9 104,0 100,0

SITE 52'-'t .IIIIIN_FIUNI&-FEB-7U L800-1900

I F:6 I]llJ MCIV [NG
EVE NI LIURA I II]N tlAX, I"C l ,

NL) * ( !]EC, ) LEVEl. t;li]. ENI_R(_Y
:1 2L,'. _ 90,0 '17,3 12,_?
2 26,6 711,0 CI6,3 ] ,0

3 19', r.; III1.0 9.r; * 0 7.5
4 7.1 FIll,0 90.I_ ;_,7
5 :L':;, 4 70,0 79,& 0,:!
6 26,6 El4,0 9:_,3 4, I
7 lJ;2, II _(),0 7'5,3 O, I
C| 3/*'2 _2.0 71 ,ll 0.0

q 35,4 70.0 79,A ().:!

i0 35,4 76,0 I15,6 4),;)
11 ::_[I, 3 {]0,0 I:lll, 6 1,7

12 ;14,6 76,0 I:1J ,7 0,,1
13 14.6 7H,O _I::S,7 ()olJ

]4 A7*fl 70,0 I1() ,9 0,3
15 E;3,7 fd4,0 96,]. 9,7
16 12.q 74,0 fl] ,0 0.3

17 49.6 El&.O 97,0 1:!*0
1U 74,.'] 76,0 IIB,II ],11
19 ._9.0 II_.0 92,0 _$,11
20 60,2' llO,O 91,9 3.7
2;I 4&,O flO.O 90,7 ;'!*II

2::_ 49.6 71:1.0 [19,0 1,9
2_ _.]L *:_ II0,0 91 **'! ;_* I
24 47,1] l:}O,0 90,9 2.9
;_!_ _1 ,q fi0,0 liq,i I ,q
26 40,7 I10,0 90,;! :!,5
;!7 40 *7 llO*0 90 *2 2 •'.*
"!l'l 37.:_ II::',0 q?l*ll '3.d,
29 42, ,_'i 7Iil,0 Illl, 3 1 ,6
30 35.4 OEI,O 97,6 13.6

TOTAL 1204.El lO&*2 100o0

WYLE LA DO It ATO It I ll;l_
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!_I II h:' I ,HHJN!IIHN If* I itt /_ llJO0.-1_lO0

II:UI NI [IllJ_ r iitN ('If_X, I'I_I.
Hth (_;t I:,) l./Util, !;II_ Ltll!,I_t;¥

I I0,/, I16,0 '/,_, :! :?4,7

_;,3 7'.;,0 79._ I °0
:_ _;,_ 66,0 70,_ O.t

[I ,_,!J II_,0 U6,4 .5.1

IUI_I. _HJ__J 99,3 100,0

HCh (!i;li_,) LtiUEh !;l_J_ Et'fl_(iY

4 1:?,4 /,IhO 71_.'# o,_';

6 ,_;,_ 7H,O ft.';.:! J,I

H ._::; 7_,0 72.4 o,: _.

.Lo 7,1 90.0 '_3. _ :J4._

f (J_ U.3,_ 104.7 100.0

!11 IIii '.,'.'.J .J(JI,IN_;II]N 16.-FEb-TLI IlJ00-.LtP00

hUINI Inlll_{_ I.I [IN /'lf_X, I¸'1:'I °

IUI_I, 644,3 [14, J. 100,0

_I_ _:t--t JUIINSION 16-FEEc-7EI ll_00-tgo0
i.(:1 ¸ ,

_(JIIl_l_ I ¸_M[" _L ( F:I_ I-'NI_R(_Y
,I)[;IJ ] Inl, Jtq[_ .169. V 104.0 _11,4 _,1
II[_ll II(IU IIJ[; ._ I:_. _ 10t1,9 7_,_ 9,4

II_¢,IpJ._; tl(]UtNfJ 1;!04.(I ] |:_,_ 7e_ :_O,U
I:_l_ Ztll'ttl:l!_ t r'_._ 1¸10,0 74,4 1:!*[
I II1_11 I J_t_I N!; 100._ 104,0 _lh4 :_1
_1-I (_I_L,LII_ ' W!; 97.7 ii1,11 76,_ 1Lh_l

_(_ kF_ ,41_I_CF_FT 7:_;_.7 1.1_._1 2_h2 2?*¸[
rt _!;(:, _l_*_ 104.7 /_l,,° I ;_,6
[_ L;I':,_fi:UUN Z_ 644.3 (.14.1 4(:1* _; O ° 0

TUT._[. 3600.1 _.19.2 03.6 100.0
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.ll)llr_!illlN !;lIE 5'_'-2 l/J-lrEI_-TB IO:03-11]00
I [)(:11 ¸11¸1[I̧F_I;
I.VI ¸ i'I I LIUI(_ I ] [IN _×, I'1; I,

N(), (!;1:[:,) LEVI] !;I I Er_KId;Y
I I _! I ,_'_ 7"_,O _4.1} 7,1
"! ['.i_, I 7::,0 f;4°0 5,_
_ :3_, O 7:_.O 9/.: ' 1_!,4
,_ 77_7 70,0 Iltl. _$ I,II
:; :! i ,',.'_ 7:!,0 _'.;, '_ II.0
4_ JIIS_0 70,0 Y:.' • 7 4,:'_
7 llS,L 70.0 _1_,:_ 2,0
I} _!O._,_ 7:!o0 _5.1 7,t,
_.' _'_0,5 7::!oO '75.1} II, _;

I0 '_/,, ,'] 7:_.O IIII. / I ,/
_1 ] '_.li 7:').0 _1:_,7 0,5
i:2 1 _.'0,5 7_.O f;_.ll 11 ,:!
L3 '10,7 74.0 90.1¸ :_,4
3"_ :!:! ,_? 70°O fL'_, '_; 0.5
_.!_ I_,, 9 70.0 1I_,4 :_,(!
J,_ .'_7o?_ 7:!.0 _1'_°_ '.!, I
1";' I_,lt 70.0 III .7 (_,._
I_1 I .llh 0 70.o _,'1 ,/ ,'_,5
I _ L?;5_ 0 7"°0 _??;.:_ '.-;* q)

:!1 _3_,11 70.0 _3°7 5,_

I d.)I _l :."/11, L 10,S ° _ 100.0

.IrltlF_!;IfuN !;;ll._ 52-2 16-F[::B-TIJ I0'03_.ii:00
I I)(;()_IUVTI_I;

l:ilVlN I LIUI_ I̧[{IN _It_X, I'[:I̧ .

t 35oi 7_:0 l_l.:i _,P_
:_ IDT,_, 7:_.0 il/,l I:_.I

:_ 1:11.4 82.0 _5._ _13.:_

TO rC_L 2_'i,2 9_,0 100,0

.I{]][W!;]IIL_ _;[ I]:! :;::!-? J,','[:E_-_-TU lO]O_-ll ;OO
I)lllll_ I<R ;_11_ RI:L WIIISrLE
I:VI: N I I.ILIR_ I I [)N _×, ]1:1 °

I I,II 7_.O 75°7 I,_
2 1,1_ 74°0 73.7 1,0
:'_ :_,:_ I10_O I]?,7 Ih:!
4 3,7 II0o0 1_.7 11,2

t_ I.LI 71hO 7/.7 :!, ,_
/ L,II I]&o0 [;:;.7 1,'). _
II l,II 711.0 77.7 :?_
'.' J ,ll 1:]2,O [_] .7 ¢_,_;

10 1,_J 90,0 [J?.7 zlO,_/

IDI;_L _5o_ 9'3 oL; 100°0
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JOHNSTON SIIE 52-2 I&-FED-78 i0:03"-ii:00

NON I_',RMOT VEH
I-VEt_T ULJRAI'II]N MAX. F'[71 o

NO, ( _IEC o ) LEIVEI. F_EL L"NI[I_G Y
1 3,7 |_2,0 [14,7 2(). :_
2 3.7 76.0 ;'(:h 7 ','_.1
3 :L,El 78,0 77,7 4*0
4 I,_ 76.0 7[i.7 2,6
5 1,[I "/El, 0 ;"7,7 4,0
6 1.8 82°0 {]L,7 10°2
7 1,8 $)4,0 [13,7 .I L_, I
8 1,8 86.0 I]5,7 :!5 ._5
? _3,_5 7El. O (i)2 ° 4 ]2°1

TOTAL 24,1 r/1.6 _00.0

•I[HINHruN SIIE _;2-2 16-F'EB-T8 I0|03-11:00

EUliN I DUI_AT 111N MAX, r'("l ,
NIl, (LJI.I:,) L.EUEI. HII. ENL_RL;Y

J '.;3,6 7EI,O 9'.';. 3 33..*!
2 40,7 74.0 90, ]. 10o0
.3 :_2+2 76+0 EI'_, [; H.7
4 37°0 71hO 93,7 22.V
'] [].5 76.0 {13.4 2,: _.
6 ,'-J,'.'; 7('_, 0 fi3,4 2.;!
7 '.';, [; 7F|,O liT;,4 3,4
I} I IJ, .r; 7('_, 0 lll'l, 7 7, '.:!
? 2_.9 76,0 90.1 lO.J.

TO[AL 2],4,6 100,1 100,0

BIlE 52-2 JI)HNEIUN 16-1:ELc-TB 10:03-11100
I'LlF,

_,]()IIRCE 'lIME !iEL LI:U E.rll I.:(i'T
IIH'.I) 1111.1i'_1(i :_Vil. I 106.3 71 ,0 70,4
I I.I(:ll [tllUI(_lI 244.2 9/,.0 60.7 6,6

()ItlI_R I_1_ ,'_:[R [(EL 25,9 93,:3 _JIl,:! J,7
NUN Id_ _IUI VEH 24.1 '?L,/s [;/_,._ :?,,1
MII_C. ;!14.6 100,1 64,U 16.9

TOTAL 3419.,9 107.8 72.,5 100.0

W y I. I_ LADOnATORII_S
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f;llU (;M-'I LJII.fiMERF 04'~LII"79 I0_I

()IIIIR r'd_ Nil [[;I:M] A I J.' I_EJ.[_:AL;E
I:VI NI I.ilJRA I 1 (IN MAX, I '(','l ,

NIl. ( .L;E{:. ) L.(iVL:l. ,";El. FNI'I_'f;Y
I .f ,0 5Y,O '_,G• 0 3.4

:! 1!.0 :;9°0 .';9.0 6°9
3 1,0 62,0 [;9.0 6.11
4 I.0 /,4.0 6_o0 10.I]

_i 2.0 59,0 59.0 &.9
/: 1.0 59,0 5A°O _.4
7 :.%0 =_11.0 [;ll, 0 .ri.4
IJ 3,(I t:;',', 0 /_0, II 10.,_
9 1.0 60,0 :17.0 4.3

10 :!,0 r'_:._• 0 t,2,0 ]3.7
II 2,0 6:_,0 tJ3,0 ].7.2
12 1,0 6.1,0 61.0 10,8

l'(lIAL 19,0 7(),& .L0(.),0

HI-IF {;M-.,[ WILSttERE 04-18-79 lO:L31
IdT; I AI(L{ERS.-.WI}
EVKHI I,iUI.:A rIl]N MAX. I:'1_I.

N(h (SE(;.) LEUEL {i;i_l. ENI[Id]Y
J, L,O 59,0 '.;3, ') .I ,:3
:! thO AO.O t.:!.7 1J .1'
3 I ,0 f;9,0 L]_I.9 ]..;1

4 J ,0 /.0,0 5.1,V f .','

[; :!,0 [;7,0 :;4.9 :1 ,9
_'_ l[hO A_. ('J 70. ,"; 67.2
7 .I.0 [19, (] .q.f.V I ;.'i
l:l 9,0 59,0 63.5 13,4

I'UI AL 39.0 72.2 100.0

_IIE I)M....] W]I.BMIERE 04-,lil-79 loI:;I
NI]N F'R N[I]ZSES AI,{{EI{AF'I " MOF(J_: VEIII.CI.ES
EVFN r LJLJRA'r1UH MAX. f'("I*

N(J, ( !;;EC, ) LEVEl+ fiEL £NI[WHY
l 1;'0.(] 64,0 Ill ,it .%,2
:J 34.0 70,0 II:+, _$ r;.+_

:] 7A, (] 711,0 93. II Eli!, l,
4 21],0 71 *0 ll'.!*'J t.. I
[; I[i.0 6O+O 6El .E| 0,3

'I'(ITAL 273,0 YJ4.6 100,0

WYLE LA la O¥1A"lr O It I ICli
1344



_1 I1: Iffl-.] WIL_;14EI(E 04'"1U-7'/ IO]_J.-..L2|Oi
I Ilgl) MLIV1NI;
EVI!N I _I]RA I l{.IN MAX * I;T,T •

Nil, ( !;F.I]. ) LEVEl Htl. ENI: I(liY
I ;_2,0 'JH_,0 tdhl :h I
:! :1¢_. 0 [;YH) E]ol I ,0
;I 1],0 "]11.0 6 '.._.,"; 0,t_
4 J:!.O [;7,0 6L,9 0,[;
_; .}0,0 62,0 70.LI 3.9
tp 20.0 5Uo0 (,[;. 1 1.0
7 7,0 [TA,O ,'.ill,E; 0*2
I] I0,0 ._J7,0 /_ I * J. 0*4
Y 2:_,0 ',Tlh 0 1_'.1,7 L.2

II 39.0 T,L0 [12.0 [;1.0
12 3A,O 67,0 7A,6 14/2

1:i Ill.() 6:]°0 1+9. (; 3.0
]4 211*O 6_;o0 74+_J (/ '..i
IL'; 3r;,O t,O,O _'/. :; 2,9
I/* 2H,O 6;{*0 70,7 ;{.11
I 7 l'.7, O ,';[h 0 A.4. II O.I]
Ill IhO .r]'7,f) A2. I ().7l
19 GO.O 57.0 64,1 O.U

]DIAL 4]4.0 U4.tl iO0°O

_) II7 IHf-i _III.5MERE 04-I0-79 I0i51

']RAIN5 M[IVINB
EVE:N I [iUI_A 11 fiN flAX, F'cr,

NCI, ( !IEC. ) LEVEl. F;EI. ENI2RBY.
:t ,"LI • 0 64.0 81.1 [;4.1
2 3't.0 62.0 77,9 2&.l

3 17.0 /,2,0 74, .'_ 11.4
4 2[i.0 _]lhO 72,0 6.7
5 5,0 57,0 66,0 1.7

"IOTAL 137.0 U3,7 I00.0

5_IE Iil%-I WILSflERE O4-1F.l,-Tt. _ 10]51
I:AR li'll"Al:l!i
I:-Vl: N I ¸ IILIIL'A r I UN MAX, I'1:1 *

Nil ° ( Sl_l':, ) L,,F]'UEI. !;17'1. ENITI_I_Y
1 7,0 ,._,th O 7_°4 *i*_

IOIAL 7,0 73,4 100.0

WYl,[ LAOOHATOHI_i
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!;I It q;It I WII _;HI-F_E 04 IU-/9 10|_
HI!;I:, I_FI HI)I!i;F!;
I_'JI ¸ I_ I LILII_A1 ( (.)N MAX, I'l: T•

NIl, (BEE,) LEVFI I !;ll. ENI: I_I_Y
J 3,0 fit ,0 _,11 (),fl

12,0 _0,0 72,3 2,1]

4 I °0 &O,O _0,0 0°:!
-_; 1,0 &O,O flO,O 0,2
6 70,0 _2,0 FIO,5 1LI,4
7 60,0 _ll,O [15.1¸1 &2,7
I_ 4,0 flO,O A_°O 0,7
9 1,0 &2°O h2.0 0,;_

I0 LT.0 513.0 70,:_ I,II
II 0,.% 511,0 5[;,0 0,1
I:! 3.0 _!.0 /_f1.11 0,11
13 0,_ .riFI, 0 55.0 0.1
14 :_,0 51¸1.0 &l °0 (),:_
J5 2,0 57,0 e',O, 0 0,:?
J/, 1,0 f13,0 f13,0 0,3
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Source Contributions at Barr Yard, Riverdale, Illinois

Site 1

Percentof
Date T_me Source

AcousticEneIgy

4/30/78 1030-1130 Locc_otive Moving 44

Tmln Moving 31

Locomotive Idling 20

Background 4

Car |rnpact < 1

Air Release <1

Wheel Squeal <1

Refrigerator Car < I

Motor Vehicle <1

Source Contributions at Barr Yard, Riverdale, Illinois

Site 2

Percent of
Dote Time Source

Acoustic Energy

4/30/78 1400-1500 Loaocnat[ve Moving 39

Tmln Movin 9 32

Background 21

Locomolive Idling 5

Car ]mpac! 2

Locomotive Horn <1

Air Release <1

Wheel Squeal <1

Motor Vehicle <1

WYLE I.ADORATOR | I[_*
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Source ContHbuHons at Barr Yard, R_verdale, Illinois

Site 3

Percenl of
Date Time Source

Acoustic Energy

4/30/78 1520-1620 Train hAovlng 62

Locomotive MovFng 26

Background 9

Locomotive Horn/Bell 1

Motor Vehicles I

Car Impact <1

Air ReJease <1

WheeJ Squeal <1

Loudspeakers < 1

5/]/78 0900-]000 Locomotive Moving 91

Train/_ovlng 5

Background 3

Locomotive Idling <1

Car Impact <1

Locomotive Horn <1

Loudspeakers <l

Motor Vehicles <]

/,

!:

!,
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Source Contributions at Cicero Yard, Cicero, Illinois

S_te I

Percenl of
Dale llme Source

Acoustic Energy

4/27/78 2115-2145 Locomotive Bell 55

Background 23

Locomotive Moving l0

B.N. Truck 9

Crane Engine 2

Car impact <I

Wheel Squeal <1

4/27/78 2305-2335 Background 60

Idling Crane Engine 28

Crane Engine 9

Air Release 2

Crane Hoist <I

4/28/78 1540-1640 Background 40

Trucks 30

Crane Engine 20

Locomotive Moving 7

Locomotive Idling 2

Crane Hoist <1

Air Release <1

1356
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Source Contrlbut_ons at Cicero Yard, Cicero, Ullnois

Site 2

Dale lim_ Source Pmcen_ of
Acousllc Ertefcjy

4/27/78 1615-1715 Train Moving 43

Locomotive Moviag 3 I

Background ]2

Locomotive Idling 5

Ref. Trucks on Flat Cars 4

Car impact 3

Wheel Squeal <l

Locomotive I-fern < l

Motor Vehicles on Street <l

4/2.7/78 22U0-2300 Train Moving 49

Locomotive Moving 4 ]

Refrigerator Car 6

_ackground 2

Locomotive Bell I

Car Impact < I

Group Retarder <1

Air Release <I

Wheel Squeal <1

4/28/78 1235-1335 Maintenance Vehicles 44

Train Moving 34

Locomotive Moving 13

Locomotive Idling 4

Background 2

Car impact I

Air Release I

Group Retarder <1

l Wheel Squeal <1
Loudspeakers/Locomotlve Horn <l

_357 WYLE LA DORATOEll I_S
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Source Contrlbut'ions at Cicero Yard, Cicero, tllinois

Site 3

Percenl ol
Dale Time Source

Acoustic Ener_jy

4/27/78 1415-1515 through Passenger Trains 87

Train Moving 9

Background 2

Locomotive Moving 1

Car Impact <1

Adjacent Industriof No_se <1

Source Contributions at Cicero Yard, Cicero, Illinois

SHe 4

Percento[

Date Time Source Acoustic Energy

4/28/78 ]430-1530 Locomotive |dling 98

Locomo tlve Moving 1

Loudspeakers <1

Locomotive Horn/Bell <1

Molor Veh;cles <l

J
WYL£ LABOFIATOnI£._ i
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Exhibit C

Number of Retarders Requiring Rulocatibn

Class [ Railroads in the United States - 1979

No. of No. of

Retarders Tangent i

District and Road to I)0 Polnt J

£ASTERN DISTRICT:

1060 Baltimore a Ohlo *
1080 Bessemer & Lake Erie 0
1090 Boston c Maine Ii C
1140 Chesapeake & 0hie * 40 50
1220 Conrail 96 0

1250 Delaware & dudson O n
1280 Detroit, Toledo & [ronton ,0 N
1310 Elgin , Joliet & Eastern 4 q
1370 Grand Trunk Western O O
1450 ton 9 I_land 0 0
1550 llorfolk & Western 24 0
1620 Plttsburqh & Lake Erie 0 O
175o_estern Maryland _

Total Eastern District 175 _n

Total Southern District 8_ ]_

Total Western District [48 ! 304

Tot=l Unlted States _0_i lfil=

Total All 11S Ral]roads %7] I 6_
I

Notes:

• Included in the Chessie System

r
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* (ncludod in South_;'n System
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Exhibi_ _--

BEFORE THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Noise Emission Standards for

Transportation Equipment;
Interstate Rall Carriers

44 F.R. 22959 (April 17, 1979)

S.tatemen=. of Walter W. Simpson

My name is Walter W. Simpson, and I offer =he following

statement as my testimony on behalf of the Association of American

Railroads in the captioned rulemaklng proceeding. I am Vice-

President Engineering of Southern Railway Company. My Jurisdiction

includes the Departments of Con_munlcatlons & Signals and

Maintenance of Way & Structures.

In the rulemaking the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

has proposed a point source requirement for hump yard retarders.

Starting January i, 1982, EPA proposes that active or controlled

retarder noise levels not be permitted to exceed 90 dBA (on an

A-welghted scale) at a distance of 30 meters. To meet this

standard ths EPA recu_ands the installation of noise barriers

around retarders similar to the experimental ones erected at the

<

_i 1561
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Burlington Northern's Northtcwn Yard. The EPA claims that the

use of such barriers will reduce retarder noise by 20 decibels

on the average and further claims that technology is available

at a reasonable cost to accomplish this.

Con_nents being submitted by the Association of American

Railroads will address the EPA's claim regarding the amounC of

noise attenuation obtained through noise barriers. The AAR will

refute the EPA's claim, documenting that the amount of noise

reduction actually obtained by such barriers is significantly less

than that which the EPA asserts.

My remarks focus on the costs incurred by the railroads

_o install such barriers and in particular on Southern Railway

Company and its affiliated lines, which together operate a system

of railroads co.only referred to as Southern Railway System

(hereinafter referred to simply as "Southern"). Southern operates

eight hump classification yards: Sevier Yard at Knoxville, Tennessee;

Norris Yard at Birmingham, Alabama; Linwood Yard at Linwoed, North

Carolina; Debu_ts Yard at Chattanooga, Tennessee; Sheffield Yard at i

Sheffield, Alabama; Brosnan Yard at Macon, Georgia; Inman Yard at

Atlanta_ Georgia; and Inman Piggyback Yard, also at Atlanta.

The EPA on page 22965 of the proposed rulemaking and on

page C-2 of the Background Document maintains that barriers ranging

1362
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from 8 to 12 feet can he installed at $75 per liocar foot.* Giveu

the average .length of master retarders at 150 feet and the average

length of group retarders at I00 feet (el which there would he six

per yard), the EPA claims that the cost to install the _ ' - "Odl r].crs

will be $22,500 per master retarder and $15,000 per group retarder

or $90,000 per railroad yard. These EPA projected costs are grossly

understated.

In the first place, installation of noise harriers on each

side of every retarder in Southern's eight hump yards will be an

extremely difficult and expensive proposition since these yards are

in operation and are critical links in our overall system. Due to

inadequate clearance, installation of a recommended barrier similar

to that in service at Northtown Y.'_rd_ould require large scale relo-

cation of retarders, switches, and classification yards at all yards,

with two of Southern's classification yards requiring total recon-

o

struetion of the retarder and switching areas and, in most cases,

producing a resultant loss in class yard capacity.

Cost of the barrier itself (installed) is estimated to he

$200 per linear foot. This cost estimate represents the cost of

the barrier material uninstalled (exclusive of optional hut ueeessary

ii

._i *In the EPA's 1975 Background Document, the reference given for the

': cost estimate cited above, the EPA says that the cost of barriers

per linear foot ranges frolll$70 to $10O. That the EPA in 1979 would

select $75 per linea_- foot - only $5 above the ].975 minimum - is

: incredible. The 1975 Bae]cground Doeoment a].so i.l_dicstc_ that the

_:_: cost figures given reflect ",later_al'' costs of initial insta].latiol]".

This language indicates that the per linear foot cost given incl_ides

only the cost of the mater_a! '._.tselz, excluding i_'_st,_l].atioocosts.
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access doo_:s), the cost of the concrete _oundation and lalmr costs.

The attached print by Armco Steel Corporation depicts the type of

barrier which _ould be used in all likelihood_ .i.e.__a ].O-foot barrio,l"

measured from the top of the rail, with the peal; of the barrier 8 feet

on a perpendleulariine to the rail track ceute_'. The harricrPs con-

struction consists of a concrete foundation_ H-Beam steel column

supports, and plate steel panels containing 3 inch fiber glass batting

sealed in polyethylene bags for sound absorptive purposes.

The $200 per linear foot estimate Lo install the barrier proper

represents just one factor in estimating the total cost to provide the

EPA sound barriers at all Southern hump yards. Other cost factors _hieh

also contribute to the cost 6f barrier construction and which also must

be considered are those costs associated with nedessary track and

retarder relocation, including relocation of nea_'by signal cables,

instrument housings, photoelectric devices, lighting, and switch

machines; the costs incurred for rewiring of retarders and switches;

and the costs resulting f1"omconsiderable lost-time interruptions to

yard operations in each location (track days de_ntime alld loss in car

capacity). A summary tabulation of work required on a yard-by-yard

basis is attached, with supporting detailed estimate sheets. The

sununary t'_bulation shews a cost of $14,556,000 to install the barriers

(including barrier installation pr¢,perand necessary yard modification)

and an additional estimated cost of $11,196,000 due to track downtime

and loss in car capacity. Although the actual cool: related to service
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interruption could he ¢a]culated to be somewhat lower or a good deal

higher if time permitted a more thorough study, the latter figure does

represent a good-faith effort to quantify that cost. Using the estimated

cost, Southernls total cast to equip all of its retarder yards with the

recommended barriers is projected to be $25,752,000. To this _Imount

must be added an additional $2].0,000 to purchase specially equipped

vehicles to disassemble and replace the barrier panels when needed.

This makes for an overall compliance cost figure of nearly $20,000,000".

Southern's estimate is approxim_Itely 16"* times greater than that which

the EPA would project based on that agency's cost figure of $75 per

linear foot, given the 21,727 feet of barrier length required to equip

all eight yards.

The foregoing conclusively demonstrates that tile EPA has

substantially understated the costs which the railroad industry will

incur if it is forced to construct noise barriers at all hump yards.

Before the EPA seeks to promulgate a point source requirement for

retarders which requires installation of _tbarrier that will not do

wha t" the EPA says it will do in the first place, the EPA needs to give

a hard look at the actual costs involved. In Southernls view the costs

are so exorbitantly high that imposition of a retarder requirement

would be improper and unlawful.

Sesides the large costs involved, there are other significant

reasons which make the physical presence of harriers adjacent to

WThe estimate is given in 1979 dollars. This figure does not include

cost for real estate acquisition and/or rearrangement thereof where

necessary to construct additional tracks to maintain present car capacity.

**Even if one considers just the cost related to necessary yard modifi-
cation and actual barrier installation, Southern_s cost estimate is still
II times greater than the BPA's estimate.
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car retarders Ill-advised. One reason relates to safety. Barriers

adjacent to ear retarders subject operating and maintenance personnel

to potentially unsafe situations in that the switchman's walkway area

would be obstructed and =he visibility of the adjacent tracks would

be obscured. The visibility of the retarders by the retarder

operator might also be obscured, thereby hindering the operator's

ability to monitor the retarder operation to insure proper functioning.

This is particularly true in older yards where retarder towers are

located near group retarders.

Another important consideration stems from the maintenance

problems associated with the use of such barriers. Because barriers

preclude easy off-rail vehicular access to retarders, considerable

maintenance difficulties would most certainly be encountered,

particularly in connection with changing major components such as

crossbars, shoe beams, operating beams, etc. Barriers would also

introduce unacceptable delays to even routine maintenance jobs and

would so complicate heavy repair work as =o require complete shutdown

of =he retarders and a major portion of the class yard for protracted

periods. Maintenance work on retarders is presently performed

quickly and with minimal interruption to service. For example, in
i

Northtown Yard where barriers are in use, crossbar changeout requires

over four hours. The same =ask on the Southern requires 45 minutes

or less.
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The corollary maintenance problem relates to the removal

of the barrier panels themselves. These barriers must be removable

so that the railroad can gain close access to the retarder to

perform maintenance or emergency work. _n order to disassemble

and replace the barrier panels themselves, the railroad would have

to purchase specially equipped vehicles at an estimated cost of

$30,000 per unit. Southern would need seven of these vehicles for

_he various yard locations.

Walter W. Simpso_

Dared: June 22, 1979

Southern Railway Company
P. 0. Box 1808

Washlng=on, D.C. 20013
(202) 628-4460
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ESTIMATED COST TO PROVIDE E.P.A. SOUND BARRIERS

17 MAY 1979

Car Cap. Cost @ Tk. Days Cost @

Yard Pin Pull Master Groups Lost $1O,000/Car Downtime $1300/Day Total

Sevier $27,000 $ 86,000 $1,700,000 53 $530,000 1140 $1,482,000 $3,825,000

Norris -- 101,000 1,830,000 64 640,000 1200 1,560,000 4,131,800

Linwood 30,000 88,000 707,000 6 60,000 180 234,000 1,119,000

deButts 26,000 95,000 1,935,000 60 600,000 1290 1,677,000 4,333,000

Sheffield 26,000 73,000 806,000 12 120,000 360 468,000 1,493,800

Bresnan 28,000 75,000 284,000 0 -- 0 --

Pullback Rot. - 144,000 Fwd. Ret. - 206,000 737,000

Inman 20,000 95,000 1,868,000 46 460,000 1170 1,521,000

shove Ret. - 134,000 4,106,080

Inman Pig. ,- 383,000 -- 0 -- 1260 1,638,000

Tangent Point Rot. - 4,017,000 6,008,000

Total All Retarder Yards $25,752,000

Notes:

i. Estimates do not include cost for real estate acqulsitJon and/or rearrangement thereof where nece%sary to

construct addItlonal tr_cks to malntal, present car capaeILy, e.g. : [.man Pl8 Yard - no space readily
aval]ahle to widen track ce_ters.

2. Detnll estimate sheets il_dJcate the nu:iLber of retarders reqsired to be relocated to install barriers. Without

£hesu reloca_lons, barriers canilot bu Ii1stalled on some of the remalnil]_ reCarders such as adJa_en_ retarders

beeaL_se O[ inadequate clearance.
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Addenda:

I. _tethod Used to Determine Value of "One Track Day" in
Classification Yard:

Assume one group of 8 tracks is blocked out at a time, for
one week (7 days, 24 hr/day).

a. Cost to re-hump diverted cars
200 cars/day @ $6.00/car $ B,400/week

b. Additional switch engine time
required @ $73.00/hour 12,264/week

c. Additional per diem payments as
result of delay - based _n 250 cars/day
@ $6.00/car/day 10,500/week

d. Estimated loss of earning potential
based on 250 cars/day @ $24.00/day 42,000/week

Week Total $73,164

7 = Daily Cost/Group 10,452

÷ 6 = Daily Cost/Track 1,306 (use 1,300)

X_o Restored Capacity Calculation (Typical)

For Norris Yard - Restored Capacity - 64 Cars (Additional Track)

Turnouts (Two Lap and Six #B's) $ 220,000
Trackwork (Includes Grading, Drainage) 282,000
d&S Work (Incl. Skate Retarders) 92,000

Relocate Facilities (Road, Lights) 26,000
Lost Track Days During Lap Turnout

Installations 2 Days (8 Tracks) 20,000
@ $1300 per Track Day

$ 640,000

or $10,0O0/Car
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EXIIIBIT _t_

VERIFIED STATEMENT OF R. A. DRENGLER

Mr. R, A. Drengler is the Director of Suburban Opera-

tions of the Chicago and North Western Transportation

Company. In that capacity he is responsible for the operation

of suburban passenger trains operated by the North Western

under a service =ontrao_ with the Regional Transportation

Authority.

The North Western operates approximately 190 suburban

trains each week day on three separate lines extending from

Kenosha, Wisconsin to Chicago; Harvard, Illinois to Chicago

and Geneva, Illinois to Chicago. In order to provide effi-

elont passenger service to its customers the North Western

stores locomotives and trains a_ various yards throughout

the Chicago Metropolitan area. Most of these yards are small

and provide essentially only such space as is absolutely

necessary for the storage of locomotives and oars.

The North Western coach yard at Barr_ngton, Illinois is

an illustration of such a yard. Several years ago at the

insistence of the Village of garrlugton, Illinois, the

North Western moved the coach yard where suburban passenger

equipment is stored from the center ef the Village to an

area outside of Barrlngton. This coach Nard contains three

_racka, whloh accommodate three E8 suburban locomotives and

=wenty-slx passengar cars forming three suburban trains.

There is no room at this location for the construction of
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additional tracks, nor is there room within the coach yard

itself to do anything other than store the trains on the

designated tracks. As a result, during those months when

the temperature falls below forty degrees Fahrenheit, three

diesel locomotives must be kept at idle during the night on

tracks which are closely adjacent to the property line of

the Company and property llne of adjoining neighbors. I am

advised that the locomotives individually comply with exist-

ing federal regulations with respect to noice emissions°

I am also advised, however that the noise from the Barrington

coach yard will probably exceed the property line noise

standard proposed in the regulations of the Environmental

Protection Agency for railroad yards.

The locomotives and passenger trains cannot be removed

from the Barrington coach yard because to do so would be to

seriously disrupt the North Western's passenger service.

In addition, the coach yard is located by agreement with the

Village of Barrington at a location designed to eliminate, as

much as possible, the problems associated with railroad

operations.

The North Western has equipped its passenger locomotives

with mufflers, which, to some extent, reduce the noise from

the Cummins auxiliary diesel engines on the units. The auxi-

liary diesel engines supply the power for light and air-con-

ditioning to the trains. Tests with Chicago and North Western

passenger locomotives has demonstrated, however, that at idle
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and low throttle settings, little, if any attenuation of

noise is provided by mufflers on the main engines.

Because of the problems associated with storing diesel

locomotives at many locations in the Chicago Metropolitan

area, such as that described at Berrington, Illinois, the

proposed regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency

would have a serious, if not catastrophic effect upon the

ability of the Chicago and North Western to provide suburban

passenger service to its customers and to the Regional Trans-

portation Authority.

STATE OF ILLINOIS )
) SS

COUNTY OF C O 0 K )

R. A. DRENGLER, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes

and states that he has read the foregoing statement and that the

matters set forth therein are true and correct.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to

before me this 12_h day

of June ,1979.

otary Public _383



}_XIIIBIT _"

STATEFIEN_ OF ROBERT F. McKEE

_ly name is Robert P. McKee. I am employed by the

Pacific Fruit E_press Company at _16 New Montgomery Street,

San Francisco, California 94105 _s General Mechanical &

Engineering Officer.

I hold a Mechanical Engineering degree from University

of California at Berkeley and am o graduate of the Executive

Development course at Stanford Business School. I have been

employed by Pacific Fruit Express Company for 33 years and

during that entire time, my work has been in the field of

engineering for that company. As head of the Mechanical and

Engineering Department, I am responsible for the design,

specifications, construction and maintenance of the PFE

refrigerator car fleet. My last 21 years have been devoted

to the maintenance, servicing and technical design problems

of the mechanical refrigerator car. In addition to my duties

at Pacific Fruit Express, I am Assistant Editor of the Rail-

way Refrigerator Car Chapter of the Guide and Data Book of

the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, Air Condition-

ing Engineers (ASERAE) and am also a member of the Technical

Committee on Transport Refrigeration of that organization.

In addition, am a member of the Commission on Refrigerated

Rail Transport of the International Institute of Refrigeration.

I am also a registered Professional Engineer in the State of

California.

The AAR has requested that I furnish a narrative account

of the development and design background of the refrigerator
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ear, including industry efforts on refrigerator car noise

attenuation that will illustrate that there is no current

technology available that will reduce the refrigerator car

point source noise level to 78 dh at 7 meters as called for

in the proposed noise standards without seriously effecting

the design function of the system and at an exorbitant cost

to the railroad refrigerator car industry. Furthermore, it

is my opinion that the EPA Background Document and supporting

literature on refrigerator ear noise is woefully inadequate

and shows a total lack of knowledge and understanding of the

design and cost implications involved in any noise reduction

efforts on these units.

The mechanical refrigerator car in common use on the

railroads of the United States is arranged as shown in the

attached cutaway illustration of a mechanical refrigerator

car. I A portion of the "A" end of the car is devoted to the

engine compartment which contains the diesel engine driven

electric generator set and the condensing unit of the

mechanical refrigeration system, plus the various control

equipment which automatically operates the system to provide

heating and cooling. This engine compartment contains all

of the noise producing equipment involved in the refrigera-

tion car. The electric refrigeration system design was

adopted with the beginning of the mechanical refrigeration

ISee mechanical refrigerator ear cutaway illustration.
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ear in tile early 1950's as being the most practical source

of refrigeration which would be familiar to mechanics

everywhere due to its similarity to commercial systems from

which its components are derived. Use of standard electrical

motor driven components permits the refrigerator car to be

connected to an external electrical power sources for opera-

tion indoors and in other confined locations where operation

of the diesel engine would be unacceptable.

Design of the compartment was such that space was

limited to that actually needed for the equipment and access

to it by the mechanics performing inspections, maintenance,

and necessary light repairs in order to provide maximum

refrigerated loading space. The principal design goal was

maximum flow of cooling air through the compartment inasmuch

as both the condensing unit and the diesel engine are cooled

by outside air. This entailed large grilled openings for

intake air to the condensing unit and a large discharge

grille for exhaust of the cooling air through the opposite

side of the compartment where the engine radiator is located.

This equipment must operate at the extremes of temperature

encountered in railroad operation, including ambiests of as

high as 120°F (49°C). The aim is to bring as much air flow

through the compartment as possible to dissipate heat

rejected by the refrigeration unit and the diesel engine

under the maximum service conditions. Reducing this air flow

by blocking or baffling air inlet or outlet openings as a
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noise abatement measure will render the meehanlcal refrigerator

system unsuitable to operate within the environment and design

conditions these refrigerator cars are subjected to in normal

operation.

The mechanical refrigerator ear type differs markedly

from the conventional truck refrigeration unit, which in

addition to having less refrigeration capacity due to the

smaller size of highway trailers, also has restrictions in

space and weight due to size and weight laws governing

highway operations. Therefore, the truck system utilises a

smaller diesel engine directly connected to the compressor

with auxiliary drive to operate both the condenser cooling

fan and the evaporator blower circulating the cooling air

inside the vehicle. This standard unit does not have

provisions for connecting to auxiliary electric power and

only can provide heating an3 cooling when the diesel engine

is in operation, although special designs are available

which _re equipped with electric motors for auxiliary power

operation. As a result, the truck refrigerator system by

its basic design criteria inherently produces less noise

than the mechanical refrigerator car system. Furthermore,

due to the difference in the environmental conditions of

switching shocks and rail car vibration in the railroad mode

vs. pneumatic tire truck/trailer sytems, diesel equipment

was selected of the heaviest, high capacity design available

to assure ability to survive in the railroad operating
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environment and to provide maximum refrigeration protection

to the perishable lading. A decade of early engine develop-

ment led to selection by railroad refrigerator car lines of

the Detroit Diesel two-cycle engine over all others, and

today practically all other makes of engines have been

replaced by the Detroit Diesel in the current refrigerator

car fleet. 2 This engine inherently heavier and being of a

two-cycle design generates greater noise level per horsepower

than the smaller four-cycle automotive type diesel eugine

used in the truck/trailer refrlgeratio% systems.

The EPA background document repeatedly compares the

noise produced by the standard truck refrigeration unit and

the mechanical car unit with the implication that adopting the

truck engine muffler design to the refrigerator car might

reduce the noise from the refrigerator oar to meet the pro-

posed standards. A comparison of the physical dimensions of

the two different mufflers readily shows that the refrigerator

car muffler is a far superior, heavy-duty design than the

typical trailer unit.

Len@th Diameter

i Refrigerator Car 3 42" 7"

Truck Unit 12" 4 I/2"

2See attached Photograph No. I.

3See attached Drawing DR-7892.
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The noise level of the mechanical refrigerator ear was

recognized as a problem early in the development of this equip-

pment and extensive experimentation and testing was conducted

by the industry to analyze the noise characteristics of the

systems and to apply the best available technology to the

systems to reduce the noise to the maxfmum extent possible

without adversely effecting the primary function of the

various components of the system. First, a special heavy-duty

overside muffler was developed that would reduce noise levels

to the greatest extent pu0ssible when measured at 25 feet from

from the engine compartment, and at the same time keep engine

back pressure within design limits, and also function as a

U.S. Forestry Service approved spark arrestor to prevent way-

side fires when traveling through national forests and other

wooded or grassy areas in the dry season. The present heavy-

duty muffler now installed in virtually every refrigerator ear

is the result of this development work. 4 Also as a personnel

safety measure and noise abatement technique, the flexible

muffler pipe connecting the muffler to the manifold and the

muffler itself are covered with an asbestos wrapping material. 5

Attention was also given to selection of condenser fans by

the refrigeration equipment suppliers to keep them within

4See attached Drawing DR-7892.

5See atttached Drawing DR-8020 and Photograph No. 2.
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the range of fan performance for commercial refrigeration

system on rooftops or adjacent to business buildings.

Continuing testing and experimentation of noise control

technology has been conducted within the refrigerator car

industry by both the manufacturer and the fleet operators. For

example, recent experiments were run on a number of different

designs of engine cooling fans claimed by the manufacturer

to reduce the noise level below; hnwever, we found no measur-

able reduction from the original equipment cooling fan design.

Noise readings taken at difficutl angles from the

refrigerator car engine compartment consistently show that the

highest noise levels measured at seven meters are uniformly

on engine compartment doorway side facin 9 the engine radiator

discharge. As all the condenser and engine cooling air

exhausts at this point, this presents the major exit for all

noise sources within the engine compartment due to the free

flow provided for the exiting cooling air. However, the

engine frame is very close to the exiting air grille in order

to fit it into the available space within the engine compart-

medt. This prevents the addition of ducting or baffling at

this point, since it would require extension of the side of

the car which is already at its maximum allowable width under

AAR clearance diagrams for operation on American railroads.

Also, unfortunately, one of the ladders required for the use

of brakemen under the Federal Safety Appliance laws is also

located in front of this discharge grille and the required
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clearance behind ladder rungs and stiles precludes any use

of this space for noise attenuation devices. Therefore,

employment of any means currently available to attenuate

noise emissions at this point is not possible. 6

Noise sources within the compartment are composed

mainly of muffler noise, fan noise, and inherent engine

mechanical noise. Our experience has also shown that the

spark arresting muffler in use reduces that noise source to

a level approximately equivalent to the inherent engine

mechanical noise; therefore, even the development and applica-

tion of a superior muffler would not reduce the total noise

level.

In the Background Document for the Proposed Revision

to Rail Car Noise Emission Regulation on pagea 5-8, reference

is made to require technology for reducing noise emissions

from mechanical refrigerator ears having been applied to

truck and trailer mode refrigeration units per Reference No.

4 entitled "Noise Control Technolog Z for Truck Mounted

Refrigeration Units," BBN Report @3264 submitted to the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, March 1976. This is an

erroneous assumption, inasmuch as the basic arrangement of

the truck and trailer refrigeration system is entirely

different from the refrigerated car, as has been pointed out

heretofore. The orientation of the truck/trailer unit

6see attached Photograph Nos. 3 and 4.
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grills is facing the direction of motion, and most noise

emission Is in that direction, whereas in the refrigerator

car it is in the direction of 90 ° to the route of travel,

which is the most objectionable direction. Aside from this,

the methods of applying a better muffler and application of

sound absorption foam in the truck/trailer system applies to

a basically different engine in a much smaller engine enclo-

sure. Both of these factors lend themselves to fairly simple

noise reduction technology, whereas the engine located in a

large crowded steel room in the rail car presents an entirely

different problem, and there is 8o development work from

which to draw conclusions as was available in the reference

enumerated above.

Essentially, the rail car problem is one of a large

mobile engine room, constructed of steel, containing openings

90" to the direction of travel, which direction is toward

nolss receiving areas. The basic solutions for this problem

would be to either baffle such openings or close them and con-

tain the noise entirely within the compartment, or emit it in

a _ess sbjectionable direction, such as through the roof.

This would rsqulre a major rearrangement of the entire compart-

ment at an expense probably closely approaching the cost of

replacing the present diesel engine with one generating less

noise. Such a cost would be in the order of $5,000 per ca_.

However, no Suitable replacement engine is known to be avail-

able st this time, and the resetting of the p_esnt engine in

Z
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some way within the present compartment space is wholly

unexplored and would require considerable time, cost and

effort to develop and test the results with the final noise

reduction effect unknown.

Other factors which must be considered in evaluating

various approaches to possible noise attenuation efforts on

the mechanical equipment within the engine compartment is

the already limited access to unit components for service,

maintenance and repair personnel. Access to the components

which require inspection and service is at best now quite

restricted and any appreciable obstructions such as enclosures,

shrouding, or placement of matting within the compartment

will render proper inspection and service all but impossible. 7

Furthermore, certain operational indicating lights and

temperature setting thermostat must be readily visible and

accessible for easy, fast viewing during daily in-transit

inspections required by National Perishable Freight Conference

Rules. Any closing off of the grille work on the engine

compartment of the ear would render the in-transit inspection

function difficult and time consuming thereby slowing the

movement of cars. Moreover, the temperatures inside the

engine compartment in high ambient regions can reach as high

as 140°F (60"C). Service personnel must remain within the

?See mechanical refrigerator car cutaway illustration
and Photograph No. I.
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engine compartment with the engine running for some time

during certain inspection and maintenance operations; there-

fore, there must free outside air circulation through the

engine compartment for the health and safety of refrigerator

car service personnel and partial blocking of the present

compartment openings would aggravate the problem.

On page 10 of the EPA background, the EPA has made a

totally inaccurate and unfounded statement with respect to

the techniques and costs available to abate refrigerator car

noise. The document assigns a $70 added cost of an improved

muffler based on a five-year life. Current experience after

considerable study and examination of mufflers in service for

over 16 years indicates that the heavy-duty mufflers are in

excellent condition and will not require periodic replacement

at this age. Given that a more effective muffler was even

available, the most conservative estimate of the replacement

cost of a muffler installed would be $125, rather than the

$10 added cost estimate contained in the background document.

The background document also mentions, without explain-

ing a fan modification at a cost of $70. The refrigerator car

mechanical system contains at least two fans, the condenser

fan (two on some designs) and radiator cooling fan. Each has

a set speed, diameter, number of blades, static pressure design

and air flow design. Altering any one of these five criteria

will adversely effect the other; therefore, any fan alteration

will by necessity require complete replacement of each fan
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assembly, including the support components, driving electric

motors (condenser fan) and fan shrouding. The space limita-

tions, engineering, design and installation problems related

to such a "modification" are unimagineable; however, a con-

servative estimate for such a modification would be $2,500

per ear.

The development of the mechanical refrigerator car

itself was a very expensive project and this vehicle has never

reached the profitability expected of it to warrant such

development costs, as well as the cost of acquisition of the

large fleet of mechanical cars now in service which replaced

the ice bunker car. Economically, the mechanical refrigerator

car was dealt a death blow by the completion of the interstate

highway system and advent of long range tractors and refrig-

erated semi-trailers capable of handling refrigerated loads

in a fraction of the transit time required by rails, especially

in the last decade which saw the decay of the eastern railroad

systems leading to mergers and bankruptcies. As the highway

fleet of modern refrigerated trailers proliferated, the per-

eeatage of fresh perishables in rail cars dwindled to a very

small portion of the total. This has resulted in a loss

situation for operation of the mechanical refrigerator oar,

requiring contracts to be implemented between railroads using

such equipment and the owners as a basis for sharing such

losses. To further burden the costs of mechanical refrigerator

cars with a large and costly redesign at this point, would
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effectively drive them out of the national picture as far as

handling of perishable foodstuffs is concerned.

The proposed regulations, furthermore, appear to

violently discriminate against the mechanical refrigerator

car by imposing unsubstantiated noise levels measured only

seven meters from the vehicle. In my observations of the

use of mechanical refrigerator cars over the years, I can

recall no situation when a noise sensitive receiving property

would be as close as seven meters (23 feet); and when the

mechanical refrigerator car is viewed in terms of exact

locations respecting property lines, it would seem that the

measurement should be taken at 50 feet as was previously

considered the logical distance from which to measure noise

emissions. I can find nothing in the background document or

literature to directly substantiate the limit of 78 db at

seven meters. In view of the above, I strongly recommend

the proposed standards be modified to accommodate the

existing fleet of mechanical refrigerator cars on the basis

of EPA studies that recognize the p_esent sound level as

being that able to be accomplished with presently available

technology within reasonable cost limitations.

McKe6

General Mechanical & Engineering Officer
Pacific Fruit Express Company

San Francisco, Californla
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ANALYSIS OF LOAD CELL TEST

BUILDINGS FOR NOISE CONTROL

ON

ILLINOIS CENTRAL GULF RAILROAD

by

Dan S. Krieter, P.E.
Environmental Administration Engineer

Registered Professional Engineer in
Kentucky (Registration No. II,261)
Louisiana (Registration No. 17,902}
Wisconsin (Registration No. E-18O10)

June 12, lg79
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This report is an engineering analysis on the effectiveness

of two load cell test buildings constructed for' the containment

of diesel engine noise. Tile tv;o buildings have very dlffercnt

applications insofar as noise control Is concerned. The Paducah

facility houses the engine only; the }loodcrcot facility houses

the entire locomotive.

In order to load cell tes_ the engine at the Paducah,

Kentucky facility, it must be removed from tile locomotive body

and rolled on a dolly into the test room. This is done in con-

Junction with the Illinois Central Gulf's extensive locomotive

remanufacturlng operations at Paducah and is not representative

of most U. S. railroad shops. In Paducah, entire locomotives

for both ICG and other U. S. and foreign railroads arc dis-

mantled and completely rebuilt to produce new locomotives.

Accordingly, the Paducah load cell test facility was designed

and constructed to be an integral part of this remanufacturing

process by containing special testing equipment not u_ually

found at most railroad shops. It is actually an acoustically

designed Poem inside an existing shop building wherein quanti-

tatlve engine tests are performed. The amount of noise

rcductlon obtained through the use of this facility has not

been quantlfled at this time.

The Paducah load cell test facility was constructed at

a cost $300,000 in 1973. We estimate that at today's cost

this faoillty could not be duplicated for less than $I162,000.

The cost for the complete load cell test building includes

special construction techniques due to the confined space,
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and am elaborate ventilation system to provide positive isterior

air pressure while the engine Is running _n the chamber. These

items arc absolutely es_entlal in the cos:_tructlon of an enclosed

load cell test facility.

At h_oodcrest Shop near Chicago, a different load cell te_t

building was constructed. This balldJng was designed and built

to house an entire locomotive v;ith roll down doors at each end

and forced air ventilators on the roof. A separate acoustical

room for the operator _s also Included. The cost of this facil-

ity, built in 1970, was $200,000. Adjusted for inflation, this

facility would today cost appro×l,_.atoly $;I16,000.

Nlne years of experience %vit}]tills buildin_ indicate that

I_ has mot performed cflflectlve]y as a noise control measure.

Thls Is partially due to the elaborate ventilation system

reqslred to mai_itain positive pressure during a lead test and

_he need to have proper ex]laustln 5 of fumes. This combined

noise of the roof ventilators is emitted back into the environ-

ment thereby defeating the purpose of the buildlng.

Maximum noise emissions from a stafiion_u,y locomotive occur

when the locomotive in load tented in the eighth notch. Noise

measurements taken at 100 fleet under free fle]d conditions, with

the locomotive tested outside, revealed a maximum level of 87 db(A).

According to point source propagation theory, the noise level at

the Woodcrest property line can be calculated as follows:

L1 - L2 = 20 log (r2/r l)

where L1 = no:Ice level at 100 ft. = 87 db(A)
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L2 = noise level at property line

rI = I00 ft.

r2 = distance from locomotive to property line = 325 ft.

Solving:

L2 = LI - 20 log (r2/rI)

= 87 - 20 log (3251100)

= 87 - 10.2

= 76.8 db(A)

For comparison, the noise level measured 100 ft. from the

building with a locomotive being tested inside the building in the

eighth notch was 85 db(A). This translates to a property line noise

level of:

L2 = L]- 20 log (r2/rI)

= 85 - 20 log (3251100)

= 74.8 db(A)

Due to the fan exhaust noise and the locomotive noise inside

the building which escapes through the ventilation system, the

overall noise reduction in this instance was only 2 db(A).

If the noise contribution of the ventilation fans had been

known initially, the load cell test building would probably not

have been constructed at Woodcrest.

In summary, while the Paducah load cell test building works

satisfactorily for lOG, it is a unique situation dictated by

physical conditions and is not applicable to most railroads. The

Woodcrsst load test building does not appear to be the most cost-

effective noise control measure. The need for high volume air
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flow to prevent engine choking and overheating results in high

air exit velocities from the building. Corrective measures for

this would include additional fans or opening the roof of the

building to allow greater air flow at a lower velocity; however,

the doors at the building ends would require venting; and, if

this work was performed, the result would be a barrier concep%

not a building enclosure. The ventilation noise on the existing

building adds noise back to the environment which approximately

equals the reduction achieved by enclosing the locomotive.

Furthermore, the operation of such a building is a highly

inefficient use of electrical energy. If building were requlred

at each facility where load cell testing is done to reduce noise

emissions, the cost to ICG would be in the neighborhood of

$3.5 million.
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Mr. Conan P. Furber May 8, 1379
Office of Environmental Studies, Room620
Association of American Railroads
1920 L Street N.N.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Attention:' Peter C. Conlon

Re: USEPA Railroad Noise Regulations

In regard to your telephone request to Mr. Mark Stebly of my office,
we are supplying you herewith information concerning load test
site enclosures. In 1971duringplanningpllasesfor our Nortl]town
Yard, our acoustics consultant Bolt Beranek and Ne,_nan, Inc.,
studied and reported on the subject of load test sites. TileBB
and N report entitled "Noise Control Requirements for Locomotive
LoadTestCenters"datedJuly 1971isenclosed.

This report was used for the development of architectural plans
for a load test center at Northtown, Minneso[a. The basic design
data and cost proposal were supplied by Industrial Acoustics Company
(IAC). Enclosedare copiesof tbe architecturalsketchesfor
the proposed load test facility at Northtown and the related cost
estimate work sheets. Please note that the estimate is dated
11/19/75. Also, the sketchesshow a gravitysystemfor air intake;
however, the concept requires a forced air fan system which was
included in the IAC proposal and the Cost estimate work sheets.

A problem which would have to be addressed is oil and carbon from
locomotive exhaust fouling the duct work, fans and sound arrestors.
This would result in a serious fire hazard and loss of air bandling
capacity. Any solutionto the problemwould no doubt further
escalate the cost.

If any additional information is required, please let me knew.

V_ry_rulyyours,

B. G. Anderson
Assistant Vice President-Engineering

BTN:atIO
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Exhibit

_._ _!_;,_t,,. AbexCorporation

May 2, 19"m Railroad Products Group
MAPfWAIt*NS'i J[_G[Y 07430

;[LJ m1-mo,34so

Mr. Peter C. L. Conlon mL_,el.n_3s
EnvirormlentalSpecialist
ASSOCIATION OF _I_RICAN RAILROA_9
RF_FARCH and TESP DFRARTI_T

1920 L Street, N.W.
Washing%on, D. 0. 20096

Dear i_. Conlon:

This is in connection with yotu'letter of'April 25th, 1978, addressed to oltr
ehlef en_ineer E. E. Frank, requesting cos_ of retarders.

It iS not possible to state a set price for retarders unless the supplier has
all the necessary teeb]licaldata available to ascertain the exact requirements.

However, for your consideration in estlmatlng and analyzing retarders we furrdsh
the follow_ng: -

1 Set (2 Units) RAOOR R-2 Inert Retarders
39'-0" long - I19#RE, complete.

PRICE PER SET: .................................... $ 14,000.00

i RACOR R-2 Retarder Unit converted to R-I%
Hydraulic Release.

APPROXIMATE PRICE: ................................ $ 13_000.00

i New R-14 RACOR Hydraulic Release Retarder,
complete, 39'-0" long- 1IS#RE.

APPROXII_TE PRICE: ................................ $ 20,000.00

Keeping in mind that there figures are purely "estimated prices", we believe they
should serve yolurpurpose, but if anything further is required, please contact
me.

Very truly yo_urs,,

. / . •, ,., / ,!/ ,' , ...

,," J, W. Meno ........
//Aaslstan_ to Manager

J_M:d "--Trackwork Products
Salsa Administration
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June 29, 1978

Hr. R0n gose

Amer_c_n Association of R;lllroad_;

Research _Ind Test D_partmezlt

Suite 620

1920 L Street NW

14ashlnst on _ D.C. 20036

Dear Ron:

] tl'_ist that you anc_ _eter COn]O[l I_O£ t(* ;l]qli'eci_[c, sclini!

of _he very m_lny subtle _zsp(!ets of retard_,r d¢,!_Igu, :ll_]II_¢:;ItIol*,

and operatJo1_ after yotlr visit here. hl thl, _orlcL of r_![:11"lJt,r_.

there are presenLly two r_l:her conlll]|cated_ [llq_orl_lnt pl'ohlem!_

being addressed by you. the AAR. ;illd %'e, _l rt!t;_rc]er supil] let.

_oise a_cI rUll-_tway cars. gaell proble_ Is [ntl_ii:itc,[y l't_InI_d to

_he other and oft_n ]n .opposing w;lyt_. For ex:ll]IpI_, wht_c.| ]tnhr_-

carroll la;ly quiet retarders, btl_ it also _ncreasc.s the! Jncldetlec,

of runIilWay ci_rs. It's hecatlse ear retar_lers _l'u z_ eoilq_]_,x

subject that simple questions cannot ttsilally he giv_.n slit;l)le

flnswcrs.

Conflrllllng nly comments i11 our te]ephon_! convers:*tJun_i of

June 21 and June 28, is the following:

]. The cost of one lever worth of oiler:]hie, %ceil{hi

respo,_;Ive, single rail, skate retardei" inc]ud_ig

lnstallatJo_ Is al_proxlm:Itely $_.00{).

2. The cost of one lever %¢orth of ll_el't:, we _it re!;potlsive.

sing]e rail, sk_t_ retarder including IIl_t,Ll]_Itl(_n is

approxlnlat el y $2,000.

3. A n_ne lever, welgh£ resp(it_s[ve, _Illg]e rail, t_Ic;ite

retarder is a _ypici11 app]Icat:Jon.

4. To give a cost for a VR-II[ or VR.-IV is i,c_t re:icl/1:¢

possil_le slnc_ the speed eolltl'_J] _y_tc'IIl ]S _I snn:_]]

part of a tot;_l yard control sy!_t:enl.

5. It Call be snld that the cost tllffi!relli:(_ bc,lWi,_.n a

VII-Ill or VR-IV 8ysteln _.,,_tl]dhe sl_:_ll_ thalt [s 11*:;[_nJf-

_caf_t comparel] _0 OI.hL!r et_l_sldet';iLit_i]H.
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6. Thu cos_ to convert n VR-III yard to a VR-IV yard
cannot be reasonably ntated since dodng such has not
been fully considered.

7. We do. of course, keep detailed inforzr,ation on yards
which we have built and Installed and have less detadled

information on yards hul]t and/or Installed by others.
As a result s in trying to estimate yard_ wdth skate
retarders versus yards without ate.. I would suggest
you check published data rather than go by off hand cstl-
mates.

Enclosed also is an additional supply of retarder related Idter-
ature.

1. Railroad Freight Ear Classification Yards
1976- 1924.

2. Bulletin #263 Argentine Yard.

3. Bulletdn #818 Typical Clnssyards.

4. Instruction Pamphlet U-5796. Model 50B.

5. Service Nanual 6084, UR-3A.

6. Instruction Pamphlet U-5795, Model 50A.

I hope this information helps you in your important Job of
representing the railroads on the subject of retarder noise. If
you or Peter Conlon have any questions, feel free to call. I will
do my best to get them aI_swered.

Sincerely.

Peter Noble

Supervising Engdneer
Mechanical Enl;ineerdngDept.

_ Enclosures

•f' co: A. J. Carey
_' J. I4.}lansen

,', R.A. llougland
'_ R.E. H_ngle
;i E.L. Shumaker

!;
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I_i io:d K _;_dQ,d, J_ C,,_t i_l H BIIO
C,_ta;_¢dJr Geeetl/$_/<_f0e

,k_ C, 5"n,Th palleM LIe

BL|_[Ir_GTON NORTIIE_N t_,,* iI_,,,, w,.<,m,P_0,c,,m_oe A p,l_._l_ Jarne_*W Becket
Aj_fat,_ Ge_,_ratCo_.azwl ASI,Ili,W _notal ._cJ,¢ffot

N_h_al P MOr_
T_mmelW 5peex*
R01_hS N D4$[_

_¢_nk _ _:;Iffell 8_a tdV,W<k_ AI_aM PD$i

VICO pl_'&ilt_'_l.La%'l Oa.__IcCt_3_ &_fI_y A Ol._,l_n_ham

Hr. Ilollis G. Ducnsing Hay 30, 1979
As_cclation of _necican

Raili'oads

AAR Building
1920 L Stroet, H.W.

Washington , D.C,

Deac IIollis :

Enclo:ed is a copy of the letter confirming our telephone
conversation _ith Hr. Robin BardwelZ _tith Gellman _esearch

Associates, Znc. As you can readily see, oar figuL'es, which
are supportable, greatly exceed EPA estimates to date.

Transportation is becoming a problem but I hope to see at

the meeting scheduled for June 5.

Sincerely,

/._:.?::._....'_I,..-_,...,-.,X.-.._._
Ralph S. Nelson

RSN:gwd;20
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REC'D LAW DEPY

MAY "Z 9 1979

J]N S_. PAUL

Hr. Robin B_rdwoll, Associate l_ _,, 1979
Gollr_n Hoonarch Aosoclatoo, Inc.
910 17th Stroob N.W. - Suits _2_.
I;_chin_on, D,C. 2003_

Dear Pro, _rd_clll

It was a plcaouro tallcingto 3-outoffy about tho costs cr,_prob!omo
a_'Jociatod_,_ithnoiso control at rot'Ardorsin railroad 3_/o.

I would like to hriofly out'-insthn items wo discussed on tho phons.
R_thsr %h_n go into a lor£.n_rrativo, I _:illput it in out_il',c£orm.

- E_eri_ntal - nob proven *- o_illhave problem3.
A. Oth=r _az1_rcs also may ha_ he]pod.

_. Di_anco.
2. B_A-mO.

B. W_tor - .notdep=ndzblo for _praFs - slush.

XX - Som_ mstic-.tsscr_ ver7 rou_.hduo to tlmc - idontified which.
A. _Ic_._yards - one =_ttor (!:o_htown)nu,_dozign.
B. O:Lfl y_z_s - anobhsr mattor- try to rct:'ofi_.

:I[XZ- Casts (Northto_m)
A. Spray system.
B. Sour_l b_rior=.
C. Extra rs%ardcr io_h.
D. Kain_en_nco and op,_rati_ coots (oil ar,d glXCOl, !abor_ o_o.)
E. O_bez,

i. _oatir_ plant (enriA'onuootalproblcm_).
_. ].lore track izngth.
3. l.:orc :)J_M co_t.
&. More grsdi_%
_. Highor hump, more rocist,_nco,moro power, o%0.
6. Borm.

XV -/_ditior_l oo_to - older _ards.
A. Mo_ l_l:oly rcouh-o red_'_i/;n ntcJ. robui!d h'_p on_.

i. Alm_c_ i_os_ibie in c_,'.._ p!acoo.
2. F._telorablo yard op_:'ationdelc_.
_, C.,_st-- $10 --_2O_=il]3on g'uO_

Drosm'.ra cc:*trcl¢al_'m_bo varlo_)_
_. Za=d a_l teen.finn co_%t;o

5, 19v.!9_L_a.%
¢. ln_u_t=_.,".

6. [_oh_bi!_._tor_tardc_"_in o._dcrto _lo_.:tc.
B_ _2r_.iron'-',LinSn_uffo_G Of t!dS (CU).'OVO_'U'_th_n .%1_nu_,h
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Exhibit

_. Robin _uolg

_hy2_,1979
Pa_e 2

A. EPA estim_to v_ o:LT.
B. Roquirom0nts.

L Proeon_ t_o ? $om_ can bo modifi_ - _ozo r_-coc_=A7 to
r_laco.

2. Control in hu_ t_o_ roquirod - not at rotardor_.

_, Safety la parn_ar_.

I hope m_- _yptio notos will _ oufCiolont to ro_a_h you_ me-_or_on o_"
diocusoion. If not, fo_l _ro_ to c_ll nn_ _oc_ on _ m_r_.

I am _leo attachin_ a ohe_ proofed by Mu:_'aZW_:o_ containir_ the
information h_ gave you rogarding co=to, i am c_rtain you _ro a_'o oC tho
emphasis wo plac_d on tho fac_ that thoos co,toaro c_rtainlY not all-
inclusive a,_ _ro w:r_ llko_, onl.va fraction o_ the cost that _ould _o
i_Ivod "In attemptin_ to _otrof_t existing,yards with oounS b_u'lc:':
ar_ ret_-dcr =prey _y,_te_. 'dohavo r_do a rough check on the numboro o_ c_a'o
that havo _o_ throu_h tho _y_tom. The yard Just _tartcd oporation in
_ Cowo h_vo _ _ cour.t_0_ that y_, bu_ total car_ hum_cd _a fo_3m'co:

e.1975 .- totalca_oh'a:_ 659,k._
%976 " 756,21_ ."
1977 " '776,939

Yaz_l_ot co_le_od

I wa_t 'to oxpPoco _ appreciation _oe givlr_,us tho opportunity to prod--Ado
you with tho information you a_kcd £0_. It ia.a ploa_uro to worh with
_omoono who i_ ac_ually gottir_ tho fact_ ir_tead of t1_ to guosS a_
them. X l_ok fo_waA_ to talki_ with you again _om_ timo in tho £u_uro.

Tour+, t:md_,

hoe: _._.9. G. AMer_n"
D, V. Smetaro K_. R. S. Nolo_
C,_to_ En_i_o_ Dosi_ _'. O. W. Tho._pson- Attn.Murray W_Ikc_

F_.._. D. C_Ll_b_rdo - Attn.Borulo No:n=.:
D_smm
Att_.
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EXlIIBIT ,

STATEMENT OF W. V. WILLIAMSON

My name is W. V. Williamson, and I have been employed

by the Southern Pacific for 36 years, 23 of which were in

actual terminal operations as a switchman, yardmaster, and

terminal officer in Los Angeles. The last 13 years have

been spent in system headquarters at San Francisco, where I

have system responsibilities in terminal operations and

evaluation of terminal operations. My responsibilities also

include design and implementation of major yard facilities,
%

such as the hump yard at West Colton, California.

The AAR requested that I furnish a narrative account of

why it is pract_eally impossible to change railroad operations

in order to comply with the proposed Ldn standard, a standard

: which artificially penalises nighttime noise by ten decibels.

This statement is intended to serve that purpose.

The EPA has suggested in its Background Document that

curtailment or elimination of the third trick of railroad

yard operations might be a viable alternative to achieve

compliance with the standard when all other nolse-attenuating

measures fail. This suggestion reflects a lack of knowledge

or understanding Of the realities of railroad operations.

Unlike other modes of transportation, railroad facilities

must be operated around the clock, 7 days a week, 365 days a

year. The necessity of around-the-clock operations arises

from both the needs of the shippers serviced by the railroads

and the very nature of the railroad plant which requires

maximum utilization of limited equipment and fixed facilities.
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Even to attempt such an undertaking unless restricted to

certain very isolated situations, would have a severe and

devastating impact on raii.-oad yard operations and rail-

serviced industry alike.

At the outset, it should be understood that the time

frames in which railroads perform terminal anc] other opera-

tions are dictated almost entirely by shippers' needs and by

local, state and federal regulatory bodies. Very little, if

any, is determined by railroad convenience,

The typical way in which railroads serve industry is to

pull cars from industrial plants on the afternoon shift or

nighttime hours _fter the plants have closed and then to take

those cars to train yards for switching and entrainment on the

midnight and first half of the day shift. Cars going to

industry are switched and lined up on the lust half of the day

shift and on the afternoon shift and are then delivered and

spotted on the mideight shift. Examples of some of these

industries are: perishable fruits and vegetables packing

hoases_ light manufacturing plants, prod_ice terminals, _etail

sales outlets, chemical and petroleum distributing outlets,

warehouse operationst retail automobile distribution centers,

and other such eight- or ten-hour-a-day eommerieal operations.

A typical example of switching requirements where

shipper production is accomplished during the day and early

evening hours and where the switching for pickup of loaded

ears and spotting of empties, as well as the making up of
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trains is accomplished during the night and early morning

hours is the perishable fruit and vegetable industry.

Throughout the agricultural regions on the Southern

Pacific, the fresh fruit and vegetable industry conducts its

field harvest operations during the early daytime hours then

packs the produce and loads the cars throughout the day and

early evening and finally the cars are switched from the

packing sheds and marshaled into trains during the nighttime

hours for expedited movement east. Usually cars are placed

at the packing sheds on adjacent drill tracks, often four

tracks deep, and loading takes place first into the cars on

the outer drill tracks through the open doorways of the

empty cars on the inner drill tracks and progresses to the

inner cars as the outer car loading is completed thereby

precluding switching of ears until all loading is completed.

This is true throughout every principal crop growing region on

Southern Pacific lines and cannot be readily altered because

i of the perishable nature of the product and the necessary

flow through requirements of the packing sheds and precooling

rooms and equipment.

There were over 62,000 carloads originating in 1977,

: and over 45,000 carloads originating in _978 on Southern

Pacific lines alone that fall into this category of switching

service requirements.

Of course, there are exceptions to this pattern. Some

large industries work two and three shifts a day and seven
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days a week, and require spotting and pulling on any shift.

Examples of such industries on Southern Pacific Lines are:

Automobile Assembly Plants, Freight Forwarders, Trailer on

Flat Car (TOFC) Operations, Steel Fabrication Plants, Mail

Handling Facilities, Breweries, Petroleum Refineries, Canned

Food Processing Plants, and lleavy Manufacturing Plants. Some

of these operations such as Automobile Assembly Plants because

of the volume of freight and number of railroad cars involved,

may require plant freight oar switching and classification

each and every shift of operation, as well as closed shift

hours.

A typical example of where nighttime, as well as

daytime switching is necessary is at the General Motors

Plant at Fremont, California. This plant operates two 9 I/2

hour shifts a day. Approximately 100 carloads of production

material are switched into the plant each day. During these

switching operations, empty ears must be removed from the

plant, as well as loaded cars switched into the plant. After

the loaded cars are switched into the plant, unloading takes

place throughout each shift virtually moving the material

from the cars to the production lines. Because of the two

shift operations, approximately half of the switching must

by necessity be performed during the plant's nighttime hours.

In addition to the 100 railroad carloads of production

materials into the plant daily, approximately 60 railroad

autoraek cars are switched into and out of the plant throughout
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each day's production for the transportation of new autos

from the plant. Similar Southern Pacific railroad switching

operations are also in effect at two General Motors plants

in the Los Angeles area.

A very large majority of shippers work days and need

to be serviced by railroads while they are closed. This is

truer for example, in the lumber milling industry where the

loading of lumber takes place on the same trackage and in

the same lumber storage areas as where the empty cars are

spotted for the next day's loading and from which the loaded

cars are pulled to the train yards for yard switching and

entrainment. It simply would not be possible to perform

in-plant switching during lumber loading operations, there-

fore, by necessity it must be performed after the plant

closes into the hours of the second or third shifts.

Also train arrivals and departures at yards and car

classification tracks also take place around the clock. An

example of this is Southern Pacific's Los Angeles, California,

hump yard. The average days switching capacity of this yard

is. approximately 2,200 cars. The average through-put is in

the range of 1,800 to 2,500 cars per day. In addition, the

switching facilities (hump) must be used for both inbound and

outbound switching. The physical capabilities of the switch-

ing facility are capable of producing about 700 cars per

_ 8-hour shift; consequently, any significant reduction in

_: 1427
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any one shift would result in an immediate back up of cars

that would soon bring the entire railroad system to a halt.

It is not possible to depart and arrive all trains during

the first and second shifts. Distance to travel and the

Federal Hours of Service Act have a very definite bearing

here as does the fixed physical capacity of our plant. It

simply is not physically possible to handle all of our activi-

ties in a 16-hour day either on the main llne or in terminals,

nor is it practical to even consider doing so. Even assuming

that the vast dislocation to the nation's industry could be

worked out (no one being serviced at night), we do not have

the tremendous capital funds to expand the nation's railroad

capacity by at least one-third to one-half to compensate for

the curtailment of nighttime operation. Furthermore, it is

not physically possible to expand land-locked facilities in

our major cities.

The railroad themselves would gladly operate two

shifts a day or even one for economic reasons if it were

practical to do so. Night operations are the most difficult

because of darkness and because of the human dislike of

working nights. This in itself makes nighttime operations

less desirable. Whenever possible, the industry does

curtail nighttime operations; but these instances are almost

in isolated low volume operations. Whether we llke it or

not, railroads must operate 24 hours a day to fulfill their

responsibilities.
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Another item to consider is the equipment shortages and

utilization problems that continually plague the industry and

shipping pl,blic and in which federal agencies, such as the

Interstate Commerce Commission, are constantly and actively

involved with regulations to improve efficiency in car hand-

ling that are not compatible with a two-shift operation. It

certainly would not help to compound this already serious

problem by discontinuing operatloss during a ten-hour period

at night. This would not have just a one-for-one effect on

car detention, but would be compounded into major disruptions

in the longer schedules.

Finally, I believe that restricting operations to two

shifts a day would have a detrimental effect on railroad labor

since much of their earnings are predicted on agreements

covering a three-shift day. A case in point is switchmen in

terminals who have a contract that calls for time-and-a-half

pay for a second shift worked in a calendar day. As an

example, a man may work from 7:59 a.m. to 3:59 p.m. at

straight time and then work form 11:59 p.m. to 7:59 a.m. at

time and a half. Many, many such shifts are worked and are

the basis of take-home pay standards for individuals. This

would not be possible if there were no third shift.

In closing, I would like to repeat that the railroads

themselves would implement a two-shift operation if it were

possible. In practically all instances, it is not. An

attempt was made by SPTCo. in the recent past for efficiency



and economic reasons to reduce the Los Angeles hump yard to

a two-shift operation. The theory was that the activities of

the other two shifts could be speeded up and scheduled in such

a way as to handle all cars on a two-shlft basis. This effort

was never successful simply because the facility could not.

produce 24 hours of work in 16 hours. The irregularity caused

by the break in production flow caused such inefficiencies

that the second shift was regularly working four hours over-

time, and delays to cars became intolerable. Because of this,

we soon went back to a three-shift operation.

While we have not quantified the results of the Los

Angeles experiment, we do know that from the standpoint of

serving the customer and keeping the terminal fluid that the

experiment did not work.

Operating a two-shift railroad would, in my considered

opinion, based on my experience and knowledge about railroad

operations, result in:

(a) A major disruption to the shipping public, most

of whom need 24-hour service;

(b) A major decline in equipment utilization requiring

the addition of new cars and locomotives to make

up for lost cars days;

(c) A major congestion of rail facilities with

eventual shutdown of all operations due to fixed

capacity of yards;
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(d) A major shift to other modes of transportation;

and

(e) A major impact on rall labor.

• ./ _?

W. V. Williamson

Manager Operations & Terminal Systems
Southern Pacific Transporation Company

San Francisco, California
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July 25, 197B

Hollis G. Duensing, Esq.
Association of American Railroads

Law Department
American Railroads Bldg.

Washington, D,C.

Dear Mr. Duensing:

This refers to your letter of July 5th, requesting certain
questionnaire information concerninq classification yards
and a narrative discussion relative to industrial yards.

The questionnaire is attached. It indicates conclusively

that any restriction on classification activity could
not be absorbed at the same or other yards.

As mentioned at our meeting in Washinqton, Conrail employs
yard crews at 338 locations. 175 of these have 3rd trick

crews regularly assigned. 15 of these are major yards
slqnifieantly oriented towards classifying cars beyond
their immediate retail serving territory. In other words,
at approximately 160 of the locations where we work
crews on the ii P.M. to 7 A,M. shift, the prime purpose

is to direetly aecomodate customer tall service require-
ments°

The continuous operation of the railroad including yard
switching operations has existed ever since the headlight
was invented, i.e, almost from the beginning. The general
pattern_Industrlal growth and hours of plant operation
followed the growth of the 24 hour railroad network, The

basic service structure was (and still is in large degree)
for today's loads to be pulled and forwarded tonight.
(Your category l) Tomorrow's raw material is placed in

the early A.M° - perhaps just after arrival.(Your category 2)

To feed production, large rall oriented industries working
two shifts require almost continuous switching service.
Those that work around the clock do so absolutely. Some
industries such as produce terminals are early morning

operations themselves. Others reqsire car placement during
the night to provide work for casual labor such as meat-

cutters or warehouse labor. This force is engaged day
by day on the premise that specific cars will be available

tomorrow. This force will be paid for nothing if the cars
are not available to unload. The traditional evening release -
early _ placement has returned to particular vogue with
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the advent and growth of the piggyback trade. The entire

service pattern of this major rail business segment is based

upon evening loading and dispatch coupled with early morning

arrival and unloading. The alternative is the truck t£aw_linq
thru the night.

Examples of industries depending absolutely upon night time
tall service are several:

Automobile assembly plants - evening and early morning

inbound tall cars area_sine qua non of keepin_ the production

line from _oing down. Alternative premium transportation is
possible as a short term stop gap only. i attach typical

switching schedules for two auto related facilities with
which I am familiar, the Willow un auto loading dock, the GMAD

Willow Run assembly plant, the Olds main plant at Lausinq

(both an assembly and a parts manufacturing plant).

Steel mills - continuous operation of blast furnaces, open

hearths, rolling mills,basic oxygen furnaces and the like
require rail support at all times, either the road haul

carrier, the plant switching road or some combination of

each. Examples on Conrail are the Bethlehem Burns Harbor
in plant, Great Lakes steel at Trenton, Micb Midwest steel

at Portage In, and several other and even larger mills.

Produce markets - uonrail serves several major rail p_oduce

unloading market terminals notably at Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, New York and Boston. These markets require by

trade custom and regulatory Fiat to be protectad by a

published early morning placement. In this connection see

Page 4 of TL-CTR freight tariff 841 ICC C-I182 copy attached.

Major rail oriented industries - Many large manufacturing
industries require dedicated switch engine service on a

continuous basis because their plants must have an ongoing
flow of loaded and empty cars to survive. I am personally

familiar with the cereal mill operations at Battle Creek,

where there is a committed crew working from 11:30 P.M. to

7;30 A.M., for the exclusive purpose of serving the Kellogg
cereal plant. This crew switches continuously tbru the night

between the serving yard and the Kellogg complex. A similar
dedicated 3rd trick crew serves the Post Division of General

Foods. A like situation obtains at Mehoopany, Pa, where

continuous coverage of Proctor and Gamble's Charmin paper

plant is provided. These assignments are indicated on
the attached Lehigh Division list of local freights. Although

nominally locals, the Charmin jobs are yard engines for

practical purposes, and exist to serve around the clock at
the industry. Neither Battle Creek or Mehoopany is unique.

The industrial support acitivty of many yards involves making

up local freight trains for daylight operation during the
ii P.M. to 7 A.M. shift. In this connection, I attach a

sample portion of the local freight train schedule book
showing local freight trains emanating froln Rutherford and
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Pavonis, with a heavy concentration of daylight departures.

Night time industrial switching activity is a necessity to

serve many patrons in urban core areas where vehicular

congestion precludes train operation during daylight hours.
This is part of the service at several locations on Conrail,

notably at Baltimore, Philadelphia, Newark and Jersey City.

The prohibition against daylight switching may be by
ordinance curfew or simply a practical operating matter.

At locations along the Northeast Corridor and in co_nuter
areas, freight, local, transfer and industrial crews cannot

traverse passenger main tracks except at night.

Essentially, the railroad provides warehoused inventory on

wheels. This inventory must be available when either con-

tinuously for large rail transportation users or before

the work day in the case of other major patrons. Those
customers whose rail service requirements can be met

exclusively by daylight mid-shift service are usually the
smaller or less service sensitive concerns or those who

use other than rail transport for most of their needs.

The consequence of interdicting night time service in whole
or in part would be widely disruptive of major industry

(chemical, steel, auto, paper, food products, warehousing,

coke, power plants ad infinitum) to the point where the
nation's economy would be on its knees the day after

implementation, An absurd extension of the effects would
require a tripling of the customer portion of the freight

car cycle:

Daylight Day 1 Place car for Day 2's use
Daylight Day 2 Unload Car

Daylight Day 3 Pull car after prior days unloading

The inflationary impact of trying to cope with a few decibels

is beyond imagining. Taking the word "environment" in its
widest context, shutting off the arteries of rail commerce

during darkness would do nothing for the quality of human life.

Sincerely,/_v_-/

 itchoock
ce: Mr. Daniel F. Denovan //'Director - Terminal Planning

Commerce Counsel - 1138 "/
Mr. E.T. Harley

Director - Operations Technology - 950
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File 90-D_W <"" 191L_
£uitchinft F[:? ""

Hr, H. Pa_._on,Tra£nm_er

Coasoli¢la_edII;llCorpora:lea _L_ ['_0........................
2575 Eeozse Pond
Ypsilenci, |_ictff....an 48197

Dear Sift

P1ea_o be ad%,le_d £hac cffecrlvc February 13, 1978, G._L%DWillow Rullwill
require ottl£ehia 8 a_ rht_foll_:in_ time!J:

TreekA _T& _B

11:00 p.m. (pr_or ovenin 3) 1:30 a.l_. - 5:00 a.m,
6:15 a.m. 9:00 ;:.m. - 9:30 n.m,
10:30 a.m. I:20 p,n*. 3:30 p,m,

5:30 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 8:3o p.m.

'£rack_ 19 21 22 & 23

lI:O0 p.m. (prior ewnins) 1:30 e.n. 6:00 a.m.
7:30 a,m, (as required) 10:30 n.m. - tl:00 a,m.

: 10:00 a.m, 3:00 l:'.F'l. 4:00 p._t.
5:00 p,m. (n_ required) 8:00 p.m. 8:30 p.m,

On the Body Side, 'track 17 ha_ priority over Track 10 and Track 23 has priority
over Track 19 ca the Chaa_io Side.

Ve_'y truly youro,

.n

L..._- /i .
,.. .• ;,,..,,: ._,. ,..(

D, _, I;ayDrG_C
Co.nerai Sttp_'_i¢or

/d
ec_ lit, d. Fraser, ConRail dacl:son

/}it, Ao D.tl..a_ C..'_a&ai_ _ "_"_
}|r.A. Gttrrlet'e,_:¢J_e_ialD_rcccs_",.W_llo_#Ruri

[435

l
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Fabrunt7 16, 1978

File 90-DEW

Switching

Hr, H. Pax_on, Train_astor
Consollda(;cd Rail Corporation
2575 Ecorse Road
Ypsilanti, _lichigan48197

Dear Sir:

Please be advised that effective 'fuesday, Peb_un_, 34, _978, Q[AD
Willo_ Run _;illrequire sultchlng a_ tilecarlo:idlngdock at the
£ollowin_ ti_es"

l:O0 a.m. 5:30 o.m.
6:30 a.m. - 7:00 a.m.

I0:00 a._. - 10:50 n._.

[:00 p.m. 4:00 p.m,
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p,m.

Very truly youra,

J.D.Lyon_

Traffic,.=._,llanager__ __.

D. E. Waybra_t
General Supervisor

Id _"
¢¢1 Mr. a. Fraser, Co:LRail- Jackson

Mr. A. Duncan. OoaRall - _ack:;on

,_.r,"[,;d_"JN-.:_'.-,.Lh :.. •

FtLEIqo........... '........"_
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@ISHER BODY DIVISION
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

LANSING PLANT

LANSIN£_I MICHIGAN 48_04

DATE: NOVEM]]ER 17, 1977

SUBJECT: PLANT SWITCEING SCIIEDOLE

FROM: D.P. LEONARD

TO: MR. L. D. MAILAND

We have notified Consolidated Rall Corporation of our changes (*) in

schedules effective November 21, 1977. The track release tlmvs and
the required set-up times are as follow:

SNITCH ORDER TO BE START SWITCHING REQUIP_ED TRACK SNITCHING
CALLED TO R R BY PLANT SET-UP SEQUENCE

11:15 P.M. 3:30 A.M. 6:30 A.M.. 8
11:15 P.M. 3:30 A.M. 6:45 A.M. 7-5-3-4
8:00 A,M. 10:45 A.M. 11:15 A.M. 8

8:30 A.M. 11:00 A.M. Ii:30 A.M. 7
8:30 A,M. 12:00 NOON 12:30 P.M. 5-4-3

(*) 12:00 NOON 3:45 P.M. 4:30 P_M. 8
(*) 12:00 NOON 4:00 P.M. 4:45 P.M. 7-5-3
(*) 6:00 P.M. 8:43 P.M. 9:15 P.M. 8

(*) 6:00 P,M. 9:00 P.M. 9:30 P.M. 7
(*) 6:00 P.M. 9:30 P.M. I0:00 P.M. 5-3

D. P. Leonard

Traffic Nanager

By:L _ _< ,'/V_t_----
Terry_. Rous4

cc: G.W. Figg {3)

W. Go Fault (3)
T. L. Rouse (2)
J° HarVey
R. A. Rosen

L. R. Eoerma J.A. Fraser, Dlv. Supt., CR-Jackson

J. Stowell _'A. Duscan, Asst. Supt., CR-Jaclcson
T. Miles, TM-CR-Lansing J. Spauldlng, Tech. Cir. - Traffic
Yardmaster, CR-Saglnaw Yard R. Eatfield, GM Logistics
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• • TARIFF B41

_°_
_A _I CACO DAY

_rs recelved by Indiana IIar_r Be]'_ _t]ro_d prlor _o 3tO0 _I'_
Cars recelvvd at Blue l_l_nd Y_rdm _Ive_le_ 111. prlor to 4:00 _ 0

V111 _ a_'ai|aUIe _ t_am tr_ck at _'ast_'rn Ylsrkrt_;i c.xccpt

_ew York. _°Y. (II_:_t's Po_n_ _!._rket) 6:00 _I 2

B_ffalol ._.Y° (_za_ara Frontier F_ T¢i_,a]) _:_ _I 3

(_'_ received by l,dlana H_x'bor _I_. _l|r_d prlo_ to 1:30 _I 0
_S r_c_t_¢d a_ B|ue l_]_nd Y_rd, Rt_'e_a_v_ I_I. prt_r _-o 2:30 _I 0

Wi]_ be _'_I|_t)|e on tea_ tr_ck a_ _ster_l _arkot_. _xcept
_tu_a's, $u,days nnd If_lld=v_, _5 foIIu_:
B_tu,, ass° (._vw En_land _r_u¢_ Center) $:00 _I 3

frel_ht Irai_s Vashln_.ton, D°C. (IT_Ion M_rket) 3:00 _i 3

_00 _ndI_n_ frelh
l_rJsh_ble com- VI_. ST. LOUIS
m_tles _et _e_n
_l,ts on ¢R Cars recelved at _e Lake Ya_ £° St° L_Iso I_|° p_l_r _o I-_:01 ._ 0

l_ew York. _°Y. (iI_t_s _i_t _arkut) 6:00 _._ 3

_ttsb_r_h_ J_° CCunrail _l_cv Te_'_I_) 5:00 ._ 3
L_ffalo, _.¥. (_laG_ra Frontlet Food T_r=Inal) 6:00 _I 3

(:arm arrAvin_ _Loma¢ Yard, Alexanarla_ ¥a. prior Lo 12:01 _q 0

VII1 be avat)lble on team tr_ck at I_stern Markets, _.xeept
Saturdays, S_nd_ys az:d _/olida)'s, AS follo_:
BosLon_ Hass. (_;ew J_n_:land Produce Center) 12:01 _q 3
_ew York, X.¥. (Hunt,s Pol.t ._arket) 6:00 _ "._
I_alladulphla, _. (C_l_ral_ Produce Ter'_lr, a%) 6:O0 _q 2
baltlm.re, _l_. (Canrai] Pp_uce T_r_ln_l) _:00 _q 2

BOT£:

Theme schedules do not _ply to cam _htch are dlvorted or reconsl_:ned enroute. _hen s_tpl_l_ t_tr_ction_
require rm_rli_crstlon or hemter stl;entlon enro.te, sche_|e_ _'Ill be 24 hours Ion_:er th_n s_o_n _bovc,

(C_xt li_u*,d)
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iNTRODUCTION

On April 17, 1979, the "Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for

Noise Emission Standards for Transportation Equipment Inter-

state Rail Carriers" was published in the Federal Reqister.

These standards, proposed by the U. S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, are intended to control overall facility - espec-

ially, rail yard - and equipment noise at the receiving property

limit. Additionally, standards for specific pieces of equipment

or operations of equipment apply to retarders, mechanical refrig-

eration cars and car coupling. The standards, as proposed by EPA,

are listed below:

I Receivlng2._operty IEffecclve
I S,ou==e I s_anaardsr de Qa_e
I ,I

I I 24-hourpezlod,L4n I 1 b'ou_period,Leq(l)
J I _ daztime niohtt/me
I I I
JAIlYard Sacilities& 5_lipment t 70 ] 84 74 1982
JHu_pYaxd Fac/lities& 5qui_mentJ 65 ] 79 69 1985

squrce Standards, LA Effective hate II
Re_arde_s 90 dB at 30 meters 1982 I
Ref'.ige:atorCars 78 dB at 7 meters 1982 f

Car Cocolinq 95 d8 at 30 me_e_s _ 1982 I

As part of the overall analysis and evaluation of the

standards by the Association of American Railroads and its mem-

ber roads, Southern Railway addressed one of the implications of
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these standards. If the proposed standards are enacted with

their stringently low levels for allowable noise end with the
'added penalties to nighttime noise factored into the Ldn meas-

urement, and if, as suggested in the results of analyses of cur-

rently-available noise abatement technology, railroads are unable

to meet these levels using that technology, then the only means

(besides buffer acquisition) which could possibly allow compli-

ance with the standards are curtailment and resoheduling of

nighttime operatibns, a measure which the EPA views as a viable -

yet, last - resort.

In July, 1978 and again in April, 1979 (when the specifics

of the proposal became available), the Operations Research Depart-

ment of Southern Railway was asked to analyze the effects that

curtailment of yard operations - particularly during nighttime

hours - would have on overall operation of the Southern Railway.

To do this, Southern's computer simulation model, called SIMTRAN,

i
was used to predict the effects of changes in operation. This

program accepts, as input, train schedules, routing policies,

yard and line of road characteristics, and traffic to be moved

from origin to destination. The logic of the program simulates

the movement of this traffic from origin to destination, as con-

trolled by these input parameters. Reports produced from the pro-

gram provide statistics regarding origin to destination traffic

flow, yard congestion, train delay - all designed to indicate the

effectiveness of the operating plan being evaluated.

Three simulation exercises were conducted to show the impact

of nighttime curtailment. The report which follows describes the

results obtained and the methodology employed.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS:

The following conclusions have been drawn from the

simulation studies conducted.

I. Total curtailment Of niqhttime classifica-

tion at merely one major freight yard facil-

ity will not only cripple that yard's produc-

tivity but also adversely affect systemwide

operations to the point that total system

shutdown would occur.

2. Partial curtailment of nighttime operations

at yards bordering on non-compatible (or

developed) land uses will result in a severe

deterio_ation in service, will cripple pro-

ductivity at a number of major facilities and

will result ultimately in total system shutdown.
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METHODOLOGY
.,L,,

SIMTRAN is a computer model designed to simulate the

movement of traffic through the Southern Railway System.

It is a so-called "network model" similar in concept to the

AAR Network Model developed in the late 1960's, and other

models developed independently by several railroads.

Southern began the development of its first network model

in 1967. SIMTRAN is the third such model and has been in

use since the early 1970's to evaluate the impact of major

operating changes on the railroad. It was employed before

and after the opening of the Sheffield (Alabama) hump yard

in 1973 to evaluate revised train schedules and routing

policies to be used in conjunction with the new hump yard.

It was used in a similar fashion to help justify a new hump

yard at Linwood, N. C., which yard is currently being com-

pleted. Its most recent use, o_her than the noise abatement

study reported here, has been to design a new train service

plan to take maximum advantage of the hourly car hire rules

that went into effect in July 1978.

An extensive amount of input data is required to drive

this model. Major areas of definition are train service,

routing (blocking) policy, yard characteristics, line of

road characteristics and traffic to be moved. Major elements

i_ required in each category are the following:
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Train Service (for each train): departing terminal,

time of departure, next destination, car limit,

tonnage limit, class, minimum car and tonnage

limits for operation, days of week operating,

running time to next destination.

Blockln_ Policy (for each block on each train): train,

priority, next destination of block, traffic car-

ried in block, types of cars allowed.

Yard Characteristics (for each terminal in network):

yard capacity, receiving yard capacity (if a hump

yard), hourly traffic processing rate, specified

by shift.

Line of Road Characteristics (for each line segment):

capacity, basic running time (each direction) by

class of train.

Traffic (for each car or group of cars with similar

characteristics): originating terminal, time of

origination, destination on line, ear type, load

or empty status.

This data is totally mechanized. Train service, blocking

policies, yard and road characteristics are maintained in

computerized files. One such file represents "current ope-

rating policy" and is continually updated to reflect latest

changes. The "standard" network defined by this file con-
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rains forty-six terminals On the Southern Railway system.

These terminals are shown on the system map on the preceding

page. This standard file was employed in the noise abate-

ment study. Traffic data for any selected historical period

is extracted from computerized car movement history files.

Traffic for May 1-16, 1978, a typically heavy traffic period,

was selected for this analysis.

Model Logic controls the movement of cars from origin

to destination. After a out of cars comes on line at its

origin terminal, it is placed in a classification queue,

behind all other cars awaiting classification. The time

these cars are available for outbound departure is deter-

mined by the number ahead and the processing (classifica-

tion) rate of the yard. Once classified, the cars will be

assigned to the first eligible departing train having suf-

ficient available space.

The cars will move on this train either to final desti-

nation or to some intermediate handlin_ point. The process

is repeated until the cut of cars departs its final terminal

on a local train or is delivered to another railroad in inter-

change.

Statistics are gathered throughout the simulation and

reflect car movement, train movement and yard performance,

The methodology employed in this EPA related study was

to vary the traffic procsssing rates for those yards whose
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operation would he curtailed. This rate, for each yard, is

the number of cars that can be processed hourly and reflects

classification, outbound pull back and overhead. The hourly

processing rate can be further varied by shift of operation.

In each of the three scenarios analyzed, a different cur-

tailment assumption was tested. In the first case study, the

effects of total curtailment nightly at one major hemp yard

were evaluated. The second case study considered the effects

of partial curtailment nightly for several, but not all, of

the yards bordering on "developed" land. In each of these

first two cases, the nighttime curtailment is reflected in

SIMTRAN by reducing or eliminating the midnight-SAM processing

rate for the yards involved. Note that this ks a s_rter

period (by one hour) than the 10PM-7AM criterion proposed by

EPA in the heavier weighting of noise emitte, _uring nighttime

hours in the Ldn measure. The modeled time period of eight

hours is, therefore, less stringent than the EPA - proposed

time period of nine hours. Further, the model's night shift

starting time of midnight varies from the EPA starting time of

10PM; but, careful analysis has shown that this two hour vari

ance would have little or no effect on the results predicted

by the model.

In the third case study, the processing rate for each shift

is adjusted to reflect a 50% reduction in processing during the

nine hours from 10PM to 7AM and a 10% increase in processing
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during the fifteen daytime hours. This was done for all yards

bordering on developed land.
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CASE #i: TOTAL CURTAILMENT

The first exercise undertaken was intended to show the

effect of totally shutting down car classification at one

major yard facility during the period midnight-8AM. Inman

Yard, within the city limits of Atlanta, Georgia, was chosen.

Inman is the largest hump yard operation on the Southern Rail-

way: sixteen receiving yard tracks, sixteen forwarding yard

tracks and sixty-four classification tracks. Approximately

twenty-five hundred cars are classified over the hump daily.

Between 3500 and 4000 cars are handled through the yard daily.

A large number of these cars either originate or terminate in

the Atlanta area.

In the simulation analysis, the hump was closed down

from midnight until 8AM. Train arrivals and departures dur-

ing this period were not altered. The effect on the stand-

ing capacity of the Inman receiving yard is shown graphically

in Figure i. This plots the number of cars awaiting classifica-

tion at midnight daily, over the sixteen day period simulated.

Under the normal three shift operation, an average of 416 cars

await classification at midnight daily. Under the curtailed

operation this average is 5709 cars. The standing capacity of

the 2nman receiving yard is 2400 cars. As Figure i shows, the

backlog of cars continually increases. In fact, the capacity

of the receiving yard becomes exceeded during the third day of

operation and all practical yard operation would have terminated
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by this time. The simulation, assuming a limitless receiv-

ing yard storage area, was permitted to continue through

sixteen days of operation to see if any stabilizing trend

developed. None did.

The effect on car transit times from origin to destina-

tion is also highly negative. Under normal operation in

these sixteen days (simulated), the average origin to desti-

nation trip time for all cars on the Southern Railway is 50.7

hours. Under the curtailed operation (with only this one facil-

ity closed at night), the transit time increases te 56.6 hours.

Cars handled directly by the Inman facility fare much worse

than this average indicates. For instance, the trip time for

cars originating in the Atlanta area destined for Cincinnati

increases from 47 hours to 117 hours while the trip time for

cars in the opposite direction increases from 51 hours to 139

hours. Note that these statistics reflect only those movements

successfully reaching their destination. A disproportionate

number of cars in the curtailment study did not reach their

destinatien in the sixteen-day simulation period.

These results indicate that total nighttime curtailment of

merely one major yard facility is notally impractical. The

effect of shutting additional facilities would logically be

_ even more impractical.
i,l
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CASE #2: PARTIAL CURTAILMENT

This analysis of partial nighttime curtailment - as well as

the preceding Case #i analysis - was done in July,-1978. At that

time, land use definitions for "compatible" and "non-compatible"

land from the Standard Land Use Codin_ Manual were being considered

by the EPA for application of rail yard noise emission standards. Yards

bordering on "compatible" land, i.e., manufacturing areas or undevel-

oped areas, were slated for less stringent standards that those re-

quired for yards bordering on "non-compahible" land, i.e., residen-

tial, eenunercial, or institutional use areas.

With this differentiation, an analysis was undertaken to quan-

tify the system-wide effects of partial curtailment of operations.

It was felt that halvin_ the nighttime classification capability at

yards bordering on "non-compatible" land use would fairly represent

this minimum. [Theoretically, one may expect a reduction of the

Leg (i) by approximately three decibels when the level of activity

is reduced by one half.] Yards bordering on compatible land use

were allowed to operate at full capacity in the analysis. Of the

forty-six yards considered in the simulation, thirty were classi-

fied as non-compatlble. (See Table I below.) Note that of the six

hump yards currently operating on Southern Railway, four border on

non-compatible land uses.

As in the first simulation exercise, a full sixteen days of

simulated operation was attempted. However, SIMTRAN terminated

• after nine days of operation due to an excessively large backlog

of cars awaiting classification at various yards. Due to this
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Table 1

Southern Railway Yards "Compatibility" Status

1. "Compatible" Yards:

Asheville Frisco Yard, Tn. Mr, Vernon
Bristol Jacksonville Richmond

Centralia Louisville * Selma, AI.
Chocowinlty * Macon (Brosnan) * Sheffield
Cincinnati Mobile Spencer
Colurabus, Ga.

2. "Non-compatible" Yards:

Albany Columbia Meridian
Altavista Danville, Ky. Monroe
Andover Danville, Va, New Orleans

* Atlanta (Inman)** Durham Norfolk

Augusta E. St. Louis Pot Yard
* Birrninqham (Norris) Greensboro Princeton

Charleston Greenville Raleigh
Charlotte * _noxville (Sevier) Savannah

Chattanooga DeButts) Lynchburg Spartanburg
Memphis Valdosta

Winston-Salem

*Hump yards.

"*For purposes of these studies Inman Yard and the adjacent
piggyback facilities are treated as one yard.
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premature termination, car transit time statistics were invali-

dated. However, yard congestion results were available and are

summarized as follows:

io The sixteen compatible yards suffered no deterio-

ration of service. These yards handle 34% of all

cars processed daily on the Southern Railway System.

2. One-half (fifteen) of the "non-compatible" yards _uf-

fered no significant deterioration of service. Three

of these (Altavista, Durham, and Lynchburg) do not

currently operate during nighttime hours in the

first place. Nine more of these yards (Andover,

Columbia, Danville (Ky.), Danville (Va.), East St.

Louis, Memphis, Monroe, Raleigh and Winston-Salem)

currently process fewer than 50% of their potential

nighttime capacity. The remaining three yards in

this category (Greenville, Norfolk, Meridian) did

suffer deterioration of service during nighttime

hours but were able to absorb the backlog during

daylight hours. These fifteen yards handle 18% of

all cars processed daily on Southern.

3. The other fifteen "non-compatible" yards experienced

severe yard congestion due to partial nighttime

curtailment. These fifteen yards normally handle

48% of all cars processed daily on the System. Five

of these yards (Albany, New Orleans, Potomac Yard,

Spartanburg and Valdosta) operated at or over capac-
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ity at some period during the nine days but stab-

ilized to within 70% of standing capacity by the

ninth day. Three yards (Birmingham, Charlotte,

Knoxville) exceeded standing capacity early in the

period and continued to backlog cars at an uncon-

trolled rate. Three additional yards (Atlanta, Chatta-

nooga, and Savannah) experienced a continuously grow-

ing backlog of cars to be handled. After nine days

these three yards are in excess of 90% of stand-

ing capacity and show no signs of stabilizing. The

remaining four yards (Augusta, Charleston, Greensboro

and Princeton) after nine days are operating between

70% and 90% of standing capacity with no surety of

stabilizing.

4. The six yards in paragraph 3 above which are near or

over capacity and which show no signs of stabilizing

normally account for 34% of all traffic handled

daily. Four of these six are hump yards.

These results were obtained by comparing yard traffic levels

with "standing" capacities. Standing capacity is a theoretical

maximum defined by the number of cars a yard can hold. The more

realistic operating capacity of a yard is somewhat less and

defines the congestion level at which yard operations severely

deteriorate and the yard becomes "blocked out." The physical num-

ber of cars in a yard which equate to this operating capacity is
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difficult to quantify, Results above are measured against theo-

retical capacities, when in reality the impact of nighttime cur-

tailment is much more severe under operating capacity restrictions.

Figure i on a previous page showed the rapid increase of back-

logged cars in the Inman receiving yard if that yard only were to-

tally shutdown at night. For comparison purposes, Figure 2 (be-

low) shows the Inman receiving yard status under half curtailed

operation. Note that by the ninth day standing capacity is exceeded;

capacity was nearly reached earlier in the simulated period.

The conclusion that must be drawn from this second exercise

is that even a minimal disruption of nighttime operation at major

yard facilities has a drastic negative impac_ on system operation.

Any further nighttime operating restrictions beyond these minimal

measures would cause further disruption, resulting in total system

shutdown.
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN

CASE #2 and CASE #3

Case #2 Case #3

Land Use "Compatible" vs. "Developed" vs.
Definitions "Non-compatible" "Undeveloped"

Periodof 12M - BAM 10PM - 7AM
Curtailment

Hoursof 8 hours 9 hours
Curtailment

Factorof 50% 50%
Curtailmen_ 1

Factor og 100% 110%
Increase

Factorof Daily 3 83% 88%
Level of Activity

l"Factor of curtailment" (FC) is the modelled level of activity
relative to the normal level of operations during the period
of curtailment. (Note that this factor is the same in both
cases.)

2"Factor of increase" (FI) is the modelled level of activity
relative to the normal level of operations during daytime
hours.

3"Factor of daily level of ' "activlty (FDLA) is the modelled
level of activity over a twenty-four hour period relative
to normal yard processing operations. This factor is cal-
culated using the factors of curtailment and increase as
fellows:

FDLA = Hrs. of Curtail.* FC + {24-Hrs. of Curtail.)* FI
24

FDLAcase 2 8* .50 + 16" 1.00 = .8324

FDLAcase 3 = 9* .50 + 15" 1.10 = .8824
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CASE #3: PARTIAL CURTAILMENT

A second analysis of partial nighttime curtailment was done

in May, 1979, after the proposed rail yard noise level standards

were published in the Federal Reqister. This analysis is similar

to the Case #2 analysis of partial curtailment, but differs from

it in several respects. The differences in approach between the

two analyses are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, Case #3 applies land use definitions for

property bordering on yards of "developed" or "undeveloped" prop-

erty rather than "compatible" or "non-compatible" land. "Undevel-

oped property", as defined in the proposed standards, means "any

land property that has not been developed for human use in any of

the following Standard Land Use Codin_ Manual (SLUCM) general land

use classifications: residential; manufacturing; transportation;

communication and utilities; trade; services; and cultural, enter-

tainment and recreational." Since manufacturing areas are included

in the "developed property" definition, but not in the "incompatible"

land definition, eight additional yards are subjected to partial

curtailment in this analysis. (See Table 3.) Again, as was the

case in the preceding analysis, four of the six hump yards cur-

rently operating on Southern Railway are subject to partial curtail-

ment.

The second difference between the two partial curtailment

analyses entails a difference in both the period and the hours of

curtailment. In the previous analysis, the third shift of opera-

tion - the eight hours between midnight and 8AM - was curtailed.
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Table 3

Southern Railway Yards on "Undeveloped"
and "Developed" Property

1. Yards Borderinq on "Undeveloped" Property:

Centralia Mr. Vernon

Chocowinity Richmond
Frisco Yard, Tn. * Sheffield

• Macon Spencer

2. Yards Borderin@ on "Developed" Property:

Albany ** Columbus, Ga. ** Mobile
Altavista Danville, Ky. Monroe
Andover Danville, Va. New Orleans

** Asheviile Durham Norfolk

* Atlanta (Inman) E. St. Louis Pot Yard
Augusta Greensboro Princeton

* Birmingham Greenville Raleigh
** Bristol ** Jacksonville Savannah

Charleston * Knoxville ** Selma, AI.

Charlotte ** Louisville Spartanburg
* Chattanooga Lynchburg Valdosta

** Cincinnati Memphis Winston-Salem
Columbia Meridian

* Hump yards.

** Yards curtailed in Case #3 analysis which were not curtailed
in Case #2.
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This analysis, however, models the nine-hour period from 10PM to

7AM specified in the proposed standards.

Thirdly, an attempt was made in this analysis to compensate

for the reduced level of nighttime activity by increasing daytime

operations to an extent possible, given practical capacity con-

straints. A review of yard operating capacities indicated that a

ten percent increase in the level of operations is a reasonable

goal.

As in the previous simulation exercises, sixteen days of simu-

lated operation were attempted. Again, as in the Case #2 analysis,

SIMTRAN terminated, in this case after ten days of operation (as

compared with nine days) due to an excessively large backlog of

cars awaiting classification at various yards. Again, yard conges-

tion resulted in much the same manner as before. These results are

summarized below:

i. The eight yards bordering on undeveloped land use,

and therefore not curtailed, suffered no deterio-

ration of service. These yards handle 18% of all

cars processed daily on the Southern Railway Sys-

tem.

2. Twenty-four of the yards bordering on developed

land use, suffered no significant deterioration of

i service. Four of these (Alta Vista, Bristol, Dur-

!i ham, and Lynchburg) do not currently operate dur-

ing nighttime hours, thus no curtailment was neces-

sary. Ten more Of these yards (Andover, Columbia,

! Danville (Ky.), Danville (Va.), East St. Louis,
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Memphis, Monroe, Princeton, Raleigh, and Winston-

Salem) currently process f_wer than 50% of their

potential nighttime capacity. The remaining ten

yards in this category (Albany, Asheville, Augusta,

Greenville, Meridian, Mobile, New Orleans, Norfolk,

Selma and Valdosta) did suffer deterioration of ser-

vice during nighttime hours but were able to absorb

the backlog during daylight hours. These twenty-four

yards handle 31% of all cars processed daily on

Southern.

3. Fourteen of the yards bordering on developed land

use and having curtailed nighttime operations experi-

enced severe yard congestion. These yards normally

handle 51% of all cars processed daily on the System.

Two of these yards (Cincinnati and Columbus) operated

at or over capacity at some period during the ten days

but stabilized to within 70% of standing capacity by

the tenth day. Four yards (Birmingham, Jacksonville,

Knoxville and Savannah) exceeded standing capacity

early in the period and continued to backlog cars at

an uncontrolled rate. The remaining eight yards

(Atlanta, Charleston, Charlotte, Chattanooga, Greens-

boro, Louisville, Pot Yard and Spartanburg) after ten

days show no surety of stabilizing.
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Figure 3 compares the receiving yard status during normal vs,

curtailed operation of these four affected hump yards - Inman Yard

in Atlanta, Georgia; Norris Yard in Birmingham, Alabama; deButts

Yard in Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Sevier Yard in Knoxville.

Figure 4 shows the yard status for both normal and curtailed opera-

tions at five of the larger flat yards which were adversely affected.

Results of this analysis support the conclusion drawn in the

second exercise that even a minimal disruption of nighttime opera-

tion at major yard facilities has a drastic negative impact on sys-

tem operation. Any further nighttime operating restrictions beyond

these minimal measures would cause further disruption, resulting in

total system shutdown.
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Exhibit V

NOISE IMPLICATIONS OF REDUCED RAILROAD TRAFFIC

I .0 INTRODUCTION

A possible consequenceof railroad noise omission standards is that freight carried

by railroads may decrease, either as a result of rate increases or decreased rall s/stern

capacity. Much of Ihls last freight is likely to be transported by trucks. In this note, the

effect of this Iransfer of freight on community noise exposure is estimated.

2.0 NOISE EMISSIONS OF TRUCKS AND TRAINS

Basedon data presented in Reference 1, the average freight traln has67.2 cars

and carries a net load of 1943 tons, with 55.5 percent of the cars loaded. Assumingan

average car length of 60 feet, the noise exposure 1O0 feet from this average train traveling

60 mph on level grade is

SENELtrol n = 103.9dB

This value wasobtained using the method of Reference 2. SENEL from the locomotive is

98 dB, while Ihat from the cars is 102.6.

Baseden roadside noise level data collected in Reference 3s the typical maximum

passby level 50 feet from a heavy tru:k at 60 mph is 88.3 riB. The noise exposure at

1DOfeet is

SENELtruck = 87.1 dB

Comparing thenoise exposurefrom both, a single traln generates as much noiseas ab_t

48 trucks.

The average cargoweight of long-haul tractor-trailer trucks is 13.5 tons (Refer-

ence 4, p.11-4). The cargo carried by one lypical freight train would requlre 1,_4trucks

at average loading, t The total noiseexposure from these trucks would be

SENELtru=k+101og10 144 = 108.7dB

i ., , ,, ,
t

The load factor for traoks_ in termsof average load versusmaximum permllted load, ascom-
parable to the loaded car ratio eta train. The presentcalculation would thusgive similar
results if fully loaded trucksand trains were consldered.
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SOthat movinga tralnTaad of cargo by truck is almost 5 dB louder tharl by train, for a

given no;soexposures railroads can move three timesas much colgo os trucks.

3.0 EFFECTON POPULATION EXPOSURE

The above caloulal]on in itself does not tell whether Iransfer of cargo from lrucks

to trains would adversely affect noise exposure in terms of people exposed. A model which

lncorporales land useand population data must be used to obtain thls. Suchmodels have

been usedto assessthe total noise exposure FromrailroadsSand heavy trucks6 Additional

data on through truck versus local truck traffic would be needed to properly adapt previous

calculations of this type to the present problem. However, the transferred cargo mustmove

between lhe samepoints, hence through areas of similar land use. it therefore appoars that

increased noise exposuredue to additional truc$:swould be several times greater than the

decreasedaxposure due to fewer tralns.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

It has been shownthat the noiseexpo_re associatedwilh moving o given tonnage

by truck is approximately 5 dB higher than by traln. A calculation of the ultimate effect

on people exposed hasnot been carried out, but it appears that transferring cargo Fromtrains

to trucks is likely to significantly increasepopulation exposure. Analysis of any railroad

nolse control measurewhich reducescargo carried must include an examination of the

increasedexposure from other modesto which it is transferred.
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National Association ofEn vironmental Professionals
P.O. BOX 1223, Alexandria, Va. 22313

May l0, 1979

Henry E. Thomas, Director
Standards and Regulations Division (ANR-_90)
office of Air, Noise, and Radiation
U.S. Envlronmental Protection Agency
_shlngton, D.C. 20_60

Dear Mr. Thc_ass

Thank you for your letter of April 13, 1979 regarding •
new regulations cn railroad noise.

At its meeting cn May I, 1979, the Board cfDirectcrs cf
the National Association cf Envir0n_ental Professionals

voted not to comment on the proposedrevised and cxpanded
railroad noise regulations.

We appreciate your bringing this cppcrtunitF to cur
attention.

Sincerely yours,

Margaret C. Arnold
Executive Secretary
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HEARING, EDUCATIONAL AID & RESEARCIt FOUNDATION, INC.

Please reply to: P.O. Box 57171, Washington, D.C. 20037

June 14, 1979

UO*RD DF DI_If3Ok_

IIenry E. Thomas
precis+,, Director

_m_rY_^c._ Standards & Regulations Division (ANR-490)
Cha,r,na,,,!a,,II.,a.I US Environmental Protection Agency
C^RLr_TOV_R Washington, D.C. 20460

_._tv.t_,_tt&.osv_Nox Dear Mr. Thomas :

;o.N_ ,o..t_,.. In response to your letter of April 13, 1979 we
_,*v,_c_,,oo_.0u_c.,m_woul d like to offer the following comments and
ts_nrscoo_,_,smm_ suggestions w_th respect to the matter of railroad
_o.¢c_ _ttt_o,; noise regulations.

s+.Ic.^._ slt_'_J<_*u 1. In our opinion it is imperative that to fulfill
_+_x..s_^_s the complete intent of congress, Section 17 of the Act

should be expanded to include the words "public health
n^_ur_owms_ and welfare". With this amendment having been accomplished,

•e_ar_ the Environmental Protection Agency could then justify a
stricter regulation since we have already established that
public health and welfare are in potential danger as a
result of enviro]_mental noise such as which is confronted |

in the railroad noise regulation under consideration. At
a recent Model Symposium on Community Noise organized by
this office, there was substantial evidence presented to |
confirm the potential damage to both hearing and other
aspects of health as a result of elevated levels of noise %0

within communities of our nation. It is clear then that
if the Environmental Protection Agency is to be expected
to protect citizens through regulations and through
programs of the state and local level the above proposed
amendment must be incorporated into the Act at the earliest
possible date.

2. We propose that the Act be clarified with respect
to the waiver of preemption by state and local governments
through petition to EPA. It would appear to us that
special local "conditions" identified in the Act should
include condi=ions in which heavily populated urban
communities are being threatened in their hearing and
health as a result of e_cessive noise in railroad yards.
Such areas should be viewed as having "special conditions"
which may require additional steps and regulations at the
local level to control noise. Su_.h communities should have

H.E.A.R.

a non-proWl ¢orporalio. in honor o/Mabtl Dubbard-Mrs. AIc_a,lder Graham Bell
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Henry E. Thomas
June 14, 1979
Page Two

the option through a waiver of preemption to apply additional
noise control measures and the railroads should be required to
meet these additional requirements to protect the health and
welfare of residents in the community. In our opinion this
would not necessarily result in cost burdens to the industry,
however specifics of this implementation would require further
study and research.

In our opinion the issuance of the proposed railroad yard
regulations will result in a contradictory position for the
Environmental Drotection Agency. nn the one hand the Office of
Noise Abatement and Control has adopted the approach of attempting
to regulate noise sources and is achieving this through action at
the federal level. On the other hand under the state and local

programs activity of the office of Noise Abatement and Control,
communities are encouraged to undertake their own local programs
to achieve a quieter America. The entire program contemplated
by congress and now attempting to be enforced by the Environmental
Protection Agency could be compromised and diminished to the point
of complete ineffectiveness if this proposed regulation is allowed
to stand as apparently dictated by court action.

We are forwarding a copy of this correspondence directly to
the Rural Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01) and to the Public Information

Reference Unit of the Environmental Protection Agency as suggested
in the Environmental News press release of May 30, 1979.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. Hope you will
advise us if we can be of any further assistance and if any further
information is revealed which would be of interest to this organiza-
tion.

sin_;_ply,

George W. Pellendorf, _d.D.
Executive Director

cc: Luther L. Terry, M.D.
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HEARING, EDUCATIONAL AID & RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.
po 8o_ J1341 WASHING;ON, DC _? =0_71_

Please reply to: P.O. Box 57171, Washington, D.C. 20037

June 14, 1979

|OA_ rIF OIAl_fffDIt$

LtrtuBRL.TE_aV.,O Henry E. Thomas
Prrlidrnl Director

,,D_,_,_c.i Standards & Regulations Division (ANR-490)
Chair,,a,ol_h,_oar_ US Environmental Protection Agency
C;.mL,,bTOV_I Washington, D.C. 20460
_¢aJur¢r

.ELV*L_HE_LC,OSV_NORDear Mr. Thomass
MAMMY $. ASHMQ_E

lounE _,DL_Y,... In response to your letter of April 13 r 1979 we
r^T.,c,_nooJ.0us_l,M Owoul d like to offer the following comments and
_sT._,coo_[_uinl suggestions with respect to the matter of railroad
=_o.c__.,_L_n_o,_ noise regulations.
M[_VZN D. G^AI_SON

_.k_c.^_,as_._,n 1. In our opinion it is imperative that to fulfill .J

_._* S_^*TS the complete intent of congress, Section 17 of the Act
should be expanded to include the words "public health

_..su.anmn_s and welfare". With this amendment having been accomplished, |f%

"_ the Environmental Protection Agency could then justify a
s_rieter regulation since we h,_ve already established that I
public health and welfare are in potential danger as a
result of environmental noise such as which is confronted

in the railroad noise regulation under consideration. At _,
a recent Model Symposium on Community Noise organized by

I

this office, there was substantial evidence presented to
confirm the potential damage to both hearing and other
aspects of health as a result of elevated levels of noise
within communities of our nation. It is clear then that

if the Environmental Protection Agency is to be expected
to protect citizens through regulations and through
programs of the state and local level the above proposed
amendment must be incorporated into the Act at the earliest
possible date.

2. We propose that the Act be clarified with respect
to the walver of preemption by state and local governments
through petition to EPA. It would appear to us that
special local "conditions" identified in the Act should
include conditions in which heavily populated urban
communities are being threatened in their hearing and
hea_th as a result of excessive noise in railroad yards.
Such areas should be viewed as having "special conditions"
which may require additional steps and regulations at the
local level to control noise. Such communities should have

H.E.A.R.

a .oir.p_ofil =arpor_n In _nor of Mdb¢l Nub_atd-A_rs. A_exa.dcr Graham Bell
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IIenry E. Thomas
Juno 14, 1979
Page Two

the option through a waiver of preemption to apply additional
noise control measures and the railroads should be required to
mee k these additional requirements to protect the health and
welfare of residents in the community. In cur opinion this
would not necessarily result in cost burdens to the industry,
however specifics of this implementation would require further
study and research.

In our opinion the issuance of the proposed railroad yard
regulations will result in a contradictory position for the
Environmental Protection Agency, On the one hand the Office of
Noise Abatement and Control has adopted the approach of attempting
to regulate noise sources and is achieving this through action at
the federal level, on the other hand under the state and local

programs activity of the Office of Noise Abatement and Control,
communities are encouraged to undertake their own local programs
to achieve a quieter America. The entire program contemplated
by congress and now attempting to be enforced by the Environmental
Protection Agency could be compromised and diminished to the point
of complete ineffectiveness if this proposed regulation is allowed
to stand as apparently dictated by court action.

We are forwarding a copy of this correspondence directly to
the Rural Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01) and to the Public Information

Reference Unit of the Environmental Protection Agency as suggested
in the Environmental News press release of May 30, 1979.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. Hope you will
advise us if we can be of any further assistance and if any further
information is revealed which would be of interest to this organiza-
tion.

Hi.ply0

George W, Fellendorf,_d.D.
Executive Director

ca| Luther L. Terry, M.D.
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IIll[[IIIIIIiIIIIII fllllill+IIIII
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NC)ISE"CONTROL OFFICIALS '

ill

J_l_ O, llor II+wlck P,O,Box 373
Excc_f+w D+tt=cn]r Sl_alimae,FL 32579

1904)65t ._606

June 27, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01)
Office of Noise Abatement

and Control (AW-490)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

Washington, D,C. 20460 ._4

Re_ GNAt 79-01, Railyard Noise Emission Standards I

Gentlemen:

The National Association of Noise Control Officials appreelatas |
the invitation and opportunity to comment on your April 17, 1979,
proposed amendment to the existing federal railroad noise emission
regulation. As professionals dedicated to the prevention, control,
and abatement of environmental noise, we are vitally concerned _'_
with the problem of railyard noise, its impact on the public's
health and welfare and the lack of relief offered by your proposed
action.

For your information NANCO is a non-profit scientific organization
supporting environmental noise control. The Association was
incorporated in January, 1978 to establish and maintain a forum
through which personnel of State and local agencies and other
interested parties may unite. The Association's most important
aim is to provide a mechanism and opportunities for free exchange
of information, discussion and cooperative study of problems con--
fronting its members. While only a year and a half old NANCO has
grown rapidly with over 200 members currently active throughout
the United Statea. It is important to note that our members _ep-
resent themselves as individuals and do not represent the agencies
by which they are employed.

On June 7, 1979, NANCO's Board of Directors adopted the attached
critique as the Association's official position regarding the
technical aspects of your proposed railyard standards. Also
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attached for submission to the docket are the results of a survey
of NANCO's membership regarding the proposed standard. The results
reflect the response of 44 Active and 24 Associate Members.

We recognize and appreciate the fact that there are legal con-
siderations whlch must be taken into account in your final decision.
However, we sincerely hope that these legal issues will not blind
you to the need for a technically valid and workable regulation
which provides the maximum possible relief. We further recognize
the severe time restraints under which EPA has been forced to
prepare this regulatory proposal and feel that EPA should be
commended for accomplishing so much in such a short period of
time. However, we cannot help but interpret your proposed regu-
lation as a legalization of railroad noise in this country. We
can only hope that your final action will reflect the majority of
tha comments submitted to the docker which call for a regulation
designed to protect nhe citizens of the Nation as opposed to the
Railroads,

NANCO has strongly supported the EPA philosophy that railyard
equipment and facilities, other than rolling stock, can best be
and should be regulated by State and local noise control agenoles.
It is indeed unfortunate that your agency is being forced by court
order to abandone this philosophy and to promulgate standards
whose true purpose is to preempt State and local controls.

Again, thank you for the invitation and opportunity to common=.
We look forward to working with you in seeking our con=non goal.
a ,uleter environment.

Exeautive Director

Attachments
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A PRELIMINARY CRITIQUE

OF THE

U,S, ENVIRONt4ENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S

PROPOSED RAILYARD NOISE REGULATION

SU_4ARY_ The following is a preliminary critique of the U.S. Envlrenme.tal Pro_ection
Agency's proposed noise emission regu]atlons for facllltles and equipment of the mltlon'_
interstate rill carriers as published in the Federal Register on Tuesday, April 17, 1979.
These comments have been drafted by a special NANCO review enrnmlttee made up of John
}lector, Bob gellweg, Jerry Jensen, Jack S_ing and Jesse gorthwt_.k. They do not nece_~
sarily reflect the views of _Jrly State or local agency nor do they represent a formal
position by NANCO. They have been prepared in an effort to s_imulate and encourage
review of tile regulation by all interested persons.

ISSUE: Property line _tandards versus source standards..

CO,lENT: The eo_ittee feels that EPA should not establish property-line type noise
emls6lon standards for raiayards or any other _ources of environmental nol_e. Any prop-
erty-line standards promulgated by EPA would have to he based on worst case or "least
ten,men denominator" situations since there are no variance provisions ill /he Noise Con-
trol Act. We don't feel that a standard based on the wor_t case would be in the best

interest of the public health and welfare. Such standards would only serve to legal-
ize existing levels of noise and in the case of railyards actually a]lo_ significant
incre_ses in noise emissio_s at yards which are currently "quiet."

Recognizing the restrictions that would be placed on establishing national property-
line railroad noise emission standards and the uniqueness of local acoustlc environ-
meats, the committee would recommend the adoption of receiving property criteria to
aid dn determining when source controls should be imposed. The fol]owlng scenario
is suggested:

(I) EPA should establish receiving property noise impact criteria which when vlo-
fated would constitute an impact on the public health and welfare and therefore
be considered excessive, Such criteria should be established without consider-

ation for eos_ of compliance or technology requirements. We would recorm_end
LDN 55 dBA be adopted as the criterion for longterm steady sta_e noise expo-
sure (based on dnforu_ition published by EPA) and that maximum hourly Leq's of
60 dBA (day) and 50 dgA (night) also be established to allow shortterm mealier-
lag. These hourly levels are recommended based on the need to protect _galnst
com_unicatio_ interference and sleep interference, and are "supported by (l)
the data presented in EPA'$ Appendix V which shows the greatest difference be-

tween maximum measured hourly Leq values and LBN values being 4.5 dBh, indi-
cating that the daytime hourly Leq should he se_ no higher ttmn 5 dBA above
the LDN value; and (li) the need for a I0 dB nighttime penalty. A third set
of criteria neons to be establlshed as a measure of intrusive noise, perhap_

a maxl_um LHAX-L50 difference or some similar measure,

(2) Once the above criteria are established Federal, State and local enforcement
officials can determine where noise impacts exist. When the nols_ emisslons
from a given rallyard are found to he in violation of the criteria at a re-
ceiving noise sensitive site, the next step ds to determine whether the noise
is necessary. We would define unnecessary noise as any noise which is exces-
sive (violates the criteria) and which has not been controlled using best a-
vailable technology (BAT) as identified by EPA source standards which includes
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adminis t r_lt Ire controls.

(3) A raflyard which is fotlnd to be generating excessive and unnecessary noise
would he required to bring It_ noise within the criteria or cumply with all
EPA source standard_ through the application of BAT and _tdmlnts_rative controls.

_lis scenario would result _n nnts_! abatemen_ nn]y ;It noise sl!nsltlvc s_tes as opposed

to requiring ah,ltement on all sources lnd,sLry_lde, t}wr_by red,cIng drastically the

econom_ it_pact tnl lndllstl'y. Wt_ Ivel it would ;l_so ¢!fleottr:lge th_ use of adminisLI'atlve
controls including cooperatlan with lncal planning offlela/_ to prevent encroachment

and encoll_'age co_lpatiblt, redevelopl_cn_.

]SS[_I_: IhrouBh train hOiSt' emissions

COHHENT: We fee[ that throtJgh _raln n_l_se has not bt_ell ;tdequat_ly addressed. E_lst-

dng sourc_ staadard_ fail to protect the pubIlc health and welfnrt_. We _trangly urge

_ha_ standards I'_3r rolling stock he reexaralnud.

ISSUE: Best Avallah]_ Tcchnolo_v definition

EOHNENT: goat Available Technology should i:_clude admlni.._tr._tlve control. Control'con-

sidered workable and reasonable should be published by EPA for use by the raih'oads and
enforcing agencies.

/_SSUE: Ear couplin_ noise standards

CO_IEN'Z': We recommend tile car speed criteria be dropped since it will o[lly serve to
compJfcate enforcement. As currently written the regulation would require the monitor-

fog of car ,,;peed to document it moving less than 4 mph In order to fully support a vio-
lation.

We also recommend that _he standard be reduced from 95 dUA to 90 dBA at 30 meters. A

minimum of I0 readings all witbin IO dgA of tile maximum reading sbould be required, It

appears that the gO dgA standard couhl be reached tllrougb ,_peed controls, especially when
the energy averaging of lO r,-_adlngs Is considered.

ISSUE: Retarder noise s_andards

COHNENT: We support gPA's appllcatdon of 12 ft. barriers with absorptive lining as fIAT.

We support the 90 dBA standard buc suggest that the measurement criteria he amended to
require a minimum of lO readings, all within 10 dBA of the maximum reading, be used in

arriving at the energy average,

ISSUE: gefrl_erator car noise standard

COMHENT: l_e background documentatdon present_ lnsufficl_nt data to support a review

of the .'_tandard. flow=vet, it does not appear _hat the use of electric servlca for com-

pressors as opposed to diesel-generated _ervle¢ was glven adequate, if any, consideration.

This control approach Is currently being used In Orange County, California.

ISSUE: Acoust£e environmcn= degradation

COMHENT: Th_ regtHatlon should be amended to include provlslontl Idmitlng degradatdon

of _he acoustic environment surroundlng radlyards that currently have low level nols_
emlss ions,
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ISSUI£: Land use p1_nnln_

COGENT: A11 railyards should be r_qulred to provlde nolse contours to local planning

dep_FtmeN_8 _lowing cur_ent a_d future noi_ impact Zon_sp In orde_ to eBcour_ge tom~

patlb]_ land use plannlng.

ISSUE: 5ta_e and local _nforcem_nt of the r_ulat_o_

CO.lENT: _i_ measurement criteria a_e exLTemely complex and will re_u_ _n l_tt1_t If

any. enfoyc_lent by _a_e _nd lo_a| no1_ control og_ci_. _q_ know o_ no agency tha_

_8 w_1]_n_ _o parC_c_pa_ in th_ _nfoy_emen_ of the yef;tJlil_on as pyopo_d. Ev_ _f

a_e_ab1_ s_ndaril_ and measurement p_oc_du_os are promu]_a_ed by EPA, S_e and

local governments w_] be requlred Lo adop_ Identical regulations before _hey could

be_ _nvo]v_d _n e_fo_cem_n_. Th_ p_oe_s could prove _o be a ]engchy _ no_ _m-

pos_bl_ _a_k in many jurisdictions. Fui'_]l_rnlor_, w_ f_1 _h_ wi_ho_ fiN_nclal and

technical suppor_ (traln_n_ enfo_cemen_ off_cla1_, provld_ng _egal advice, equipment,

te_hnl_al co_su1_a_on, e_c°)_ no S_e o_ ]o_al noi_ _o_o] a_ncy w111 be ahl_

_o _ue_e_sful]y et_o_ce agalns_ a m_o_ ra_1 company.

ISSUe: Heasur,_men_ crlterla

COGENT: Th_ _ea_ur_ment _ri_erla as p_opo_ed are too _omp|ox to be considered wo_k-

able. _lod_l_n_ o_t _11 _on-ra_lya_d no_e so_ir_es and _hrough tyaln_ as propo_d

usln_ sophisticated _eehnlque_ such a_ _he TSC Highway Nol_e Predlct_on He,hod is askln_

too much° The_e ar_ currently no _n_e_ra_in_ _oun_ ]_v_l _stru_entatlon sys_ th_

mee_ a1_ A_S_ Type I s_eclf_catlon_ due to _he lack of speclflcatlons for d1_1_a] read-

ou_. Those _h_ mee_ _he Type I accuracy _p_c_f_ca_on_ nr_ ov_]y expen_ive _nd _re

_here_ore rare_y found in the eq_Ip_e_ _nven_or_ of Stace _nd ]oc_i no_e control

programs. AIthou_h w_ reco_nded earlier against _he use of LD_ or Leq for enforce-

ment. If LDN _nd Leq _etr_c_ are adopted, a slmple sta_Istlcal measurement procedure
using Type I_ sound level _e_ers and a me_hod o_ cnlcula_in_ L_q should b_ e_ablished.

I_SUE: EPA Re_on X Recommendatio_ of non-concurrence

COt_4E_T: The eo_ee comp1_ely _oncurs ui_h EPA Region X Administrator Dubois'
co_ne_t_ _s ou_1_ne_ in _tached letter.
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UNITEO STATESENVIRONMENTALPROTECTIONAGENCY
Region]0

OAT_: FIB i 6 _

SU.JECT;Recommendationof Non-concurrencewithOraft RailyardEquipment
and FacilityRegulationsUnder Red BorderReview

FROW: DonaldP, Oubois
RegionalAdministrator

To: J. EdwardRoush,Director
Officeof Regionaland IntergovernmentalOperations

THRU: L, Edwin Coate /_ _DeputyRegionalAdministrator

We are non-concurrlngwith the proposedrailroadequipments'facility
regulationscurrentlyunder red borderreview. We recognizetheremay
be overridingconsiderationsat the Nationallevel;our non-concurrence
is thereforebasedon our concernsaboutnegativeimpactson the Region
lO noiseprogram. Our objectionsto the packageare sun_narizedbelow.

1. The proposedregulations(both24 and one-hour)are not protective
of publichealthand welfareand are inconsistentwithour national
noisest_teg_,.

2. Becausethey are totallypreemptive,the proposedstandardswould
prohibitone of our states(Oregon)fromenforcingits own standards
whichare protectiveof publichealthand welfare. Enforcementactions
takenby Oregonusing theirmore stringentstandardshave not resulted
in placingan unreasonableeconomicburdenon the railroadsin order to
achievecompliance. We understandIllinoishas also beenenforcingmore
stringentstandards.

3. The regulationswill allowdegradationin the noise climate around
some existingrailyards.

4. The draft regulationproposesa one-hourstandardwhich is inconsis-
tentwith measurementsmade in Region10 and by Regions4, 6, and 8,
Thesemeasurementswere taken to providedata to supportthe regulation
development,From our data, our worst one-hourlevel was within 5 dB of
the 24 hour levels. The regulationproposesa one-hourdaytimelevel 14
dB higherthanthe 24 hour level. We cannotsee the justificationfor
sucha highone-hourlevel and reco_end a mog£e reasonablelevel be

real worldmea em

estab]ishedbased on d/__/

ePAFern1320.6(Rev,3.76)
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A SURVEY OF NANCO MEMBERS ON

FEDERAL PROPOSED RAILYARD NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS

(NANCO recently conducted a _urvey of its m_mbers regardingEPA's proposed railyard
noise emissionstandard.Results,along with individual statements,will beused in preparing
the Association's commentson the regulation. Survey questions a=_dresponses, in percent,
are presented below."l_e first percentage figure shows response of Active Members, the
secondthat of Associates.)

1. How s_rious a problem is radyard 5. If property line standardsare adopted
noise in your 9tate/ComlT_Unity? by EPA for railyard noise, which of

% 16.5 Complaintsnon-exktent the following descriptors would you
41-18 Ocaslonalc0mplaints consider most appropriate for
34.19 Regularcomplalnts enfolcement?
16.2 Organizedcitlzen action % 34-16 LON

30-20 Leq (hourly)
5.2 Leq (24 hour)

2. If railyard noiseis ,_ problem in your 7-2 OctavoB_nd
StatelCommunity what are the 30-7 LMAX(hourly)
primary sourcesof noise? 25-14 LIO (hourly)

% 61-1B Enginenoisefrom Iocomo%ives 16-9 LSO (hourly)
and switchengines 9-5 LMAX * LSO(or similar

27.2 Retardersqueal measureof intrusiveness)
39.0 Refrigeratorcar noise 7-5 Other (impulsenoise; 3.5 dB
55.7 Idling Iocamotives maximum increasein existing
48-14 Car-couplingnoise LDN)

2-0 Loadcelttestlng, repair 7. AssumingEPA stickswith LDN asthe
facilillesandlocomotive descriptorfor propertydlne noi_e en-
serviceareanoise, forcement, which of the foilowlng

25-16 Whoel/Railnoise standards would you consider mo_t
49.14 Horns,bells,whistles appropriate?7.0 Traileronflat car,

containeron fiat car % 11-5 75dBA
7.2 Other dumping and shaking; 16.5 70 dBA20.20 65dBA

coal carshakersJ 20-9 50 dBA
32.7 55dBA

3. Do you agreethat EPA shouldbecom0 5-5 Oth_r (day65 Leq.
involved in settlng properW llne type night 50 hourly Leq)
noise_tandards?

% 30.7 Stronglyagree 8. If EPA promulgates an acr.eptabLeset
18-20 Agree of noise standardswill your agencybe
11-7 Undecided willing to enforce them?
14-9 Disagree % 45-9 Yes
27.9 Stronglydisagree 30-5 Yes, but only with federal

financial andtechnicalsupport
11-2 No

4. What type of sallyard noisestandards
doyoufeelEPAshould_dopt? 9. Ooe_ your equipment inventory

% 20-11 Propertydinestandards currently includean integrating sound
34.11 Sourcespecifi¢;standards level meter, or instrumentation
39.27 A combinationof property- system, that is capable of measuring

llna andsourcestandards Leq or LON and that meets ANSI
7-2 No standards $1.4.1971 requirements for Type I

PrecisionSoupd Level Meters?
% 57-18 Yes

5. If EPA promulgates property.line 36-14 No
noise ttendard_which of the following 5-2 No, but willlng to purchase
receivingLandusesdo you fee! should
beprotected? 10. Do you feel that the railyard noise

% 11.2 All lands measurement criteria as described in
18.7 Atldevel0pedlands Subparts C and D of the April 17,
2-5 Residentialpropertiesonly 1979, Federal Registerare:
70.43 Residentialand other noise % 0.2 Overly simple .

sensitiveproperties(churches, 2.2 Simple
schools,etc.] 16.11 Workable

2-0 Commercialpropertiesonly 30.25 Complex, but still workable
6`5 Other (vacantzonedresidential; 36.2 Complicatedbeyond reasonand

publicule areas( totally unworkable.
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O METRO CLaN AIR COMMITTEE

I_ PORTLAND AVENUE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55404 • 871-T33_

June 27, 1979

Rail Carrier Docket (ONAC 79-01)
Officeof Noise Abatementand Control(AW-490)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington,D.C. 20460

Gentlemen:

I am writing to you as Chairman of the Metro Clean Air Noise Cormittee, which
is made up of representatives of both public and private organizations inter-
ested in ensuring a better noise environment in the metropolitan area and the
state of Minnesota. We have sponsored seminars in community planning in noise
for localofficialsfrom aroundthe stateand for law enforcementofficials.
The committeealsoreviewedand co_ented on the StateNoise Standardsbefore
they were adopted,and has been involvedin the developmentof a numberof

communitynoiseordinances.

The members of the Metro Clean Air Noise Committee feel that the development I
of property-line (receiver) standards are inappropriate for the US EPA, which
should be concentrating on the development of emission standards for products ,k_

or facilities. "Property-line" standards may be acceptable if they address _!
the maximum allowable emission level at the property line of the noise source.

In terms of enforcementor control, the Ldn concept is of little use. It is
a measure of environmentalexposurebut does not account for many of the
problems th=l,,u_L be faced in enforcement situations, such as the prevention
of sleep, annoyance during certain periods, and other problems which are
associated directly with railroad activities in many major cities.

It is unclear as to whether the US EPA is attempting to develop a standard
which is inherently difficult to enforce. We would prefer to see a more
easily understandable limitation on emission from railroad activities. Once
this is accomplished,localauthoritiescan determinefor each situationif
the operation of the railroad is damaging to the health and welfare of its
citizens.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed rules.

Yours truly,

David Braslau
Chairman

DB/da
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_tate Organi_stJon Service
319 15th Avenue Southeast

Hlnneapolis, _ 55455

24 Hay 197g

Rall Carrier Docket ONAC 79-01
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (_NR-490)
US Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, I)C 20460

re: R_ilroad Noise Control at the Expense of Local Environmental Quality

Dear 51r:

Our association is the local professional group of audiologists and speech-language "_(
pathologists, Our role is one of serving tbe communicative needs of those having !
hearing, speaking, or understanding prohlems, essentially, but our role is rather
complex. We communicative health care practitioners are concerned with indiwiduals
having communicative problems and wlth the circumstances and environments in which !
the problems present. Naturally we have much interest in environmental noise prob- _.
lems because of what noise does to the human being and to his/her communicative skills.
_lis letter represents the views of one individual in these matters, however, and does
not necessarily represent the thinking of all our members or of the association,

Minnesota has been an environmentally active state in controlling the output of noise
sources. It is our understanding that EPA is now in the process of promulgating rules
which would take railroad nolse control from the states and make railyard noise the
prerogative of the federal bureaucracy. The activity of the state, we suspect, would
be replaced by the lethargy of a verhose federal department which historically has
been great on words bet has been less on actions to support the quality of llfe on
the local level, and indeed appears not to bav_ adequate staff to enforce its own reg-
ulations once promulgated. We suspect that distant Washington will continue to have
its "better ideas" which will only hurt our citizens in Minnesota and their quality of
llfe. We know from our experience with the FDA rule one hearing aids, for instance,
that the bureaucracy knows or cares little for meaningful state laws which address and
protect local concerns.

We would encourage EPA to request Congress to ranndute local control over local fixed
noise sources and to specifically prohibit the federal government from Intervenl_g in
state regulations over fixed noise sources such as railyards. At the least, we would
feel EPA would be better off challenging the court order requiring its proposed rule
usurping state control of local noise sources.

Thnnk your for this opportunity to comment.

Si_e ely,

Ann_ Seltz,_, CCC-Audlology
NSHApresident 148B



UNITED STATES _NVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
RAIL CARRIER DOCKET NO. ONAC79-01

COMMENTS OF THE R_I_qAY LABOR
EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION ON TIIE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AG--E-_iS PROPOSED RAILROAD

NOISE STANDARDS--

These comments are submitted by the Railway Labor Executives

Association (RLEA) in response to the Environmental Protection

Agency's (EPA) Notice of Proposed Rulemaking setting out noise

emmission standards for railroad yards. That Notice was published

in the Federal Register on April 17, 1979.

The RLEA represents all of the railroad workers in this coun-

try. The names of RLEA's constitituent organizations are as follows:

American Railway Supervisors' Association
American Train Dispatchers' Association

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employees

Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen of America
Brotherhood of Railway, Airline and Steamship Clerks,

Freight Handlers, Express and Station Employees
Brotherhood of Railway Carmen of the United States

and Canada

Hotel & Restaurant Employees and Bartenders
International Union

International Association of Machinists and

Aerospace Workers _)
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron I

Shipbuilders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, and Helpers
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers

International Brotherhood of Fivemen and Oilers
International Organization of Masters, Mates and

Pilots of America

National Marine Engineers' Beneficial _ssociation
Railroad Yardmasters of America (_

Railway Employees' Department, AFL-CIO
Seafarers' International Union of North America
Sheet Metal Workers' International Union

Transport Workers Union of America

United Transportation Union
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RLEA is vitally concerned with the proposed noise emmission

standards insofar as those standards will affect the workers

its members represent. We are extremely dissappointed that EPA

did not consult with rail labor prior to issuing the proposed

rules. This failure is particularl_ disturbing because EPA was

in frequent communication with the Association of American

Railroads before issuing the proposal. Had E_A consulted

rail labor, serious shortcomings in the proposal could have been

avoided.

The noise produced in railroad yards adversly affects two

separate groups: people living near the boundaries of the yard

and railroad employees who work inside the yards, close to the

noise sources. EPA originally determined that the impact of

noise on the first of these groups is an essentially local prob-

lem which should not be regulated at the federal level. This

position has some merit. The impact of noise on the second group

is, however, a serious problem of nationwide proportions. It can

best be remedied by effective occupational health regulations

promulgated at the federal level and supplemented by state end local

rules when necessary. Unfortunately, the regulations EPA has

proposed will not give railroad workers the protection they need [

and may deprive them of other sources of protection, both state

and federal. The remainder of our comments are devoted to (i)

explaining the inadequacy of the regulations as proposed by EPA

to protect railroad employees from on-the-job noise hazards;
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(2) demonstrating how promulgation of those regulatibns will

deprive employees of other potentially available protections

against noise; and (3) suggesting possible solutions to this

problem.

i. The noise control standards which EPA has proposed

are neither intended nor adequate to protect railroad employees

from the health hazards posed by having to work in noisy rail-

road yards. We are confident that the EPA does not need to

be reminded of the importance of protecting workers from the

health hazards posed by excessive noise levels. In the "_ack-

ground Documents for Proposed Revisions To Rail Carrier Noise

Emmission Regulation," February 19, 1979, EPA accurately describes

the injuries human beings suffer when subjected to high noise levels

See, pp0 6-2 to 6-3. EPA's description of "noise-induced hearing

loss" is particularly poignant to those who know railroad workers

suffering from this problem:

The best-known noise effect is probably
noise-induced hearing loss. It is charac-
teristic of noise-induced hearing loss that

it first occurs in the high frequency area of

the auditory range which is important for the
understanding of speech. As a noise-lnduced

hearing loss develops, the sounds of speech
which lend meaning become less and less dis-

cernible. Eventually, while utterances are
still heard, they become merely a series of

low rumbles, and the intelligibility is less.
Noise-induced hearing loss is a permanent loss

for which he_rlng aids and medical procedures
cannot compensate.

Id., at p. 6-2. If people living and working outside the railroad

yard need protection against this and other noise inflicted inj_rles,
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railroad employees who must work inside the yard obviously are in

greater need of protection.

The rules EPA has proposed are, however, designed to protect

not railroad workers but only persons living or worl_ing outside

the y_rds. Such a standard can be c]escribed as a general environ-

mental regulation which is designed to limit noise pollution of

tlle environment around railroad yards. It must be distinguished

from occupational health or safety regulations which are designed

to protect the employees who must work close to the sources of the

noise. Both the preamble to EPA's proposal and the Background Doc-

.ument explicitly state that the proposed regulation is only aimed

at protecting those people outside the yard and does not attempt

to assess or deal with the noise impact on those who must work in

the yard. See, e.g., Background Document at pp. 6-1 through 6-62.

Since EPA's standard is not designed to protect workers, it is

not surprising to find that the rules contained in that standard are

inadequate to that task. The essence of the proposal is the limit

set on the average noise level measured on occupied property out-

side the limits of the yard (the receiving property standard). Such

a limit on the noise received outside the yard is of little value

in protecting workers who work inside. Furthermore, that limit

can be met, in part, through the use of baffles and barriers which

will reflect sound back toward the men working in the yard, thus

exacerbating the problem for them while reducing it for the surroun-

ding community. Finally, where there is no occupied property in
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the vicinity of the yard, the receiving property noise limitation

is inapplicable even though railroad employees still have to work

inside the yard limits. The receiving property standard is thus

of little value in protecting workers in the yard.

Even the specific source stanards in the proposed regulations

are inadequate. The standard for retarder noise is a particularly

troubling example. EPA proposes that the "highly audible and anno-

ying screech" admitted by retarders be limited to no more than 90

dB measured at a point 30 meters away from the retarder. This

standard is ineffective for two reasons. First, the noise level

permitted is too high. Second, the measurement should be made

in close proximity to the retarder, where railroad workers often

have to perform their daily tasks. It is of little value to a

man working next to a retarder to be assured that the noise

level is no more than 90 dS at a point 30 meters (nearly 100 feet)

away.

Finally, many sources of noise which cause problems for

railroad workers in the yards are unregulated by the standard.

There are no specific source limitations for the numerous pieces

of maintenance of way equipment which make considerable noise,

or the locomotive testing and repairs facilities, to mention

only two. Employees exposed to these noise sources receive

virtually no protection from EPA standards.

We are aware that EPA decided, in formulating the proposed

regulations here involved, to write a general environmental

regulation and not one designed to pretect occupational safety
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and health. This decision may, however, seriously impede our

effects to obtain noise protection for railroad _mrkers.

(2) If EPA promulgates as a final regalation the proposal

it has made regarding noise emmission standards for railroad yards,

it will not only fail to protect railroad employees adequately but

it will also run a serious risk of depriving them of other avai-

lable protections. The Association of American Railroads (AAR)

brought the case of Association of American Railroads v. Costle,

562 F.2d 1310 (DC Cir. 1977), for the explicit purpose of forcing

EPA to promulgate rules which, under the pre-emption provisions

of the Noise Control Act of 1972, would free its members from

having to comply with state and local noise control rules and

ordinances. The AAR and its members can be expected to use the

rules EPA promulgates to the maximum extent possible in their

efforts to avoid having comply with other noise control rules,

both state and federal. The following paragraphs suggest some

of the arguments they may make.

First, the railroads can be expected to assert that, once

the EPA rules are promulgated, th0y are no longer subject to

general environmental noise control rules established by state

and local governments. They will probably argue not only that

the EPA rules supplant state rules dealing with the same specific

subjects as do the EPA rules (i. e., property line limits on yard

noise and specific source rules on retarders, refrigerator cars

and coupling noise), but also that they are free of the duty to
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comply with State rules governing any specific source within

the yard, on the theory that EPA has regulated the entire

"facility" known as the yard. We believe that the latter

portion of this argument is invalid, but nevertheless expect the

railroads to pursue it vigorously.

Second, the railroads will probably also claim that EPA's

proposed staandard will free them from the obligation to comply

with state and local occupational health regulations governing

railroad noise. Several states, including California, have

valuable regulations affording railroad workers protection from

some of the injurious effects of the noisy environment in which

they must work. The contention that EPA's regulation pre-empts

such state rules is, in our view, invalid because the _PA rule

is a general environmental regulation that should not be held to

displace specific occupational health rules. Nevertheless, the

railroads will pursue their position vigorously and their doing

so can be expected to achieve, at a minimum, delay and confusion

in state enforcement.

Third, the railroads will undoubtedly argue that the proposed

EPA noise standards for railroad yards ousts the Labor Department

from jurisdiction over noise problems in railroad yards under the

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA). Section 4(b) (i) of

that Act provides:

Nothing in this chapter shall apply to working
conditions of employees with respect to which
other Federal agencies, ..., exercise statutory

authority to prescribe or enforce standards or
regulations affecting occupational safety or health.
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29 U.S.C. _653(b) (I). We believe that the Labor Department

would continue to have jurisdiction under OSHA despite pro-

mulgation of the proposed EPA regulations because, as we have

pointed Out, those regulations are not occupational health

or safety regulations and therefore do not "affect occupational

safety or health." The railroads, however, can be counted on to

argue to the contrary. See, e.g., Southern Pacifiq Transportation

Co. v. Usery, 539 F. 2d 386 (5th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 54 L.Ed.

2d 154; Southern Railwa Z v. OSI{RC, 539 F.2d 335 (4th Cir. 1976),

cert. denied, 429 U.S. 999 (1976); Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

v. OSHRC, 548 F.2d 1052 (D. C. cir. 1976). The result will be

considerable litigation and delay in enforcing any applicable

OSHA standards.

Fourth, we see no ground on which the railroads could argue

that promulgation Of EPA's proposed rules on railroad yard noise

could oust FRA from jurisdiction over yard noise as an occupational

health or safety problem. We do recognize, however, that FRA has

no rules governing this problem at the present time and that a

request to FRA to establish such rules would be met, after promul-

gation of EPA's rules, with the objection from the railroads that

"EPA is already regulating the subject".

As the foregoing should establish, promulgating the present

EPA proposal as a final regulation would be extremely unfortunate.

The protection of communities surrounding railroad yards from the

noise generated by those yards is often a local problem which may
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not merit nation-wide, _ederal regulation. On the other hand,

the protection of railroad employees from noise in railroad

yards is a nation-wide problem that should be dealt with at both

the federal and state levels. The proposed EPA regulations

would, however, create a substantial risk that neither the

states nor the federal government will be able to deal with

that problem adequately. In the next section, we suggest several

ways to avoid this situation.

3. We recognize that the EPA is constrained by the Costle

decision and that it must conform its actions to the requirements

of that decision. Nevertheless, we believe there are several

possible courses which EPA could adopt to avoid or reduce the

adverse impact of its regulations on employee health in tbe rail-

road industry.

First, the regulation could be completely revised and recast

as an Occupational health standard rather than a general environ-

mental rule. While protection of people living around yards may

be a local problem, protection of railroad workers within the yards

is a nation-wide problem meriting federal as well as state atten-

Lion. The EPA has jurisdiction and authority to promulgate regu-

lations designed to protect railroad and other workers from the

adverse affects of noise. Section 2(b) of the Act declares that

"it is the policy of the United States to promote an environment

for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their health

or welfare". 42 U.S.C. _4901(b). The term "all Americans" in-
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disputably iscludes those who earn their livings in noisy envi-

ronments, such as railroad yards.

Furthermore, we l_elieve that recasting the instant proposal

to protect railroad workers uather than the persons living in.the

vicinity of railroad yards is consistent with both the Costle

decision and Section 17(a) (i) of the Noise Control Act of 1972.

That section and the Court's decision in Costie require EPA to

promulgate noise emmission standards for "the equipment and fa-

cilities" of railroad carriers. Section 17(a)(1) also requires

that tbose regulations set limits which reflect the degree "of

noise reductios achievable through the application of the best

available technology, taking into account the cost of compliance."

Neither the statute, nor the Costle decision, however, specify

what population EPA must design the regulations to protect. In

its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, EPA has chosen to protect

persons living sear the boundaries of railroad yards and to ig-

nore protection of the persons who work in the yards. We suggest

that EPA would use its discretion more wisely if it chose to

define the class of persons to be protected as those who work

in railroad yards. Selection of the class of persons to be pro-

tected by federal regulation is a decision within EPA's di'scretion

and exercise of that discretion to focus protection on railroad

workers should be upheld by the coqrts.
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Of course, the standards contained in the Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking will have to be revised to make them effective occupa-

tional health noise standards. Inadequate occupational noise

regulations would be worse than none at all. They would pre-

vent ether agencies from providing adequate standards. Also,

if EPA leaves the problem of noise impacts on citizens living

near railroad yards unregulated it should provide a means for

permitting local jurisdictions to regulate that problem in appro-

priate situations. This result can be achieved by promulgation

of regulations under S17(c)(2) seting out criteria under which

the Administrator would approve appropriate local standards.

Second, rather than recasting the present rules exclusively

as occupational protection for railroad'workers, such occupational

protection can simply be a4ded to the present proposal. EP_ has

jurisdiction to do so as explained in the preceeding paragraphs.

Third, EPA could leave the proposed rules essentially as

they are but include in the preamble a clear statement interpre-

ting those rules and the Noise Control Act (i) as not preventing

the states from promulgating and enforcing noise control standards

relating specifically to protection of workers from occupational

health hazards, including noise, and (2) as not ousting OSHA from

jurisdiction over noise protection for railroad workers. The lat-

ter of these two objectives is not difficult to achieve. The pre-

amble should contain a statement that EPA does not consider its

railroad yard noise regulations as "affecting occupational safety
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or health" within the meaning of _4(b)(1) of OS[{A. We believe

the courts would abide by this interpretation of the regulations

by the agency that issued them and would hold that the Labor

Department is not ousted. The preamble should also preserve

the right of the states to protect railroad workers from excessive

noise levels. A statement from EPA to the effect that its regu-

lations do not adequately cover occupational health protection and

that the states should therefore be free to provide such protection

would be helpful.

Fourth, the proposed rules couls be revised to contain only

a limit on total noise produced by railroad yards as measured at

the property line of the nearest occupied property. This alter-

native would eliminate the rules setting specific source standards

for retarders and other particular pieces of equipment. Such a

revision to the proposal should be accompanied by a statement that

the rules regulate only total noise coming from the entire facili-

ty and leave unregulated, and therefore subject to state regulation,

particular sources of noise. The states would then be free to pro-

mulgate either occupational or environmental noise control regu-

lations for those specific pieces of equipment.

We feel the first of these four alternatives corrects both the

major problems of the present regulation: (i) Federal regulation

of an essentially local problem and (2) no regulation of the im-

portant problem of railroad employee exposure to excessive noise

levels. We urge EPA, whether it accepts our first proposal or
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some other solution, to do all it can to insure that its rail-

road noise regulations do not rob railroad workers of essential

protection against the noisy environments in which they have

to work.

Respectfully submitted,

J/f R. Snyder
-Chairman

Safety Committee
Railway Labor Executives

Association

400 First Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
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